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COLLISION IMPORTANCE FUNCTION IN REACTOR
CELL CALCULATION
V. V. Tebin
Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy
Moscow
ABSTRACT
A method for calculation of the reactor cells using collision
importance function is described. The collision probability
equation is formulated which differs from conventional one. It is
assumed that spatial, angular and energy variables are not
separated
and
neutron
collision
importance
function
is
introduced, which is found by solving adjoint to neutrons
collision density equation. This method has been used for
development
of
generalized
subgroup
approach,
which
is
implemented in SAPFIR code package. The numerical results are
given.

INTRODUCTION
The cell calculation
is an important step in modeling
neutron-physical processes in nuclear reactors. Usually, the cell
calculation means solution of kinetic equation for neutrons in
given subvolume of reactor with the a priori determined sources
and boundary conditions. There are many codes solving this
problem. It is possible to distinguish two types of them:
deterministic codes (APOLLO, EPRI-CELL, SRAC, WIMS) and are
statistical codes based on Monte-Carlo method
(MCNP, MCU,
SAME-CE)• First-type codes are characterized by small run-time,
by use of equivalence theorem of homogeneous and heterogeneous
media and by presence of free parameters for results adjustment.
Second-type codes are characterized by big run-time, universal
geometry and by using exact operators in kinetic equation. The
cell-calculating part MBC-1.5(B20) of neutron-physical code
SAPFIR, developed during 80-th, is neither of two these types.
CPU-time need
for
MBC-1.5(B20) is 2-3 time greater than tor
deterministic codes and significantly less than for statistical
codes. Though MBC-1.5(B2O) is deterministic code, its error can
be estimated in the course of cell calculation. The operators of
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equations solved are consistent with details of neutron data. The
calculation techniques have no adjustment parameters.
The
method
underlying
MBC-1.5(B20)
was
developed
tor
generalized
subgroup
approach
to
rescnance
absorption
calculation. But in code package SAPFIR this method is used not
only for resonance absorption calculation. The method is based on
collision
importance
function
application
directly
in the
calculations.
The adjoint function to neutron flux
is used widely in the
perturbation theory for differencial form of kinetic equation.
Sometimes the adjoint equation to the integral kinetic equation
is considered . The difference between adjoint equations of
differential and integral forms of kinetic equations is discussed
in Ref. In works ' the properties of this function, which is
solution of adjoint equation to collision probability equation
are noted.
COLLISION IMPORTANCE FUNCTION
The inhomogeneous equation for collision density of neutrons
in point r, moving with the velocity v = | v |/ in^_direct ion
Q-v / |v|
has the form
(we use notations of Ref .J ) :

*{r,v)=Jdr'T(v,rf |r)Z(r,v) Jjdv'x(r' , V ->v) | ^ f ' yTJ ' +(r' ,V
+Q(r',v) 1

(1

The adjoint to equation (1) has the form:

Jdr11T(v",r|r",)I(r'',v»)*+
Q + (r,v)

.

(2)

The function •t'tr^v) can be named the collision importance
function in reference to
Z(r, v) Q* (r, v) . It can be shown that
for equations (1) and (2) the next statements are valid:
1°

If the solution of the equation (1) exists, then the
unique solution of the equation (2) exists for each real
adjoint source Q*(r,v). (Else exists
nonzero
solution
of equation (1) with Q(r,v)=O.)
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2J

The reciprocity theorem for two points of phase voiure
corresponding to successive collisions stens directly
from kernels symmetry of equations (1) and (2) .

3°

If

Q*(r,v)=Ia(r,v)/I(r, v) and
dv";t (r , v->v") = 1 ,

fdr"T(v",rIr") Z(r",v") = 1 ,
then solution of equation (2) is:
** (r,v) s i .

(3)

a

4

If we solve an equation (2) for all

where

x - nonscattering processes (c,f)
k - number of isotope (k=l,2,...K)

then
(r, v) s 1 ,

will be correct.
The most important for practical application is the statement
3 . The identity (3) in some sense can be named "the particular
solution" of the equation (1), since for the correct calculation
of reactor integral parameters it is enough to know solution only
of the equations (1) or (2). Physical sense of identity (3) is
clear. Really, in cell with total reflection boundary condition
after all collisions neutron in the end will be absorbed in same
or another point of phase volume considered.
As example of application of equations
(1)/(2)
and
statements i°-4° let us consider two traditional problem of
neutron-physical reactor calculation which can
be
solved by
many other methods also:
- how can we come from exact kinetic equation to collision
probability equation by Chernick;
- how to calculate the criticality of benchmark assembly if the
buckling in its asymptotic region is known.
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COLLISION PROBABILITY EQUATION
The problem of formulation of collision probability equation
consists of the search of optimal way
for determination
piecewise-constant operators and cross sections at the minimal
errors of calculation for selected functionals.
Let us divide phase volume
volumes AUm = ( ARi, AVn, Afii ) ,
where: AUm e U,
i=l,2...I - number of
n=l,2...N - number of
1=1,2...L - number of
Let the functionals, which we
Qu

= <

kx

U =

elementary

geometrical regions,
energy groups or subgroups,
direction.
take into account, be chosen is

9* < r ' v ) *(r,v)>
kx

(R,V)»on M
\

,
m

where: brackets < >m represent an integral by elementary
phase volume m.
Multiplying equation (1) by ** and equation
carrying out integration in each m. Introduce
notation:
Column matrices:

fdr fdf j"dfi*(r,i',n)
ARi API AfTi

kx

(ri,Vnl)

Q<ri,v) ) M j
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AUm

(2) by + and
the following

% ^ ~

*<r, v)

Square matrix of order M:

W =

*(ri' ,V

T(vni,r'|r) Z (r,vm) ** (r,vni)
(r,Vn1)

Diagonal matrices:
k =
>•

< ** ( r , vm )
k =
kx

\

kx

( r i • , v n i ) AR.
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Here ri ,vni - have arbitrary values inside elementary phase
volume m.
It is possible by using above introduced notations and
statements 2 to formulate collision probability equation in the
form:

k* W k *
* =

+

k*Q

k W*k* *" +
kx

kx

kx

,
(6)

Q*
kx

Elementary phase volumes and points
(ri,vm)
can be chosen
for each
kx, separately, therefore we will have
2KX or in
general case 2KXM equations.
If functions

*(r,v)

for determination

W,

and
k,

<b*(r,v) are a priori

k*

, Q*

AX

it

is

unknown, then

needed to introduce

XX

some hypothesis about their behavior. In difference with
Chernick's equations we can test the quality of hypothesis by
using the statement
4 and the fact that neutron flux must be
the same for different kx
in intersecting elementary phase
volumes.
For example in course of realization of subgroup generalized
approach , subgroups for each isotope were chosen from behavior
analysis function $*(r,v) in cells typical
for thermal and
intermediate reactors. It was assumed that collision densityis
lethargy-independent
in each subgroup. The
spatial-angular
division of phase volume was chosen to minimize the difference of
group isotope fluxes (group isotope tlux is iq = *'J / %} ) .
Numerical results obtained with KBC-l.5(B20) for tests from
Ref? are shown in Tables 1. and 2. These tests are numerical
benchmark for the Doppler coefficient of reactivity in light
water reactor square cell. In Table 1. are shown k-infinite at
temperature of 600K. In Table 2^ are shown the Doppler defect in
k-infinite from 600K to 900K:
,6 00

, 900
^900
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In these tables also results from Ref? calculated with the
MCNP-3A and CELL-2 codes using data taken from ENDF, B-V nuclear
data library are shown . The MBC-1.5(B20) calcu'ation has been
made in two regimes:
SAPG - square outer boundary and reflect ing boundary condition;
SAPS - circular outer boundary (equivalent cell radius) and
isotropicall reflecting boundary condition.
Results of four calculations are in good agreement, despite
the fact that we used cur nuclear data. Excellent agreement of
SAPS and CELL-2 results is most probably accidental, since errors
of cylinderization for SAPS and CELL-2 differ in sign.

ANALYSIS OF BENCHMARK EXPERIMENTS.
Usually, the critical deterministic calculations of benchmark
experiments is carried out in two steps. The first one - the
spectrum for cell in asymptotic region of lattice and the group
diffusion parameters are calculated using known buckling. The
second step - using diffusion code the criticality of
lattice
is evaluated.
We
will
carry
out
critical
calculation
of
benchmark
experiments using the collision importance function. 26-group
effective cross sections were obtained by MBC-1.5(B20) for pin
cell and reflector without leakage, since leakage have small
influence on the value of 26-group constants. For taking leakage
into account let us return to Eq.(6), which may be written with
leakage term.

k*

11 \

**

Where Z™
- element of the vector Z, which is equal to
probability that neutron leaves the elementary phase volume m.
In the Pi-approximation Zm averaged per one collision in •* is
(B2 - bucling):

If we substitute exact Zm in Eq.(2), then
it is possible to
prove that statement 3 is correct also in this case.
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Thus, Eq. (6) reduces to:
E = W+

K'

E

+

Q*

+

{9

Z ,

'

where E - unit column matrix.
Left W* be unit normalized, then elements of unknown diagonal
*•
matrix k
may be interpreted as probability for neutron after
collisions in all m' and subsequent transfer in •» to stay in
the lattice.
Till now we analyzed the inhomogeneous equations. For critical
calculations let us assume that leakage probability for ._ the
neutron of source also may be taken into account by using k
Then Eq. (5) reduces to:

¥ = k w *
where k

+

k Q .

(10)

- is the solution of Eq.(9)

Solving Eq.(lO) we obtain the quantity of secondary neutrons
on one absorbed neutron. This quantity we determine as the
criticality.
In the model
offered
the reflector
influence
on the
criticality can be taken into account. It can be done by using
surface currents of neutrons, which are proportional to (l-kx),
core-reflector surface and anisotropy correction for surface
current. The anisotropy correction may be easily calculated in
Pi-approximation, if position of surface and direction of leakage
are known.
The model described is implemented in MBC-1.5(B50) code from
code
package
SAPFIR.
The MBC-X.5(B50)
code
is used
for
preparation of reactor diffusion parameters.
Benchmark experiments ? TRX a n d BAPL
were calculated using
SAPFIR's codes and some results are presented in Table 3.
In
Table 3. following notation are used:
kB2° - k-infinite by MBC-l 5(B20) pin cell without
leakage into account;

taking

k sso - the criticality by MBC-l.5(B50) without taking into
as
account r.he surface current;
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kBS0 - the criticality by MBC-1.5(B50) taking into
the isotropic surface current;
k®so -

account

the criticality by MBC-1.5(850) taking into
account the surface current in Pi-approximation.

As is seen from the Table 3. there
calculated criticality for all lattices
analysis shows that overestimation is
nuclear data and that TRX-1 lattice
cylindrized.

is an overestimation of
except TRX-1. More wide
mostly because off our
is not quite correctly

CONCLUSIONS.
The method presented is used in code package SAPFIR for
solving different neutron - physical problems from nuclear data
library verification to practical reactor problems. As a rule,
total expenditure on solving the problem from formulation stage
to final results with its uncertainty estimation is smaller than
with other methods.
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Table 1. km for fuel temperature = 600K
Fuel
Einrich.
(wt%)
0.711
1. 6
2.4
3.1
3.9

MCNP
3A

0.6638
±.0006
0.9581
±.0006
1.0961
±.0007
1.1747
±.0007
1.2379
±.0007

MBC-1.5(B20)
SAPG

MBC-1.5(B2O)
SAPS

CELL-2

0.6665

0.6651

0.6652

0.9621

0.9604

0.9605

1.1004

1.0934

1.0989

1.1786

1.1794

1.1773

1.2420

1.2397

1.2404
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Table 2.

Fuel
Einrich.
(wt%)
0.711
1.6
2.4
3.1
3.9

MBC-1.5(B2O)
SAPS

CELL-2

0.0168

0.0174

0.0168

0.0103

0.C107

0.0107

0.0084

0.0087

0.0089

0.0075

0.0077

0.0080

0.0071

0.0074

0.0074

MCNP
3A

MBC-1.5(B20)

0.0163
±.0023
0.0108
±.0009
0.0081
i.0008
0.0078
±.0007
0.0071
i.0006

keff

Table 3.

ApDop for AT=900-600 K

SAPG

tor

benchmark experiments TRX a n d BAPL

keff

TRX-1

TRX-2

BAPL-1

BAPL-2

BAPL-3

kB20

1.1775

1.1694

1.1415

1.1473

1.1354

CO
k B50
as

0
kBSO

0

.9899

0

.9959

0

.9998

1.0005

1 .0021

1

.0011

1

.0060

1

.0045

1.0062

1 .0071

0

.9993

1

.0041

1 .0040

1.0052

1 . 0062
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DEVELOPMENT OF A HEXAGONAL ASSEMBLY TRANSPORT CODE
Y. T a h a r a , M. Nakano, H. Wakiyama
Mitsubishi Atoiic Power Industries. Inc.
4-1 Shibakoucn 2-ck»e. Uinato-ku. Tokyo, Japan
M.Yamasaki,N.Ushio,T.Takeda
Osaka University, Department of Nuclear Engineering
2-1 Yaaadaoka, Suita. Osaka. Japan

ABSTRACT

A two-dimensional,multi-group hexagonal transport code,HARPY,
has been developed to improve the calculational accuracy of
physics characteristics of cores with hexagonal assemblies such
as HCPWRs and nuclear reactors for cancer therapy. Pin power
distributions and Koo s were calculated by HARPY and compared to
those obtained by the Monte Carlo code GMVP. Good agreement
between the two sets of results was found. This verifies the
accuracy of HARPY.

INTRODUCTION
The High Conversion PWR (HCPWR) has been studied to utilize
surplus plutonium effectively and save uranium resources.
A hexagonal assembly with hexagonal cells has been employed
in HCPWRs in order to enhance the conversion ratio by hardening
the neutron spectrum by means of the reduction of moderator to
fuel volume ratio. Recently, a study was carried out t.o produce
a reactor concept suitable for Boron Neutron Capture Therapy.
Hexagonal assemblies are also employed in this reactor to obtain
a high intensity of epi-thermal neutrons. Although there are some
codes which can treat hexagonal assemblies, they are not suitable
for the nuclear design of the cores due to their long computer
times. Thus, we have developed a hexagonal transport code HARPY
as a design tool to improve the calculational accuracy of the
physics characteristics of such cores, HARPY is a two-dimensional,
multi-group transport theory code for treating assemblies with
hexagonal cells.
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HARPY employs a well known methodology ,which is a combination
of the nodal method for pin cell coupling and the Sn method. The
results of the HARPY code have been compared with those obtained
by the Monte Carlo code GMVP 1 developed at JAERI. Thsse comparisons have shown that the pin power distributions and Koo 's are
in good agreement between the two codes.

METHODOLOGY
The HARPY code consists of two major programs. The first is
a nodal code for pin cell coupling in hexagonal geometry and
the second is a hexagonal mesh discrete ordmates transport
code. The calculational flow scheme of HARPY is shown in Fig.l,
and is similar to that of the PHOENIX-P code 2 for assemblies
with square cells. The combination of these codes provides
accurate solutions of the infinite multiplication factor and
power distribution in hexagonal assemblies.
NODAL METHOD FOR HEXAGONAL PIN-CELL COUPLING
The pin cell coupling method"* has been applied to an assembly
with hexagonal cells. The nodal code calculates the microgroup
microregion (pellet,clad,moderator) fluxes of the cells in a
hexagonal assembly. The total partial current from node N to K
which is shown in Fig.2, is expressed as follows

""
6 "* 6
" P"
M "N+ P" «*N
where
RN : source neutrons that escape froa node N
FN : removal blackness
Ps : first-flight transiission probability ( pN =(1-7N ) / 5 )
7 N : first-flight blackness.
The f i r s t term of the right—hand side i s the t o t a l number of neutrons that escape from node N to k. The second term i s the contribution from those incoming neutrons that have scattered at
l e a s t once. The l a s t term represents the f i r s t - f l i g h t passages
from the other nodes except node k. The nodal variable MH i s
defined by
MN =RK

+ ii»

<2)

JN
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where J

N

is the total partial in-current into node N
(3)

and the coefficient is given by
tfN = 1 - P N +

/3N

.

(4)

Then M» is transformed to the following expression
RN

S ^ ^

+ - ^

1

X
K 1-PK PH

6

By introducing the coefficients A K H . A N and B K , one can obtain
the following set of equations
MN

,MR

I

AN

6

1 - PK

U N

(6b)

PH
PK

1
AN

BN

(6a)

+ BN

(6c)

6

(6d)

= A N RN

M« can be solved iteratively and the microgroup microregion
fluxes 'Dm are calculated by means of the following equations
using current response fluxes YMI .source response fluxss Xii
and the converged nodal variables M M

(M«-r«)

(7a)

*,XJ,+ JN YN. .

(7b)

j
Few—group homogenized cross-sections of the pin cells are generated using the fluxes. The flux-volume weighted cross-sections
do net preserve the reaction rates and the partial currents at
the surface of the homogenized regions, simultaneously.
The interaction between two adjacent regions cannot be properly
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described by the homogenized cross-sections alone.
Therefore, false sources 3 have been introduced to restore the
surface—integrated partial currents from the nodal solution. The
false sources are used in the iteration process in the following
Sn code.
Sn METHOD FOR A HEXAGONAL MESH
The hexagonal mesh Sn code calculates the flux distribution
in a hexagonal assembly using the few—group cross-sections and
false sources, which are obtained from the nodal calculation.
Angular fluxes are defined at vertices of a hexagonal mesh as
shown in Fig.3 and the fluxes are obtained by solving « finite
difference transport equation by means of the diamond difference
scheme and an Sn quadrature set for a hexagonal geometry which
is modified from that in square geometry. The descretized
transport equation has the fallowing form for hexagonal meshes
22 u*.

(0K» —

3

0K-) +

hp E, 0 =

L

a.

3

h» S.

(8)

L

where 0 n is the surface average angular f lux(k=x, u, v) ; 0 .is
the cell-average angular flux; hp is the hexagonal cell pitch;
Ut is the directional cosine with respect to the k-axis. The
surface average angular fluxes of a particular surface are
defined to be the average of the two adjoining vertex fluxes of
that surface. To solve the equation, the following diamond difference equations are assumed,

(9a)
(9b)
(9c)

<t>. + 0 . = 20
0? + 0 s = 20
03 + 0 6 = 20.
Using Eg.(9), the cell-average flux is given by
0 =

2 \U, ( 0 2 + 0 3

) + # „ ( 0 3 + 0 4 )+tf. ( 0 ! + 0 2 ) ) +3hp S
4(

+

+

(10)

) +3hI

In the cell shown in Fig.3 inflow fluxes 0i , 02, 0, ,and 0« are
known and the cell-average flux can be determined from Ep.(lO)
and the outflow vertex fluxes 0 5 and 0 6 can then be determined
from Eq.(9b) and Eq.(9c). The water gap is treated as a number of
hexagonal cells which contain the same amount of water as the
actual narrow water gap and have the same size as the fuel cells.
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The above equations are solved with reflective conditions. In the
calculation, hexagonal meshes, in other words, coarse meshes are
used. Therefore, to eliminate space truncation errors, cell
average fluxes are recalculated by means of the following weighted
diamond difference schemed using the surface fluxes.

4>, = U 1 - a . ) «.- + ( 1 -or. ) <ft,.) /2
^.=

(lla)

1(1 - « o ) #.-+( 1 -a. ) 4>*.\ /2

(lib)

J . = K I -a. ) </>,.+( I -a, ) 4>..\ /I

(lie)

4> =

( 0 . +<£„ + 4>. )/3

(12)

where
3

£

1b

16

3

5

16

//

u,

4>

The pin power distribution and Koo of the assembly are calculated by using the cell average fluxes 4> •
PROGRAM QUALIFICATION
In order to check the accuracy of the HARPY code, it was applied to a small assembly shown in Fig.4. The fuel assembly contains 12 control rod guide thimble cells and 73 fuel cells with
6.2 w/0 Pu-fis MOX fuel rods. The water to fuel volume ratio of
the cell is 1.0. B4C control rods with 90% BIO are inserted into
the thimbles. The multi-group Monte Carlo code GMVP was used as
a reference to avoid any uncertainties associated with modeling
in the calculation except statistical errors. Cross-sections
of the microregions m each cell were generated by the SRAC code
in 20 energy groups and supplied to both codes. The calculational
flow scheme is shown in Fig.5. In the HARPY calculation, 20 energy groups were used in the nodal calculation and these were
collapsed into 9 energy groups for the following S4 calculation.
The water gap was represented by hexagonal cells which preserve
the amount of water contained in the actual narrow water gap.
Calculations were performed for assemblies with and without
control rods. The comparisons of the microgroup neutron spectra
in pellet regions calculated by the nodal code in HARPY and GMVP
are shown in Fig.6 and Fig.7. Figure 6 shews the neutron spectrum
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in a fuel pellet of a fuel cell at the vertex of the assembly.
Figure 7 shows the spectrum *n a B4C pellet of a control rod cell
which is in the third row from the center of the assembly.
Neutron spectra calculated by both codes are in good agreement.
This demonstrates the adequacy of the nodal method for pin cell
coupling in hexagonal geometry incorporated into the HARPY code.
Results of Koo and rod worth are presented in Table 1. The values
calculated by HARPY agree with those by GMVP within about 1%M
for both the rodded and unrodded cases. The rod worth agrees with
the reference value within 3.3 percent difference. Thus, good
agreements are found for Koo and rod worth. The comparisons of
power distributions are shown in Fig.8 and Fig.9 for the unrodded
case and rodded case respectively. The maxmimum difference is 1%
for the unrodded case and 3% for the rodded case. Thus, good
agreement is also found between the two power distributions in
each case.

CONCLUSION
A two—dimensional,multi—group transport code in hexagonal
geometry has been developed to improve the calculational
accuracy of the nuclear design of cores such as HCPWRs and
nuclear reactors for cancer therpy. The capability of predicting pin power distribution and koo has been tested by comparing
the results obtained by HARPY and Monte Carlo code GMVP.
The good agreement between HARPY and GMVP has verified the
adequacy of the nodal method and the Sn method incorporated into
the HARPY code.
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Table 1. Comparisons of K » and Rod Worth Between HARPY and G M V P

CODE

Rod
WORTH(%.4 P )

RODDEO

UNRODDED

HARPY

1.1936

0.6152

78.8

GMVP

1.2010

0.6266

76.3
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Figure 1. Calculational Flow Scheme of HARPY

Figure 2. Partial Currents Between Nodes N and K
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Figure 4. Fuel Assembly Used in the Calculations

Figure 5. Calculational Flow Scheme for
HARPY verification
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Figure 6. Comparison of Neutron spectra calculated
by HARPY and GMVP for a fuel pellet in the rodded case
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Figure 7. Comparison of Neutron spectra calculated
by HARPY and GMVP for a B4C pellet in the rodded case
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Figure 8. Pin Power Distribution Comparison
for Unrodded Case.

Figure 9. Pin Power Distribution Comparison
for Rodded Case.
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COLLISION PROBABILITY CALCULATIONS
WITH FINITE-ORDER OF ANISOTROPY
R. Roy, G. Marleau, A. Hebert and D. Rozon
Groupe d'Analyse Nucleaire
Institut de Genie Energetique, Ecole Polytechaique de Montreal
Montreal (Quebec), Canada H3C 3A7
ABSTRACT
The integral transport equation with anisotropic scattering is solved in
general 2-D Cartesian geometries in the case where specular boundary conditions are taken into account. Using selected quadrature sets, the cyclic
tracking procedure is first applied in order to follow the infinite path of
neutrons in a regular 2-D lattice. Collision probabilities (CP) of any order
of anisotropy are then computed as linear combinations of closed-form contributions resulting from the infinite line integration on these cyclic tracks.
Numerical results for two-group problems are presented.
1. INTRODUCTION
The cyclic tracking procedure was developed originally for the calculation of collision
probabilities (CP) on 2-D square celb where specular boundary conditions must be taken
into account. These boundary conditions were accounted for by following the neutron
paths on the lattice covering the whole 2-D space and made of the original reflected cell
repeated with a coherent mirror-like rotation-inversion process. Numerical results for
problems with isotropic scattering and sources have already been presented using these
CP calculations.1 Basically, the cyclic tracking procedure consists of selecting a numerical
quadrature which requires the tracks to be "cyclic" in the sense that a track finishes
where it has started after a finite number of crossings of the cell under investigation. The
computation of angle-dependent CP factors is then performed by adding closed-form
contributions resulting from infinite line integration on all cyclic tracks corresponding
to the same angle. A model for anisotropic collision probability calculations based on
these angle-dependent factors has been developed for 1-D slab and 2-D XY lattices 2
and numerical results for some multigroup anisotropic problems will now be presented.
We will show here that this technique can be used to reconstruct the CPs up to any
anisotropic order.
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In section 2, we will introduce some notations and we will describe how anisotrupic
CPs can be computed using cyclic tracks. Section 3 is devoted to a short study of the
Green functions involved for a directional source transported along a cyclic track. In
section 4, we will apply our technique on two 2-D test problems, one being a forwardscattering mock-up of original isotropic data, the other being a problem with P3 scattering
cross-sections. Finally, we will describe future work and draw some conclusions.
2. COMPUTATION OF ANISOTROPIC COLLISION PROBABILITIES
Consider the basic domain D of a 2-D Cartesian lattice and assume that specular
boundary conditions associated with the external faces are given; this basic domain is
extended to fill up the whole 2-D space using minor-like replication. The angular flux
$(f, ft) is solution of the one-group neutron transport equation:
fi) + E ( r ) $ ( r , n ) = g(f,i1)

for

r £ D, (5 g 5 4w ,

(la)

with angular souces of the form:

J4K

where E(r") and £,(f,H • ft') are the total and transfer cross-sections respectively (the
angular part of the transfer function is assumed to depend only on the scalar product
Ho = ft-ft')- We are thus interested in solving this system subject to boundary conditions
given by:
• ( r . , 6 ) = /9(f.) *(?., n refl ) = 0{r$) *(f., d - 2 (fi • iVr- ) Nf, ),

(lc)

where f, 6 dD and the albedo 0(fs) is a regular function defined all over the external
boundary dD; here, fitef[ and N?t are respectively the reflected angle and the outward
normal at the point r,.
Let us partition the original domain D into / zones; each zone has volume Vi and
is defined such that it has homogeneous material properties. We now assume that the
infinite transfer expansion is truncated to the ^egendre order L in anisotropy for the
problem to be solved in domain D and expand the flux and the transfer cross-section as
follows:

1=0

m=-l

and

/=o
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and we define spatially-averaged (flat-flux) values for the flux and source coefficients in
zone 1 < i < I and for angular mode Im as:

>[m = ^ / d?r f d2Q R'm(ti) $(f,fj) ,
V

i JV,

V

>

J*x

JV,

Ji*

where the orthogonal real spherical harmonic functions are defined as:
for 0 < m < /,
for m — 0,

(2)

\m\ip for — / < m < 0;
for / -I- m even and / < L the maximum order of anisotropy considered. The neutron
angular direction f2 is described here by /i = cos# where 8 is the polar angle measured
from the 2-axis, and by tp the azimuthal angle measured from the j-axis. From 2-D
symmetry, the contributions from the l + m odd modes vanish. With these zone-averaged
coefficients, the one-group transport equation (1) is converted into the linear system:
(3)
1=1 ;=0 m = - (

where Ej. = 2n(2l + l ) / _ , d^Q F/°(/io)EJ(r',/«o) for r£ V,\ solutions to these one-group
linear equations can be easily found after calculation of a scattering-reduced matrix or
using an iterating within-group scattering process.
The anisotropic CPs from zone i to zone j are defined as:2
(

}

(4)
Uv)

where dr' stands for a line element perpendicular to the angle <p. The principal value of
an angle tp € [0, ?r/2] is defined in the first quadrant; associated with this principal value,
we also define four quadrant modes and four quadrant sign functions by:
V?i = <? with /,m = +1 ,
^2 = "• — V w i t h / f - s i g n m ( - ) m ,
i?3 = IT + ip with 7™ = sign m ,
^=2*-*
w i t h J4m = ( - ) m ,
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with signm equal to +1 for m > 0 and equal to —1 for m < 0. Since the functions defined
in equation (2) are affected only by sign changes for any kind of specular reflexions (that
is, changing the quadrant mode from <pk to i^;), it is possible to limit our analysis to the
principal quadrant.
In equation (4), discrete values for (tp,r') will be used to define 2-D tracks that intersect different zones in the lattice. Should the ^-integration of equation (4) be performed,
the usual formulation of CP using various order of Bickley functions is obtained. In that
case however, the multiplicative property of the exponential function is lost and boundary
conditions need to be approximated to some extent using surface currents. 3 For a particular track, the factors F ; ° 0 (ip,M' r ') collect all the contributions from segments of zone i
to segments of zone j according to sixteen (4 x 4) possible combinations of the starting
and ending quadrant modes that are associated to the tracking direction (i^, /^)- All these
factors are also added up for a given track density Ar' and, because the principal angular
direction is not changed, factors of the form:

Uv)

can be computed prior to performing CP reconstruction using quadrant sign functions.
The numerical integration of the CPs in equation (4) is performed using a set of angles
and weights respectively denned by:
ftt'i

= (*>*'-M*)

and

uik'k - W*' x "'i

such that 1 ' 2 :
1) a set of angles and weights {y?*'* W^} where the angles must be chosen so that they
generate cyclic tracks and the corresponding positive weights are calculated in order
to preserve even moments of the angular flux.
2) a set of Gauss points and weights {/ii,wt} is used in the interval [0,1] for the pintegration with a compatible order of accuracy,
3) an user-inj'Ut density Ar', in tracks/cm, required for track separation and automatically adjusted for every angle to the nearest possible cyclic track separation in order
to perform the integration of /"-factors using equally spaced intervals.
After setting the angular quadrature and the minimal track separation, the equation (4)
is converted into the discretized form:

k-t

Vl-^k

0 <=i 0 =i

which is the basis of all cur anisotropic CP computations. In all cases, these CP matrices
are full; thus, an efficient scattering-reduced, or direct, transport solution can be obtained
only in problems for which not too many zones are involved. Further simplifications can
be obtained for isotropic problems.1
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3. DIRECTIONAL TRANSPORT ON A CYCLIC TRACK
The factors Fj, of equation (4) collect the flux contributions for a particular track
from all segments in zone J to zone j ; 1 these can be expressed as double line integrals of
the Green functions corresponding to a point source (the source being smooth in angle).
In order to describe these periodic Green functions, we will consider here a simplified
form of the one-group transport problem described in equations (la)-(lc), with specular
boundary conditions. We define the phase space A* and two subspaces dX+ and dX~
describing the neutron paths respectively leaving and entering the domain as:
A' = {x = (r,ft); reD, ft € Sin),
a.V* = {x = (f,, ft); r, € dD, ±ft • Nf, > 0}.
The problem to find a Green function g(x) — G(x' —» x), solution of the one-group
formulation for an unit directional point source, can be written in the following form:
) = 6{x'-x)
g{x-) = I3(fs) j(i+ f l )

,

,

for x € X,

for x- € dX~.

(6a)
(6b)

where z^ fl = (f,, ftreft) is the phase point obtained after reflexion on the boundary of the
corresponding x~ — (ra,Q) point and 8(x' — x) = 6(r' — r) ^ ( f t ' • ft) is the usual delta
measure.4 The adjoint kernel g*(x) = G'(x' —* x) will be solution of the problem:
C'gm{x)
+

= -&-Vg'{x)

g'(x ) = .i(fl)g'{x^li)

+ Z(r)gm{x)
,

= 6(x-x')
+

,
+

forx €a.Y .

for x e X ,

(7a)
(76)

These two problems could also be formulated on an infinite domain, using periodic delta
measures attenuated to take into account the lattice behaviour of the sources.
Using the weak form associated with problems (6) and (7), it can be easily proved
that:
G'{x - x1) = G(x' - x) = G{xi - x'j)
where the phase points xj = (r, — ft) and x\ = (f1, —ft') have same the spatial coordinates as x and x', but reverse angular direction. The last equality relation is the usual
reciprocity relation, a basic theorem due to the invariance of optical paths between two
phase points in one-speed transport. From now on, we will only consider a discrete set of
directions {ft£er € Si^;n = l,N}, where all neutron paths are cyclic. In order to study
the directional transport along a cyclic track, we will choose a specific tracking line of
period t and we will also simplify the form of the kernel problem to get rid of the albedo
factors along the tracking line. This idealized problem will be completely periodic and
can be written in a form similar to the periodic transport problem with plane symmetry
that looks like:
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-2c

Is 1
0

-t

s
t

2t

where only two directions /J = cosB — ±1 (9 is the angle taken from the track) are
available for the sources. Consider a forward source along the tracking line at .s' t [0.?];
this source has a periodic behaviour and, in order to compute the Green function that we
are looking for, we solve the transport equation written in the local coordinate system of
the track:
•£{*•?)

+ Z{s)g{$.n)

= 6p"{s'

- s) 6(1 -

fl

).

(S)

where the function 6P" is a spatially-periodic delta measure described by:
+ x

p

6 "(s'-s)

= J2 6{s'-s + M)k=-x

E q u a t i o n (8) c a n b e solved for t h e w h o l e infinite cyclic line, since t h e s o l u t i o n g(s,n)
also p e r i o d i c . It c a n b e defined for s € [0, t] as:

is

l-exp(-rOf)
l-exp(-r0()

t(l-n)
t(l

fors<s'

where T3-3 is the optical path on the tracking line between s' and .s. Here, the value
{1 - exp( — r O f )}"' is constant for any source point chosen on the track and is called the
total cyclic factor of the track; it has to be computed only once, and it is used to factorize
the periodic source. Note that for a cyclic track in complete void (S(s) = 0), the total
cyclic factor is infinite and so will be the neutron flux.
Although the idealized problem is highly simplified, it can be used to compute the
Green function on any cyclic track, which can cross the domain in various reflected
angular directions with proper albedo attenuation after each external crossing. Using
the notations introduced in reference 1, it is possible to write a simplified expression for
the general Green functions introduced in the beginning of this section for two phase
points i and x' on a cyclic track:

\s —

where ax{x') = {1 - J c (r')exp{-T c (.r')]}- 1 is the cyclic factor oi the track and where
3(r',f) and r(r',r) are the total attenuation factor and the total optical path, rfspectively, on the track between f and r. Here, s' and * respectively represent the local
coordinates of r*' and f on the cyclic track while J y and u;, are respectively the angles
defined by ihe track at locations s' and s. We see that, in this general formulation, the
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neutron flux can be infinite if the original lattice is both purely reflected (&(*') and the track chosen crosses only void zones.
4. NUMERICAL RESULTS
The cyclic tracking procedure described above was used to generate tracks and integrate anisotropic CPs in the module INTPN, as part of a development version of the
lattice code DRAGON6. In order to show the precision of the cyclic tracking procedure,
we will present here two-group problems; one-group problems were already investigated in
reference 2. All tests were performed on an IBM ES-9000 computer with single precision
arithmetics except for CP double precision accumulators. The two problems examined
here are:
(i) a forward-scattering source problem,
(ii) a two-group P3 XY source problem,
All of the geometric dimensions in these problems are given in cm and all of the
cross-sections are in cm" 1 ; in source problems, fixed sources are given in cm~ 5 s~'. The
four external faces are labeled AT_, X+, Y- and Y+, and these respectively refer to lines
y = ymin, y = !/m»x. £ = x m ; n and x = x m4X . User input to the cyclic tracking procedure
is given by two parameters: a prime number p to generate angles and a minimal trade
density d in tracks/cm. To illustrate the angular quadratures that will be u«ed in this
section, we give in Figure 1 a polar plot of angles and weights {(<,?*', W*>); k' = 0,p}, as
they vere obtained for a square cell with prime numbers p = 11. Angles are concentrated
near the x— and y— axes, so the corresponding weights are minimal near the a.xes.
A last remark before going into the test cases. Our flux solutions to the transport equation are piece-wise constant flat-flux approximation) over 2-D zones for any anisotropic
component of the flux; these flat fluxes are useful to homogenize or to compute integral values, sudi as reaction rates, but they can not easily be compared to point fluxes
obtained by other methods.
4.1 Forward-scattering source problem.
We will now study approximations to a standard two-group isotropic test case.7 The
geometry of this two-group problem is a square [0,2] x [0,2] domain with a unit source
in the first group located in [0,1] x [0,1]; reflective boundaries are present on the two
faces <Y_ and K_, and vacuum boundaries on X+ and Y+. Figure 2 gives a sketch of this
domain. The original homogeneous set of cross-sections throughout the domain is given
in Table 1 with label ISOTC. The isotropic fluxes obtained using these cross-sections were
already computed using various mesh splitting in the specular cyclic tracking module1
EXCELL and will be labeled ISOTC here. A forward-scattering problem, which is a mockup of this isotropic problem, was obtained as follows: we superimpose over the domain a
constant pure forward scattering cross-section
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this process should be indistinguishable from no scattering. As can be seen from Table 1,
the cross-sections were changed by adding the cross-section Ei|/~* = 0.50 6g9> everywhere
in the domain; this also resulted in total cross-sections of H, = 1.25 in both groups. We
now construct a sequence of problems using a truncated expansion of this scattering
law, and the resulting test cases are labeled successively {Pn:n = 0,3}. Using the
cyclic tracking parameters p — 11 and d — 20 tracks/cm, we performed anisotropic CP
calculations after splitting the domain into 8 x 8 equally space mesh intervals.
In Table 3, we present the flux errors in both groups of Pn with respect to ISOTC for
calculations that were done with this regular decomposition of the domain. The P\ results
have errors greater than 3%, suggesting that Px -truncated cross-sections are insufficient
to treat the forward problem. The Pi fit is much better, with respective volume-averaged
errors of 0.64% and 0.44%. CPU times are also given for these various calculations, which
were done in full geometry without using the diagonal symmetry. In Figure 3, we plot
the flux distributions at the edge of the domain. The solid line indicates the reference
fluxes of the ISOTC test case, the dashed lines are for Pn results. As one can see, the
edge flux in group 2 is almost stabilized for Pj results; this can be explained by the very
large Po-scattering cross-section in Group 2.
4.2 Two-group Pt XY source problem.
Our second problem has been introduced initialy to have a direct comparison between
the finite element method and discrete ordinates codes.8 The geometry of this problem
is again described by Figure 2. Macroscopic cross-sections for this P3 scattering problem
are given in Table 2. Using cyclic tracking parameters and domain splitting similar to
the previous problem, we performed the anisotropic CP calculations. The CPU times for
this problem are 0.45 s for tracking, 74.55 s for computing the CPs and 8.60 s to achieve
the flux solution. Because there are 10 flux coefficients in every zone for a P.;-scattering
development, the dimensions of CP matrices in each group are 40960 x 40960. While the
S4 flux solution (and even the S16 solution, to a lesser extent) reported in reference 8
exhibit oscillations (ray effects), our integral flux solution given in Figure 4 is smoothly
decreasing from the origin to the boundary of the cell. In this figure, we have shown
piece-wise constant mean flux distributions as they are obtained by our code. These
averaged fluxes could not be compared with those given in reference 8, since they appear
only in graphic form, but fluxes are similar at the edge of the domain.

5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Multigroup numerical results have shown that it is possible to use the cyclic tracking
procedure to obtain accurate solutions to the integral transport equation with anisotropic
scattering. The most important features of the cyclic tracking procedure are that no
approximation is made to include the boundary conditions and that it can easily be
applied even in void regions. For middle size problems (not too optically large domains
split into not more than a few hundred regions), we conclude that this integral method
is accurate for an adequate choice of the tracking parameters. As a part of the Canadian
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lattice code DRAGON, the code development described above could provide adequate
integral solutions for standard lattices. In order vo provide a global deterministic package,
3-D computations are the rext step; this development will be carried out using the same
concept for the directional tracking and the angular integration of the CPs.
Finally, there are other possible uses for this tracking method. For example, by taking into account the streaming effects due to coolant or moderator voiding in a lattice
explicitly, the cyclic tracking method should also offer the opportunity to investigate the
heterogeneous B\ method and make it usable for practical situations (perfectly reflected
unit cell or square lattice) with few approximations. Such a method would offer a consistent way to determine the reactivity effect due to voiding; directional diffusion coefficients
could be computed to represent the leakage on the unit cell and used by diffusion reactor
codes to study the neutronics of loss of coolant accident in a PWR, in a CANDU or in
a fast breeder reactor.
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Table 1. Problem 4.1 cross-sections
Group 1
(cm" 1 )
0.75
0.40
0.10
1.25
0.90
0.10
0.50
0.50
0.50
1.00

Cross-section
(ISOTC) E ,
(ISOTC) Ea~9
(ISOTC) EJ O "» + 1
E,

V»— 9

sir*

Source ( c n ' V )

Table 2. Problem 4.2 cross-sections

Group 2
(cm" 1 )
0.75
0.74
—
1.25
1.24
—
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.00

Cross-section

?-,
yg-~9
yg—9 + 1

yg—g+l
Eg^g
y., — , + 1

yg—g+l
Source ( c m " ^ " ' )

Group 1
(crn- 1 )
0.75
0.50
0.20
0.20
0.10
0.12
0.08
0.08
0.05
1.00

Group 2
(cm'1)
1.00
0.80
—
0.30
—
0.15
—
0.10
0.00

Table 3 . Percentage maximum [and mean] flux errors for Problem 4.1.
Reference is ISOTC test case with isotropic data.

A
Gro up
9 == 1
9 == 2
CPU time*

results
25.75 [ 9.08)
43.65 [31.77]
2.8 s

P2
results
3.16 (1.61)
1.47 [0.60]
33.5 s

Pi
results
7.91 [4.23]
7.34 [3.02]
9.9 s

Pz
results
1.42 (0.64)
1.12 [0.44]
89.4 s

* (tracking takes 0.5 s)
Figure 1. Angular quadrature
(for square domain with p = 11).

Figure 2. Geometry and boundary conditions
for problems 4.1 and 4.2.
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1.0

2.0

Figure 8. Comparison of the two-group edge flux (at X= 1.875cm) for Problem 4.1.
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Figure 4. Two-group mean flux distribution for P3 XY problem.
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ABSTRACT
A method is presented that utilizes non-linear feedback in order to convert the Interface
Current equations to a nodal form. This leads to a saving in CPU time due to a
decrease in the number of simultaneous equations that has to be solved. Also, in
contrast to the IC method where acceleration methods are not well developed, the nodal
equations are written in the form of the mesh-centred FD diffusion equations, where a
multitude of acceleration techniques exists. Exhaustive numerical testing shows that the
non-linear feedback introduced into the coefficients matrix does not compromise the
convergence properties of the iterative solution process.

1. INTRODUCTION

Due to the increasing complexity in fuel assembly design, Interface Current (IC) methods
(both low and high order) are becoming more popular for assembly calculations.
However, the penalty in computing time may be an obstacle to the general use of these
more accurate methods for industrial application, even in a low order approximation.
Thus there exists an incentive to find cost-effective alternatives to the solution of the
standard IC equations.
In a previous paper 1 we described a direct inversion method that can be applied to high
or low order IC methods, and saves CPU time by eliminating inner iterations. In this
paper the low order (only two unknowns per interface) IC equations are converted to a
nodal form, gaining the advantage of a reduced number of unknowns. This method
(here called the Advanced Nodal Pin-Cell Coupling (ANPC) method) differs in two
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aspects from a similar technique known as the Nodal Pin-Cell Coupling method 23 (also
called Heterogeneous Response method4). Firstly, the restriction to synthetic response
matrices is overcome by utilizing non-linear feedback corrections. The method also lends
itself to the incorporation of higher order effects into the low order model through
non-linear feedback. Secondly, the nodal equations are written in a neutron conservation
form similar to the finite difference (FD) diffusion equations. This implies that a wide
range of acceleration techniques, developed for this form of equations, may be found to
be directly applicable.

The Interface Current equations for a node consisting of NR internal regions and NS
surface segments can be written as:
j* =
jfe = Yl

* Xq,

with
£
H
I*
I
X
Y
L
R

*
»
=
s
s
3
»
»

NRxl vector of average region fluxes
NRxl vector of region source densities
NSxl vector of partial outcurrents
NSxl vector of partial incurrents
NRxNR matrix of source response fluxes'
NRxNS matrix of current response fluves"
NSxNR matrix of escape probabilities
NSxNS matrix of transfer probabilities (response matrix)

In this notation, bold typeface and a hat (R) denotes a matrix, while underlined variables
($) will be used for vectors. All other variables in an equation are scalars.
In a group-by-group solution of the IC equations, Eqs. (1), written for all the nodes, are
solved simultaneously for the global coupling between nodes (the so-called inner
iterations), while the fine structure of the flux within nodes is kept frozen in the source
distribution q.. Thereafter Eq. (2) is used node by node to retrieve regionwise average
fluxes £ from the known inwards directed partial currents and microregion source
densities. This form part of the so-called outer iterations which can also include an
eigenvalue (k-effective) calculation. This work is only concerned with the solution of Eq.
(1), since the outer iteration strategy is identical for the IC equations and for the Nodal
equations. The biggest disadvantage in solving Eq. (1) directly, as is done in standard
IC methods, is the large number of unknowns (two per interface in the low order model)
that has to be solved for simultaneously. Also, existing acceleration methods do not
seem to be very successful56.

"Flux and current response matrices in annular geometry were introduced by
Sfamm'ler in reference 3, Chapter IV. 10.
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In order to reduce the number of unknowns, a suggestion of Weiss2 to rigorously
synthesize response matrices by using non-linear feedback is followed, enabling a nodal
formulation of Eq. (1). However, instead of starting from a given geometry (rectangular)
and explicitly changing the response matrix elements, as it was done in references 2 and
3, the non-linear feedback is incorporated into the equation system. Furthermore,
neutron balance is explicitly enforced and, in order to utilize proven solution techniques
developed for FD diffusion methods, the one-group nodal equations are written in the
form
(3)

where the summation runs over all the neighbors of node N and <p is the nodal variable,
corresponding to the average flux in the diffusion equations. Note that Eq. (3) replaces
Eq. (1) only in the iterative process in order to reduce the number of simultaneous
equations to be solved. Although Eq. (3) is solved for the nodal variable <p, the real
unknowns are still the partial currents. It is therefore also necessary to obtain expansion
relations (see Section 2) that express the partial currents in terms of the nodal variables
of neighboring nodes. In order to retain the structure of the FD equations, we require
that the coupling coefficients d ^ are symmetric in N and K, while SNK, CN0 and CNq
depend only on the properties of node N and not on the properties of neighboring nodes.
However, non-linear feedback is incorporated in Eq. (3) by allowing the coefficients SNK,
CN0 and CNq to depend also on the partial currents entering node N. Furthermore, SNK
may be direction-dependent, as indicated by the subscript NK.

2. ESSENTIALS OF CONVERSION TO A NODAL FORM
In order to obtain a nodal formulation as postulated in Eq. (3), it is first necessary to
define a parameter that can be identified as a nodal variable <p. The conversion of the
IC equations to a nodal form is based on extracting from the IC equations a relation
containing the two partial currents across an interface on one side of the relation and a
"compound" term of incurrents from all faces on the other side of the relation. The
compound term is then taken as the nodal variable.

This relation can be obtained by writing the response matrix R as

R =P • t
where P is a diagonal matrix and T is a full matrix. Assume
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where cMV are some constants and Rv)l is the transmission probability from face A to
face v.
The choice of the constants c in the decomposition is arbitrary and can be used to
optimize the iterative convergence of the final equation system. However, numerical
experimentation with different choices of c revealed that the convergence properties are
rather insensitive to them. An exception is when all c's are taken to be zero. Although
convergence was always reached, the speed of convergence was very slow in many cases.
For this choice the matrix T has zero's on the diagonal, leading to a "compound" term
that does not include all incurrents (see Eqs. (7) and (10)). In this work the following
choice was made for the element Pvv (traditionally denoted by p v ) corresponding to
face v of a node:
P vv = Rv, - /^^ if a unique opposite face M can be identified.
if a unique opposite face cannot be identified.
Using decomposition (4) of the response matrix ft the relation between partial currents,
Eq. (1), can be written as

Since P is diagonal, the term to the left defines components per face, one at a time,
while the term to the right involves in each row, all incoming current components and
all source densities.
However, it does not involve outcoming currents i.e., it is
completely defined by "input" vectors I' and fi. In this respect it is similar in structure
to the right side of Eq. (2) which was shifted to the post-processing part of the
algorithm.
Recall, that the decoupling of Eqs. (1) and (2) was achieved by treating the leakage
current due to the source, Lg, in a non-linear feedback manner, by writing it as QL,
where Q is the total source in the node, while
L =-

LQ,

(7)

can be interpreted as a vector of leakage probabilities, having as components the
probabilities that a neutron born anywhere in the node will leak through a specific face.
These probabilities are dependent on the source distribution inside the node and are
updated during the outer iterations.
In the derivation of the ANPC method the instreaming term, \£, is treated in the same
way, by writing it as J ' T where- Jin is the total incurrent into the node, while
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r = — tr

(8)

The v-th component of X can be described as the average probability that a neutron
entering the node through any c* us faces will leak out through the v-th face. These
probabilities, dependent on the distribution of the incurrents on the node boundary, are
also treated as non-linear feedback and are updated during outer iterations.
The Interface Current equation (6) can finally be written in the form

r - Ar = M

<9>

M = J*I * QL

(10>

where

can be interpreted as the global variable.
Once the form of M has been defined, the procedure to obtain explicit expressions for
the partial currents at interfaces, the expansion relations, can be followed exactly like it
was done earlier for the synthetic response matrices37. Eq. (9) is written for the partial
currents across the common interface of two neighboring nodes. By equating the
outcurrent of one to the incurrent of the other (and vice versa), the partial currents are
obtained in terms of the components of the vectors M. of the two nodes that correspond
to the common interface.
It is also possible to proceed, in the same way as was done by Weiss7 and Stamm'Ier3 for
the Nodal Pin-Cell Coupling method, to a generalized tensorial formulation (the number
of unknowns per node is equal to the number of faces of the node). Coupling equations
can be obtained by substituting the expansion relations into the definition of M_.
However, we prefer to strictly impose neutron balance:

where A is the removal rate, Q is the neutron source and F" is the net neutron current
through its v-th face. The next step is then to find expressions for the net neutron
current and the removal rate.
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3. THE BALANCE FORM OF THE NODAL EQUATIONS
An expression for the net current between two neighboring nodes N and K is obtained
by subtraction of the partial currents given by the expansion relations. After some
mathematical manipulation the expression is obtained in a form similar to the FD
equations

•C =
where

d

In these equations v defines the common interface between nodes N and K and the
subscript Nv is used to indicate the element of a vector defined for node N
corresponding to that face. The vector $ with components defined by Eq. (13) has been
introduced to make dN1( symmetric in N and K. Equation (12) is still in terms of
components of a vector, and is now converted to a scalar form purely on the basis of
non-linear feedback to give

where
»* = E««v

(16)

S^ = —

(17)

and <p is the desired single nodal variable per node.
As far as the removal rate in a node is concerned, it can be written in terms of the
average blackness Y and total leakage probability L of the node:
A = yJ*

+

Q(X ~ L)

(18>

The first term on the right represents neutrons which entered the node from outside and
have then been removed in that node (after any number of collisions). The second term
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represents neutrons which have been born in the node and were then removed. The
total leakage probability is just the sum of the leakage probabilities through all the faces,
given by Eq. (7), and is thus dependent on the source distribution inside the node. The
average blackness on the other hand is dependent on the distribution of the incurrents
on the node boundary. Define the probability that a neutron entering the node through
face v will be removed in the node, by yv. The average blackness constitutes the final
non-linear feedback and is given by

It remains to express A in terms of the nodal variable <p. By adding the components of
Eq. (10), the total incurrent J'n can be written as
j * _ M - QL
T
where (see Eqs. (7) and (8))

Using Eq. (13), this is written in terms of (p and substituted in Eq. (18) with the
definition w = y / T to give
A = u q > £ ( l - p vv)S y * <?[1 - L(l * u ) ]

(20)

At this stage all the necessary ingredients for setting up the ANPC equations are
available. Introducing Eqs. (15) and (18) into the nodal balance equation (Eq. (11)) and
taking all tenns proportional to Q to the right hand side, the nodal equation system is
obtained
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with

Eq. (21) is equivalent to the IC Eq. (1) with low order, but otherwise quite general.
response matrices describing the nodes. Moreover, nodes are allowed to have an
arbitrary internal substructure defined by their X and Y matrices.
Notice that in the special case of synthetic response matrices no feedback is involved and
the non-linear parameters (Eqs. (5), (8), (17) and (19)) are all constants.

4. DIAGONAL DOMINANCE OF THE COEFFICIENTS MATRIX

The convergence of the FD diffusion equation system is guaranteed due to the physical
nature of the entries of its coefficients matrix. Such a property can also be shown for
the ANPC method for the particular case of synthetic response matrices. However, when
non-linear feedback is introduced, the existence of diagonal dominance can no longer be
rigorously proved. The convergence properties of the ANPC method were tested by
using a 40x40 node test case, corresponding roughly to a 2x2 PWR assembly color set
calculation. Response matrices were randomly generated for each node, preserving the
physical neutron conservation relations. The results for 400 1-group fixed source
calculations, with the source in each node also randomly generated, are summarized in
Table 1. The Table shows the minimum and maximum number of inner and outer
iterations needed for convergence of the flux, as well as the minimum and maximum
values obtai led for two of the feedback parameters. All cases converged within a rather
narrow range of outer iterations, although the ranges of the primary feedback
mechanisms indicate that very severe cases were encountered. It can thus be said with
confidence that convergence of the ANPC method is not destroyed by the non-linear
feedback.

5. NUMERICAL RESULTS

To test the performance of the ANPC method, two programs were written: IC - to solve
the Interface Current equations in a standard way and RED - to solve the same
equations using the nodal approach of Eq. (3). The outer iterations are unaccelerated
in both programs. In the IC program, scattering and albedo pre-conditioning6 of the
transmission matrices is used to accelerate the inner iterations. The first of these is just
a normal property of the Integral Transport program that is used to calculate
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transmission matrices. In the RED program, successive overtaxation (with w = 1.3) and
normalization of the flux alter the first inner iteration is used.
Two test cases were compared, both eigenvalue calculations for a typical 17x17 array of
square nodes. The first case is a one energy group calculation and has heterogeneous
nodes for which synthetic response matrices were calculated. All non-linear feedback
parameters are therefore constant, but are nevertheless periodically recalculated by the
program. This serves as a test of the effectiveness of the reduction in the number of
simultaneous equations to be solved. In the second case, ten energy groups were used
and response matrices for homogeneous nodes were randomly generated, resulting in
substantial feedback corrections. In both cases, feedback parameters were recalculated
after each outer iteration. The convergence of microregion fluxes was used to terminate
outer iterations. In all cases the k-effective and final fluxes of RED and IC were
compared to confirm that taie convergence was reached. In Table 2 the CPU times and
number of outer iterations needed to obtain convergence are tabulated against the inner
convergence criteria. The CPU times are for the iteration process and exclude data
preparation and editing times.

Clearly, for RED it is better to have fairly tight convergence in the inner iterations in
order to limit the number of outer iterations, and thus also the number of times that the
feedback parameters are recalculated. For IC it is better to have less stringent inner
convergence, since the total number of iterations decreases although the number of outer
iterations increases. It is also interesting to note that the performance of RED is very
similar between test case 1 (no non-linear feedback) and test case 2 (substantial nonlinear feedback). Obviously the feedback does not disturb the convergence of the
iterative process significantly.
A variety of further test cases gave results similar to those quoted in Table 2. In all of
them the CPU time of RED varies between two and four times faster than that of IC.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The Advanced Nodal Pin-Cell Coupiing method utilizes non-linear feedback in order to
convert the Interface Current equations to a nodal form. The reduc 'ion in the number
of simultaneous equations to be solved leads to a saving in CPU time of a factor of
about 3 when only very rudimentary acceleration techniques are used for both methods.
However, in contrast to the IC method where acceleration methods are not well
developed, the nodal equations are written in the form of the FD diffusion equations,
where a multitude of acceleration techniques exists. In subsequent investigations it was
found that the non-linear feedback parameters tend monotonically towards their final
values, implying that standard extrapolavion methods can be applied to them. Since no
restrictions are placed on the form of the low order response matrices, the ANPC
method lends itself to inclusion of higher order effects into the low order model through
non-linear feedback.
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Some interesting auxiliary observations resulted from this study. It was numerically
shown that for synthetic response matrices the ANPC equations are equivalent to the
Nodal Pin-Cell Coupling equations, including identical eigenvalues of the iteration
matrices. This would confirm the observation3 that the Nodal Pin-Cell Coupling
equations converge for all practical cases, even though diagonal dominance of the
coefficients matrix, a sufficient but not necessary condition for convergence, can not be
proved. It is also possible to cast the ANPC equations in the same form as in the wellknown TRILUX 8 equations. This means that the heuristicaliy defined TRILUX
coefficients can be given clear definitions in terms of the response matrix entries of a
node.
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Table 1: Stability of Feedback Mechanism in the ANPC Method

Minimum

Maximum

Average

Number of inner iterations

59

98

70

Number of outer iterations

11

18

12

Sv [Eq. (17)]

0.0080

0.7756

T v [Eo, (8)]

0.0030

0.6693

Table 2: Number of Outer Iterations and CPU Times Needed bv Interface Current
and ANPC Nodal Formulations to Reach Convergence

Program

RED
5

RED
6

IC

IC

lO

10"

lO"

10"6

Number of Outer
Iteratioas

64

43

67

47

CPU Time in Arbitrary
Units

143

117

355

457

Number of Outer
Iterations

92

59

96

52

C P U Time in Arbitrary
Units

3986

2956

8981

12409

Inner convergence

5

Test Case 1:

Test Case 2:
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AN WEIGHTED DIAMOND DIFFERENCE APPROXIMATION FOR
IMPROVING 3-D COARSE MESH SN CALCULATIONS
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Yamadaoka 2-1, Suita, Osaka
JAPAN
ABSTRACT
An improved coarse-mesh 3-D (hcxagonal-Z) discrete ordinates transport calculation
method has been developed. This method employs an weighted diamond difference approximation, the weight in which is a function of neutron direction and sealer flux, and can be
easily incorporated into conventional discrete ordinates transport codes. Results obtained from
hexagonal fuel assembly calculations of high conversion reactors and fast reactor core calculations indicate that the errors cf keff and power distribution arc remarkably reduced by the
prcs» it method.

INTRODUCTION
In order to accurately predict neutronic performance parameters in fast and thermal
reactors, we made a three-dimensional (XYZ) SN code TRITAC^ which solves the multigroup transport equation by the diffusion synthetic acceleration (DSA) method. TRITAC was
utilized to evaluate the transport effect of large fast critical assemblies ZPPR-9, 10, 13, 17,
19^. With the transport effect a consistency was obtained between calculation and experiment for keff of these cores.®
To treat hexagonal cells and/or assemblies of fast reactors and high-conversion reactors, we have implemented a hcxagonal-Z geometry option to TRITAC. We have applied the
TRITAC hexagonal-Z option to the NEACRP 3-D Neutron Transport Benchmarks™. For the
Model 4 of the Benchmark, TRITAC largely underestimated keff and control rod worth because a hexagon mesh interval was rather large and a large error in fluxes in control rods was
produced. In order to eliminate this truncation error due to coarse meshes we have derived an
improved coarse mesh Sf. method using weighted diamond difference approximation.
A coarse-mesh is divided into two submeshes in each direction for X-Y-Z geometry
and into 7 submeshes for hexagonal-Z geometry and the subsidiary fluxes in submeshes are
eliminated using a neutron conservation equation. This coarse mesh method is equivalent to a
weighted diamond difference equation. In the next chapters we describe the improved coarsemesh X-Y-Z and hexagonal-Z discrete ordinates transport method, and show numerical
results and conclusions.

IMPROVED COARSE-MESH METHOD
IN X-Y-Z AND HEXAGONAL-Z GEOMETRY
Let us start with a finite difference form in slab geometry. Fig. 1 shows one-dimensional submeshes in the slab geometry. A coarse-mesh is divided into two submeshes and
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they arc denoted by I and II. The finite difference transport equation in the submesh I is

£if
n

s

s

v

_ v

i

where m
:Neutron direction
^ S nu ;Angular flux on surface i
M^mj : Volume average angular flux in submesh I
Svraj_1/4:Neutron source in submesh I
\i
:Dircction cosine with respect to X-axis
h{
:Mcsh spacing
Similarly the difference equation in the submesh II is

?£, s
h

i

s

""*

v

nu

U

nu+W

-,}

sv
np+1/4

The subscript 'm' is omitted hereafter. We use the commonly used diamond difference approximations for the submeshes:
2I|JV.

— IJT*. + \}r*.

2i[>v-

=

i(>^.

,

(3)

+ ip^.

(4)

The volume averages of angler flux and source in the coarse-mesh are defined by

Adding Eqs. (1) and (2), and using Eqs. (5) and (6), we obtain the following difference equation in a coarsc-mesh :

This equation corresponds to the commonly used finite difference equation. However, it is
noted that

A relation between \|) v j , ^ s i + I / 2 and t|>sM/2 is obtained by adding Eqs. (3) and (4) and using Eq.

V ^ V U Z + STJA + V W

(8)

We subtract Eq. (1) born Eq. (2) to obtain
-)..

CV

_ oV

(9)

£+1/2

Here we assume that the ratio S(x)/i|)(x) is constant over the coarse-mesh and the neutron flux
is isotropic. Then the second term in the first bracket is approximated by
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where G>v is the scalar flux.
We eliminate U'vj.]/4 and tp v jtl/4 from Eq. (9) using Eqs. (3) and (4), and use Eq. (8) to
obtain the following diamond difference approximation :
^ \

/2

where a =

|

(11)

i n

^

This weighted diamond difference approximation is similar to the conventional weighted
diamond difference approximation, but there is a difference in that a is a function of pi and i|'.
The conventional weight is not a function of ij>. In the 3-D (XYZ) geometry, we use the
above method in each direction.
In hcxagonal-Z geometry, we divided a hexagon into seven submeshes as shown in
Fig. 2. These submeshes arc numerated from 1 to VII. Using the difference transport equations
in submeshes I - VII, an weighted diamond difference equation is obtained.
2i|>v = ( l + a ^ ^ + d - a , ) ^ 5 . , ,
= (l+a>stB + (l-a>s_,
= (1 + a > s t v + (1 - av^s-v
where a , = ( 3 / 1 6 ) 0 ^ 0 1 ^ ) ,

(12)

au = ( 3 / 1 6 ) ^ ( 1 ^ ) ,

av =

Here x, u and v indicate directions shown in Fig. 2. The coefficients of a in the x-, u- and
v-directions arc different from that of a in z-dircction. The formr; is 3/16, and the latter is
1/8 and the same as in the XYZ geometry.

FINITE DIFFERENCE SCHEME IN HEXAGONAL-Z GEOMETRY
Let us now derive explict finite difference formulas in hexagonal-Z geometry. The
treatment in z-direction is straightfowards. Therefore we consider finite difference formulas
only in hexagonal geometry.
A mesh center angular flux and surface angular fluxes (or vertex angular fluxes) arc
calculated using incoming angular fluxes. In Fig. 3 the incoming angular fluxes *p_x, ij>_u, \j>_v
arc assumed to be given, and we consider the following three finite difference schemes:
1) Scheme 1
In this scheme we consider the angular fluxes at six surfaces on the hexagon. Using
the conventional diamond approximation,
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(13)
and

xj> = — W>tv + vp_v),

the center flux \\> is given by

„

-

where h is the pitch of hexagon node, and hz is the axial mesh interval.
\1»^, TJ>,U, xji^ arc calculated by Eq. (14). This is the commonly used scheme. In the 2 - D (X,Y)
geometry the diamond approximation is used i n * - andy- directions. The use of diamond approxiamtion in three directions per node in hexagonal geometry may gives us large errors
compared to X - Y geometry.
2) Scheme 2
We consider the angular fluxes at vertices and assume that the fluxes at points 1, 2, 3,
and 4 arc given (See Fig. 3).
Using the relations

we oDtain
nziJJtJ + 3h p 2 v ,
1

In this scheme the four angular fluxes are assumed to be given, and two unknown angular
fluxes at vertices arc calculated. Two diamond approximations are used instead of 3 for the
scheme 1.
3) Scheme 3
The angular fluxes at vertices are also used and the discontinuity of fluxes at point 1
and 4 is considered. The angular fluxes t|>, and t|>4 are assumed to be given, and the angular
fluxes T|),' and i|>4' (See Fig. 3 ) are calculated from the the diamond approximations
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1
Vf = — M>2 + % ) ,
and

(17)

1
\p = — (T|)J + tyA

Eliminating ^ 4 ' and i|),', the center flux is given by

(18)
H z +3hS v
This equation corrsponds to Eq. (14), if we assume that
(

and

)

i|).v = -j(H>, +^2>-

The above three schemes were incorporated into the TRITAC code. The improved
coarse mesh method, Eq. (12), is also implemented.

NUMERICAL RESULTS
The calculational accuracy of the present 3-D improved coarse-mesh method has
been checked by applying it to two hexagonal models. One is a hexagonal-Z fast reactor core
model shown in Fig. 4 which corresponds to the Model 4 of the NEACRP international
benchmark problems'3'. The other is a hexagonal fuel assembly which si.nulates a high conversion light water reactor assembly shown in Fig. 5.
Table 1 lists k(f, values for the 3-D fast reactor core. All transport calculations were
dont with the 4-gioup cross sections given in Ref(3) for the two control rod patterns, rodout, and rod-in cases. The reference value is the average of Monte-Carlo calculations performed by Wehma in with MOCAW, Bryzgalov with MCU<5>, Scifert with OMEGA<6>, and
Nakagawa with GMVP^. The \/a? weight was used in the averaging, where a. is variance of
individual results.
p i e standard deviation of the reference keff is about 0.04%Ak, and the reference is
very reliable. All SN calculations were done using 169 meshes in radial direction and 38
meshes in axial direction. For the rod-out case all the schemes produced kc£f within 1.0%Ak
accuracy from the reference. For the rod-in case, however, the scheme 1 overestimated keff by
-6%, and produced unreasonable flux distribution as will be shown later. The scheme 2'with
the conventional coarse mesh method underestimated k _ by 2%, and the flux did not converge when the present improved coarse mesh method was incorporated. The scheme 3 is
stable, and the error of kef{ was -0.7%Ak for the conventional coarse mesh method and
-0.3%Ak for the present improved method. This scheme produced rod worth of 23.5%Ak/kk',
which well agrees with the reference value of 22.3%Ak/kk'.
Table 2 lists region-averaged group fluxes calculated by Monte-Carlo method, and
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the conventional and present improved methods with the scheme I, 2 and 3, for the rod-in
case. The scheme 1 largely overestimated the 3rd and 4th group fluxes of the test zone, and
underestimated all group fluxes in the control rod. The incorporation of the improved method
to this scheme worsened the 4th group flux in the control rod. The underestimation of rhe control rod fluxes produced the large k ~ ovcrcstimation as seen in Table 1. The scheme 2 overestimated the fluxes in the axial blanket. The neutron leakage from the core region was therefore overestimated, and the kcff value was underestimated. The scheme 3 gave us reasonable
flux in the axial blanket. Therefore the neuiron leakage is well predicted compared to the
scheme 1 and 2. The neutron spectrum is .however, largely hardened in the test zone. In the
control rod the use of the present coarse mesh method improved the accuracy of the lower
energy fluxes. Then keff value was improved by 0.4% for the rod-in case.
Next let us compare the results for the high convergion fuel assembly. Table 3 lists kx
values calculated by the reference Monte-Carlo method and the SN methods using the
schemes 1, 2 and 3. Calculations were carried out in 7 groups for the rod-in and rod-out
cases. The reference calculation was carried out usivg GMVP code(7).
The improved coarse mesh method was applied only to the scheme 3. For the rod-out
case, all the SN methods produces kx error within 0.5%. The improved coarse mesh method
worsened kB value, but the difference between the conventional and the improved methods
was very small. For the rod-in case, convergence was not obtained for the scheme 1. The
scheme 2 produced rather accurate k x value. The power distribution was however not well
predicted by this scheme as will be shwon later. The scheme 3 with the conventional coarse
mesh method largely underestimated k^. This is due to the flux overestimation in the rod
region. The use of of the present coarse mesh method remarkably improved this kx underestimation. Fig. 6 show the assembly power distribution for the reference calculation, the
scheme 2 calculation with the conventional coarse mesh method, and the scheme 3 calculation
with the present method. For the latter two cases the percent difference from the reference
calculation is shown. For the both rod-in and rod-out cases, the percent difference is rather
large at the center fuel. The scheme 2 produced 2-4% maximum error near the assembly
periphery where the power is large. The present method incorporated into the scheme 3
improved this error remarkably.

CONCLUSION
We have developed an improved coarse mesh method for 3-D (X-Y-Z and hexagonal-Z) discrete ordinatcs transport calculations. This method employes an weighted diamond
difference approximation. As the finite difference form in hexagonal-Z geometry we considered three schemes.
The applicability of the improved coarse mesh method was investigated using the
three finite difference schemes. The eigenvalue and flux distribution in the hexagonal-Z
geometry fast reactor core and the high conversion core fuel assembly were calculated by the
present method, and compared with the reference Monte-Carlo method. As the result it was
found that the prcs^ nt improved coarse mesh method with the finite difference scheme 3
produced accurate results.
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Fable

1. K e f f values for 3-D fast reactor core calculated
by verious lethods

Method

Rod-out

Rod-ln

Control rod
worth (\)

Monte-Carlo

1.0951
+0.0004

0.8799
±0.0003

22.3
+ 0.1

Finite Difference
Scheie 1 (conventional)
(present)

1.1033(+0.8)a
1.1182(+2.3)

0.9355(+5 .6)
0.9355(+5 .6)

16.3
17.5

Scheie 2 (conventional)

1.0888(-0.6)

0.8584(-2 .2)

24.7

Scheie 3 (conventional)
(present)

1.1038(+0.9)
1.1034(+0.8)

0.8723(-0 .8)
0.8768(-0 .3)

24.0
23.5

a : Percent difference froa Monte-Carlo result
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Table 2. Region-averaged group flmes for 3-D fast reactor core
by various Methods (Rod-In case)
Method

Group

Test
Zone

1G

1.60Ea04

2G

l.'l7E-04
0.14%
2.18E-05
0.29%
1.17E-06
0.41%

Axial
Blanket
4.07E-05
0.24%
5.18E-05
0.23%
2.36E-05
0.36%
9.85E-06
0.43%

1G
2G
3G
4G

1.59E-04
1.14E-04
2.30E-05
2.14E-06

3.90E-05
5.03E-05
2.32E-05
9.76E-06

7.06E-05
5.02E-05
2.58B-05
1.31E-05

8 .40E-05
6 .02E-05
.01E-05
6 .39E-07

(present)

1G
2G
3G
4G

1.60E-04
1.14E-04
2.37E-05
2.10E-06

3.90E-05
5.03E-05
2.33E-05
9.77E-06

7.06E-05
5.04E-05
2.57E-05
1.31E-05

8 .34E-05
5 .97E-05
1 .02E-05
4 .68E-07

Scheae 2
(conventional)

1G
2G
3G
4G

1.69E-04
1.18E-04
2.04E-05
9.82E-05

4.17E-05
5.29E-05
2.34E-05
9.56E-06

7.63E-05
5.26E-05
2.66E-06
1.32E-05

1 .06E-05
7 .54E-05
1 .46E-05
7 .85E-07

Scheae 3
(conventional)

1G
2G
3G
4G

1.67E-04
1.18E-04
2.04E-05
1.04E-06

4.09E-05
5.25E-05
2.35E-05
9.68E-06

7.45E-05
5.23E-05
2.63E-05
1.32E-05

1 .04E-05
.54E-05
1 .51E-O5
1 .16E-07

(present)

1G
2G
3G
4G

1.66E-04
1.17E-04
2.12E-05
1.06E-06

4.05E-05
5.20E-05
2.35E-05
9.64E-06

7.51E-05
5.27E-05
2.64E-05
1.32E-05

1 .02E-05
7 .41E-05
1 .47E-05
9 .74E-07

Monte-Carlo

3G
4G
Finite Difference
Scheme 1
(conventional)

Control
Rod

Driver with
Moderator
7.50E-05
0.10%
5.19E-05
0.10%
2.70E-05
0.11%
1.34E-05
0.13%

9 .55E-05
0 .10%
6 .93E-05
0 .11%
.34E-05

0 .21%
9 .53E-07
0 .40%

a : Standard deviation
Table 3. K M values for 2-D hexagoal fuel asseably calculated
by verlous •ethods

Method

CR-out

CR-ln

CR worth

Monte-Carlo

1.1616
•0.0003

0.7866
•0.0004

• 0.1

Finite
Scheae
Scheae
Scheae

Difference
1 (conventional)
2 (conventional)
3 (conventional)
(present)

1.1640(+0 . 5 ) a
1.1658(*0 .4)
1.1610(-0 • 1)
1.1592(-0 .2)

Not converged
0.7920(-0.5)
0.7687(-1.8)
0.7836(-0.5)

(%)

41.0

40.5
44.0
41.3

a : Percent difference froa Monte-Carlo result
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Fig. 3 Relation between surface nuxes and vertex fluxes

Fig. 1 One-dimensional mesh in slab geometry

neutron direction

V

Fig. 2 Seven submeshes in a hexagonal node
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Fig. 4 Caiculationa! model of fast reactor core
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EVALUATION OF INTEGRAL MEASUREMENTS FOR THE SP-100 SPACE REACTOR
Peter J Collins, Steven E. Aumeier' and Gary L. Grasseschi
Argonne National Laboratory - West
P O. Box 2528, Idaho Falls. ID 83403-2528

ABSTRACT
Expenments in support ol the SP-100 space reactor were done in 2PPR-20 Biases in calculations
were found for crrticality predictions and control worths. Although the biases were on (he conservative side
for SP-100 design, the more general question c'< the reasons for the calculational errors is important for
design optimization and for other fast space reactor designs. A data sensitivity analysis has been made
for the ZPPR-20 results using the GMAD.J code. Results for 2PPR-20 are used in conjunction with a wide
database of fast reactor parameters. It is shown that calculations of critically for the reference core, for
a core simulating water immersion and tor the control rod worths are consistent with all other benchmark
data and that differences in prediction are within uncertainties in nuclear data. The results from ZPPR-20
can be used with confidence for prediction of calculational bias factors and uncertainties in SP-100 and
related designs. The most effective use of the ZPPR-20 data would be to create a sensitivity tile for SP100 and use the GMADJ system to reduce biases and uncertainties.

INTRODUCTION
The nuclear reactor power source for the SP-100 space system was designed with the
requirements of minimum mass, high operational reliability and safely response to launch accidents'.
Experiments for two systems were carried out at Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) in Idaho to validate
the physics calculations of a 100 kilowatt-electric design and were jointly coordinated by ANL, the GE Astro
Division and Westinghouse Advanced Energy Systems Division (WAESD). The experiments, in ZPPR-20,
modelled the Nuclear Assembly Test (NAT), intended for testing on the ground, and the Reference Flight
System (RFS) for use in space. The test system mock-up included structure surrounding the core and
shields while the RFS simulated conditions in space by a natural-lithium hydride shield which eliminated
"room-return" effects in the experiments. A description ol the ZPPR-20 measurements is given by
McFarlane et af. A cross section of the mock-up of the NAT configuration and its ralation to the ground
test is shown in Figure 1. By necessity, the experiments used the square tubular matrix and materials
available at the Zero Power Physics Reactor (ZPPR) to model the fuel pins, hexagonal subassemblies and
conical regions of the test design. However, the experiments represented the sizes and zone compositions
quite accurately. Calculations for both the design and the mock-up used the MCNP Monte Carlo code3 with
very detailed modelling so that the differences were accurately taken into account.
The fuel of ZPPR-20 used uranium plates of 93% enrichment and in combination with depleted
uranium to form a second enrichment zone. Rhenium and niobium were used as fuel pin liners and in a
core vessel to provide extra shutdown reactivity in the water Hooded condition. The coolant was 7Li canned
in stainless steel. BeO was used for the reflector-control segments and lor the B4C control rod followers.
The Be/lithiurrs-hydride/tungsten shield was included in the experiments, but the core plenum used sodium
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in place ol lithium. The steel vacuum vessel, the fiberglass insulation and Ihe steetfwater facility shield
were included in the NAT tests. The principal mismatches in the mock-up were lack of nitrogen in ihe
uranium nitride fuel and the inclusion of undesirable steel due to the ZPPR structure.
Analysis ol the experiments using (he MCNP code and the project data, which was based on
ENDF/B-V, established two significant bias factors (ratios of calculation to experiment or C/E). These were
Overproduction of criticality (k-erf) by about 1 %
Underprediction ot the worth of boron shutdown rods by about 10%
The same crrttcalrty bias was applicable to all phases: reflectors closed, reflectors open, both the NAT and
the RFS. water-immersed and sand-buried states. Reaction rate distributions were well predicted within
the Monte Carlo statistics. An uncertainty remained in intr rpretation of reflector-control worths due either
to systematic errors in the experiment or calculation problems3. However, the criticality predictions with
reflectors open and closed were consistent.
The ZPPR-20 experiments were sufficient to provide validation ol the SP-100 design. Where
catculaiionai biases existed, they were on the conservative side. However, the reasons for the errors in
calculation are important for future design optimization and for other fast space reactor designs. Because
of the detailed Monte Carlo calculations used, calculation methods are not in question and problems can
be attributed to nuclear data errors and uncertainties. For this reason, a detailed sensitivity analysis for
space reactors has been made using Ihe GMADJ code at ANL-W. This analysis uses an extensive
database (or fast reactors with many different measured parameters. Since independent measurements
from different laboratories and experiments employing different techniques, are used simultaneously, Ihe
GMAOJ analysis provides a powerful check against possible systematic errors in the ZPPR-20 experiments.
The sensitivity analysis is discussed in some detail in the paper and data adjustments required to
give the best fit to all integral data for fast reactors are described. It is claimed that this method provides
the most reliable uncertainly estimates from use ot all available integral measurements.

THE GMAOJ CODE AND DATABASE
The GMADJ code uses generalized least-squares fitting procedures. A detailed description ol the method
and application to LMR predictions is given in reterence 4. Basically, additional information from integral
experiments is combined with a pre-evaluated data library by way of the sensitivity coefficients. The system
is overdetermined and the unbiased estimator of any integral parameter is provided by Ihe least squares
fit. Covariances of differential data parameters and of integral measurements are included. The fit is
driven by the higher accuracy of integral measurements, particularly lor k erf. The data adjustments result
in a strongly correlated set of cross sections which gives the best tit to the experimental results. After
fitting, the code can be used to give biases and uncertainties for parameters that are not directly
measurable.
The database for GMADJ, before adding Ihe data for space reactors, includes about 250 integral
measurements. This includes assemblies built at ANL-W, ANL-E, LANL and in the UK and a diverse range
ol parameters4. The code has proved valuable in the LMR field in resolving different criticality predictions
for "•Pu and W U fuel, in accounting for mispredictions ol spatial parameters in decoupled cores and
predicting errors and uncertainties in burn-up calculations9.
In order to focus on nuclear data errors, Ihe reactor calculations must be as accurate as possible
to minimize uncertainties. Calculated values in the database were obtained with one, two or three
dimensional Sn and nodal transport codes as appropriate or, in some cases. Monte Carlo. Completely
detailed models were used and, in some cases, older benchmark specifications were considerably revised.
Sensitivities were calculated with variational methods by diffusion theory and, in a few sensitive cases, by
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direct variations with S, calculations. A two-dimensional transport sensitivity code is under development
at ANL and is intended tor use in configurations involving strong leakage effects.

SPACE REACTOR DATA
A number ot measurements for space reactors were added to the GMADJ database. These were:
(1).

2PPR-20B k-eff: The NAT reference with reflectors closed and control rods withdrawn.
The calculated k-eff was consistent with that lor ZPPR-20A with reflectors open and with
that for the flight system simulation in ZPPR-20C.

(2).

ZPPR-20O k-eff: The water flooded and immersed simulation. The core was subcrrtical
with the control rods inserted.

(3).

The control rod bank worth in ZPPR-20B: The prediction ot rod worth was consistent with
that for the weighted average using six measured results in 20B and using six
measurements in 20A.

(4).

Subsequent measurements in ZPPR-21 were done to study the criticality of metallic fuel
for Argonne's Integral Fast Reactor (IFR). These covered six fuel mixtures, Irom all Pu
fuel in ZPPR-21 A to all "'U fuel in 21F*. Spectra were similar to that in the SP-100 core
and the criticality was strongly correlated to ZPPR-20.

(5).

A useful addition to the data was the k-eff of a much earlier space reactor core built by the
Pratt and Whitney Aircraft Company7. The assembly used here, called PWAC, had a core
of 93%-enriched uranium and 103 kg fissile mass with carbon, niobium and aluminum and
with BeO redactors. Unfortunately, the data were not reported to present-day accuracy
requirements but this is an important addition because the measurements are completely
independent of those in ZPPR.

BENCHMARK AND LMR DATA
Apart form ZPPR-21. most other data have spectra which are harder or softer than in the SP-100.
An integral data correlation coefficient1, with values between ±1, is calculated in GMADJ to give a simple
parameter which quantifies the impact of one parameter on the prediction of another. An example for the
SP-100 is shown in Table VI of reference 2.
Benchmark data most relevant to criticality in ZPPR-20 are Godiva, a bare sphere of uranium with
93% enrichment and FLATTOP-25. an enriched sphere of uranium with a depleted uranium reflector.
Uranium cores with lower enrichment but having s fairly hard spectrum are LANL's BIG-10, ANL's U9 and
a European benchmark SCHERZO-556 (seo reference 4).
The LMR data have softer spectra and are closer to that in tho water-flooded ZPPR-20D. Basic
studies for the IFR with metallic luel were done in ZPPR-15. ZPPR-15D had 90% " ! U luel with a
correlation of 0.4 to ZPPR-20. Control rod worths in ZPPR-15 are relevant to that in ZPPR-20B (correlation
0.6). Boron sample worths in ZPPR-15, BIG-10. U9 and other cores, and measurements of helium
production in boron and ft-eff are also connected lo the space reactor data. The criticality in oxide fuel
(ZPR-6/6A) is related to that for metal fuel in ZPPR-15D (correlation 0.96). Spectra in GODIVA, ZPPR-20
and the IFR are shown in Figure 2.
Priorities of the LMR program meant that many integral measurements were made in piutonium
oxide lather than uranium fuel, integral parameters measured in piutonium cores are relevant for some
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parameters such as boron worths. a U to *"Pu fission ratios; by the n i U in the luei, the oxygen in the BeO
reflectors, through the Pu and U data covariances and as general check on the experimental techniques
The GMADJ code is capable of treating all data simultaneously.

NUCLEAR DATA COVARIANCES
The starting point for the cross section covariances in the GMADJ Library was the ENDF/B-V tiles
processed through the NJOY code9. Considerable extensions were made by Poenitz4. Data tor the fission
spectra used the parameters defining the spectra in ENDF/B-V (Watt or Madland-Nix). The delayed
neutron yields were used for sensitivities of worths and subcritical reactivity. For the space reactor
materials; Nb, ' M Re, " 7 Re, W, covariance data did not exist in the files and estimates of uncertainties were
taken from a 1986 survey by ANL. For example, l a uncertainties for Re used were 25% (n.n), 50% (n.n1),
30% (n.Y) and 100% (n.2n). Uncertainties for Nb were taken to be 5% (n,n), 20% (n.n') and 10% (n.y).
A positive-definite covariance matrix is required to give positive variances in the GMADJ fitting.
Ti'is is not guaranteed in the files and a routine in GMADJ is used to make random variations within
prescribed limits to assure this condition.

RESULTS OF THE LEAST-SQUARES FITTING
The fitting of LMR data has been reported in some detail4. When the space reactor and IFH
criticality data are added, the LMR results do not change significantly. The measured k-eff results for
ZPPFi-20 and ZPPR-21 were accurate to better than 0.1% (uncertainty due principally to knowledge of the
fuel mass). The measured uncertainty for the ZPPR-20B control rod worth was estimated as 1.9%.
Uncertainties in the calculated k-eff's by Monte Carlo statistics were close to 0.1% and the uncertainty for
the control worth of 19$ was 1%. Total uncertainties for k-eff in most other assemblies (combination ol
measurement and calculation) were about 0.2%. The principal adjustments to nuclear data impacting the
space reactors ace summarized in Table 1.
Results for the critical eigenvalues are shown in Table 2. With ENDF/B-V data, the biases are
about 1 % in ZPPR-20 and PWAC. These are much larger than in some benchmark cores (GODIVA,
FLATTOP and ZPPR-21) and in the opposite sense to those in the LMR cores (ZPPR-15D and ZPR-6/6A);
but are similar to those in the low-enrichment benchmarks, 0IG-1O and ZPR-U9. One might speculate that
the differences may be due to "unusual" materials in the space reactors - Nb, Re, Li and BeO. While the
error of one percent might not seem particularly large, this represents up to six standard deviations of the
uncertainty and consequently has a high weight in the GMADJ fit.
The k-eff s foi ZPPR-20 and PWAC are extremely well treated with the adjusted data (compare A/E1 with C/E-1 in Table 2). After the fitting, discrepancies with other data do not exist. Uncertainties of 1 %
to 3% with ENDF data are reduced to between 0.1% and 0.3%, a factor of ten. The fit for PWAC shows
an uncertainty of 0.4% and indicates that the estimated input uncertainty of 0.4% was a realistic.
The results of the ZPPR-20B control rod worth and some of the other relevant data are given in
Table 3. Note that ZPPR-20D was near critical with the control bank inserted. The underprediction of rod
worth in 203 by 12% is reduced to 2% in the fit with a 2% uncertainty. This result, in conjunction with the
control rod worths in ZPPR-15D and ZPPR-13C and boron sample worths in BIG-10 provides confidence
in the quality of the data for ZPPR-20B.
The effectiveness of the space reactor measurements can be shown by excluding these data from
the GMADJ fit and predicting their results using all other data. This is the same procedure that would be
used (with space reactor measurements included) to predict the biases and uncertainties for a target SP100 design. The results are shown in Table 4, with the ENDB-V and adjusted results included for
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comparison. Without ZPPR-20 and PWAC data in the tit. the k-efl bias is reduced by 0.5% (by 0 8% in
the flooded core) and the control rod bias is reduced from 12% to 5%. Uncertainties in the predictions are
only a little reduced unless the space reactor measurements are included.
We will indicate in the next
section which material adjustments permit the good results for the space reactors.

DATA ADJUSTMENTS PROJECTED FOR THE SPACE REACTORS
The individual data adjustments are rarely significant as is shown by the marginal reduction in
uncertainties after the GMADJ fit. The improvements in prediction ot integral parameters result from the
induced set of correlations of the cross sections after the fitting. However, it is ot interest to see which
items of data adjustments lead to the excellent results. Remember that the same adjustments are applied
to all data and the changes in different integral parameters are due to sensitivity coefficients.
Contributions of different data adjustments for a number of parameter are given in Figure 3 in
histogram form. Percentage contributions to the positive and negative adjustments are shown with the
totals given in boxes above the plots. A few of the more relevant sensitivities are shown in Figure 4.
The k-effs for ZPPR-20 and PWAC are overpredicted by about 1 % with ENDF/B-V, in comparison
with the good predictions for GODIVA and ZPPR-21. Figure 3 shows that the good predictions for the
space reactors after fitting are due to ^ U capture and inelastic scattering (positive) and ^ U fission and
oxygen elastic scattering (negative). In QODIVA, there is no oxygen. The components from *"U balance
and result in a small net adjustment. In PWAC there is a negative adjustment due mostly to oxygen
scattering. In ZPPR-20B oxygen is again important, but less so than in PWAC. and components due to
steel, Re and Nb contribute. PWAC has niobium but no rhenium. The fit to the uranium fuelled IFR core
(2PPR-15D) is dominated by adjustment to M U capture followed by **U capture and fission.
The 'arge positive adjustment for the ZPPR-20 control rod worth results mainly from an increase
in 10B(n,a) and offset by smaller components for the delayed neutron yield, 2J*U and steel. This is also true
for the smaller adjustment required in ZPPR-15D (4% versus 11%). Similar adjustments (with results in
the opposite sense) are important in fitting the k-eff ot ZPPR-20D, which was near critical with the control
rods inserted.
Most of the adjustments required to fit the space reactor data and other dava are less than one
standard deviation of the nuclear data uncertainties and combine in a complex way in the fit. The
exception is 10B(n,a) in the 100 KeV to 1 MeV range, which is increased by 5% to 16% with input
uncertainties of 2% to 10% (see Table 1). This indicates that a re-eva!uation of the high-energy '°B data
in ENDF/B-V may be necessary.
SUMMARY
Two unexpected results of the sensitivity analysis were the importance of the high-energy oxygen
scattering data in the BeO reflectors and the low errors projected for rhenium and niobium data. This
indicates that anisotropic scattering in oxygen should be given extra care but that ENDF/B data for the
refractory materials was more accurate than supposed. Measurements of rhenium capture cross sections
which postdate the ENDF/B-V evaluation show much tower uncertainties"1. Measurements of l0B(n,a)
inside a boron control rod support the need for increases of the high-energy data".
It is concluded that the ZPPR-20 data are highly reliable and can be used with confidence for the
SP-100 and related designs. The most effective use of the data would be through a code such as GMADJ.
This takes into account all relevant measurements and provides a guard against systematic errors.
Mismatches in composition and the presence of unwanted materials such as steel in the experiments would
be accurately taken into account.
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Table | Summary at the Principal Data Adjustment U w d to Fit SPIOO E<penmant»
Matenal
»U

»u

Adjustment (Input Uncertainly). %•
nl -1 to -Z(2IO3)

ny -6 to -11 (10IO6O)

nn' 5 ID 30 (15 to 30)

v 0 1 lo 0 2 (0 5 to I)

delayed v 0 4 (2 5)

chi (parametric) <l<2 a

nl 0 t o 3 ( 2 » 3 )

ny -5 (5)

nn' -7 » 7 (5 to 15)

n2n <1 (20)

detayed v 2.4 (2 5)
"O

nn -3 (4)

•Be

nn <1 (3)

na < 1 (10)

"Mb

ny <1 (10)

nn <1 |5)

'-R5

ny <l (40)

nn <2(25)

nn' <l (40)

ny <2 (40)

nn -2 to -3 (25)

nn1 < 1 (40)

'"Re

na 5 to 16(2 to 10)
The larger adjustment! above 100 K»V tm shown with input uncenaintie* in parentheser

Table 2. BetulB of LS Fitting ol ZPPR-20 k-ettecavai and Otter Relevant Data
ENDF/B-V 2 Data

Assembly
ZPPR-20B

Expenmental
Value. £
1 0021

Uncertainty

Adjusted Data
Data
Uncertainty.
%

V

Calculation. C

(C/E-1)
%

0 23

1 0110

0 89

200
341

(A/E-1)
%

Uncertainty
%

1 0023

0 02

023

0 9524

001

031

A

ZPPR20D

0 9524

031

09630

1 11

PWAC-CCA7

10000

0 44

10112

1 12

218

0 9993

-0 07

041

ZPPR-21F

10006

0 2G

09984

-021

1 66

09991

•0 15

020

ZPPR-2IE

ioooe

0 25

10007

-0 02

1 45

1 0009

000

017

ZPPR-210

1 0014

0 22

10026

0 12

138

10021

0 07

0.15

ZPPR-21C

0 9993

021

10010

0 17

160

09090

-002

0 14

GODIVA

1 0000

0.14

09971

-0 29

1 61

1 0008

008

013

FLATTOP-25

10000

0.14

10036

036

1 20

0.D99O

-010

0.11

ZPPR-150

10007

0.30

09936

-0 71

1 14

1 0007

000

0.16

ZPPR-6/6A

10016

0 32

0 9895

•1 21

1 21

10002

-0 14

0 19

ZPR-U9

1 0014

030

10152

1 38

218

1 0049

0 35

0 13

1 59

2 04

09973

0 13

017

BIG10

09960

0 32

1.011 iS

* Combined uncertainty due to experiment and calculation method, excluding nudear data uncertainty
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Table 3. Results ot LS Fittng ot ZPPR-20B Control Rod Worths and Other Relevant Data
ENOFfB-V 2 Data

Experimental
Value, E

Measurement

•28.97$

Z20B CRS

Uncertainty.

V

•12 12

4 53

1 11

341

3 16

-1295$

•6 77

3 16

-8 966$

-6 10

0 31

Z15D Central CR

-1 389$

ZISO Prim CRs

•9 580$

Z15D AM 13 CRs
Z16D Worth '°B
Z15D Worth

a

U

-25.46$

-18.42$

(A/ED
A

Uncertainty

%

28 38$

•2 02

206

0 9524

001

0 31

2 68

•1 373$

•1 17

0 85

2 52

-9 36$

2 29

0 80

-19 13$

•0 02

0 77

-3 76

2.48

•1 289-2

2 93

-1 163-2

9 78

3 71

1.272-2

•1 31

1 19

5856-4

2 93

S 925-4

1 18

2 57

5917-4

1 04

0 73

4 28

-322-2

7 46

-3 649-2

-5 71

1 27

1 78

7099-3

0 53

0 65
1 36

•19 14$

•3 87-2

ZU9 Worth "B

C

Data
Uncertainty.
%

(C/E-1).
%

09630

2 35

0 9524

Z20D Kelt

Calculation.

Admsied Result

3 16

-16 8

7061-3

164

7006-3

-0 78

BIGIO Worth '°B

•7 354-2

2 73

-6 596-2

•1031

788

7 528-2

236

BIG10 (n.He)

0 9840

194

08518

•1343

3 24

0 9409

-4 38

1 29

BIGIO 8-eH

7 222-3

1 32

7147-3

•104

1 77

7 244-3

031

0 66

ZU9fl-eN

Z13C4CRsX

-6 940$

3 14

•7 200$

.3 75

399

•7 004$

. 0 92

0 77

Z13C4CRs¥

-1 178$

314

-1.126$

-441

4 23

•1 175$

-0 22

090

1

Combined uncertainly due to experiment and calculator) method, e»duding nudear data uncertainty
° Delayed neutron data uncertainty it included for control rod and (ample worth* through the yield sensitivities

Table 4 The Improvement in Space Reactor Data Due c ZPPR-20 and PWAC Experiments
Predicted Result
Space Reactors
Excluded*

ENDF/B V 2 Data
No Fit
C/E-1.
%

Data
Uncertainty,
%

P/E'l.

Parameter

Uncertainty,
%

PWAC k-eff

0.44

1.12

218

0 64

ZPPR-206 k-eti

023

0 89

2.00

ZPPR-200 H-etf

0 31

1 11

3.41

ZPPR-2OB
CR Worth

2.35

•12.12

453

• Data tor «l benchmarks and LMR cores included, PWAC and ZPPH-20 excluded
* All integral data, including PWAC and ZPPR-20 used in adjustment
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Uncertainty

Adjusted Result
Space Reaciors
Included*

A/E-1.
%

Uncertainty
%

171

-0 07

0 41

0 48

142

0 02

0 23

033

255

0 01

0 31

-4 98

3 25

•2 02

2 06

Figure 1. ZPPR-20 Mockup of the Nuclear Assembly Test (NAT) Configuration
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Figure 3. Components of Integral Parametfir Adjustments
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Figure 3. Components ol Integral Parameter Adjustments (Continued)
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VALIDATION OF THE REBUS-3/RCT METHODOLOGIES
FOR EBR-II CORE-FOLLOW ANALYSIS
R. D. McKnight
Argonne National Laboratory
Argonne, Illinois 60439
ABSTRACT
Operations and material control and accountancy requirements for the Fuel
Cycle Facility will demand accurate prediction of the mass flow from EBR-II into
the facility. This will require validated calculational tools that can predict
the burnup and isotopic distribution in irradiated binary- and ternary-fueled
Mark III, Mark IV, and Mark V assemblies. The present study demonstrates that
the REBUS-3/RCT methodologies can meet these requirements. Validation is
achieved via a two-step procedure. First, a set of detailed core-follow
depletion calculations using the REBUS-3/RCT codes is performed for an extensive
series of EBR-II runs. Second, the results of this analysis are compared with
experimental determinations of burnup and U and Pu isotopic weight fractions that
have been measured in IFR fueled test assemblies irradiated in EBR-II. The
results of these comparisons are very good and indicate that mass flow
predictions based on the methods and models used in this study are adequate for
operational and MCA requirements in FCF.
INTRODUCTION
A design objective for the Integral Fast Reactor (IFR) is self-sufficiency
of the fuel cycle, that is, no outside source of fissile make-up is
required when
the reactor is coupled to a small collocated reprocessing plant.1<2 The IFR uses
a pyrometallurgica] process to remove fission products and recover plutonium from
discharged core and blanket assemblies. This process uses compact, inexpensive
equipment that can be easily scaled to the anticipated deployment of LMRs
collocated with the fuel cycle plant.
One of the many tasks to be completed over the next year regarding IFR fuel
cycle closure at EBR-II/FCF is to develop and install the systems to be used for
fissile material accountancy and control. The IFR fuel cycle and
pyrometallurgical process scheme determine the degree of actinide buildup in the
reload fuel assemblies. Inventories of curium, americium and neptunium in the
fuel will affect the radiation and thermal environmental conditions at the fupl
fabrication stations, the chemistry of reprocessing, and the neutronic
performance of the core. Thus, it is important that validated calculational
tools be put in place for accurately determining isotopic mass and neutronic
inputs to FCF for both operational and material control and accountancy purposes.
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The current fuel management methodology used by the EBR-II division has
focused on uranium-fueled cores. This methodology treats the higher plutonium
isotopes and minor actinides coarsely, if they are included at all. However,
determining the concentration of the transuranic isotopes will be important in
an integral reprocessing system with recycling uranium or mixed-(U.Pu) fuels.
The primary goal of this work is to validate the REBUS-3/RCT codes*1*1 as tools
which can adequately compute the burnup and isotopic distribution in binary- and
ternary-fueled Mark-IIi, Mark-IV, and Mark-V drivers, and all anticipated
experimental fuel assembly loadings (i.e., mixed fuel element assemblies,
fabrication test experiments, etc.). The validation procedure is based on
comparing E8R-II burnup calculations with experimentally measured burnup
indicators, including destructive assay of EBR-II assemblies.
Although the initial fissile loadings of fresh driver subassemblies are
always known, details of thi actual EBR-II reactor composition (that is, the
quantity ana distribution of isotopes in irradiated driver, test, and control
assemblies) have, in general, been neither measured nor calculated and therefore
are unknown. The validation procedure chosen for this study has involved
obtaining the available loading information for an EBR-II configuration which
sufficiently preceded the runs of EBR-II into which were loaded driver/test
assemblies that were ultimately analyzed for discharge compositions. Detailed
REBUS-3 modeling of the core loading and core power level history for that EBR-II
run is used to calculate the burnup history. This process is then extended
through a series of all subsequent HBR-II runs, where input to the REBUS-3 burnup
calculations utilizes the known heavy metal loadings for freshly-loaded
subassemblies and the calculated (REBUS-3) number densities for the remainder of
the subassemblies. This procedure should approximate the energy and spatial
distribution of the neutron flux for the freshly-loaded subassembliis.
Therefore, after a series of EBR-II runs have been analyzed, the effect of the
initial conditions (i.e., the coarse initial reactor loading data) should
diminish. Depletion analysis for a series of EBR-II runs is then repeated for
specific experimental test subassemblies using the RCT code to obtain local
values (e.g., values for an axial segment of a single element within a
subassembly) of the burnup and isotopic compositions. Validation of these
analytical methods and procedures is then determined via comparison of calculated
element discharge
compositions with experimentally measured burnup indicators
(such as 139La and U 8 Nd measurements and U and Pu isotopic ratio measurements).
METHODOLOGY
One of the principal goals of this series of depletion calculations or
core-follow analyses for EBR-II is to compare calculated fuel burnup values and
element discharge compositions with measured values for binary-and ternary-fueled
IFR subassemblies. The experimental database consists primarily of measurements
on the three lead IFR experimental subassemblies X419, X420 and X421, which had
been introduced into EBR-II in Run 133A (February, 1985). The core-follow
analyses for this study begin with Run 130A (August, 1984), i.e., they begin
three runs (or 9 reactor sub-runs) prior to the initial loading of the lead IFR
experiments into the reactor.
Cross sections for this study are based on the FNDF/8 Version V.2 nuclear
data files. Region-dependent multigroup
cross sections in 9 broad energy groups
have been generated using the MC2-2/SDX ceil homogenization codes ' for each of
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the following EBR-II cell types: Mark-II (U-5Fs) driver, Mark-Ill (U-lOZr)
driver, internal blanket, stainless steel reflector, and depleted uranium
blanket. The SOX one-dimensional reactor model included the following seven
collapsing regions: internal blanket, Mark II inner core driver, Mark-Ill inner
core driver, Mark-II outer core driver, Mark-111 outer core driver, stainless
steel reflects, and outer radial blanket. Cross sections have also been
generated 1ifcr
lumped fission products which did not include the burnup indicators
La and '8Nd, which have been treated individually and included explicitly in
the depletion analysis. The depletion chain used in the REBUS-3
calculations
includes 19 "active" (or depletab'ie) isotopes, ranging from " 4 U through 2t4 Cm.
REBUS-3 Methods and Models
EBR-II contains I';', rows of hexagonal assemblies within the reactor vessel.
The core is contained within the first seven rows (central 127 subassemblies).
The pitch of the hexagonal subassembl ies is 2.32 inches (5.8928 cm) and the
effective core radius is approximately 12* inches
{ ~32 cm). The active length
of the (cold, unirradiated) fueled subassemu1ies is 13.5 inches (34.29 cm). The
active core length in the REBUS-3 model is 14.43 inches (36.66cm). The increase
(-7%) represents the combined effects of temperature expansion and irradiation
growth.
The core contains two Row 3 safety rods and from eight to ten Row 5 control
rods. All the control rods and safety rods are fueled (that is, they reside in
the core in their normal operating position and they are withdrawn to remove
reactivity).
In a typical core, there is only one normal control rod; the
remainder of the control rods are High-Worth Control Rods (HWCRs). The HWCRs
contain B4C followers which are above the core in the rods-inserted position.
In the normal operation of EBR-II, the safety rods are banked together over
the operating cycle, as are all but one of the control rods--that one being used
as a reactivity shim. When the shim rod reaches its normal limit of insertion,
it is repositioned outward and the remaining bank of control rods are notched
inward. For the neutronics calculations, an attempt has been made to have the
control rods and the safety rods each modeled in the average rod bank position
at the beginning-of-cyde and at the end-of-cycle.
Rows C-10 (and portions of Row 7) contain stainless steel reflector
assemblies which are 55 inches (139.70 cm) long. Rows 11-16 (Rows 15 and 16 are
incomplete) contain depleted uranium blanket assemblies. The length of the
blanket assemblies is also 55 inches (139.70 cm), except for new blanket
assemblies, which are only 33 inches (83.82 cm) long.
The REBUS-3 reactor model of EBR-II is a three-dimensional (hexagonal-Z)
full cere model which explicitly models each hexagonal subassembly through Row
16. An additional row of hexagons (Row 17) is included in the REBUS-3 model
representing the sodium pool. The reactor model includes three axial depletion
regions in each of the core and blanket subassemblies. The neutronics solution
uses DIF3D nodal diffusion theory. The control rods and safety rods are modeled
explicitly with time-dependent positions.
The REBUS-3 calculation for each EBR-II run is a single burn step
non-equilibrium calculation in which all loading changes from the preceding
reactor run have been modeled. The power is assumed to be constant over the burn
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step (and taken to be the total MWDays for the run divided by the number of days
in the run). The series of EBR-II runs analyzed for this study (Run 130A through
Run 154F) includes 67 reactor sub-runs, that is, analysis of these runs requires
67 separate REBUS-3 non-equilibrium calculations.
Each of these calculations has the following characteristics. The full
core model contains approximately 33x33x25 mesh intervals and about 1400 zones.
Each REBUS-3 input deck contains -20,000 lines and the neutronics input
processing alone requires -5 minutes of CPU on the ANL CRAY-XMP. Each complete
calculation uses 3 megawords of memory and requires -30 minutes of CPU on the
CRAY. Approximately 1360 of the 1400 zones are "burn" zones with -240 burn zones
in the core and -1120 burn zones in the radial blanket. Reduction of the number
of axial burn zones in each radial blanket subassembly from 3 to 1 reduces the
total number of burn zones by ~55%, but reduces the total CPU time by only -35%.
This is because -75% of the CPU time is spent in the neutronics solution, and
reducing the number of burn zones (without reducing the number of spatial mesh)
does not impact the neutronics solution. Simplifying the blanket model would
complicate treatment of blanket fuel management, more than offsetting the small
saving in computer time.
RCT Methods and Models
Because all three of the lead IFR test subassemblies (X419, X420, and X421)
are mixed fuel types, direct comparison cannot be made between the REBUS-3
results and the analytical chemistry measurements of burnup and U and Pu isotopic
fractions for these three subassemblies. That is, the compositions of the
different element types in these subassemblies have been homogenized within the
node (hexagon) in the REBUS-3 analysis. Furthermore, the depletion in RE8US-3 has
been zone or block depletion, thereby lacking point values. And finally, the not
uncommon procedure of reconstitution and further irradiation of many test
assemblies (including these three experimental assemblies) is well beyond the
standard abilities of REBUS-3. The RCT code has been developed to reconstruct the
intra-nodal distributions of power density, burnup, nuclide densities, group
fluxes, and fast and total fluences from nodal-diffusion/depletion calculations
performed in hexagonal-Z geometry using REBUS-3/0IF3D.
Several important
capabilities have been implemented in RCT to permit its application to a wide
range of core designs and fuel management strategies. Specifically, the burnup
characteristics can he explicitly calculated for user-defined "special pins" by
point depletion using interpolated fluxes at the center of each fuel element.
The radioactive decay during the shutdown period between reactor runs or during
out-of-core storage is also accounted for in the nuclide density calculation.
Rotation of assemblies is allowed (in integer multiples of 60 degrees), and to
permit assembly reconstitution, pin-by-pin shuffling is allowed for the special
pins. Multi-cycle reconstruction calculations are performed as a sequence of
single cycle RCT calculations.
COMPARISON OF CALCULATIONS WITH EXPERIMENTAL DATA
The EBR-II experimental data available for comparison with REBUS-3/RCT
calculations include burnup measurements, U and Pu isotopic fraction
measurements, and gamma scan data.
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Burnup Measurements on IFR Metal Fuel
The current study focuses only on chemistry measurements performed by
personnel o f the Argonne-West Analytical Laboratory on metal fuel. This limits
the database, at this time, to measurements on six experimental assemblies,
namely, the three lead IFR test assemblies X419, X420, and X421, and the
experimental assemblies X425, X444, and XC-1. Assembly X425 contains 61 new HT9
clad IFR metal fuel elements with as-built fissile loadings designed to closely
match those of X419, X420, and X421. Assembly X444 is a standard Mark-111 driver
subassembly containing 61 D9 clad binary fuel elements. Assembly XC-1 contains
61 Mark IIC/Mark IICS binary fuel elements used in the fueled safety rods and
control rods.
The burnup measurements are based on Isotope
Dilution Mass Spectroscopic
(IDMS) analysis of fission products
La and U 8 Nd. The accuracy of performing
these burnup measurements in metallic fuel is dependent on:
1. the precision of the weight of the sample, namely a measurement of
the U and Pu,
2. the precision and accuracy of performing a hot-cell separation of La
and Nd without external contamination,
3. the accuracy of the La and Nd spike calibration,
4. tha precision of the mass spectrometric measurement of La and Nd,
5. the stability and uniformity of La and Nd in the fuel,
6. the accuracy of the fast fission yield for La and Nd in U and Pu,
and
7. the accuracy of calculated relative fission rates in the isotopes of
U and Pu.
The overall accuracy of the Analytical Laboratory's determination of burnup
on irradiated iFR fuel (U-lOZr or U-xPu-lOZr) up to 20 atom percent burnup is
estimated to be ±4% provided the diffusion of La and Nd is only in the radial
(and not axial) direction. Furthermore, there is an absolute uncertainty of 4%
in the measurement of the power level of EBR-I1. Because the power level is a
direct normalization to the burnup values obtained in the REBUS-3/RCT analysis,
the 4% uncertainty in the reactor power contributes a 4% uncertainty to the
calculated values in addition to other nuclear data, methods, and modeling
uncertainties. Therefore, agreement between calculated and experimental burnup
values within about 6% should be considered good. Comparison between the current
burnup calculations and the experimental values follows.
Summary of Burnup Measurement Results
There are two sets of burnup measurements which cannot be used, namely the
measurements for X419A (at -0.8% burnup) and X421 (at -10% burnup). Both sets of
measurements are for ternary fuel elements, and in both cases the Analytical
Laboratory has noted their suspicion of the data. These data shed no information
on the agreement with calculations. Their value is in alerting the Analytical
Laboratory to the difficulty in executing this experimental procedure for the
ternary elements, particularly in regard to the dissolution of the sample.
However, the results for X425A, which also are for a U-8Pu-10Zr ternary element,
are very good. These measurements were performed about three years after the
X421 measurements, and they do not exhibit anomalous trends.
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With regard to the remaining measured burnup values, there are data for
28 samples -- each measured with La and Nd burnup monitors. These data are
summarized in Table 1. As discussed earlier, agreement between calculated and
measured burnup values within about 6% should be considered acceptable. In that
sense, the agreement between the calculated and measured burnup values for the
IFR metal fuel is very good. The mean value ±la spread of all 56 C/E values is
1.044+0.030. This Iff value is not the la uncertainty in the C/E values (though
related to it). It is simply a measure of the spread or dispersion in the
values. The range of the 56 C/E values is from 0.960 to 1.087, these extreme
values being La burnup measurements of two samples of the same U-8Pu-10Zr ternary
pin in X419 at -1.9%. The mean ana la spread in the C/E values according to fuel
type are shown below.
Burnup C/E's
Mean Value ± 1 J
U-lOZr
1.050 ± 0.023
U-8Pu-10Zr 1.027 ± 0.039
U-19Pu-10Zr 1.041 ± 0.035

The slight differences in the mean C/E values according to fuel type are
not significant. In fact, there are no significant trends in the C/E biases.
The set of six C/E values for the binary pin in X419 at -1.8% burnup are the best
and most consistent set (i.e., closest to unity and to each other). However, the
best C/E's for a single sample are for the U-19Pu-10Zr ternary pin in X419B at
-12% burnup, which is the highest burnup measured.
Summary of Gamma Scan Measurements
Burnup data are available at different axial positions for only five
elements of IFR metal fuel, namely, for elements T167, T013, and Tl19 of test
assembly X419 and elements A352 and A451 of assembly X444. For the three
elements of assembly X419, the C/E value is lower near the top of the fuel column
than at the middle and bottom. It is natural to question (i) whether this
distributional bias is real, and (ii) does it portend a misprediction in the
axial flux or power profile. Because these C/E values all agree within ±6%, the
first question cannot be answered unequivocably without additional data (i.e.,
more comparisons of measured burnup distributions). However, one can still
consider the second question. Many of the irradiated IFR fuel elements have been
analyzed with a precision gamma scanner. Energy dependent activity measurements
are taken every one or two mils along the entire length of the fuel elements.
Although some of the fission products migrate and redistribute within the fuel
element, other fission products, such as Nb, appear to remain fixed in the fuel
matrix. Therefore, the gamma scan for Nb approximates the fission distribution
or burnup profile along the fuel element. The Nb gamma scan measurement in the
U-19Pu-10Zr element T167 of assembly X419 is shown in Figure 1. The REBUS-3/RCT
calculated values of axial power density and burnup for this fuel element are
also shown in Figure 1. Each of these curves have been normalized to have a peak
value of unity. The calculated distributions are more convex or "buckled" than
the measured data, that is, the calculated values are lower at both the top and
bottom of the fuel column. However, it must again be noted that the differences
are small (<4%) relative to overall uncertainties.
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Measurements of U and Pu Isotopic Fractions
U and Pu isotopic analyses have also been performed by the Analytical
Laboratory on four of the same IFR test assemblies discussed above. The
determinations are again obtained from mass spectrometer measurements. The
achievable accuracy of determining the actinide isotopic fractions on irradiated
IFR fuel is dependent on:
1. the precision of the mass spectrometer to repetitively perform an
isotopic measurement, and
2. the certified uncertainty of the standard reference material used to
calibrate the mass spectrometer.
The overall accuracy of performing isotopic measurements on irradiated IFR
fuel with the mass spectrometer used for all235the 2S8
measurements
discussed in the
2W
current
study
is
estimated
to
be
-0.2%
for
U,
U,
and
P
u
,
and -1.0% for
236

*\

U, and "°Pu.

In the case of X419, X420, and X421, isotopic data have been measured from
radial drilling of the irradiated samples. As might be expected, the radial
variation within the samples was determined to be quite small. The experimental
values quoted here represent average values for the entire axial section of the
samples. Comparison of calculated and measured values of the U ana Pu isotopic
fractions has been made as a function of burnup for U-lOZr, U-8Pu-10Zr, and
U-19Pu-10Zr IFR fuel. In all cases where measured
data are available for the Pu
isotopics, the calculated values of the 41 Pu weight fractions have been
decay-corrected to the date
of the experimental determination using a decay
constant of 1.494x10'' sec"1. In most cases, data were measured in at least three
axial locations: top, center, and bottom. The REBUS-3/RCT values reported as
top, center, and bottom correspond to 0.25-inch axial sections taken 12.25-12.50
inches, 6.25-6.50 inches, and 1.25-1.50 inches from the bottom of the fuel
column, respectively. The variation in isotopic fractions with axial position
is very small. The agreement between measured and calculated values is quite
good.
U and Pu isotopic fractions have also been measured for the two burnup
samples of element T456 (U-2Pu-10Zr) in test assembly X425A. These data are
compared with calculated values in Table 2. As mentioned above, the calculated
241
Pu weight fractions have been decay-corrected to the date of the experimental
determination. For the X425A data the decay time was slightly more than two
years and the corrections were -10%. Again, agreement is quite good, except for
Pu which represents a very small component of the Pu in element T456. One of
the two C/E values for the Pu weight fraction is -9% high and the other -27%
low. The measurements in X419, X420, and X421 did not report the
Pu weight
fractions.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
6efore reviewing the conclusions from the above comparisons, one important
question should be answered. It is, in fact, the very point of the current
study, namely, "Are the REBUS-3/RCT methodologies adequate to predict the
material flow of irradiated IFR fuel from EBR-II into FCF?" The answer is YES.
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In the above discussion it was noted that the burnup measurements have L,
la uncertainty of ±4% and that the measurement of the reactor power also has a
la uncertainty of ±4%, and therefore, the "agreement" between calculated and
experimental values of burnup cannot be discerned finer than -6%. That is, if
the calculational methods (including nuclear data) and models were refined and/or
adjusted by whatever means, there would still remain a limit of -6% uncertainty
on the C/E value for burnup. The results of the present study have demonstrated
that the predicted burnup values based on the REBUS-3/RCT methodology (as applied
herein) do consistently agree with experimental values within 6%.
The conclusion that a 6% uncertainty in burnup prediction is not limiting
for operational or MCA purposes in FCF is based on the following argument. The
heavy metal mass uncertainties for material flows into FCF have a component based
on their pre-irradiation uncertainties and a component based on burnup
uncertainties. The impact of the uncertainty component due to the burnup
calculation is largely mitigated by the fact that only about 10% of the heavy
metal atoms in a fuel element undergo fission. That is, if the pre-irradiation
uncertainty is assumed to be 1%, then for a typical fuel cycle the
post-irradiation uncertainties are increased only slightly to -1.06%.
The principle conclusions from the present study are:
1.

REBUS-3 analysis using nodal diffusion theory with a
three-dimensional hexagonal-Z full core model and
ENDF/B-V.2 nuclear data can adequately follow EBR-II
fuel management and depletion.

2.

Details of nuclide density, burnup, power density, and
fluence within the node or hexagonal subassembly can
adequately be reconstructed using the RCT code.

3.

Comparisons have been made of REBUS-3/RCT analyses with
experimental values, including the analysis of mixed
fuel type test assemblies that have had complex
irradiation histories (such as multiple reconstitutions,
multiple core insertions/removals, and multiple core
locations and subassembly orientation).

4.

Results of these comparisons for burnup and U and Pu
isotopic fractions are quite good (i.e., generally
within experimental uncertainties).
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Figure 1. Comparison of Nb Gamma Scan Data and Calculated Power
Density and Burnup Profiles for Test Assembly X419
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Table 1. Burnup Measurements from IFR Test Assemblies
Distance above
Bottom of Fuel
(inches)

Measured Burnup
(atom-percent)
La-139 Nd-148

REBUS/RCT
Calc/Exper
Calculation
Relative to
(atom-percent) La-139 Nd-148

S/A: X419 Element: T167
1.25 - 1.50
1.571
6.00 - 6.25
1.828
12.25 -12.50
1.426

(U-19Pu-Zr)
1.624
1.69722
1.834
1.96534
1.486
1.49521

1.080
1.075
1.049

1.045
1.072
1.006

S/A: X419 Element: T013
1.25 - 1.50
1.628
6.00 - 6.25
1.791
12.25 -12.50
1.550

(U-8Pu-Zr)
1.665
1.69471
1.831
1.94689
1.544
1.48317

1 041
1.087
0.960

1.018
1.063
0.964

S/A: X419 Element: T119
1.25 - 1.50
1.645
6.00 - 6.25
1.848
12.25 -12.50
1.454

(U-lOZr)
1.615
1.872
1.467

1.67817
1.92038
1.47511

1.020
1.039
1.015

1.039
1.026
1.006

S/A: X4198 Element: T112 (IM9Pu-Zr)
5.50 - 5.75 12.53
12.17
12.3459

0.985

1.014

S/A: X419B Element: T141 (IMOZr)
5.50 - 5.75 11.65
12.14
12.0857

1.037

0.996

S/A: X420 Element: T096 (U-8Pu-Zr)
6.00 - 6.25 5.339
5.679
5.60506

1.050

0.987

S/A: X425A Element: T456 (U-8Pu-Zr)
10.71
6.25 - 6.50 10.69
10.9600
10.34
10.9419
6.50 - 6.75 10.47

1.025
1.045

1.023
1.058

S/A: X444 Element: A352 (U-lOZr)
7.697
8.3968
1.25 - 1.50 7.990
6.913
7.2791
12.50 -12.75
7.048

1.051
1.033

1.091
1.053

S/A: X444 Element: A303 (U-lOZr)
9.4764
7.00 - 7.25 8.980
8.835

1.055

1.067

S/A: X444 Element: A398 (U-lOZr)
8.675
7.00 - 7.25 8.774

9.3808

1.069

1.081

S/A: X444 Element: A424 (U-lOZr)
9.3737
8.808
7.25 - 7.50 9.068

1.034

1.064
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Table 1. Burnup Measurements from IFR Test Assemblies (Continued)
Distance above
Bottom of Fuel
(inches)

Measured Burnup
(atom-percent)
La-139 Nd-148

REBUS/RCT
Calc/Exper
Calculation
Relative to
(atom-percent) La-139 Nd-148

S/A: X444 Element: A355 (U-lOZr)
7.00 - 7.25
9.101 8.828
S/A: X444 Element:
7.00 - 7.25
12.50 -12.75

9.3?74

1.026

9.2433
7.0834

1.026
1.052

1.058

A451 (U-lOZr)

9.009
6.736

8.924
6.748

1.036
1.050

S/A: X444 Element: A473 (U-lOZr)
7.00 - 7.25
8.446
8.444
9.0621

1.073

1.073

S/A: X444 Element: A41O (U-lOZr)
7.00 - 7.25
8.583
8.386

8.8621

1.032

1.057

S/A: XC-1A Element: R287 (U-lOZr)
6.50 - 6.75
7.86
7.69
8.2996

1.056

1.079

S/A: XC-1A Element: P003 7 (U-lOZr)
6.75 - 7.00
7.51
.49
8.0859

1.077

1.080

S/A: XC-1A Element: A503 (U-lOZr)
6.75 - 7.00
7.85
7.77
8.3256

1.062

1.073

S/A: XC-1A Element: A493 (U-lOlr)
6.75 - 7.00
7.72
7.54
8.1239

1.052

1.077
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Table 2. Neutron Induced Isotopic Changes in Test Assembly X425
Element: T456
Grid Position: 59
Fuel Type: U-8Pu-10Zr
Sample Elevation
(Inches from End
of Fuel Column)
As Cast

Uranium Isotopic Fractions (wt-%)
Burnup
(at-%)

234y

235

U

236

u

238

U

0.00000

0.46

63.80

0.29

35.44

6.25-6. 50

Exper.
Calc.
C/E

10.70
10.960
1.024

0.487
0.472
0.969

58.9
58.75
0.997

2.21
2.182
0.987

38.40
38.60
1.005

6.50-6. 75

Exper.
Calc.
C/E

10.40
10.942
1.052

0.487
0.472
0.968

58.95
58.76
0.997

2.20
2.179
0.990

38.36
38.59
1.006

Sample Elevation
(Inches from End
of Fuel Column)

(at-%)

239p u

0.00000

93.84

5.72

0.37

0.07

Calc.
C/E

10.70
10.960
1.024

91.77
91.86
1.001

7.78
7.58
0.974

0.38
0.408
1.073

0.08
0.087
1.089

Exper.
Calc.
C/E

10.40
10.942
1.052

91.71
91.86
1.002

7.78
7.58
0.974

0.39
0.405
1.038

0.12
0.087
0.726

As Cast
6.25-6. 50

6.50-6. 75

Plutonium Isotopic Fractions (wt-%)
Burnup

Exper.

240

242

Pu

Pu

Note:
Experimental burnup values are average of La and Nd measurements.
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SENSITIVITY THEORY FOR LMFBR IN-VESSEL
SHIELDING ANALYSIS
V.V.Bolyatko, Yu.I.Balashov, M.A.Berzonie, A.V.Kyachin
Moscow Engineering Physics Institute, USSR

ABSTRACT
The paper is devoted to the sensitivity analysis application to the
investigation of neutron and gamma functional*, error estimation
for LMPBR in-vessel calculations. By use sensitivity analysis and
spatial channel theory practical recommendations of the shield
developments are worked out. New code ZAKAT-2.2 developed in tht»
USSR for sensitivity analysis applic%tion to the investigation of
neutron ana gamma functional* in radiation shielding and core is
described. Code is written for calculating
the sensitivity
coefficients of linear and fractionlinear functional* of the
radiation field to cross-sections and other input parameters,
contributon current and contributon flux of spatial channel theory.
Selection of energy group structure and weighting spectra as well
as introduction of spatial dependence of cross-sections are pointed
out in paper. Error estimation, taking into account nonlinear
effects are provided.

INTRODUCTION
Recently
sensitivity
and
uncertainty
analysis
has
become
wide-spread
in
usage
for
reactor
shielding
calculations .
Two-dimensional benchmark model of LUPBR is investigated . Model
represent* LUPBR in-vessel composition for BN-600 type of fast
power reactor (Figure 1). Material mixtures and nuclide atom
densities of different zones are presented in Table t The
following functionals were selected for calculations: sodium
activation rate in intermediate heat exchanger, radiation damage of
steel and carbon, radiation heating for steel and carbon in
different material mixtures of in-vessel shield.
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CALCULATIONS

Two-dimensional transport calculations in R-Z geometry of forward
and adjoint fluxes are carried out with discrete ordinates codes
KASKAD-1 and EOT-IU . The sensitivity analysis and channel theory
have been realized in code ZAKAT-2.2 for transport code RASKAD-1
and in code ZAKAT-3 for transport code DOT-HI.
angular approximations were chosen. The agreement in calculations
for such angular approximations i s within 10X. Spatial mesh chosen
for two-dimenaional calculations (120x190 mesh intervals
for
595*895cm R-Z dimensions) had
provided
in
one-dimensional
calculations of a l l functional^ error within 30*. Besides, for
separate calculation of central part of the model more dense
spatial mesh was chosen 030*100 mesh intervals for 390*415cm
dimensions).
LMFBR in-vessel shielding analysis includes four stages:
tGenerating of application-dependent cross-section library for
calculations.
2.Two-dimenaional transport calculations of forward and adjoint
fluxes, neutron and gamma functionals of interest in different
zones of in-veusel shield.
3.Calculations of sensitivity coefficients, contributcn current and
contributon flux for neutron and gamma functionals.
^Determination of main spatial channels of functional for.nation,
error estimation, practical recommendations of the in-vessel shield
developments.
An application-dependent cross soction libraries have become
wide-spread in usage for different
type reactor shielding
calculations.
Fine-group
cross-section
libraries,
which
are
restricted in utilization for multi-dimensional calculations by a
large expense of computing time, are usually the basis for
generating such libraries. Wide-spread fine-group library V1TAMIN-C
was taken as a basis for deriving problem-dependent cross-section
library BN28+19 (28fl,ftYX Space dependent 43 group library BN23+15
was collapsed from VITAMIN-C to be used in two-dimensional
calculations. BN28+1S energy group structure i s very close to
energy group structure of Russian ABBN library. The derivation of
BN28+15 library was made by use AMPX-U modular code system on a
basis of three mutually supplemented on^-dimensional spherical
models of LMFBR in-vessel composition. They represent core,
blanket, fuel storage and activation shields: the shield in radial
direction, trie shield in the direction of sodium transfusion area
(upper shield) and the shield in the direction of heat exchanger
bottom tlower shield) . Ratio computing time/accuracy for different
cross section sets wore ananlyzed during derivation of BN28+1S
library.
Besides BN28+15, fine group library BURLIB-IV tfOOn^oy) and
Russian broad-group library ABBN were used in calculations of
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central part of model. There was made the comparison of spatial
(R,Z) distributions of following neutron and gamma functional^:
fast neutron flux <pj? -, total neutron flux cpv, total gamma flux (JT,
total energy samma flux (p?. Figure 2-4 illustrate ratio of neutron
fluxes calculated by UBO broad group libraries to neutron fluxes
calculated by use fine-group library EURLZB. Obtained results
demonstrate obvious advantage of use space dependent library
BN28+15. BN28+15 fast fluxes overestimate EUBLIB fluxes within 20X,
then ABBN fast fluxes overestimate EURLIB fluxes more then ten
times. Discrepancies between fine-group and broad group total
neutron flux calculations are within WO*. The same discrepancies
are obtained for gamma fur.ctionals. Discrepancy between fine-group
and broad-group ABBN calculations is increasing with the distance
from the core as a result of neutron spectrum deformation in the
extended LMFBR in-vessel shielding.

SENSITIVITY AND UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS
The transport calculations of forward and adjoint fluxes for
sensitivity
analysis
are
carried
out
utilizing
application-dependent EN28+15 crosn-section library. Sensitivity
coefficients of sodium activation rate in heat exchanger due to
total cross-eection of different zone material mixtures in radial
direction are presented in Table 2 It is evident that steel shield
(zone 4) and carbon shield (zone 5) contribute main input to total
sensitivity coefficient.
Figure 5 depicts spatial dependence of contributon current for
radiation damage of steel «PQ J in the lower part of steel shield
as three dimensional plot and as an isolines (there transfered 10%
of total contribution between neighbouring isolines). The main
spatial channel of contribution is evident in this figure. Study of
formation of sodium activation rat* in intermediate heat exchanger
is performed using the sensitivity coefficients and spatial
dependence of contributon current and contributon flux. There are
three main spatial channels of sodium activation rate formation,
which correspond to three onj-dimensional spherical models of LMPBR
in-vessel composition chosen. Over 90* of contributon flux
correspond to the sodium transfusion area direction, some percent*
correspond to the radial direction and less then 1% correspond to
the direction cf heat exchanger bottom. One of the possibilities of
secondary sodium activation rate in intermediate heat exchanger
reduction is connected with inserting of supplementary shielding
materials to the sodium transfusion area.
Shield development ^s one of application of sensitivity theory. In
this case using «P ,({/> data for the initial shield structure we
obtain spatial dependence of sodium activation sensitivity as a
function of concentrations of main and possible supplementary
shielding materials. Lfficiency of using supplementary materials or
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structure changes for LMFBR in-vessel composition was estimated
analyzing spatial dependence of sodium activation sensitivity as a
function of concentration of main and supplementary materials and
ratio of sensitivity coefficients obtained. The most effective way
of sodium activation rate reduction is adding B.C in sodium
transfusion area, less effective way is adding borated steel. The
effective way of shield developments in radial direction is adding
B^C in sodium near heat exchanger or altering expansion of "carbon
shield" zone to "steel shield" aone.
Sensitivity coefficients are also uaed to estimate uncertainties in
responses due to uncertainties in cross-sections. Comparison of
evaluated uncertainties and requirements to xhem shows that recent
accuracy of cross-sections does not allow to calculate sodium
activation rate in transfusion area with the required accuracy.
Besides, average magnitudes of cross-sections 2 are usually used in
calculations. From the other side result of calculation is a
function of not only average magnitudes but its probability
distribution (arises from the statistical nature of cross-section
knowledge). Therefore for deep penetration problem average of
response differs from
response of averages . For
this case
statistical coz-rection factor
is introduced
U=fi(2)/R(2\ where
R(S>- is average
radiation
obtained

of response, R(2) is response

transport
(i)R=exp|

^

problems
0?

I,

Up>1- The
where

for

.following

0-.- uncertainty

averages. For
expression
of

is

response

within the accuracy of linear perturbation theory. Calculation of
statistical correction factor is performed using cod© ZAKAT-2.2.
Thus, uncertainty of sodium activation rate calculation ir. sodium
transfusion area equals to 50*, and

CONCLUSIONS

LMFBR
in-vessel composition was investigated
in paper
using
sensitivity
theory.
Multigroup
application-dependent
library
BN28+15 was developed for design LMFBR in-vessel calculations. By
uae contributon currents reactor shielding areas responsible for
main contribution to functionals of interest were determined.
Spatial dependence of functional sensitivity as a function of
concentrations
of
main
and
possible
supplementary
shielding
materials was obtained for the initial shield structure. Efficiency
of
using
supplementary
materials or
structure
changes
was
estimated. Thus, study of different flux functionals formation in
LMFBR in-vessel shielding is performed using sensitivity theory,
and practical recommendations of the reactor developments are
presented.
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Table 1. Material Mixtures and Nuclide
24
3
Atom Densities.10 atoms/cm

I Element
Zone
number:
i Pu-239
U-238
Oxygen
Sodium
Iron
Cromiura
Nickel
Carbon

1
900
7 .46-4
7 .40-3
1 .71-2
7 .20-3
1 .24-2
3 .21-3
2 .66-3

2
900

3
900

1 .27-2
2 .54-2
5 .50-3
8 .42-3

9.55-3
1.91-2

2 . 19-3
1 .81-3

7.20-3
1.24-2
3.21-3
2.66-3

4

700

4 .44-3
4 .83-2
1 .30-2
6 .83-3

5
700

4 .88-3
1 .03-2

2 .75-3
1 .36-3
4 .74-2

Element
numDer;
T.K
Sodium
Iron
Cromium
Nickel

6
700
2.22-2

7
700
1.89-2
9.06-3
2.43-3
1.20-3

8
700

9
700

7.20-3
1.24-2
3.21-3
2.66-3

8.88-3
3.62-2
9.72-3
4.80-3

10
700
1.51-2
1.93-2
5.20-3
2.55-3

Table 2. Sodium Activation Sensitivity in

Heat Exchanger Due to Total Cross Sections
for Zone Materials Mixtures in Radial Direction

Zone number

Sensitiviy coefficient

1
2
4
5

-1.78-1
-2.24-1
-2.21
-2.96
-7.86-!
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Figure 1. Geometry of two-dimensional benchmark model of
LMFBR
in-vessel
composition.
In
radial
direction:
1-core.
2-3-blankets.
4-steel
shield, 6-sodium, 7-heat exchanger.
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Benchmark Physics Experiment of Metallic-Fueled LMFBR at FCA
S. Iijima. H. Oigawa. and A. Ohno
Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute,
Tokai-mura. Ibaraki-ken, 319-11
and
M. Bando
Energy Research Laboratory, Hitachi. Ltd.
Hitachi-shi, Ibaraki-ken, 316

ABSTRACT
Results of the benchmark physics experiments of a metallicfueled LMFBR are described. A clean, two-zone, cylindrical mockup
core was built at JAERI's Fast Critical Assembly(FCA). Reactivity
feedback physics parameters such as Doppler, sodium void, fuel
expansion and B 4 C control rod worth were measured in FCA assembly
XVI-1. Analysis was made with two- and three-dimensional diffusion calculation and JENDI.-2 cross section library. Calculation
accuracy was evaluated for the reactivity feedback parameters.

INTRODUCTION
The benchmark physics experiments of a metallic-fueled LMFBR
are conducted on JAERI's Fast Critical Assembly (FCA) facility in
order to test calculated predictions of physics parameters in a
design of metallic-fueled core. The two mockup cores, which consist of metallic fuel composition and have different neutron
spectrum each other, were built in the experiment. The following
p h y s i c s parameters have been measured to Investigate typical
physics characteristics of a metallic-fueled core,
1) parameters related to reactivity feedback
Doppler reactivity worth
sodium void worth
control rod worth
fuel expansion and bowing reactivity worths
2) parameters related to breeding performance
reaction rate ratios.
The experiment in the FCA assembly XVI-1, which was the first
core in the experimental program, was continued since October
1989 to November 1990. The reactivity feedback parameters were
mainly measured in the assembly.
In this paper the experimental
results of the assembly XVI-1 are described and calculation ac-
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curacy of reactivity feedback parameters Is examined for the
metallic-fueled core.
The second mockup core FCA XV1-2 was built in December 1900.
We intend to do the measurement up to November 1991.
ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTION
FCA assembly XVI-1 is a clean and cylindrical two-zono core
and its core size is in a range of 10 0 ~ . 150MWe metal I ic-fuc led
l.MFBR. A diameter of the inner and outer core arc 68cm and 01 cm
and a core height is 91cm.
A cross - sect ional view of assembly
XVI-1 is shown in Fig. 1. and its r-z model is presented in !•" 1 g.
2. Axial blanket of 20cm thick (natural uranium block) is placed
at the upper and lower parts of the core.
A radial blanket
(depleted uranium block) is placed outside of the core.
Fuel drawers simulating metallic-fueled composition are loaded
in the inner and outer core. Cell plate loading patterns of the
drawers are shown in Fig. 3.
Because of inventory limit constrained plutonium, mixed fuel of plutonium and enriched uranium
is used in the inner and outer core. Natural uranium metal plate
is inserted in the frel drawer. Plutonium and Z 3 B U enrichments
are 10% and 5% in the inner core and 10% and 9% in the outer
core. Zirconium is added at ->- 7 wt\ in the fuel drawer. Since a
b o n d i n g sodium is filled in a fuel pin of a metallic-fueled
LMFBR, amount of sodium in the fuel drawer is increased by — 20%
as compared with that of a mockup core of conventional oxidefueled LMFBR.

MEASUREMENT AND ANALYSIS
Calculation Method
The experiments are analyzed using the cross-section library
JENDL-2 1 and JAERI's standard calculation system for fast reactor
neutronics.
The JFS-3-J2 group constant set 2 with a 70 energy
group structure (0.25 lethargy width) has been generated from
JENDL-2.
Infinite-medium cell calculations are made by using the
JFS-3-J2; for the core cells, a buckling search to critical is
introduced. These basically involve two steps- resonance shielding for heavy isotopes by the "table lookup" method and calculation of the flux fine structure by the collision probability
method.
Cell averaged group constants are prepared by fluxv o l u m e w e i g h t i n g to p r e s e r v e the r e a c t i o n r a t e s of the
heterogeneous cell.
Anisotropic diffusion coefficients are also
prepared by Benolst's formula 3 . These calculation are made using
the calculation code SLAROM*.
A diffusion calculation by the CITATION-FBR code°is made in rz geometry and in 70-energy groups. The cell averaged group constants of 70-groups are collapsed to 25-groups using the regionaveraged spectra calculated in r-z geometry.
CriticalIty
The diffusion calculation using anisotropic diffusion coeffi-
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cients was made in x-y-z geometry modeling the reference core
configurat ion (shown in Fig.l) and in 25-groups. Transport and
mesh-size corrections were applied to the k.r-r- The transport
correction is taken from transport and diffusion calculations in
r-z geometry.
The S n calculation is made by the TWOTRAN-n
code": order of n is eight and a correction factor (l-il ) is applied to elastic scattering cross section. The result of k«,rr is
given In Table 1.
The calculated-to-experIment (C/E) value for kCTf.f of assembly
XVI-1 is 1.002; this is similar to the results of oxide-fueled
mockup cores in FCA (assembly XI-1. etc.).
Doppler Reactivity
Doppler reactivity was measured with cylindrical small heated
metallic sample (natural uranium(NU); 25mm <(> and 150mm in
length). Same size oxide sample(NU02) was also used as a tie to
past experimental results. The reactivity worths were measured
at three temperature points 300, 550 and 800°C .
Resonance self-shielded cross sections for the Doppler samples
were prepared for the reference and each elevated temperatures of
the sample using pin-cell modeling in SLAROM. An r-z diffusion
calculation of 70-groups was used in the evaluation of the Doppler reactivity. This model has the Doppler sample and its surrounding capsule region at the core center. The first order perturbation calculations were done by replacing the reference temperature cross sectio.is with the elevated temperature cross sections. The results for Doppler reactivity are given in Table 2.
Averaged C/E of the NU sample is 0.83; this is ~ 10% lower than
those of oxide-fueled cores.
The additional calculations have been made to investigate the
discrepancies on the Doppler reactivity.
The result was
described in detail in the reference 7. In JENDL-2 cross section
library, resonance parameters of 2 a s U are not contained in an
energy range above 50 keV. Since the assembly XVI-1 has hard
spectrum of metallic-fueled core, contribution above some ten keV
is fairly large in the Doppler reactivity. In order to evaluate
the contribution of higher energy neutrons to Doppler reactivity,
capture cross sections of 2 3 S u in energy range from 40.9keV to
143keV were generated from ENDF/B-VI which contained the
resonance parameters up to 149keV.
The contribution above 40.9keV was evaluated to be 13% in the
Doppler reactivity of assembly XVI-1, while to be only 4% in the
oxide-fueled core. The C/E of Doppler reactivity is improved to
be 0.93 by considering the contribution above 40.9keV.
Sodium Void Worth
The sodium void worth was measured In an upper half of the assembly. The central 9-drawer zone In the inner core was voided
at three steps. The voided zone was axially extended from the
midplane toward the upper core edge.
The sodium void worths were predicted by first order perturbation method based on diffusion theory.
Results are shown in
Table 3. The C/E values for first and second step worths are
similar to the oxide core results, i.e., — 1 0 % above unity, while
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the channel void worth (step 3 ) . which Include 1 eakage- dom i na i oil
zone, shows different trend in C/E value.
In order to evaluate
uncertainty of the channel void worth calculated by the first order perturbation method, the direct calculation was performed.
Its result become ~ 7% lower than the first order perturbation
method. The improved C/E value of the channel void worth is 1.24.
Control Rod Worth
The central material worth for B«C sample was measured as fundamental data for control rod characteristics.
The reactivity
for inserting two B 4 C plates (~ 22g boron) into the center cell
was measured by substitution method.
The B 4 C plates with 20%.
40%. 60% and 90% 1 O B enrichment were prepared in the experiment.
In the calculation for B^C sample worths, exact perturbation
method was performed as standard calculation, because the results
by first order perturbation method showed -~ 10% discrepancy in
the C/E values of the 20% and the 90% sample. The exact perturbation calculation based on diffusion theory was made in r-z
geometry and in 70-groups. The results is shown in Table 4. The
C/E values for B^C sample worths of metallic-fueled core are — 5%
lower than those of oxide-fueled cores.
In a reference core of control rod worth measurement, the
central fuel drawer was replaced to the sodium follower drawer
filled with sodium plates. The four mockup control rods having
different 1 O B enrichment were prepared using 2 0 % . 4 0 % . 6 0 % and
9 0 % BiC plates and sodium plates. A plate arrangement of the
mockup control rod is shown in Fig.4. The reactivity for replacing the sodium follower drawer to the mockup control rod was
measured by modified neutron source multiplication method.
The control rod worth measurements were analyzed using core
calculation based on diffusion theory in r-z geometry and in 70groups.
The rod worth was defined as (k 2 -ki)/kik 2 , where ki is
k«,fr of the core with the sodium follower in and k 2 is k o f P with
the B..C rod in.
Results are shown in Table 5. The C/E of rod
worths are ~ 0 . 9 4 and show the similar trend to those of the B..C
sample worths.
The transport correction was evaluated for 90%
rod worth. The correction factor f T /o is 0.98.
Fuel Expansion and Bowing Reactivity
A reactivity for radial bowing and axial e x p a n s i o n were
m e a s u r e d as important reactivity feed back parameters in a
metallic-fueled core.
Uniform radial expansion was simulated by shifting fuel within
the drawers. The fuel movement was made in the zone shown in
Fig. 5. The zone was radially symmetric about the y-axis. Prior
to the fuel expansion measurement, the fuel cells in the zone
were replaced to special plate arrangement cells.
Illustration
for plate arrangement is shown in Fig. 5. The reactivity for
fuel shift of 3 mm and 6 mm in the vertical three drawers was
measured as changing the radial position at - 6R ~ 7R and - 8R.
T h e radial e x p a n s i o n m e a s u r e m e n t s were analyzed using a
material worth map calculated by first order perturbation method
based on diffusion theory in x-y-z geometry and in 25-groups.
Data between flux points was interpolated. The reactivity worths
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by shifting the fuel, structure material and sodium plates were
sura up as radial expansion reactivity worth. Results are shown
in Table 6. The radial expansion reactivity were reasonably well
predicted. The C/E's are In the range of 0.98 to 1.11.
Prior to the axial expansion measurement the full-size zirconium platel2"-2"-l/16") was replaced to two half-size zirconium
p 1 a tes ( 2"- 1"- 1/ 16" ) in the central 25-drawers: two full-size
plates in the unit cell of the IC1 drawer were replaced to four
half-size plates.
The axial expansion was simulated by taking
out the two half-size zirconium plates from the unit cell and inserting them to front and back of the cell.
The number of zirconium plate was same in the reference and the axial expansion
core.
Illustrations for the axial expansion measurements are
shown in Fig. 6.
The core fuel In the drawer was moved — 6% in
an axial d i r e c t i o n .
The fuel e x p a n s i o n zone was extended
r a d i a l l y In the four s t e p s ; the reactivity for 1-drawer, 5drawers. 9-drawers and 25-drawers were measured.
The axial expansion reactivity was calculated by exact perturbation method based on diffusion theory because of taking account
of flux change near the axial core edge.
The results for axial
expansion measurements are shown In Table 7. The axial expansion
experiments were reasonably well calculated. The C/E's are l.Oor
2%.
SUMMARY
The physics parameters related to reactivity feedback of a
metallic-fueled LMFBR have been measured in FCA assembly XVI-1.
The calculations have been performed by using the standard calculation system and JENDL-2 cross section library.
In a prediction of Doppler reactivity of metallic-fueled core,
it is important to take into account the resonance in the energy
region above 50 keV. The C/E is Improved to be 0.93 by considering the contribution of high energy region.
The C/E's of the sodium void worths are in the range of 1.10
to 1.24.
In the measurement of B*C control rod worths with dil'ferent
1O
B enrichment, the C/E's are
-0.94.
The calculation reasonably well predicts the fuel expansion
and bowing reactivity.
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Table 1

Result of Criticality

Experiment
Base Calculation
Correct ion
Transport
Mesh
Corrected
C/E

Table 2

Temperature
CC )

NT(metal)
(U; 1347 g)
NLO 2
(U; 605 g)

Step
1
2
3

0.00673
-0.00119
1.00588
1.002

Result of Doppler Reactivity Worth

Sample

Table 3

1.0038+ 0.0001
1.00034

Experiment
(10"e A k/k)

20 - 300
20 - 550

-4.65± 0.20
-7.42± 0.21

20 - 800
20 - 800

-9.64- 0.19
-4.35* 0. J.8

Calculation
-3.986
-6.272
-7.954
-3.609

C/E
0.86
0.85
0.83
0.83

Result of Sodium Void Worth

Void Region
(mm)'"'

Experiment
(10"* A k/k)

Calculation

0. 0 to 101. 6
0. 0 to 304. 8
0. 0 to 457. 2

1 .519± 0 .022
2 .810± 0 .022
1 .452± 0 .022

1.675
3.150
1.913
1.8

C/E

1.102
1.121
1.317'b>
1.24 < c )

(a) distance from midplans(upper half was voided).
(b) first order perturbation calculation.
(c) direct calculation
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Table 4

Result of B*C Sample Worth

B-.C Sample

-1.998±
-3.686±
-5.131±
-7.172±

20%

40%
60%
90%

Table 5

C/E

-1.881
-3.464
-4.871
-6.870

0.941
0.940
0.949
0.958

0.022
0.022
0.022
0.022

Experiment
(10~3 A k/k)
-2.191±
-3.846±
-5.130±
-6.853±

20%
40%
60%
90%

Calculation

C/E

-2.028
-3.582
-4.815
-6.532

0.926
0.931
0.939
0.953

0.013
0.044
0.061
0.093

Result of Radial Expansion Reactivity

Model
shift
shift
shift
± 8R
shift
± 8R
6mm shift
± 8R 3mm shift
± 6R 6 mm
± 7R 6 mm
± 8R 6 mm
± 7R and
6 mm
± 6R

Table 7

Calculation

Result of Control Rod Worth

Rod Type

Table 6

Experiment
(10-* A k/k)

Experiment
(10-* A k/k)

Calculation

C/E

-1.146± 0.022
-1.398± 0.022
-1.668± 0.022

-1.272
-1.497
-1.629

1.110
1.071
0.977

-3.129± 0.022

-3.126

0.999

-4.311± 0.022
-0.795± 0.022

-4.399
-0.804

1.020
1.011

Result of Axial Expansion Reactivity

Model
1-drawer
5-drawers
9-drawers
25-drawers

Experiment
(10-a A k/k)
-0.60±
-2.76±
-4.85±
-12.77±

0.022
0.022
0.022
0.022
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Calculation
-0.61
-2.93
-5.11
-13.42

C/E
1.03
1.06
1.05
1.05

Fig. 1 Cross-sectional View of FCA Assembly XVI-1
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Fig. 5 Illustration for Radial Expansion Measurement
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AN EVALUATION OF MULTIGROUP FLUX PREDICTIONS IN THE EBR-II CORE
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ABSTRACT
The unique physics characteristics of EBR-II which are difficult to model with conventional neutronic methodologies are identified; the high neutron leakage traction and
importance of neutron reflection cause errors when conventional calculational approximations are utilized. In this paper, various conventional and higher-order group constant
evaluations and flux computation methods are compared for a simplified R-Z model of the
EBR-II system. Although conventional methods do provide adequate predictions of the
flux in the core region, significant mispredictions are observed in the reflector and radial
blanket regions. Calculational comparisons indicate that a fine energy grcup structure is
required for accurate predictions of the eigenvalue and flux distribution; greater detail is
needed in the iron resonance scattering treatment. Calculational comparisons also indicate that transport theory with detailed anisotropic scattering treatment is required.

I. INTRODUCTION
Experimental Breeder Reactor No. 2 (EBR-II) and its adjoining fuel cycle facility were originally
designed and operated to provide a small plant demonstration of a sodium-cooled fast breeder power
plant with an integral fuel cycle. Following successful demonstration of the plant, EBR-II has been utilized
for many fast neutron irradiation and materials testing experiments. Meanwhile, significant improvements
have been developed for metal fuel reprocessing; various process changes, including the use of electrorefining, have reduced the heavy metal losses from 5-10% to less than 1 % and virtually eliminated the
noble metals from the heavy metal product. This new reprocessing technique is the basis for the Integral
Fast Reactor (IFR) fuel cycle concept. The behavior of IFR metal fuel has been investigated using irradiation experiments in EBR-II; and a key milestone of the IFR program is to demonstrate closure of the IFR
fuel cycle at EBR-II.
Operation o'. this closed fuel cycle requires an accurate tracking of all materials during both in-core
and ex-core phases, it is particularly important to trace actinide isotopes, since fissile material recovery is
the primary objective in luel reprocessing. Chemical and isotopic analyses of the discharged fuel are
impractical on a large scale. Therefore, accurate core depletion calculations are necessary to specify the
material composition of the spent fuel.
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Methodological improvements for depletion calculations were proposed in reierences 1 ana 2 using
nodal equivalence theory, significant improvements in the depletion calculations were observed Nodal
equivalence theory provides additional degrees of freedom ("discontinuity factors") to the standard diffusion equations allowing nodal schemes to reproduce any higher order solution For EBR-H applications,
higher-order multigroup flux solutions are calculated by a series (R-Z and planar) of two-dimensional
transport calculations: the results are used to create few group cross section data and a set ot few group
discontinuity factors. This approach allows a few-group nodal diffusion calculation (as used in the depletion compulation) to account for the higher-order eflects: however, any errors present in the higher-order
multigroup solutions will be reproduced in the nodal solution. In this paper, the primary goal is to evaluate
the accuracy of various higher-order methods for generation of EBR-ll multigroup flux solutions
Some unique physics characteristics of the EBR-ll system are identified in Section II. these characteristics cause calculational difficulties which must be accounted for in accurate higher-order solutions.
Many physics phenomena (i.e., axial streaming) are discussed in Section II. however, the evaluation of
detailed geometric effects is beyond the scope of this paper. In this paper, the analyses focus on a simplified R-Z model of EBR-ll where a minimal number of homogeneous material compositions are specified. Accurate physics predictions are difficult even in this simplified model; the high leakage probability
causes a breakdown of the basic assumptions applied in many conventional neutronic methods In this
paper, EBR-ll flux predictions using various methodologies for generating multigroup cross section data
and for evaluating the neutron flux distribution are evaluated. The generation ol group constants for
EBR-ll flux predictions is addressed in Section III; and different caiculational methods (i.e . diffusion or
transport theory) are evaluated in Section !V.

II. PHYSICS CHARACTERISTICS OF EBR-ll
EBR-ll is a small, sodium cooled fast reactor system with a power rating o! 62.5 MWt. A simplified
R-Z model of the reactor is shown in Figure 1; in the simplified model, only eight distinct matenal regions
are specified. The core is composed of high enrichment (-70% U-235) U-10% Zr metal fuel; the reflector
and grid regions are composed primarily of stainless steel. The blanket region is composed of thick metal
fuel pins which contain about 0.05% Pu-239 from prior burnup. As shown in Fig. 1, the core height is -35
cm with a core radius of 35 cm; thus, the H/D ratio is -1/2 indicating a pancaked core geometry Both the
small core size and geometric spoiling lead to a high neutron leakage fraction; about 60% of the neutrons
produced leak out of the core. The high neutron leakage fraction leads to the large discrepancies
between diffusion and transport theory, as discussed in Section IV.
The ex-core configuration of EBR-ll creates additional physics complications. First, in the axial direction there is a plenum region above the core and a reflector below the core (note that the pancaked
design makes axial leakage dominant in the core). This leads to an axial power tilt toward the lower portion of the core. The severity of this tilt depends upon the relative importance ol upper and lower leakage:
1.

In the upper plenum, there is a significant streaming path within the pin which may lead to inaccuracies for a homogenized treatment.

2.

In the lower reliector, there is significant reflection back into the core; this requires an accurate modeling of directional change through scattering. This treatment is further complicated by the dominance of resonance scattering in the steel reflector (see discussion below).

Thus, it is difficult to obtain accurate predictions of tne axial profile even with higher-order methods.
The radial configuration of EBR-ll is particularly unique. As shown in Fig. 1. the radial rellector is
adjacent to the core and is surrounded by several rows of radial blanket; in conventional designs, the
radial blanket is adjacent to the core and surrounded by a reflector/shield zone. Because of the high
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leakage fraction, the E8R-II core relies heavily on neutron reflection to maintain cnticality; thus, an accurate evaluation of the reflection rate is necessary for accurate predictions of the core multiplication tactor.
Prediction of neutron reflection is especially complex because the reflection involves scattering reactions
which change a neutron's angle and energy. Radial transmission predictions are also crucial because
the radial blanket assemblies produce roughly 5% of the reactor power during normal operation. Thus,
accurate flux predictions in the radial blanket are essential for evaluating the local coolant outlet temperature and local fast fluence level.
Flux predictions in the ex-core regions must evaluate the transmission of neutrons through the subcritical reflector and blanket zones; physics predictions in these radial transition zones are especially difficult. As discussed in reference 3, discrepancies between predictions and experiments increase with
penetration in a uniform blanket zone; in reference 4, these errors are attributed to directional effects on
the transitional resonance spectra and group constants. Similar effects may occur in the iron resonances
within the radial reflector: this phenomena is particularly important because resonance scattering is a principal mechanism lor the reflection of neutrons back into the core. Many ol the important iron resonances
can be accurately modeled by refining the energy group structure: however, the narrow iron resonances
and most high energy actinide resonances cannot be represented by multiple energy groups in any practical group structure.
In summary, accurate multigroup flux predictions in EBR-II are complicated by several physical phenomena. Because of the asymmetric axial profile and importance of radial transmission between the core
and radial blanket, three-dimensional flux solutions are necessary. Because of errors in leakage treatment, diffusion theory is likely inadequate for this small core, in addition, a detailed energy group structure may be required for modeling the neutron reflection.

III. ANALYSIS OF GROUP CONSTANT GENERATION
As discussed above, accurate modeling of the reflection of neutrons in EBR-II may require refinements of the neutron energy group structure; because of the high leakage fraction, the core multiplication
factor is particularly sensitive to the reflection rate In addition, the prediction of radial and axial flux distributions requires an accurate modeling of the neutron transmission and reflection. To assess the importance of group structure, eigenvalue calculations for a wide variation of energy group distributions are
compared.
For this analysis, fine group neutron cross sections are generated using the MC?-2 code.5 In MC*-2,
an infinite medium spectrum is calculated for a 2082 energy group structure with resonance reaction rates
evaluated within each group using the narrow resonance approximation; combining the multigroup and
resonance contributions, group constants are generated for a specified energy structure. Fine group constants were generated for three compositions (representative of the core, radial reflector, and radial
blanket in EBR-II) in various energy group structures: the radial reflector group constants were also used
in the plenum, grid, and axial reflector zones. The infinite medium calculation for the core composition utilized a buckling search to criticality; whereas, the reflector and blanket calculations utilized a fixed source
representative of the incoming leakage source in each region.
In MC?-Z, the infinite medium spectra can be evaluated using a consistent P, or 8, evaluation of the
extended transport equation.5 P, infinite medium calculations allow an accurate representation of the first
moment of lira scattering cross section; whereas, 8, schemes account for the curvature {second moment
of the flux) produced by a given buckling. Thus, P, group constants are more accurate when anisotropic
scattering is important and B, calculations are preferable for high leakage cores. The two generation
techniques can lead to significant differences in the transport cross section. For high leakage geometries,
the transport cross sections are significantly higher for the B. evaluation (indicating a smaller diffusion
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coefficient): however, all other group constants are virtually unchanged. Since only the transport cross
section is moditied. calcul3tional differences between P. and 8. group constant sets were only observed
for Diffusion calculations: transport theory predictions with higher-order scattering are nearly identical lor
the two methods.
Diffusion theory eigenvalue predictions for the P, and 8, group constant sets are compared in Table
I; the eigenvalues are shown for infinite medium, one-dimensional (with constant group-independent
buckling), and two-dimensional calculations. As shown in Table I, large differences are observed in the
infinite medium evaluations (the 8. material buckling is 6% larger); however, these differences decrease
to 2.5% and 1.0% respectively in the one- and two-dimensional calculations. This behavior is caused by
the different diffusion coefficients. The smaller diffusion coefficients in the 8, group constant set allow
fewer neutrons to leak, but also create a larger curvature. Therefore, when the 9V2<j> leakage term is
evaluated, the differences between the P. and 8, sets tend to compensate. Conversely, the leakage term
is DEf when a fixed buckling is applied: and the 8, set allows significantly less leakage because the curvature difference is not modeled. The -1.0% eigenvalue increase observed using 8, group constants
dees not compensate for the large errors in diffusion predictions which are shown in Section IV; and the
diffusion core flux predictions are observed to be more accurate for the smaller curvature P, group constants (see Section IV).
The effect of group structure on transport calculation eigenvalue predictions was evaluated by comparing the flux calculation predictions for a wide range ol energy detail. As a starting point, consistent P,
infinite medium calculations were utilized to generate 230 energy group constants for the core, reflector,
and blanket. Using the transport theory code TWODANT*. the flux distribution (SaP,) was calculated for
the simplified R-Z model of EBR-II shown in Fig. 1. Using the 233 group R-Z flux solution, the fine energy
group constants were then collapsed in detailed spatial zones. Nine, 21. 50, and 68 energy group constants were calculated for 225 spatial zones: the collapsing mesh utilized 15 axial regions (including 5
core zones) and 15 radial regions (including 7 core zones).
In Table II, the computed eigenvalues for the various group constant sets are compared to a continuous energy Monte Carlo solution (generated using the VIM7 code); note that the VIM j n d MCf-2 cross
section libranes are both generated from ENDF/B-V. As shown in Table I, the eigenvalue varies by 1 %
Ak between 9 group and 230 group solutions: the difference decreases to 0.2% Ak if 68 energy groups
are used. However, the 230 group solution is 0.9% Ak higher than the continuous energy VIM solution.
Thus, several additional refinements to the group constant generation method were also investigated.
Because of the "resonance-like" structure of the iron scattering cross section above the resolved resonance range, important self-shielding elfects may be neglected in the conventional 2082 energy group
MC?-Z library. As shown in Table II, when these self-shielding effects are modeled, the eigenvalue is
0.4% Ak lower. Use of a 274 energy group structure with particular detail in the high-energy iron resonances was also analyzed. Using the 274 energy group structure and the specialized self-shielding treatment of the high-energy iron cross section, the eigenvalue decreases by another 0.3% Ak as shown in
Table I.
An eigenvalue discrepancy of 0.2% Ak remains between the Monte Carlo and line group transport
solutions. Consistency between the Monte Carlo and transport evaluations was demonstrated by comparing multigroup Monte Carlo and transport predictions utilizing identical group constants: errors of less
than 1a were observed for Monte Carlo runs with a standard deviation (a) of - 0.01% Ak. Thus, the
remaining discrepancy is most likely caused by differences between the continuous energy and fine group
structures. Ongoing analyses are investigating the consistency of the VIM and multigroup cross section
libraries; preliminary results indicate that some discrepancies are still present in the evaluation of scattering cross sections in the radial reflector.
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in Table II, the eigenvalue predictions for various energy group structures are evaluated; however,
for core power mapping and depletion calculations, the critical parameter is the flux distribution, not the
eigenvalue. In Figure 2. the total flux levels of the 9, 230, 230* (special treatment of high-energy iron
cross sections), and 274* group calculations are compared lor a radial traverse at the core axial midplane. The 9 and 230 group flux solutions are 1-2% lower than the more detailed 274* solution in the
core region. However, larger differences are observed in the outer regions. The 230 group solution
agrees well with the 274 group solution in the radial reflector but decreases to a 5% lower level in the
outer regions of the radial blanket; smaller differences are observed for the 230* group constant set. The
9 croup solution (note that the group constants are based on a spatial collapse of the 230 group solution)
overpredicts the flux level in the middle of the radial reflector by 5% and then progressively underpredicts
the neutron transmission leading to a 10% lower level in the outer blanket. These deviations are caused
by the complex physical phenomena which complicate group condensation in these outer zones; it is difficult to accurately model the reflection and transmission in a coarse group structure
In a similar manner, axial traverses of the 9, 230, 230', and 274* energy group flux solutions are
compared in Figure 3. Again, the flux solutions agree very well in the core region; and differences are
observed in the outer regions. Errors in the 9 group solution of 5% are observed in the upper and lower
reflector zones (once again the 9 group flux is higher in the reflector region); and the 230 group solutions
agree well with the 274* group solution. The errors in the axial profile appear to be smaller than the radial
profile differences (see Fig. 2) This behavior is likely caused by the fact that the flux level at the axial
edges is attenuated by about 1 order of magnitude and at the radial edge by about 2 orders of magnitude
(as compared to the core center); thus, the radial transmission problem is more severe.
In summary, it appears that accurate prediction of the eigenvalue requires a very fine energy group
structure with a detailed treatment of self-shielding effects in iron; with a tailored 274 energy group structure, differences of 0.2% sk are still observed between continuous energy and multigroup solutions. For
practical applications, few-group structures are obviously desirable. Thus, methods for reducing the
number of energy groups while retaining computational accuracy (i.e., specialized group structures) must
be developed. In addition, the application of nodal equivalence theory to account for group condensation
errors is a promising alternative.

IV. ANALYSIS OF FLUX COMPUTATION METHODS
Given a set of muriigroup cross sections, various methods can"be used to compute the flux distribution. Because of the high neutron leakage fraction in EBR-II, large discrepancies between diffusion and
transport theory calculations are expected. Since diffusion theory tends to overpredict the neutron
leakage, large underpredictions of the eigenvalue and significant errors in the radial and axial profiles can
be expected.
In this paper, the accuracy of diffusion theory and various approximations in discrete ordinates transport theory are compared by analyzing flux prediction in the simplified R-Z model. Using the spatially collapsed nine group cross sections described in Section III, neutron flux calculations for the simplified R-Z
model of the EBR-II core (see Fig. 1) were performed using the DIF3D ' diffusion theory code and the
TWODANT* transport theory code. The eigenvalue predictions are compared in Table III. Each calculation in Table III utilized an identical spatial mesh; spatial mesh convergence was verified for the S, solution. As expected, the transport eigenvalue is significantly (5.5% Ak) higher than the diffusion eigenvalue;
thus, the transport effects are very significant for the small EBR-II core. The anisotropic scattering treatment is also observed to be crucial. The StPa result is about 9% AAtoo high, and the transport-corrected
S,P0 (in which the transport solution uses the transport cross section instead of the total cross section)
eigenvalue is 2.5% Ak below the S,eP, solution. Low levels of angular quadrature appear to be sufficient:
the StP, eigenvalue is only 0.3% Ak too high and the StP, value is within 0.05% Ak of the S.tP, result.
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In Table III, the eigenvalue predictions for various flux calculation methods are evaluated: however,
for core power mapping and depletion calculations, the critical parameter is the flux distribution, not the
eigenvalue. Thus, the total flux levels of the diffusion, S,Pa', S,P,, and S,ePt calculations are compared
in Figure 4 for a radial traverse at the core axial midplane. The diffusion and transport results agree well
{within 2 % for total flux) in the core; however, significant deviations (up to 15%) are observed in the radial
blanket. Note that the S, group constants described in Section III generate more curvature in the core
flux distribution and lead to larger errors in the diffusion flux prediction at the core center. The diffusion
calculation overpredicts the neutron leakage from the core (giving the lower eigenvalue result shown in
Table III) and this causes overpredictions of the flux level which steadily increase in the outer regions.
The diffusion calculation will significantly overpredict (>10%) the power and tluence levels in the radial
blanket. Because the diffusion solution gives adequate predictions of the flux in the core region, critical
safety parameters and depletion effects can be calculated with reasonable accuracy utilizing conventional
diffusion methods; however, transport solutions are obviously necessary lor accurate predictions in the
radial reflector and blanket zones. The transport-corrected S,P0 solution also exhibits significant errors in
calculated flux distribution; as shown in Fig. 4, the computed total fluxes are 3 % too high at the core
center, 5 % too low in the radial reflector, and increase to 1 0 % too high in the radial blanket (as compared
to the S,,P, solution). The S,P, solution agrees well with the more oetailed S,SP, solution throughout.
A comparison of the axial flux profiles for the diffusion, S,P0', StP,. and S.$P. calculations is shown
in Fig. 5. As discussed in Section II, the axial flux is tilted toward the lower core because of the unequal
axial reflection (plenum above the core and reflector below). The differences in total flux indicate that the
axial till is more severe in the diffusion prediction; the B, group constants described in Section III would
further magnify the axial tilt in the diffusion calculation by increasing the flux curvature. As discussed in
Section III, the flux attenuation is :<?ss severe in the axial direction of this model: thus, smaller overpredictions are observed for the diffusion evaluation in the outer axial regions. The S^'
results show similar
trends to the radial comparison (see Fig. 4); the flux is underpredicted in reflector zones and overpredicted in the core (as compared to the S.SP, solution). Once again, the StP, solution agrees well with the
reference solution.
The comparison of transport solutions indicates that simplified anisotropic scattering treatment (the
StPg' results) create significant errors in the eigenvalue and flux solutions. Therefore, the effect ol higherorder Legendre expansions was evaluated. Since the accuracy of higher-order Legendre cross sections
generated with the MC?-2/SBX

package has not been validated, higher-order Legendre scattering

matrices were generated using the continuous energy VIM code. 7 For a two-region reflected sphere (with
a core volume similar to EBR-II), P5 scattering matrices were generated in the core and reflector regions;
to give reasonable statistical accuracy in the individual group constant values, a coarse 9 group structure
is utilized. The calculated eigenvalues for Po through P s scattering expansions are summarized in Table
IV. Similar to the R-Z results a 1 0 % eigenvalue difference is observed between eigenvalue predictions
utilizing Pa and P, scattering expansions; the Po results grossly overpredict the multiplication factor. For
the P o evaluation, ail scattering reactions lead to an isotropic outgoing neutron distribution. However, the
angular flux distribution in the ex-core regions will be tilted away from the core because of the dominance
of core leakage: for scattering reactions with an anisotropic scattering treatment the outgoing neutrons will
tend to maintain this angular bias. Therefore, the Po treatment overpredicts the reflection rate. The
results in Table IV also indicate a 0.4% ik difference between P, and P, predictions: a higher eigenvalue
is calculated when higher-order scattering matrices are utilized. The P, through P s eigenvalue predictions
are virtually identical; thus, P3 scattering expansions appear to be adequate in this calculation. It is important to recognize that the errors incurred in anisotropic scattering treatment may vary lor different group
structures; if finer group structure are utilized, the anisotropic scattering effects must be evaluated for the
detailed energy structure.
In summary, large eigenvalue discrepancies ( - 5 . 5 % A/r) are observed between diffusion and transport theory predictions. Although diffusion theory does provide adequate predictions of the flux level in
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the core region, large discrepancies (up to 15%) are observed in the flux predictions for the reflector and
blanket regions. Simplified anisotropic scattering treatments can cause significant errors in the transport
theory predictions. Transport-corrected Pa results indicate a 2.5% Afc underprediction of the eigenvalue
and 5-10% errors in the flux level. In addition, preliminary results indicate a 0.4% &k difference between
P, and P3 predictions. Because of the computational complexity and expense of transport calculations
with detailed anisotropic scattering treatment, the application of nodal equivalence theory to account for
these effects, within the framework of a diffusion code, is a promising alternative.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Because of the unique physics characteristics of EBR-ll, it is difficult to obtain accurate multigroup
flux predictions. The high neutron leakage fraction and importance of neutron reflection cause errors
when conventional methods are utilized. In this paper, various conventional and higher-order group constant evaluations and flux computation methods are compared for a simplified R-Z model of the EBR-ll
system. Although conventional methods (diffusion theory with coarse group structure) do provide adequate predictions of the flux in the core region, discrepancies are observed in the reflector and radial
blanket regions. Thus, to achieve accurate predictions in the outer zones, transport effecis must be modeled (discrete ordinates solution or nodal equivalence diffusion solution).
Flux predictions for energy group structures ranging from 9 to 274 energy groups were evaluated.
Group structures with particular detail in the high-energy iron resonance range yield superior results.
Some discrepancies between continuous-energy and detailed multigroup results are still observed.
Comparisons of calculational results also indicate that detailed anisotropic scattering treatment is required
for accurate transport theory predictions; transport-corrected Po scattering matrices are clearly inferior and
Pj expansions may be required.
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Table I. Eigenvalue Comparison for Pj and Bj Group Constants
Model

Pi

Bi

Buckling, B m 2 (cm'2)

6.19E-3

6.55E-3

One-Dimension,3 kgff

1.0000

1.0242

Two-Dimension, k ^

0.9536

0.9638

Infinite Medium Material

Radial model with constant axial buckling
Regional depleted R-Z model

Table II. Group Structure Comparison for Simplified EBR-II R-Z Model
No. of Groups

k

eff

9

1.2343

21

1.2296

50

1.2282

68

1.2257

230

1.2236

230*

1.2195

a

1.2168

274

VIMb

1.215

"Svith self-shielding of high energy iron cross sections
b

continuous-energy Monte Carlo calculation (see Ref. 7)
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Table III. Flux Method Comparison for Simplified EBR-II R-Z Model
Flux Method

keff

Diffusion

1.1782

S4P0

1.3218

a

1.2083

S4P1

1.2367

SgPi

1.2343

S 1 2 P,

1.2341

S16P1

1.2340

S4P0

a

transport-corrected

Table IV. Legendre Scattering Order Comparison for Spherical Model
Legendre Order

keff

Po

1.2803

Pi

1.1827

P2

1.1869

P3

1.1867

P4

1.1867

P5

1.1867

All eigenvalues are calculated using SgP] transpon 'Jieory and nine
energy groups in a reflected sphere;
Group constants are generated using VIM (Ref. 7)
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Design of a Multi-Tiered, Digital Controller for the Supervisory, Global, and
Local Control of a Pressurized Water Reactor
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ABSTRACT
A closed-loop digital controller has been developed for reactor cores exhibiting spatially-dependent kinetics. The
proposed digital controller is multi-tiered, with supervisory, global and local control algorithms that employ real-time
core neutronic and thermal-hydraulic models for parameter estimation. The supervisory level ensures that core neutronic and primary loop thermal power are kept within a predetermined conservative operating envelope. The global
level computes a control rod speed and direction in order to meet a specified secondary load response. The local level
computes and monitors three-dimensional safety-related parameters and interrupts control rod motion if any local
limit is violated. The digital controller has been evaluated in simulation for a typical commercial PWR and is successful in maneuvering reactor power and primary loop average temperature safely and efficiently during operational
transients.

INTRODUCTION
Recent advances in computer technology have made it possible for fully-coupled, three-dimensional core reactor
physics and thermal-hydraulics models to be used both is real-time plant estimators and .is the basis of closed-loop
digital control strategies for reactor cores exhibiting spatial kinetics. In this regard, a real-time analytic plant estimation code has been designed and evaluated via simulation at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) as part
of an on-going program to develop and demonstrate advanced instrumentation and control techniques for nuclear
power plants. This code has been given the acronym POPSiCLE for POwer Plant Simulator and ControlLEr (I ].
POPSICLE's core neutronics model is based on a quasi-static transient solution of the analytic nodal diffusion equations [23]- A multi-assembly nodal geometry is employed with thermal-hydraulic feedback accomplished through
adjustments in the macroscopic nodal cross sections. The core thermal-hydraulics nodal model, which employs multichannel control volumes of the fuel and primary coolant, allows for subcooled nucleate boiling and changes in fuel
rod properties from thermal effects [4]. In addition, a one-dimensional model of the primary loop if included so that
PWR operational transients may be simulated. Dynamics of the secondary system are provided by steam and feedwater flows through the steam generator.

1. Present Address: Knolls Atomic Power Laboratory
P.O. Box 1072
Scbenectady, NY 12301
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POPSICLE may be used as either a plant estimator or a controller. When functioning is tbe latter, it provides supervisory, global, and local control in order to ensure that there are no challenges to the safety system, thai both core power
and temperature can be adjusted efficiently, and that no DNB-related local limits are violated. This hierarchical
approach to controller design is recommended because it permits plant-specific control laws (the global level) to be
combined with generic concepts that ensure the safety of the core (the supervisory and local levels). Such an
approach simplifies control system design. Also it may facilitate tbe licensing of digital controllers because the supervisory algorithms are based on first principles and hence are applicable to many reactor types.
The objective of this paper is to describe POPSICLE's multi-tiered design with emphasis on the contribution that
real-time, accurate reactor physics and thermal-hydraulic models cau make to reactor control.

POPSICLE MULTI-TIERED CONTROLLER STRUCTURE
Figure 1 is a simplified diagram of the POPSICLE digital control algorithm. The controller's structure is multi-tiered
and includes (1) a supervisory level which ensures that core neutronic and thennal power transients caused by actions
of tbe digital controller will not challenge the reactor safety systems, (2) a bank of plant-specific control laws responsible for tbe global (total) control of reactor power and primary coolant temperature, and (3) a routine for local power
shaping in which three-dimensional power, beat Sux, and temperature distributions are monitored and controlled to
avoid operation tbat might approach DNB conditions. Inputs to the controller include validated signals from the
instrumentation systems as well as data from real-time analytic models of the core. The availability of the calculated
information is of course a major advantage to the digital approach. Tbe output from tbe controller consists of control
rod bank(s) speed and direction.
Tbe controller tiers are separate and are prioritized according to their importance to reactor safety. Thus, the supervisory and local power shaping controllers have tbe capability to override the actions of the global controller if an
approach to an unsafe condition is delected. Also, the proposed digital controller is completely separate from the
nuclear safely system. This ensures that the safety system could not be compromised by the actions of the digital controller. If an input signal is common to both the safety system and the digital controller, isolation devices arc used to
prevent possible feedback from the digital controller that might adversely affect the safety system. Also, fault-tolerant
equipment should be used. This proposed digital controller has the capability to evaluate the safety of its own actions.
This is an advantage relative to current analog automatic PWR control systems which rely on a set of safety system
control rod interlocks that are in turn based on both current reactor conditions and the dynamic behavior of tbe average primary coolant temperature. The proposed controller adds another level of safety conservatism by performing an
on-line check of both the prompt neutronic and time-delayed thermal behavior of the reactor. This is done to prevent
the control system from implementing control actions that might challenge a set of predetermined safely limits a
some future time. The specific functions of the three controller tiers are discussed in tbe following three sections.

SUPERVISORY CONTROL LEVEL
Tbe purpose of the supervisory control level is to prevent tbe digital controller from calculating and implementing
control rod motion thai would place the reactor in an undesirable region of operation such that the reactor safety system might be challenged or operating limits violated. The supervisory mission is accomplished by applying a reactivity constraint derived from few-group diffusion theory, and a primary loop thermal power constraint derived from
thermodynamic first principles [5,6]. Tbe supervisory reactivity constraint restricts core neutronic power to a predetermined envelope by limiting the lime-delayed contribution of the delayed neutrons to a level tbat can be negated by
an induced change in prompt neutron population through an appropriate control device. Similarly, the supervisory
constraint on thermal power restricts the time-delayed effects of thermal inertia in tbe primary loop to a level tbat can
be negated by a change in core neutronic power before an overshoot of the thermal power delivered to the steam generators can occur. In effect, the supervisory constraints restrict the core neutronic power and primary loop thermal
powc? to a safe envelope by limiting the time-delayed contribution of the system dynamics to that which can be offset
by forced changes in those components of the system tbat are directly controllable. Simulation studies of ibe POPSICLE controller showed that both the neutronic and thermal power were kept from overshooting or undershooting
their target values even when non-optimal global control laws were utilized [6]. This important capability mikes the
use of supervisory control indispensable to tbe design of closed-loop digital controllers for large power reactors. Reference [6] contains a detailed description of the supervisory level of the proposed digital controller.
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GLOBAL CONTROL LEVEL
Tbe second level of tbe multi-tiered controller is for global operation of the reactor. At this level, tbe controller performs a task equivalent to that of analog controllers in current-generation Westinghouse-lype PWRs, namely to
maneuver reactor power and average primary coolant temperature so as to meet a demanded secondary steam load.
The global control algorithm functions beneath the safely umbrella of tbe supervisory controller. It calculates an actuator signal at every time step but is allowed to implement that signal only if the supervisory constraints on neutronic
and/or thermal power and tbe local constraints on DNB-related parameters are satisfied. The inputs to the global controller are tbe reference temperature, tbe primary coolant temperature, the core neutronic power, and the first stage
turbine impulse pressure. The first and fourth are specified as a function of load. Tbe second and third are provided by
instrumentation and tbe teal-time analytic models. Tbe outputs are Ihc control rod bank(s) speed and direction. Figure
2 is a block diagram of tbe proposed digital global controller. Its logic closely resembles that of existing analog controllers. Tbe principal difference is the incorporation of real-time models for use in computing various reactor parameters. As with tbe analog controller, two error signals are used to produce a control signal. Tbe first error signal is tbe
difference between the avenge primary coolant temperature and the reference temperature with tbe former being
obtained from either the narrow range temperature sensors or an analytic model, and tbe latter b-uig generated from
tbe load map. Tbe second error signal is a power rate mismatch whicb is obtained by comparing tbe rates of change of
turbine and neutronic power. This error signal is then converted to an equivalent temperature error so that it may be
summed directly with tbe error in the average temperature and sent to the control rod speed and direction program.
Tbe rod speed and direction unit converts tbe total equivalent temperature error to a control rod speed and direction
signal based on the magnitude and sign of the temperature error. Tbe two error signals provide complimentary control
in that the temperature error is inherently slow while the power rate mismatch anticipates changes in the average primary coolant temperature.

LOCAL POWER CONTROL LEVEL
Tbe availability of real-time analytic models of spatially-dependent reactor cores makes it possible to calculate, monitor, and control neutron flux and fuel rod surface beat flux. This capability is a major advantage of digital controllers
relative to the current analog ones in whicb in-core safely parameters are monitored on-line using estimates provided
by the ex-core flux and temperature detection systems and with the only in-core information coming from periodic
flux maps.
Tbe three-dimensional neutron flux, temperature, and wall beat flux maps calculated by real-time core models allow
on-line calculation of DNB-related parameters such as DNBR, linear beat generation rate, heat flux hot channel factor, and tbe nuclear enthalpy rise hot channel factor. Also, core flux shape peaking parameters such as tbe axial flux
difference (AFD) can be computed and monitored. This local controller will override tbe global level if such action is
necessary to ensure thai tbe reactor is not guided into regions of unsafe operation. A description of Ibe safety parameters that are calculated and monitored by the local control level is now presented.
Departure from Nucleate Boiling Ratio <DNBR>
Departure from nucleate boiling (DNB) results in a change from an efficient nuclear boiling beat transfer mechanism
to film boiling for wbicb the heat transfer coefficient is significantly reduced. DNB may induce damaging temperature
transients in fuel rods and ultimately lead to fuel failure. The margin to DNB is quantified as DNBR which is ibe ratio
of tbe calculated local DNB heat flux to tbe actual fuel rod surface heat flux at a particular axial location in the core.
The critical DNB heat flux can be estimated using the W-3 correlation [7]. On-line DNBR calculations entail computing tbe DNBR for each node in tbe core, identifying the minimum DNBR, and modifying this value with an appropriate correction factor that accounts for Ibe approximations inherent in POPSICLE's multi-assembly nodalization. If
the minimum DNBR falls below the setpoint, the digital controller intercedes and inserts tbe control rods to reduce
the core power. This intervention continues until Ibe minimum DNBR once again satisfies the controller limit
Linear Heat Generation Rate fLHGRI
Another important safety parameter thai is monitored to ensure fuel integrity is the linear fuel rating, expressed as a
linear heat generation rate (LHGR). LHCR limits are design-specific, and conservative allowances must be made for
the uncertainty in POPSICLE's multi-assembly calculation. Tbe local tier of Ibe controller calculates the LGHR for
each of the nodal channels using data from tbe real-time core model. If the LHGR limit is violated, tbe local control-
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ler interrupts the global control signal and inseru (he control rods until the core maximum LHGR is again ai in
acceptable value.
Hot Channel Factors
The DNBR and LHGR limits are expressed in absolute terms by comparing core conditions to limits set by conservative experimental results after allowance for uncertainty. There are also thermal operating limits that monitor relative
axial and radial power peaking within the core. These thermal limits, the nuclear heat flux hot channel factor and the
nuclear enthalpy rise hot channel factor, are designed to maintain the relative axial and radial power peaking within
bounds that do not challenge either the DNB or LHGR limits.
The nuclear beat flux hot channel factor is defined as the ratio of the maximum local heat flux on the surface of a fuel
rod at the axial location of the peak power to the average fuel rod heat flux. The beat flux hot channel factor is therefore a measure of the axial power peaking in a nodal channel. Tbe nuclear enthalpy rise hot channel factor is defined
as the ratio of the integrated linear power along the rod with the highest channel enthalpy rise to the core average rod
power. It is therefore a measure of the relative radial £ower peaking in the core. Limits for both hot channel factors
are plant-specific Given real-time estimates of nodal power densities, beat flux and enthalpy rise hot channel factors
can now be calculated on-line and monitored by the digital controller. If either hot channel factor limit is breached,
action is initiated from the local tier of the controller to insert the control rods until the initiating condition has
cleared. As regards priority, the DNBR and LHGR limits are evaluated first and any corrective actions required by
those limits have precedence.
Axial Power Shaping
Tbe axial power shape in tbe current generation of PWR's is monitored on-line using information from the upper and
lower quadrant ex-core detectors to estimate the axial flux difference (AFD), which is a measure of the axial power
tilt in the core. The axial flux difference is monitored in order to control axial peaking factors as well as to control
axial power oscillations caused by thermal feedback and fission product poisons. Plant-specific technical specifications limit the allowed degree of power tilt at a particular power level.
Tbe availability of real-time models for three-dimensional in-core power calculations means that improved estimates
of true power shape are possible. The axial flux difference can be computed directly from the node-averaged power in
the upper and lower halves of the core. This is a major advantage over the present approach which relies on ex-core
measurements that are calibrated periodically against in-core flux maps.

CONTROLLER EVALUATION VIA SIMULATION
Simulation studies were conducted to evaluate the performance of the proposed digital controller. A 3411 MWt Westingbouse-type PWR was chosen as the reactor type to be modelled because the reactor embodies the complex threedimensional core behavior and the time-lagged dynamic response between system components necessary to evaluate
the control strategies, and a reactor physics and thermal-hydraulic database corresponding to a generic Westingbousetype PWR has been assembled for this research.
The two operational transients presented in this paper are typical examples of the controller behavior. The first transient involves a +10% step increase in load from 90% to 100% nominal reactor power. This transient demonstrates
the interaction between the supervisory and global controller levels. The second transient is a ramp increase in load
from 20% power to 100% power at a rate of 5% per minute. The second transient demonstrates the importance of the
local controller level in maintaining tbe core power shape within safe bounds.

90% to 100% Stcv, Increase in Load
This simulation assumed that tbe reactor was initially in a steady-state condition at 90% power with tbe controlling
bank of rods (bank O) positioned 1/3 tbe distance from the top of the core. Tbe • 10% step perturbation in load began
S s into the run. Figure 3 shows tbe demanded load, tbe core neutronk power, and the primary loop thermal power
delivered to the steam generator. Figure 4 presents the reference and simulated average primary coolant temperature
as well as the x0.75 C global controller deadband. The first control rod withdrawal signal implemented by the global
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controller occurred at 6 s, caused by the combination of errors between the reference and actual average temperature
and toe power rate error between the turbine and core power. The first six control signals were dominated by the
power rate error until the neutronic transient is well underway. After 12 s, the control signal from the global controller
is dominated by the error in die temperature. The impact of the supervisory constraints was also apparent From 12 s
to 48 s, there were several occasions when the supervisory constraints were violated and the supervisory tier of the
controller inserted the control rods. For example, at 20 s and again at 24 s, violations of the primary loop thermal
power supervisory constraint caused rod insertions as it sought to retard liie rate of rise of thermal power. The remaining control rod insertion signals resulted from violations of the neutronic power reactivity constraint. Of significance
is that the supervisory controller kept the neutronic power from exceeding the upper bound of the safety tolerance
band (102% power) despite the fact that the global controller was still trying to increase reactor power to bring the
average temperature into the deadband zone more rapidly. Once the temperature was brought within the 0.7S C deadband at 49 s, rod motion ceased as the reactor settled into a new equilibrium at 100% power. The simulation was
extended beyond 200 s to ensure that the temperature did in fact return to its reference equilibrium value of 309.0 C.
It is important to note that none of the local power constraints were violated during this simulation and hence were
not shown.
This simulation demonstrates the importance of the supervisory level of the digital controller in maintaining control
when various global control algorithms are used. The supervisory tier maintains both the core neutronic and the primary loop thermal power for large spatially-dependent PWRs within a safe operating envelope despite the fact that
the control rods are perhaps being driven by non-optimal global control schemes. Moreover, the multi-tiered controller structure allows the control engineer the flexibility of designing plant-specific control laws to achieve a desired
dynamic response for the primary system average temperature at the global level without challenging the reactor
safety systems. The supervisory tier ensures that the primary system neutronic and thermal powers remain within a
conservative operating region that lies below the bounds of the nuclear safely system trip setpoints.

20% to 100% Load Ramp at 5% per Minute
The local control level was evaluated using a ramp increase in load from 20% to 100% power at a rate of 5% per
minute. This transient was selected because it engendered drastic changes in flux shape as the banks of control rods
were moved through the core. It is important to bear in mind that the PWR data available to this research was representative of a typical Westinghouse-type 1150 MWe PWR and did not describe an actual facility. Accordingly, many
of the parameters and safety limits determined by the local tier of the controller are not values that would be found in
an actual commercial reactor. However, the dynamic PWR behavior is realistic for the data compiled in tbis research.
Therefore, the emphasis here is not on the specific values of the local operating parameters and their limits, but on the
fact that the dynamic behavior of these three-dimensional parameters can be calculated and monitored in real-time
during operational transients.
All three levels of the controller were activated for this transient. The upper tolerance band for the supervisory tier
was 102% power. The global control level used a rod speed and direction program with a ±0.25 C deadband to calculate control rod velocity as » function of the total equivalent temperature error. The following nodal safety limits were
imposed on the reactor core: minimum DNBR at 3.1; maximum LHGR at 10.0 kW/ft; maximum nuclear flux hot
channel factor at 2.5; maximum nuclear enthalpy rise hot channel factor at 1.5; and the axial flux difference limits as
per Figure 5.
The reactor was initially in a steady-state, xenon-equilibrium condition at 20% power with control rod banks A and B
fully withdrawn from the core. Banks C and D were initially at heights of 75% and 25% withdrawn, respectively.
Tbis initial rod configuiration was chosen intentionally so that one of the local safety-related parameters would be violated and the logic of the local tier of the controller tested. In actual practice, the control rods would be positioned
higher in the core to avoid the flux peaking in the lower part of the core as higher power levels are attained.
The ramp increase in load began at 5 s and was prematurely halted at 775 s because of repeated violations of the axial
flux difference limit at 755 s. The local controller halted the increase in neutronic power at 755 s upon the detection of
the problem with the AFD. However, the demand en the secondary system was allowed to continue rising at the 5%
per minute ramp rate. Because the digital controller could no longer maintain the appropriate primary system power
rise due to the AFD violation, a primary-to-secondary mismatch developed and the transient was halted. The specifics
of the simulation are shown in Figures 5-9.
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The simulation can be roughly divided into three segments: 0-400 s, 400-755 s, and 755-775 s. During the fust segment, low magnitude oscillations are present in the power and average temperature (see Figures 6 and 7). These are
the result of the initial perturbations of the steam generator which were in turn caused by the change in demand for
secondary steam and the corresponding increase in feedwater flow. A contributing factor was the lack of strong reactivity feedback effects which would, bad it been present, have dampened the oscillation. The temperature coefficients
of reactivity of the coolapt and fuel are relatively small in magnitude when operating at low power. Once at 400 s, the
power bad increased sufficiently to cause the oscillations to be damped out. The second phase of the transient ran
from 40Os to 755 s. Nothing abnormal was noted and the global controller's directives were implemented without
intervention either by the supervisory constraints or b e local control tier.
The third phase began at 755 s when the axial flux shape peaked in the bottom of the core in a manner such that the
minimum AFD limit for the corresponding power level was violated. This is shown in Figure S. The initial position of
the controlling rod banks for this transient was such that, as the rods were withdrawn to achieve the desired power
and temperature, the flux peaking in the bottom of the core grew until the limit of -25.8% was breached. At the time
of the limit being reached, the global controller was signaling for rod withdrawal in order to maintain the average
temperature within the allowed deadband. The violation occurred at a core power was 82.6% when rod bank C was
91 % withdrawn from the core and rod bank D was 41 % withdrawn. Rod bank D was the primary cause of the flux tilt
because it was still 9% below the core midpline; i position too low for the 82.6% power level. The local tier of the
controller detected the AFD violation and inserted the control rods one step in order to prevent the power from
increasing further and possibly creating conditions where DNB might occur. From 755 s to 775 s, the global and local
control controllers opposed each other, causing step oscillations ia neutronic power. Each time the local controller
inserted the control rods by one step, the power would decrease slightly, bringing the AFD back within the allowed
envelope. Control would then be returned to the global law because neither the supervisory constraints nor the local
limits were being violated. The global controller would specify a rod withdrawal signal in an attempt to raise the
average temperature to meet the inaeasing reference temperature. The resulting rod motion would cause another violation of the AFD limit, the local controller would again intervene, and the sequence would be repeated. This continued until 775 seconds when the secondary pressure and then the primary temperature (Figure 7) began to fall rapidly
in order to sustain Ibe demanded load which had intentionally been allowed to continue rising on the specified 5% per
minute ramp rale despite the actions of the core controller and the dynamic behavior of the primary system. This segment of the simulation is an excellent example of the need for coordinated turbine/generator, steam generator, and
reactor core control.
Examination of the dynamic behavior of the local safety-related parameters such as DNBR, LHCR, and the hot channel factors showed that no violations occurred of these quantities during the simulated transient. The core minimum
DNBR shown in Figure 8 began at 24.3 at 20% power and decreased toward a minimum of 5.0, which occurred during Ibe time of maximum power, 755 s • 775 s.
The core maximum LHCR (Figure 9) did not challenge its limit of 10.0 kW/ft during the transient The LHGR began
at 2.2 kW/ft at 20% power and increased to 9.1 kW/ft at the 83% maximum core power level. Toe axial position of
Ihe core maximum LHCR followed the withdrawal of the control rods during the transient, reflecting the upward shift
in the flux peak as Ihe rods were removed from the core.
The dynamic behavior of the nuclear beatfls>xhot channel factor and the nuclear enthalpy rise hot channel factor
were uneventful during the transient Both parameters moved slightly toward their limits, but did not challenge the
local controller setpoinls by the lime the AFD violation occurred.

CONCLUSIONS
A multi-tiered, closed-loop, digital controller designed to manipulate control rods in order to execute PWR operational transients both safely and without violating safety limits has been described and evaluated via simulation. The
supervisory, global, and local control levels functioned as designed and the controller resulting from their unification
will, teamed with coordinated turbine load control and steam generator control, constitute * safe and efficient digital
system for the control of PWR operational transients.
The supervisory level employs a reactivity constraint and a thermal power constraint that are important in precluding
overshoots of either core ncutronic or primary loop thermal power during more severe transients such as step changes
in load. The local control level is an essential component of the overall system with regard* to the control of reactors
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exhibiting spatially-dependent behavior. Even a well-designed global control Uw can cause violations of local limits
if the initial reactor configuration is inappropriate to the conduct of the requested power maneuver. It was shown,
however, that mere intervention by the Ices! controller is not enough. There must be a coordinated response that
addresses the behavior of the core, steam generator, and turbine. Finally, global control laws should be designed with
full knowledge of the specific operating characteristics of the plant that is to be controlled. The controller structure
allows the control engineer flexibility in designing global control laws to meet a specified dynamic response.
In summary, the simulations in this paper demonstrate the capability of the multi-tiered controller to safely control the
large core of a PWR during operational transients. The availability of accurate, real-time analytic models plays an
important role in the design of each of the tiers in the controller structure. The proposed closed-loop digital controller
described in this paper is an important step in realizing automatic plant control by ensuring that the plant component
most important in terms of the production of energy, namely the reactor core, can be satisfactorily controlled with
digital technology over a wide range of power without challenging safety limits during normal operating transients.
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ABSTRACT
Possible applications of an adaptive control method to a
pressurized-water
reactor
(PWR)
nuclear
power
plant
are
investigated.
The self-tuning technique with a reference model
concept is employed.
This control algorithm is developed by
combining the self-tuning controller (STC) with the model reference
adaptive control (MRAC). This approach overcomes the difficulties
in choosing the appropriate weighting polynomials in the cost
function of the self-tuning control.
I.

INTRODUCTION

With the appearance of very cheap microprocessors during the
last few years, new possibilities for the industrial application
of adaptive control systems have opened up. Consequently, adaptive
techniques have now become a very attractive approach for system
control.
Several problems in nuclear power plants have aspects that seem
especially well suited for adaptive control.1 Examples include
plant control systems that are affected by plant "aging" due to
gradual changes associated with operational aspects such as residue
buildup in ducts and pipes, changes in nuclear core reactivity due
to fuel burnup, etc., that gradually degrade performance. On a
more rapid time scale, changes in daily load cycles can noticeably
affect plant performance and ultimately result in variations in
turbine exhaust pressure. Such changes are aggravated by the fact
that plant characteristics typically depend on the operating power
level. That is, uie characteristics at low-level operation can be
quite different from those at high-level operation. Finally, power
plants are highly complex, nonlinear, time-varying, constrained
systems.
Self-tuning control has received increasing attention in recent
years to the control of nuclear power plants.2"5 But in this method
it is not obvious how the cost function weighting polynomials
should be chosen to ensure specified performance. Another adaptive
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approach is the model reference adaptive control (MRAC) method.
This adaptive system is proposed to solve a problem in which the
specifications are given in terms of a reference model that tells
how the process output ideally should respond to the command
signal. This scheme was originally developed for the deterministic
servo problem.6
However, Landau found very close connections
between STC and MRAC,7 and proposed a combined MRAC-STC scheme
which can behave as a MRAC in a deterministic environment and a STC
in a stochastic environment.4 In this paper this combined scheme
which is called the self-tuning controller with the reference model
conception is employed to solve the load-following control of a PWR
nuclear power plant in the stochastic environments. This model is
an extension of one originally developed by Ulens9 and used by
Keyser Van Gauwenberghe2 for general control system design. In our
study, however, a controller is designed based on a simpler, loworder (second-order) model.
Instead of estimating the unknown
process parameters, the control parameters are "tuned" on line, so
that the control input applied to the actual plant is adapted at
every sampling instant.
II.

THE SYSTEM

The system considered here is a pressurized water reactor (PWR)
nuclear power plant. Because we wish to investigate and to control
the behavior of the nuclear and thermal systems for load disturbances, the fast dynasic behavior of the turbine and electric
generator was not included. It was assumed that a load variation
causes a changing steam flow to the turbine. This is illustrated
in Figure 1, which shows the representation of the nuclear and
thermal parts of the power plant.
A mathematical description
corresponding to Figure 1 leads to the set of differential
equations given in reference 5.
The subsequent nomenclature
follows that defined in Figure 1 and reference 5.
This process model contains several interesting and important
properties: Its dimensionality is still relatively high and the
dynamics of the nuclear part contains several nonlinearities; some
coefficients given above are not constant, in fact, but vary slowly
with the operating point or with time.
III.

CONTROL SPECIFICATIONS

The main disturbances are load variations that enter the model
as variations of the percent of steam flow p. Such a variation of
the steam flow leads to an equivalent variation of the average
coolant temperature Tr. Without a closed-loop control, sizable
variations in Tc can occur. The resulting variations in the fuel
temperature Tf and in the steam temperature T, are unacceptable
because they produce large thermal stresses and can cause damage
to the equipment involved.
Therefore, we select the reactor
coolant temperature Tr as the controlled variable in a loadfollowing control system for use in the PWR power station.
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In practice, however, we must compromise and accept a setpoint
T n that varies slightly with the load. Here wa assume that T^ is
a linearly increasing function of load.
Besides the load variations, the control system must also
contend with noisy disturbances that can occur through a variety
of relatively minor influences. These noisy perturbations are not
measurable and for that reason require a controller that can deal
with stochastic processes.
The appropriate control variable considered in this application
is the position of the (neutrons absorbing) control rods, measured
as a number of displacement steps.
Control rod withdrawal is
necessary during a load increase to balance the change in reactivity due to feedback from the fuel and the coolant temperatures.
Conversely, control rod insertion is necessary during a load
decrease.
The purpose of the control system is to hold the temperature Tr
as near as possible to a time-varying reference value ?„ despite
the disturbances. Thus, the action of the controller is twofold:
The output should track a reference signal (servo-control) and
disturbances must be eliminated (regulatory control).
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IV.

CONTROL SYSTEM DESIGN

A general discrete time model of the plant to be controlled is
of the form
A(q"l)y(k) = q"dB(q"l)u(k) + q~l D (q"l)v(k) + Cfq'^wCk)

(1)

where
A C 1 ) = 1 + ajq"1 + ... + anq"n
Bfq"1) = b o + biq"1 + ... + bBq"", b D f 0
D ( q l ) - do + djq"1 + ... + dtq"*, do + 0
") - 1 +

(2)

"

1

Here q" is the backward shift operator; d and 1 (d < 1) are time
delays associated with u and v; y, u and v are output, input and
measurable disturbance; and w is a sequence of distributed
independent normal (0, a) random variables. It is assumed that the
plant is minimum phase and that the plant delays d and 1 are known.
The design goal for the control system is to regulate the plant
such that the plant output will be as close as possible to the
output, yH, of the reference model of the following equation
^(q'^YnW

- q-'BHfq^UHfk)

where AH is a monic and asymptotically stable polynomial,
bounded reference input.

(3)
u^ is a

The control objective (with both tracking and regulating) can
be formulated as follows; find the control u(k) such that the
tracking error satisfies;
T(q"1){y(k+d) - yM(k+d)) =• Rfq^JCfq'Vfk+d)

(4)

where T(q-1) is a monic and asymptotically stable polynomial which
will specify the closed-loop poles.
When T =•= C, the minimum
variance tracking and regulation is obtained. Then R(q"1) results
as:
T(q-X) * ACq-^RCq*1) + q"dS(q"1)

(5)

which has a unique solution for the polynomials S and R, where
R(q-1) - 1 + rjq"1 + ... + r^q"*1
) « s 0 + sjq"1 + ... + sn.iq-n+1
Using Eq. (5) the plant model, Eq. (1), is rewritten as
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(6)

T(ql)y(k+d) - B.Cq'^iMk) + Dr(q-l)v(k+d-l) + Sfq^yfk)
+ R(q-1)C(q-l)w(k+d)

(7)

where
Bc(q l) ** Bfq'^Rfq"1) = b0 + q"1Br*(ql)
D r (q l ) - Dfq'^Rfq"1)

(8)

If we choose the control law
Br(q"l)u(k) = T(q'l)yM(k+d) -Dr(q'1)v(k+d-l)- S(q1)y(k)

(9)

then, the output of the plant becomes
T(q"l)y(k+d) - T(ql)yM(k+d) + R(q-1)C(q-l)w(k+d)
This accomplishes the control objective.

(10)

Introducing the notation

#(k)T-[u(k)..u(k-m-d+l) v(k+d-l..v(k-l-g+l) y(k)..y(k-n+l)] (11)
eT - [bo brl ...brm+d-1 do drl.. .drg+d-1 so ... sn-1]

(12)

Equation 9 can be expressed in equivalent form as
T(q"l)yM(k+d) - 9T » (k)

(13)

When the plant parameters are unknown, an appropriate adaptation
algorithm should be defined such that the control objective in the
case of known plant parameters be asymptotically achieved, giving
prob { l i m T(q x ) [y(k+d)-yM(k+d) ]-R(q-l)C(q-J)w(k+d) ) - 1
k -» eo

(14)

The structure remains the same as the case of known parameters, but
the fixed parameter vector 6 will be replaced by an adjustable
parameter vector
A

A

A

A

T

A

e(k) -[b0(k) brx(k) ... do(k) ... s ^ k ) ]

(15)

Then the control law is given by
T(q'l)y«(k+d) - e (k)T#(k)

(16)

In order to guarantee convergence conditions and to improve the
transient performance, it is useful to introduce an asymptotically
stable filter l/Lfq'1) yielding
zf(k) * L'^q^zfk)
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(17)

The superscript f means that the signal
has been filtered through
L(q' ) . When using the filter L(q~l), the control can be expressed
as follows:

u(k) • L(q )u (k)
and u'(k) i s computed from

(18)

A

Tfq^y^fk+d) « e(k)V(K)

(19)

10

Dugard and Landau p'roved that by using the following parameters
adaptation algorithm (PAA)
) + F(k)#f(k-d)e(k)

(20)

•I(k-d)IF(k)#'(k-d)

(22)
F(0) > 0, 0<Ai(k) < 1, 0 < A2(k) < 2
where HJq" 1 ), H^q"1) are asymptotically stable monic polynomials.
This PAA will converge if;

Mq)
H(q

]

=

^(q'1)

.
L ( q

' "

~2~'

max Az(k)

-

A < 2

(23)

is strictly positive real (SPR).
The adaptation error e(k) given by Eq. 22 cannot be used for the
implementation since it depends on 6(k). The causal expression
for e(k) is given by
A

- e(k-i)V(k-d) + N(k)
*<"•'

1 + # I (k-d) T F(k) # c (k-d)

where
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N(k)
-l) V ( k - d ) *fF(k-d)TF(k)*£(k-d)e(k)
1 + H^fq" 1 ), H 2 (q x ) - 1 + H 2 *(q x ),
1

) - 1 + Hlt*(q'1)

Since the poles of the closed-loop will in general depend on
the characteristics of the stochastic disturbance, the fixed
prefilter T(q"x) will no more compensate the closed-loop poles.
Therefore the prefilter should be also adapted in order to take in
account the drift of the closed-loop poles.6
V.

APPLICATION TO NUCLEAR POWER PLANT

The nuclear plant results in a strongly nonlinear model. To a
good approximation it can be approximated around the equilibrium
point (Yo, Uo, Vo) by a second-order empirical model with unknown
variable parameters;
A(q"l)y(k) = q-dB(q-l)u(k) + q ^ D f q ' V W

+ Cfq^wfk)

(25)

where y(k) = Y(k) - Yo, u(k) = U(k) - Uo, v(k) =* V(k) - Vo and w(k)
is uncorrelated white N(O,a) noise sequence. Here V=Tr, V=P and U
is the control rod position. The deviation values are computed
with respect to "corresponding reference values" Yo, Uo, Vo. The
unknown polynomials used in the application are defined by
A(q l ) - 1 + a ^ 1 + a2q2, B(q l ) - b0 + b^" 1
Ctq 1 ) =* 1 ,

D(q'x) » d0 + d ^ 1

(26)

and d-1, 1-2 due to transport lags with a 3-second sampling period.
The reference mode is defined as:

UM(k)

"

AMfq'1)

~

1 + ^q1

+ a^q"'

(27)

where UM(k) is the reference value of the average coolant temperature T^fk). It is a linearly increasing function of load as
UM(k) * 286 + 16.25 V(k)

(28)

and YH(k) is the output of the reference model whose deviation is
yM(k) - YM(k) - Yo.
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A polynomial T(q"1) specifying the desired closed-loop poles is
chosen as
Tfq"1) = 1 +
+ t2q'
(29)
Polynomials Rfq"1) and Sfq"1) are defined as follows to satisfy Eq.
1

1

) = 1,

So +

1

(30)

The filtered deviation of the control input u£(k) is obtained from
Eq. 19

= e(k)V(K)

(311

where
A

A

A

A

A

A

A

6(k)T - [bo(k) b : (k) d o (k) dj(k) so(k) s,

(32)

« f (k) T - [u£(k) uf(k-l) v'(k-l) vf(k-2) yf(k) yf(k-l)]

(33)

A

6(k) is estimated by the us* of PAA described by Eqs. 20-22.
Finally, the control input variable U(k) is calculated from the
filtered control input deviation u f (k):
O(k) - Uo + u(k) = Uo

(34)

A block diagram of the control system is given in Figure 2.
wit)

V|t)

U:

U(t)
IMC

Ulkl

i/S.

DIGITAL
OCHVI*

FUKTICM
(Eq.4O)

v*«

Figure 2. Adaptive control system for a nuclear power plant using
self-tuning technique with reference model.
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VI.

EXAMPLE SIMULATION STUDIES

The nuclear power plant model consists of a large number of
linear differential equations, together with some nonlinear
effects, two transport lags, and some algebraic equations. It is
simulated on a digital computer. The transport lags are simulated
by second-order Pade approximations,11 resulting in a ninth-order
model.
The following
studies:
=
«
«
»
-

numerical

11.3 s
2.03 s
2.08 s
7.0 s
3.74 °C/s
2.34E-3 ak/k step' 1
6.5E-3
0.784 s'1

values are used
f,

»

r

*

*

Tx
D

-

Kj —

pO =
A =
Ot =

in the simulation

5.58 S
80.5 S
5.0 S
1.078
102.7 °C/s
9.2852E-2 k/k
3.0E-5 S
-2.0E-5 C

a. - -25.0E-5 C
The operating condition of the plant is an equilibrium point at
a demand power Vo » 80% and a rod position Uo = 135 steps and
average coolant temperature Yo « 299 °C. The reference model is
chosen such that the overshoot is within 5%, the rise time is 2s
and the DC gain is unity.
The typical demand power(P) for which the control algorithm is
tested is shown in Figure 3 together with the desired (Tra) and the
uncontrolled real (Tr) coolant temperatures.
The controlled
temperature together with its desired value and the corresponding
rod position are shown in Figure 4 with filters.
Other runs
without filters show that the control rod goes up and down rapidly
during the transient periods due to the perturbations of the
estimated parameters and to the incompensation for the drift of the
closed-loop poles. However, as shown in Figure 4, much of the
rapid oscillatory behavior can be removed simply by the use of
filters. This leaves the main control function much the same as
achieved without filters, providing a very responsive adaptive load
following system.
VII.

CONCLUSION

An adaptive control system for a PWR nuclear power plant is
developed with the use of a self-tuning technique with the
reference model conception which is developed by combining MRAC
and STC in order to overcome the difficulty of knowing how to
specify the weighting polynomials for the cost function of the
generalized self-tuning algorithm. The control system is designed
based on the second-order approximated linear model with variable
parameters for the complex nuclear plant dynamics.
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Fig. 3a. Example variation of
Fig. 3b. Uncontrolled average
the denand power (load).
coolant temperature
and setpoint for the
load in Fig. 3a.

Fig. 4a.

Controlled average
coolant temperature
and setpoint with
filters.

Fig. 4b.
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Position of control
rods corresponding
to Fig. 4a.

This study mist be viewed as a preliminary investigation of the
possible use of this type of adaptive control in a nuclear power
plant. The results are quite promising and show that this control
system provides good reference following capability.
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ABSTRACT
A new approach is presented that demonstrates the potential of trained artificial neural networks (ANNs) as
generators of membership functions for the purpose of monitoring nuclear reactor systems. ANN's provide a
complex-to-simple mapping of reactor parameters in a process analogous to that of measurement. Through such
"virtual measurements" the value of parameters with operational significance, e.g.. comrol-valve-disk-position.
valve-line-up or purforniance can be determined. In the methodology presented the output of a virtual measuring
device is a set of membership functions which independently represent different slates of the system. Utilizing a
fuzzy logic representation offers the advantage of describing the slate of the system in a condensed form, developed
through linguistic descriptions and convenient for application in monitoring, diagnostics and generally control
algorithms. The developed methodology is applied to the problem of measuring the disk position of the secondary
flow control valve of an experimental reactor using data obtained during a start-up. The enhanced noise tolerance of
the methodology is clearly demonstrated as well as a method for selecting the actual output. The results suggest
that it is possible to construct virtual measuring devices through artificial neural networks mapping dynamic time
series to a set of membership functions and thus enhance the capability of monitoring systems.
INTRODUCTION
Monitoring the performance of equipment and systems in a nuclear facility requires a program for
recognizing whether the values of various parameters are within expected, normal, off-normal arid in general desirable
or undesirable ranges. The parameters to be monitored are typically specific to a particular system, often the outputs
of sensors and meters. Thus for general plant equipment voltage, current, winding temperature, oil or water
temperature and pressure are monitored. For Lie power supply of a typical motor operated valve, for example, one
needs to monitor the voltage, current and breaker position, while monitoring the performance of a steam turbine
driven pump requires attention to the indications of speed, pressure and stop valve position. Generally, the notions
of performance, normal, undesirable, are quantified in technical specifications and operating procedures, in terms of
set-points and ranges. Yet. in the course of operations they are imputed with meanings that vary not only with the
history of a particular system or equipment but also with different operators and the stale of the plant as a whole.
A virtual measuring device is a software-based instrument for !iie "measurement" of user-specified dynamic
variables with operational significance. Usually these variables cannot be measured directly, or the failure of a
sensor requires that a variable be inferred from other measurements. A promising feature of virtual instruments is
that their function may be modified by changing their software, not hardware. Generally, measurement involves a
mapping of complex input patterns to simple output patterns. Neural networks can map a complex input pattern of
variables to a simplified set of membership functions representing the values of a fuzzy variable'. They produce
membership functions that uniquely and unambiguously represent the values of variables that are fuzzy, such as
performance, risk, operability. and availability.
The only fundamental requirements for useful measurements are the precision and reproducibility of the
input-output relation and the functional value of the entire operation of (he system doing the measuring. The
requirement of reproducibility means that the measuring device must be isolatable from the system being measured
and re sellable so that the measurements can be repeated an arbitrary number of times to give the same output for the
same input pattern. Both requirements are met by the artificial neural networks contemplated here.
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A major problem in the utilization of fuzzy logic for monitoring purposes is the difficulty .n generating
membership (unctions'. In the proposed approach neural networks are used to map a sat of time signals representing
the state of a nuclear system to a set of membership functions that describe the values of a fuzzy variable, called in
this study v*LVE_rosmoN. AS can be seen in the general schematic shown in Figure 1. a set of prc-trained neural
networks are the receivers of several on-line time-series corresponding to vital nuclear system parameters. They filter
the noise of the time-series and calculate other system parameters not in the form of time-series but in the form of a
membership function. Each membership function corresponds to a different value of the monitored variable and has
a unique shape.

NEURAL NETWORK • FUZZY LOGIC METHODOLOGY
Fuzzy logic is a convenient tool for describing a system whose behavior can be articulated in fuzzy "IFTHEN" rules1. For example, fuzzy rules utilized by fuzzy controllers, describe the relation between state variables
and action or control variables, e.g.,
IF flow is high

AND pressure is low

THEN control-valve-position is open.

where, pressure is a fuzzy variable describing the state of the system and high is one of its fuzzy values, controlvalve-position is a control variable and open is one of its fuzzy values. The above rule is an association between
flow, pressure and control-valve-position. Fuzzy logic algorithms have been demonstrated to be reliable and superior
in performance to conventional systems 1 - 2 ''. One of the main issues in the development of these systems,
however, is determining the membership functions that represent fuzzy values. In this approach we present a
methodology for producing such membership functions via mappings employing neural networks.
The neural networks contemplated in this research are three-iayer networks, as illustrated in Figure 2,
(input, hidden, output layers). A number of input-output pairs, called examples, are presented to she network and the
connection weights are adjusted until the network has "learned" the underlying relationship that the examples
represent. This is called supervised learning and the process of weight adjustment is called training. The algorithm
for training in the methodology presented is backpropagation with generalized delta rule and momentum term, as
supplied by the Plexi software package. The change in weight w j r due to pattern p, on each connection is
proportional to the product of the error signal &6'7 e.g..
A p wj, = n s p j o p i

(i)

where. o~ is the ith component of the actual output pattern, and r| is called the "learning rate."
The error signal for output neurons is computed as:

where. t pj is the jth component uf the output produced by the network, and /j( netpj) is semilinear activation
function of the net total output.
The error signal for hidden units - for which there is no specified target - is calculated recursively in terms of
those of the units to which it directly connects and the weights of those connections, that is:

A linear threshold function can not be applied in this case, as in the perceptron. because it is discontinuous
and its derivative does not exist. Instead we may use the logistic activation function:
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where. 9j is called "bias." In order to incorporate a term that gives importance to previous weight changes on the
currem weight change, a "momentum" term is employed:
) + a Aw„(!)

(5)

where, t is the iteration number, and a is a constant that characterizes the effect of previous weight changes on the
current weight change.
In the application through which we examine the presented methodology the input layer of the network
consists of five nodes, each one receiving input from a particular time series, i.e.. simultaneous values of five
variables. The output consists of four (three) nodes corresponding to the peaks of the trapezoidal (triangular)
membership function describing the position of the Secondary Row Control Valve. Typically 50 learning cycles
will produce a sum of square error of 0.02 when 10 nodes are used in the hidden layer.
After the networks are trained they receive on-line time signals as inputs and produce a set of membership
functions as outputs. Generally the outputs will be somewhat different than the membership functions the networks
were trained for and moreover one or at most two (if we allow overlap of membership functions) will represent
correct values while the rest need to be ignored. It is thus important to identify the correct output. We consider the
neural network outputs to be fuzzy numbers and use a dissemblance index • to estimate the distance between two
fuzzy numbers. In this manner we estimate the outputs that are closest to the set of prototype membership
functions we trained the network with and select them as the actual output of the monitoring virtual device at any
given time.
Suppose, for example, that the network that recognizes the disk position value closed has been trained on
the output membership function Hclosed. and after training it produces an actual output membership function
^'closed- We consider the two membership functions as two fuzzy numbers, call them C and C . each with a
trapezoidal shape and support on the universe of discourse [0.1]. The support of each function is an interval, i.e..

We can compute a numerical function 6( C. C* ) e [0.1] which is the distance between C and C . The
a-culs for the two membership functions are denoted by, C a , C , respectively. The dissemblance index of the
prototype output. C and the actual output, C , is defined as:

•

C.C*) »
6( C . C ) a

T1

•

f
5(C .C*)
5( C „ a . C „ ) da
(6)
* a=0
When the universe of discourse is [0.1], we can easily derive from Equation 6 a value for the dissemblance
index in terms of the support of each fuzzy value and the a cuts, a e [0,1]:

(lc< | °>V l <«M+ l c < f - c ' 2 ( a ) l ) da

(7)

The dissemblance index is a number ranging from 0 to I, representing the distance between two fuzzy
numbers. If 5< C . C* ) = 0 then C and C* are almost identical, on the other hand, if 5( C , C* ) - I, then C and
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C are totally different. For a virtual gauge wiih three outputs, i.e.. three trained networks, the output with the
lowest dissemblance index is chosen as the actual output at any given time, with two outputs (overlapping
membership functions) being given by the pair of values with the two lowest dissemblance indices.
MODEL DESCRIPTION AND RESULTS
In order to demonstrate the proposed methodology we utilized actual data obtained during a start-up of the
High Flux Isotope Reactor (HFIR), three-loop pressurized water reactor, operated at the Oak Ridge National
Laboratory. The parameter which is to be simulated is the position of the Secondary Flow Control Valve. This
particular valve controls the flow of water in the secondary side of the system and is considered as a vital system
component. The data used is normalized in the intcval 0.1 to 0.9 and sampled every 16 seconds, with a total of
1000 samples available for network training.
Five parameters were chosen for describing the Secondary Flow Control Valve position: neutron flux,
primary flow pressure variation (DP), core inlet temperature, core outlet temperature and
secondary flow (Figures 3. 4. 5. and 6). All but the last one of the above mentioned time series, contain average
values of the corresponding parameters of the three loop system. These parameters are selected in order to provide
sufficient description of both the primary and secondary sides of HFIR during start-up. The time series of these five
parameters are used to train three neural networks where each one of them has five nodes at the input layer and four
nodes at the output layer (Figure 2). The output is a membership function uniquely labeling a particular position of
the Secondary Flow Control Valve.
The behavior of the Secondary Flow Control Valve is represented in the space of alternatives (universe of
discourse)1"3 with the fuzzy variable VALVE_POSITION. which may take three fuzzy values, namely, closed.
medium_open. and open. Each one of these fuzzy values is represented with a membership function. |iClosed^medium open- a n c l ^open- These three membership functions describe the position of the valve at every
instant during the startup period. A schematic of the membership functions^-"* representing the values of the fuzzy
variable VALVE_POSIT!ON. is shown in Figure 7.
The area occupied by every membership function in the universe of discourse depicts the uncertainty
associated with that particular class1. The fuzzy set (or class) open in the space of alternatives is characterized by a
membership function iiOpen which associates each point in the universe of discourse with the value of MUp«n a t
this point, representing the grade of membership of that point in the class open. It is apparent that such a
framework provides a natural way of dealing with problems in which the source of imprecision is the absence of
sharply defined boundaries of class membership rather than the presence of random variables'. In the case under
consideration the vagueness in the definition of the exact position of the valve disc introduces the fuzziness of the
valve position and hence is the reason for the absence of sharply defined criteria. This means that although we deal
with a deterministic system, the constraints and the goals set are fuzzy in nature. The decision-making process takes
place in a fuzzy environment where only the fuzzy goals and Ihe fuzzy constraints can be defined as fuzzy sets
(classes) in the space of alternatives. The fuzzy decision will be the intersection of the given goals and constraints2.
In our case both goals and constraints are defined by the same set of classes.
The membership functions utilized in this particular study have trapezoidal shape or the degenerated
(triangular) form of it. which is very useful for computations in the fuzzy control area-"4. The membership function
^closed (Figure 7 ) i s defined by a trapezoid with peak coordinates ((0.09. 0). (0.1. 1), (0.3. 1). (0.5. 0)|, where
^medium open (Figure 7) is represented by the triangle with coordinates {(0.3. 0). (0.5. 1). (0.7. 0 ) | . and H0|>en
is depicted"by the coordinates ((0.5. 0). (0.7. I). (0.9. 1), (0.91. 0)|. It is obvious from the above geometrical
schemes that there is an overlap between the membership functions used. The reason for the overlap is the fuzziness
of the definition of the different states of the valve position. It is characteristic of fuzzy logic to assume, that at a
particular moment the valve may be described as closed and/or partially open. Therefore, the uncertainty
associated with instrument measurements is reflected on the position of the membership functions in the universe of
discourse-. Henceforth whenever the valve position is between 0.5 and 0.7 it could be characterized as
medium_open as well as open (Figure 7). If the position is above 0.7 then it is definitely open. This
representation offers some unique advantages. It maps a set of complicated time series to the universe of discourse of
human linguistics, through a neural network which acts as an interpreter of vital information supplied from the
nuclear system. The information encoded in a lime series is in the form of rate of increase/decrease, and
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maximum/minimum values attained over a period of time. The ANN is trained to represent this kind of hidden"
information in the form of membership functions which can be used by a rule-based diagnostician. The shape of the
membership function which has been assigned to each valve position is unique and therefore there is a sharp
distinction between different states. The membership function provides sufficient information to describe the valve
position at a particular time but also to predict the actual valve position in the near future. Furthermore, an ANN
trained to recognize a specific complicated time pattern will lose much of its ability to deal with noisy input signals
since it will tend, for distorted inputs, to produce averaged forms of the desired output, missing therefore vital pieces
of information5. This handicap can be overcome by the proposed technique which has an output that is a simple
membership function8.
As was pointed out. the position of the valve at a particular time step may be characterized by two
membership functions instead of only one. The purpose of the pre-trained neural networks is to calculate both
membership functions leaving the last of decision making to the fuzzy controller. Considering therefore the
position of the different membership functions in the universe of discourse (Figure 7). the 1000 lime steps (input
vectors) used as inpul to the networks should be classified as listed in Table 1. It is apparent from Table 1. that
although the neural network responsible for detecting the open position of the valve has to fire all the time steps
between 228 and 803. the medium_open neural network is expected to fire also at the time step intervals 228 - 248.
353 - 504. and 612 • 805. This comes as a result of the particular design imposed on the membership functions.
In order lo test the ability of each ANN to predict the valve position by calculating the right membership
function at any panicular lime step, different levels of noise were introduced in (he input signals. Initially up to
10% noise was introduced to all five input signals and (he set of networks was tested with the "noisy" vectors. The
appropriate networks fired at the corresponding lime steps calculating the coordinates of the peaks of the
corresponding membership functions with 98% accuracy. Henceforth there was an excellent prediction of the
position of the disc valve during the whole lime interval und^r consideration. Going one step further. 20% noise
was introduced to all five inpul signals and the networks were tested again. The response of the system was ihr
same as in the previous case, but this time the accuracy of the coordinate prediction dropped to 95%. Once again ihe
accuracy of the network response was adequate to define the boundaries of the membership function responsible for
firing. It is worthwhile to mention that the effect of noise at the input signals to the system response was expected
to be minimum. The reasoning of that statement lays in Figures 3-6 where it is obvious that ihe initial signals
contain a significant amount of noise. Therefore the set of pre-trained networks has already been exposed to noise
during the training process. As a result the extra noise added to the input vectors during the testing process tends to
distort the information contained in the original signal in a small degree. Certainly (he effects of noise would be
more pronounced if the original signals were noise free. This does not apply in this study, since the data have been
obtained from actual reactor operation and not from simulation.
The response of the system during testing may be shown in Figures 8-11 where the results have been
summarized for both cases of noise addition. During the first 208 time steps (Figure 8) the neural network
responsible for recognizing the closed condition fired throughout the testing interval. For the next 18 time steps
(209-227) (Figure 9) both the closed and medium_open networks fired since the condition of the valve could be
characterized as closed as well as medium_open. The ambiguity existing in the response of the system is to be
resolve by the fuzzy controller. When the data corresponding to time steps 228-805 were tested (Figure 10), the
closed network did no! fire at all. and this time the medium.open and open networks were active. The prediction of
the valve position remained to be open throughout this time interval as well as medium_open at panicular lime
periods. During time steps 228-248, 358-504. and 612-805 the position of the valve disc was predicted as being
medium_open. since the valve was not sufficiently open IO be classified as strictly open. Al Ihe final testing period
(806-1000) (Figure 11), the closed network was activated again. During time steps 806-899 Ihe valve position was
calculated as both closed and medium_open. This appears plausible since there should be a smooth transition
between different stales of the valve.
It is obvious from the previous description that the valve position was never calculated as medium_open
alone. This is a direct consequence of the artificial separation of Ihe universe of discourse. All points in the interval
(0.3,0.5) in the universe of discourse, are considered as belonging to membership function closed also. The rest ol
Ihe (^medium open s P a c e <0''- O^l- ' s occupied by the vQftm also. Hence whatever value calculated from the
network in the range (0.3. 0.7) is going to be classified not only as medium.open but either open or closed as well.
It should be stressed that this panicular division of the space of alternatives is widely suggested in the bibliography
by different authors2-5. A more articulate segmentation of the universe of discourse would offer the advantages of
more meticulous representation of the stale of the valve, but on the other hand it would greatly complicate the
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system since a greater number of neural networks would be required. Furthermore, characterizations as
almost_opcB. very_closed, etc.. do not seem appropriate in this particular application. Membership function
modifiers like "almost" and "very" are mostly used in classification problems dealing with more complex
categorizations than the one used here2.

CONCLUSIONS
A methodology for monitoring nuclear reactor systems employing neural networks and fuzzy logic has been
developed. It employes the notion of virtual device, i.e.. a software-based instrument for the "measurement" of
user-specified dynamic variables with operational significance. The function of such devices may be modified by
changing their software, not hardware, a promising feature for application-specific monitoring tasks. Neural
networks a»e employed 10 map a complex input pattern of variables to a simplified set of membership functions.
The produced membership functions uniquely and unambiguously represent the values of variables that are fuzzy,
such as performance, risk, operability, and availability.
One of the very first points to be made on the basis of the results discussed in the earlier section is the
noise tolerance demonstrated by the ANNs. The ability of the neural network to pick up the necessary information
from a signal embedded in 20% noise is unique. Neural networks have been widely used before8 in order to
reproduce time patterns. Unfortunately a time series is not always helpful for decision making, since it is highly
complicated and its representation hardly exact5. In this study ANNs have been integrated with the representational
advantages of fuzzy logic in order to produce fuzzy membership functions.
The representation of the form of the membership functions is sufficient for preserving the necessary
information in order to distinguish between different states of the valve. It is apparent that, with the demonstrated
methodology, the valve position could be adequately classified as belonging to one (or two adjacent) class(es) as soon
as the information "hidden" in the time series is supplied to the neural networks. This offer the advantage of
predicting the position of the valve for the next few time steps. Introducing membership functions as the ousput of
the ANNs, facilitates automated decision-making by a fuzzy logic diagnostic system that determines the condition of
the valve. Furthermore it is not necessary to proceed to full time series analysis in order to infer the valve position,
but on the contrary, it is adequate to make a decision after the ANN gives the same response for a number of
consecutive time steps8. The quality of the information provided by the ANN suggests that a fuzzy logic identifier with a minimum decision making window - would be able to diagnose the exact state of the system.
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TABLE l: TrME STEP CLASSIFICATION

Time Step Number
001 - 208
209 - 227
228 - 248
249 - 357
358 - 504
505-611
612-805
806-899
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Figure 1. A hybrid neural network - fuzzy logic monitoring system.
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Figure 3. Neutron flux during startup of the reactor (nonnalized).
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ABSTRACT
The present paper concentrates on the description of the
contents of the Nodular Plant Analyser of the WER-440 type
Loviisa Nuclear Power Plant and on the summary of the validation
work that has been performed. The plant analyser is based on the
APROS simulation environment. The plant analyser contains quite
detailed description of the plant including nuclear and thermal
hydraulic modelling of the reactor core, thermal hydraulics of
primary and secondary circuits, plant automation system and
plant electrical system. An important part of the validation
work has been comparison of plant analyser results with plant
measurement data. In addition, comparisons of plant analyser
results with LOviisa full-scope Training Simulator (LOTS)
results and with results of some well-verified codes have been
included. Two detailed validation examples discussing the
effects of the novel features of the plant analyser thermal
hydraulics have been included, too. The paper ends with a short
discussion on the applicability of the present plant analyser
for other types of plants.
INTRODUCTION
Nodular plant analyser of the 465 HWe WER-440 type Loviisa
Nuclear Power Plant has been developed during the years
1988-1991 in a co-operation project of Imatran Voima Oy (IVO)
and Technical Research Centre of Finland (VTT). information on
the progress during this effort has been given in some previous
reports 1 ~ 2 . The extent of this project has been some 25 man
years. The Loviisa Plant Analyser (LPA) development has been
based on the APROS simulation environment that was produced in
an earlier co-operation project during the years 1986-1988. The
extent of the APROS-project was some 40 man years. Outline of
APROS simulation environment is shown in Figure 1.
Loviisa Plant Analyser can be used either via an alphanumeric
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computer terminal or via a graphical workstation. With either
means the user can easily construct and/or alter the model of an
entire plant using the predefined process components of the
system. Process components for nuclear applications include the
nuclear reactor model with one- and three-dimensional core
alternatives, pressurizer, both horizontal and vertical heat
exchangers, turbine section, condenser, tank, several kinds of
pumps, pipes and valves, and a large number of automation and
electrical system components.
The modular plant analyser has been developed on Alliant
FX/40 computer. At present the plant analyser is also available
for VAX/VMS computers and for HP-9000/400 and 700 series
workstations and DECstation-5000 series workstations.
EXTENT OF PLANT ANALYSER
The components described in the plant analyser in the primary
circuit are the nuclear reactor with one- and three-dimensional
alternatives, the pressurizer, the six primary loops with
horizontal heat exchangers and primary coolant pumps and the
core emergency cooling system. On the secondary side of the
Loviisa plant there are two turbine units. Thus the secondary
circuit model consists of two identical halves each separately
described. The components include the high pressure turbines,
the intermediate superheaters, the low pressure turbines, the
condensers, the low pressure preheaters, the feedwater system
and the high pressure preheaters.
The main control systems described in the plant analyser
include the plant and power controller, the reactor control, the
steam generator level control, the primary circuit pressure
control and the pressuriser water level control. Several
auxiliary control systems have been included, too.
The plant automation system and p.lant protection system
contain all the essential components. The plant electrical
system is described and the plant containment model is also
included.
The extent of the present plant analyser model is given in
Table 1 in terms of calculational level items comparable to
those used in common safety analysis codes. The main components
of the primary and secondary circuit with their nodalisation
have remained practically constant already for the last 1-2
years. The increase in the extent of the model has taken place
mainly in the number of auxiliary systems and in increasing the
details of already existing systems.
The plant analyser graphical user interface provides a
convenient way of creating a process, starting and controlling
the simulation and viewing the simulation results. APROS plant
analyser graphical user interface is based on the X Window
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System and OSF/Motif and it operates on any VAX/VMS or UNIX
computer that has been equipped with suitable interface
libraries. In addition to the alphanumeric and graphical user
interfaces a process control and display system is available.
Th;s operates on a PC and can be connected to APROS via a local
area network.
Plant analyser database has been realised using APROS
simulation environment database language that provides a means
for building the simulated process and controlling of the
simulation process. The database contains basic model definition
data and system variables. The database is structured in a form
which is suitable for vectorisation. The APROS model libraries
contain elementary components. The database structure allows
also building of more complex structures, such as parametrizable
process components and complete subprocesses used in the
description of LPA. The entire process to be simulated is also
defined via the database commands.
PLANT ANALYSER MODELS
NUCLEAR REACTOR
For nuclear reactor core neutronics modelling there are two
alternatives: the one-dimensional model and the
three-dimensional model. The one-dimensional model uses two
energy groups and six delayed neutron groups. The basic
equations are first discretised, then the terms are regrouped
and the resulting matrix equation is solved. Calculation of
iodine, xenon, samarium and promethium with a user-selected
speedup-factor has been included, too. When using the
one-dimensional model the core is usually divided into 10 - 30
axial sections. The one-dimensional neutronics model is very
fast and it agrees well with the 'real-time' requirement of the
plant analyser.
The one-dimensional neutronics model can be combined with a
so-called semi-3-dimensional core model, which enables very fast
'three-dimensional' core modelling. The model is primarily ment
for demonstration of basic three-dimensional effects. Thus the
model uses the results of the one-dimensional core model and
user-given core power distribution and subchannel information as
input. The number of subchannels defined by the user is
typically 20-30. Each subchannel is calculated using the same
axial discretisation as in the one-dimensional model. Neutronic
and thermal hydraulic analysis for each subchannel is performed
in stationary form. Two energy groups and six delayed neutron
groups have been used. For each timestep a user-given number of
subchannels (typically 1-3) is calculated, in addition, all
channels where control rods are moving during the timestep will
be calculated. At present the model does not have any feedback
to the one-dimensional solution.
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The modular plant analyser models include also a true
three-dimensional core neutronics model. This uses two energy
groups and six delayed neutron groups. The basic equations are
first discretised as in the one-dimensional model. The neutron
flux equations are then integrated over the node volumes, a few
approximations are made and the flux equations are finally
solved using Gauss-Seidel iteration process. The delayed neutron
groups are obtained as in the one-dimensional model. Iodine,
xenon, promethium and samarium calculations are included, too.
The Loviisa core has hexagonal geometry. However, the
three-dimensional model is also able to describe quadrilateral
geometry. In the three-dimensional model the total number of
neutronics nodes is about 3600. This results from description of
each fuel element at horizontal level as a separate node and
from the division of the core in axial direction into ten
sections. This model does not, of course, fulfil the real-time
requirement. Use of the real three-dimensional model increases
the simulation time typically by a factor of 4-10.
THERMAL HYDRAULICS
The thermal hydraulic models available in the modular plant
analyser are homogeneous two-phase flow model, separated
two-phase flow model with either a 5-equation formulation or
true 6-equation formulation, all in one-dimensional form.
Three-dimensional homogeneous two-phase flow model is also
available. All these models have been obtained by discretisation
of the basic equations, linearisation of the nonlinear terms and
implicit solution of the resulting equations.
In case of the separate two-phase flow model the user can
select either 5-equation or 6-equation alternative. In the
5-equation model the drift flux approach has been applied to
describe the different flow velocities of the phases. All flow
models include the connnection to the one-dimensional heat
conduction model for the solid structure heat flows. Each flow
system has its own heat transfer correlation package for the
calculation of the heat transfer between the fluid and the heat
structures.
Process components like pipes, valves, pumps and heat
exchangers can be used with any of the flow models. In the
present Loviisa plant analyser the primary circuit including the
steam generators is simulated with the 5-equation model and the
secondary side with the homogeneous model. The flow models can
also be mixed using existing connection components.
The 6-equation model has not yet been used for the simulation
of the Loviisa plant, but it has been verified by calculating
several separate effect tests. With the aid of tests the
interfacial and wall friction correlations as well as
interfacial and wall heat transfer correlations have been
verified. The experiments calculated so far include the
horizontal pipe blow-down experiment or so called Edwards pipe,
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the Battelle top-blowdown experiment, Becker's test facility for
steady state dryout and Ersec-reflooding test. For the
simulation of the reflooding phenomena the heat conduction model
has been extended to two dimensions ty taking into account the
axial heat conduction in the cylindrical coordinate system. For
the description of the rewetting front also the moving mesh
techniques can be used.
In the final version of the plant analyser the user can
select either the 5-equation or the 6-equation two-phase flow
model for the primary circuit. The secondary circuit thermal
hydraulics will be described with the homogeneous two-phase flow
model. Previously also the primary circuit thermal hydraulics
was described with the homogeneous two-phase model with the
pressurizer described as a tank with separated volumes. The
three-dimensional flow model will be used for the downcomer
analysis.
AUTOMATION AND ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS
The plant analyser automation system has been constructed
using the automation system library of the APROS simulation
environment. This contains over 60 components. It enables
accurate simulation of most contemporary automation concepts.
The plant analyser electrical system has been realised using the
APROS electrical components. These enable both modelling of the
plant electrical system and grid outside the plant. The process
components can be easily connected to the electrical system with
a name reference.
CONTAINMENT
The containment model in the plant analyser is based on the
common compartment formulation. Heat structures, leakage and
sprinkler flows are allowed in any compartment. The compartment
atmosphere can contain water droplets. Since the reference plant
contains an ice-condenser, a special model for this has been
included.
PLANT ANALYSER VALIDATION
Validation efforts of the plant analyser have been performed
simultaneously with the plant analyser development. The
validation efforts have consisted of three major parts:
comparison with the real plant data, comparison with the Loviisa
full-scope replica training simulator results and comparison
with the results of well-verified computer codes.
The validation efforts have largely concentrated on the
validation of the model versus the real plant data. This choice
has very practical reasons: since the purpose of the development
is a plant analyser of an existing plant it should be tested in
conditions where all the essential features of the real plant
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including the control systems are described. Most of the actual
Loviisa plant measurement data that has been used in the plant
analyser validation originates from the plant dynamical tests
that were performed during the start-up phase of the Loviisa
unit 2 in 1981. The plant data test material contains also two
real plant transients. The first case is the feedwater line
break that took place at Loviisa plant unit 1 in 1990. The
second case is the primary circuit overcooling transient that
took place at Loviisa plant unit 2 in 1981.
The major plant analyser validation cases using real plant
data have been given in Table 2. The table indicates the success
of the plant analyser in each case, and a short comment. The
results of all cases have been reported in detail. It has been
found out that the plant analyser has been able to describe the
behaviour of the plant main parameters well in all cases.
However, in a few cases renewed simulation with improved models
would be needed for good performance. In this type of
validation, proper modelling of the plant control systems and
possible operator actions is essential in order to produce
results that would be comparable with the plant data.
Comparison of the plant analyser results with the Loviisa
Training Simulator (LOTS) has been another important part in the
validation. This effort has contained two parts: operational
transients and ATWS-events. Some examples of these validation
cases with a short comment on the plant analyser performance
have been given in Table 3. In general the plant analyser
performance has been very satisfactory in these cases, as can be
observed from the results indicated in the table. However, in
some cases a new simulation with improved models is required.
Validation of the plant analyser using the results of some
other well-verified codes has had a much smaller volume than the
validation using either the real plant data or the Loviisa
Training Simulator results. However, a few such cases have been
included. Examples of these have been included in Table 3, too.
It can be seen that the plant analyser performance in these
cases has been in general quite satisfactory. Some cases need
recalculation with improved models, like the separated two-phase
flow model. The major part of this type of comparison is still
to cone. It will include comparison of plant analyser neutronic
and thermal hydraulic model results in severe transients with
the results of well-verified reactor physics and thermal
hydraulics codes.
PLANT ANALYSER VALIDATION EXAMPLES
The two validation examples concentrate on the novel features
of the plant analyser thernal hydraulics. In the first case the
results of the heterogeneous two-phase flow model using the
5-equation description and the results of the homogeneous
two-phase flow model have been compared with real plant data in
the case of trip of one primary circuit coolant pump.
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The available plant main measurement parameters for this case
were the plant neutronics power, the primary circuit pressure
and the secondary circuit pressure. Results of the homogeneous
two-phase flow model versus data have been presented in Figure 2
and the corresponding results for the two-phase flow model in
Figure 3. The figures show that both models are able to predict
well the main parameter behaviour in this case. The differences
in the predictions of these two models are very small. Further,
the results indicate that in this case the homogeneous model
would be quite adequate for describing the transient behaviour.
The calculation time of the plant analyser with both flow model
alternatives in the example was practically the same. The plant
analyser is capable in present configuration to real-time
calculation using a 0.5 second time-step with Alliant FX/40 (one
processor).
In the second case the results of the heterogeneous two-phase
flow model using the real six-equation formulation have been
discussed with the help of the Battelle top-blowdown experiment
(OECD standard problem 6). Figure 4 shows the calculated and
measured water levels3. It can be seen that the model is able to
describe the water level behaviour very well. Figure 5 shows the
calculated and measured mass flow at the discharge orifice. The
mass flow starts to increase vigorously when the water level in
the tank has reached the discharge level. In the calculated
result the mass flow starts to increase nearly at the right
moment in comparison with the data and the maximum mass flow
agrees well with the data. However, the calculated increase in
mass flow is somewhat slower than the measured result, which
indicates that the model cannot describe the liquid and gas
interface as sharply as in reality. The 6-equation two-phase
flow model is estimated to be by a factor of two slower than the
homogeneous or 5-equation alternatives.
PRESENT AND FUTURE APPLICATIONS
Apart from the validation work the present plant analyser has
been used as a help in studying the Loviisa plant systems. In
one case the APROS model studies wece used when deciding upon
the need of puap change in the existing emergency pump system.
The simulations indicated that the existing emergency pump
system was able to ensure sufficient cooling. Thus the pump
change could be avoided. The APROS models have also been used in
designing the control system for the new high pressure
pre-heaters at the plant. These applications emphasize the
importance of complete plant analyser model that has been
validated using real plant data.
The components used in the present plant analyser have
already been employed successfully in building the plant
analyser for WER--1000 type plant at IVO. This WER-91
simulation model contains the description of the primary
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circuit, the secondary circuit and the main control systems. The
extent of this model can be characterised with the following
numbers: 235 thermal hydraulic nodes, 289 thermal hydraulic
branches, 296 heat structure nodes, 188 heat structure branches,
411 analog signals and 595 binary signals. The model is used at
IVO with DECstation-5000/200 workstation.
The most natural expansion of modular plant analyser of the
Loviisa plant is, of course, to other WER-440 type reactors.
However, none of these have been performed yet. In these cases
the most remarkable differences are expected to be found in the
plant automation system description.
Minor pilot-type applications have also been performed with
some other PWR-plants. In principle the process components can
also produce a BWR-type plant. However, the true validity of the
present components in BWR-applications will be measured in
context of future projects.
CONCLUSIONS
As a concluding remark it can be pointed out that a modular
plant analyser of an existing power plant has been created. The
plant analyser is capable of real-time simulation of the plant
(with Alliant FX/40, one processor) when one-din»?nsional core
model is used. The plant analyser has been validated quite
extensively with existing data. Validation results have been
very satisfactory. The physical models and process components
created during the Loviisa Plant Analyser development have
already been used to some extent in the development of plant
analysers for other types of plants.
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Table 1. Extent of Loviisa Plant Analyser at Calculational Level
Item

Number

Neutronics Nodes (1-D)
Neutronics Nodes (3-D)
Thermal Hydraulic Nodes
Thermal Hydraulic Branches
Heat Structure Nodes
Valves
Pumps
Turbine Sections
Analog Signals
Binary Signals
Controllers (P, PI)

10
3600
473
562
296
330
31
16
778
2023
37

Table 2. Loviisa Plant Analyser Validation using Plant
Measurement Data
Comment

Case

Behaviour

Steady State Operation

Good

Main parameters within 2 \

Step Load Test

Good

Main parameters within 5 %

Reactor Trip

Good

Main parameters within 5 %

Feedwater Pump Trip

Good

All main parameters OK.

Primary Coolant Pump Trip

Good

Main parameters within 5 %

Trip of Two Primary Coolant
Pumps

Good

All main parameters OK.

Trip of One Turbine

Good

Main parameters within 5 %

Feedwater Line Break

Good

Main parameters within 5 %

Daily Regulation Test

Good

All main parameters OK.

Short-Term Regulation Test

Good

All main parameters OK.

Black-out Test

Fair

All main parameters OK.
Performed with incomplete
electrical system.

Primary Circuit Overcooling
Transient

Fair

All main parameters OK.
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Table 3. Loviisa Plant Analyser Validation using Loviisa
Trainining Simulator Data and Code Results
Case

Behaviour

Control Rod Group
Movements

Good

LOTS; All main parameters OK.

Xenon transient

Fair

LOTS; All main parameters OK.

Loss of Feedwater/ATWS

Poor

Code; Most main parameters OK
Homogeneous flow model

Turbine Trip/ATWS

Good

LOTS&Code; All main param. OK

Steam Line Break/ATWS

Good

Code; All main parameters OK

Small Break LOCA/ATWS

Good

LOTS&Code; All main param. OK

Opening of Pressurizer
Safety Valve/ATWS

Good

LOTS; All main parameters OK

Large Break LOCA/ATWS

Fair

Code; All main parameters OK

Control Rod Withdrawal/ Good
ATWS

Comment

LOTSfcCode; All main param.
OK.

Figure 1. APROS Simulation System.
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Figure 2. Loviisa Plant Analyser Results with the Homogeneous
Thermal Hydraulic Nodal (curves) for Trip of One Primary Coolant
Pimp and Corresponding Plant Data (dots).
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Results (continuous line) for the OECD Standard Problem 6 and
Corresponding Reference Data (broken line). Water Level in the
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NUCLEAR-PLANT ANALYZER THAT MODELS A TWO-LOOP, PRESSURIZED-WATER
REACTOR™
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(803)-725-1611

ABSTRACT
A lumped-parameter model of a two-loop, pressurized-water reactor for realtime plant
analysis has been developed for a six-megahertz IBM PC-AT. The new model, called
BADGER, improves upon earlier models by demonstrating two-loop fidelity and an enhanced
prcssurizer model; it also uses fewer equations to obtain results similar to other models. By
conserving mass, energy, and momentum, BADGER obtains system pressure, nodal enthalpies,
loop-averaged velocities, and volume fraction of the pressuhzer. It also uses a new algorithm for
the primary pressuhzer-liquid interface. BADGER is stable and accurate up to time-step sizes of
200 msec, requiring 131 msec for each integration step. Although BADGER has demonstrated
good comparisons with detailed RETRAN analysis of the same plant during symmetric and
asymmetric transient scenarios, exceptions clearly demonstrate where the model needs improvements.

INTRODUCTION
Traditional methods of thermal hydraulic analysis rely on increasing the number of nodes in
a model to resolve unpredicted transient responses. In the past, computing engines have limited
the number of nodes that could be added. This forced modelers to choose their nodalizations
conservatively based on engineering judgement Although new computing engines allow modelers to add more nodes without large capital or time expenditures, the new engines do not eliminate the need for engineering judgement. Becausethe current fiscal environment does not make
faster central processing units an option for modelers, developing simple thermal hydraulic
models is still an important area of research.

*Work performed while Ph.D. candidate of the Nuclear Engineering and Engineering Physics Department in the
College of Engineering at the University of Wisconsin.
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This paper highlights the University of Wisconsin BADGER model for analysis of prcssurized-water-reactor, primary coolant systems.1 The project's goal is to develop a state-of-the-art,
pressurized-water-reactor simulation engine for the best personal computer architecture of the
time (a six-megahertz IBM PC-AT). This work fills the gap between earlier models by demonstrating the full capability of the architecture. BADGER models two loops with momentum
equations and adds a better pressurizer model. However, the new model would use fewer nodes
than previous models. The discussion covers the model development including nodalization and
equation transformation, results of accuracy and stability testing, and comparison to detailed
thermal hydraulic transient analysis. The transients demonstrate loss of coolant, loss of heat
sink (both symmetric and asymmetric) and asymmetric momentum changes.

THE BADGER MODEL
BADGER was developed as a lumped-parameter model of the primary coolant system of a
two-loop pressurizer water reactor. The Kewaunee Nuclear Power Plant was chosen as the
model because of the availability of previous studies.2*4
BADGER is based on a set of differential/algebraic equations that modeled only the plant
parameters used by the control systems or observed by the operator during normal and offnormal transients. BADGER uses a staggered nodalization of mass and energy conservation
equations and the equations of state to obtain differential equations for system pressure, pressurizer volume, and the enthalpy distributions. In BADGER, the pressurizer and primary coolant
system were chosen for the mass nodes with a moving/mixing boundary. The model is built
upon two mass conservation equations and four energy conservation equations for the two loops
that were modelled. The energy nodes are divided according to the pressurizer as one volume,
the two hot legs as another volume, and each cold leg as separate volumes. The pressurizer
volume expands and contracts within the pressurizer/hot leg combined volumes based on system
conditions. A new solution algorithm determines whether pressurizer/hot leg mixing or pressurizer volume changes are occurring. The algorithm uses a single set of equations and a single
pass solution. The mass/energy differential equations were expanded and decoupled in terms of
one system pressure, volume-average enthalpies, and the pressurizer-volume fraction using
linearized equations of state.
A detailed analysis of a single coolant-loop demonstrated that the velocity distribution
function was not severely altered during several transients including pump trips, locked pump
rotors, and load changes under natural circulation. Based on those results, volume-averaged
velocity equations were derived for each loop by volume integration of the momentum equation
using enthalpy distributions based on the hot and cold enthalpies. Loop velocity equations were
coupled by sharing frictional pressure losses across the core region.
Pressurizer control systems and boundary conditions are included in BADGER. The control
s. stems include
• pressurizer heaters
• proportional and continuous-spray valves
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• charging and letdown valves
• pressure-relief safety valves
Boundary conditions for the model include
heat rates
pump torques
control -system switches
safety injection
steam-generator-tube ruptures
RESULTS
The resulting model uses 13 differential equations to solve the primary coolant system and
pressurizer control-;. One time step required 131 msec of central processing unit time on a sixmegahertz IBM PC-AT with math coprocessor.
Stability of the model was demonstrated using severe step changes in boundary conditions with
time steps ranging from SO msec to 250 msec. Then, the stability of solutions with larger time
steps were compared to the 50-msec solution. The tests included
• 100% core-load rejections with heat sink maintained
• asymmetric 100% steam-generator load rejections with heat source maintained
• single-loop pump trips
• single-loop, loeked-pump rotors
• 100 Kg/s steam-generator-tube ruptures
• 100 kg/s stmck-open, pressure-operated relief valves
Of the transients considered, the single-loop, locked-rotor test was the most severe (figures
1-4). For all the tests, the unaffected loop had the most severe stability problems. Only the loop
velocities showed variations; the other system parameters demonstrated little effect due to the
perturbation. However, the oscillations followed tht 50-msec solution and were damped out
with time. The results of these test showed that BADGER was stable for time steps of 200 msec
and less, but was unstable for 250 msec.
Six RETRAN transients served as a basis for accuracy and benchmarking. The transient
included
• reactor/turbine trip (TRIP)
• steam-generator-tube rupture (SGTR)
• struck-open, pressure-operated relief valve (PORV)
• single-loop, retctor-coolant-pump trip (PUMP)
• single-loop, main-steam-line rupture (MSLR)
• steam-generator load reduction (LOAD)
The accuracy of the BADGER model was demonstrated by running six transients using time
steps of 50,100, 150, and 200 msec. The differences in time steps were indistinguishable.
The model was benchmarked against results of six RETRAN transients designed to test the
model under symmetric and asymmetric conditions during losses of mass, energy, or momentum.
The model performed best during the TRIP, SGTR, PORV, and MSLR transients. The MSLR
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best demonstrated the accuracy of the model (figures 5-10).3 However, the PUMP and L OAD
demonstrated differences between the two models.
The PUMP transient demonstrated that the model could not replicate exactly the hot/cold leg
enthalpy inversions (figures 11 and 12). The differences are due to two factors. First. BADGER
has three nodes modeling the two loops, while the RETRAN results clearly demonstrated that the
two loops are acting as four independent nodes. Second, the single hot-leg volume has twice the
thermal inertia as the individual RETRAN nodes. Both of the factors would be addressed by a
four-node primary model. BADGER did satisfactorily replicate the RETRAN pressurizer pressure and level responses (figures 13 and 14).
The LOAD transient demonstrated how the BADGER model could not replicate pressunzer
pressure responses (Figure 15). The differences were determined to occur when the pressunzer
was undergoing outsurges after insurges. Kim demonstrates this to be the fault of the RETRAN
nonequilibrium model. 4 His work shows that the RETRAN model overestimates pressure losses
because of outsurges after insurges when compared to actual prcssurizer responses. The shortcomings in the nonequilibrium model were considered during the development of BADGER.

CONCLUSIONS
BADGER has demonstrated the state-of-the-art for simplified pressurized water reactor
models based on central processing unit limitations. The important features of the model include
a two-loop model not previously available for the six-megahenz 80286 personal computer, dual
coupling of primary system volume changes with surge-line mixing, loop-averaged velocity
equations, and detailed pressurizer-control systems. Future improvements will include modelling the hot legs as two volumes and a core model with feedback effects.
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HOW DO SPECTRAL INDICES DEPEND ON THE NEUTRON SPECTRUM
IN LOW ENRICHED UOz - HzO LATTICES

Istvan VIDOVSZKY

Central Research Institute for Physics
Hungarian Academy of Sciences
H-1525 Budapest 114 P.O.B.49, HUNGARY
Phone 36 1 1699-499, Fax 36 1 1552-530

ABSTRACT

The dependence
SI(U

8c

/U

5f

of

selected

spectral

) on the H/U ratio was

lattices. The measurements were
parallel

indices

SI(U 8 c /Dy)

and

studied in low enriched UO2-H2O
carried out on

the basis of the

irradiation technique, which irradiates activation foils

both in a

neutron field

to be

investigated and

field of thermal neutrons. A fuel pellet
measurement of activities caused
and the fission of

235

in a reference

of UOg was used for the

by the neutron

capture of * 3 8 U

U . The aeasureaents were carried out at ten

different H/U ratios (in
capability of the present

the range 67 aethod. It was

530) to demonstrate the
found that the results

of the present measurements decrease aonotonously with increasing
H/U, which

fully corresponds

to

the presumptions.

The results

of the aeasrureaents are useful to asses the validity of the cell
calculat ions.
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INTRODUCTION

To get

information about

UO2-H2O lattices,
called spectral

the neutron

one possibility

spectrum in

is to

U8
A
i

Dy

8c

U8

U5
\
i

8c

i

(1)

SI

U8

Dy

r

U8
\
r

Dy

U5

U8
and

introduce paraneteres,

indices, which are defined as double ratios:

U8
\
i

where A

low enriched

A

i

are

the activations

of

238

U

captures in the

r
U5

investigated and in the reference

spectra respectively, and A

,
i

US
A

Dy
and A

r
164

Dy
, A

i

are analogues quantities

D y captures.

pellets

and

The aethod,

dysprosium

based

foils

on the

is

carried out with

the aim

goal

of

the

controlled experimental
[4], checking

the

functions of

basic

enriched

U

fissions and

UO2

characterizing

-

experimental

of

lattices

the neutron

[1].

These

UO2-H1O lattices. In

the

the

spectrum is
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program

was

for validating

lattice parameters
H2O

in

of fuel

parameters were studied too. As

data set

tendencies

irradiation

part of a research program

of investigating

this program [2,3] other lattice
main

Z3S

described

measurenents have been performed as a

the

for

r

measured
was

to

parameters

emphasized.

most
the H/U

give

a

computer codes

basic

as

In low

parameter,

ratio, which is

defined as

the ratio

J

of

Z3S

H and

U

nuclei. So

the measured

spectral indices were studied as the function of H/U ratio too.

EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS

The ffleasureaents were performed under the following conditions:

- The lattice is hexagonal.
- The lattice pitch is 11.0 i 0.03, 12.7 ± 0.02 and 15.0 ± 0.05mm
respectively.
- The Moderator is distilled water.
- The temperature of the core is 21°C, and 13O°C respectively.
- The

fuel

pellets

are

made

of

UO2,

3.800±0.025 M . The density of fuel
uraniun enrichment.

Fuel

and

their

radius

is

pellet is dependent on the

pellet and

fuel

rod

densities are

given in Table 1. The average density of the entire fuel rod is
different

from

each

pellet

density.

The

difference

can be

explained by the presence of air gapa.
- The

cladding material

wtX). The

outer

is

and inner

zirconium alloyed
radii

of the

with

niobium (1

cladding

tubes are

4.52510.025 mm and 3.875±0.025 mm, respectively.
- The

measurements were

carried out

in the

center of

a large

core, where an asymptotic neutron spectrum is attained.
'J8
The activations

A
i

by a

U8
, A

semiconductor

etc.,

defined in Eq.(l) were measured

r
(Ge(Li)) detector.

evaluated using the computer code RFIT

The

gamma

spectra were

[5]. The procedure of the

measurements including data evaluatain is described in [1,2].
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results

of

the

Tables 2 and 3. The

spectral inde.r

aeasureients

errors given in Tables 2

are

given in

and 3 are simple o

values calculated from both the errors of counting statistics and
applied corrections.

Calculated values

are shown

2

in Tables

caried out by

and 3

the modules of

as

of the

well. The

spectral indices

caluculations were

the rode system

KARATE [6], which

has been developed for calculating WER-1000 reactors.
As it can be

seen from Tables

2 and 3,

indices decrease with increasing H/U
is illustrated on Figs. 1
increase of

H/U

leads

both the given spectral

ratio. This tendency, which

and 2, seeis to

to

the

be reasonable, as the

thermalization

of

the neutron

spectrui and consequently to the decrease of the parameters being
proportional to the epithermal/thermal flux ratio.
Note, that

such important

lattice geometry

(all the

have been constant

parameters as

investigated lattices

through over

assumption that parameters like
on the H/U ratio

the series

is valid

diameter and
are hexagonal)

of experiments. The

8c

SI<U /Dy) or SI(U«C/US») depend

and not separately

pitch and temperature,

fuel rod

on fuel enrichment, lattice

for lattices

consisting of the

same type of fuel rods, e.g. for W E R type lattices.

CONCLUSIONS
The

dependence
8c

of

two

spectral

indices

SI(U9c/Dy)

and

sf

SI(U /U ) on the H/U ratio was measured in low enriched UO2-HzO
lattices, on

the basis

of

the parallel

irradiation technique,

which basically irradiates activation detectors both in a neutron
field to

be investigated

and in
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a

reference field

of thermal

neutrons. The measurements were carried
ratios, to demonstrate the
was found that the

capability of the

results of the

are useful

present method. It

present measurements decrease

monotonously with increasing H/U, which
presumptions, so they

out at ten different H/U

fully corresponds to the

to asses

the validity

cell calculations. The presented calculational

of the

results seem to be

in good agreement with the experimental ones.

From the

experimental

ratios, it

is

indices SI(U

8c

results

concluded

/Dy)

in

that the

and S I ( U

8c

/U

sf

)

lattices

of

dependence
on fuel

different
of

H/U

the spectral

enrichment, lattice

pitch and temperature can be described by their dependence on the
H/U ratio. In other words, the

neutron spectrum in such lattices

can be characterized by the H/U ratio.
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Methods

Table 1
Specification of fuel
Fuel enrichment
[a/o '
U]

i

I g,

3d
•

3

ppellet

B3

1

1

1 .6

10 .17 ± 0 .15

10 .33 ± 0 .01

3 6

10 .28 ± 0 .05
10 .32 ± 0 .10

10 .56 ± 0 03

4 4

10 .42 ± 0 01

Table 2
The spectral index SI(U 8c /Dy)

T
[°C]

H/U

3.6

130

67 .5

7.220 ± 0 .090

6.687

11 .0

3.6

21

6.442 ± 0 .097

12 .7

4.4

130

72 .1
102 .5

4.720 ± 0 .137

6.231
4.931

12 .7

4.4

21

109 .4

4.253 ± 0 .128

4.620

12 .7
12 .7

3.6

130

125 .8

4.264

3.6

21

134 .3

3.992 ± 0 .058
4.017 ± 0 .069

4.007

15 .0

4.4

21

189 .5

3.236 ± 0 .102

3.231

15 .0

3.6

21

232 .5

3.096 ± 0 .042

2.870

12 .7

1.6

21

305 .4

2.544 ± 0 .040

2.518

15 .0

1.6

21

529 .0

2.102 ± 0 .050

1.979

Lattice
pitch

Fuel
enrich•ent
[a/o 2 3 5 U]

11 .0

* the ratio of 1U to

23S

U nuclei
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Measured

Calculated

Table 3
The spectral index SI(U*«=/U5')

i—>

*

Lattice
pitch
[nun]

Fuel
enrichment

T

11 .0

3.6

130

67. 5

4 .610 ± 0 .051

5 .086

11 .0

3.6

21

72. 1

4 .415 ± 0 .062

4 .810

12 .7

4.4

130

102. 5

3 .917 ± 0 .112

4 .132

12 .7

4.4

21

109. 4

3 .721 ± 0 .110

3 .901

12 .7

3.6

130

125. 8

3 .480 ± 0 .054

3 .647

12 .7

3.6

21

134. 3

3 .407 ± 0 .054

3 .539

15 .0

4.4

21

189. 5

2 .603 ± 0 .080

2 .913

15 .0

3.6

21

232. 5

2 .420 ± 0 .033

2 .615

12 .7

1.6

21

305. 4

2 .230 ± 0 .042

15 .0

1.6

21

529. 0

1 .662 ± 0 .045

2 .267
1 .850

* the ratio of *H to

H/U

235

U nuclei

Measured

Calculated
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AN INTEGRAL EXPERIMENT USING A URANIUM MOCK-UP
V.V.Afanas'iev, A.B.Belevitin, V.L.Romodanov,
Iu.M.Versilov
Moscow Engineering Physics Institute
D.V.Markovsky, G.E.Shatalov
Kurchatov Institute Atomic Energy, Moscow
ABSTRACT
A benchmark experiment using a coiplex layer system is
described. The system includes a uranium neutron breeder and the
data obtained by it can be made use of for verification of
calculational programs of thermonuclear reactor blankets. Results
of the experiment were made use of for verification of "BLANK"
program which was based on Monte Carlo method. A good agreement
between calculational and experimental results was obtained.
Deviation between the values obtained in the medium
lithium
containing zone of the unit requires further experimentation.
INTRODUCTION
The experiment was made in the framework of a joint program of
the Kurcnaov Atomic Energy Institute and the Moscow Engineering
Physics Institute and was the first in the set of benchmark
experiments using complex layer systems. The aim of these
experiments is to obtain data necessary to verify calculational
programs of nuclear reactors and thermonuclear reactor blankets
that use different nuclear cross-sections libraries.
EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT, METHODS OF MEASUREMENTS
AND RESULTS OF THE EXPERIMENT
The source of neutrons, the experimental equipment, the methods
and the apparatuses that were made use of in the experiment were
analogous to those used in the experiments with graphite
assemblies. All the experiments were conducted in a plane
geometry for the following reasons. The measurements showed that
space-energy distributions of neutrons around the target
structure of a neutron generator were anisotropic not because of
a kinematic character of T(d,n)He reaction but because of the
materials its structure is made of. The latter especially
influences neutron propagation direction which coincides with the
plane of a tritium target. Thus, if a benchmark experiment is
Eade in a spheric geometry, it is necessary to measure
functionals of neutron fields at different angles with respect to
a beam of accelerated deuterium ions and then to integrate the
results obtained. In this case an uncertainty appears in
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space-energy distribution of source neutrons which abandons the
idea of one-dimensionality of the experimental unit geometry.
When measurements are made in a two-dimensional geometry there
are no such problems at all or they are of less importance.
The experimental unit, a structure of slab layers of different
materials is shown in Fig.l. This structure can be identified
with the blanket the surface of which is irradiated by high
energy neutrons.
Some nuclear-physical properties of the material of the unit
are given in [lHTable. 1).
The following values were measured in the experiments
-.nuclear
reaction
rates of thresholcL-detectors: ," In(n.n'),
4
2° 4 Pb(n,n'),./
Zn(n,p), " A K n . p l , ^ 6 Fe(n,p>, 107 Ag(n,2n),
63
64
Cu(n,2n), Zn(n,2n);
-nuclear-reaction
232TTh h> 2t37N pNpi 2JSP UPU) rates
23JU tU in^fl
2SSU ;U;in the isotopes:
- nuclear reaction rates (n.y) and (n,2n) in " ° U isotope;
- tritium production rate in lithium 6 end 7 isotopes in
lithium containing zone of the system and the reaction rates that
modelled them.
All the results obtained are absolute and are normalized to one
source neutron and one detector nucleus. The measurements were
made in an axial and some radial channels of the experimental
unit. Measurement of reaction rates (n,y) and (n,2n) in
U were
made with the help of a y-spectrometric method. For tritium
production separation on different lithium isotopes measurements
were made by detectors with different 6 lithium isotope
enrichment.
The errors of nuclear reaction rates were ~5-7%, the errors in
measurement of lithium production being ~8Y.. Neutron spectra in
the energy range of neutrons above 0.5 MeV were reconstructed
taking into account the nuclear reaction rates that were
measured. The error of reconstruction of differential spectra was
~(20-30)%, the error of integral spectra obtained from them being
~5'/.. This makes it possible to recommend thea for comparison with
calculational values. Using results of neutron spectra
reconstruction it has become possible to obtain the upper group
of source neutrons and neutrons scattered into it with ~5/S
error. It enables us to obtain integral spectra of secondary
neutrons and compare thea with calculational values. This
increases the value of the data obtained from spectral
characteristics of neutron fields in integral experiments with
14 MeV
neutron source considerably. The neutron spectra
reconstructed can be used to model processes having
cross-sections of a threshold nature. The same is true of tritium
production when an isotope of lithium
7 is irradiated by
neutrons Using the reconstructed spectra it was possible to
obtain tritium production using this isotope. These results
coincided with the results of direct determination of tritium
production within experimental errors which enables us to model
physical processes and determine effective parameters of
threshold detectors with the help of neutron spectrum
reconstruction technique. Some results of the experiments are
given in Tables 1-5.
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A CALCULATIONAL PROGRAM
Comparison of calculationai and experimental results was made
with the help of "BLANK" program (21,based on Monte Carlo method.
All calculations were made in a three-dimensional geometry.In the
field of high energy neutrons a modified physical module
Fortune-88 was used 131 along with 18 group library of constants
on the basis of ENDF-B/IV and ENDL-83 data. Below 0.1 MeV 13
group constants in Pi approximation were used [41. Corrections
for neutron temperature in a thermal group and mutual influence
of resonances were made. As most of the measurements were made
inside the experimental assembly material composition of the
equipment that was in the experimental room was not taken into
consideration.
CONCLUSION
A benchmark experiment in a complex layer systen where uranium
is used as a neutron breeder is made. Results of the experiment
and their error make it possible to verify calculational programs
of nuclear reactors and thermonuclear reactor blankets. "BLANK"
program was verified according to the results of the experiment.
Comparison of calculational and experimental values showed that
they were in a satisfactory agreement. Rates of nuclear reactions
measured by threshold detectors are in agreement at a 10% level.
Calculation of tritium production rate on lithium isotope 7
coincided with the results of the experiment within the
experimental error (~8%). Experimental values of tritium
production on lithium isotope 3 agree well with calculational
ones but disagree for coordinates in the centre of the medium
lithium containing zone in the limits of ~2Q%. This disagreement
can't be attributed to errors in the experiment and in the
calculation. Additional experiments are required to understand
the nature of the disagreement. A scheme for comparison results
of benchmark calculational and experimental values is given in
Fig.2.
This scheme allows us to understand the reason of the
discrepancy between calculatiqnal and experimental results, and
to give recommendations on their elimination.

1
2
3
4
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Table 1.Absolute reaction rate distributions in the axial
channel of the blanket mock-up,
12fl
1/atorn/source neutron.

Cootolinatet
mm

i—*

S3

0
10
35
61
91
X20
142
192
232
281
301
321
340
366

! ,.*!

T
!.2O

0,76(3)
0,88(4)
0,86(3)
0,58(2)
0,387(15)
0,264(11)
0,183(6)
0,127(5)
0,086(3)
0,0486(19)
0,0374(18)
0,0311(16)
0,0242(23)
0,0175(7)

!

T

>& (-.«•) I "Mn.p) J

0,278(10)
0,258(9)
0,178(6)
0,115(4)
0,081(3)
0,056(2)
0,047(2)
0#029(I)
0,0192(7)
0,0131(13)
0,0094(4)
0,0080(4)
0,0063(3)
0,0056(3)

0,67(2)
0,60(2)
0,407(13)
0,252(9)
0,169(6)
0.116(5)
0,094(4)
0,054(2)
0,0356(12)
0,0213(7)
0,0177(6)
0,0143(9)
0,0116(5)
0,0095(5)

!
2

Ae(n lP ) j

0,252(8)
0,212(7)
0,126(4)
0,076(3)
0,052(2)
0,0345(10)
0,0265(8)
0,0169(6)
0,0107(3)
0,0064(2)
0,0051(5)
0,0042(1)
0,0035(1)
0,0028(1)

FeO lf >)

7
J!"0,(0,2^) j

0,393(14)
0,329(13)
0,182(6)
0,105(4)
0,071(3)
0,047(2)
0,0358(14)
0,0211(7)
0,0133(15)
0,074(3)
0,0060(2)
0,0049(2)
0,0038(2)
0,0027(4)

1,95(7)
1,59(5)
0,86(4)
0,484(2)
0,304(15)
0,192(7)
0,141(5)
0,082(3)
0,0511(17)
0,0284(10)
0,0223(9)
0,0183(8)
0,0130(5)
0,0107(10)

•Zn(r\2»)

0,621(15)
0,474(13)
0,259(7)
0,142(4)
0,092(3)
0,0611(16)
0,0441(12)
0,0232(7)
0,0142(4)
0,0081(3)
0,0063(2)
0,00494(15)
0,00404(16)
0,00306(10)

Table 2
Absolute fisaion-rate and cnpture-rate distributions in axial channel of the blanket model,
10
1/atom/source neutron

_

.•

f

Distance from the front wall of the mock-up, mm

Reaction

—

,
U

(

235

U

(n

238

U

238

U

3

,

,

,

.

—,

,

II j 16 { 24 j 34 I 41 j 46
79

[ 60

24

M > » < ) 3,64(24) 3,91(24) 4,10(25) 4,07(25) 4,35(25) 4,30(25)
»t>

l&W)

2,14(17)

2,13(18) 2,30(18)

2,42(18) 2,34(18)

2,53(19)

("•*) 0,133(5)

0,144(5)

0,165(6)

0,183(6)

0,337(11)

infin) 0,196(9)

0,156(9)

0,156(8) 0,134(7)

0,173(6)

0,182(6)

0,123(7) 0,119(6)

0,060(6)

232

T*^ (n,f) 0,155(12) 0,145(12) 0,136(9) 0,119(9)

0,086(7)

0,080(7)

0,075(6)

237

Jfp (nt{) 1,56(9)

1,14(7)

1,08(6)

0,82(6)

238

U

1,46(8)

1,45(8)

1,17(7)

<M) 0,490(40) 0,458(38) 0,407(34) 0,352(30) 0,283(25) 0,272(25) 0,194(20)

Table 3
Tritium production rates in axial channel
of the blanket model,
-Watom/source neutron
T
T
Number ! Detector
!
of zone'coordinate,! "~
!

_

nun

!
j

2

3

!

_
""

~

"
-,-T ~

Lithium-6, T/- x 10^'!

!

°

!

_
~
Lithiura-7, T 7 x10

'

60
90
105
120

1,95
2,62
3,94
7,58

(18)
(16)
(24)
(42)

3,13
2,37
1,99
1,74

118)
(13)
(II)
(10)

141
151
161
171
191
211
231
251
271
281

8,38
4,24
2,49
2,00
1,36
1,06
1,03
1,29
2,25
3,93

(41)
(21)
(13)
(10)
(7)
(7)
(7)
18)
(13)
(22)

1,35
1,16
1,03
0,88
0,74
0,64
0,54
0,42
0,34
0,31

(8)
(8)
(8)
(6)
(6)
(5)
(4)
(4)
(4)
(9)

300
310
320
330
340
365

5,07
3,29
2,79
3,40
5,77
7,42

(27)
(18)
(16)
(19)
(28)
(35)

0,25
0,23
0,21
0,19
0,17
0,13

(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
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Table 4.Absolute fission rate distributions in the axial
channel of the blanket mock-up,
10
1/aton/source neutron.
Distance from the front wall of the mock-up, mm

Reaction !90
!

! 105 j 120 i 122 j 125j 130 j 135 I 139
J.

1

-L

233

j

j

j

i

TJ
0,472 0,552
U <n,+)
J
(31) (34)
235
1 ) (n,+)
0,259
0,319
7
(l7) (22)
239
Pu (n,f) 0,414 0,587

0,950 1,33 1,68 1.79 1,62 1,32
(62) (9) ( h ) (*2) (tl) (9)
0,594 0.936 1,23 1,48 1,21 0.941
(41) (hi) (8) (i0) (8) (62)
1,21 I.71 ? TQ ? fiq
6 9 q o T 7Q

232

0^00340

-

-

0^0356

-

-

0.305

(27) (35) (8) (fl) ?lf f f f g J $

T h ( n , f ) 0^00499 -

237

jTf» (n.f) 0^0567

233

U<n£
.0*267

1

»

1

-

T

T

-

T

-

-

T

-

T

* ^4I,
» J5I II 161 !» 191 ii 231!! 271?! 281t I 283
?
___, — — —•— — —•
———
—
— —— —
U (,.» 0,909 0 ; M 6 0,452 0;2|J 0,2I| 0,282 0[3^6 0,719
(.,t) 0 ; ^ 5

232

0^8

Th (n,J-) 0.00283

23Vp(n,t>0j0264
233

UbSti 0^504

0,23? 0,156 0.I2I 0,163 0,283
-

0,00159 0,00104 - 0,00060
0,0177 0,0119 - 0 ,0072
(5)
(8)
(12)
0,220
0
,258
0,275
(19)
(15)
(16)
0,106
(7)
°'(8)

°>B? -
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The continuation of Table
r

Reaction j

286

!

291

'

296] 298

'

30

°

—i

! 3I0

-i— •

' 320 I 330

233

U ( n . f ) 0,771 0,823 0,768 0,706 0,509 0,345 0,300 0,321
(51) (53) (51) (46) (33) (23) (21) (22)
n,+ ) 0,598 0,663 0,544 0,489 0,315 0,173 0,149 0,179
]
(39) (43) (35) (32) (21)
( I I ) III)
III)
F u (n,+) 1,20 1,31 1,23 1,05 0,706 0,470 0,421 0,463
J
0,00039
(8) (9) (8) -(7)0,00047
(46) -(3D
(27) (3D
(3)
(3)
232
Th(n,})
- 0,0054
- 0,0046
(4)
(4)
237
JTp(n,f) 0,265
- 0,230
(18)
(15)
233
U(n*t> " '
0,104
- 0,0948
(7)
(6D

T
T
T
T
T
!
!
T
Reaction ' 340 ! 342 1345 1350 I 355 ! 359 ! 363 I 365
233

TT(n,4) 0,547 0.770 1.06 1.22 1,22
U
7
(36) (51) (7) (8) (8)
235
rT(n,4) 0,357 0,588 0,849 0,986 0,954
U
* 0,806
(23) 1,25
(38) 1,64
(55) 1,81
(58) 1.68
(57)
P (n,-p

239

u

7

(52) (8)
TK(n,4) 0,000303 (21)
237
jTp(n,40 0,00381 P
(25)

( I D (12) ( h )

232

1.05
(6)
0,855
(§4)
1,53

0,869 0,645
(56) (42)
0,726 0,500
(47) 0,954
(33)
1,35
(fo) (9)
(62)
0,00023
(16)
0,00297
(19)
0(0623
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Figure 1. Structural sketch of hybrid blanket mock-up.
Structure of the composition:
Wfa - steel 12X18H10T, ^ 3 - metallic uranium, YfiQ - Li&l-alloy,
\'/> ...| - polymetylmetacrylat*.
Channels for measurements: A - axial, R - radial, I,II,II - numbers
of lithium-containing zones, 1, 2, 3 - numbers of layers.
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COMPARISON OF CALCULATIONAL VALUES WITH THE RESULTS
OF BENCHMARK EXPERIMENTS
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Figure 2.The scheme of comparison of calculational and benchmark
experimental results.

AN INTEGRAL EXPERIMENT ON GRAPHITE ASSEMBLIES
WITH AN EMPTY CHANNEL
M.I.Andreev, V.V.Afanas'iev, A.B.Belevitin,
V.V.Khromov, V.L.Ronodanov, G.V.Tikhomirov, Iu.M.Versilov
Moscow Engineering Physics Institute
ABSTRACT
Results of a benchmark experiment made in graphite assemblies
with
a homogeneous and an empty channel are discussed.
Experimental values are compared with calculational ones with the
help of a new technique developed for calculation of
heterogeneous systems. The analysis of the results of comparison
of calculational and experimental values showed that they agreed
well at the level of ~ 10 '/.. Some discrepancy obtained with
Zn(n,2n) reaction is likely to be accounted for by exceeding
its cross section in files based on ENDF/B-VI data library.
INTRODUCTION
A set of benchmark experiments using models of complex layer
systems, the results of which can be made use of for verification
of calculational neutron-physical programs of fission and
blankets of fusion reactors was carried out in "Neutron
Generator" laboratory in the Moscow Engineering Physics
Institute. An experiment in graphite assemblies is included into
this set because nuclear-physical properties of graphite are
studied well enough to consider this experiment as a basic one.
As experimental results in graphite assemblies and layer systems
are obtained with the help of the same experimental methods and
equipment additional possibilities for the investigation of
calculational and experimental data in complex systems arise. An
experiment in a graphite homogeneous assembly when some very
often encountered element of the active zone of a nuclear reactor
or a fusion reactor blanket is included into it is the
development of a basic experiment in the assembly. This element
includes: non-uniformities in the form of some voids that can't
be calculated by diffusion equation but are calculated by a
higher approximation equation. Thus, an empty channel was
included into the graphite assembly, so that results of such an
experiment could be made use of for verification of calculational
programs of neutron transport along empty cylindrical channels.
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EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT, METHODS OF MEASUREMENTS
AND RESULTS OF THE EXPERIMENT
The experimental unit was a graphite asseably which consisted
of separate blocks in the form of a parallelepiped 111. The unit
can make calculations of experimental results both in X-Y and
cylindrical geometries, because the assembly configuration allows
us to interprete it as a cylinder. The diameter of the
circumference appears to be equal to 1460 mm, the thickness of
the assembly being equal to 500 am. All the measurements were
made in an axial direction. The empty cylindrical channel, the
diameter of which was equal to 44 mm, was in the same direction.
The graphite assembly was placed on a movable platform and put at
a distance of 151 mm from a neutron-generating layer of the
target of the neutron generator, that was used as a source
of neutrons. Neutrons vere obtained in T(d,n) He reaction,
accelerating voltage of deutnons
being 150 kV, and the maximum
output being equal to ~ 7»1O 10 n/s. Titanium-tritium targets with
the diameter equal to 45 mm on a copper substrate, the thickness
of which is equal to 1 mm, were used. They were cooled by a water
layer 1,5 mm thick, which was placed between the target and the
brass wall 0.5 mm thick. The absolute measurement of source
neutron output was based on a method of a-particles following
the reaction of neutron generation, and was made by CAMAC system.
The error in measurement of neutron output was ~2,7 V..
To measure spatial distribution of spectral characteristics of
a2 neutron field
the following nuclear reactions
were,made
use> of:
5
2D
^ U4 ( n , r ) . " 7 Np(n,f>. "jTh(n.f).
*Eb(n,n
),
S6
106" In(n,n'),
6B
^
Zn(n,p),
"
A
K
n
.
p
)
,
Fe(n,p),
Ag(n,2n),
Cu(n,2n),
63
Cu(n,2n), gn(n,2n).
Activation detectors were in the form of metal disks 18 mm in
diameter, their thickness being in the limit of the 0.38-0.95 mm,
and were made of materials with 100 '/. content of a bulk isotope.
During the experiment light detectors were irradiated in the
assemblies simultaneously. Their activity was measured using a
many channel y-spectrometric system. All the rates of nuclear
reactions being measured were absolute and normalized to one
neutron source and one nucleus of the detector. Reaction rates
(n,f) were measured with the help of track solid state detectors.
Results of the experiment are presented in Fig.1 and Fig.2 . They
were used for verification of the program based on a new method
of calculation of heterogeneous systems (21.
A CALCULATION METHOD
Calculation of the neutron spectrum has been made on the basis
of volume-surface balance method, which was used for reactor
physics tasks solution. In this method considerable modifications
were made as far as some peculiarities of the neutron spectra in
high energy regions were concerned mainly in calculation of
forward directed neutrons in anisotropic scattering. In the
calculational model the assemblies consist of homogeneous cells
in the form of rectangular prisms with a square base. A group
presentation of neutron energy dependence was used. For angular
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distribution descriptions directions of a neutron sphere were
divided into two hemispheres, forming two angular ranges with
different relative neutron source orientations.
In order to correct calculations of neutron anisotropic
scattering in the right hemisphere, correction of neutron
scattering anisotropy was made by means of different groups and
subranges. A library of constants VITAMIN-C of AMPX format was
used for these calculations [31. The results of the experiments
were used as benchmark for determination of some calculation
parameters. For instance, this may be seen at neutron anisotropy
scattering calculation using Cu(n,2n) reaction rates. A number
of members of scattering function expansion was determined in
terms of Legendre polynomials according to the table.
Table
Deviations
of
calculatinal
and
experimental
values of
b3
Cu(n,2n) reaction rates from the numbers of members
in scattering function distribution.
The number of member
1
2
3
4
scattering function
Deviation of calculational
66
42
5
20
and experimental values, V.
It was decided, that the number of members equal to four gave
deviation within experimental errors. Thus further increase of
the number of members is of noise.
COMPARISON OF CALCULATIONAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Spatial ratio distributions of relative and absolute values of
calculational and experimental rates of nuclear reactions -C/E
were obtained. Calculations were made with the help of different
libraries of nuclear constants. As a considerable part of
detector activity is determined by source neutrons then it should
be excluded from the total activity to obtain data on the
secondary neutron spectrum.The principal part of neutron field
detectors has threshold dependence of cross-section on neutron
energy. Thus, to obtain data on spectral characteristics of the
secondary neutron spectrum, differences of various detector
reaction rates normalized to the reaction rates of the same
detectors were used used. The reaction rates were measured at the
distance equal to 151 an from the neutron source when the unit
was not available. Such a technique makes it possible to
practically exclude contribution of source neutrons to detector
activity, and to make comparison of calculational and
experimental reaction rates for different energy regions of
neutron spectra. Influence of an empty channel on the transport
of different energy neutrons was obtained with the help of "k"
quantity, equal to the ratio of the reaction rates measured in
the assembly with an empty channel to the reaction rates measured
in the assembly . Some results of comparison of calculational and
experimental values are given in Figures 3-5 .
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CONCLUSION
Results of comparison of calculational and experimental values
showed, that they coincided in the limit of ~ (5-10)'/.. A
considerable, up to 25 7. discrepancy between_calculational
and
experimental values of the reaction rate of b *Zn(n,2n), having
13,7 MeV energy threshold in the neutron spectrum available in
the experimental unit was found. The analysis of the cause of
this discrepancy showed, that the value of the calculational
cross-section in the 14-15 MeV energy range was in the limit of
202 to 224 mb, while the value obtained in this experiment was
(169-10) mb. When the value was measured and evaluate using data
obtained by other workers C4], the value of this reaction
cross-section was found to be 175 and 162.2 mb respectively. This
enables us to suggest that the discrepancy of experimental and
calculatinal data is likely to be accounted for by a higher value
of °*Zn(n,2n) reaction cross-section in files based on ENDF/B-VI
library. It is shown, that results of the experiment can be used
as benchmark to find number members of indicatriss of neutron
scattering with the aim of showing its anisotropy adequately. The
technique of applying reaction rate differences, normalized to
reaction rates of these very detectors measured, when the
assembly was not available, showed that one could carry out
comparison of calculational and experimental characteristics of
secondary neutron spectra without taking into account the
contribution made by source neutrons to detector activation. The
latter favours verification of programs and makes the data
obtained by the detectors used in the experiment more
reliable.The analysis of the process of verification of
calculational programs shows that though there is no possibility
to define the cause of discrepancy between calculational and
experimental values directly, still there is a way to define it
taking into account the behavior of a set of spatial relative and
absolute distributions of C/E values.
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Figure 2.Experimental results of reaction rate measurements
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the graphite assembly with an empty channel
on the measured ones in the graphite assembly
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CALCULATION OF CRITICAL EXPERIMENT PARAMETERS FOR THE
HIGH FLUX ISOTOPE REACTOR
R. T. Primm, i n
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831-6363
(615)574-0566

ABSTRACT
Six critical experiments were performed shortly before the initial ascension to power of the High
Flux Isotope Reactor (HFIR). Critical configurations were determined at various control rod
positions by varying the soluble boron content in the light water coolant. Calculated k-effectivc was
2% high at beginning-of-life (BOL) typical conditions, but was 1.0 at end-of-life (EOL) typical
conditions. Anally averaged power distributions for a given radial location were frequently within
experimental error. At specific r,z locations with the core, the calculated power densities were
significantly different from the experimentally derived values. A reassessment of the foil activation
data seems desirable.

INTRODUCTION
The HFIR is a beryllium reflected, light-water cooled, high-enriched uranium fueled reactor. The
fuel elements consist of two concentric rings having a fueled height of 50.8 cm, an outer radius of 21
cm and an inner radius of 7.1 cm. The rings are composed of 1.27 mm thick, Al clad plates bent into
the shape of an involute of a circle. A uniform, 1.27 mm thick water gap exists between plates. The
initial approach to critical was in 1965.
As a part of establishing the operating limits for the HFIR, a set of six critical experiments were
performed shortly before the initial ascension to full power. The HFIR reactor physics report (Ref.
1) includes a description of the experiments with the following statement of objectives. These
experiments, referred to as the HFIRCE-4 experiments, were performed to (1) investigate small
differences (between previous criticals) and the HFIR overall core assemblies, (2) obtain more
detailed power-distribution data, (3) calibrate the control rods, and (4) investigate more thoroughly
the question of reproducibility."
All experiments were critical. Variation in control rod height for the six experiments was
achieved by the addition of soluble boron to the light water coolant. All but one of the experiments
had a simulated water target in the central island of the reactor. The final experiment had a target
believed at the time to accurately approximate the neutron absorption in the planned Pu-242 target
rods.
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The local power densities were determined through activation of uranium foils. The foils were
counted in a gamma ionization chamber with a counting accuracy of +-\%. "Performance of multiple
irradiations indicated that the accuracy of the relative power distribution was about 5% (97% of the
points agree within +-5%)." (Ref. 1) Power distribution data for a 1 cm (radial) by 2 cm (axial) grid
are provided in Ref. 1 for each critical experiment. The power distributions are interpolations
between or extrapolations from the locations with activated foils. Some foils were circular with a
surface area of 0.5 cm**2; others rectangular with a length of 6.35 cm and a width of 0.16 cm..

CROSS SECTION PROCESSING
Before physics parameters can be calculated, nuclear data must be processed into a usable format.
A description of the nuclear data source and the computer programs used to process the data follows.
The processing models are described to a sufficient degree so as to allow for recreation of the few
group library shculd that be necessary. Finally, a discussion is given of the few group library which
is the end product of the cross section processing procedure.
NUCLEAR DATA LIBRARY
The starting point for nuclear data preparation is the 39 group ANSL-V General Purpose
Neutron library (Ref. 2). All of the data extracted from this library for use in the HFIR calculations
were derived from data from the Evaluated Nuclear Data File/B - Version V (ENDF/B-V. Ref. 3).
The procedure by which ENDF/B-V data were collapsed to the 39 group structure is described in
Ref. 2.
The 39 group library is in what is termed "AMPX master format". This means that cad: r.uciide
in the library must be processed further to obtain correct cross section values for the unresolved and
resolved resonance regions for that nuclide. A description of the AMPX master format is contained
in Ref. 2.
COMPUTER PROGRAMS USED TO PROCESS NUCLEAR DATA
All programs described in this section are modules of the AMPX system (Ref. 4). However,
better documentation of the programs and required input can be found in Ref. 5.
The first program executed is the AJAX module. The sole purpose of this step is to extract only
those nuclides from the library which are to be used in modeling the HFIR reactor. A new AMPX
master library is created which will be used in subsequent steps. By creating a small subset of the
original 39 group library some computational time is saved in succeeding steps.
The second program executed is the BONAMI module. The purpose of this step is to generate
correct cross section values for the unresolved resonance energy range (see Ref. 5). The algorithm
to accomplish this task is simple. First, the infinitely dilute values of the various reactions are
computed for each nuclide. Then "Bondarenko factors" are determined by calculating each nuclide's
cross section as a function of "background" cross section and generating the ratio of that vaiue to the
infinitely dilute value. By generating cross sections corresponding to several background cross section
values and for several temperatures, a table can be constructed and interpolation used to determine
intermediate values.
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The BONAMI step and the two succeeding steps require some identification of a "unit cell". This
unit cell geometry is input directly into the BONAMI and XSDRNPM (described subsequently) steps
and indirectly into the NITAWL (described next) step.
For a conventional power reactor, a unit fuel eel! is defined as a single fuel pin and its
surrounding water channel. The analogy for HFIR would be to select a single involute plate and its
associated water channel. However this assumption would be incorrect due to the small size of the
HFIR core.
In a power reactor, the external dimensions of the reactor core are very large compared to the
diameter of a fuel pin (several hundred times larger). But for the HFIR, the thickness of the fuel
region of the annular core is only about 140 mm. The escape probability for a neutron born in the
HFIR is much, much greater than for one bom in a power reactor core. Indeed, the purpose of the
HFIR is to leak neutrons to the central region where they may be absorbed in target rods.
The neutron spectra in the core is dominated by the thermal neutrons returning from the
beryllium reflector. It is noted in Ref. 1 that the homogenization of fuel, clad and coolant is
acceptable since ihe thennal flux depression from coolant centerline to fuel centerline is only 6.8%.
Consequently, for the HFIR, the "unit cell" is the entire reactor.
For the BONAMI step, a cylindrical, four zone problem was created. The inner zone was a
homogenized HFIR target. Surrounding this region was a representative fuel region with only trace
amounts of fission products. Adjacent to the fuel was a control region. The outermost region was
beryllium.
The target region actinide composition is shown in Table 1. Table 1 is based on data for
Transuranium Facility campaign 65 (January, 1986) supplied by C. W. Alexander, ORNL.
Table 1. HFIR Target Rod Initial Composition
Nuclide

Grams

Pu238
Pu239
Pu240
Pu241
Pu242
Am241
Am243
Cm244
Cm245
Cm246
Cm247
Cm248

0.00111
0.00060
0.21320
0.00002
0.00057
0.0459
0.1463
4.5730
0.0656
3.1523
0.0889
0.5507
0.000015

CE252

Unit Cell Atom Density
(atoms per barn'em)
2.23946e-8
1.20546e-8
4.26554C-6
3.98485e-10
1.13099e-8
9.14522e-7
2.89092e-6
8.99933C-5
1.28569C-6
6,15306e-5
1.72823e-6
1.06626e-5
1.85818e-10

The pellets in the target rods are 0.632 cm in diameter and are assumed to be clad with 0.24 cm
thick Al-6061. The pins are located on a triangular pitch of 1.689 cm. Appropriate atom densities
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for the constituents of water and Al-6061 were included with the smeared actinide atom densities in
the BONAMI model.
One other input to the BONAMI model is the Dancoff (rod shadow) factor. Continuing the
argument nwte previously, since the whole core is the unit cell, the Dancoff factor must be calculated
for the whole core. In most instances, the Dancoff factor for a one lump object is 0.0. However the
annular geometry for the HFIR means that there is some probability that a neutron entering the
central target region will pass through and cause a fission on the "ether side* of the annulus.
The CSASl module of the SCALE system (Ref. 5) was used to determine the Dancoff factor of
an amiulus having the same homogenized fuel region atom densities as the HFIR but with water in
the central target region. The calculated Dancoff factor was 0.001774 and this value was input to the
BONAMI program. Note that this exceptionally low value indicates that the annulus acts as if it were
a single lump.
The third step in cross section processing is to execute the NITAWL module to properly process
the resolved resonance energy region for those nuclides which have resolved resonances. With the
exception of the uranium isotopes, all actinides are assumed to be present in "infinitely dilute"
quantities. Likewise certain alloying agents in Al-6061 which have resolved resonance data are
assumed to have infinitely dilute concentrations. The uranium isotopic ratios are assumed to be
typical values from those reported in Ref. 1. The NTTAWL model is based on the Nordheim integral
treatment for a homogeneous annulus.
It is in the NITAWL step that the temperature of the nuclide is used to select appropriate
scattering data and correctly doppler broaden the cross section resonances. All of the target
actinides and all of the fuel nuclides and fission products are assumed to have a temperature of 430
degrees Kelvin. The water coolant, structural materials and beryllium reflector are all assumed to
have a temperature of 343 degrees Kelvin. Note that the master cross-section library contains nuclear
data only at certain temperatures. The NITAWL code selects data at a temperature closest to that
entered by the user. No interpolation is performed.
The final step in the cross section processing procedure is to execute the XSDRNPM program.
XSDRNPM is a one-dimensiona!, discrete ordinatcs solution to the Boltzman transport equation.
The model input to XSDRNPM is the same as that shown in Table A.6 of Ref. 1 except for two
changes.
The central target zone was modified to be three zones with smeared atom densities
corresponding to the current target configuration. The innermost zone corresponded to the
hydraulic irradiation tube. The second zone represented the 15 curium target rods. The third zone
represented the 16 irradiation positions (assumed to be Al tubes).
The second change was to split the control rod zone into two regions. This allowed for
representation of both the europium "black" and the tantalum "grey" regions in the same model. A
k-efFective calculation was performed with XSDRNPM using a buckling factor corresponding to the
geometric height of the fueled region of the core (50.8 cm + extrapolation distance). The calculated
value was 1.0691.
Forcing the calculated k-effective value to be 1.00 would have required a buckling height less
than the physical height. However, the buckling factor for the thermal group is negative - flux
peaking outside the core. For the epithermal and fast groups, it is likely to be close to the geometric
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buckling. Since the better procedure of having group dependent buckling is not available in
XSDRNPM, the buckling height was set to the geometric height
The 39 group cross section set was collapsed to a 7 group set with the energy boundaries shown
in Table 2. The selection of these boundaries is based on parametric studies performed as a part
of the design of the Advanced Neutron Source reactor (Ref. 6).
Table 2. Group Structure for 7-Group
Cross Section Library
Group Number

Upper Energy Boundary

1

20.0 MeV
100 keV
100 eV
0.625 eV

2
3
4
5
6
7

0.33 eV
0.162 eV
0.0300 eV
0.00001 eV

In order to calculate temperature coefficients of reactivity, it is necessary to have cross-section
data at elevated temperatures. Specifically, hydrogen datasets are needed at multiple temperatures.
The same caiculational sequence was used for the generation of elevated temperature dataseu.
Alternate temperature values were specified in the BONAMI and NITAWL dataseu and the group
collapse performed using the existing XSDRNPM dataset.

REACTOR ANALYSIS
The BOLD-VENTURE system for nuclear reactor analysis was used to determine k-effectives,
fluxes, and power distributions (Ref. 7). The VENTURE diffusion theory module of the system had,
as input, an R - Z model created with 17 annular fuel zones, target, reflector and control blade
regions. The input to the VENTURE system was based on data provided in Figs. A.8 through A. 10
and Table A.6 of Ref. 1. This section will present those parts of the input dataset which differed
from the description given in Ref. 1.
FUfcL REGION
Deviating from the description in Ref. 1, the fuel element sideplates were explicitly represented
in the VENTURE model. Also, the atom densities for the constituents of the fuel zones were based
on /ii-6061 rather than pure Al. Both the Al filler and fuel plate clad were assumed to be Al-6061.
The atom densities for the boron and uranium isotopes were calculated from Figs. A.9 and A. 10
(schematic drawings of the inner and outer fuel plates respectively) and compared to values given in
Table A.6 of Ref. 1. Agreement was excellent (usually within 1%). The total quantity of U-23S as
tallied from the input was found to be 9.46 Kg. The value quoted in Ref. 1 is 9.40 Kg.
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The radia! mesh in the VENTURE model was the same as that noted in Table A.6 of Ref. 1.
The axial mesh varied according to the critical experiment being modeled; the control blade position
varying according to coolant boron loading for a given critical experiment.
CONTROL BLADES
In Ref. 1, the outer element sideplate and inner control blade and water gap between these
structures were all homogenized into one region. In the VENTURE model these structures were
represented separately. However, for the control blade, the Al clad was homogenized with the
control poison material.
The "black" control material reported in Table A.6 of Ref. 1 is boron. The actual control blades
used in the HFIRCE-4 experiments had europium in this region. The VENTURE model contains
atom densities corresponding to the europium oxide - tantalum - Al design (still the current HFIR
configuration). The dimensions and content of the control blade were supplied by R. W. Hcbbs,
Research Reactors Division.
Initial calculations of experiments with the control rod fully inserted yielded unusually low values
of calculated k-effective. The nuclear data for the control region was examined and the diffusion
coefficient for the europium region was modified via a procedure described in Appendix A. All
calculated k-effective values reported here are for models incorporating the modified europium
diffusion coefficient.
RESULTS OF CALCULATIONS
The calculated values of k-effective are shown in Table 3. The best agreement between
calculation and experiment is seen in the "cleanest" core configuration (blades out). At this point,
agreement is -0.3%. The worst case is with control blades fully inserted and a water target agreement being 2.2%.
Table 3. Calculated k-effectives for
HFIR Critical Experiments
lixpt. No.

4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5
4.6

Control Blade
Position (cm)
44.45
49.28
54.09
61.72
67.31 (out)
42.16

Boron Cone, in
Coolant (g per L)

0.0
0.527
0.910
1.25
1.35

0.0

Target
Material
water
water
water
water'
water
sim. Pu

k-effective
1.0219
.9872
.9872
.9890
.9967
1.0206

The source of the discrepancy at beginning-of-life typical conditions (2%) is unknown. By
comparison of cases 4.1 and 4.6, it would appear that the source of the discrepancy is independent
of target material. The calculational bias changes sign as the control blade is withdrawn and then
approaches 1.0. Based on the assumption that the 67.31 cm rod position represents end-of-h'fe, there
should be no bias applied to actual reactor calculations when attempting to determine cycle length
for a given reactor configuration.
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The effect on k-effective of varying the number of mesh points in the fuel is shown in Table 4.
For all cases examined, there is a slight increase in calculated k-effective (0.002 to 0.004) as the
number of mesh points in the fuel is increased. However, the previously identified discrepancies
remain largely unchanged.
Table 4. Effect of Mesh Point Spacing on
Calculated K-effectives
Mesh Points in Fuel
Expt. No.

R

Z

4.1
4.1

19
68
19
68
19
68
19
68

30
78
34
63
30
78
30
86

4.2
4.2
4.5
4.5
4.6
4.6

K-effective
1.022
1.026
0.987
0.989
0.997
1.000
1.021
1.024

HFIR procedures stipulate that any change/addition to the irradiation positions must be certified
to cause no more than a 5% increase in local power density at any given position in the reactor.
Frequently this certification is made by comparison to previously performed experiments. For new
materials or designs, certification must rely on computations.
Comparisons of calculated and experimentally derived local power densities for each of the six
critical experiments are given in Figs. 1 and 2. The description of the experiments, the measurement
procedure, some of the experimental data, and all of the experimentally derived local power densities
are contained in Ref. 1.
As the control blades are withdrawn (Expts. 4.1 - 4.5), the power densities in the inner element
change from being generally overpredicted to being underpredicted. Likewise, as the blades (located
outside the outer element) are withdrawn, the power densities at the outside edge of the outer
element are overpredicted and those at the inside edge are underpredicted.
For convenience, the locations and values of the maximum point power densities are contained
in Table 5. Also shown there are the locations and values of the greatest percentage difference by
which the experimentally measured local power density exceeds the calculated value. The former is
important because of safety considerations related to the "hot spot" power density. The latter is
important for determining maximum bias factors which could be applied to calculations to insure
conservatism regarding thermal-hydraulic limits.
The impact on calculated power distribution of increasing the number of mesh points was studied
for experiment 4.6, the fine mesh calculation exhibits poorer agreement with experiment. The fine
mesh calculation appears to yield a more strongly buckled flux distribution than experimental
measurements yield.
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Expt -4.1

Expt 4.2

Expt 4.3

Fig. 1 Comparisons of calulated and measured power
densities for HFIR critical experiments; inner element at left,
outer at right; light shade = undercalculate by more than 5%,
dark shade = overcalculate by more than 5%.
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Fig. 2 Additional comparisons of calulated and measured power
densities for HFIR critical experiments; inner element at left,
outer at right; light shade = undercalculate by more than 5%,
dark shade = overcalculate by more than 5%.

Table 5. Peak Power Locations for Critical Experiments
Max. Relative Power Density

Max.?fe Expt. Over Calc.

Location (cm!

Location (cm)

Expt. No.

Value

Radial

Axial

Value

Radial

Axial

4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4

2.38
1.64
1.62
1.56

17.00
7.14
7.14
7.14
7.14
10.00

25.40
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
25.40

34.69
29.29
22.66
19.04
17.66
30.50

21.00
21.00
20.00
21.00
21.00
21.00

2.00
4.00
16.00
18.00
-8.00
-4.00

4.5

1.50

4.6

2.11

For calculation of margin to incipient boiling, the key parameter of interest is the quantity
of energy deposited in the water coolant as it flows downward through the core. Consequently,
it is desirable to accurately estimate the quantity of heat generated along any axial pathway inside
the core. Table 6 provides a comparison of experimentally measured and calculated, axially
averaged relative power densities for each of the six critical experiments. In almost all cases, the
level of agreement is within the experimental uncertainty (5%).
The accuracy of calculated local power densities for these critical experiments is summarized
in a slightly different manner in Table 7. The second column in the table contains the
calculation-to-experiment (c/e) ratio for the point in the core at which the percentage by which
the experimental value exceeds the calculated value is largest. That is, the point at which the
computational method would most underpredict the power on a percentage basis. The third and
fourth columns provide data for the hottest axial coolant path in the core. The third column
shows the axially averaged c/e ratio. The fourth column shows c/e ratios for the point in the
hottest axial path at which the computational method would most underpredict the power on a
percentage basis.
The variation in the max. local c/e ratio for whole core casts some doubt on the ability to
accurately determine the worth of a perturbation. A reassessment of the manner in which the
irradiated foil data were transformed to power density maps seems desirable since no details of
the procedure are contained in Ref. 1. A significant impact on experiment/ calculation agreement
could occur depending on the procedure used to count the foil activity. Since the length of these
foils is greater than the mesh spacing for which the experimentally derived data is reported, the
manner in which the foils were analyzed (cut into pieces or measured whole) must be known to
correctly interpret the values reported in Ref. 1.
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Table 6. Comparison of Experimental aud Calculated Axially
Averaged Relative Power Densities
100*(ExpL-Calc.)/Expt.
Experiment Number
Radius (cm)

4.1

4.2

4.3

4.4

4.5

4.6

7.14
8.0
9.0
10.0
11.0
12.0
12.6
15.15
16.0
17.0
18.0
19.0
20.0
21.0

4.56
-4.80
-2.48
-.26
.91
.55
5.70
3.32
-3.59
-.51
-.76
-1.64
-1.58
-6.76

.66
-9.06
-6.29
-3.58
-2.39
-4.07
-.61
-.63
-6.15
-.38
2.41
4.75
9.67
10.42

-.25
-10.14
-7.49
-4.18
-3.82
-5.25
-.34
-3.77
•6.52
.13
2.22
5.40
11.19
9.41

-4.31
-15.82
-10.73
-6.11
-6.12
-9.35
-5.16
-8.09
-8.54
.07
3.19
6.78
12.27
14.67

-5.09
-15.70
-12.38
-8.05
-7.80
-10.79
-7.02
-7.28
-8.54
.40
4.30
6.06
11.93
14.70

-2.88
-9.37
-6.70
-6.00
-4.72
-3.30
2.58
3.03
-4.91
-.93
2.20
6.23
14.16
14.17

.

Table 7. Local Power Density Ratios for
HFIR Critical Experiment*
Calculation-to-Experiment Ratio
Control Blade
Position (cm)
42.16
44.45
49.28
54.09
61.72
67.31 (out)

Max. Local for
Whole Core
0.695
0.653
0.707
0.773
0.810
0.823

"Hot Streak"
Axial Ave.
Max. Local
1.029
0.954
0.993
1.002
1.043
0.853

0.944
0.838
0.910
0.966
0.991
0.823

While the worst position for the whole core has a c/e ratio much lower than desired
(experimental error +-5%), the axially averaged values for the hot streak are acceptable in all
but one case. However, the 67.31 cm case is the only critical conflguration in which the "hot
streak* lies along the outside edge of the outer fuel element. This region lies at the point of
transition between a weakly absorbing region (Be, Al, water) and a strongly absorbing region
(highly enriched uranium). The assumptions underlying diffusion theory would be least applicable
at that point in the model.
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The ability to accurately calculate axially averaged power densities is important because the
temperature at the exit of the "hot streak" determines the margin to incipient boiling and
therefore the maximum steady-state overpower limit. These calculations indicate that reactor
physics calculation input to the thermal-hydraulic computer codes should yield accurate (within
experimental uncertainties) "hot streak" exit temperatures for all except the "rods fuli out"
position. At that configuration, a bias of 15% should be applied.

CONCLUSIONS
HFIR specific, few group neutron and coupled neutron-gamma libraries have been prepared.
These are based on data from ENDF/B-V and beginning-of-life (BOL) conditions. The neutron
library includes actinide data for curium target rods. In previous calculations reported in 1971,
only simulated Pu-242 target data were utilized.
Six critical experiments, collectively designated HFIR critical experiment 4, were analyzed.
Calculated k-effective was 2% high at BOL-typical conditions but was 1.0 at end-of-life-typical
conditions. These results indicated that if exposure related parameters can be estimated
accurately, an accurate estimate of cycle length should be attainable.
Through studies of the critical experiments, it was determined that a special blackness
treatment was required in order to obtain correct diffusion coefficients for the europium regions
of the control blades. Nevertheless, the variance in k-effective as a function of control blade
position indicated that reviews of the exact positions of the control blades and the exact boron
concentrations in the coolant were needed.
The local power density distributions were calculated for each of the critical experiments.
The axially averaged values at a given radius were frequently within experimental error. However
at individual points, the calculated local power densities were significantly different from the
experimentally derived values (several times greater than experimental uncertainty). A
reassessment of the foil activation data seems desirable.
One potential use of diffusion calculations is in the certification of reactor experiments. It
is required that a given experiment will not change any local power density by more than 5%.
The critical experiment calculations indicate that only certain experiments could be certified using
diffusion theory.
If the reactivity worth of the experiment is small (control blade movement less than a
centimeter), then unperturbed and perturbed distributions could be compared to determine
percentage difference. However, if the pre- and post-experiment-insertion control blade positions
are significantly different, then the differences in the power distributions among the critical
experiments indicates that an effect due to the experiment would not be quantifiable. This is due
to differences in calculation/experiment agreement for a given physical position among the critical
experiments usually exceeding 5%. Again, a reassessment of foil activation data could modify this
conclusion.
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APPENDIX A
Equivalent Diffusion Theory Coefficients Derived
From Transport Theory Calculations
Initial calculations of the six critical experiments showed that those in which the control
blades were fully or nearly fully withdrawn yielded k-effectives close to 1.0. However, those
in which the control blades were inserted yielded k-efFectives which were low (0.9). After
verifying the model input regarding control blade position and boron content in the coolant,
it was suspected that the diffusion coefficients as generated by the computational procedure
were in error. A procedure by A. F. Henry (Ref. 8) for dealing with bladed control rods
was employed to derive new diffusion coefficients.
Henry states, "for the one dimensional case, we use the fact that parameters which
preserve all the integrated reaction rates within all subregions Vj must necessarily preserve
the net leakage rate out of each V;
In slab geometry (or in this case, annular geometry
in which the height > > thickness of the annulus) this extra restriction implies that, if we
know from more accurate calculations (in this case discrete ordinates calculations from
XSDRNPM) the column vector J(r^) of group currents at the point x, separating a zone
of thickness A,_i from its neighbor of thickness A,, we want the equivalent diffusiontheory parameters for these zones to be such that solution of the group diffusion equations
containing the effective constants will reproduce the J(rj). If we also require that the
column vector of group fluxes $ ( T \ ) at all the interfaces match those values known from
more accurate calculations (again, discrete ordinates calculations using XSDRNPM), a
systematic procedure for finding the equivalent parameters emerges."
"We consider first the one-group case with the material inside A, homogeneous but not
of a nature such that diffusion theory should be valid." In this case, a control blade with
no annular or axial (height > > thickness) variation. If equivalent constants v J ^ , £ a , and
D can be found for this case, they will be such that within Aj the one-group Pi equations
are

*J(p)

iU(r)

+

£j(r)=0.

Note that for this problem v J^y = 0. Also note, that the above equations are applicable
to the multigroup solution if we assume that there is no scattering between groups. Given
the seven-croup energy structure and the fact that the control blades are composed of
europium (atomic number = 63) this is a good assumption.
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In matrix form these become:
d f*

1 *

(1)

and, with the definitions:

*

(1) becomes
(2)

The solution to this equation is given in Ref. 8 and is shown to be
_ r co
cosh/cA

—(

J [j(r,-)J "

-I»sinh/cA

where the subscripts i, i+1 represent intervals in the problem and «2 = —*••»"

' = «•.

Denning blackness coefficients a and j3 by

P

~

it can be shown that
siuh«A =
and

For the calculations described in this document, multigroup flux and current values for
mesh points on the front and rear faces of the control blade were used to define a and 0.
The group diffusion coefficients were then determined directly.
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The VENTURE neutronics module has an input option whereby two constants, a and
b, can be entered and the value of the diffusion coefficients, for a given zone, as calculated
from the cross-section data library are modified according to the formula
new diffusion coefficient = a (old diffusion coefficient) + b
The diffusion coefficients for the europium region of the control rod were compared
to the "old" values derived from the data library and could be linearly correlated with a
correlation coefficient R2, equal to 0.998. The value of a was determined to be 0.01937
and the value of 6 was determined to be 0.001665.
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Commissariat à l'Energie Atomique
Département de Mécanique et Technologie
Service d'Etudes de Réacteurs et de Mathématiques Apppliquées
Centre d'Etudes de Saclay
ABSTRACT
This paper presents some validation and application
aspects of the APOLLO2 , user oriented, modular code for
multigroup transport assembly calculation which is
developped at the French Commissariat à l'Energie
Atomique. The main points approached in this paper are :
the two dimensional collision probability convergence,
critical leakage calculation schemes, self shielding
spatial discretization, and the equivalence procedure.
INTRODUCTION
APOLLO21'2 is the successor of the spectrum transport code
APOLLO3'4 which has been used for almost two decades as the main
computational tool for r.eutronic analysis in the French PWR program.
APOLLO2 is a fully modular code in which each module corresponds to
a specific task: access to the library, creation of isotopes,
geometry definition, self shielding calculation, computation of
multigroup collision probabilities, flux calculations, etc...
Modules communicate exclusively by "objects" containing structured
data, these objects are identified by user's given names. In this
way the user can use the macrolanguage to define its own chain of
calculations. So APOLLO2 can be used in order to obtain a best
estimate calculation which validates APOLLO2 industrial simplified
schemes.
The framework of the APOLLO2 applications presented here is the
PWR assembly calculations. The main points analyzed are:
- convergence analysis of assembly calculations by two
dimensional collision probabilities method
- critical leakage calculation schemes
- sensitivities of the fuel depletion effects to the self
shielding model and to the numerical approximations
used
- calculation schemes based on equivalence between
heterogeneous (collision probability) and homogeneous
cell (collision probabilities or discrete ordinates).
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COLLISION

PROBABILITIES

The assemblies can be calculated by many options. A flat-flux
approximation, together with isotropic scattering and either a
uniform double PO (UPO) or a uniform double PI (UP1) or a linear
angular flux approximation on the surfaces (LPO) is used to compute
collision, escape and transmission probabilities. Multicell
methods
(based on cell cylinderization) and direct methods5-6 (direct
integration in the entire assembly) are available for uniform and
non uniform rectangular meshes, for rectangular cells containing
concentric pins and angular sectors.
We present the multicell and 2D exact method results for MOX
zoned and uranium rodded assemblies (figures 1 and 2).
2D EXACT
The 2D direct collision probability method uses a double
numerical integration over p (line) and + (angle). The integration
mesh consists of sets of parallel neutron t r a j e c t o r i e s with
different orientations.
It is obvious that the accuracy of the calculation depends on
the one of the numeric integration formula defined by the parameters
Ap and A$ (Ap and A4 represents respectively the interval between 2
discrete values of
p and #). The convergence with the angular
parameter Af has the same behaviour for the two assemblies : rodded
uranium and zoned MOX.
Figure 1 shows the reactivity changes due to the different
options and integration parameters.
We note that the p convergence depends strongly on the 4 value.
For Ap-0.1 and A+ =11/48 we obtain a change in reactivity of about
450 pan between the calculation without sector discretization and
the calulation with sector discretization (figure 1).
MULTICELL
UPO option
- For t h e rodded assembly, t h e d i s c r e p a n c i e s with t h e
converged 2D exact c a l c u l a t i o n reach 400 pern (figure 1) on k M and 6%
on t h e flux a t t h e assembly corner (figure 2 ) .
UF1 option
- For t h e rodded assembly, t h e d i s c r e p a n c i e s with t h e
converged 2D exact c a l c u l a t i o n reach 100 pern (figure 1) on ko. and 1%
on t h e flux a t t h e assembly corner (figure 2 ) .
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SOMX

APOLLO2

SELr-SHXELDXNG

SCHEMES

GENERALITIES
The models 7 - 8 ' 9 used in APOLLO2 for the computation of the self
shielding cross sections account for space and energy resonance
interference between resonant isotopes located in a heterogeneous
geometry or in an homogeneous medium. The two available models are
the PIC model and the more sophisticated Background Matrix
Formalism^(BMF).
The self shieding calculation is based on a double equivalence:
- Homogenization: for each self-shielding region, an equivalent
homogeneous medium is determined, preserving the resonance integral
calculated with an approximate slowing down model for the resonant
scattering (narrow, wide or intermediary resonance : NR, WR, IR) and
a given moderator source. Homogenization can be performed on each
group or for a macrogroup encompassing several groups. The reaction
rates for each group are then interpolated from homogeneous
reaction-rate tabulations.
- Multigroup equivalence: selfshielded multigroup cross
sections are calculated by preserving actual reactions rates on each
group.
ASSEMBLY GEOMETRY
Thanks to the modular structure of the code, self shielding
calculation can be performed in a simplified or altogether different
geometry. We present some typical self shielding geometry for the
computation of a PWR assembly. The self-shielding can be processed
with any other approximation or geometry than the one used for the
flux calculation. In the "self-shielding" column (table below) the
modelization to perform the Pij's calculations used in the selfshielding process is denoted as follows:
"39"

all fuel cells are different (39 selfshielded crosssection sets)
"12"
fuel cells are grouped in 12 classes (12 selfshielded
cross-section sets)
"<ass>" all fuel cells are grouped in a single class
Each assembly cell has the same selfshielded crosssections in the flux calculation step.
"1"
the selfshielding calculation is not performed in the
assembly geometry but in a geometry representing a
single cell. Each assembly cell has the same
selfshielded cross-sections in the flux calculation
step.
Table below gives the infinite multiplication factor (kt») and
the computation time for all these cases. The APOLLO2 code permits
the user to define his own modeli:cation in a very large range of
precision and calculation time.
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call number
(fluxl
45

45
45
45
45
45

45
12
45
45
45
12

12
45
45
45
12

12

Pij

time
(flux)

20xy
20xy
2Dxy
UP1
UP1
UP1

549

UP1
UP1
UPO
OPO

UPO
UPO
UPO
ROTH
ROTH
ROTH
ROTH
ROTH

S32
527
360
355
343
343
19
90
68
65

14
14
70
52
50
10
10

self
shielding
Pic NR
39 2Dxy
12 UPO
<ass> 2Dxy
39 UPO
12 UPO
<ass>UP0
"1" UPO
<ass>UP0
39 UPO
12 UPO
<ass>UP0
"1- UPO
<ass>UPO
39 UPO
12 UPO
<ass>UP0
"1" UPO
<ass>UP0

time
(self
.shielding)
930

28

& Kinf
(pcm)
0
-78
-r

856
311
28
274

39
44
-37

1

142

28
315
28
266

44
-8
-4
10

1
28

8

308
28
266

18
22
12

1
28

33

reactivity discrepancies and computation time (arbitrary units)
CELL GEOMETRY
In order to show the effect of the fuel discretization on the
reactivity we calculate a fuel cell (moderator,clad,fuel) in
infinite medium. The pellet is divided into equivolumetric
rings,where each ring defines a self shielding zone.
Figure 3-a shows the dependance of the calculated k» versus the
fuel spatial discretization with the PIC and BMF models. The chosen
parameter is the number of self shielding zones, this parameter
varies from 1 to 48. The discrepancy between 1 zone calculation k M
and the asymptotic k« value is 500 pcm. We note that the difference
between PIC and BMF is lower than 145 pcm.
FUEL DEPLETION
APOLLO2 can calculate the time variation of the isotopic
concentrations in any number of media within a geometric domain,
containing burnable isotopes (figures 3-b,c). A depletion
calculation consists in a serie of depletion steps. The depletion
modelization in the fuel depends strongly on the "ranium self
shielding option and particularly on the spatial discretization.In
our application the self shielding calculation is performed at the
beginning of life with the PIC NR approximation. Figures (3-c,d)
illustrate the sensibility of the 239Pu isotope evolution with the
number of self shielded rings. The one-ring selfshielded calculation
overestimates the plutonium concentration by about: 3% at 32 GWj/t
and more than 4% at 60 GWj/t
IQUXVALENCI
In order to calculate two-dimensional structures larger than an
assembly, one of the approach can be the homogenization of each cell
(consisting of a fuel pin, clad and moderator) in each of the
assemblies calculated separately on a fine spatial mesh.
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The homogenization is done by a reaction rate preserving
equivalence procedure10 wich can be performed between two types of
transport calculations used in the code.
The calculations are performed on two configurations of a 17x17
pins PWR assembly, one with 24 inserted absorption rods containing
AIC and one with 25 water holes. The heterogeneous problem is solved
with a multicell option (rectangular,uniform double PI scattering)
where all the cells have a different flux.
The equivalence procedure is applied with collision probability
methods {multicell and 2D) and Sn methods (finite differences and
nodal approximation). Each cell is homogenized in order to obtain
the equivalent cross sections on the defined output energy mesh (2
to 99 groups).
We show that the equivalence procedure must be used for both
types of assembly. The higher is the energy group number the larger
is the discrepancy between homogeneous and heterogeneous
calculations without equivalence (following table).
energy
group
number

codded

unrodded

2
8
20
37
99
2
S
20
37
99

20

Sn d:
f. dif.
-3948
-5561
-5989
-6107
-6304

Sn n:
nodal
-3139
-4276
-4552
-4630
-4732

-2567
-3459
-3694
-2757
-3836

100
39
29
8
5

85
28
21
3
-1

65
32
28
16
14

UP1

UPO
-2250

-3478

-3263

57

17

20

reactivity discrepancy between homogeneous and
heterogeneous assembly calculations without equivalence(pcm)
The equivalence procedure has to compensate the differences
between operators: homogenization, transport equation resolution
(Pij 2D multicell/ Sn finite differences: Sn d and nodal: Sn n) and
the spatial convergence of the homogeneous operator.
We can see for the water hole, AIC rod and and fuel cells the
coupling between energy and space problems. For example at the 6.7
ev (238u resonance, group 48) the equivalence factor reaches it3
highest value in all the cells (figures 4-a,b,c).
For a 5x5 cell lattice motif with water hole and B4C rod, we
present the spatial dependance of 2 group equivalence factors in
the cases of homogeneous Pij and Sn calculations.
The heterogeneous reference calculation is an UP1 multicell
approximation, the asymptotic value of the equivalence factor is
reached for a size mesh equal to one ninth of a cell, its value is
closer to one in the case of the homogeneous Pij (figures 5-a,b,c).
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LEAKAGE

CALCULATION

SCHEMES

The modularity of the APOLLO2 code allows us to perform
different iteration strategies in order to compute c r i t i c a l buckling
and leakage coefficient.
VOLUMETRIC LEAKAGE MODEL

The homogenization with volumetric leakage, begins with
collision, escape and transmission probability calculations for the
assembly in infinite medium with zero leakage then two kinds of
iterative procedures can be performed (figure 6-a).
- first option:
- homogenized medium, fundamental critical leakage
calculations in homogeneous infinite medium -> D B'
- introduction of the leakage as an artificial equivalent
absorption uniformly distributed throughout the assembly
- computation of the heterogenous multigroup flux with this leakage
- second option:
- initialization : homogenized medium, critical leakage
calculations in homogeneous infinite medium -> 0 B'
- introduction of the leakage as an artificial equivalent
absorption uniformly distributed throughout the assembly
- computation of the heterogenous multigroup flux with this leakage
_

- use of a perturbative formula for critical B^

SURFACE LEAKAGE MODEL

Retaining the fundamental mode hypothesis in order to simulate
the assembly environment, the basic idea of this model11 is to
modelize leakage by a term of incoming current on the outer
surfaces. This model needs the calculation of collision, escape, and
transmission probabilities corresponding to vacuum boundary
conditions; the isotropicaly reflected P i j ' s are only used in the
i n i t i a l i z a t i o n step (zero leakage i n i t i a l flux calculation). Then
the c r i t i c a l leakage calculation scheme consists on two kinds of
iterative procedures (figure 6-b) :
- first option:
> - homogenized medium, fundamental critical leakage
calculations in homogeneous infinite medium -> 0 B 2
- incoming angular flux computation with the fundamental
leakage rate
- calculation of the heterogeneous flux with the Pij
corresponding to albedo»0 and imposed incoming angular
flux on outer boundaries
- second option:
- initialization : homogenized medium, critical leakage
calculations in homogeneous infinite medium -> D B^
- incoming angular flux computation with the fundamental
leakage rate
- calculation of the heterogeneous flux with the Fij
corresponding to albedo-0 and imposed incoming angular
flux on outer boundaries
— - use of a perturbative formula for critical B 2
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CALCULATION EXAMPLES
As an example we give the comparison between the two leakage
calculation methods applied to the 17x17 PWR assemblies with uranium
and mixed oxyde fuel with and without absorbing rods. Collision
probabilities were computed with the multicell option UPO. The
effect
on rods efficiency depends slightly on the boron
concentration (figure 7}.The surface leakage model introduces always
a greater power or flux gradient inside the assembly (figure 8) . For
the rodded assemblies the surface leakage model is well adapted but
for unrodded assemblies the leakage model gives a very different
fine structure without significant reactivity effect.

CONCLUSION
APOLLO2 code's validation is under progress and we present some
important aspects, to take into account for building any future
calculational scheme using new potentialities developped into
APOLLO2.
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NAUTILE : AN INTELLIGENT FRONT-END
FOR CORE COMPUTATION SYSTEM
P. Girieud, 0. Loussouarn
M. Roshd, A. Vallee
FRAMATOME, TOUR FIAT, Cedex 16,
92084 PARIS LA DEFENSE

ABSTRACT
The new nuclear design system developed by FRAMATOME provides an
extensive range of neutronic methodologies capable of analysing
current and future PWR fuel and core designs. This system is
highly modular allowing the engineer a complete choice of degree
of sophistication and precision he wants to apply to his design
problems.
To give the designer a full control and convivial utilisation of
these modules, the system NAUTILE has been developed.
NAUTILE
is an integrated software system applying some of the
most
up-to-date
data
processing,
information management,
knowledge engineering, and graphic interfaces and visualisation
techniques. It provides an intelligent guidance and supervises
the planning, preparation and execution of all analysis tasks.

INTRODUCTION
The nuclear design system, called SCIENCE, has been under
intensive development at FRAMATOME for the last four years. The
objectives are :
- to provide an advanced highly versatile, system of neutronic
codes capable of modeling current and future PWR fuel and cores
in almost any degree of sophistication required;
- to make available to the designer some of the most modern data
processing,
information management techniques which would
create a user environment with a high degree of conviviality,
quality assurance and engineering time saving.
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THE NUCLEAR DESIGN SYSTEM
Efforts have been focused on extending neutronic methodologies in
order to cover all possible design problems. This has resulted in
a highly modular system that includes numerous calculational
methods : diffusion theory in finite differences, finite elements
or nodal forms ; transport theory is represented by modules based
on discreet ordinates or collision probability techniques, and
eventually a Monte-Carlo module will be added to the system.
The 3-D physical models can be either in
cases, hexagonal geometries.
Full description of these modules
this meeting. (Ref 1)

X-Y-Z,

is given a

RZ8 or, in some

paper presented at

MODULARITY OF THE SYSTEM
Due to the high modularity of the system the designer does not
face a hardwired code unwieldy and impossible to alter without
internal intervention by the developer.
Here the user can choose the degree of sophistication adapted to
his problem, he can even try several combinations of modules,
before finally "softwiring" the system by a procedure which then
becomes the recommended design method. The system is an adaptable
tool in the hands of the nuclear designer.
This is made possible by the fact that each module has been
programmed to perform a well defined task. The required input is
in the form of a set of structured data objects which would lead,
after transformation by a module, to another set of objects. The
transmission of information between modules during execution is
via these objects, and thus the modules can either stand alone or
be in any number of possible combinations.
The language used for developing this system is called ESOPE.
This is a superset of FORTRAN 77; it has in addition to the
latter a small number of instructions permitting the creation and
manipulation of data objects. It is to be stressed here that the
programme,
after
preprocessing,
results in
pure FORTRAN
instructions which can then be compiled and executed in the usual
manner.
During the execution of the modules various objects are deposited
in computer memory for other modules to use. Since some of these
objects will not be used by the rest of the job or will be used
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at a much later phase of the calculation, a memory manager,
called GtMAT, keeps track of a I?, objects and retires to mass
storage any objects that are either idle or of low priority.
This memory space optimization is very useful for large cases.
The modularity of the system has also made it easy to create a
new control language,
called GIB1ANE,
which is used for
"softwiring" a set of modules in a simple and efficient way. The
instruction to activate any module is reduced to giving, in very
simple syntax, its name, the names of the objects required by it
to do its tasks, and finally the name of objects desired as
result.
These instructions can be conditional or can be included in a
loop giving rise to very interesting calculational schemes
without having to go back to the developer with different
specifications
each time a new idea is to be tried by the
designer.
When the job being processed is terminated a number of selected
objects could be saved in order to be used for graphical
visualisation, further analysis or for restarts at later dates.
These objects are saved on a file with well defined structure
such that any objjct or part of can be accessed by utility
programs developed
for this purpose.
These files, called
databanks, become the information carriers outside the modules.
A part of these databanks consisting of small objects are saved
in a relational database while the databanks themselves are sent
to a central mass storage.

INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
As mentioned earlier information is transmitted between modules
via objects during execution and via databanks after execution.
But this is not the only information the designer has to worry
about. Ke has to create new databanks or update old ones using
basic engineering data (assembly or core geometry, compositions
... etc). This is traditionally stored on a special set of
files.
The results of design calculations are saved
and
catalogued on other files. The utility programs for interrogating
one set might be different from the ones used for the other set.
The user has also to know the procedures used for his analysis,
and keep track of them separately. The choice of a particular
procedure among possibly hundreds, or finding whether any results
exist from a previous analysis of a similar problem might be very
time consuming.

It would also be reckless to give the analyst sere possibilities
by increasing the range of methodologies at his disposal,
allowing him to create more sophisticated models and procedures
generating, perhaps, a large amount of data (by the powerful new
workstations or supercomputers) without giving him the tools to
facilitate his job and control the flow of information in his
system.

USER ENVIRONMENT SOFTWARE
It is becoming abundantly clear that in an industry where
analysis results have to be of the highest
accuracy and
reliability, an environment have to be created to permit the
engineer an easy, reliable and rapid access to the different
modules, the basic engineering data, the calculation procedures
or any other information he might require for his analysis.
Some of the criteria for designing such environment
listed here :

software are

1. Increasing flexibility of the nuclear design system without
sacrificing quality assurance.
2. Defining and structuring data in such a way that its
transmission and processing could be done with the same
tools, created for this purpose, regardless of its origin
whether it be of calculational, experimental or engineering
nature.
3. Ensuring portability of the software on most machine types.
4. Providing an integrated intelligent interface which would
act as a guide and a help in organizing, preparing and
executing the calculations needed by the analyst. This has
led to adopting some of the well established techniques
used in knowledge engineering.
The flow of information between
NAUTILE system is shown in Fig.l

the

different

components of

Functionally the system goes through three different stages :
1. Planning of the analysis strategy
2. Assembling and preparing the particular
input data objects.
3. Executing
objects .

the

calculation
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and

handling

modules and their
the

resulting

1. PLANNING THE ANALYSIS STRATEGY
The engineer would first, through a dialogue with PILOTE, specify
his design problem and his objectives.
He naturally first would like to know whether similar analysis
had been done in the past.
A request from PILOTE to the relational data base SINDBAD would
be able to supply an answer. This is possible because SINDBAD
stores summaries of the most important results of previous
analyses. If these results do not fully satisfy the problem at
hand further dialogue with PILOTE would now help to determine the
methodology to use, which is normally embodied into a procedure.
The latter consists of a set of verified rules defining the
steps, modules and conditions required for design analysis. A
procedure could be simple such as running a particular module to
get given results, or could be complex, e.g. a complete accident
or transient analysis; in which case different modules of various
geometry models and physical conditions might be needed.
Information on these procedures forms a knowledge base through
which PILOTE can search using its inference engine and backward
chaining.
Pilote is implemented in SPIRAL, a logical programming language
based on PROLOG with added object-oriented features.

2. ASSEMBLING AND PREPARING THE COMPUTATION TASKS
Having chosen the procedure to apply to the specified problem as
described above, the job, however, is not yet ready for execution
as each module would require its own particular input data
objects. This functionality is accomplished by MAX (see fig.l)
MAX is also programmed in SPIRAL and has its own knowledge base
containing information on the different modules, their functions,
options, limitations and their input and output data objects.
A convivial dialogue with MAX would lead to specification of data
required.
The designer would have to give directly as few data as possible;
but he is asked by the system to specify the type of fuel, core
and irradiation cycle. Pertinent information is
then fetched
directly from the data base by MAX.
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Having assembled all the necessary components, MAX then generates
automaticaly a set of GIBIANE instructions. The procedure is now
instanciated and ready for execution under the control of CONGRE.

3. EXECUTION OF THE COMPUTATION TASKS
CONGRE dispatches the job to the CRAY computer for execution but
remains active waiting for the return of some predesignated
objects at predetermined interruption points in the sequence of
modules execution.
Quick diagnostic would determine whether execution is still on
course and results are reasonable. This is hoped to eliminate
most of the costly divergent cases. The development of an
automatic intelligent diagnostic module might be beneficial for
almost all cases.
When the job is satisfactorily completed, the databanks produced
are sent to the central mass storage after having extracted a
summary of the most important results to be included in the
SINDBAD database.
Databanks
could also
be requested by
ECLJME for further
post-processing and graphic visualisation. In addition ECUME
allows the engineer to prepare and publish documents or reports
that would include tables or graphics.

SUMMARY
FRAMATOME has developed a new nuclear design system
improved
neutronic
methodologies for treating
problems.

with vastly
PWR design

NAUTILE, the user environment software has introduced a large
degree of conviviality without sacrificing rigour in analysis or
quality assurance. It is implemented using up-to-date techniques
in data processing, information management, knowledge engineering
and graphic visualisation.
NAUTILE allows an easy, reliable and rapid access to any
information item required by the nuclear design system. It also
acts as an intelligent guide and a supervisor during all stages
of analysis planning, preparation and execution.
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Figure 1: User Environment Software
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ABSTRACT
APOLLO-II is a second-generation, fully modular, general
purpose
multigroup transport code. It has been developed by the Commissariat a
1'E.nergie Atomique, (CEA) in the 8O's, and integrated, recently, by
FRAMATOME into its new project computational chain, SCIENCE.
After presenting an outline of its most important computational options,
we provide, in this paper, some examples of APOLLO-II applications to PWR
project studies, as well as an outline of several recomrnanded computational
procedures.
INTRODUCTION
APOLLO-II (Ref.1), a multigroup transport code developed by the French
Commissariat a I'E/iergie Atomique (CEA) and fully documented in a wide set of
previous papers (Refs. 2,3), has been included as an up-stream module, in the
frame of the FRAMATOME's new project computational chain, SCIENCE (Ref.4),
a schematic view of which can be seen in Figure 1.
APOLLO-II is a user oriented, fully modular system, each of its 50
modules, has been conceived to assume an elementary computational function,
e.g., input reading, library access, generation of isotope data sets, description
of geometry, self-shielding and flux computations, exploitation of results and
editing.
All modules communicate with each other via data structures called
"objects".
A macrolanguage, GIBIANE, deals with the transmission and
transformation of the objects through the modules of the system. This allows
any user to define his own computational pattern.
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The large flexibility of the system, which is really of use as far as
fundamental analysis and parametrical studies are concerned, would seem
somewhat impractical for standard project applications.
In order to avoid confusion and inconsistencies, related to this choice, a
big effort was made in FRAMATOME with the aim of defining and validating
suitable computational schemes, well adapted to any particular project
circumstance. A quite complete set of standard procedures was thus defined,
and an expert system, MAX (Ref. 5), has been conceived in order to help users
to construct them in a fully automated way.
The validation of these procedures was made via computationmeasurement comparisons, and, when the experimental information was either
missing or incomplete, via computational benchmarking.
In this paper, after presenting the APOLLO II main physical and
computational features, we provide several examples, chosen in a quite large
set, of the accuracy of the system results in project applications.
APOLLO-II MAIN FEATURES
Since main physical and computational features of APOLLO II have been
described widely in the above-mentioned literature, only the most projectoriented options of the code will be discussed here.
- LIBRARY : the standard APOLLO-II library contains approximatively 400
isotopes. Generated by the THEMIS-NJOY system, (Ref. 6), it is based on the
standard APOLLO-I library, (Ref. 7), up-dated to JEF-1, (Ref. 8).
The 99 group library supports any degree of cross-sections anisotropy.
- SELF-SHIELDING : the computation of the self-shielded cross-sections in
APOLLO-II accounts for space and energy resonance overlapping among
isotopes, in heterogeneous media.
The overlapping is computed either via a simple isotope iterative scheme, or by
mixture dependent probability tables.
- FLUX COMPUTATIONS : APOLLO-II offers the user a wide set of flux
computational otions, including :
. integral transport, (collision probability method),
. discrete ordinates, (SN).
FLUXES can be computed (for the usual 1D (slab) and three 2D geometries,
(X,Y), (R,Z), and hexagonal) on the basis o f :
- exact collision probabilities, (quoted as exact CP),
- multicell formalism, with an anisotropic description of the angular flux at
interfaces,
- multicell formalism, with an isotropic description of the interface flux.
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When a 2D collision probability computation is performed via an exact
direct method, subdivision of pins into subregions and angular discretisation of
the flux in sectors are allowed.
The bulk of its SN modules allow APOLLO-II to compute heterogeneous
flux using the discrete ordinate solution of the integro-differential transport
equation, taking into account highly anisotropic scattering by the Pn formalism.
- DEPLETION : APOLLO-II computes the variation in time of the densities of
isotopes in any number of media, subdividing the depletion interval into a series
of steps, each beginning with the estimation of new densities on the basis of a
reaction-rate extrapolation. This stage, called the predictor stage, makes use of
a fourth order Runge-Kutta method.
One can choose a local or global depletion variable and the process
convergence is automatically verified.
- LEAKAGE : the original APOLLO-I method based on the calculation of
homogenized diffusion coefficient and B2 has been generalized in APOLLO-II ; it
treats mutually interacting sub-systems and computes a diffusion coefficient per
assembly, which can be used in subsequent diffusion calculations.
- OUTPUT : beside flux collapsing and homogenization, the APOLLO-!! system
can perform equivalence processes, in which the cross-sections are adjusted in
order to preserve the reaction rates of any reference calculation.
Suitable output routines have been conceived in order to couple the code to
down-stream modules of the SCIENCE chain, mainly the 3D nodal and 2D
discrete options of the SMART system.
A simple zero-dimension, 2 group, analytical perturbation formula was
also developed ; it allows splitting differences of reactivity into elementary
components, mainly those related to isotopes and cross-sections (Ref. 9).
This formula is very practical when validation of computational procedures
against a reference and comparative analysis are to be made.
APPLICATIONS
High APOLLO-II computational performance can be really of use in a very
large range of project cases.
In the following, we present some examples of APOLLO-II calculations,
performed in the framework of FRAMATOME project studies and chain
validation.
A first example of APOLLO-II use can be found in the series of core,
cluster and assembly calculations we made for analyzing the very
heterogeneous CAMELEON (Ref. 10) and EPICURE (Ref. 12) integral
experiments.
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A wide set of configurations, including black and gray absorbers, gadolinium
pins in presence of water holes, pyrex and gadolinium poisoned clusters, UO2MOX arrays, have been studied, both in homogeneous and heterogeneous
descriptions. Easy and low cost APOLLO-II computations were made possible by
the heterogeneous to homogeneous equivalence process, which preserves the
heterogenous reaction rate values on homogenized regions.
Several multicell options, in which the elementary cells are coupled via an
interface current technique, were used in assembly configuration both with
isotropic and anisotropic expansions at the boundaries, to generate suitable two
group cross-sections for diffusion calculations.
All the results have been compared to reference transport calculations
and to experimental results using a core scale factor technique (Ref. 11).
APOLLO-II computes also fuel and non fuel depletion, muitiregion and
multimixture, using a predictor-corrector technique, as presented before.
The gadolinium depletion procedure includes (Ref. 13) :
- a 4 concentric region depletion model,
- an individual self-shielding of main Gd isotopes,
- a full description of depletion chains.
The results of the analysis of the GEDEON experiment testify to the
accuracy of the APOLLO-II computations.
APOLLO-II was also used to search for a reference cross-section
generation scheme for annular fuel pins : the impact of radial self-shielding and
temperature distribution in the pellet have been investigated broadly in a
parametrical way, as a function of the hole diameter for different computational
options.
PRESENTATION OF SOME RESULTS

CAMELEON

Most CAMELEON (Figure 2) analysis performed with APOLLO-I code has
been broadly presented and discussed in two previous works (Refs. 10 and 11).
In the framework of APOLLO-II validation, several of these studies have
been reconducted and confirm the previous results. In this paper, we only
summarize the most important conclusions.
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The purpose of CAMELEON studies was to establish a suitable validation
basis for computational procedures of the SCIENCE chain, on the ground of a
quite large set of experimental cluster configurations.
The results broadly confirmed the reliability of the exact CP transport
option as a reference for the equivalence process aimed at the generation of
diffusion data, and the deshomogenization in nodal calculations (Figures 3 and
4).
Moreover, the reliability of the whole diffusion cross-section generation
process in the SCIENCE chain has been demonstrated, (Figures 5 and 6).

EPICURE

The EPICURE program, launched in 1987, is now in progress in the EOLE
facility at the CEA Center of Cadarache.
According to a tripartite agreement (EDF.CEA and FRAMATOME), the
program should support the test and validation of MOX (Mixed Q_xyde) fuel
project computational procedures. In order to meet this quite ambitious goal, a
series of different configurations, simulating MOX and UO2 patterns, have been
considered. Until now, only one configuration has been fully analyzed (Ref. 12) ;
we present here part of a large scale analysis we made at FRAMATOME on the
so called UMZONE layout (Figure 7).
In order to allow the analysis of the very physically meaningful M0X-U02
transition zone, the whole study has been based on a cluster description of the
central core zone including the MOX three zone central assembly and a three
cell thick UO2 surrounding region.
According to the complexity of the problem, two kinds of collision
probability methods were selected : either an exact direct method (exact CP) or
a multiceil approximation with an isotropic description of the angular flux at cell
interface.
The comparisons between calculation and experiment make use of
heterogeneous and homogeneous computational schemes :
. A subdivision of cells into subregions through radial and angular discretisation
(Figure 8) and exact CP calculations allow an accurate estimation of fluxes in
the cluster, mainly for M0X-U02 assembly interface ceils which present a
strong variation of the spectrum and neutron flux.
. The mukicell approximation was used for self-shielding calculations, 2 group
diffusion data generation and 99 group heterogeneous-homogeneous transport
equivalence process in order to generate equivalent homogeneous cell data.
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. Using these equivalent data, a homogeneous procedure allows the calculation
of the "core scale factors" which simulate the core effects in the experiment
computation comparison. These pointwise correction factors are estimated
directly by comparing the power distributions calculated in the full core and in
the cluster ; both descriptions used homogeneous cells, with exact CP
computations.
Figure 9 shows, in a synoptic way, the (C-M) deviation of the pointpower distribution, through the central MOX assembly-wise zone, the interface
and UO2 surrounding zone. The results have been respectively obtained from an
exact CP heterogeneous solution and homogeneous scheme transport
calculations.
The uncertainty due to experimental techniques based on particular
gamma ray peak scanning, may be up to + 5 % at 2 a (Ref. 14) so that the
confidence level of the comparisons between measurement and calculation
actually depends on this quite large experimental uncertainty.
However, the figure 9 shows the possibility of an improvement of
heterogeneous results mainly at the transition zone.
In addition, 2D discrete centered mesh diffusion xy calculations have
been run with 2 macrogroup cross-sections issued from multicell calculations as
in project procedure (Figure 10).
It can be seen that an overall good agreement is found.
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GEDEON

The GEDEON experiment has been carried out in the MELUSINE facility at
the CEA Center of Grenoble. Two phases were scheduled ; we present here
some preliminary results of phase I.
The experiment has provided a suitable experimental data set for the
definition and validation of project computational procedures for gadolinium
burnable poisons. The main items in the experiment were burn-up aspects, the
steady state validation being achieved via CAMELEON experiment analysis, as
seen before.
In order to reach a sufficient burn-up of the four gadolinium poisoned pins
loaded in the central test region of the facility, a particular MELUSINE
configuration was designed (Figure 11), with a feeding driver external zone.
The depletion of the system was calculated with the APOLLO-II code, in
an infinite medium assembly approximation ; we previously verified that this
representation was satisfactory for poisoned pin burn-up simulation. The
computed isotopical densities have been compared, for different computational
options, to the experimental results.
Figure 12 shows very satisfactory results in the case of our reference
computational procedure. Figure 13 gives some complementary informations
about gadolinium depletion, particularly the discrepancy of the one zone Gadolinium pin depletion results.
ANNULAR PELLET

Usual project calculations are performed with only one computation
region in the pellet. This method does not take into account the spatial energy
interference for resonant isotopes.
In order to evaluate the impact of this approximation for a standard UO2
cell, we subdivided the *uel pin into ten equivolumetric regions and an accurate
self-shielding calculation (Ref. 1) was performed with an improved PIC model, a
narrow resonance aproximation and a groupwise homogenization.
We found that the one region calculation underestimates the U238
absorption by about 200 pern. Figure 14 shows the U238 absorption rate per
region. For the accurate (10 points in the pellet) and the simplified (1 point in
the pellet) computations, the depletion was performed up to a burnup of 60
GWd/t. At this stage, the simplified computation overestimates the average
Plutonium production (especially Pu239) by about 2.9 %. Figure 14 also
presents the spatial distribution of Pu239 concentration in the pellet at 60
GWd/t.
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Figure 15 shows the average Pu239 concentration at 30 GWd/t and 60
GWd/t for both simplified and accurate calculations.
This approach was performed in order to search for a specific
computational procedure for pins containing an annular pellet. APOLLO-II
performance has then been very useful allowing a broad analysis of most
annular pellet physical features.
Further studies of the cross-sectional sensitivity to :
- the computation of a radially dependent self-shielding,
- a multiregion description of the pellet in burn-up calculation,
- a radial temperature profile description
are in progress.

CONCLUSION
We present in this paper an overview of the most important APOLLO-II
computational options and provide several examples of its use in a project
context at FRAMATOME.
Thanks to its flexibility and its very wide choice of computational options,
APOLLO-II can be used for the development of new computational methods and
the analysis of new and advanced reactor models and components.
On the basis of this preliminary but quite large experience APOLLO-II
shows up being a very accurate and well adapted up-stream module for the
newly developed SCIENCE project computational chain.
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SCIENCE : a new Reactor
Physics Codes Package approach
By A.Vallee, G.Francillon, J.Pelet
FRAMATOME Tour Fiat.-Cedex 16
92034 Paris la Oefer.se FRANCE

GENERAL OVERVIEW
Nuclear analysis
and design in
FRAMATOME present various
features. First, this is due to the wide spectrum of subjects to
be treated, and secondly, to the large number of engineers
involved in the process (more than 10Q). Among their., we can
mention Reload Analyses of about 45
plants every year, new
releases of Safety Reports of operating plants,
PSAR and FSAR
for plants under construction, design
analyses for future
plants and predesign studies for various concepts
of core and
fu.al assemblies (High Conversion LWR, Highly Moderated Reactors,
new fuel assemblies, burnable poisons and control rods,...).
All these reasons inply a very specific organization of the
Reactor Physics Computer Codes. Consequently, FRAMATOWS has
developped a new r.'eutronic Cedes Package, called SCIENCE , short
for Systi-e de Calcul Integre pour les Etudes Neutroniques des
Chaudieres a Sau,
(i.e. Integrated Calculation System for
Neutronic Analyses of Water Reactors).
The program for SCIENCE, which represents more than 1 million
instructions, was launched in 1988, and is close to completion.
It includes advanced transport and nodal codes, Knowledge and
Data Management Systems, a friendly Man Machine Interface, all of
them fully integrated in a consistant package.
Five major aims have been retained as bases for SCIENCE :
flexibility, productivity, quality, versatility and portability.
FLEXIBILITY
Flexibility implies the whole set of the Nuclear Analyses is
subdivided into separate components, which can be organized in
different ways, according to specific targets. So, each element
has to be as general as possible, and when a change is needed,
only few elements have to be modified. It must be clear that a
fully generic approach is completly theoretical and unachievable,
but the structure of SCIENCE is designed to be easily adaptatable
by the following ways :
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. there is a distinct separation between what is relevant to the
calculation process (codes), to the methodology (knowledge), and
to the data (core, fuel assemblies, . . . ) ,
each cf these 3 groups is structured, and the basic level is
the module for the codes, the task for the methodology, and the
object for the data,
all basic elements are part of a Data Ease Management System
(Si:iDBAD) through which the user {or super-users) can store and
manage all the informations related to the codes input and
output, code configurations, and knowledge basis,
Expert-Systems and Planification Processes help the engineers
and physicists generating correct calculation schemes.
PRODUCTIVITY
Productivity r.eans reducing the cost in man-power of nuclear
Analyses , transferring actions previously realized by hand into
computerized processes.
This goal is achieved through a man/machine interface,
specific tools for pre and post-processing :

and some

. the -nan/.T.achine interface (IIAUTILS) , based on an Expert-System.
This interface proposes
to the User sore selected raenues,
covering a classical set of studies, and a specific gate for new
kind of analyses. The Expert-System helps the user to organize
his studies (planification), and, depending on the goal, can
automate part or all of the calculation runs.
. the pre-processing codes (MAX), of use most.y when analyses are
specific,
and a
procedural approach
is
impossible. The
preprocessors are also based on an Expert-System approach. In a
last step, they translate the user needs into codes input.
the post-processing codes (ECUHE), which allows the user to
treat the results of codes by mathematical tools {flexible
algorithms defined by the user, statistics). Finally, tables,
graphs can be generated and included in reports.
This approach is strenghtened by the computers organization on an
open network. Mostly, the scientific calculations are performed
with the FRAMATOME supercomputer (CRAY-YMP), Expert-Systems are
run on Workstation (SUN and HP), and the DBMS on specific servers
(SUN and CDC). The link is assumed by an ETHERNET network.
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QUALITY
Ths quality of such a large code package as SCIENCE is very
dependant on the
development
process (project management,
quality assurance, tests). Our purpose is not to detail this
part, but to describe performances we can reach through the
physical models which have been implemented, and to point out
their accuracy through results of qualification.
Using SCIENCE, engineers can handle a large spectrum of physical
models, some being developped by FRAMATOME, others in cooperation
with close partners (Commissariat a l'Energie Atomique, B&W Fuel
Company).
SCIENCE includes APOLLO-2 system (/!/, 12/ , /4/) , developped by
CEA, and then adapted and qualified by FRAMATOME to its specific
needs. APOLLO-2 is a transport code (collision probabilities and
SM),allowing treatment of various geometries. Core calculations
can be performed by an Advanced Nodal Model, NEMO, developped
with 3WFC, Finite Elements modules (transport and diffusion)
coming from the CEA system CRONOS, and Finite Differences (ID or
fine rr.esh 23! rr.odulos. All these modules are consistant, allowing
an easy change from one model to another, and are included in a
core calculation subsystem, called SMART.
The package
is under qualification mostly
from FRAMATOKE
builtplants and critical experiments or specific tests performed
in CEA facilities. Both include evidently Uranium fuel in a large
range of enrichments, but also MOX fuel, burnable poisons (glass,
Gadolir.ia) , control rods ... A specific subsystem (SQUALE) has
been developped for automating all the tasks
relevant to the
qualification
VERSATILITY
Some models are of use for standard
most important ones are :
- 2D transport multicells
calculations (99 groups),

analyses;

for self-shielding,

2D transport (few energy groups)
assembly or color set treatments,
- a 3D ,homogeneous, advanced
depletion for core calculation,

for

nodal

among them, the
and

exact

model

fine energy

geometry fuel

with microscopic

- a pin power reconstruction module from the 3D nodal model,
- 2D pin per pin finite-difference model.
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These models are included in
will be detailed later.

the APOLLO-2

and N3MO codes, which

Other models, such as these allowing transport core computations,
are used as reference to define methodology for new products.
PCRTA3ILITY
As told before, the FRAMATOME computing network is heterogeneous
(supercomputer, servers, workstations); all the computers are
operated with UNIX or UJJIX-like OS. Softwares are systematically
tested on different machines in order to check their portability.

Basic languages are current standards :
. the FCRTRAN-77 for physics codes.
. the "C" language for data processing,

But, in
a large development such as this one, higher level
languages are also needed. In order to ensure portability,
translators or library functions are written in C or FORTRAN, and
are included in the codes package. The most important are :
ESOPE, from CEA /!/,
FORTRAN-77,

allowing the use of structured

data in

GIBIAN3, from CEA 11/, allowing the linkage between modules to
create a specific code,
SPIRAL /3/, which is a PROLOG language, with Oriented Object
approach, and graphic connections, of use for Expert-Systems.
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SCIENCE STRUCTURE
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The figure herewith shows the general organization of SCIENCE.
Details on the peripherical parts (NAUTILE, SINDBAD, MAX, ECUME)
are provided in reference IS/, to be presented at this meeting.
In this paper, we shall emphasize only on the central part of the
system : the neutronic codes package, and describe mostly the
models of use in standard calculations.
APOLLO-2
APOLLO-2 features and performances have been described in a
large
number of papers (/!/,/2/,/4/).
Besides
the basic
development, FRAMATOME has introduced adaptations to make it an
industrial core design and analysis tool :
Developping modules allowing a finm
in the fu&l rodm and fuel assembly.

treatment of temperatures

FRAMATOME took advantage of APOLLO-2 modular structure to easily
combine basic CEA flux computation and self-shielding modules
with temperature computation modules developped in FRAMATOME.
This allows reference iterative calculations giving coherent flux
and temperature radial distributions
in the
fuel pellet.
Therefore, "he effective temperature model (i.e. the search for a
homogeneous temperature in the pellet that gives the same
reaction rates as those
calculated with an
exact radial
temperature distribution) can be easily obtained.
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. Implementing the interface modules with the nodal code NEMO,
Various input values of NEMO (such as average discontinuity
factors, reduced depletion chains, ...) are not included in the
standard outputs of CEA APOLLO-2. The modules performing the
computation of these values were developed in FRAMATOME and then
became parts of general GIBIANE procedures which assumed the
whole generation of homogenized data for a given assembly (see
further- :;EMO) .
. Integrating FRAMATOME "peutronic analysis toolkit",
Formerly developped codes, which proved very useful to physicists
in FRAMATOME (performing either synthetic outputs or perturbative
analysis of transport code results or feedback effects analysis),
were re-written and became mere modules of APOLLO-2. Thereby,
APOLLO-2
could
easily meet
FRAMATOME
users' particuliar
requi rements.
. Organizing the data to interface with SINDBAD,
Every user of the APOLLO-2 system manipulates procedures which
read and write rc-sults fror. and to SCIENCE DataBase. Just like
basic APOLLO-2
modules manipulate GIBIANE objects, SCIENCE
procedures produce after execution greater data structures that
are composed of a set of GI3IANE objects (of which localisation
is managed by DBMS! and a summary (containing essential results,
procedure inputs, execution status which are parts of the
DataBase). This unique and mandatory structure allows easy
managing of the DataBase by SINDBAD. That is why generic tools
that create summaries and select objects to be stored in the
DataBase were needed by FRAMATOME.

More generally, APOLLO-2 fully open and modular structure allowed
to interface it with several up-stream and dovn-stream modules
and to build, this way, an efficient industrial tool.

NEMO
General overview
NEMO (Nodal Expansion Method Optimized)
is a two-group 3
dimensional diffusion
code which has been developped jointly by
B&W Fuel Company and FRAMATOME. It allows the treatment of
square assembly cores with various geometry description (full
core, quarter of core, l/8th core, ...) and with a variable axial
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meshing. The nodal engine coupled with a n isotopic depletion
calculation and pin power reconstruction ensure that NEMO can be
used as a reference tool for core design calculations.
Methodology
Any nodal design scheme can be split into "» steps.
. Cross sections homogenization
. Nodal calculation
. Pin power reconstruction
These three steps are strongly coupled, and any homogenization
choice (fro- clusters or assembly calculations) imposes the type
of
nodal
calculation
and
the
pin power reconstruction
methodology.
The
::SMO
methodology
is
based
on
a
single assembly
homogenization.
-' The hcmcgenization. The Cross sections Data bases
In the NSKO code, it is assu-ed that all the nodal cross sections
(microscopic,
racroscopic
and
discontinuity
factors) are
functions
of 6
independent
parameters
:
Burnup, boron
concentration, Xenon concentration, moderator specific volume,
fuel temperature, and a spectral parameter.
Curing the horogenization phase, a set of tables storing the
cross section dependency as a function of the 6 parameters is
calculated. A direct interpolation in these tables, according to
each node conditions,
is performed, providing local cross
sections.
A predefined table structure with
an efficient
interpolation algorithm ensures that the feedback calculation is
optimized (cost/accuracy).
The assembly calculations are performed w? th a transport code
which automatically generates the base depletions and the restart
cases to create the tables needed by NEMO.
2) The nodal code NEMO
The nodal engine of NEMO is based on a nodal expansion method.
The system of nodal equations is composed of :
the nodal balance linking the surface
average fluxes.

currents

and the

. The transverse 1 D equations which allow the evaluation of
surface currents at each node interface as a function of
the two neighbouring node fluxes. The resolution of these
equations rests on the selection of the ID flux expansion
functions. The fast flux is composed of a fourth order
polynomial, and the thermal flux can be either composed of
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a fourth order polynomial or composed of polynomial and
hyperbolic functions !to take into account the fast
spectrum variations that can occur at interfaces).
As a result 20 coefficients
(10 per group) have to be
determined to get the 10 interface fluxes currents. They
are obtained through a system of 22 equations, which are :
For a node n, and a group g
- The conservation of the average nodal flux
The application of the weighted
with order 0, 1, and 2

residual method

The heterogeneous surface flux continuity
homogeneous flux and discontinuity factors)

(using

- The surface current continuity
To make the nodal system
points :
A)

efficient,

NEMO ensures two important

The homogeneous cross sections take
depletion gradient inside the node.

into

account

the

B) The transverse ID equations are integrated with the accurate
quadratic transverse leakage model.
The nodal engine is coupled with a
which allows more than 30 isotopes.

microscopic depletion model,

3) The pinpower reconstruction
NEMO also calculates the pin power reconstruction. The method is
based on the hypothesis that the pin by pin power can be written
as :
P(x,y) = P hom (x,y! SA form

function

where P hom is the intranodal power distribution, and SA form
function
is a single assembly form function taking into account
the state of the node.
P hom (x,y) is evaluated as follows :
pnoo(i,y)

=

where ^Pg {*• ^and •g (x> y) are the intranodal cross section and flux
distributions.
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^y) is a biquadratic function evaluated from the average
surface values c? k£p_ and corrected by a surface spectral
effect. The surface ^Spectral effect accounts for the cross
sections changes that occur at the surface of dismilar assemblies
as they are depleted.
$g(X, y)

(x.y) -

is assumed to be in the form.

4
I
i.j-0

ajj x1 y1

4
C o o «, (y.y) + 1
Cy F; (x) Fj (y)
i.j-0

with F o (u) - 1 F t (u)« sinh (ku)
F3 (u) - sinh (2 ku)

F 2 (u) - cosh (ku)

F4 (u) - cosh (2 ku) and

CONCLUSIONS
SCIENCE is a codes package, developped with the purpose to be at
the top of the state of the art both in industrial neutronic
tools, and in man-machine interface. Its development is now close
to completion, and the experience is too short to allow general
conclusions. The first returns from the users show an interest
having, in the same system, capacities for reference and standard
calculations : most of the users performed at the begining
reference calculations they were unable to do before to check the
valadity of previous ones, or ongoing analyses realized with
current tools. The use of graphics to introduce data on reactor,
core, fuel assemblies and fuel rods, and moreover, all the man
machine interface implemented on work station has been very
appreciated.
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The full qualification is scheduled for the end of '93, because
on such a large system, a long period is needed to adjust the
codes and optimize the process after return of experiment.

000
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Aiken. South Carolina 29808
ABSTRACT
A versatile three-dimensional, full-core model of the Savannah River Site (SRS) production reactors is developed using the Los Alamos Monte Carlo code MCNP. The lattice model is
based on the "tiltcd-hex" unit, which encloses a control cluster at the origin, and six surrounding
assembly positions that can contain different assembly types. This model represents in detail all
components in the core with little or no geometric or physical approximations that are common
to most reactor physics models.
Application of the model in the analysis of eigenvalues for the initial critical control rod
positions for previous K-reactor cycles at SRS show that the acceptability band in the prediction
of initial critical control rod positions for future cycles can be reduced by a factor of five.

*The information in this article was developed during the course of work under Contract No. D E AC09-89SR18035 with the U.S. Department of Energy.
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INTRODUCTION
For many years, most of the deterministic codes developed for reactor physics analysis at
the Savannah River Site (SRS) have been benchmarked using experimental and operational data.
However, in many cases, it was difficult to make valid comparisons because of the inherent difficulties in using computer codes to model experimental or operational conditions. Examples of
such conditions are the effects of depletion, fission product poisoning, temperature effects, and
control rod positions. Furthermore, the differences between the codes and the operational data
are compounded by the various geometric and analytical approximations commonly associated
with deterministic codes (e.g., one-dimensional, two-dimensional, infinite medium, homogenization, and multigroup cross-section treatment). These differences in some cases have been significantdi and it cannot be determined whether the discrepancies arc a result of the differences in
the models or the limitations of the deterministic codes.
As a result, applications of these codes for critical analysis require qualification from other
independent computer codes (i.e. Monte Carlo codes) to determine the range of their validity.
This is especially true of applications which have a direct impact on reactor safety and reactor
operations. Because of this need for independent assessment, the Monte Carlo technique can be
beneficial, provided that the physical domain of the analyzed system can be transformed into an
equivalent mathematical (or geometric) domain. Since the Monte Carlo method simulates individual particle tracks through a given system, it can provide a very accurate probabilistic transport solution. Also, many Monte Carlo codes have the advantage of using a continuous cross
section energy treatment as opposed to a multigroup approach. These reasons give the Monte
Carlo method its greatest advantage over the deterministic methods.
One such Monte Carlo code is the Los Alamos-developed General Code for Neutron and
Photon Transport (referred to as MCNP)w, which is used worldwide for reactor physics and
criticality applications. A three-dimensional, full core model of the SRS reactors is described in
(his document. This description will start with the two-dimensional, axially uniform, and infinite model. This model is based on the "tilted-hex" latticed!. The unit of this lattice is a hexagonal prism with seven assembly positions. These units fill the entire reactor tank space.
Production Reactor Description

The Savannah River J.ite (SRS) reactors are low temperature and pressure, material production reactors that are moderated and cooled by heavy water (D2O). The reactors are operated by
the Westinghouse Savannah River Company for the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE). The
basic SRS reactor lattice consists of a hexagonal array of six assemblies surrounding a central
control housing. Each assembly consistt of four concentric rubes—two fuel tubes and two target
tubes. The spaces between the fuel and target tubes act as coolant channels where D2O is circulated. The entire assembly (fuel, target, and coolant) is housed inside an aluminum sleeve which
penetrates the reactor tank. The tank is filled with DjO moderator.
Reactor Model Description

The repeated structures capability of MCNP is used to create a full core, three-dimensional,
geometric model of the SRS reactors. The primary tool used in the description of the full core
model is the fill array matrix specification, which is one of the tools of the repeated structures
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capability of MCNP. This tool makes the filling of elements in a lattice structure possible. The
fill specification can by applied in two different ways, either as a single integer designating that
the lattice is filled with the same object, or as an array of integers designating the various objects
(filling cells) that can fill the various elements (filled cells) of a lattice.
Closely associated with the fill specification is the universe specification. The universe is
defined by the integer on the fill specification on a cell card. In the case of a lattice (array),
these integers define the universes that fill the elements of the lattice. In other words, any filled
cell card will show a fill specification. A filling cell card of the filled cell will show an integer
on the universe specification that is the same as the integer on the fill specification on the filled
cell card.
The fill array matrix which describes the tilted-hex (gang) model is defined in Figure I.
This fill array is a 15 by 15 - element square matrix that designates the universes that fill the
various lattice positions in the reactor tank. The lattice unit is a tilted hexagonal prism that encloses a maximum of seven assemblies. The hexagonal prism is tilted on the x-y plane 10.898°
in order to form a repeating lattice structure that completely fills the volume of the reactor tank.
The reactor core is radially divided into four segments—gangs Mil, and the buckled zone (Figure 2). The array elements with the same integer (universe) belong to the same gang, except elements with different control cluster arrangements due to the sparjets in gang I, the safety rod positions in gang HI, and the non-existent control positions in the buckle zone.
Lattice Structure
The central control cluster (the 0,0,0 element) in gang I (Figure 3) corresponds to fill array
matrix element a«,i, where a is an integer that corresponds to the universe number. The remaining matrix elements in the central row (row 8) correspond to the hexagonal prisms in the central
row in Figure 3. The elements in the matrix above the central row (aij) correspond to the rows
below the central row in Figure 3. The elements below the central row of the matrix correspond
to the rows above the central row in Figure 3. This lattice structure allows communication with
one control cluster at a time. The elements in the matrix that have integers that cannot be located in Figure 3 are non-existent hexagonal prisms that may be beyond die radial bounds of the
reactor tank. Figure 4 shows the complete hexagonal lattice structure filled with six assembly
positions, one central control position, and all associated interstitial safety rod positions.
RESULTS/DISCUSSION
In order to validate the above model, past operating data from the SRS reactors are used as
an experimental benchmark. This data is the observed initial critical eigenvalues of the K-series

reactor cores.
The MCNP model is set up to duplicate the startup conditions of the reactor cycles—i.e.
fresh fuel, no fission products, and ambient temperature (300 K). Also, full-and partial-length
control rod positions throughout the core are specified to match the observed initial critical configurations.
The MCNP calculations were run on a Los Alamos National Laboratory Cray through the
Integrated Computing Network (ICN). Due to the size of the reactor system, nonconvergence of

wiotrnn
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the source may be expected if there are not enough staning source panicles per cycle or enough
total particle histories. Scoping studies determined that 10,000 source particles per cycle for 1(X)
cycles (i.e., 1 million panicle histories) were adequate for each case. Also, the first 30 cycles
were skipped for tallying purposes.
Subsequent to the first calculation (i.e., K-4 cycle), a source tape (SRCTP) was generated
and used as the staning source distribution for the remaining cases.
Table I shows the initial critical eigenvalues predicted by the model for four previous K-reactor cycles. It can be observed from the table that:
(a) The calculated eigenvalues are essentially the same for all four cases despite the different control rod configurations and charge material contents.
(b) There exists a consistent bias of 0.019 Ak in the calculated eigenvalues.
Due to the large discrepancy between the observed critical eigenvalues (i.e. Kwr=1.0) and
the calculated eigenvalues, an investigation into the possible cause(s) of the 1.9%Ak Nas was
performed. By varying the fuel and target material contents independently within the accepted
measurement uncenainties for a representative case, it was observed that a significant change to
the calculated eigenvalue can occur Table II shows the variation of the initial critical eigenvalue as a function of the modified material contents for the K-5 cycle. The combined effect of
these uncenainties can account for the l.9%Ak bias in the observed initial critical eigenvalues.
Also, the consistency in the calculated eigenvalues indicates that there could be a systematic bias in the determination of material contents for ail four cases. As a result, predictions of
initial critical control rod positions for future reactor stanups can be made with improved accuracy.
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Table I
Initial Critical Predictions with MCNP
Cycle

Eigenvalue

Critical Rod Position*

K-4

0.9821 ±0.0012

3.27

K-5

0.9817 ±0.0010

3.46

K-6

0.9816 ±0.0010

3.45

K-13

0.9809 ±0.0011

3.10

Number of full control rods inserted in each cluster
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Table II
Eigenvalue Variation with Material Contents
(K-5 cycle as base case)
Nominal

+3% IF*

+7% OF

- 3 % IT

-10% OT

0.9817

0.9871

0.9970

0.9843

0.9993

•IF -- Inner Fuel Tube 235U contents
OF -- Outer Fuel Tube MSU contents
IT -

Inner Target Tube 6Li contents

OT -- Outer Target Tube 6Li contents
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55 55 55 55 55 55 55 55 55 55 55 55 55 55 55
55 55 55 55 55 55 55 55 55 52 53 54 55 55 55
55 55 55 55 55 55 55 51 28 29 30 13 31 55 55
55 55 55 55 55 50 27 12 12 10 10 12 13 32 55
55 55 55 55 49 26 10 08 08 08 08 10 14 33 55
55 55 55 48 26 10 08 06 01 07 08 10 14 34 55
55 55 55 25 10 08 01 01 01 01 08 10 15 55 55
55 55 47 11 08 05 01 01 01 02 08 09 35 55 55
55 4624 1008 0401 03 08 10 17 3655 55 55
55 45 23 11 08 08 08 08 10 18 37 55 55 55 55
55 44 22 11 10 10 10 09 19 38 55 55 55 55 55
55 55 43 21 20 20 19 39 55 55 55 55 55 55 55
55 55 55 42 41 40 55 55 55 55 55 55 55 55 55
55 55 55 55 55 55 55 55 55 55 55 55 55 55 55

Figure 1. Fill Array Matrix
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Figure 2. Reactor Core Gang Description
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Figure 3. Assignment of Universes in Lattice
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Mark 22 Assembly

Control Cluster

Figui e 4. MCNP Model of SRS Reactor Core
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by
K. C. Okafor and J. F. Zino
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Aiken, South Carolina 29808
ABSTRACT
The repeated structures and lattice capabilities of the Los Alamos-developed Monte Carlo
transpon code MCNP are used to develop the full-core and three-dimensional geometric models
of three different reactor types. These capabilities can be used for reactor physics and safety
analysis applications. The models represent the evolutionary process in the application of the
code for geometric modeling of small research reactor lattices, large hexagonal production
reactor lattices, and the nested Pressurized Water Reactor lattices.

The information contained in this article was developed during the course of work done under
Contract No. DE-AC09-89SR18035 with the U.S. Department of Energy.
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INTRODUCTION
Traditionally, neutron transport analyses of reactor cores have been limited by the ability of
the calculational method to represent the physical domain of the system being analyzed. These
limitations are usually due to restrictions in the geometric modeling capability of most transport
codes. As a result, the modeling represents approximations of the physical system. Examples of
these approximations are infinite representations, one- and two-dimensional approximations,
and homogenization of transport media.
Recently, the geometric modeling capabilities of some transport codes have been enhanced
to provide the ability to represent three-dimensional objects (or systems). An example of this is
the Los Alamos-developed Monte Carlo Code for Neutron and Photon Transport (referred to as
MCNP).1" The code has three-dimensional geometry representation, repeated structure and
lattice capability, coupled neutron-photon transport, and continuous energy treatment with
up-to-date cross-sectic data.
The repeated structures capability will be applied in this paper to describe the geometric
modeling of three different reactor cores: a university research reactor, a material production
reactor, and a commercial pressurized water reactor (PWR).
These reactor types were chosen to show the evolutionary process in the application of the
Monte Carlo methods, particularly MCNP. The research reactor will show the use of discrete
objects (fuel plates) in the modeling of small reactor lattices. The production reactor will utilize
the fill array option of the repeated structures capability of MCNP to model a large, hexagonal
lattice. The commercial PWR will show a further extension of the fill array option in the modeling of an array inside another array (i.e., the fuel pin array inside the fuel assembly array).
Repeated Structures Modeling
There are several features in MCNP which make it possible to describe geometric systems
which may contain many identical (or similar) components arranged in a specific pattern (like a
reactor). These features include the universe concept, cell translation, ihcfill specification, and
the like option. These features are briefly described below.
Universe:

Any cell or cells (filling cells) which fill another cell (filled cell).
Designated with u=a, where a, is an integer.

Cell translation:

Any cell or cells can be spatially translated to other points in the
system. Designated with trcl=(x y z), where x, y, and 2 are the
coordinates of the new location where the cell or cells are translated.

Fill specification: Defines the universe that Mils a particular cell or lattice. It can be
either a single integer (designating that the cell is filled with a
particular universe), or an array of integers (designating that the
cell is rilled with a lattice).
Like option:

Used to duplicate a cell or group of cells at different locations in
the system. Designated with m like n bus..., where m and n are cell
designators.
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Reactor Modeling Examples
Research Reactor Description
The first example to be discussed is the Georgia Tech Research Reactor (GTRR) model
created for the analysis of the He-3 reactor fast shutdown system experiment. The GTRR is a
heavy water (D2O) moderated and cooled research reactor. The GTRR is composed of a 1.82m
diameter reactor vessel that contains 19 fuel assembly positions arranged on a 15.24cm triangular pitch.'21 Each fuel assembly contains 16 uranium-aluminum alloy plates spaced 0.396cm
apart with coolant channels located in-between.
MCNP Model
The fundamental cell of the GTRR core is a single fuel plate. This is the simplest repeatable geometry in the core. Therefore, the geometric modeling begins with defining a fuel plate.
Figure 1 shows a schematic of a fuel plate. It is composed of a slab of fuel alloy surrounded on
all sides by aluminum cladding. The cell defining the fuel slab is created through the intersection of four planes defining the edges of the fuel meat and is enclosed in a rectangular shell of
cladding. The cells of the fuel plate are defined in the x-y plane as infinite rectangular piates
which will be bounded as a universe in a finite assembly housing.
The cells of the fuel plate are duplicated and translated to 16 different x-coordinate locations in order to create the fuel region of a single fuel assembly. The complement operator (#) is
used to define the remaining regions of space between the fuel plates as D2O coolant.
After creating an entire assembly in this manner, the TRCL command is again used to
repeat and translate the fuel assembly to 17 different x-y lattice positions in the core.
A shim safety blade was created by intersecting six planar surfaces in free space to create a
hexahedra (solid rectangle): two surfaces normal to the x-axis, two normal to the y-axis, and
two normal to the z-axis. The cells defining the shim safety blades are repeated, translated, and
rotated to four positions above the core as shown in Figure 2.
Other components in the core include vertical and horizontal irradiation ports, and a cadmium regulating rod. These components are similarly defined and translated to their respective
locations in the core. Figure 2 shows a cross section view of the MCNP geometric model of the
GTRR. It shows the 17 fuel assemblies, the four shim safety blades, and the vertical ports. It
also shows a blowup of a single fuel assembly revealing the individual fuel plates.
The full-core MCNP model of the GTRR describes approximately 1000 discrete regions of
three-dimensional space. However, due to the nested nature of the geometry description in the
MCNP input file, only 75 card images are required to completely describe the model.
Production Reactor

Description

The Savannah River Site (SRS) reactors are low temperature and pressure material production reactors moderated and cooled by heavy water. The reactors are operated by the
Westinghouse Savannah River Company for the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE). The basic
SRS reactor lattice consists of a hexagonal array of six assemblies surrounding a central control
miotmu
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housing. Each assembly consists of four concentric tubes — two fuel tubes and two target tubes.
The spaces between the fuel and target tubes act as coolant channels where D2O is circulated.
The entire assembly (fuel, target, and coolant) is housed inside an aluminum sleeve that pene- ;
trates the reactor tank. The tank is filled with D2O moderator.
MCNP Model
The lattice unit of the SRS reactor cores is obtained through the following steps:131
(1) Choose any control cluster or an assembly (toward the periphery) occupying a similar
position.
(2) Draw lines through the center, joining all adjacent control clusters or assemblies
occupying such positions in all possible directions (six directions).
(3) Bisect these lines at points half-way between any two control clusters.
(4) The six bisecting lines will form the arms of a tilted hexagon, which is a repeating
unit-cell. This unit-cell, when translated in all directions, will form a hexagonal
lattice (Figure 3).
(5) This super cell hexagonal unit encloses a maximum of 10 elements. For example, the
hexagon containing control cluster one has one control element, six fuel assemblies,
and three safety rod positions.
The various components in the reactor core, which are located in different lattice elements,
are described with the fill array matrix. The matrix is a representation of the fill array specification that designates the different universes that can exist in a lattice. Figure 4 shows the MCNP
geometric model of the SRS reactor core.'41
PWR Reactor Description
Figure 5 shows an octant of a generic pressurized water reactor.131 It is made up of a square
lattice. Each lattice element constitutes a fuel assembly which contains a IS by 15 square array
of pin locations (204 fuel and 21 non-fuel locations). There are three enrichment types for the
fuel pins, and different combinations of burnable poison and control rod locations.
MCNP Model
The core of the PWR is made up of two array lattices: an assembly (or primary) array and
a pin (or secondary) array. The repeated structures capability of MCNP is first used to create a
hexahedral lattice making up the Kiel assembly positions, with its associated primary fill array
matrix. Second, another hexahedral lattice is created in each of the assembly positions in the
primary fill array forming the pin lattice, also with its associated fill array matrix. The pin lattice is then filled with the various components of the fuel assembly (i.e., fuel pins, burnable
poison rods, and control rods) to make up the assemblies that constitute the entire reactor core.
Figure 6 shows the MCNP geometric model of a typical PWR fuel assembly.
Using this technique, a full core three-dimensional model of a typical PWR (having over
200,000 discrete regions of space) can be described with approximately 300 input card images.
U9I0U13I
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'LOCAL" EXPONENTIAL TRANSFORM METHODS
FOR THE MONTE CARLO SIMULATION
OF MULTIGROUP TRANSPORT PROBLEMS

Kasem N. Abotel, Edward W. Larsen, and William R. Martin
Department of Nuclear Engineering
University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48109 USA

ABSTRACT
The "Local" Exponential Transform variance reduction method, which has recently been developed for the Monte Carlo simultation of one-group general geometry transport problems1, is
here generalized to multigroup transport problems. This method is a practical approximation to a
zero-variance method in which a detailed adjoint transport solution must be known. The essence
of the approximation is to replace the adjoint transport solution by its diffusion approximation,
which is obtained numerically (deterministically). Within each cell, exponential approximations
to the continuous adjoint transport solution are formulated using the numerical diffusion solution.
This yields an approximation to the zero-variance method which, within each spntial cell, closely
resembles the conventional exponential transform. However, all of the "local" biasing parameters,
which depend on the spatial cell and energy group, are uniquely determined by the discretized
adjoint diffusion calculation. We develop two versions of this method, one with angular biasing and
one without. Numerical comparisons show that both methods are efficient for multigroup problems
and have a significantly better figure of merit than conventional Splitting with Russian Roulette.

I. INTRODUCTION
Variance reduction methods are essential for lowering the running times of many Monte Carlo
transport calculations. Several such methods are widely used, among them Splitting with Russian
Roulette, the Weight Window, and the Exponential Transform1"*. However, each of these methods
requires the user to choose one or more "biasing" parameters, and the optimal values of these
parameters depend on the problem to be solved; a good choice often depends on experience and
luck or a lengthy process of trial-and-error. In an effort to develop efficient Monte Carlo variance
reduction methods in which the computer itself determines the biasing parameters, we have recently
formulated a new "local" exponential transform method for one group transport problems1. Our
numerical results have shown that this one-group method outperforms other widely-known variance
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reduction methods, often by a very wide margin. In this paper we describe and give numerical
results for two generalizations of this method (one with angular biasing, and one without) to
multigroup transr tn problems.
The derivatio . of the Local Exponential Transform method consists of three steps:
1. A zero-variance method is formulated in which all source particles are guaranteed to score with
exactly the same weight. This method is impractical because it requires detailed knowledge
of the soli tion of an adjoint transport problem.
2. A diffusion approximation to the adjoint transport problem is formulated and solved numerically.
3. Within each spatial cell, the spatial variation of each adjoint transport group flux is approximated by an exponential function, with group-dependent amplitudes and decay constants
(the biasing parameters) determined by the numerical diffusion solution. In this way, the
zero-variance method is approximated and made practical. If the approximation to the adjoint transport solution is taken to be isotropic, one obtaini a method with no angular biasing.
If the approximation has angular dependence, one obtains a method with angular biasing.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we formulate a zero-variance
method for multigroup slab geometry transport problems. Using this result, we develop the Local
Exponential Transform method without angular biasing in Sec. III. In Sec. IV we define "local"
(in space and energy) biasing parameters X'9J that are needed in Sec. III. In Sec. V we develop a
Local Exponential Transform method with angular biasing. In Sec. VI we give numerical results,
comparing the two new Local Exponential Transform methods with Splitting and Russian Roulette.
We conclude, in Sec. VII, with a brief discussion.

II. A ZERO-VARIANCE M E T H O D
To keep the presentation as simple as possible, we shall consider a planar geometry multigroup
transport problem with isotropic scattering:
a

M

Q<x<X

ii!g{X,(i)=Q

, - 1 < M < 1 , 1<9<G

, —1 < / i < 0 , l < g < G

,

(la)

.

(Ic)

This problem is driven by an incident monoenergetic (g = g), monodirectional (M = iUnc) beam on
the left boundary. We wish to compute the transmitted current in (possibly another) group g:
(2)
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To solve this problem, let us consider the adjoint transport problem

0<x<X

, -l<ii<l

i>g(Q,n) = Q ,
i>'a(X,ti)

, l<g<G

~1<JJ<0

=6 9 i , 0 < n < l

,

(3a)

, 1 <g<G
, l < g < G

,

(3b)

.

(3c)

It is easy to verify that
f n'il>g(X,ti'W = rl>;(O,ninc) •

(4)

Therefore, if we know the solution of problem (3), we can immediately obtain the solution of
problem (1), (2).
Using problem (3), we will now construct a zero variance Monte Carlo method for problem (1).
Let us define £g(x,n) by

Using Eq. (5) to eliminate ^g from Eqs. (1), we obtain the following problem for Q:

<g<G,
<1

, \<g<G

<5<C .

(6a)
,

(66)
(6c)

Here a(,9 and ^J.V'-J are "effective" crow sections, defined by
(7a)
^

^

(76)

Eqs. (5)-(7) hold for any functions ipg(x,(i). However, because we have chosen the functions i)'g to
satisfy Eqs. (3a), it is easily seen that the "effective" cross sections satisfy

Therefore, Eq. (6a) is "conservative"; it describes a scattering process in which particles are neither
gained nor lost. Moreover, Eqs. (3a) and (7a) yield
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This a n d Eqs. (36), (3c) imply
lim 5t,g(x,fi)

x—»0+

lim

fft,g{x,fi)

= +00 , - l < / x < 0 , 1 < $ < C ,

=+oo , 0</i<l

, i < g < g - l

r«m_dtJ(x,ti)<+oo

, g + l < g < G

, 0</i<l

(10a)
,

(106)

.

(10c)

Thus, in the transport process described by Eqs. (6) and (7), particles are never gained or lost in
collisions [Eq. (8)], and all particles eventually escape the system through the right boundary in
group g [Eqs. (10)]. By Eqs. (3c) and (5), the transmitted current is the desired result, namely:
'

a

(11)

I rf9(X,n)da = Y. I rt9{X,u)63i9dn= h
l 0

S*1 0

0

It follows that analog Monte Carlo applied to problem (6), (7) is a Monte Carlo method for
solving the original transport problem (1) with zero variance. [This method has also been discussed
by Williams9.] In the remainder of this paper we demonstrate the following: if a sufficiently simple
but accurate approximation to il>*9 is used in Eqs. (6) and (7), one obtains a Monte Carlo method
with a high figure of merit. Moreover, if the accuracy of the approximation is improved without
significantly increasing the complexity of the resulting method, the figure of merit will increase.

III. THE LOCAL EXPONENTIAL TRANSFORM
WITHOUT ANGULAR BIASING
The zero-variance method described in Sec. II is impractical because to implement it, one must
have complete knowledge of ipg{x,ii). The Local Exponential Transform method is an approximation to this zero variance method, obtained by "replacing" ^*(x,(i) by its diffusion approximation,
which is solved numerically (and relatively cheaply).
The diffusion approximation to problem (3) is given by:

,

.

,

a
, \<g<G
0 . 1<9<G
, l<g<G

,

,

(12a)
(126)

.

(12c)

We impose a spatial grid 0 = Z|/ 2 < 13/2 < • • • • < xj+1/2 = X and solve this problem numerically,
using the conventional three point cell-edge discretization. The resulting cell-edge adjoint scalar
fluxes, <i>'gj+x/2 (1 ^9 ^G,0 <j <J) are positive. Using this solution, we approximate ipg(x,n)
by an isotropic exponential function in each spatial cell:
-1<JI<1
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.

(13)

Here
is the numerical cell-average group flux,
P's,3 = ^ - I n ( - f - ^ ' / - )

(146)

is the numerical logarithmic derivative of the group flux,
(14c)
is the normalization factor that makes the bracketed term in Eq. (13) a "shape function" (it has
the mean value of unity in the j-th cell), and
^

+:c

7-i/a) .

h

i = Xj

For reasons discussed in the following section, we replace pjj in Eq. (13) by A*,, denned by

Then, we define ri9(x,n) in the j-tb. spatial cell by:
(16)

Here, rj9 is an approximation to Cj defined in Eq. (5). Introducing Eq. (16) into Eqs. (1), we obtain
the following problem for rjg(x,fj.):

x< Xj+i/2

, \<3<J

, -l<ft<l

, 1<9<G

,

,0<M<l,l<*<<?,

l<ff<G .

(17o)
(176)

(17c)

The Local Exponential Transform Monte Carlo method solves problem (17), utilizing variable
weights and survival biasing because there may be absorption collisions in the modified game. This
method approximates the zero-variance analog Monte Carlo solution of problem (6). Because the
approximation to 4)'S1 in Eqs. (13) and (16) is isotropic, the approximate method has no angular
biasing.
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Problem (17) has the following interpretation: within each spatial cell, we have introduced an
exponential transform [Eq. (16)] with "local" space and group-dependent "amplitudes" \<pgj\ and
•'logarithmic derivatives" [AJ;] that are fully determined by the numerical diffusion solution. These
amplitudes and logarithmic derivative parameters collectively bias the Monte Carlo process in space
and energy (but not angle). Within each cell, the effective total cross section [in brackets on the
left side of Eq. (17a)] is independent of x, as in the conventional exponential transform, but the
effective group-transfer scattering cross sections [in brackets on the right side of Eq. (17a)] are
continuously space-dependent. Therefore, if a particle undergoes a collision at two different points
x and x' within the j - t h cell, the probabilities of its scattering to other groups will generally differ.
However, the effective total and group-transfer cross sections can change discontinuously at cell
edges.

IV. DEFINITION O F A'j
In deriving the Local Exponential Transform without angular biasing, we have replaced the
logarithmic derivative p*gi by Xgj [denned in Eq. (15)]. The formula (15) specifies two definitions
of A ' j , one for "small" p'gJ satisfying \p'gJ < yfao-t.jfo,,-*,,,-, 9 ), and one for "large" p'gj satisfying \p'j\ > j3otig(<Tt,g -<T,,s-,g).

To motivate these definitions, suppose that for the one-group

homogeneous-medium transport problem

.M) = T f M*,tSW

. 0<x<X,

-l</x<l ,

(18a)

I J-i
I/J(0,M) = 1 , 0 < M < 1

,

(18b)

il>{X,(i)=Q , - 1 </x < 1 ,

(18c)

we wish to compute the transmitted current:

f

f n{,u)n

(18d)

Jo

We numerically solved this problem using Monte Carlo with the conventional exponential transform

for numerous values of A', <7t, a, and X. On the basis of these calculations, we found that the
optimal value of the biasing parameter A* is nearly insensitive to X and is well-approximated by:
(20)
For A* < A£pt the exponential transform underbiases, and for A* > A^,, it overbiases.
We wish to relate the formula (20) for AJpt to the solution of the adjoint diffusion problem
d i d , , , , .

Jg
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„

- -

c

x,

(2la)

Away from the boundaries, the solution of this problem satisfies
4>'{x) = A'eStt*

,

(22)

where A' is a constant. Therefore,
(23)

This suggests [see Eq. (146)] that we define a "local" value of A* by

In practice, we use
(25)
This formula uses Eq. (24) for "small" pj and prevents overbiasing for "large" pj. We have found
that it works quite well in one and multigroup problems. The reasons why it is necessary to replace

1. The diffusion solution, even for ideal problems having purely exponential solutions, has a
different exponential decay rate (i.e., logarithmic derivative) than the transport solution.
2. The zero variance method biases all of the variables, whereas the method discussed above
does not bias the angular variable. Therefore, adjustments should be made to the biasing
parameter to compensate for the neglect of angular biasing.
In the next section, we derive a Local Exponential Transform method thct includes angular
biasing. We do this in a way that makes it unnecessary to modify "small" values of pj. This
procedure avoids the use of Eq. (20), which is obtained from experiment rather than theory. It also
leads to a more efficient method, because including angular dependence in the approximation to
the adjoint transport solution yields a more accurate approximation, hence a method that is closer
in performance to the zero-variance method.

V. THE LOCAL EXPONENTIAL TRANSFORM
WITH ANGULAR BIASING
Now let u s consider t h e "asymptotic" diffusion approximation t o t h e adjoint problem (3):
G
d
d
-—D 9 —<t>' g (x) + (Tt,g<i>'g(x)='£<T.,g^9'<p'3,(x)
az ox
jml
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, 0<x<X

, l<g<G

,

(26a)

*;(0) - 2 0 , ^ ( 0 ) = 0 , 1 < g < G ,
;

^

(266)

9<C

.

(26c)

Here, we take

(Jj) ,

(27)

where t/Qi3 is the "discrete" transport eigenvalue for the g-th group, defined by the dispersion law
^f

££^£

_; * , - it

(28)

at *

'

Problem (26) has the following property: for a one-group problem having a purely exponentially
growing solution, 4>'g{x) has the same exponential growth as il>*(x,ti), namely exp{ot,gx/vo,g).
As outlined in Sec. Ill, we solve problem (26) numerically. Then, using this solution, we
approximate i)*g(x, /i) by the following function of x and n in each spatial cell:
. )
t>tj ~ PajPJ

A
J

ff

,

j

l

/

2

j+l/2

, - 1 < M < 1 • (29)

Here

[^ /

^

^L°JM±J$A\l

( 3 o)

is the nonnalization factor that makes the bracketed term in Eq. (29) a shape function (it has the
mean value of unity in the >-th cell). The motivation for the particular angular dependence in Eq.
(29) is that for one-group problems, Eq. (29) satisfies the adjoint transport equation if

"'=2 •

(31a)

where u0 is defined by Eq. (28). However, the exponentially-growing adjoint diffusion solution for
Eq. (26a) satisfies

-£-ln*'(*) = £ .

(316)

ax
vo
Therefore, a reasonable "local" definition of p* is:
in^-ln^,
hj

This formula agrees with Eq. (14c), which we explicitly use in Eqs. (29) and (30).
We now define ( g (x, n) in the j-th spatial cell by

Here, ( 9 is an approximation to f9 defined in Eq. (5). Introducing Eq. (32) into Eqs. (1), we obtain
the following problem for £g{x,fi):
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\<g<G

,

(33a)

]
(336)
l<g<G
.
(33c)
The Local Exponential Transform Monte Carlo method with angular biasing solves problem (33),
utilizing variable weights and survival biasing because there may be absorption collisions in the
modified game. This method approximates the zero-variance analog Monte Carlo solution of problem (6) and generalizes a space-angle biasing method proposed earlier by Dwivedi5. Because the
angle-dependent approximation (29) to V£ is generally more accurate than the isotropic approximation (13), it is tempting to speculate that the Monte Carlo method resulting from Eq. (29) will
generally be more efficient (closer in performance to the zero-variance method) than the Monte
Carlo method based on Eq. (13). In the next section, we present numerical results that confirm
this reasoning.

VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we present numerical results obtained by using Monte Carlo with three variance reduction methods: the two Local Exponential Transform methods described earlier in this
paper, and Splitting with Russian Roulette. In the Splitting with Russian Roulette calculations
we used the Weight Window as it is implemented in MCNP7, with the adjoint diffusion solution
of problem (12) as the importance function for determining the splitting ratios. For example, we
took the splitting ratio across the splitting plane at Xj+x/2 to be min(#Jj + 1 /#' J ,0), where 8 is an
experimentally determined number for each problem. Also, in the Local Exponential Transform
calculations we used a local weight cutoff. We tested the Weight Window with the Local Exponential transform methods but found that the extra storage and computation required by the splitting
does not produce a sufficiently lower variance; for the problems we have ran, the Local Exponential
Transform methods yield better figures of merit without the Weight Window.
1. Planar Geometry Problems
We first consider five two-group planar geometry problems. For each of these five problems,
ff«,i = ct,2 = 1 cm"1 and a,,2-.i = 0 (downscaitering only), scattering is isotropic, an isotropic
group 1 flux is incident on the left boundary x = 0, all other incident fluxes are zero, and we
wish to compute the group 2 current at the right boundary X = 15 cm. Problems 1 through 4
are for a homogeneous 15 cm thick slab, while problem 5 is for a heterogeneous slab consisting of
three subregions, each 5 cm thick. The crc«s sections for these problems are given in T&ble 1. In
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Problem 1, both groups are weakly absorbing; in Problem 2, both groups are strongly absorbing;
in Problem 3, the first group is weakly absorbing and the second group is strongly absorbing; and
in Problem 4 the first group is strongly absorbing and the second group is weakly absorbing. The
three regions in Problem 5, from left to right, consist of 5 cm subregions of the materials in problem
1,2, and 1 respectively. To calculate the adjoint diffusion solutions for these problems, we divided
each problem into 15 cells with A s = 1 cm.
For Problems 1-5 we list in Table 2 the Benefit factors B (defined as the conventional figureof-merit7 divided by the figure-of-merit for Monte Carlo with survival biasing only) for the Local
Exponential Transform methods and Splitting with Russian Roulette.
2. X,Y-Geometry Problems
We have defined the Local Exponential transform method earlier in this paper for planar geometry problems, but it can easily be extended to problems in general geometry. Although space
limitations prevent us from presenting the details of this extension here, we shall present results
from five two-group x,y-geometry problems.
For each of these five problems, <?t,i = <7*,2 — 1 cm"1 and ffj,2-.i = 0 (downscattering only),
scattering is isotropic, the system is a square defined by (0 < x < 16,0 < y < 16), a uniform
source exists for group 1 in the square subregion (3 < * < 4,3 < y < 4), and we wish to compute
the group 2 detector response for the square subregion (14 < x < 16,10 < y < 12). Problems 6
through 9 are for a homogeneous 16 cm x 16 cm rectangle, while problem 10 is for a heterogeneous
rectangule consisting of the three subregions ( 0 < 2 ? < 4 , 0 < y < 16), (4 < x < 12,0 < y < 16),
and (12 < x < 16,0 < y < 16). The cross sections for these problems are given in Table 3. To
calculate the adjoint diffusion solution* for these problems, we divided the system into 8 x 8 cells
with Ax = Ay = 2 cm. For these problems the Benefit Factors B for the Local Exponential
Transform and Splitting with Russian Roulette methods are listed in Table 4.
In each of the above problems, the Local Exponential Transform method with angular biasing
outperforms the Local Exponential transform without angular biasing (particularly for highly scattering problems), which in turn outperforms Splitting with Russian Roulette. We also note that
the Local Exponential Transform methods require significantly less static computer storage than
Splitting with Russian Roulette because they do not require the storage of any daughter particles
that would arise from splitting.

VII. DISCUSSION
We have derived two new Local Exponential Transform variance reduction methods for the
Monte Carlo simulation of multigroup neutron transport problems. One of these methods has
angular biasing; the other does not. These methods generalize (and are a minor variation of) the
one-group method presented in reference I. They are obtained by replacing an adjoint transport
solution by a diffusion approximation in a zero-variance Monte Carlo method. As expected, the
angle-dapendent approximation (which is more accurate than the isotropic approximation) yields
a better approximation to the zero variance method, hence is more efficient. Both methods are
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simple to implement and can be interpreted as an exponential transform that is "local" in both
space and energy. An essential feature of these methods is that all of the "local" biasing parameters
are determined automatically in terms of the adjoint diffusion solution. This eliminates the trialand-error process of selecting the biasing parameters for conventional variance reduction methods.
We have previously shown the success of the "Local" one-group method for one- and twodimensional geometry problems, and in this paper our numerical results show the success of our
methods in multigroup problems. For all of the multigroup transport problems that we have run,
the new methods are easier to use, more efficient, and require less computer storage than Splitting
with Russian Roulette.
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Table 1 : Configuration for Problems 1-5 (Two Group Planar Geometry)(<r in cm"1)
1
2
3
4
5

Region (cm)
0 < x < 15
0 < x < 15
0 < x < 15
0 < x < 15
0<x < 5

5 < x < 10
10 < x < 15

0.90
0.10
0.90
0.10
0.90
0.10
0.90

0.08
0.10
0.08
0.10
0.08
0.10
0.08

0.02
0.80
0.02
0.80
0.02

<Tt,l

ffj2_2

ffj,2-l

<Ta,2

<T,,2

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

0.90
0.10

0.00
0.00

0.10
0.90
0.90
0.10
0.90

0.00
0.00

0.10
0.90
0.90
0.10

0.00
0.00
0.00

0.10
0.90
0.10

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

0.80 1.00
0.02 1.00

Table 2 : Benefit Factors (B) for Problems 1-5 (Two Group Planar Geometry).
Problem
Description
1
c, = c.2 = 0.9
2
Ci = C2 = 0 . 1
3 c\ = 0.9, c 2 = 0.1

4
5

Ci = 0.1, Cj = 0.9

heterogeneous

Splitting
Local exponential Transform
with Russian
No Angular Bias With Angular Bias
Roulette
8.7
132.5
5.5
34579.1
1190.5
14366.3
123.03
59.9
250.1
19.79
13.2
801.4
306.57
57.4
1020.9

Table 3 : Configuration for Problems 6-10 (Two Group X,Y-Geometry) (<T in cm"1).
Region (cm)
6
7

0 < x < 16, 0<y

< 16
0 < x < 16, 0< 1/ < 16
8 0 < x < 16, 0 < K < 16
9 0 < x < 16, 0<v < 16
0 < x < 4, (
16
10 4 < x < 12, 0 < y < 16
12 < x < 16, 0 < y < 16

O»,2-.l

cra,2

fft,2

0.90
0.10

0.08
0.10

0.02
0.80

1.00
1.00

0.90
0.10

0.00
0.00

0.10
0.90

1.00
1.00

0.90
0.10
0.90
0.10
0.90

0.08
0.10
0.08
0.10
0.08

0.02
0.80
0.02
0.80
0.02

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

0.10
0.90
0.90
0.10
0.90

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.90
0.10
0.10
0.90
0.10

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

Table 4 : Benefit F'actors (B) for Problems 6-10 (Two Group X.Y-Geometry).
Splitting
Local Exponential Transform
with Russian
No Angular Bias With Angular Bias
Roulette
6.4
ci = C2 = 0.9
6
3.7
7ro
d = a = 0.1
7
1160.3
5286.2
490.5
45.7
135.7
7.9
8 cx = 0.9, c2 = 0.1
9 ci = 0 . 1 , c 2 = 0 . 9
12.2
3.5
193.6
10
410.2
heterogeneous
131.6
25.0
Problem
Description
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LOSS OF FUEL ACCIDENT ANALYSIS WITH MCNP (U)*
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K. C. Okafor and J. F. Zino
Westinghouse Savannah River Company
Savannah River Laboratory
Aiken, South Carolina 29808
ABSTRACT
A full-core, detailed MCNP model of the Savannah River Site (SRS) reactors has been
developed and applied in the analyses of a postulated Loss of Fuel Accident (LOFA). The
analyses serve as a benchmark for the integral transport and diffusion theory codes GLASS/
GRIMHX, which are specifically tailored to the SRS reactors. The GLASS-hex MCNP model
duplicates the hexagonal lattice geometry of these deterministic codes commonly used for analyses of the SRS reactors.
LOFA is an accident scenario in which the fuel melts toward the center of the reactor core,
and the melted fuel particles are subsequently transported in the coolant through a region of high
netron importance. Results show that die GLASS/GRIMHX calculations of the net reactivity
changes are conservative throughout die duration of die transient

' The information contained in this article was developed during die course of work done under
Contract No. DE-ACO9-89SR18O35 with the U.S. Department of Energy.
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INTRODUCTION
The Loss of Fuel Accident (LOFA) is a postulated accident scenario involving the melting
of fuel towards the center of the reactor core in a region of high neutron importance. Due to the
downward flow of coolant in the fuel assemblies, the melted fuel panicles are transported to the
bottom of the reactor tank, and become entrained in the moderator in the surrounding space.
These particles are then transported upward with moderator flow and out of the reactor core. As
a result of the upward flow of the debris through the reactor core, a net reactivity change is
expected. This change is a required parameter needed to set reactor operating limits.
The objectives of this work are to quantify the reactivity changes over the period of such a
transient (five seconds) with a full-core model using the General Monte Carlo Code for Neutron
and Photon Transport (referred to as MCNP).1'1 These calculations will serve as a benchmark for
the GLASS/GRIMHX (Integral transport and diffusion theory) codes being used in this application.
Reactor Description
The Savannah River Site (SRS) reactors are low temperature and pressure material production reactors that are moderated and cooled by heavy water (D2O). The reactors are operated by
the Westinghouse Savannah River Company for the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE). The
basic SRS reactor lattice consists of a hexagonal array of six assemblies surrounding a central
control housing. Etch assembly consists of four concentric tubes—two fuel tubes and two target
tubes. The spaces between the fuel and target tubes act as coolant channels where D2O is circulated. The entire assembly (fuel, target, and coolant) is housed inside an aluminum sleeve which
penetrates the reactor tank. The tank is filled with D2O moderator.
Accident Description
For the LOFA scenario it was assumed mat:
(1)

Both fuel tubes of the Mark 22 assembly adjacent to the center scptifoil housing are
allowed to melt while the target tubes, cladding, and Universal Sleeve Housing (USH)
remain intact Figure 1 shows the melting sequence of the fuel as a function of time.

(2)

The melted fuel regions are replaced by steam.

(3)

A fraction of the melted debris flows out with the coolant and the remainder becomes
entrained in the moderator space surrounding several adjacent assemblies. The fraction of debris which becomes entrained in the moderator is defined as a percentage by
the particle separation efficiency.

(4)

The affected area of the core is confined in one triangular section that has the central
control position at its apex (Figure 2).

Both the radial and axial distributions of the debris in the moderator space are obtained
through a series of two-dimensional finite element calculations performed at each time step of
the transient. Figure 3 shows the axial segmentation of the moderator space surrounding an
assembly.

MWMOfft
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Model Description
The lattice structure capability of MCNP is used to develop a suitable geometric full-core
model of the SRS reactors that is based on the GLASS/GRIMHX hexagonal unit. This lattice
unit, which is called the GLASS-Hex unit,121 is an upright (in the x-y plane) hexagonal prism
that encloses an assembly position at its origin with EhO filling the remaining space in the unit.
Starring from the origin of the reactor tank, GLASS-Hex units fill the tank space in all directions.
Figure 4 outlines a cross-sectional view showing the GLASS-Hex lattice, with the universes (a universe is a unique integer associated with all cells that fill another cell) filling the
elemental lattice positions. Figure 5 shows the fill array matrix. The fill array used for this
reactor model is a 33x33 element square matrix that designates the universes that fill the various
lattice positions in the reactor tank.
For the LOFA analysis, the affected area of the core is assumed to be limited to the shaded
region in Figure 2. This region is divided into rows and isolated from the rest of the core by
universes. Figure 6 shows the universe description of the debris triangle. The corresponding
moderator space in each of these universes is axially segmented into 16 regions to account for
the variation in the debris concentration.
RESULTS/DISCUSSION
Two cases were run: (1) uniform debris concentration13' in the moderator space, and (2)
varied axial debris concentrations in the moderator space. The first case was a scoping study
using a simplified version of the accident to determine the applicability of the diffusion theory
code for this type of analysis. The second case modeled the actual transient in question.
The conditions of the core before the fuel melt and the onset of the Loss of Fuel Accident
transient was assumed to be cold (20°C) and clean (no fission products). All calculations were
done on the Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) Cray via the Integrated Computer Network (ICN). Each calculation ran approximately 1 million particle histories (10,000 source
particles per batch for 100 batches) requiring about 900 CPU minutes each.
Figures 7 and 8 show the plots of the net reactivity versus concentration and time, respectively. It can be observed from both figures that:
(a)

The MCNP and GLASS/GRIMHX curves show very good agreement in both cases.
In Figure 7, the agreement becomes better with increasing concentration in the moderator. Figure 8 shows a maximum reactivity at t=3 seconds for both MCNP and
GLASS/GRIMHX. Also, Figure 8 shows a smoother curve for GLASS/GRIMHX
than MCNP, which may be a consequence of the averaging effect in the homogenization process associated with the diffusion theory calculation.

(b)

The GLASS/GRIMHX values of the net reactivity worth in Figure 7 are conservative,
but GLASS/GRIMHX seems to overpredict the reactivity worth, relative to MCNP,
with rime in Figure 8. This ovcrprediction may be a result of the explicit nature of the
represented debris in MCNP as opposed to an averaged representation, smeared over
the height of the moderator space in GLASS/GRIMHX.
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Figure 1. Centerline Fuel Melting Transient
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Figure 2. Radial Spread of Debris
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Figure 3. Axial Segmentation of Single Moderator Space
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Figure 4. Crow-Sectional View of GLASS-Hex Lattice
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Figure 6.

Universe Description of Debris Triangle
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AN INVESTIGATION OF AXIAL XENON STABILITY
IN WEH-1000 REACTOR DESIGNS
P.K. fVjthl, Commercial Nuclear Fuel Division, Westinghouse Electric CorporaUon. P.O. Box 355. Pittsburgh. PA 15230-0355
R. W. Miller. Commercial Nuclear Fuel Division. Westinghouse Electric Corporation. P.O. Box 355. Pittsburgh. PA 15230-0355

Abstract
It has been reported"1 that nuclear plants of the WER-1000 design have experienced frequent xenon oscillation control problems. In most PWRs. xenon oscillations are largely a problem in the axial direction. Radially. PWRs tend to
be very stable relative to xenon oscillation. Axial Xenon oscillations as a
minimum cause operational problems requiring frequent operator intervention
to control the oscillation and increased duty on the various control mechanisms (Control rod and soluble boron systems). This paper investigates simple
methods available to improve the control of these axial xenon distributions. It
is shown that well proven techniques currently in use by Western PWRs work
equally as well in the WER-1000
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Introduction
It has been reported"1 that nuclear plants of the WER-1000 design have experienced frequent
xenon oscillation control problems. In most PWRs. xenon oscillations arc largely a problem in
the axial direction. Radially. PWRs tend to be very stable relaUve to xenon oscillation. Axial
Xenon oscillations as a minimum cause operational problems requiring frequent operator
intervention to control the oscillation and increased duty on the various control mechanisms
(Control rod and soluble boron systems). In more severe cases, these oscillations can cause
power reductions (or plant trips) due to high core peaking factors, thereby reducing overall
plant capacity factors. In the worst case, uncontrolled xenon oscillations can lead to fuel
damage from either pellet clad interaction (PCI). DNB failure, or fuel centerllne melting if the
plant does not have adequate safety system protection for tripping the plant on high local core
peaking factors resulting from highly skewed axial power
distributions.

InTestigation Of The Problem
Xe-135 is generated in the core directly from fission and by the decay of Iodine-135 (Half life
-6.7 hr). Less than 1% of U-235 fissions result directly in a Xenon-135 atom while -6% of
fissions results in an Iodine-135 atom. Therefore, the the spatial xenon distribution at a given
time is a reflection of what the spatial flux is at that time (small) and what the spatial flux has
been over the previous day (-4 half lives of iodine) (large). Because of this delayed effect of flux
on the xenon distribution, any change In the flux amplitude or shape can initiate a transient
In the amplitude and shape of the xenon distribution. Because of the large thermal absorplon
cross section (10* bams), any change in the xenon distribution will have a significant impact
on the core power distribution.
From a basic core design viewpoint it Is not obvious why WER-1000 design reactors should
be significantly different from typical western reactors in terms of xenon characteristics. Table
1 compares global WER-1000 core parameters to those of typical Westinghouse design 3 and
4 loop cores.
In addition, global core reactivity parameters such as moderator temperature coefficients,
boron worths, and power defect are comparable to western designs. Therefore, one would not
expect the behavior of the axial xenon distribution to be significantly different either. In fact.
Reference 2 Indicates that the axial stability index of the WER-1000 designs is Indeed similar
to western designs. (The decay of an axial xenon oscillation can be characterised by an exponential decay. 6*. where b Is the stability index, b can be determlnde from the oscillation
period and the change in amplitude between successive periods.)
If the axial xenon distribution is no more unstable than in western plants, what Is the cause of
the xenon oscillation problems? Reference 3 indicates that the control rod worths of the
WER-1000 designs are somewhat lower than is typical of Westinghouse designed core. In
addition, there is very little overlap of the individual control banks. In would therefore appear
that the control rod worth and overlap were optimized to minimize the effect of the control rods
on the axial power distribution and therefore reducing the possibility of the rods initializing a
xenon oscillation. However, once an oscillation begins, this control rod system Is very ineffective at controlling the oscillation.
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Finally, as Indicated In Reference 3. a power distribution control strategy that controls the
core axial power distribution skewing as indicated by the parameter axial offset (AO) is only
now being developed. (AO is a measure of axial power distribution skewing and Is defined as

prop .

AO

pror + ptor

where P"* and VBm are the average power produced in the top half and bottom half of the core
respectively. There AO is positive for top skew axial power distributions and negative for
bottom skewed distributions. The magnitude of AO is an indication of the degree of skewing.)
To examine the controlabillty of the current design, we first set up a one dimensional core
model representative of the WER-1000 design. Although the WER-1000 hexagonal lattice
core is significantly different from the square lattice used in Western designs, in a one-dimensional axial sense there is very little difference from Western designs. A typical reload cycle
one-dimensional core model was adjusted to reflect the different core thermal power by a
simple adjustment to enthalpy rise and temeperatures. Adjusts to the feedback models were
used to normalize the model to WER-1000 axial power distributions and reactivity coefllcents.
This model was then used to evaluate core behavior during typical power change maneuvers
that result In non-equilibrium xenon conditions. Figure 1 shows the how the lack of a power
distribution control strategy combined with the low worth control banks influence power distribution control. Figure 1 shows a typical daily load follow cycle for three days where core
power is reduced to 50% power during the night. Shown In the figure are core power level,
control rod insertion, axial offset, the core axial peaking factor and a measure of the core axial
xenon distribution called Delta-xenon (AXe). Delta xenon Is defined as the difference in the
average xenon concentration in the top half of the core minus the average in the bottom half of
the core. e.g.
AXE - X e

w

- Xe 1 0 *

Thus AXe is positive when the axial xenon distribution Is skewed toward the top of the core
and Is negative when the axial xenon distribution Is skewed toward the bottom. As in AO. the
magnitude indicates the degree of skewing.
As can be seen in Figure 1. the power change combined with control rod motion set off a large
axial xenon oscillation as indicated by large changes in the value (both magnitude and sign) of
AXe. resulting In large swings to the core axial offset. It should be observed that during a
:»non transient. AO and AXe are always "out of phase", that is when power Is top skewed,
xenon is bottom skew and visa versa. Also note that large absolute values of AO (and AXe)
result in large axial peaking factors. In this example, the xenon transient resulted in axial
peaking factors In excess of 2.0 even when the core was near full power. While high axial
peaking factors are acceptable if the corresponding radial peaking factors are low. current fuel
designs and loading pattern concepts would not typically allow axial peaking factors at full
power greater than about 1.3 - 1.4. Therefore it Is unlikely that this operation would be
acceptable in actual plant operation. Operating procedures, power distribution Technical
Specifications, and core control and protection system setpolnts would need to be in place to
prevent this type of operation,
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Investigation Of Solutions
An investigation of possible Improvements to this design was made. First, an attempt was
made to simply use the Westlnghouse developed concept of Constant Axial Offset Control
(CAOCH5). Basically. CAOC requires that the core average AO be maintained within an allowed band around a target value of AO. The Target AO* Is defined as the natural AO of the
reactor core when it is operated at the full power, equilibrium xenon, all control rods essentially withdrawn condition. Since the axial power distribution Is under the control of the plant
operator and the plant control systems, CAOC effectively controls overall core peaking factors
and limits the amount of axial xenon skewing wL*ch in turn limits the consequences of postulated accidents. (The radial component of the core power dlstlbutlon Is determined by the fuel
loading pattern and the radial placement of the control rods. The radial power distribution is
extremely stable to radial xenon oscillations and is rather insensitive to power level and
control rod motion. The effects of power changes, rod motion and fuel bumup are easily determined during the core design process.)
Figure 2 shows the results of the same load follow maneuver using the CAOC procedure with
a bandwidth of 5%. The CAOC concept alone worked well during the first day of the power
maneuver. However, as the xenon oscillation was continued to be driven by the power
changes, the control rods lost the ability to control the AO within the prescribed band. This is
not due to a shortfall In the CAOC concept but Is due to the control rod system lacking the
basic ability to control the AO In the "Intuitive" sense. That is. when the rods are Inserted, the
AO should get more negative and when the rods are withdrawn the AO should get more positive. The AO behavior as a function of control rod Insertion for the WER-1000 reactor is
shown In Figure 3. For an operator to control the AO effectively requires a nearly monotonlc
relationship between AO and control rod Insertion (at least for the range of insertion that can
be expected during routine power maneuvers.)
Given that the control rods are ineffective in controlling axial xenon oscillations once they
begin, one alternative is to attempt to not allow any oscillations to start. An example of this
type of operation is shown in Figure 4. In this case the AO is controlled within a very tight
(1%) band about the target. In this case, the control rods were about to control the power
distribution very near the target and no axial xenon oscillation was initiated. This is observable by noticing that with AO controlled close to the target value. AXe is always very near the
equilibrium value. In addition, notice that the axial peaking factors are now very low relative
to the previous cases. However, there are operational difficulties with this type of operation.
To control the axial offset, the control rods must move from the position required from a pure
reactivity balance point of view. The reactivity change associated with this control rod motion
must be compensated by another reactivity change mechanism. The only other effective
mechanism for other than very minor reactivity changes in many plants is a change In boron
concentration in the reactor coolant. This means that the any changes in reactor conditions
that could cause an axial xenon oscillation to begin must be made in a time frame during
which the boron concentration can be changed by the necessary amount. In the very smooth
operation modeled here this is not difficult, but there would be little capability to respond to
unexpected changes, such as a step change in power demand.
To insure the capability to respond to rapid demands on the system, a wider CAOC band is
required. In order to maintain AO within this band, a nearly monotonic relation between AO
and rod insertion Is needed.
To make this improvement In the controlability of the reactor, control rod overlap was set to be
more typical of current Westlnghouse plants141. Figure S shows the same three days of load
follow operation using these changes. As can be seen. Figure 5 Indicates that these changes
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result in very stable core xenon behavior with little deviation of the core axial power distribution from it's equilibrium value of AO with correspondingly low axial peaking factors. In
addition to reducing the potential for large axial xenon oscillations and providing the ability to
control an oscillation should one begin, this provides other benefits. One noticeable benefit is
that the control rods are less deeply inserted into the core (Compare Figure S to Figure 1). This
can led to significant benefits in safety analysis, most notably in the rod ejection accident.
Because some of the reactivity change requirements are handled by the boron system rather
than the control rods, there tends to be less inserted reactivity associated with the control rod
insertion. This is true even though Bank 9 is inserted into the core earlier. Since Bank 10 is
much less inserted, the total worth is the same or in most cases reduce. There Is therefore no
loss in shutdown margin and since the xenon skewing is reduced the results of the sleamline
break accident would also be expected to Improve.

Conclusion
In conclusion, there is no indication that xenon oscillations are an inherent problem in the
WER-1000 core design. Simple changes to the control rod system coupled with a sound
power distribution control stm'.egy that has been proven to be an effective but simple procedure to follow eliminate xenon control problems. Further, a protection system that uses AO as
an input to the trip signal to reduce the power level at which the plant trips as the absolute
value of AO becomes large will assure more safe plant operation in the case that a large xenon
oscillation does occur.
The changes described In this paper can be implemented in a very cost effective manner.
There are no equipment changes needed, existing control rods can be used. Only software
changes (control rod overlap. AO band limits) and associated Technical Specifications and
procedure changes are required. Basic core monitoring only requires the use of two section
EXCORE detectors to monitor AO. although significant benefits can be obtained through the
use of continuous three-dimensional core monitoring, using the WER-1000 fixed incore
detectors in conjunction with state of the art software such as the BEACON system1*1. Additional benefits can be obtained by using multiple banks of control rods moving independently.
Such a design is the Westlnghouse MSH1M™ system designed for the AP600. The use of an
MSHIM system would eliminate the need for boron concentration changes during lead following type maneuvers and at the same time automate the control of the axial power distribution.
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Table 1
Comparison Of Basic Core Parameters
Westinghouse

VVER-1000

THERMAL POWER

2775

3411

3000

NUMBER O P LOOPS

3

4

4

NififniF O P AJWFMBMFJI

157

193

163

CORE EQUIVALENT DXAIITER (M)

3.04
3.66
26.6
67-72

3.37
3.66
32.6
82-88

3.24
3.53
29.1
74.3

CORE POWER DENSITY (KW/LJ

105

105

103

CORE SPECIFIC POWER (KW/KG)

38-41

38-41

40

CORE DELTA T,

36

36

30.3

CORE ACTIVE FUEL HEIGHT (11)
CORE VOLUME (M*)
CORE UNRANIUM LOADING

(MTU)

*C
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FIGURE 1
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FIGURE 2
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FIGURE 3

WER-1000
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FIGURE 4

WER-1000
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FIGURE 5
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THERMOFLUIO-NEUTROfHC STABILITY OF THE ROTATING,
FLUIDIZED BED, SPACE-POWER REACTOR
C.C. lee,'O.C. Jones. M Becker2
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Department of Nuclear Engineenng and Engineenng Physics
Tray, New Yorki2180-3590U.S.A.

ABSTRACT
A rotating fluidized bed nod ear reactor has the potential of being an attractive option for very high power space power and propulsion systems. Research has already examined fuel bed expansion due to variations m state variables, propellant flow rate, and rotational speed as
well as questions of thermal stress. Ths paper describes theresults ofa coupled thermoduid-neutroracanalysis whereperturbasons in fuel
bed height caused by maneuvering changes in operating conditions alter power levels due to varying absorption of neutrons which would
otherwiseteak from thesystem, mainly through the nozzle. Theanalysis utilized view factors coupled with Fermi-age and diffusion theories
coupled with the void propagation equation in the fluidized fuel bed to determine the linearized transfer function for he mutual feedback
between the flow and power. It was found that power fluctuations were larger by 100 db or mori than those expected in a packed bed.
However, no power excursions were found since the transfer function always had less than unity gam. Margins to unity gain m some cases
were sufficiently small that the approximations in this quasi-2-dimensional model may not be sufficiently accurate to preclude significant
excursions.

INTRODUCTION
The increasing activity in space will eventually reach the stage where nuclear reactor systems must be developed for applications to space
craftpropulsion and pnmespaceplatform power. Appropriatedetignconceptsofnuclearreactorswill require high power densitycapability,
perhaps in the multi-megawatt or gigawatt power range, along with other limits that are usually related to thermal behavior The rotating
ftuKtesd bed reactor (RBR) has been suggested as an attractive option among the various candidate nuclear reactor systems.
Arotating fluidized bed reactor concept was firstdwcribed by Hatchet, al., in the mtd 1960's,1 and subsequently studied by Botts et al. z and
by Jo nes.3 Small spheroidal fuel particles increase the fuel surface K> volume ratio by factors of 10-100or moreover commercial reactorsso
higher power densities can be achieved without decreasing thermal margins in the core. The gascoolant/propellant enters radially through
a rotating porous drum in which thefuel particle* arecontained (refer to Figure 1). The fuel bed core is designed to expandinwardfreely due
to the dragforcesinduced by the propellant flow, but are stabilized below the fuel carryover limit by the high centrifugal forces in the rotating
drum After passing through the fuel bed into the center ol the core's cavity region, the gas propellant exits axially through a nozzle.
Such an RBR is expected to have frequent perturbations of gas cootant/propeUant flew for maneuvering purposes These may result in
power level transients due to the inherent coupling between thermolluids and neutromes. It is common knowledge that, in conventional
nuclear reactors, the thermal responses of fuel and coolant following an operational perturbation generally give favorable negative effects to
reactivitychangesofthepowerlevel4 But. inan RBR, besidas having these effects as in conventiorulreactors. a Ifow perturbation yields a
positive feedback parameter in the power level transients which is caused by the expansion behavior of the fuel bed and resultant absorption of neutrons which would otherwise leak out the exhaust nozzle. The purpose of this paper is to describe the results of an analysis of
ihese effects.
1. Currently at Korean Advanced Energy Research Institute. P.O. Box 7, Daeduk-Oanji. Daejon
2. Currently at University ot Miami, Coral Gables, Florida
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Figure 1. Schematic of the Routing Fluidized Bed ReactorBased Space Propulsion System.
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Figure 3. Feedback Scheme Chosen to Analyze RBR Behavior.
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Figure 4. Possible Geometries for two Fuel Particulates
for the RBR.
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Figure 2. Geometry Chosen to Analyze RBR Behavior.
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GENERAL FEEDBACK S C H E M E
sidered in reactor analysis is the change in neuron absorption due to variations in fuel bed thickness and resultant changes in neutron
leakage ciuttfw exhaust r»zzle.TheMeffe«»aredesaibed through the optical thickness of the luelbeditself.avoid propagation equation
which couples flow behavior to transient fuel bed behavior, and view factt« which descritw how the varwus surfaces
ly." A diagram of the geometry used is shown in Fig. 2, and the overall feedback scheme in Fig. 3 where the view factors, ^.describe the
visual oommunicaiion between surfaces i and/.. Both the case where the reactor has insufficient propeXanttowrate to levitate me fuel
particles (packed bed) and the fluidized bed case where the fuel bed expands inward due lodrag from the coolant flowareconsidered. The
reader is directed to the Ph.D. thesis by Lee 5 for the details of the lengjhy analysis summarized herein.
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PtrtcutoU Fuel The advantages of the RBR are realized in part due to the size and configuration ot the fuel particles where the surfaceto-volume ratio is maximized by making the size of each panicle as small as practical. As shown in Fig. 4, two possible configurations are
given 6 7 which involve uranium caibtde coated with zirconium carbide with possible layers of low and high density carbon between
(Table 1).
Picked Bed. If a flow perturbation does not alter an initially packed bed geometry with fixed depth /J. the view factors of neutronleakagewi
not vary, andonly the perturbatton of optical thickness E/i will causethepowerlevel transients. Assuminganincreaseof propellantflowrate.
the subsequent decrease of the fuel and gas temperature causes an increase of neutron absorption cross-section z with a resultant increase in optical thickness. The substantial growth of optical thickness causes a power level increase, which increases the gas and fuel
temperature, and sets up a potential for either oscillations or self regulation.
Table 1 Assumed matrix configuration of the RBR Fuel.
Type

A-Type

&-Type

MUrlx
*

Component

Ridiui
UJTt

Density
g/cc

1
2
3

UC
ZrC
ZrC

236
246
250

10.0
1.0
2.0

1
2
3
4

UC 2
Low density C
High density C
ZrC

250
340
380
425

10.7
1.09
1.9
6.7

FMdbtck Pwwniten. The following parameters are considered in the analysis.
(1) Optical Thickness: Referring to the general feedback scheme shown in Fig. 3, a perturbation of optical thickness can be linearized with
respect to the perturbations of thermofkiid parameters as

(dXh\
• I——I

IT.

(1)

where a perturbed parameter is represented by 6, and the subscript odenotes the equilibrium state, Zh is the optical thickness of the fuel
bed, a is the bed void fraction. % and Tg are gas pressure and temperature, and Tfl is the average temperature of fuel zone-/.
(2> ViewFatiorsiCorsideringtriatthebeddeplhisafurtionofthega^

(2)
(3) GasVolumeFraction:Adisturbanceofthegasvolumefract»noccursonlyinafluidizedsute(6a*0). insuchacase, theperturbedgas
volume fraction is determined by the parametricchanges of gas density, pj, and viscosity, (i,andbythedynamicbehaviorofthe bed expansion which is directly related to the perturbation of the gas How rate itself, bWg. The void perturbation is then given by

d a ••

(3)

where Ga represents a mathematical evaluation describing the dynamic behavior of bed expansion, based onanadiabaticincompressible
flow.andapisthevoidfractiontorthefueltntiiepackecMMdsUte. Theeffectsofgascornpressibttityandgastemperatureonvoidfraction
is accounted for by the evaluation of 6/% and 6u,.
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(4) Gas Viscosity and Density: The dependency of vscosity on pressure s ignored' Ths perturbed vsoosity and gas density are. then

(5) Fuel and Gas Temperature: Change in absorption of neutrons in the gas due to gas temperature changes are neglected and only the
changes in fuel absorption with temperature are considered in the optical thickness. Eq (1) However, the gas temperature behaves as an
important factor for ihedeierminaiion of the disturbed thermal neutron view factor because the view factor is strongly dependent on the gas
volume fraction as described above.

NEUTRONIC MODEL
As shown in Fig. 1, an RBR has reflector/moderatorzones surrounding thetuel bedradially and axially. exceptfor the nozzleopening. Thus,
fast neutrons born in the fuel bed become thermal by slowing down in the reflector zones before moving back into the fuel to be absorbed
causing fission. During this neutron cycle, it is inevitable that some thermal and fast neutrons leak our the exhaust nozzle.
In general, Fermi-age theory is known to be appropriate for describing the slowing down of fast neutrons in a heavy moderator such as
beryllium.9 the suggested moderator for an RBR Slowing down by the fuel bed is neglected. After fast neutrons are thermalized in the
reflector zone, they diffuse through the reflector before reentering the fuel bed. Thermal neutron diffusion in the reflector zone is generally
described by diffusion theory. However, diffusion theory cannot be used in the fuel bed because of the strong absorption of thermal neutrons
in this region. This particular combination of reflector and fuel bed can be effectively overcome by using blackness theory in matching two
such differently-characterized substances [10111]. In this combination, the fuel bed is considered a pure absorber for thermal neutrons
because the scattering-lo-absorption ratio of thermal neutrons is negligibly small.
Throughout the neutronic modeling, neutron loss from the exhaust port is accounted for by applying surface-to-surface view factors to
boundary or matching conditions This view faaw concept is physk^ttiesanw as the one used in r a c ^
maticalconvenienc«.aone-dimensionalslabgeomeryisassumedinmodelingtheneutronfield. The reflector is divided into three zones:
side,upperandbottom(Fig.2J. Theccordinatesyslerrc*yandzareassio/)edtoeartofrhreerefle<^^
andB. Th«originofthecoordinatesystemsistheinterbceofr«flectorandfuelbed. In Fig. 2. the numbers from 1 to 9 indicate the index of
each surface of the reflectors, fuel bed and exhaust nozzle.
Slowing Down Density. For the beryllium moderator, the ratio of slowing down time to diffusion time is smaH.oftheorderof10"2(c.f.Refs.
9.14). Therefore, to simplify the system dynamics it can be assumed that the fast neutrons rapidly become quasi-static as compared with
the diffusion of the thermal neutron.10'15 Then, in each reflector zone Fermi-age theory is described by

where q is a slowing down density, r is time, T is the Fermi-age, and n represents S. U, or B..
In general, the reflector of an RBR is designed to be more than twice as thick as the neutron migration length. Therefore, as a boundary
condition, it is assumed that the slowing down density vanishes at tlie extreme position of the reflector from the core. This yields
limg,(4,r,r)«O

rn

*Afuelbedisrra^
tering processes of fast neutrons are negiigibie. Thus the slowing down of fast neutrons is assumed to start at the interface of the reflector
and the fuel bed with no local fast neutron source in the reflector. Then, the slowing down densities at zero age (t • 0) vanish except at the
boundaries of x - 0, y • 0 and z • 0.
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Because the total neutrons at zero age must equal the fast neutron source, another boundary condition is
Urn f* ?,(*,. i . U d l - A f , ^

(8)

whereas • n *Fu). « U » M , / / A O F U . a n d / . , ^ , / ^ , , . Recall that f= is a diffuse view factor of surface/ to surface /.and A, is the
area of surface /. S(t) is a planer source strength of fission neutrons. Examining Eq. (8). the right-hand-side terms indicate the number of
fission neutrons per unitareainjected into each reflector zone. When each term is multiplied by theassoaated surface areas A,. A3 and A$.
the summation of the three resultant terms yields the total number of fission neutrons produced in the fuel bed [A, S(!J] minus fission neutrons leaked through the exhaust port [A&tjFul

The summation of the view factors F,,, F,3, F,s and F,; is unity.

Trwrml Neutron Flux. The diffusion process of thermal neutrons in three reflector zones is described by the following diffusion equation

— • , « . ' ) - D~*, + 2 ^ * , + <?,(«. 1.r)

(9)

where v is the fission production multiplier and +r\ is the neutron flux in zone-T|. The macroscopic absorption aoss-sections of the upper
and bottom reflector. I,uandl^a,aresubstantially the sameastorpureberyllium.butpoisoning by the control drums is includedinthe side
reflector 2^5.
As in the slowing down density, a boundary condition for the perturbed diffusion equation can be set by assuming that the thermal neutron
flux vanishes at the extreme position of the reflector from the fuel bed. This yields

lim •,(£.;) » o

^Q)

Attheinlerfac$ofreRectorarKJfuelbed.theneutronnet(^rrerteoftherenectorsmustrnatchcontinuouslywiththoseofthefue!bed. IIJS.JIJ
and ofe represent the neutron net currents at the three interfaces determined from blackness theory, then

Iimo4r*,»-A«>.').

(11)

MrtcMng Condition by BltckiMMThtory. The appitcabonof blackness coefficients in specifying the matching conditions at the interface
of highly absorbing and scattering medium is an accurate mathematical approach, and makes solving such a two region problem quite
simple * In this model, diffusion theory is usedtoran approximate solution in the reflector region as described in the previous subsection,
and the blackness coefficients obtained by an accurate approach in the fuel bed region are employed as matching parameters at the given
interface.
Assuming that the neutron current intensity leaving the fuel bed reflector or core cavity is uniform over the emitting surface, the neutron
intensity from one reflector surface 10 another can easily be evaluated by using the view factor concept as:

{12)
at v«0, -A^^'AWu-A^F^yTLoff^-At/iFu

(13)

at r«0, -A^'A^/j-AirsFtsyTLoGti-ASvFit

(14)

where, H.O is the transmission coefficient (defined by an exponential integral function of order 3), and ft is the core diameter. In this evaluatjon, the thermal neutrons i niected from the surfaces of Ae and Attothe fuel bed are assumedtobe absorbed luNyin the fuel bed withoutany
transmission. In other words, the thermal neutrons of A)Jy and \ Jg cannot contribute to the neutron currents on other reflector surfaces
Also, if r| is defined as the ratio of fission neutrons produced to thermal neutrons absorbed in the fuel bed. the neutron source strength Sis
determined by the absorption rate of thermal neutrons multiplied by n yielding
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(15)

ijlU-r, „<£»)] J

TrM*iwitRMponMOIPow*rL*v«I.TheperiurbedexpressiortsoffiekJequatK3nsaridbounclar)iconditionsgivenbyEqs.(6)to

(i5)are

derived by linearization where any parameter { « ) « £° + df (o yielding the perturbed power level. '* Note that, among the various view
factors, the fast neutrons [Fu, F13 and F15) are not disturbed by a flow perturbation because such factors do not depend on fuel bed depth.
Furthermore, in a heterogeneous reactor like an RBR, the neutron constants like Fermi-age, thermal neutron velocity and reflector macroscopic absorption cross-section are almost invariable for thermal disturbances
By taking Laplace transforms with respect to time and solving the perturbed field equations for the given boundary andmatching conditions,
the perturbed power level, 6 0 , in terms of the perturbations of optical thickness and gas volume fraction is
^—GJZh

+ GFda

(16)

where G, represents the transferfunctionduetoaninput perturbation of optical thickness Eft, and ( ^ represents thetransfer function due to
a perturbation of view factor caused by a perturbation of gas volume fraction.
CrittcaMty Equation for the Equilibrium Cora. The diffusion equations and the boundary conditions describing the equilibrium core are
similarto!hcseforthetrar»entcore9«epitra!tterwtronf
to gettheihermal neutron flux distnbutwns in the steady statecores identical to theone used for the transient core, where the dependency
of neutron flux on time is expressed by the Laplace transform.
By inserting Js°, Ju°, and ^"obtained from Fermi-age and the diffusion equations into Eq. (15). and eliminating S°in both sides of the
resultant equation, a complicated transcendental expression representing the critical condition of the equilibrium core is derived as
yr,f,.SA,£^.i:I,,s-)-i.

(17)

As shown in Fig. 1, the power level of an RBR is controlled by rotating the control drums located in the side reflector. Thus, the reactor
criticality is adjusted by changi ng the macroscopic absorption cross-sectionofthesiderefleclor(JVs) Therefore, the macroscopicabsorpbon cross-section 0! the reflector, by which reactor cnticatity is achieved tor the given operational conditions, should be obtained through
numerical iterations of Eq. (17) until h,n of unity is achieved.

BEO EXPANSION BEHAVIOR
In an RBR, the inside of the fuel bed is designed to be free to expand inward due to the induced drag force of gas propeUant. However, the
fuel particles are held stable inside the rotating frit cylinder by the high centrifugal forcesmside the core, withoutanye/utriatfon or carryover.
Such high rotational g-fiekfc accommodate a large flow rate of gas coolant/propeHant. thereby providing excellent heat transfer for the
particle*.
Consideringagas^idsystsmlikettieRBR.inwhirtrjothdragfw^
the fuel bed gives rise lo a fixed bed at low flow rate: the parbdet remain fixed relative to the fnt cylinder wan. If gas flow is increased above
the minimum required to fluidize the fuel bed, the particles become freely supported in the gas fluid, and the average distance between the
particles becomes greater. This bed expansion is herein expressed through the drift-flux approach by which the gas volume fraction of an
equilibrium bed is predicted. This method was first desenbed by Walks,13 and has been applied to the RBR system by Jones. 3 ' 16
Gat Volume Fraction In the Equilibrium Bed. The drift-flux is defined as the velocity of a component relative to a surface moving at the
volumetric-average velocity. In this dispersed-flow model, attention is focused on the relative motion rather than on the motion of the individual phases. This model is considered to be particularly useful if the relative motion is determined by a few key kinematic parameters and
is independent of the flow rate of each phase.
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In an RBfi. wail mcSon cannot be a factor in determining the drift (lux because the fuel bed has no wall in trwrfcrecoon of relative moion
beaten me fuel parMe and the gas propelant. Also, since tti« hut bed behavts like a mos«y dense body and the gas core acts as a
potenbalvortex.itisassuniedthattheftielbedrotaiesasangKlbody TrHistheo^rVwanywherewithinthebedisradaHyinward1 "• ll -'*
and the relative motion between the rotting frit cylinder and the fuel bed has no influence on the bed expansion behavior.
The local gas volume fraction in the equilibrium bed can be obtained by using the foUowng reiaiwn deduced from the dnft-flux model.3

ar

for ; ,

with jg the volume flux of the gas, ^-, the drift (lux, and the key parameterstobe deter mined are the terminal velocity v«> and the expansion
exponent n The termrtal Reynolds number is expbaty expressed as a tuncton ot the Arcrtmedes number9 as
Ar < 3.12T.U05

(19)
Ar 2 3.227.110s

whereforfuel parades ofsae &d ma gravity field $ - v > gti\ji>f/i\
inttus case Apis the fueMuiddereit>A(1erenc8 Forthe expansion
exponent, a si mple relalon which is generally appfcabe in the whole range ot terminal Reynolds numbers was developed by Jones and
Shirr^as

(20)

The gas superficial veiooty is given by^ - * , < a i r f ^ , where WJ is thetowrate, ns me radial positwn in the core, His the length of the fuel
bved. Note that if nothing else changes, ^ increases as rdecreases In addition, the terminal velocity and expansion exponent decrease
with r, because the Archimeoe* number deceases with local effective gravity. Therefore, Eq (18) shows that the local gas volume fraction
increases through the bed (rom the W cyknder to the core when ftwdize.
TrarNienlReeponMofGMVWuMFnelioii. RefemngtoEq. (3). Garepresentsagenwatexr/ession for the transient responseof the
gat vokime fraction based on the iticornpreuitiieandadabaKfSow. The kinematic behavtoriseyaluattd by using the void propagation
eqcaton derived from the conknuty ot the gas phase m a gas-totd system.21
(f a sySndrical geomeffy is used to account for the sfong dependency of gas vo4ume on ra(*alpos*on. the rjerturbed void propagation is
denved in the absence of compreBibity and dependency ol gat density or temperature as
2t-o

(21)

where » a the drtfMux and C« is generally called the tanemaic wave vetoaty defined as
CV-,*^

(22)

Eq (21}is solved mimencally due to the oomplicacyoftheparanieWrs.Consdenng that attheinterfaceofthe(ritcylinderandfuelbedf»/t.
a fluduaiion of void fraction originates only from a perturbation of gat Sow, a boundary condition of Eq. (2t) is set as
(23)
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Th»m* ReaponM of the Fuel Bed
Through physical modeling lor fre thermal tranMni responses of the fuel bed following a flow perturbation as is usuall m neutron kinetc
problems the thermal transport parameters such as the neat transfer coefficient, thermal conductivity and speofc neat capacity are assumed to ba invariable for a gas flow perturbation m order to simplify th« mathematical expression Note that the center temperature of the
fuel partide is generally onry 20-30 K abovethe coolantiemperature T-HS IS dueto thesmall sue of the parades (500 u.m) and the high neat
transfer coefficient (approximately 3000 kW/m'-K) The Biot number for the fuel parades, however, was generallymthe vicinity of 7or more
incteaong that the internal temperature gradients could not be ignored Therefore, fuel particles were separated mto four volume zones
{Rg. 4) to account more realistically for the thermal transient effects
From these models and assumptions, the transient response of the volume-averaged fuel temperature and the gas coolant bulk temperaturearedenvedintermsoltheperturtiedgasflowrateandpowerlevel These are LspUce transformed with respect to the Dme where the
n s are influence coeffiaents m terms of the transformed vanables. to obtain
fof

124>

j » 1.2.3.4.

I 25 )

Srt - a;SM.,.aiSQ

Tnmlw Function. Pow«r level transients are evaluated as afunaon of flow perturbakons. Therefore, as iscustomary in linear feedback
scheme*,u'22thesystem transfer function is defined by the rate) ol the Laplacetrarislormolanoutputpowef level to the Laplace transform
of an input propeHant flow rate If the input and output are normalized by their irabal values in the ejuilibnum state, the transfer function in
terms of s. the transformed time variable, is given by

(26)
Then, by combining the soiulons obtained through neutronc and thermofluid modeling, i.e. Eq (1).(3).(4).(5).(t6!.(24)and(25).alinea•
nzed system transfer functon defined by Eq (26) can be obtained, which yields

where

(»)
»).-«». I(f)
I(f)«

m

- f ° ""'
I °

m

"*"'

(31)
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Table 2. Rotating bed reactor point design parameters.
Quantity

CASE1

CASE 2

CASE 3

Thermal Power. GW

025
15

10

50

25

40

15
500

50
500

80
500
Hydrogen

Core Radius, cm

Core Length, cm
Fuel Diameter, u/n
PropeHant/CooUnt

Hydrogen

Hydrogen

Flow Rate, kg/s

5.7

228

114

Inlet Temperature. K

300

300

300

Cavity Temperature. K

3000

3000

3000

Cavity Pressure, bar

100

100

100

Packed Bed Depth, cm

30

25

40

Fuel Loading, kg

21 1

103

400

In this evaluation, the effects of gas pressure perturbationon power level is neglected because, in a fkiidizedstate. the pressure drop across
the fuel bed is almostindependentofagas flow rate Eveninthepackedstate. the pressuredrop is mgeneral]ustafew bars compared with
the cavity pressure of about 100 bars. Therefore, for a flow perturbation, the fluctuation of gas pressure is negligible in the fuel bed.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In Table 2 three typical point designs of the RBR are compared: CASE 1 - small size, CASE 2 - intermediate size and CASE 3 - large size
For eachol the point design cases, thermal neutron loss rate through the ex haustportchanges with the bed expansion because the fuel bed
is a strong absorber for thermal neutrons. lnthe<^eotfastrieuirons.leakag/)isalmostirKlependentoftherjedaepthbecausethefuelDed
is a weak absorber of last neutrons Duetothfiraa.reactorr^ticalityisalfectednrastlybytherMrmalneulronencl^thieakagsandbythe
bed expansion.
in an RBR. the reactor power or the reactor cnticality is regulated by providing variable poisoning of the radial (side) reflector with material
which ishtghly absorhint of thermal neutrons. In effect, this adjusts the macroscopic absorption cross-section of the reflector to achieve
reactor cnticality lor given core conditions Figure 5 shows the critic* macroscopic absorption cross-section of the side reflector as a functionofo^vdurnefraraon, inrjreciyindianngtheeff^
This portrayal has
been obtained from ar iterative sduion of Eq. (17).
As the gas volume fracton increases and the fuel bed expands, more thermal neutrons are captured by the fuel, especially those returning
from the end (upper) reflector, and the leakage is reduced. This is more clearly srown in Fig. 5d where the variation in critical absorption
cross section in the racial reflector s much larger dueto increases in fuel bed void traction. From theseresults, it can be expected that, when
a propeHant flow perturbation causes a bed height Ructuaton, the resultant amplitude of power level transient would be high in CASE t as
compared with the other two c u e s
Notethat the view factors between the bottomof the fuel bed and the exhaustnozzlswere3O% larger forthesmallcore (CASE t)than tor the
larger cores. Furthermore, the view factor between rhe blind endof the cylindrical coreand the opposite, nozzle, end was300%largerinthe
smaller reactor geometry. This also suggests that perturbations in fuel bed thickness would be much more important in the former than the
latter cases.
The transient power responses toapropetant flow perturbation have beenmvestigated along with the flu idizationregimesofthefuel bed by
analyzing the system transfer function m the frequency domain. Figure 6 shows for each case the amplitude plane of the system transfer
functiondefined by Eq. (39). Herathegas volume fractionof theinilal (Wilibriumbtdis035forthepa(*edstaieand0 495foflhefluidized
state. Asseeninttsf^re.ttwfluidizedbsdhaimuchfitgrierreiponsesofamplituoe, lOOdbormore.thanthepackedbed in addition, it
was found that the phase angle between packid and fluidized cases was approximately' SO degrees at low frequencies.
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Figure 5. Comparison of Macroscopic absorption cross-section of the side reflector required for cntjcahty for the three point design
cases: (a - c) throe different noizleHo-core diameter ratios V. Solid line, YJ) 3; long dash, Y.0.45; short dash, Y - 0 6;
(d) Y-O.45, long dash-CASE t, sotkJ-CASE 2. shortdash.CAS£3.
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Figure 6. Comparison of power-to-flow transfer function amplitude response, for the three point design cases for both packed
and fluidized bed states Solid, fluidized bed core with average void fraction of 0.495; dashed, packed bed core.
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For each of the three reference cases, such big differences of amplitudes aredue to the fact that the responses of the fluidized bed depend
notonly on the patametricdisturbanceof the optical thickness but also on the view factors, while the packed bed is independent of the latter.
In other words, the loss rate o! thermal neutron* through the exhaust port fluctuates with the fuel bed height, and, consequently, it affects the
power level of the fluidized bed but not the packed fuel bed.
Examining Figure 6, the first break frequency appears above approximately 0.1 rad/s andisduetoneutronic effects alone. For the packed
bed, the roll off is monotorocat approximately 20 oWdwade.. For the tluidized state the amplitude lofthesmall reactor (CASE tjincreases
slightly near 10 rad/s due to in-phase feedback between How rale and power level, and then decreases. Breaks at higher frequencies are
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Figure 8. Comparison of the there point design cases in ftuidized-bed state. Y-0 45

Figure 7. Comparison of the three point design cases in packed-bed stale. Y-0.45.
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duetothe effects of thedifferent fuel zonesartfofthe coolant. Theawlantthermal behavior appears lobe dominant above the (requencyof
about 106rad/s. Intherkjidzedoed.tfwshan^rolloffneario^raoysrepresentsthew^^
level.
For the packed bed, the amplitudes versus
freojjentyoftnettoeeref«erK^RBRs*eoomparedinFip^re7J^^
ratio in aU three cases was taken as 0 45. As seen in this figure, the amplitude forC ASE 2 is larger than thatof the other two cases. This trend
shows that the response vanes inversely with the optical thickness of the fuel bed. Physically, it can be inferred that in a thin bed the thermal
neutron absorption rate is easily affected by a flow perturbation, but suchfluctuationis small in a thick bed because the thick bed absorbs
most of the thermal neutrons injected. Therefore, in a packed bed, the thinner the optical thickness the higher the amplitudeof power level
transients resulting from a flow perturbation.
Figure Spresents similar compansonstorlhelluioizedbed.ao^^^
Theaveragegas volume fraclion of each case is 0.495 at constant flow. As mentioned before, the neutromc break frequency appears at about 0.1 rad/s whereas the
thermoflutd responses begin to be dominant above a frequency of 102 rad/s. In other wordt, the thermofluid responses would be less
coupled with the neutronic responses above this frequency where the effects of bed height fluctuation power level appear to be coupled
onaone-to-onobasis. lfcomparror«ofthearr^»Kfc«aremac*intrH$rfeo^ercyrar^
responses while the other two cases follow almost the same trends, yielding lower amplitudes than CASE 1

CONCLUSIONS
Thethermofluid-n6utromccoup4<ng and staNityof trwrotating Hutdizad b«d reactor hasb««n prM«ntfxJ. it rusbe«nshown tha: tneroubng
fluitaedbedrea^ii more neutror^yactivt lo flow perturbato^
but is stiM apparently siabt«. Thi6 activity can be explained by the combined effects ol the vanalons in bothopticalthickness and view factors
dueto perturbed fuel bed thickness. The variations in optical thickness change theoverallfractionof thermal neutrons absorbed by the fuel,
Changes in the view factors cause changes in leakage fraction of thermalized neutrons returning from the reflector/moderator regions.
The packed bed amplitude responseof the power-to-flow transfer function for the three point design cases examined all were below-120
db and rolled off at 20 dWdecade for frequencies above 0 1 rad/s. The Huidized bed response amplitudes started near-15 db and for the
small reactor design examined, increased to - 7 db at about 100 rad/s before rolling offtoapproximately -100 (ft at frequenaes near 10*
rad/s. The other cases rolled off monotonically. after approximately 10 rad/s. Specific conclusions include:
(1) A propel lam flow perturbation in an initial equilibrium-state RBR causes a power level transient by disturbing the bed optical thickness
and the thermal neutron end-path leakage rate.
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•

in a packed bed. onlytha optical thickness is of any consequence for the determination ol power level, and. therefore ine amplitude respons *5 are generally small: the thinner the optical thickness, the higher the response amplitude.

•

In a fluidized oed, bed height fluctuations significantly affect the thermal neutron end-path leakage rate resulting m a higher
power level response amplitude, 100 db or more, than m the packed bed.

(2) Examining the amplitude versus Irequency. a propel lant flow perturbation may not result m a power excursion from the standpoint of the
inherent feedback between thermofluids and neuironies as developed m this paper However, the margin to gams greater than unity becomes so small, order of -7 db in some instances, that power excursion cannot be ruled out on the basis of this quasi-two-dimensional
analysis.
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DEVELOPMENT OF HFIR SUBCRTTICALJTY MONITORING METHODS
Richard B. Rothrock
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831

ABSTRACT
Use of subcritical source multiplication measurements during refueling has been investigated
as a possible replacement for out-of-reactor subcritkality measurements formerly made on fresh
iiFIR fuel elements at the ORNL Critical Experiment Facility. These measurements have been used
in the past for preparation of estimated critical rod positions, and as a partial verification, prior to
reactor startup, that the requirements for operational shutdown margin would be met. Results of
subcritical count rate data collection during recent HFIR refuelings and supporting calculations are
described, illustrating the intended measurement method and its expected uncertainty. These results
are compared to historical uses of the out-of-reactor core measurements and their accuracy
requirements, and a planned in-reactor test is described which will establish the sensitivity of the
method and calibrate it for future routine use during HFIR refueling.

INTRODUCTION
The High Flux Isotope Reactor (HFIR), located at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory
(ORNL) at Oak Ridge, TN, provides unique experimental capabilities for neutron beam research,
production of transplutonium isotopes in a central flux trap region, and irradiation of experimental
materials in the beryllium reflector. The HFIR core consists of two concentric fueled annuli, and is
designed to promote high neutron leakage into the central flux trap region where a high thermal flux
is desired for isotope production. Four different nuclear core designs were developed and fabricated
for HFIR initial operation and its preceding critical experiments, varying in fuel loading and
distribution, burnable poison, or both, in an effort to optimize the core flux, power peaking, and
endurance. In order to interrelate nuclear measurements made with these various cores, and to
monitor the potentially large variations in core reactivity which could result from commercial
fabrication of HFIR fuel within the allowable manufacturing tolerances, a method was devised to
measure the reactivity of each fresh HFIR core in the water immersed and reflected condition before
loading it into the reactor. Since the fuel is normally only slightly subcritical under these conditions
(typically $2 to $3), the measurement was done in the ORNL Critical Experiment Facility ("CEP)
which also supported a variety of other experimental programs during the HFIR design and early
operating period. Because the preoperational core reactivity measurement could identity cores with
abnormally high or low reactivity which might indicate manufacturing process deviations, provide an
input for the calculation of expected critical rod position, and ensure that the core reactivity was
within the range leading to acceptable shutdown margins prior to reactor startup, this measurement
was continued and has now been performed on over 300 fresh cores prior to their installation into
the HFIR.
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The CEF wa> shut down in 1966, along with other research reactors at ORNL, for a review
of the facility, operations, end management; and upgrading as necessary to meet current standards.
At the time of its shutdown, there were 25 fuels remaining in inventory whose reactivity had been
previously measured, and the HFIR fuel monitoring program was the only experimental activity still
carried out in the CEF although portions of the building were used for other purposes.
In view of the successful experience in commercial fabrication of HFIR fuel during the 25
years since HFIR startup, the extensive inspections performed on the fuel to ensure conformance to
specifications, and the cost in time and resource* to upgrade the CEF to meet current standards, it
was decided to explore other approaches to HFIR fuel monitoring which do not require the use of
a Gass B reactor in preference to upgrading and restarting the CEF solely for this purpose. The
following sections of this paper describe the role of preoperatiooal fuel reactivity measurements in
HFIR operations and safety; the unique features of the HFIR core and reactor nuclear design which
affect the capability for in-reactor measurements; and the approach developed, and result* obtained
to date, for fuel monitoring by source multiplication techniques during HFIR refueling.

ROLE OF PREOPERATIONAL FUEL MONITORING
A survey of the uses (real or potential) of the fuel reactivity measurements showed that they
were involved by reference in key documents, by custom, or by direct use of the results, in the
following areas relating to HFIR operations and safety:
1.

Assurance of criticality safety during fuel handling in the HFIR pools and fuel loading
into the reactor,

1

Preparation of Estimated Critical Position (ECP) calculations for each HFIR startup
with a fresh fuel; and

3.

Assurance, prior to startup, that the fuel element itself had no reactivity anomalies
sufficient to encroach on the operational shutdown margin required to handle design
basis reactivity accidents.

In regard to the first issue, a review of shutdown margin measurements performed on the
HFIR critical experiments by pulsed neutron methods1 showed that the shutdown margin at refueling
conditions was adequate to accommodate the maximum possible reactivity anomaly which could be
caused by undetected fuel manufacturing defects (a complete absence of burnable poison from the
inner fuel annulus), combined with a metal to water ratio and total fuel loading simultaneously at the
worst extremes of their tolerance bands. Furthermore, the HFIR fresh cores are manufactured in
two pieces, an inner and outer annulus, which are each subcritical individually under water. Since
these two fuel annuli are handled separately during refueling and are not assembled until they are
installed in the reactor, it was concluded that a measurement of the subcriticality of the assembled
fuel under water prior to refueling was not essential to the criticality safety of the fuel handling
process.
To find an alternate method for ECP calculation without reliance on reactivity measurements
on individual fresh cores, the as-built fuel data packages prepared by the fuel supplier were reviewed
for parameters which could be used to estimate core reactivity. These data include results of
extensive inspections on the cores, including fuel distribution measurements of each fuel plate by X
ray methods, individual coolant channel thickness profiles, and records of the fuel and burnable
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poison loadings. From these results, the total fuel and boron loading and toe average coolant channel
thickness were selected as representative of the major influences on core reactivity, and measured
reactivities for several cores were correlated with these as-built parameters by multiple regression
analysis. The results of this exercise showed that the measured reactivity could be predicted within
a standard error of about 20 cents (compared with an estimated uncertainty in the CEF measurement
of 10 cents), with a maximum deviation for the sample of 60 cents. For comparison, the allowable
deviation between estimated and achieved start of cycle critical rod position is equivalent to about
$1.5 in reactivity, so the increased uncertainty associated with using as-built fuel data in lieu of
measured core reactivity for preparation of the ECP should not have a large impact on the probability
of a missed ECP.
To address the third issue, the verification of adequate shutdown margin for operational
reactivity accidents prior to initiating startup, a risk evaluation was made focusing on the incremental
impact of the preoperational core reactivity measurement on reduction of accident risk or
consequences. Since the net reactor shutdown margin (including the effects of the control rods, target
and experiments as well as the fuel) is verified by checking the control rod position as soon as
criticality is reached on the initial startup, a prior measurement of the core reactivity alone is
somewhat redundant, and therefore likely to have only a small impact on total risk. This conclusion
was verified by the quantitative risk study, which showed the safety impact of the preoperational fuel
reactivity measurement to be very small. Nevertheless, it wa» considered a useful practice to obtain
some direct experimental confirmation of the core reactivity for both safety and operational reasons
(e.g., as an aid in diagnosing causes of a missed ECP in case of an "outlier" fuel element). For these
purposes it was judged that an increased uncertainty would be acceptable, and the possibility of
inferring subcriticality from the normal count rate data available during a HFIR refueling was
therefore examined carefully as a possible cost effective alternative to resumption of CEF operation.

PRINCIPAL HFIR DESIGN FEATURES
The important features of the HFIR nuclear design are illustrated in Figure 1. A fresh core,
comprised of an inner and outer fuel annulus, is installed for each operating cycle (of about 21 days'
duration). Operational reactivity control and rapid scram shutdown are provided by two control
cylinders located in the annulus between the fuel and reflector, as shown in the Figure. During
refueling, the "black" sections of the control cylinders (europium loaded segments of 22 inch length)
are fully inserted, overlapping the 20 inch fuel length on each end. The inner control cylinder, or
shim-regulating cylinder, consists of four 90-degree segments welded together which move as a unit.
This cylinder is withdrawn downward* to start up. The outer control cylinder is also composed of
four 90-degree segments, or shim-safety plates, which operate independently. The shim safety plates
are withdrawn upwards for startup, and are spring loaded for rapid insertion on a scram. The two
control cylinders also have 5-inch tantalum "gray" follower segments at the ends of the europium
plates, and are withdrawn in opposing directions and operated at power in a symmetrical fashion to
maintain axial power balance. For a typical HFIR cycle, the rods are withdrawn at startup sufficiently
that the europium segments are inserted about three inches into the fuel region, and a "window" of
about four inches exists between the ends of the tantalum follower sections at the core midplane.
At the end of a cycle, the europium and tantalum sections are withdrawn to approximately the ends
of the fuel plates.
Low-level neutron monitoring is provided by three wide-range counting channels (WRCC),
which utilize movable fission chambers mounted in thimbles extending to about 12 inches below the
bottom of the fuel. The chambers are fully inserted at shutdown, and are automatically withdrawn
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at higher power levels to avoid saturation of the counting channels. During refueling activities the
principal source is due to neutron production in the reflector from photon sources which exceed the
beryllium pbotoneutron threshold of about 1.69 MEV. Chief among these is Eu-156. which is
produced in the control cylinders. Because the two cylinders are withdrawn in opposite directions
and only a few inches of their tips are inserted in the core at power, the activity is concentrated near
the rod tips. These highly activated regions are located at the top and bottom of the core at refueling
conditions for the inner control cylinder and the outer cylinder (or safety plates), respectively.
Because the inner and outer control rods are replaced at different times and are also sometimes
stored for intervals that are long compared to the Eu-156 half life (IS days), the axial distribution of
the neutron source at refueling conditions is complex and varies widely. Other unique features of
the HFIR nuclear design are more fully described in reference 1.

APPLICATION OF SOURCE MULTIPLICATION TECHNIQUES TO HFIR REFUELING
FUEL MONITORING METHODS
For the two-piece HFIR core, subcritical count rates can be recorded at three distinct stages
of the refueling process: (1) background count rate, prior to fuel loading; (2) the partially loaded
count rate after the outer fuel annulus is loaded; and (3) the fully loaded count rate, after the inner
annulus is loaded. Ratios of these count rates are desired, in order to cancel variations in detector
efficiency or source strength which may occur from cycle to cycle; and due to difficulty in obtaining
an accurate measurement of the low background count rate, the ratios which involve the background
level directly (i.e., other than as a background correction) are less likely to yield a practical method.
These considerations led to selecting the ratio of count rates of the fully loaded and partially loaded
core configurations for possible use as an indicator of shutdown margin in the refueling condition.
For reasons described earlier, the normal refueling source due to activated europium control
cylinders has substantial axial variations from cycle to cycle. Since the relative activity of the two
control cylinders varies with time, both the absolute count rates due to the activated europium and
their ratios will also change in response to this changing source, masking the effects of changes in the
core multiplication which it is desired to detect. To avoid this difficulty, additional refueling sources
have been built, in the form of antimony source rods, and activated in the HFIR reflector to provide
photoneutrons from the decay of Sb-124. Since the axial distribution of the antimony activity remains
constant, ratios of count rates due to these sources are affected only by changes in the core
multiplication, and should therefore be useful as an indicator of net multiplication in the refueling
state.
The count rates during refueling may vary from a few counts per minute with a weak source
and no fuel loaded, to a few hundred counts per second, with a strong source and a fully loaded core.
Accurate counting data are difficult to obtain at the lower count rates, due to sporadic electrical
interference which occurs in some of the counting channels. Consequently, refueling count rates
were monitored for several reactor cycles to determine the feasibility of measuring count rates
accurately during refueling, and to establish the repeatability of key count rate ratios, before
proceeding with plans for a demonstration and calibration test of the fuel monitoring method.
The present data collection method utilizes three single board multichannel sealers (model
"MCS-IT manufactured by Tennelec/Nucleus, Inc.) installed in a personal computer host. The sealers
operate in a multitasking environment, allowing simultaneous data collection from all three HFIR
WRCC. For each core and source configuration of interest, several data records (each containing
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from 1024 to 8192 channels of data) are collected and stored for each WRCG To assist in
identifying and eliminating interference, toe channel dwell times are adjusted for an average of about
one count per channel. It has been found that the interference typically consists of bursts of pulses
resulting in the collection of many counts in a few channels of the multichannel sealer data records.
By viewing these data records on the monitor, affected portions of the data record can often be
identified visually and marked for rejection of noisy data during subsequent data processing. Isolated
noise spikes can also be identified and rejected by adjusting an acceptance threshold during data
processing. One or both of these noise rejection methods is applied to the raw data, if necessary, by
a computer program which also prepares a data histogram, computes the average count rate and its
uncertainty, and performs a chi-squared test for Poitson statistics. This approach has proven
satisfactory so far, as shown by the fact that count rate ratios derived from noisy channels after
processing for noise elimination, are approximately equal to those derived from noise-free counting
channels.
Subcritical count rate data characterizing the HFIR refueling process was initially collected
with only the normal activated europium control plate sources, and once the antimony refueling
sources were available, additional count rate data were obtained with and without the sources
installed. The results of these measurements are described in the following section.
RESULTS OF REFUELING DATA COLLECTION
As discussed previously, the arrangement of the HFIR control elements results in
photoneutron sources concentrated at the top or bottom of the core in the refueling state, due to
Eu-156 activity in the control cylinder or safety plates, respectively. These differing source
distributions result in axial tilts of the core fission rate distribution towards or away from the fission
chambers located below the core, and consequently have a strong effect on the apparent core
multiplication inferred from «>unt rate measurements during refueling. This effect is most
pronounced with only the outer fuel loaded (and a low core multiplication factor), and decreases with
the loading of the inner fuel element as the fission distribution more nearly approaches the symmetric
fundamental shape. These effects lead to substantial variations in the measured multiplication ratios
due to changes in photoneutron sources caused by normal control rod irradiation and replacement
activities. Typical results are presented in Table 1. There were only minor variations in reactivity
of the fresh fuel elements installed during these refueling*, hence the variations in the results are
believed due principally to the changing source distributions.
When the data from Table 1 are classified according to the source distribution (i.e., location
of the dominant Eu-156 activity), as shown in the second column of the table, they show good
consistency within each group. However, the wide range of results would mask the effects of typical
core reactivity perturbations which it is desired to detect, unleu the variations in control element
source distribution can be accurately determined and accounted for in the interpretation of the
results. Since HFIR control rod management typically results in complex irradiation histories, and
the calculation of higher order europium activations in the HFIR control rods is not very precise, it
was considered more practical to employ a separate refueling source with a Fixed axial shape. For
this purpose, four antimony sources were fabricated and activated for use in the HFIR.
Antimony refueling sources were installed in the HFIR reflector for activation near the end
of Cycle 297, and have now been used in refueling count rate measurements for four cycles. Results
of these measurements are summarized in Table 2. The count rates due to the antimony sources
alone arr obtained by measuring the count rates with the refueling sources in and out of the
reflector, and subtracting these two measurements. With the possible exception of the first use of
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the sources in Cycle 296, when they were only partially activated and the measurement precision was
consequently poor, the remaining measurement* appear consistent and the results for all counting
channels for all of the latter three measurements have a standard deviation of 2% to 3% of their
mean, consistent with the results obtained previously with the natural control plate sources when
those data are separated according to source distribution.
RESULTS OF SUPPORTING CALCULATIONS
The changes in subcritical multiplication during HFIR refueling were calculated for
comparison with measurements, in order to ensure that all important effects were understood and
to validate a model which could be used to calculate the effects of small parameter variations which
may contribute to the uncertainty in future measurements. The "DORT* two-dimensional transport
computer code2 was used, with a basic HFIR model originally developed by the ORNL Engineering
Physics and Mathematics Division for use in updating the HFIR safety analyses. Calculations were
made in the subcritical source multiplication mode, and fission chamber count rates were represented
by U-235 fission activations calculated at the locations of the fully-inserted fission chambers.
The ratio of count rates with ail fuel loaded to the count rate with only the xuter fuel
element loaded was calculated as 3.9, using an axial source distribution equal to the measured axial
thermal flux distribution in the HFIR reflector, where the antimony sources were activated. For
comparison, measurements with the antimony sources (excluding the measurements for Cycle 298,
which had lower count rate precision due to the relatively weak source) yield an average value of
4.17, or about 7% higher than the calculated value. This bias is approximately consistent with other
experimental comparisons, which indicate that the model undercalculates the core eigenvalue in the
rods-in state. To verify that differences in this ratio which had been observed with the europium
control plate source were due to changes in its axial distribution, additional cases were calculated with
sources peaked near the top and bottom of the core, and qualitative agreement was obtained with
the trends of the measurements, as shown in Table 1. A more precise comparison is not possible due
to lack of deGnitive information on the axial distribution of the europium activity within the control
plates. The expected sensitivity of the source multiplication measurement to variations in core
reactivity was also calculated, yielding a predicted increase of 5 to 6% in core fission rate (or counting
channel reading) per $1 increase in core reactivity. Since the count rate ratios measured to date have
a repeaubiiity of around 2% to 3% (for constant source distribution), the inherent uncertainty in this
measurement method should be around $0.5. This uncertainty will probably be increased somewhat,
if applied exclusively to the core reactivity, to allow for other factors which may affect the shutdown
count rates such as depletion of the coatrol plates; nevertheless, the accuracy is expected to be
satisfactory for practical use in verifying the HFIR shutdown margin prior to startup.

VERIFICATION TEST OF SOURCE MULTIPLICATION METHOD
A verification test of the source multiplication method for fresh fuel monitoring was
performed in the HFIR during the pre-Cycle 302 refueling outage. The test involved the use of three
specially built experimental flux trap inserts — aluminum cans containing plastic cylinders with
different sizes of central holes — to alter the core reactivity through the mechanism of the flux trap
region void worth. Because of the positive void coefficient in this region, this effect was carefully
studied experimentally during the HFIR design and startup testing in order to validate safety analyses
of hypothetical reactivity accidents which could be caused by rapid entry of voids into the flux trap
region through the target coolant passages while critical. These earlier experimental results had been
obtained using special plastic cans which were inserted into the flux trap containing varying water and
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void fractions. Although the original plastic flux trap inserts are no longer available, the results from
the measurements were used to design a new set of aluminum-canned plastic cylinders which were
expected to yield reactivity increases up to about $4, compared to the normal refueling condition
(water-Oiled flux trap). This use of special experimental components to induce reactivity changes of
a few dollars was necessary because the fresh HFTR cores remaining in inventory are too similar in
reactivity to provide, by themselves, an accurately measurable change in subcritical count rates. The
test method and preliminary result* from analysis of one of the three WRCC fission chamber
subcritical count rate data are summarised below. More complete results will be included in the oral
presentation, following evaluation of the remainder of the experimental data.
The three aluminum-canned plastic cylinders were designed so that one (solid) cylinder had
a slightly higher hydrogen atom density than the water which it displaced, while the other two had
central holes intended to produce reactivity changes of about +$2 and + J4 compared to a waterfilled flux trap. After the inner and outer fuel elements were loaded and the normal subcritical count
rate data was collected, each of the three experimental flux trap inserts was installed in turn, and
count rates were measured with and without the antimony sources present Although it was desired
to measure the effect of changes in core multiplication alone on WRCC count rates, the central holes
in the flux trap inserts also affect the detector efficiency by allowing increased neutron transmission
through the holes to the fusion chambers below the core. Therefore, corrections were included for
this effect, based on calculations using the computer codes and models described previously.
Following the subcritical WRCC count rate measurement, the reactor was brought critical at
low power with each of the three experimental flux trap inserts installed, and the critical rod positions
were measured in order to determine more accurately the reactivity differences between the three
flux trap inserts. The preliminary results of these measurements, based on original control rod
calibration data and partial processing of subcritical count rate data from one of the three WRCC
channels, are shown in Table III.
The ratio of subcritical count rates, adjusted for detector efficiency, are in very good
agreement with the fundamental mode multiplication changes which would be predicted from the
measured reactivity differences, given an initial subcritical reactivity (with the solid plastic cylinder
insert) of about -$14. Due to the high density plastic used, this cylinder has somewhat more hydrogen
than the water it displaces and was, therefore, expected to reduce the core reactivity from that of the
normal refueling state. While this could not be directly measured, due to safety restrictions on
operation of the reactor with a water-filled flux trap, evaluation of the WRCC count rate dau
indicates a subcriticality of about -$13 for the normal refueling state during this experiment This
conclusion is consistent with pulsed neutron measurements performed in the HFIR critical
experiments to measure the shutdown margins with various flux trap contents.
These preliminary results show that changes in subcritical count rates measured by the HFIR
WRCC fission chambers in response to variations in core reactivity will be sufficient to permit
detection of core reactivity deviations on the order of $1 or less. This sensitivity is adequate to verify
HFIR shutdown margin requirements prior to startup, and should permit use of the in-reactor source
multiplication measurement in lieu of a fuel reactivity measurement in a special ex-reactor facility.
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Table 1. Refueling Monitoring Reiulti with Control Plate Source
Measured Multiplication Ratio*"
HFIR
Cvcle

290
291
292
293
294
295
296
297
298
299

Source
Distribution*

Channel 1

Channel 2

Channel 3

Average

C

Bottom

2.49

NA

NA

2.49

Bottom

147

2.48

2.45

147

Bottom

2.47

2.33

139

2.40

Top

8.8

7.5

8.9

8.4

Bottom

2.44

2.57

2.54

152

Bottom

2.51

151

159

2.54

Top

ai

8.3

8.0

8.1

Equal

3.13

3.26

3.37

3.25

Equal

3.12

194

3.15

3.07

Equal

2.89

3.20

194

3.01

'Bottom, Top: Source dominated by Eu-156 activity at bottom or top of core. Equal: EU-156
sources at bottom and top of core and approximately equal.
'Multiplication Ratio: Ratio of background-corrected count rate with both (innter and outer) fuel
elements loaded to count rate with only outer fuel element loaded.
C

NA; Data not available.
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Table 2. Reruelint Monitorinc Results Usint Antimonv Sources
Meawred Mutiplkatioo Ratios'
HFIRCvcle

Channel 1

ChannHj?

Channel 3

298*

4.33

4.53

4.43

4.43

299

4.23

4.14

4.10

4.16

300

4.07

4.02

4.18

4.09

301

N/A

4.36

4.25

4.30

Averaj

'Ratio of count rate due to antimony sources with full core installed to count rate with outer fuel
element only installed, for i* irvidual wide range counting channels.
'Uncertainty in results for Cycle 298 approximately 5%, due to lower counting precision with weaker
refueling sources; other cycles have approximately 2% precision in ratios.

Table 3. Preliminary Results of Verification Test

Experimental

Subcritkal

Plastjc Insert

Count Rate Ratio

Relative
Multiplication*

Incremental
Reactivity

Solid Cylinder

1.0

1.0

0

Small Central Hole

1.28

1.22

$2.5

Large Central Hole

1.74

1.55

$5.2

'Adjusted for changes in detector efficiency.
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Figure 1. HFIR Core Arrangement
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MULTTfBARRIERS PROTECTION
AND THE HIGH-SAPETY REACTOR GENERAL DEMANDS
V.S.Paranyushkin and V.N.Petrov
Atomic Centre of
K O B O O W Engineering Physios Institute,
Kashirskoe shosBet31, Moscow, 115409, USSR
fax: (095)-324-21-11

ABSTRACT
The approach to the quantification of the nuolear reactor
safety barriers effioienoy allowing to elaborate teohnioal
strategy to rise safety of the nuclear installations is
presented.
On the base of performed comparative analysis of safety
barriers efficiency and its priority is found that the highsafety reactor must to have most-effective first barriers
(fuel matrix, fuel cladding).
Suggestion of the high-safety reactor conception is
exeouted on the base of equal risk convention under normal
reactor operation and emergency conditions.
Preliminary estimations of high-safety reactor variety
criteria is made with suggestion conception.
INTROEfJOTION
The principle of multybarrier proteotion is used both in
Soviet National Safety Rules (for example, in "General Safety
Demands" - onB-88) and in international safety documents. Por
eaoh reactor barriers quantity and quality conditions are
proved in the design documentation were are taken into aooount
many reasons: type and power of reactor, fuel type, specifio
energy of fuel, operating conditions and so on. As a rule,
arrived limit in that is guaranteeing of the safe radiation
dose limits and the discharge radioactive effluenoe
concentrations on the site margin.
In this work, the prinoiple of multybarrier proteotion is
used for construction on the object "nuolear reactor" of the
system for the safety analisys and the safety barriers
quntifioation. The environment for this system is humanity,
whioh must be able to have influence on the system variable
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and parameters. Here we will take into aooount the only
reaotor harm ecuroe - the radiaotivity accumulation in the
oore.
SYSTEM CONSTRUCTION
DEFINITION OP
THE SYSTEM VARIABLES
To study of safety barriers effioienoy and its priority
we will be show on a oore accidents as a realizing of probable
transients from normal operating to hard damage with
consequence barriers destruction.
If to define a damage measure (transit) of barrier number
J for initial event k as :
u(J,k) * 0 - for the intact barrier and
u.Q,k) * 1 - for the full destroy barrier,
and if p(k) - probability of event k then total effective
transit of J'e barrier can be estimated as

L
U(J.L) * 2 U(J,k)p(k),
ki

(1)

were L - set of initial events taken into account.
The confirmation of such form for Eq.(1) are following
considerations:
if the set of initial events is made in the order of the
increasing of safety barrier transits then for any barrier the
sequence u(J,k) is nonreduoing function of k with range from
u(J,1)=O to u(J,L)t1. In that order for "good" reaotor the
value p(k) is the reduoing funotion with p(L)*Q for hardest
event with the order number L. Thus the curve of u and p
multiplication start at zero, have a maximum and after that
deorease to zero with increasing of k. Consequently, isuo
U(J,L) have a limit with increasing of L {i.e.U(Jtoo)mU, )
and his estimate may be obtained by extrapolation of U(J,L).
DEFINITION OP
THE SYSTEM PARAMETERS
Moreover we define the measure of the accident evolution
A(J) as a quantity harm characteristic of oomplite damage of
J's and proceedings barriers (it may be, for example, public
dose, contaminated area and so on). Por this define
< A(2) < A(3)...
and the total effeotive aooident measure of reaotor
count of Sq.(D) is defined as
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(2)
(with

A(1)V(1)+...+A(J)»n U(J,L)
J=1
where J - count of the safety barriers.
If to write Eq.(3) for four barriers, as example, in form
A
.ff= U(1)+[A(2)+[A(3)+A(4)U(4,L))U(3,L)]U(2,L)U(1,L)

(3)

(4)

then general demands for barriers oan be viewed from the
oondition of minimizing of A.'.
1. For barriers next after first:
it's necessary
U(J,L) * A(J-1)/A(J), and
(5)
it's sufficiently U(J,L) « 0.1>A(J-1)/A(J).
2. If the safety barriers transits is not followed to this,
then must be make provisions for an accident localizing
systems of the required efficiency.
3. The safety barriers priority is defined by the order of the
accident sequence thus first barriers have a large weight in
the reactor safety.
DEFINITION OF
THE ENVIRONMENT DEMANDS
To obtain the quantity requirements for barriers
transits, we used the high safety reactor definition as a
reactor wioh give the equal harm risk under normal operation
and at the emergency conditions.
This definition is oonsequenoe
from
following
considerations:
In normal operation conditions the risk given by the operating
reaotor to public has acceptable level. Following to UNSCEAR
conception of the "dose-effect" linear dependence we must to
consider the harm risk by addable value, i.e:
R(aum) - R(nam.operattan)+R(accldenta)

(6)

were for hazard value R we use the ordinary expression:
- Y(l)P(t)PB(l)

(7)

were Y(i) - t's event real loss;
P(i) - C B event probability;
Pa(i) - social-psyhologioal factor for the count of a
public treatment to event I.
There we must to make remark, that a real (impartial) hazard
is estimated by Eq.(7) with Pa*1 and a partial risk assesments
being made by public are estimated with Pat1 (often
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Pa(accldfitm) » 1).
From Eg. (6) it should be infered that for the insurance
R(aun) o> R(non*. operation) it's necessary R( accident) *
R(norn.operation) (or R(accident) <* R(norm.operation) as a
minimal requirement).
In terms of Eq.(3) it means that the sum of aooident
items must not be greate then sum of items not leading to
safety limits exaeedigs, i.e.
A(J)U(J,L) = A(J)U(J,nar*.aper.) + A(J)V(J,acdd.)
<* A(J)U(J,narm,.oper.)

*

consequently,
U(J,aceid. ) { U(J,narm..oper. )
This requirement to system variables and parameters
will count as key definition of the night safety reaotor.

(8)
we

CERTAIN DEMO APPLICATION
Preliminary estimations of high-safety reaotor variety
criteria may be made with suggestion conception if define
safety barrier transit value as a ratio of the radioaotivity
at the barrier outside to the inside activity.
CORE DAMAGE
Thus, for the first barrier (fuel matrix and cladding) of
the- lot of nuolear
reaotors
U(1.norm.aperatton;
*
fO ...fO~ . Consequently, supposing the normal operation
probability near to one (i.e. pfnam. operation) * 1) we must
to limit the value of product 11(1 ,hard damage )p( hard damage)
in the sum like Iq.(1) by the quantity is not far from
U(1 .norm, operation). It seems to us. the value Ufi.hard
damage) may be estimated as not so far to 0.1, therefore the
total probability of the core hard damages must not be greate
then 1 0 . . . 1 0 .
If to oonsider the reaotor operation time near 50 years
then performing safety analysis for the high safety reaotor
variety one may not to take into account initial events *ith
probability less then 10
events on reaotor per year leading
to hard aooidents (like core melting).
CONPINMBNT DAMAGE
Por the last safety barrier ( confinment or oontinment )
quantity estimates now we will use the 7-levels international
emergency score of IAEA (INKS), with approximetly logarifmio
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scale.
In term of our work this score may be regarded as disoret
resolving form for the parametr Aett (Eq.3).
The level 7 in this soale correspond to the full destroy
of the reactor oonfinment at emergency conditions, level 5 is
approximetly corresponding to intact confinment under the full
destroy of the preceeding barriers, and level 4 is
approximetly corresponding to intact barrier
before
oonfainment. If to take into3consideration it then:
- from Eq.5 - U(canf.) « 1CT or release rate about 1% per day
( if deposition rate constant for fission products about 10
1/s)
- connection between the damage weight and the damage
probability is followed from Eq.8 :

p(k) < U(canf.)/u(conJ'.,k),
thus for initial event following io release rate 100* per day
probability must be less than 10 and io on.
COMMON REMARK
This estimates may will be more severe in case of
Pa-factor count (3q.(7)). As example we make mention of the
interrogatory results quoted in UNSCIAR Report '85 and which
are informing that public is exaggerating the NPF hazard more
then 100 times.

1.
2.
3.
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ANALYSIS OF THE NP-MHTGR CONCEPT: A COMPARISON OF REACTOR PHYSICS
METHODS
Dcnisc B. Pelowitz, Joseph L. Sapir, and Janet E. Wing*
NPR Safety Project Office
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Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545
ABSTRACT
Using the MCNP and ONEDANT analysis codes, we investigated basic neutronic
characteristics of the NP-MHTGR preconceptual design. Exploratory steady-state analyses of k^,
neutron reaction rates, and temperature reactivity coefficients were conducted to check the ability of
our reactor physics methods to adequately model the highly heterogeneous NP-MHTGR reactor.
Results of unit-futl-cell analyses indicate that a three-region ONEDANT model adequately
approximates die unit-fuel-ceil lattice geometry. However, core-block analyses indicate that
approximating an hexagonal heterogeneous block by a one-dimensional annular target cell can
introduce significant calculational error. Investigating the core-block temperature coefficient of
reactivity, we found that all components of the coefficient are negative and the delayed component
contributes «85% of the total temperature effect. Investigation of the full reactor temperature
coefficient in the NP-MHTGR determined thai all contributions from the active core are negative,
with prompt effects again contributing -15*36 of the total core coefficient Temperature-coefficient
contributions from each of the reflector regions appear to be positive, but exhibit a significantly
smaller magnitude than the negative contributions from the core. These positive contributions
apparently are caused by reduced carbon and boron absorptions at the higher reflector
temperatures. From a safety perspective, a conclusion as to the adequacy of the temperature
coefficient cannot be drawn from its magnitude alone, but must be based on specific transient or
accident analyses which incorporate all feedback effects. Calculational differences between MCNP
and ONEDANT were as high as -1.2% for the reactor criticality eigenvalue and on the order of
20% for the core temperature coefficient.
INTRODUCTION
In 1989, the Los Alamos National Laboratory formed a dedicated New Production Reactors
Safety Project Office (NPR/SPO) to fulfill its commitment to support independent safety reviews
for the Department of Energy's Office of New Production Reactors (DOE/NP). One of the reactor
concepts being considered for development is the New Production Modular High Temperature
Gas-Cooled Reactor (NP-MHTGR).
Accurate reactor physics characteristics are essential to understanding both the normal operation
and the transient and accident response of the NP-MHTGR. Key characteristics important to
safety include temperature coefficients of reactivity, material and control-poison worths, and
* Reactor Design & Analysis Group, Los Alamos National Laboratory
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detailed power distributions for both fission power and gamma heating. The reactor analyses must
be both in-depth and comprehensive because the variation of those characteristics important to
safety must be understood as a function of location; control-element position; temperature; time
(since a given perturbation); fuel, target, and poison depletion; and buildup and depletion of fission
and target products.
From January through September of 1990, we investigated basic neutronic characteristics of
the NP-MHTGR preconceptual design developed for the New Production Reactor (NPR)
program. Although additional information on the evolving nuclear design became available in
FY 1990, the analysis models were not updated to reflect the conceptual NP-MHTGR design
because the reactor design was still being refined. Also, the work reported here is directed more
toward applying our physics calculational methods to the NP-MHTGR and understanding what
causes certain reactivity changes, and less towaid determining the absolute magnitude of such
changes. The reasons for reactivity changes are not expected to be dependent on the fine details of
the reactor design. Exploratory analyses were conducted to check the ability of our reactor physics
methods to adequately model the highly heterogeneous NP-MHTGR reactor design. Before
performing off-normal and transient analyses, we must develop confidence that our codes can
accurately simulate the steady-state condition.
To better understand the behavior of, and interactions among, the reactor components, both
Monte Carlo and discrete ordinates methods were utilized. Increasing in complexity from the unit
fuel cell to the detailed full reactor design, we evaluated neutronic attributes of the NP-MHTGR.
Parameters calculated during this effort included the criticality eigenvalue, kefr; neutron reaction
rates; and temperature reactivity coefficients. The calculations reported here support the technical
basis for application of existing Los Alamos neutronic codes (specifically, the three-dimensional
Monte Carlo code, MCNP 1 , and the one-dimensional discrete ordinates code, ONEDANT 2 ) to
NP-MHTGR safety-related analyses. More in-depth analyses will be introduced as the
NP-MHTGR design matures during the preliminary design phase of the NPR project
The heterogeneous configuration of the thermal-spectrum NP-MHTGR design poses an
analysis challenge to traditional reactor physics methodologies. Neither MCNP nor ONEDANT
alone provides the capability to characterize the core interactions with a high level of confidence.
Preparation of appropriately homogenized multigroup cross sections for use by ONEDANT that
match true reaction rates is difficult and requires several simplifying assumptions for this thermalspectrum, highly-heterogeneous array of absorber, fuel, and moderator. MCNP, on the other
hand, uses continuous-energy cross sections that need no adjustment and can model the
heterogeneity with little or no homogenization necessary. However, because of its statistical
nature, MCNP cannot efficiently and cost-effectively characterize phenomena that produce small
perturbations in k«fr and/or reaction rates. Some of these phenomena, such as temperature
coefficients of reactivity, determine the neutronic behavior of the reactor and are important to
performance of a safety review. Therefore, we chose to exploit the advantages of the two methods
by using them in parallel and comparing the results.

NP-MHTGR PRECONCEPTUAL DESIGN DESCRIPTION
The reactor core of the NP-MHTGR preconceptual design (Fig. 1) uses hexagonal fuel
elements, or core blocks, stacked in ten-block columns to form the active core annulus. Of the 660
fuel elements in the core, 540 are standard elements (Fig. lb) and 120 are reserve shutdown
elements (Fig. la). Standard fuel elements contain a pattern of fuel and coolant holes in a graphite
matrix interrupted by one central element-handling hole and two target channels. The handling
hole extends down about one-third of the block height. Reserve shutdown fuel elements have, in
addition to the handling and target holes, a channel for reserve shutdown control material. This
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channel replaces 28 of the 138 fuel holes and 13 of the 70 coolant holes present in a standard
element
Fuel compacts are stacked within each cote-block fuel hole. Each cylindrical compact, which
measures 1.029 cm (0.40S in) diametrically and approximately 4.1 cm (1.6 in) axially in the
preconceptual design, is a mixture of TRISO-coated fuel panicles and graphite shim material
bonded by a carbonaceous matrix. The fuel kernels are dense microspheres of UCO composed of
highly-enriched (93.15%) uranium.
Every fuel element and 60 of the outer reflector elements (six reflector columns) (Fig. If)
contain two channels that hold target assemblies. Target assemblies are annular compacts of
tritium-producing material contained within inner and outer graphite sleeves. Using a process
resembling the 'uel compact formation, the target compacts are fabricated from TRISO-coated
lithium alumina ;c particles bonded with a carbonaceous binder.
Columns of hexagonal graphite reflector elements surround the active core and reside in the
central region created by the core annulus (Fig. le). These graphite elements have the same size,
shape, and handling-hole positions as the core blocks. The side reflector includes two rows of
hexagonal reflector columns. Twenty-four columns of the side reflector and six of the central
reflector have control rod channels (Fig. lc and Id). As already mentioned, six side-reflector
columns contain target elements. Permanent side reflectors (Fig. lg) extend radially from the outer
surfaces of the side-reflector elements to the inside surface of the core lateral restraint to form a
right circular cylindrical reactor configuration.
No radial or axial material zoning is specified for the preconceptual design. All fuel positions
contain the same loading of fissile material with the same enrichment, and all target positions
contain the same loading of target material. For simplicity of analysis, the handling holes have
been replaced by solid graphite. Because ONEDANT is a one-dimensional analysis tool, and for
the sake of comparison, no axial features beyond the active core region are represented in either the
MCNP or the ONEDANT models. Thus no axial dependence exists in our current reactor models.
REACTOR PHYSICS ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY
Two codes, NJOY* and TRANSX*. process the basic cross-section data from the ENDF*
evaluated nuclear data file into formats required by our two reactivity calculations techniques,
Monte Carlo and S ? transport. (We are currently using ENDF/B-V, but are in the process of
preparing cross sections based on the recently evaluated B-VI data file.) NJOY produces either
pointwise or multigroup cross sections. The pointwise cross sections are used directly by the
Monte Carlo code; the multigroup cross sections are further processed by TRANSX into a format
compatible with the Sn codes. The resultant multigroup cross sections include resonance selfshielding; Doppler broadening; transfer matrices; and thermalization effects, including upscattering,
for free and bound scatterers. In addition, TRANSX allows group collapsing and cell flux
weighting to obtain spatial disadvantage factors.
Monte Carlo neutron-transport methods randomly sample numerous neutron histories to
determine the average behavior of the particles. Because Monte Carlo is a statistical process, an
uncertainty is associated with each result The general-purpose Monte Carlo transport code used in
the NP-MHTGR analyses is the three-dimensional code, MCNP. This coupled neutron-photon
code features time dependence and uses continuous-energy cross sections. For important
scattering substances, including graphite, thenssi scattering S(a£) cross sections that account for
the effects of chemical binding and crystalline structure are available. MCNP can calculate
eigenvalues for multiplying systems and allows very detailed and accurate geometrical
representation of complicated reactor configurations.
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Sn transport-theory codes numerically solve the multigroup form of the Boltzmann transport
equation using the discrete ordinates approximation to treat the angular flux dependency. The
specific code selected for these analyses is the one-dimensional ONEDANT code. Our thermalreactor calculations use a 69-group cross-section set that includes 40 thermal groups, 20
upscattering groups, and a thermal cut-off at 2.1 eV.
Each of the calculational techniques, Monte Carlo and S n transport, possesses particular
advantages that are emphasized in our neutronic analyses. Because of its detailed geometrical
capabilities and the associated ability to calculate localized flux distributions, Monte Carlo provides
the best estimate of keff and control rod worths. Similarly, off-design and accident configurations
are calculated with MCNP.
On the other hand, S n codes can calculate to tight convergence criteria, benefit from the
availability of appropriate cross sections, and are particularly suited for depletion calculations.
Therefore, discrete ordinates transport codes are used to estimate relatively small reactivity changes
such as temperature effects and material worths. Additionally, S n codes include convenient and
flexible edit routines that provide space- and energy-dependent characteristics such as flux spectra,
power distributions, and reaction rates.
For ONEDANT calculations of the unit fuel cell and core block, an S4 angular quadrature order
with P | scattering (incorporating the Bell-Hansen-Sandmeier transport correction) was specified.
The reactor calculations used an S4/P0 approximation. Cross sections for the discrete ordinates
analyses were developed from the 69-group MATXS7EX library using TRANSX, version SI 1.
These cross sections incorporated crystalline scattering laws for graphite.
Two versions of MCNP were used to calculate the results discussed in this report. The first,
denoted MCNP 3B5, did not include the repeated structures capability but was the public version at
Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) when the analyses were performed. The second,
version 4.0, does incorporate the repeated structures feature and is the current public version.
Consequently, calculations that utilized the repeated structures capability were computed using
MCNP version 4.0; otherwise, version 3BS was the selected analysis tool. The 300 K
continuous-energy cross sections chosen for the MCNP analyses were those designated by
LANL's Radiation Transport Group (X-6) as the "best" available evaluations. For the temperature
coefficient studies, we used 2 3 5 U and 23>U cross sections that had been processed at 300 and
900 K. Graphite S(a,|3) cross sections were available at 300 and 800 K.
RESULTS
A discussion of our results appears in the following sections and is presented in the same order
as that in which the calculations were completed. We began the reactor physics analysis of the
NP-MHTGR design by evaluating the basic active-core element, the unit fuel cell. After checking
the accuracy of our unit-cell modeling assumptions, we investigated the standard fuel element, or
core block. Finally, neutronic attributes of the detailed full reactor design were calculated. All
calculational models were based upon preconceptual design details provided by the designers.
NP-MHTGR UNIT FUEL CELL DESCRIPTION AND ANALYSES
The unit fuel cell represents an infinite array of an unperturbed fuel and coolant-channel lattice
that exists in the standard fuel block. The unit fuel cell of the preconceptual NP-MHTGR design
comprises one fuel compact, the equivalent of one-half coolant channel, and graphite matrix
material. In the provided design information, no gap was specified between the fuel compact and
the core-block graphite. This omission is not expected to affect the results or conclusions of our
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analyses. Several models of this unit cell were constructed and analyzed at 300 K to 1) compare
results of MCNP and ONEDANT calculation^ models that are geometrically and compositionally
identical; 2) quantify the effect of homogenization approximations introduced by modeling
procedures; and 3) provide homogenized cross sections for the ONEDANT full-reactor
calculations. The results include k«rf> reaction rates for 2 3 5 U and 2 3 8 U fission, neutron
production, and neutron capture. The reaction rates (normalized per neutron born) were computed
for each of three energy ranges: fast (£ 9.118 keV), intermediate (between 9.118keV and
1.5 eV), and slow (< 1.5 eV).
For the unit-cell MCNP eigenvalue calculations, the one-sigma relative error is less than
0.15%. Additionally, the one-sigma relative error of the reaction-rate tallies is consistently less
than 1% with the exception of the ^ U resonance region; within this region, occasionally the
statistical error is slightly greater than 4%.
First, to compare reaction-rate and criticality values calculated by ONEDANT and by MCNP,
two cylindrical models were developed. Within each, all material was conserved. The outer radial
boundary condition for these cylindrical unit-fuel-cell models is reflective for the MCNP
calculations and "white" for those analyzed by ONEDANT. The white boundary condition returns
the outgoing flux across a boundary isotrppically such that the net flux across that boundary is
zero. For MCNP, reflective axial boundaries also were specified to simulate unit cells of infinite
height.
The first model consists of a single homogeneous region in which the fuel, graphite, and
coolant regions are all mixed. For this homogeneous case, Ice/j values calculated by ONEDANT
and MCNP agree very well, differing by only 0.0015 Ak«ff. Also, reaction-rate tallies calculated
by the two methods for this single-region model are within 1% of each other.
The second cylindrical model comprises three regions and is the most realistic representation of
the unit fuel cell that ONEDANT is able to compute. The inner region represents the fuel compact,
the middle a full-density graphite annulus surrounding the fuel, and the outer a mixture of coolant
and remaining graphite. For this more complicated model, MCNP yields an eigenvalue
approximately 0.005 Akeff (0.26%) greater than ONEDANT. about 2.5 times the quoted MCNP
error.
For the three-region unit-fuel-cell model, small differences in the reaction rates calculated by
ONEDANT and MCNP are evident. Because statistical uncertainties are intrinsic to the Monte
Carlo method, ascertaining the cause of these minor variations is difficult. MCNP predicts fewer
resonance captures in the uranium isotopes than does ONEDANT. The difference between the two
methods is about 5% for the 2 3 I U captures in this intermediate neutron-energy range. For the
other reaction-rate tallies, the values calculated by ONEDANT and by MCNP are consistently
within about 3% of one another.
The cylindrical unit-fuel-cell geometry required by ONEDANT is an approximation to the
actual triangular lattice that exists in the NP-MHTGR fuel block. To investigate the accuracy of
this approximation, an "exact" unit-fuel-cell configuration was modeled with reflective boundaries
using MCNP. The MCNP criticality values of the triangular and cylindrical unit-cell models are
not statistically different. Therefore, for eigenvalue calculations, the cylindrical approximation of
the unit fuel cell appears to be a good representation of the actual heterogeneous geometry.
Examination of the reaction-rate results for this exact model indicates slightly more activity in
the intermediate energy range and slightly less in both the fast and slow regimes for the discretized
MCNP model than for the MCNP three-region homogeneous version. Because of MCNP's
statistical nature, the magnitude of this difference is uncertain. Reaction rates calculated using "the
best", ONEDANT and MCNP unit-fuel-cell representations are generally within 3% of one another.
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From these results we conclude that the ONEDANT three-region analysis model adequately
approximates the unit-fuel-celJ configuration.
The neutron energy spectrum of the NP-MHTGR unit fuel cell, in which 77% of the fissions
are caused by neutrons with energies less than 1.5 cV, is quite thermal. However, in these
simplistic NP-MHTGR unit-fuel-cell models, the absorptive effect of lithium targets is not yet
included. The addition of target material will cause the neutron spectrum to shift. Because the fuel
is highly enriched (93.15% 2 3 5 U ) , only small quantities of 2 3 8 U are present in the fuel.
Consequently, very little activity is associated with the 2 3 8 U, which accounts for fewer than 2% of
the total absorptions and essentially no fissions. Thus, 238 U Doppler contributions to the negative
reactivity temperature coefficient are minimal. Additionally, as evidenced by the ONEDANT
results of the unit-fuel-cell analyses, parasitic capture by isotopes of elements other than uranium
account for fewer than 2% of the total absorptions.
NP-MHTGR CORE BLOCK DESCRIPTION AND ANALYSES AT 300 K
To extend the applicability of our NP-MHTGR physics analyses, we next evaluated a standard
core block. The core block, or fuel element, comprises fuel compacts, target compacts, and
coolant channels in a hexagonal graphite matrix. Three different models of the core block were
developed and analyzed. As before, MCNP and ONEDANT were the analysis tools.
For modeling simplicity, the detailed MCNP model of the NP-MHTGR core block treated the
handling hole as solid graphite; however, each fuel compact, coolant hole, and lithium target was
explicitly depicted. The calculated MCNP value of k ^ at 300 K for this heterogeneous core-block
with a reflective outer boundary condition is 1.1302±0.16%. The MCNP relative error of uranium
and 6Li reaction-rate tallies for the fast, intermediate, and slow energy ranges is consistently less
than 1.0% with the exception of the 23S U resonance region where the statistical error occasionally
approaches 5%.
By using the repeated structures capability, MCNP can calculate the critkality of an infinite
periodic arrangement of these blocks. The resulting k«ff for this more realistic periodic
configuration of core blocks is 1.1316±0.21% or within 0.14% Akcff of the value for a single
block with reflective boundary conditions. Since the two eigenvalues are within one sigma of each
other, we conclude that the reflective boundary condition is a reasonable approximation to the
periodic fuel-element lattice.
Because the core blocks are geometrically complex, we evaluated the validity of a second,
simpler, MCNP calculation) model. This hexagonal prism block model retains the explicit target
configurations and a thin graphite buffer region outside of each target. Except for a thin fulldensity graphite region at the periphery of the block, the remaining block constituents, namely fuel
compacts, coolant holes, and graphite matrix have been homogenized. Masses of all components
are conserved. Homogcnization of the fuel compacts, coolant channels, and graphite matrix
increased the computed k«ff value to 1.1644±0.26%, or 0.0342 Akenr. a rather significant amount.
Evidently, simplification of the core block by homogenizing the fuel compacts, coolant holes, and
graphite matrix induces a significant bias on keff.
Although MCNP has very powerful geometric capabilities, there are several important safety
parameters such as temperature coefficients and fuel bumup effects that are not well-suited for
MCNP analysis. These characteristics require the use of deterministic transport- or diffusiontheory codes. Because of the heterogeneous nature of this reactor configuration, the best approach
would be to use a supercell code to accurately calculate the flux and energy spectra in the basic
lattice geometry and produce appropriate homogenized cross sections for a global calculation. Los
Alamos is presently developing such a supercell code.
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As an interim approach, we investigated the use of the one-dimensional ONEDANT code to
produce these cross sections. Applying this approach, we approximated the core block by a central
target element surrounded by equivalent annular regions of graphite and fuel-graphite mixtures to
represent the material in one-half of an actual core block. This simplified half-block model, called
a "target cell," represents our third core-block model.
Of the ten annular regions which describe the target cell model, the inner seven explicitly model
a single NP-MHTGR target element including the associated gaps exactly as was done in the
previous MCNP core-block models. The eighth region is a full-density graphite annulus between
the target element and the fuel-pin lattice. Region 9 represents the fuel-pin lattice, a mixture of fuel
compacts, graphite matrix, and coolant holes associated with one target element. Finally, region
10, the outermost region, represents the remaining graphite at the edge of the block that is not
incorporated in the fuel lattice region. Materials and areas that constitute one-half of a core block
have been conserved in the target-cell model. A reflective boundary condition was specified for the
outer radial surface of the MCNP model; a white boundary condition was chosen for the
ONEDANT model.
Two target cells were calculated. The first, which incorporates a homogeneous mixture of
fuel, graphite, and coolant in region 9, was calculated by both MCNP and ONEDANT for
comparison purposes. The second ONEDANT target cell used cross sections in region 9 that
were derived from flux-weighting an equivalent unit fuel cell thereby accounting for resonance
and spatial self-shielding in the fuel compacts. Results of this calculation represent our best
ONEDANT approximation of the fully heterogeneous core block that was calculated by MCNP.
With 80% of the fissions in the core block caused by slow neutrons, the neutron energy
spectrum in the block is slightly softer than that calculated for the unit fuel cell (77%).
Approximately 96.5% of all neutrons produced in the fuel element are absorbed in either 23JU or
6
Li. The 23*U accounts for fewer than 1% of the total absorptions and essentially no fissions.
Parasitic capture by isotopes other than uranium or lithium account for approximately 2.5% of the
total absorptions.
Comparison of the MCNP calculations for the homogenized core block and the target cell
indicates that approximating a hexagonal homogeneous block by an annular target c»U is rather
good, with the calculated difference being 0.0037 Alc^f. a value within a one and one-half sigma
confidence interval. The ONEDANT target cell with homogeneous fuel has a predicted keff that is
0.005 Akeff less than the corresponding MCNP calculation, an amount consistent with the
differences previously calculated for unit fuel cells. However, whereas MCNP predicts a
heterogeneity effect of -0.0342±0.0035 Ak,ff, the corresponding ONEDANT prediction is only
-0.0085 Akeft.
To investigate this rather large discrepancy, two MCNP models were constructed to more
closely represent the ONEDANT target-cell calculations. In one model, the unit fuel cells were
homogenized. In the other, the unit fuel cells surrounding the target were constructed to match the
geometry used to prepare self-shielded cross sections for the ONEDANT calculations.
Comparison of the two MCNP models, one homogeneous and one heterogeneous, yields an
estimated heterogeneity effect of -0.0065±0.0031 Ak.^. This value agrees relatively well with the
ONEDANT estimate. This investigation illustrates the limitation of representing these complicated
geometries with a one-dimensional model.
NP-MHTGR CORE BLOCK TENIPERATURE-COEFFICENT ANALYSES
The temperature coefficient of reactivity is an important safety parameter because it contributes
greatly to the reactor response during transient and accident conditions. Temperature changes in
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reactor materials affect the neutron balance and. hence, the reactor keff. The primary temperature
effect in the NP-MHTGR is the hardening of the thermal-neutron spectrum with increasing
moderator temperature. The harder spectrum changes the relative absorptions between the lithium
and uranium isotopes, and, in a finite reactor, allows more neutrons to leak from the core. A
second temperature effect is the Doppler broadening of the neutron resonance-absorption cross
sections. In HTGR reactors that contain low-enriched fuel or fertile materials, increased neutron
captures associated with Doppler broadening in the 238 U or 2J2Th resonances can cause significant
negative temperature coefficients. This effect is greatly diminished in the highly-enriched fuel used
in the NP-MHTGR. Thirdly, thermal expansion causes a general reduction in the densities of
reactor materials, resulting in greater neutron leakage, and a corresponding reactivity loss.
To begin the temperature coefficient investigation for the NP-MHTGR, we calculated with
ONEDANT the effect of temperature on ketr for the target cell. These calculations considered only
temperature-dependent cross-section changes, and did not include density changes, which affect
neutron mean free path length and later, in full reactor calculations, neutron leakage. The
TRANSX code was used to generate cross sections at temperatures of 300, 600, 800, 900. and
1200 K. These cross sections incorporated crystalline scattering laws for graphite as well as
Doppler broadening for resonance absorbers.
Reactor temperature coefficients are generally classified as prompt or delayed, depending on
their time response to power/cooling perturbations. In the NP-MHTGR the temperature coefficient
associated with the fuel compacts, which includes both Doppler effects in the uranium kernels and
scattering effects in the pyrocarbon fuel-particle coatings and the graphite compact matrix, is
regarded as prompt. On the other hand, temperature coefficients associated with the graphite block
matrix and target elements are considered to be delayed because of the time delay associated with
heat transfer from the fuel compacts to these regions.
ONEDANT-calculated k*n changes in the target cell as a function of temperature indicate
that all components of the coefficient are negative and that the delayed component contributes
=85% of the total temperature effect. The total keff change from ambient (300 K) to operating
conditions (900 K) is 2.8% Ak«ff and the total isothermal temperature coefficient from 900 to
1200 K (potential transient conditions) is -2.7 x 10-5 Ak«ff/C.
As previously mentioned, the temperature-induced reactivity change in the infinite target-cell
calculation is caused primarily by the competition between uranium and lithium reactions as the
neutron spectrum hardens. The decrease in ^ U fissions (which determines the decrease in k«ff) is
essentially balanced by (or actually caused by) the increase in *Li captures. The effects can be
broken down into a homogeneous component caused by relative changes in the 6 Li capture and
235
U fission cross sections as a function of energy (temperature), and a heterogeneous component
caused by lumping of the target material and consequent self-shielding of the 6Li.
To further explain this phenomenon, the relative 6 Li capture cross section and 233IJ fission
cross section, normalized to unity at »300 K versus neutron temperature were examined. The 6Li
capture cross section decreases less rapidly with temperature than the uranium fission cross
section, causing the iithium to be a relatively more effective absorber in the harder neutron
spectrum. To further quantify this effect, we examined the ratio of the 6U capture to 23'U fission
cross secticns normalized to unity at 300 K and we observed that the relative 6 Li effectiveness
increases by -16% between 300 and 1200 K.
At higher temperatures the mean free path of neutrons in the fueled portion of the block
increases, thereby allowing more neutrons to reach the lithium target where they are captured (a
heterogeneity effect). V/e performed MCNP and ONEDANT calculations to quantify the relative
contribution of these homogeneous and heterogeneous effects. For these calculations, the k,ff
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change from 300 to 1200 K was calculated for the target cell and for a homogeneous version of
that cell. Both methods showed that the heterogeneous lumping effect predominated, accounting
for «70% of the calculated k«ff change.
Because of the uncertainties inherent in the Monte Carlo method. MCNP is not usually suitable
for temperature coefficient calculations which often require the determination of small differences
in keff. However, the temperature range of the NP-MHTGR is sufficiently large that statistically
significant ambiem-to-opeming kefr changes may be determined with reasonable computer running
times. We, therefore, attempted to use MCNP to determine the temperature effects between 300
and 800 K in an infinite array of heterogeneous core blocks. As in the ONEDANT computations,
these calculations considered only temperature-dependent cross-section changes and did not
include density changes.
The results of the MCNP calculations, including the onc-sigma uncertainties, indicate that
although the prompt k«ff change calculated with MCNP was 12% higher than the corresponding
ONEDANT result, the relative error in the MCNP value is quite high and its confidence is therefore
low. The MCNP-calculated delayed effect caused by the matrix and target-graphite constituents is
approximately 20% less than the corresponding ONEDANT result with a one-sigma uncertainty of
17%. These calculations show that MCNP may be used to calculate an average temperature
coefficient in the NP-MHTGR for temperature differences of 500 C or greater. However, average
coefficients over such a broad temperature difference are not suitable for transient or accident
analyses.
NP-MHTGR REACTOR ANALYSES
Proceeding to the next step in our investigations, we created both ONEDANT and MCNP
models of the finite preconceptual NP-MHTGR design. As was assumed previously, temperature
coefficient calculations for the reactor considered only temperature-dependent cross-section
changes and did not include density changes.
MCNP and ONEDANT reactor models were used to calculate neutronic characteristics of the
finite reactor. The control rods are not included in either model. Using the repeated-structures
capability, the detailed 360° MCNP model of the reactor was developed. In this explicit model,
internal and external graphite reflector blocks are defined, fully-explicit core blocks appear in their
correct relative positions, reserve shutdown holes and control-rod channels are incorporated, and a
permanent reflector region surrounds the outer reflector blocks.
To prepare the ONEDANT model, we homogenized various reactor regions into cylinders
while conserving cross-sectional areas and material masses. First, the standard-fuel-block regions
were homogenized by flux and volume weighting the target-cell configuration described
previously. This homogenizadon process conserve reaction rates in the target-cell model. The
target-cell flux distribution was then used a second tin.? to homogenize the reserve shutdown and
reflector target blocks. All other ONEDANT region1 were homogenized by a simple volume
weighting procedure. Axial leakage was approximated >y specifying a buckling height in the onedimensional ONEDANT calculation. The core ^ Uefined as the standard fuel and reserveshutdown blocks; the inner reflsctor consists cC ihe inner graphite and inner control-rod blocks;
and the outer reflector consists of the reflector-target, outer control-rod, and side-reflector blocks
as well as the permanent side reflector region.
Representing the highly heterogeneous NP-MHTGR by the ONEDANT (r-z) analysis model
required several approximations. These approximations include 1) use of one-dimensional,
cylindrical target cells to obtain homogeneous cross sections; 2) not accounting for flux variations
caused by changing boundary conditions in the homogenization process; and 3) removal of
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azimuthal variations by representing a hexagonal configuration as concentric cylinders.
Nevertheless, by comparing the ONEDANT calculations to more rigorous MCNP calculations, we
can better understand and quantify the effects of these approximations as we develop more
rigorous methods.
A series of ONEDANT calculations was performed to evaluate the reactor temperature
coefficients. In addition to k^, ONEDANT provides detailed edits and neutron balances thai can
be used to discern the causes of calculated reactivity changes. The following four problems were
calculated:
Problem
Problem
Problem
Problem

#1
#2
#3
#4

- All material at 300 K
- Change core (fuel-bearing blocks) to 1200 K
- Change inner reflector in problem #2 to 1200 K
- Change outer reflector in problem #3 to 1200 K

As evidenced by the problem definitions above, we chose a value of 1200 K for the elevated
temperature in the ONEDANT calculations. This value was chosen to enhance the temperature
effects, and consequently make it easier to discern changes in the neutron balance that explain these
effects.
In general, radial leakage from the core is rather significant, especially in the outward direction
(•> 11% of neutrons bom), while axial leakage does not play an important role. Additionally, most
of the neutrons leaking from the core are absorbed in either boron-equivalent impurities or carbon
in the reflector regions, with relatively few neutrons actually leaking from the system. Whereas the
boron-equivalent impurities have an insignificant effect in the core, they are significant absorbers in
the thermalizing reflectors where there is no competition from uranium or 6Li. In analyzing the
leakage effects, recall that temperature-dependent material density changes have not yet been
included.
A significant reactivity loss occurs when the core is heated to 1200 K while the reflectors
remain at 300 K. This loss is primarily caused by increased 6 Li absorptions in the core, as
explained in the previous section. Recall that raising the temperature from 300 to 1200 K of an
infinite array of standard fuel blocks (in which no leakage occurs) causes a reactivity loss of
-0.036 Ak«ff. In the finite reactor, increased radial leakage at the higher moderator temperature
produces an additional reactivity loss resulting in a total Ak«rf of -0.043,
Elevating the temperature first of the inner and then of the outer reflector both cause a positive
differential in k«ff (a small, but positive temperature coefficient). Although this phenomenon has
been previously reported, the underlying causes have not, to our knowledge, been discussed in the
literature. The causes may be deduced by examining the neutron balance of the reactor at each
condition. At the higher reflector temperatures the carbon and boron-equivalent absorptions are
reduced. Consequently, more neutrons are available to rcenter the core where some fraction of
them produce additional fissions in the uranium. This effect appears to be especially sensitive in
the inner reflector where all extra neutrons not absorbed must reenter the core (since axial leakage
is negligible), whereas, in the outer reflector, a significant number of these extra neutrons leak
from the outer radial boundary.
The ONEDANT results can be compared to corresponding MCNP calculations. The fully
explicit 300 K MCNP calculation yielded a ktff of 0.9920 ± 0.021% or 0.01 IS A W higher than
the comparable ONEDANT result. (As the design has evolved from the preconceptual design
phase, changes have been incorporated to provide adequate excess reactivity. In the future we will
evaluate the effectiveness of these changes.) To cover the expected operating range, the hot
MCNP calculations were run at 800 K; therefore the MCNP values are not directly comparable
with the 1200 K ONEDANT calculations. However, the value of A W C (the average temperature
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coefficient for the range) for the two methods can be compared if we assume the effect is
approximately linear. These avenge temperature coefficients are listed in Table I.
Because of the relatively small reactivity changes and associated large statistical uncertainties,
MCNP values for the reflector effects are suspect. Nevertheless, agreement between the two
methods is good for both the core and inner reflector. For the outer reflector MCNP predicts a
much smaller effect (not statistically different than zero) than does ONEDANT.
CONCLUSIONS
We applied two of our reactor-physics transport codes, MCNP and ONEDANT, to calculate
the preconceptual design NP-MHTGR. Thus far we have emphasized the determination of keft and
the changes in k«rr associated with temperature increases in the core and reflectors. Using the
repeated structures capability in MCNP we generated a very detailed geometrical mode) that
explicitly represented the fuel compacts, target element, coolant holes, reserve shutdown holes,
and control rod channels. For this reactor model, calculation of each k«ff value with an associated
one-sigma uncertainty of -0.21% required tracking of approximately 170,000 neutron histories
and consumed 600 minutes (10 hr) of CRAY-YMP computer time. This level of uncertainty is
adequate for most determinations of safety-related physics parameters. These MCNP calculations
allowed the determination of temperature coefficients with a 17% uncertainty for temperature
changes of 500 C. Longer running times would reduce the uncertainty level. Therefore, we
conclude that MCNP may be used to calculate values of selective average total temperature
coefficients for temperature changes of 500 C or more.
The ONEDANT calculations required geometrical approximations to calculate the complicated
NP-MHTGR geometry. Incorporating these approximations in both cell and full-reactor
calculations resulted in k«ff differences of 1.2% to 1.7% and core temperature-coefficient
differences of -20% compared to MCNP. As our modeling becomes more precise, we hope to
reduce these differences.
As one result of this investigation, we determined the general magnitude of temperature
coefficients in the NP-MHTGR. All contributions from the active core are negative. The prompt
component from uranium Doppler and fuel-compact graphite contributes approximately 15% of the
total core coefficient, which includes delayed effects from the core-block graphite matrix and target
elements. Temperature coefficients in the reflector (a further, significantly more-delayed effect)
appear to be positive, but exhibit a smaller magnitude than those in the core. Additional
calculations are necessary to quantify this phenomenon more accurately.
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Table 1. NP-MHTGR Average Temperature Coefficient
10-5)/C

Component
Hot Core
Hot Inner Reflector
Hot Outer Reflector

ONEDANT
-4.81
+0.97
+1.26

MCNP
+1.24 ±47%
+0.24 ± 242%

Figure 1. Plan view schematic of the NP-MHTGR core.
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ABSTRACT
To compute easily the neutron reaction rates in the resonance energy
range, the reactor physicists use the self-shielding formalism and the
effective cross-section concept. Usually, for these calculations, an
equivalence process is used, in such a way that the absorption rate is correctly computed for the whole fuel pin. This procedure does not allow to
preserve the spatial absorption rate distribution inside the pin. It is an
important handicap if we want to reproduce the plutonium distribution in a
spent fuel. To avoid this inconvenience, new improvements of the selfshielding formalism have been recently introduced in the new assembly calculation code of the French Atomic Energy Commission, APOLLO 2. With this
improved formalism, it is now possible to represent the spatial and energetic dependence of the heavy nucleus absorption inside the fuel pin and to
use a fine energy dependent equivalence process. As it does not exist
clean experimental results for the spatial and energetic dependence of the
absorption, we used reference calculations to qualify the self-shielding
formalism. For the strongly self-shielded nuclei of interest in reactor
physics, U238. Pu2iO and TH232. the agreement between the self-shielding
calculation and the reference ones is fairly good for the spatial and
energetic dependence of the absorption rate.
INTRODUCTION
The computation of the heavy nucleus resonance absorption in a heterogeneous lattice is one of the hardest works in reactor physics. Generally,
the computer codes, which are used in every day cor* calculations, solve
the Boltzaann equation in the multigroup approximation. The number of
energy groups is around one hundred. Because of the resonant structure, it
is not possible to represent finely the cross section behaviour with so few
energy points Thus, the reactor physicists use effective cross sections
which take into account the heterogeneity of the lattice and the fine
structure of the neutron flux which is induced by the resonances. These
cross sections which allow to obtain the right reaction rate with a coarse
energy mesh are generated through self-shielding formalisms. Formerly, in
all the reactor core calculations, an averaged self-shielding in the whole
fuel assembly was used. This simplified assumption had important consequences in the case of several types of fuel in the saae assembly and, in
particular, it was not possible to reproduce correctly the plutonium distribution inside a fuel pin. New improvements and a generalization of the
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self-shielding formalism have been recently performed.
They are introduced
in the new assembly calculation code APOLLO 2 l . With this new formalism,
it is now possible to use several self-shielding regions and to represent
the spatial dependence of the heavy nucleus absorption inside a fuel
rod. It is also possible to have a fine energy dependent equivalence process. In the following sections we propose to describe briefly the new
self-shielding formalism and to qualify its new possibilities which constitute an important improvement for the reactor physicists. As it does not
exist clean experimental results of the spatial and energetic dependence of
the heavy nucleus absorption rate inside a fuel pin, we have qualified the
self-shielding calculation against very detailed computations which can be
considered as reference ones. The suitable energy range for the self-shielding is the one of the resonances. It is mainly governed by the slowingdown process. Consequently we have used as a reference a slowing-down
calculation in the aultigroup approximation with a very fine energy mesh
and a Monte Carlo calculation with a pointwise representation of the
neutron cross sections. Thereafter we will present examples of the
comparisons obtained in the cases of the strongly self-shielded nuclei of
interest for reactor physics. Uranium 238, Thorium 232 and Plutonium ^

NEW SELF-SHIELDING FORMALISM
The self-shielding calculation2 is a problem which depends both on
space and energy. The spatial domain is divided into several self-shielding regions grouping media where resonant mixtures are the same. For each
self-shielding region and each group of the resonance energy range, selfshielded cross sections are calculated by preserving the geometry-dependent
reaction rates. Since the actual flux is unknown, the reaction rates are
obtained in an equivalent homogeneous medium which preserves the resonance
integral calculated with an approximate slowing-down model for the resonant
nucleus. Homogeneous reaction rates are calculated by a fine multigroup
code3.^. In order to use one parameter tabulations, we simplify the setting in which the equivalence is performed by considering a slowing-down
problem with given moderator sources. In this way we represent all the non
resonant cross sections by a single background cross section. So, an equivalent homogeneous medium, characterized by a background cross section,
will be found for each self-shielding region and each group of the resonanca energy range. The energy dependence of this equivalence process
allows to fit the approximate slowing-down model to the treated resonance. We use three approximate slowing-down models: the narrow resonance
one (NR), the wide resonance one (WR) and an intermediate one (IR), where
the flux is a linear combination of the NR and WR fluxes. The choice of
the approximate slowing-down model is effected by comparing the Doppler
broadened width of each resonance to the average gain of lethargy per collision. The space dependence of the equivalence process allows to get
several self-shielded isotopes for one heavy nucleus and then, for
instance, to represent the spatial dependence of the heavy nucleus reaction
rates inside a fuel rod.
An important new improvement of the code is that it can take exactly
into account spatial interferences between resonant mixtures when all the
self-shielding regions have the same isotopic vector5. It is the background
matrix method.
We briefly describe this new improvement which allows to obtain the
space dependent resonance integral for each self-shielding region.
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With the assumption of a slowing-down problem in the resonance energy
domain with given moderator sources, and in the framework of flat-flux collision probabilities, with isotropic scattering, the flux ig given by:
E V # » P V (Ro • • Si)

(1)

where * * (#i) is the flux on each calculational region i, S^ is the moderator source, P the collision matrix, and E, V, R o are diagonal matrices
which represent, respectively, the total cross sections, the volumes and
the resonant slowing-down operators in each region i.
By grouping calculational regions i, in which resonant mixtures are
the same, into a self-shielding region a, and by using an average weighting
flux *Q on region a, the fluxes are given by:
*0 * C r 0 *o • S

(2)

*0 is the flux on each self-shielding region a, r o is the average microscopic slowing-down operator. S and C are given by the following formulas:
£->2-.pii v j s ij
iea j

2-, 2-. p ij v j N oj
iea jep
Sa - - M
, Caf) «
=
(3)
E
2-> E i v i
ZJ
i vi
iea
i€a
The background matrix formalism is based on the fact that the matrix C
can be diagonalized when all the resonant mixtures are similar. Then a
baae of eigenvectors ifo can be found for C:

By using a slowing-down model for resonant scattering, equation (2)
becomes:
NR approximation:

* Q * c °p * M * s

(5)

WR approximation:

) Q • C as < Q • S

(6)

where o p is the potential cross section, and aM the scattering cross section.
By decomposing vectors on the eigenvector base,

iV
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(7)

and by setting:
1
a

e.e "

vp
o,

.
(8)
\
1 - o >p
where a is the total resonant cross section and o a the absorption resonant
cross section, we obtain a system of independent equations:

MR approximation

Ya »

u>
p
^ *

&

& e,P

:

WR approximation Vp *
a

(9)

(10)

e,P * "a

Then the resonance integrals are obtained from:

T

a a '^*L ° a(

These quantities allow us to determine the background cross sections
and then the self shielded cross sections. The reactions taken into
account are the absorption, the scattering and the production.

VALIDATION PROCEDURE
To qualify the reactor physics computations, people generally use
experimental results which are obtained in clean critical facilities. The
geometry of these experiments must be very simple in such a way that they
can be computed without geometrical and numerical approximations. Unfortunately such clean experimental results do not exist in the case of selfshielding validation. For example we can obtain some information about the
spatial dependence of the absorption rate of Uranium 238 inside a fuel pin,
by measuring the spatial distribution of the Plutonium 239 in a spent
fuel. But the interpretation of such measurements is too much dependent on
the calculation scheme approximations. That is why we have chosen to compare the self-shielding calculations, to very detailed and accurate computations which can be considered as reference ones. Two different types of
reference calculations were used.
In thermal neutron reactors, the self-shielding effect mainly occurs
in the low energy resonance range, below a few keV. It is an energy range
essentially governed by the slowing-down process. Consequently the first
type of calculation was a slowing-down one. The calculations were performed with the SECOL code" which solves the slowing-down equation in an heterogeneous geometry and a multigroup approximation. To obtain a very fine
description of the cross sections, about ten thousand groups were
used. The second kind of reference calculation is a Monte Carlo calculation with a pointwise representation of the cross sections. This second
set of calculations was performed with the TRIPOLI Code?. To make the
comparison between the results of the three kinds of calculations, it is
necessary to have strictly the same neutron library for the codes. That is
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why, starting froa the ENDF/B5 file we have generated, with the same
approximation and accuracy, the input libraries for the three codes. The
compatibility of the aultigroup and the pointwise cross sections has been
carefully checked. The infinite dilution and self-shielded libraries of
APOLLO 2 were generated with the 99 or 172 neutron energy group mesh. The
calculation sheae is displayed on figure 1.
The first qualification computations were realized in the case of the
simple geoaetry of a light water reactor cell with three regions: the
fuel, the clad and the aoderator. The spatial discretization of this cell
aust satisfy two criteria: the total absorption in the whole pin oust not
be dependent on the number of calculation points and the distribution of
the absorption inside the pin aust be well represented. The total number
of points is also liaited by the nuaerical problems which can happen in the
coaputation of the background aatrix eigenvectors. Preliainary calculations showed that ten areas of equal volume in the fuel and two in the
aoderator constitute a good compromise. In order to avoid, in a first
step, mutual interferences between the resonances of several nuclei in the
fuel, only one resonant isotope has been introduced in the fuel pin. For
the saae reason the aaterial of the clad has been chosen without resonance
in the energy range of interest. We adopted an aluminium clad. The fuel
was dioxide and the concentration of heavy isotope is the one of Uranium
238 in a light water reactor fuel. For these calculations the temperature
was constant inside the fuel.

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
The qualification consists in a source calculation. We emit a 3 keV
neutron with a flat distribution in the moderator and determine for one
neutron slown-down below I.51 keV the absorption rate cT the heavy nucleus
between 1.51 keV and the thermal cut-off (about 3 eV). The energy groups
between 3 and 1.51 keV are needed to eliminate the effect of the transcients which are not exactly the saae in the three codes SECOL, TRIPOLI and
OLLO 2. The saae procedure was applied to the three kinds of fuel
2, 2 32rh02 and 2 ^°Pu02. The results are given in table I in which we
can find, for the whole energy range and the whole pin, the total absorption rate in 10"5 unit of the heavy nucleus which has been obtained in the
Nonte Carlo calculation and the differences between the slowing-down or the
self-shielding calculation and the Nonte Carlo one. The error bar is the
one sigma confidence interval of the Monte Carlo calculation.
Table I
Nucleus
Uraniua 238
Thorium 232
Plutoniua 2*40

Monte Carlo
20 229
11 712
19 471

Sic ing-down
• 20 ± 75
- 135 * 85
- 155 * H O

Self-shielding
- 101 t 75
- 100 t 85
- 86 ± 110

The self-shielding calculations are performed with the background
matrix foraalisa, the equivalence is done with the NR approxiaation above
50 eV and the WR approxiaation below 50 eV. Taking into account of the
confidence interval of the Monte Carlo calculation, the agreeaent between
the three coaputations is very satisfactory in the case of the total
absorption rate. The coaparisons of the radial distributions of the
absorption rate obtained in Monte Carlo and slowing-down calculations and
in Monte Carlo and self-shielding calculations are displayed on figures 2
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and 3 for the Uranium 238 case. The hachures represent the confidence
interval of the TRIPOLI calculations. The agreement is satisfactory for
the slowing-down calculation (SECOL computation) but in the case of the
self-shielding calculation (APOLLO 2 computation). it exists a compensation
between the center of the pin where the absorption rate seems too low and
the areas near the periphery where it is a little too high. It seems that
these discrepancies can be attributed to the 36.7 eV and 102.5 eV resonances as it can be seen in figures 4 and 5 which display the energy dependence of the absorption rate for the central area and the area number 9
which is close to the periphery. The abscissa is the group number of the
broad energy mesh of the APOLLO 2 library (99 or 172 groups). These two
resonances are characterized by a reduced neutron width much higher than
the average reduced neutron width of the resolved resonances. Table II
gives the numerical values of these parameters and also the ones of the
69.2 eV resonance of Thorium 232 and of the 66.2 eV resonance of the Plutonium 2kO. These two last resonances present the same property, a high
reduced neutron width. The consequences are also the same. For these
resonances we observed an over-prediction of the absorption rate in the
periphery and an underprediction in the center of the pin. As an example,
figures 6 and 7 give the comparison of the energy dependence of the heavy
nucleus absorption rate in the peripheral area for the Thorium 232 and
Plutonium 2*40 calculations.
Table II
Nucleus
U238

Th 232
Pu 240

Energy (eV)
36.7
102.5
Resolved resonances
69.2
Resolved resonances
66.2
Resolved resonances

r°

(BeV)

5.58
6.9
2.51
5-24
1.41
6.6
1.26

The strange behaviour of such resonances gave us the idea of two
improvements. First, in a usual self-shielding calculation, the equivalence process is only done for the absorption and the background cross section is assumed to be the same for the absorption and for the scattering. We propose to use separate background cross sections. The removal
cross section from a group g towards a group g' is factorized into two
components, the initial energy group scattering cross section and the
transfer probability matrix
E

g-g' * s s<«) • p g-g'

and only E s (g) was initially self-shielded. The second improvement
consists in the self-shielding of the transfer probability matrix.
Modifications of the formalism and library format have been introduced
in the APOLLO 2 code to take into account these two improvements. The use
of two separate equivalences for absorption and scattering slightly modifies the scattering rate but does not change the absorption rate. On the
other hand, the self-shielding of the removal cross sections, for the
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slowing-down energy range and for these three nuclei does not seem to
modify consequently the absorption rates (about 20.10*5) but that effect
could be sore important with a lower water density (accidental boiling).

CONCLUSION
For the even-even actinides, we observe a good agreement between the
calculation of the absorption rate (in the resolved resonance energy range
and above the thermal cut off) by the Monte Carlo or fine mesh slowing-down
methods and the self-shielding formalism. We are now sore confident in
this latter technics for reactor core calculations. In addition, with the
new possibilities we are able to obtain a good spatial description of the
absorption rate inside a fuel pin, and thus to perform more accurate computation of the Plutonium content in a spent fuel. The self-shielding of the
removal cross sections seems to have a slight impact in the energy range
below a few keV in the case of normal operating conditions of the water
moderated reactor, when the slowing-down by the water is predominant. When
it is not the case, very tight lattices or accidental conditions, the selfshielding of the removal cross sections could be more important. The study
of these topics is under investigation.
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ASTRACT

The Epicure program*, planned since 1987 within the fraaevork of a
collaboration between CEA, EDF and FRAMATOME, is devoted to the validation
of the calculations! schemes for plutoniua recycling in PWRs.
This experiment, performed in the EOLE critical facility at the Nuclear
Center of Cadarache, is overall based in the measurements of power
distributions in the core by the use of fission chambers, fission detectors
and 7 integral measurements of the irradiated pins.
The validation of calculation procedures is meaningful only if the
uncertainties
on measured
parameters
are
small
compared
with
the
calculation ones, so this paper trays to fix and to validate the
uncertainties on fission rate distributions by :
the analysis of the experimental techniques,
the irradiations of fuel pins in a reference neutron flux,
the comparison of calculated and measured results in simple
experiments of substitution between U and Pu pins.
Experimental results seem to confirm that uncertainties on fission rate
distributions are always less than ± 5 Z (at 2 O), as foreseen for the most
pessimistic configurations in presence of Mox assemblies.

I - INTRODUCTION

The Epicure programme, planned since 1987 within the framework of a
collaboration between CEA, EDF and FRAMATOME, is devoted to the validation
of the calculational schemes for plutoniua recycling in PWRs* .
This experiment, performed in the Eole critical facility at the Nuclear
Centre of Cadarache, is based on measurements of the following physical
parameters :
the pin by pin power distribution,
control rod effectiveness,
cynetic and reactivity coefficients,
reactivity loss per cycle.
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Experiments hava already been made in cvo different kinds of assembly,
che aain results, concerning radial and axial fission rste distributions,
are discussed in this paper.

II - THE GENERAL OBJECTIVES OF THE EPICURE FROGRAM

A common agreement exists aaong the French partners about
the
uncertainties on calculations used at present for UOj fuelled cores. These
uncertainties have been established on the basis of a large validation of
the calculation Methods by the measurement results obtained either in power
stations or in experimental facilities.
Concerning Mox fuel, the data available arc less numerous and often
derive from experiments not at all representative of neutronic conditions
characteristic of the nixed cores, that we are at present considering.
Moreover calculation methods for PVR* with Pu recycling are affected by
supplenentary difficulties due to the following reasons in particular :
the heterogeneous structure of the MOX assembly (which includes
three zones with different enrichments) and of the core at the
interface between the two kind of fuels, where strong variations of
neutron flux and spectrus occur,
a poor knowledge of cross section data for the transuranium elements
which are sore important in a Mox assembly than in uranium
irradiated fuel.
Of course, the reduction of the uncertainties deriving from these
considerations will be based on the comparison between calculated remits
and measurements performed in power stations ; but this is not sufficient
because a lot of parameters are not measured and others are obtained by
indirect ways. Moreover
the establishment
of a discrepancy between
prediction and measurement does not permit the identification and no
correction of the failures of calculation procedure, unless some particular
results,
obtained
by
experiments
in critical
facilities, could
be
considered as basis reference values.
Therefore the aim of the EPICURE program is to bring validation tools
on :
parameters not directly measurable on power stations,
or on basic points which will permit us Co correct possible failures
of calculation procedure and at the same tine to optimize the
utilisation of experimental results coming from power reactors.
In every case this validation is possible and meaningful, only if the
uncertainties on measured parameters are small compared with calculation
ones.
Therefore
this
paper
trays
to determine
and
to validate
the
uncertainties on fission rate distributions by means of :
the analysis of the experimental techniques and their comparison in
deriving axial and radial buckling,
the irradiations of fuel pins in a reference position (the thermal
column of the Harmonie reactor),
the comparison between calculated and measured results obtained, in
very simple experiments, by substituting in a uranium homogeneous
medium a central pin by an equivalent Pu one.
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Ill - FISSION RATE DISTRIBUTION

111.1 - Measurenent techniques
Fission rates in a reactor can be obtained directly by using fission
chaabers and/or indirectly by means of activation technics based on the
detection of gamma-ray enitted from the totality or from a well established
fission product.
Both these techniques were utilized in particular :
integral gamma measurements of irradiated fuel pins in their central
part and of U235. U238, Pu239 foils irradiated inside the fuel pins,
for the same pins and foils measurements of the gaaaa ray peaks
emitted froa four fission products : table 1 lists those gamma rays,
their energies and their half-life,
U235, U238, Pu239, Np237 fission chaabers inserted in a Zr guide
tube at different radial positions.
All aeasureaent positions were carefully chosen to get the naxiaun of
information (in particular in transition zones) and to allow a verification
of neutron flux syaaetry.
111.2 - Experiaental uncertainties
Experiments have been aade in two different cores :
a uraniua core, with different water to fuel volume ratios, to study
fundaaental
neutronic
effects
(in particular
K* by
buckling
measurements), radial and axial fission rate distributions,
a uraniua. cor*, with a Hox asseably located in the centre of the UO*
zone to aeasure the pin by pin power distribution in the Mox (1/8 of
asseably) and in the surrounding UO, pins.
The experiaental technics used for determination of the core power
distribution, the absolute core power, the axial and radial buckling And
fast neutron flux were very siailar for the two experiments, but
uncertainties in the two cases are different of about a factor 2.
111.2.1 - Uncertainties in the UO2 reference core (fig. 1)
Relative integral measurements are the basis of the pin-to-pin power
determination, so that the largest source of uncertainty on ganna-ray
counts in that arising from counting statistics. Experiaental measureaents
normally have uncertainties due to counting statistics better than 1 X :
this value is including the uncertainties due to background subtraction and
decay
correction,
evaluated
by
counting
a
"reference"
pin,
contemporaneously and for the saae time, in another counting systea.
The global uncertainty,
obtained by a quadratic
coabination of
elementary uncertainties, is given in table 2 and it is about i I t at U .
111.2.2 - Uncertainties in the M0X-UO2 core
In this case a Mox asseably has been placed at the center of the UOj
core (fig. 2) with the aain purpose of measuring the pin by pin power
distribution in the 3 zone Hox assembly and in the adjacent UO2 zone. When
power maps have to be correlated among these zones with different fuels or
fuel enrichments, the gamma counts cannot be considered as proportional to
the fission rates with an unique factor.
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Then the technique of counting particular g u a t ray paalca must ba tfsed
and th« experimental uncertainty aust account, in addition to statistical
errors, for relative selfshielded cross sections, composition of fissile
isotopes In the pins and for yields of th« examined fission products.
Table 3 shows the list of the thermal neutron yields for U235, Pu239 and
Pu241 issued from JEF2 3 for the fission products utilized in this work.
The total estimated uncertainty, obtained »a a quadratic combination of
the elementary ones (see table 2) is of about t 2.5 Z at 1 a.

IV - UNCERTAINTY VALIDATION

As a general principle there is no doubt about the uncertainties
obtained, when relative power distributions are aeaaured
inside an
homogeneous core : the technique is very simple either one utilizes U235
fission chambers, thin fissile foils (with the same diameter *» the pin)
located inside the fuel and/or integral gamma scanning on the irradiated
pins.
In fact in this case (and for all the announced technics) the counting
rates are proportional to the fissions or the power of the zone under
examination. Therefore the comparison of the axial and radial fission rate
distributions obtained with the different technics is enough to confirm the
uncertainties.
The measurements on particular y ray peaks present several problems
concerning experimental technique and basic nuclear data :
the determination of the net peak area for each kind of fuel In the
presence of background which is different in intensity and in
energetic distribution,
the evaluation or the measurement of the yields for the used fission
product,
the calculation of the self-shielded fission cross sections, which
determine not only the absolute number of fissions in the fuel, but
their distributions inside the pins with a different f attenuation
between the production and the detection point.
A global verification of the announced uncertainties can be realized by
a comparison
between
calculations
and measurements
in
substitution
experiments : a Pu pin (with different enrichments) replaces an U
equivalent one in the central part of a homogeneous medium.
In this case interface perturbations, generally present in calculations
of Mox assemblies, are minimized and the differences between the fission
rates calculated and measured in U and Pu pins (with regard to similar
experiments in a homogeneous medium) must depend only on experimental
uncertainties.
IV.1 - Buckling measurements
Suckling determination, used to check the neutron balance calculations,
is based on fission rate measurements which were performed by using the
usual techniques : fission chambers, fissile foils and Integral gamma
scanning of irradiated fuel pins.
The mean value found during this measurement campaign, together with the
critical mass, and the power distributions,'confirms the precedent results
obtained in 1989 on a similar configuration1. The comparison (table 4)
shows the validity of the experimental method and the lack of systematic
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errors dua in parcicular to fual rearrangement in cha cora. Therefore onlycounting statistics can ba considarad *» tha largest sourca of uncertainty,
whan relative fission rate distributions ara measured.
IV. 2 - Irradiations in a reference thermal flux
By successive irradiations in the graphite colunn of the Haraonit
reactor, where the neutron flux is well thermalised (see table S), we have
validated step by step the neasurement technic, based in the counting of
particular gamma ray peaks.
a) Irradiations of thin U foils with different U235 enrichaent are nada
to validate the determination of the net counting rate of the peak of
interest after the overlapping peaks (due to other fission-product gamma
rays) are subtracted.
the results, presented in table 7 for the peak of the La 1
, show a
satisfactory agreement : the largest difference is about 4 X, and on
average, the discrepancies on the ratios between U235 nuclides and measured
activities are within the range of the foreseen uncertainties.
b) Simultaneous irradiations of U and Pu foils to validate, together
with the first point, thermal cross-sections and yields.
c) Irradiations of several pairs of U and Pu pins to confirm the
totality of measurement uncertainties.
The mean value of the ratio between Pu and U experimental and calculated
activities :
Pu (counts)
U (counts)

? Ni ri Yi
/ i
— - Pu 9 , Pu 4 1 , U 5
(N a Y)U 5

(1)

is equal to 0.96 which is just inside foreseen uncertainties and therefore
confirms the validity of the measurement~procedure.
IV.3 - Substitution measurements
A parametric approach has been followed during these substitution
measurements : in fact different Pu pins with enrichment ranging from 4.3 Z
to 11 Z were loaded in the centre of the U core. The power distribution was
measured pins by pins in the whole of the central part of the core by the
usual technics (see fig. 3 ) .
The analysis of the experimental results has been performed using :
the Apollo
cell-code to provide self-shielded multigroup cross
sections and to homogenize the different cells,
the Bistro
Sn
transport
code
for
two dimensions XY
core
calculations.
The comparison between the calculated and measured reaction rates, seems
to show a good agreement between those results inside the announced
uncertainties.
So this analysis seems to confirm the validity of the measurement
tachnic.
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V - CONCLUSIONS

The Epicure progran, restarted in July 90, after the replacement of th«
control board of Eole, is planned to last for 3 years.
Reduction of uncertainties in the nain parameters related to safety and
operation in a Mox core will be a logical consequence of the analysis of
this experiment, in particular for power distribution. In fact the results,
we obtained during the measurement campaign reported in this paper, have
shown that the experimental methods used are not only well suited to
simulate measurements
in a standard PUR, but also
that associated
uncertainties are always lower than ± 5 Z (at 2 a ) , as evaluated, on the
basis of a quadratic combination of elementary uncertainties related to
each measurable parameter, in a Mox assembly.
Therefore they can be considered suitable for the validation of
calculation methods.
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Tablg 1. Characteristics of g | M j - FBY ' tilised for fission
ratt discribution

H*l£-li£« (d)

Isotop*

S»*-ray enargy (K*V)

12.746

1596.17

Zr 95

64.06

756.74 - 724.23

Ru 103

39.276

497.08

0.1129

1380.0

92

ST

Table 2. Uncertainties on flislon-rata aeasura—nts (1 0) uncertainties

Uncertainties

*

Observations

Int«gr»l
scasuraaanta

pin linear aasa
< 1 X
counting statistic
< 1 X
Total
between 1 X and 1.4 X

Single
peak
a«*sur«»«nts

pin linear aass
counting statistic*
background
(overlapping peaks)
ratio of fission
product yields
cross section
self shielding
Total

Comprehensive
systaa.

of positionning errors

< 1 X
< 1 X

used for
pins of the
i u * fuel

used for
pins of
different fuels

1 X
1.5 X
1 X
2.5 X

in the core or

in the

table 3. Fission yields for th»ril neutrons^

Sr 92

Ba 140

Zr 95

Ru 103

u 235

5 .851

6.214

6.490

3. 104

Pu 239

2 .999

5. 261

4. 917

6.895

Pu 241

2 .264

5. 807

3. 967

6.780
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counting

Tabla 4. Buckling Measurements : reproducibilltv using different
experiaental techniques

AB 2 (Z)*

Technique
Integral giant
•easureaents
N* 1

0.0 ± 1.5
0.0 ± 1.5
0.0 ± 1.5

N* 2
N# 3
Fission chambers
U
U
Pu
Np

+
+

235
238
239
237

± 2.1
± 2.1
± 2.1
± 2.1

+ 0.4 ± 1.2

U 235 foils

*

0.2
0.4
0.1
0.3

AB represents the difference between each aeasured value and the swan
value obtained by averaging all •••suraaents.

Table 5, Cad"*"" ratio— values aeasured in the fh»n«a1 cplusjn of Harmonie

U 235 (n,f)

2260

U 238 (n.Y)

63

Pu 239 (n,f)

3530

Au 197 (n.T)

326

Ma chick
standard Cd box 1

thick

6. TherMa*! cross sections utilized in the analysis of the
experiments (barns)

Infinite dilution

u 235

in the U pin

in the Mox pin

264.4

222. 3

(n. f)

568.

7

Pu 239 (n, f)

789.

5

328. 3

Pu 241 (n, f)

1057.

6

430. 3
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Tabl* 7. A relativ 9pap*rison of fission foil activities for
T*

140

fUU'FlV

Measuraacnc
number

U 235 nuclid*
ratio

Measured
activity
ratio

Mean differ«nc«
for the S I M
typ« of foil

I

2.019

2.010

0.5 X

2

4.50

4.31

4

Z

3

2.23

2.15
2

Z

4

2.23

2.23

5

4.67

4.52

6

4.67

4.70

7

4.67

4.77
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VALIDATION OF BASIC NUCLEAR DATA FOR HCLWR
USING ZERO POWER CRITICAL EXPERIMENTS
S. CATHALAU
Commissariat a l'Energie Atomique
Centre d1etudes nucleaires de Cadarache
Service de Physique des Reacteurs et du Cycle
Departement d* Etude des Reacteurs.
13108 St-Paul-lez-Durance-FRANCE

ABSTRACT
During the past few years, a major effort has been
made in France to obtain experimental validation of
neutronic parameters of undermoderated lattices fuelled
with mixed oxide, for which the fundamental neutronic
parameters are not so well-known as those concerning
uranium
oxide
lattices.
In
order
to
reduce
the
uncertainties, an extensive experimental program has been
undertaken, associated with some adaptations of the cell
codes. This paper presents the first qualification of the
new library based on the European Data File JEF-2 using
"benchmark1* experimental results obtained in the ERASHE
experiments and compared with the CEA-86 library results.

INTRODUCTION
Since 1984, an extensive experimental program has
been devoted to the validation of the High Conversion
Light Water Reactor ('HCLWR1) concept in order to reduce
the uncertainties in calculations of the fundamental
parameters. In 1982, our sensitivity studies indicated
very
big
uncertainties
in
calculated
fundamental
parameters (+/~ 5000 pcm on Keff, +/" 10 % on conversion
factor and +/- 40 pcm/% of void on global voidage
coefficient for example).
The French experimental program comprises 3 types of
experiments designed to validate HCLWR calculational
methods : the ERASHE1*3 experiments which were devoted to
the measurement
most
of the
fundamental
neutronic
parameters of HCLWRs which could be obtained in the zero
power critical facility EOLE at Cadarache ; the MORGANE4"6
experiments which have been carried out in the zero power
pool reactor MINERVE at Cadarache in order to measure the
total fission-product capture effect by oscillation
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techniques ; the ICARE7 experiments centered in the
MELUSINE power reactor at Grenoble for measuring the
capture cross-sections of the major heavy nuclides and of
some fission-products.
At the same time, some of improvements have been
made to the cell codes : a new self-shielding calculation
method for resonance overlapping, treatment of the selfshielding and Doppler broadening effects of the "thermal"
resonances of 240Pu and 242Pu respectively at 1.06 eV and
2.68 eV, a new cross-section library involving new
evaluations and a method for triangular pitch geometry
collision probability calculations. Furthermore, a new
cross-section library based on the JEF-2 nuclear data
base8 is still under development : the experimental
results obtained from the validation program are very
useful for its qualification.
This paper presents the results obtained from these
experiments which are suitable for the validation of the
basic
nuclear
data.
In
particular,
we
propose
experimental
results
carried
out
in
the
ERASME
experiments as benchmark exercises for the cell codes
APOLLO-1* and APOLLO-210 with the associated nuclear data
library "CEA-86" and the new library based on the
European nuclear data file JEF-2.

THE ERASME EXPERIMENTS
These comprised 3 phases devoted to the measurement
of the main fundamental parameters (Keff, conversion
factor,
spectral
indices, absorber
worths,...)
and
specific caracteristics concerning reactor design and
safety (voidage coefficient, clusters, power maps, boron
efficiency,...)/ over all the moderation ratio range
involved in HCLWR design (Vm/Vf«0.5, 0.9 and 2.1).
The two tighter lattices (ERASME/S and ERASME/R with
moderation ratios respectively Vmod/Vfuel«0.5 and 0.9)
comprising 1500 and 1200 mixed oxide fuel rods (11% total
Pu) with stainless steel cladding were centered inside a
PWR driver core built with 3.5 % enriched U02 fuel pins
and having a size which was adapted to obtain the
criticality of the core. In order to improve the spectrum
adaptation, a buffer zone comprising 550 UO2 rods
in
tight pitch stainless-steel clad, was located between the
test zone and the driver core (Fig 1). The tight lattices
were placed in a water-tight vessel of aluminium and
stainless-steel (in order to measure the global voidage
effect).
In order to carry out very accurate measurements (to
obtain +/~ 0.3 % in £k/k consistent with the HCLWR design
requirements), the design of each zone of the core has
been optimized (radius of the test zones, thickness of
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th« adaptation zone and the water-tight vassal, same fuel
height in order to limit the 30 effects).
The test zone for the largest pitch experiment
(ERASME/L with a moderation ratio of 2.1) was in two
forms : a square array of 800 rods with no soluble boron
in the first study, and 1560 UPuO2 rods with 1550 ppn of
soluble boron in the second phase (fig. 2 ) . These
experiments have been carried out in order to have a
third validation point concerning undermoderated lattice
calculations and to constitute a first point of Pu
recycling experimental validation.
The
measurements
carried
experiments were concerned :
* Determination
rate distributions,

of

the

out

buckling

in

the

through

ERASME
reaction

* Conversion factor through the measurement of the
spectrum index <Tc238U/rf2XU,
* Fission rates of the major heavy isotopes

(a5U,

and

*
Absorber
worths
and
cluster
configurations
(natural and enriched B4C, Ag-In-Cd alloy, natural
hafnium, guide-tubes, depleted fertile U02 rods).

CALCULATIONAL SCHEME
CELL CODE
In order to improve the accuracy cf calculations for
HCLWR, the APOLLO-1 transport code was developed in both
nuclear data and calculAtional method fields :
* A 99 group library was produced in 1986 and
implemented in APOLLO. This "CEA-86" cross-section set
was base 1 on recent data files (ENDF/BV, JEF l ) . In the
same way, a new cross-section library is now being
developed and implemented in APOLLO-1 and APOLLO-2, based
on the JEF-2 data file.
* New routines have been developed in APOLLO-1
(Hexagonal cell collision probability calculations, a
more accurate model for treating resonance interference
between nuclides, and a new procedure in order to improve
resonance self-shielding and Doppler calculations in the
"thermal" neutron range specifically
for 240Pu and
242PU).
The new cell code APOLLO-2 is a user-oriented,
portable modular code for multigroup transport assembly
calculations using collision probability or Sn methods.
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It uses sophisticated software for data structuring,
using dynamic memory management and a user macrolanguage.
Several specific developments have been devoted to the
self-shielding calculation method and especially to
heterogeneous/homogeneous equivalence (1 Bell factor per
group for example).
These codes are essentially used to qualify the
fundamental parameters and to homogenize and to collapse
the cross-sections used in the core calculations.
CORE CALCULATION CODE
Core calculations have been performed by using the
BISTRO code11 which solves the transport equation using
the Sn approximation, and was previously devoted to fast
breeder core calculations : a new module for upscattering treatment has been implemented in the code in
order to perform light water core calculations.
Some perturbation modules included in this code
allowed
us
to
perform
sensitivity
coefficient
calculations12
and
representativity
factors
were
calcultated for each core and each fundamental parameter
in order to qualify the new cross-section library.
Core calculations have been made by using the
following scheme : cell calculations by APOLLO-1 (CEA-86
procedure) in order to homogenize and collapse to 47
groups using
a transport-transport
equivalence
for
heterogeneities
(guide-tubes,
absorbers,
etc...),
followed by BISTRO whole core calculation.

BENCHMARKING PURPOSE
Preliminary measurements showed that the fundamental
mode was established over a large tight lattice zone.
Our experimental techniques allowed us to obtain the
fundamental parameters (Keff, conversion ratio, spectrum
indices and absorber worths) with an accuracy consistent
with
the
requirements
for
basic
nuclear
data
qualification.
CALCULATIONS
Table l presents our cell calculations of Keff
obtained with the libraries CEA-86 (APOLLO-1 and APOLLO2) and JEF-2 (APOLLO-1). These results show the good
agreement between the calculations performed with the
APOLLO-1 and APOLLO-2 cell codes with the CEA-86
procedure and the experimental values. The JEF-2 library
gives more accurate Keff values at about 150 pem lower
than those CEA-86. Furthermore, the slope seems to be
lower and the results are more centered. However, these
results are preliminary and must be analysed in more
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detail, especially including the sensitivity coefficient
calculations performed with the BISTRO code (examples are
given fig. 3 to 5) . Furthermore, an extensive study is
being actually devoted to the overlapping resonance and
self-shielding effects, and the down-scattering model in
order to understand the same trends observed with the
"adjusted*1 CEA-86 library and the new JEF-2 library.
Table
2
presents
the
experiment/calculational
discrepancies concerning the conversion factor and the
spectral indices. The spectral index trf9Pu/crf5U results
indicate an overestimation of the 239Pu fission resonance
integral in the CEA-86 library (JEF-1 nuclear data
processed with the Reich & Moore formalism) and more
accurate results with the new JEF-2
library. The
calculated spectral index <rf238U/«r f235U is in agreement
with the measurements but the positive C/E discrepancy
observed with the JEF-2 library in each case, seems to
indicate that the 238U capture rate is too high that is
not
consistent
with
the
trend
observed
on
Keff
calculations (table 2 and the figure 6 which presents
<rf238U/Vf235U sensitivity coefficient profiles to 238U
capture) . Table 2 also shows that the 240Pu and 241Pu
fission cross-sections seem to be too high in the high
energy range, 242Pu fission cross-section is too low.
Table 3 presents the results obtained for the
absorber worths (normalized to 1.00 for natural B4C)
using the new hexagonal pitch collision probability
calculational method in APOLLO-1. These
results
show
that the nuclear data for absorbers in the "CEA-86"
library
are
satisfactory
for
HCLWR
control
rod
calculations. The JEF-2
results do
not
show any
significant variation in the C/E discrepancies.
The BISTRO code allowed us to qualify the absolute
absorber worth in the core ERASME/L. The results are
summarized in table 4 : the calculation gives results in
very good agreement with the experiment
for natural and
enriched B4C. Nevertheless, AZC worth seems to be
overestimated (as presented in table 3) : this could
result from an underestimation of Ag nuclide selfshielding and resonance overlapping with those of 238U.
In order to qualify directly the absorber cross-sections
and the collision probability calculational methods, we
have defined benchmark experimental values using the
following formula :
AWXLO

(1)

5«
•ISTRO

Where :
Fbmt : "Normalized"
validation.

fission
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rate

for

benchmarking

: Experimental fission rate.
•ISTKJ

. Fast flux calculated by the BISTRO code.

AP0LI 0

- : Fast flux calculated by the APOLLO code.

This formula assumes accurate spatial calculations
with the BISTRO code and a good fast spectrum obtained by
APOLLO (An experimental validation of this formula is
actually carried out in the EPICURE experiment11'14 by
measuring the fast flux with depleted uranium foils
inserted directly in the fuel). Figures 7 and 8 present
the
C/E
discrepancies
concerning
fission
rate
distributions around the central enriched and natural B4C
rod in the ERASME/L experiment using the formula 1. The
APOLLO
calculated
values
(with
CEA-86
and
JEF-2
libraries) are in good agreement with the experimental
results (JEF-2 values seem to be better than CEA-86
values). Figure 9 presents an example of fission rate
distribution calculated values (BISTRO) for enriched B4C
compared with the experimental values. The observed C/E
discrepancies
are
included
in
the
experimental
uncertainties (2 » +/~ 2.5 * ) •

CONCLUSIONS
The ERASME studies give the HCLWR
fundamental
parameters with low experimental uncertainties which
allow us to validate basic nuclear data in undermoderated
neutron spectra.
In
particular,
the
APOLLO-1
and
APOLLO-2 calculations using the CEA-86 library and
associated procedures do not show any
significant
experimental/calculational
discrepancies.
Keff
is
calculated with an averaged uncertainty of about + 350
+/- 400 pem, and the mean calculated spectral indices are
consistent with the experimental uncertainties.
For
the
preliminary
JEF-2
evaluation,
our
calculations give more accurate results on Keff, and the
slope in function of the moderation ratio is lower than
these observed with CEA-86 library. An overestimation of
the 238U capture resonance integral by about 1 or 2 % is
also observed. These preliminary results and especially
the different trends, must be confirmed and especially
analysed by sensitivity coefficient calculations.
The results concerning the absorber worths did not
show great discrepancies between the JEF-2 cross-sections
and experimental values. A normalization method for
experimental fission rates has been studied in order to
validate directly by using "multicell11 approximation
calculations
:
no
experimental/calculational
discrepancies have been found and after the experimental
validation
of
the
normalization
formula,
a
large
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experimental data base will be at our disposal to qualify
the new absorber JEF-2 cross-sections.
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Table 1. Keff Calculations
i K eff i ERASME/S . ERASME/R . ERASME/L . ERASME/L
1
i MR-0.5 . MR-0.9 . MR-2.1 . MR-2.1
1650 ppm
!(C-E)/E1 0 ppm
0 ppm
. 0 ppm
! API

a!

+ 740

+ 280

+ 130

+ 100

! API

bi

+ 570

+ 290

+

50

+ 160

! AP2

a!

+ 720

+ 300

- 220

+ 180

i

280

300

!

! (Texp *!
j

1

560

!

540

j

* 2 s.d. experimental uncertainties,
a : CEA-86 library,
b : JEF-2 library.
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Table 2. Spectral indices interpretation.
fC-E/E in %1
i

ERASME/S

S. Index

I <Tf238U

0.4
5.0
3.6

(Tf235U

i ERASME/R

(a)
(c)
(b)

+

ERASME/L

0.9
5.0
5.0

+

1.8
4.0
0.6

-

-

8.1
8.0

-

+

4.1

9.1
7.0

+

2.8

-

3.4
6.0
2.2

-

2.7
5.5
2.0

+

+

1.8
4.0
5.0

. i.

crf239Pu

+

<Tf235U

+
i

Tf240Pu

—

arf239Pu

+

3.9
8.0
7.5

2 <Tf241Pu

! !
! +

0.6
6.0
5.9

ff239PU

.i

Tff239Fu
,

+
+

+

1.3
4.0
1.6

-

+

. . . . . . . .

1 •
! -

CTf242Pu

1
!
J

3.9
4.0
2.0

9.4
10.0
4.7

!
!
!

-

2.3
10.0
+ 3.6

!
•
!

+

+

0.5
10.0
+ 5.5

i . . . . . . . .

*C238U

+

<rf235U

+

3.4
4.6
5.8

2.3
4.2
+ 4.4

Not
Measured

.t _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

(a) : CEA-86 library.
(b) : JEP-2 library.
(c) : 2<r experimental uncertainty.

Table 3. Absorber worth interpretation (CEA-86 library)
ERASME/S

ERASME/R

ERASME/L

Exp • Cal

Exp 1 Cal

Exp ! Cal

Absorber
.i

Enr. B4C

-1.791-1.70 -1.54J-1.53

Nat. B4C

-1.001-1.001 -1.001-1.00 -1.001-1.00

Nat.

Hf

-0.681-0.70 -0.691-0.70 -0.751-0.74

Ag-In-Cd

-0.631-0.64 -0.651-0.67 -0.701-0.73

Dep. U02

-0.071-0.07 -0.041-0.051-0.061-0.06

•1

Guide-Tube +0.101+0.091+0.121+0.111+0.031+0.03
!

i
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1

I

i

Tabl_> '. . A b s o r a e r worxh <ZRASME/L Care
CEA86-EXD IT. oca
i Absorber

i

Diffusion ! Trans. ?0 '

i

_

i

! Enr. 34C

- 33 */-35 ai -

! Nat. S4C

- 40«<-40

! + 10 •'• 40 ! + 14 7- 40

- 57«*. 40

! - 29 *i- 40 ! - 49 '/. 40

! Ag-In-Cd

i

3 •»- 35 1

Trans « ?1
I

35

i

2cr _xp«ri_i-ntal unc.rcainty
1 : Radial Cro»«-S«ction
of ERASHE/S _ R Exp_rin«nts

IIINIOI.1 •i«irecM«ou«*»iOH

"iaure 2 : Radial Cross-Section
of ERASME/L Experiaenr.
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RE-EVALUATION OF SAVANNAH RIVER REACTOR TRANSIENT
REACTIVITY COEFFICIENT TESTS: THE EFFECT OF DELAYED
NEUTRON CONSTANTS AND SPATIAL VARIATIONS
by
T.W.T. Burnett
Westinghousc Electric Corporation
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
and
W.E. Graves
Westinghousc Savannah River Company
Aiken, South Carolina
ABSTRACT
Transient reactivity tests conducted in one of the Savannah River production reactors in
1962 have been re-evaluated. A significantly lower (more negative) coolant temperature
coefficient is now ascribed to that test; -1 pcm/Deg-C vs the previously obtained +2 pcm/Deg-C.
The change from the previous value is because of revisions tc delayed neutron constants and
accounting for spatial effects. The new value is in reasonable agreement with the currently
calculated value of -2 pcm/Deg-C, considering measurement and calculation^ uncertainties.
Therefore, we conclude that the current analytic models for physics and tr-"sicnt analysis are
fully consistent with the 1962 test observation, and that there is no basis for assigning a
calculational bias or increasing uncertainty allowances.
INTRODUCTION
In 1962, transient reactivity tests were conducted in one of the Savannah River Production
reactors containing a uniform lattice tritium producing charge. In these tests, special "delta-k rods"
were used to introduce a small, rapid reactivity perturbation (about 30 pem in 75 milliseconds).
The change in measured flux was used to infer a set of reactivity coefficients. At the lowest reactor
exposure, a +2 pcm/Deg-C prompt feedback coefficient (from the coolant channel), when
combined with the point kinetics and thennal kinetics models in use at the time, gave the closest fit
to the observed flux response in the first few seconds after the reactivity perturbation. Because of
the design of the SRS reactors, isothermal coefficients are neither meaningful nor easy to measure,
so this 1962 test has been considered to be the only reactor measurement of the prompt reactivity
coefficient in a tritium producing reactor.
As part of establishing the reactor physics and safety analysis methodology in 1989-90
for reactor restart, Westinghouse Savannah River Company committed to revisit this 1962 test
with current calculation^ methods used for physics and for transient analysis, for the purpose of
justifying the uncertainty assigned to current calculations of reactivity coefficients.
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Current physics methods calculated an effective prompt coefficient at low exposure of -2.3
pcm/Deg-C (fuel, coolant, and target were computed as 0.0, -2.2, and -0.1 pcm/Deg-C,
respectively), with a uncertainty in the range of 1 to 1.5 pcm/Deg-C. The discrepancy of 4
pcm/Deg-C from the 1962 observation required investigation and explanation.
DISCUSSION
We must emphasize that the 1962 tests did NOT measure reactivity coefficients. The test
measured the transient response to a reactivity perturbation of unknown magnitude. Reactivity
coefficients can be inferred from the test results, based on analytic models for the transient
response and spatial effects. Errors in these models - as well as errors in the test measurements
— would cause error in the inferred coefficient
Our re-evaluation of the 1962 test data found the best fit for a prompt coefficient of -1.3
pcm/Deg-C, or about 1 pcm/Deg-C more positive than the current calculated coefficient The
current prompt coefficient inferred from the test data is 3 pcm/Deg-C more negative than historic
inferred values. The more negative value is caused by:
•

Revised delayed neutron constants^). Estimated delayed neutron parameters have
shifted considerably in the last two decades. In particular, the shortest delayed neutron
group fraction has increased four-fold, compared to the Kt.?pin data® used in the earlier
analysis, affecting the very short-term response to a step reactivity change. This has little
effect on safety analysis, but has a marked effect on estimating the feedback effects from
a reactivity step of unknown magnitude. The change in delayed neutron constants atone
decreases (makes more negative) the inferred prompt coefficient by 2 pcm/Deg-C.

•

Spatial effects. Prior evaluations of the 1962 tests assumed that the detector response
*as proportional to core power. That's not strictly true. The delta-k perturbation was
near the center of the core, changing the relation between detector and core average power
by about 0.7%. Thu's a far bigger effect than it appears. For example, where the
detector reported a 4.3% increase, the core average power probably increased 4.3% plus
0.7%, or 5.0% — at least a 15% larger change than previously considered. This effect
decreases the inferred prompt coefficient by about 1 pcm/Deg-C.
The change in the shape was found to be accurately fit by the equation,
Tilt(t) = A*[ l-B*F(t)], where A is the steady state tilt (1.007 in this case), E is ths
fraction delayed (.098 in this case), and F(t) is the delayed neutron relaxation function,
orSumf Beta(i) * Exp{-Lambda(i)*t]J /Sum{ Beta(i) }.

•

Improved transient models. Current transient models permit explicit modeling of each
tube in the fuel assembly, and also a more accurate representation of flow patterns in the
moderator tank. Because the fuel temperature changes both more and faster than does the
coolant temperature, explicit modeling of fuel temperature feedback has been found
necessary. In this particular instance, however, these improvements had no effect. The
calculated fuel coefficient is zero for the 1962 core at beginning of cycle, and the
calculated target coefficient is very small (-0.1 pcm/Deg-C). Also, attention is limited to
the first few seconds, when potential error in the moderator flow patterns will have little
influence.
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Both the size of the reactivity insertion, dk. and the feedback effects are unknowns that
must be inferred from the test observations. The current inferred results, compared to the 1962
inferences, are tabulated below for the size of the reactivity insertion and the prompt coefficients:
Exposure
(MWD)

Prior

14,000
91,000
199,000

28.5
28.5
32.5

die, pem
Present
36.8
35.7
39.7

Prompt Coef. pcm/Deg-C
Prior
Present
+1.7
+0.5
-2.0

-1.3
-2.4
-5.0

Figure 1 shows the measured detector response, and the calculated response for the "old"
and "new" evaluations. The "old" evaluation included the old delayed neutron constants, had no
spatial correction, and was fit with a dk of 28.0 pem and a prompt coefficient of+1.6 pcm/DcgC. The "new" evaluation included current delayed neutron constants^, the spatial correction to
core average power, and was fit with a dk of 36.8 pem and a prompt coefficient of -1.27 Deg-C.
The curves labeled "reactivity" are the total reactivity as a function of time that are consistent with
the two power curves shown. The difference in the shape of the reactivity curve is quite
pronounced in the first two seconds.
UNCERTAINTIES
Measurement uncertainties include: (a) scatter in data points; (b) uncertainty in timing and
shape of reactivity insertion; (c) uncertainty in initial test conditions; and (d) uncertainty in
detector location. The error due to those four components is estimated (at the 95% confidence
level) to be in the range of 0.5 to 1 pcm/Deg-C.
Uncertainties in delayed neutron constants are still significant despite advancements over
the years. In addition to basic uncertainties, the shape of neutron flux within the first few
seconds may not be adequately described by the conventional six collapsed groups. The
uncertainties tend to increase for the shorter-lived precursors, which are important within the first
few seconds. Uncertainties in delayed neutron constants, as they would affect the shape of the
flux response curve in the first few seconds are considered to contribute an uncertainty of
perhaps 1 pcm/Deg-C to inferred temperature coefficients.
In both of the areas just discussed, the effective uncertainties would have been smaller if
measurements hid been made at zero power as well as at power. In that case, much
of these uncertainties would have cancelled in comparing the cases. If future measurements of
this sort are made, this will certainly be done.
Calculated temperature coefficients use a lattice physics code with associated cross
section libraries. Uncertainties in the calculation and cross sections, combined with uncertainties
in material contents in the charge, are expected to be in the range 1 -1.5 pcm/Deg-C.
The total of the above contributors to uncertainty appears to be in the neighborhood of 2
pcm/Deg-C. Since the difference between the current inferred and calculated prompt temperature
coefficients is only about 1 pcm/Deg-C (comparable to the uncertainty allowance in the
calculated coefficient alone), the discrepancy does not appear to be significant
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CONCLUSIONS
We conclude that the current analytic models - the combination of physics and transient
methodology - are fully consistent with the 1962 test observations, and that there is no basis for
assigning a calculation^ bias or increasing uncertainty allowances.
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PROMPT NEUTRON LIFETIME IN A
STRONGLY HETEROGENEOUS LATTICE
E. F. Trumble, N. P. Baumann & W. E. Graves
Westinghouse Savannah River Company
Savannah River Laboratory
Aiken, SC 29808
ABSTRACT
The prompt neutron lifetime is an important input parameter to the solution of
the point reactor kinetics equations. In the past, many methods of determining
the prompt neutron lifetime included the assumption that the thermal neutron
lifetime was a good approximation to the prompt neutron lifetime. It has been
found that strong heterogeneities within a lattice cause the calculation of the
thermal neutron lifetime to significantly overpredict the prompt neutron
lifetime. Therefore, a new method for the calculation of the prompt neutron
lifetime is presented. This new method, the Alpha Search Method (ASM), is
based on the time eigenvalue and does not suffer from the overprediction of the
neutron lifetime as approximated by the thermal neutron lifetime. The causes
of this overprediction, as well as comparisons of lifetimes computed by the ASM
and other methods will be presented.

INTRODUCTION
The prompt neutron lifetime (tp) is an important input parameter to the solution
of the point reactor kinetics equations. It is defined as the average time between
a prompt neutron emission and its subsequent capture. The thermal neutron
lifetime (t) is a measure of the average time a neutron spends at thermal
energies before being captured. For a thermal reactor, the majority of the time
between a neutron's birth and it's capture is spent at thermal energies. Over
the years, several methods have been developed to calculate the prompt neutron
lifetime, or approximations to it. Many of these approximations, such as the
thermal Inverse Velocity method, rely on "conventional wisdom" which dictates
that for thermal reactors, the lifetime is dominated by thermal neutrons, and
consequently little error accrues from the use of the thermal neutron lifetime as
an approximation to the prompt lifetime. This is not necessarily true in strongly
heterogeneous lattices such as those used at the Savannah River Site (SRS).
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Explicit calculations of the prompt neutron lifetime have shown that calculation
of the thermal neutron lifetime can result in the overprediction of the prompt
lifetime by as much as 15% in a typical SRS lattice.
Therefore, a new method for calculating the prompt neutron lifetime has been
developed. The Alpha Search Method (ASM) utilizes the results of an alpha
(time eigenvalue) search performed by the GLASS lattice physics code to
compute the full spectrum lifetime. This method has been found not to succumb
to the same overprediction as the methods using the thermal neutron lifetime.
The Inverse Velocity method and the problems associated with its use in
strongly heterogeneous lattices as well as the formulation of the new ASM will
be presented. The Eigenvalue method has been chosen as a further comparison
method to the two mentioned above, and results of these three methods for
several different media will be shown and discussed.
DISCUSSION
INVERSE VELOCITY
Historically, the Inverse Velocity method has been used at SRS for the
calculation of the neutron lifetimes. Based on the assumption that the thermal
neutron lifetime is a good approximation of the prompt neutron lifetime, the
following procedure was used to calculate the thermal lifetime.
Typically, GLASS is run and standard two-group macroscopic cross sections,
such as the average thermal absorption cross section (£42), are edited. A utility
code, AVEVEL, evaluates the energy and space averaged inverse velocities (17v)
over specified multigroup intervals. If the interval coincides with the thermal
group in GLASS, then the Inverse Velocity method predicts the thermal neutron
lifetime from the formula:1
r_

Vv

The term (l+L^B2) accounts for leakage from the lattice. It was expected that the
thermal neutron lifetime calculated by this method would be close to the prompt
lifetime in SRS lattices because:
1) most reactions are thermal
2) for 1/v absorbers, lifetime is independent of neutron energy
3) in a highly enriched tritium producing charge, U-235 and Li-6
closely approximate 1/v absorbers.
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Calculations for several different reactor media however, show that this method
of determining the thermal neutron lifetime overpredicts the prompt lifetime
value by as much as 15%.
The strong heterogeneities found in SRS lattices have been shown to cause the
overprediction of the thermal neutron lifetime and consequently the prompt
neutron lifetime. The overprediction was determined to arise from the
heterogeneity of the lattice with absorbers concentrated in a fuel assembly at the
center of the cell. The reason can be seen from the schematic cross section
dependence shown in Figure 1. For a homogeneous lattice, the cross section of a
1/v absorber is a straight line when plotted against the logarithm of the neutron
energy. This behavior is also true in a heterogeneous lattice if the intracell flux
profile is independent of neutron energy. In typical SRS lattices, the epi thermal
neutron flux is relatively flat across the cell. The thermal flux however is
depressed in the fuel assembly and the fast flux is peaked. Application of
advantage factors (ratios of flux in components to the cell average flux) by energy
gives the effective functional cross section shape shown. Thus, the effective
cell-averaged cross section for a 1/v absorber in a heterogeneous lattice does not
have a 1/v energy dependence. This effect makes the cell averaged lifetime for
thermal neutrons significantly longer than for epithermal and fast neutrons
and hence is an overeatimation of the full spectrum lifetime. Therefore, a
method to calculate lifetime which does not include this assumption is needed.
The Alpha Search Method is one such method.
ALPHA SEARCH METHOD
A new formulation for the neutron lifetime, based on the time eigenvalue, has
been developed which does not incorporate the assumption that the prompt
neutron lifetime can be modeled by the thermal neutron lifetime. This method the Alpha Search Method (ASM) - uses the alpha search (time eigenvalue)
option in GLASS to calculate the lifetime. The alpha search option in GLASS is
an iterative procedure using an effective absorption cross section of 1

in a perturbation analysis. A search is performed to compute the value of a (the
stable asymptotic period) which achieves a desired k'. Given a guess of a and an
initial k, GLASS uses the following formula to calculate the change in a (5a)
required to produce a desired k'.
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The relationship between this GLASS calculated time eigenvalue and the
neutron lifetime can be seen if the time dependent diffusion equation is studied.

4? = 0V4>- IO<P+ ul,4>
at

Using the relationship that
<P = nv; therefore — = — T ~
dt v dt
this equation becomes
- ~ = DV 2 <D-I a ep+ uI,<D.
A basic premise is that the flux can be separated in space and time. The flux
therefore can be represented as: 2

substituting this relationship into the diffusion equation and dividing by

yields

Thus the original partial differential equation becomes the two following
ordinary differential equations.

!L-aT
dt

and

vDV2T + vvL/V - v l a ¥ = -off.
The second of which can be rearranged to
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- vlfl + a)»F = 0 .
The solution to the first equation is of the form

T(t) =
Since the lattice is assumed to be in a near critical state, the following
approximation can be used in the second equation.

After substitution of this relationship into the modified second differential
equation and division by the flux is performed the equation becomes

Using the definition

the time eigenvalue can be written as

It is from this equation for alpha that the formulation for the lifetime can be
determined. If k is defined to be 3

*

1 + JjB2

then by substituting this expression for k and using the definition of finite lattice
neutron lifetime given earlier, the equation for alpha can be rewritten as

1

P

which can be rearranged to solve for tp to give
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"

a

where k is the eigenvalue with a = 0.0.
Thus, from a single GLASS calculation with a k search (with a equal to zero)
and an a search (with k equal to one), the inputs are determined to calculate t_.
Since this method does not involve the thermal neutron lifetime, it is not
influenced by the effects of the heterogeneities in the lattice. This method is
much simpler than that employed in the thermal Inverse Velocity method, and
will be shown to be more accurate. In order to provide a measure of the
accuracy of the Alpha Search Method, results from an independent calculation
of the lifetime will be compared.
EIGENVALUE METHOD
As an independent check of the Alpha Search method's accuracy, calculations
were performed using the "Eigenvalue Method". 4>5 This method works by
adding an artificial 1/v absorber (with a 1 barn cross section at 2200 m/sec) to
each group and each region of the lattice. Keff values with and without this
absorber are then used in the formula

which for this artificial 1/v absorber corresponds to
r

_

Ajfc/A

"~ N*2.2E5
where N is the number density of 1/v absorber in atm/b-cm.
RESULTS
Tables 1 and 2 show the results of calculations of the neutron lifetime by several
different methods: the Inverse Velocity method(AVEVEL), the Eigenvalue
method, and the Alpha Search method. As can be seen, the thermal Inverse
Velocity method predicts up to a 15% longer lifetime than that calculated by the
other methods. Calculations were performed to determine the reason for the
discrepancy. These calculations were performed on a homogeneous lattice, a
two region cell of U-235/Li-6 and D2O, and an explicit representation of the
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tritium producing charge with control (Mark 22 geometry). The results from
these calculations make several points apparent:
1) The thermal neutron lifetime calculated by the Inverse Velocity method for a
homogeneous mix of U-23S, Li-6 and D2O shows much closer agreement with
that from the Alpha Search method than the same comparison for a
heterogeneous lattice. It was also noted that as the amount of heterogeneity was
increased, the relative error between the Alpha Search method and the thermal
Inverse Velocity method increased.
2) By using the Inverse Velocity method for the neutron lifetime, but collapsing
to a single "Few-group" over the entire multigroup structure, one can get very
close agreement with the Alpha Search method.
Cases were run for the homogeneous lattice by all three methods: Inverse
Velocity (AVEVEL), Alpha Search, and Eigenvalue. Table 1 shows excellent
agreement between the average Inverse Velocity method (using one group) and
the Alpha Search method. It can also be seen that as the amount of 1/v absorber
is decreased, the lifetime as calculated by the Eigenvalue method approaches the
value given by the Alpha Search method.
The formulation of the Eigenvalue method is analytically independent of the
magnitude of the 1/v added. Since lifetimes by the Eigenvalue method tend
toward those from the Alpha Search method aa the added 1/v absorber tends
toward zero, it appears that the Alpha Search method is equivalent to
extrapolating the Eigenvalue method to zero perturbation. Unfortunately, it
cannot be demonstrated that the Eigenvalue method asymptotically approaches
the Alpha Search method due to a lack of significant digits in the GLASS
calculations of Ak as the concentration of 1/v absorber gets smaller.
Similar calculations were performed for a two region cell and for the explicit
tritium producing assembly (Mark 22 geometry). Table 2 shows the results.
Once again there is good agreement between the Alpha Search method and the
Inverse Velocity method (using 1 group). The Eigenvalue method continues to
trend towards the lifetime calculated by the ASM as the concentration of 1/v
decreases. The reason for the discrepancy between the ASM results and the
apparent asymptotic value from the Eigenvalue calculations lies in the method
in which GLASS treats the multigroup spatial distributions in the two cases. In
the ASM, these spatial distributions are calculated only for the initial k
(eigenvalue) search with alpha equal to zero; the same shape io assumed for the
alpha search. In the Eigenvalue method, the spatial distributions are computed
separately for the reference condition and for the added 1/v. It can be seen that
the overprediction of the neutron lifetime is most pronounced in the Mark 22
geometry case. The Inverse Velocity method for the thermal lifetime
overpredicted this case (which had the largest amount of heterogeneity) by 15%.
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CONCLUSIONS
Due to heterogeneous effects, the thermal Inverse '^Jocity method historically
used at the Savannah River Site for the determination of prompt neutron
lifetimes is inadequate. This method overpredicts the correct value of the
prompt neutron lifetime by as much as 15%. In order to correct this deficiency a
new method, the Alpha Search method which incorporates the alpha search
option in GLASS, has been developed and tested. This method gives close
agreement with values obtained by applying the Inverse Velocity method over
the entire spectrum, but is much simpler to perform. The Alpha Search method
compares favorably with the Eigenvalue method, is considerably easier to
implement, and is not dependent on the amount of 1/v absorber that is added to
the lattice. For these reasons the Alpha Search method is now the
recommended procedure for evaluating neutron lifetimes in SRS lattices.
It should be noted that a precise value for the prompt neutron lifetime is
essential only when calculations are performed near prompt critical. Since this
is seldom the case, changes to the neutron lifetime as calculated by the Alpha
Search method are not expected to impact the results of previous calculations.
Sensitivity analysis has been performed on the point kinetics equations used in
safety analysis to verify this result.
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Table 1.

in FfflTnogancivim

Method

absorber
(atm/b-cm)

lifetime
(xlO-6 sec)

Alpha Search
AVEVEL (1 group)
Eigenvalue
Eigenvalue

0
0
1.0E-3
5.0E-4

51.90
51.90
51.34
51.62

percent
difference
0.0
•1.1

-0.5

Table 2. Lifetimes in Heterogeneous Media
Method

absorber
(atm/b-cm)

lifetime
fxlO-6 sec)

percent
diffyren^e

0
0
0
1.0E-3
5.0E-4
1.0E-4

50.2
50.0
52.3
49.4
49.8
50.1

0.0
-0.4
4.1
-1.6
-0.8
-0.2

0
0
0
1.0E-3
5.0E-4
1.0E-4

127
125
146
119
121
123

0.0
-1.6
15.0
-6.3
-4.7
-3.1

Two reyion cell
Alpha Search
AVEVEL (1 group)
AVEVEL (2 group)'
Eigenvalue
Eigenvalue
Eigenvalue
Mark 22
Alpha Search
AVEVEL (1 group)
AVEVEL (2 group) *
Eigenvalue
Eigenvalue
Eigenvalue
a

Using thermal group only
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Figure 1. Effect of Heterogeneity on a 1/v Absorber
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ABSTRACT
A postulated loss of control-rod cooling (LCRC) accident for the Savannah River K-Reactor
is analyzed using the advanced neutronics nodal code NEM and the TRAC system thermalhydraulics code. NEM has a transient capability and provides linkage to the TRAC thermalhydraulics model. This analysis demonstrates that there is a significant margin of safety for the
LCRC accident at the anticipated restart power level for the K-Reactor. This study also
constitutes the first application of a transient three-dimensional nodal neutronics code to an event
included in Chapter 15 of the Safety Analysis Report for the K-Reactor.

INTRODUCTION
Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL), as a contractor to the U.S. Department of Energy,
currently is performing independent safety evaluations of the K-Reactor at the Savannah River
Site prior to its restart One aspect of this review concerns the appropriate restart power level
for that reactor.
Although it is not currently the most limiting accident with respect to the restart power level
for the K-Reactor, the analysis of the loss of control-rod cooling (LCRC) accident performed
•Current affiliation: Westinghouse-Bettis Atomic Power Laboratory, West Mifflin, PA
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by Westinghouse Savannah River Company (WSRC) does restrict the restart power ievel to
approximately one-third of its historical full power. WSRC analyzes this transient with a pointkinetics model for the K-Reactor core. In order to demonstrate conservatism, that model
necessarily includes extreme (and sometimes contradictory) assumptions.1-1 Since the LCRC
accident has the potential for limiting the operating power of the reactor, a spatial kinetics
analysis of the event has been performed at LANL based upon the same general scenario
assumed by WSRC. A spatial kinetics model can eliminate some of the contradictory
assumptions employed in the point-kinetics analysis while still maintaining demonstrated
conservatism.
The three-dimensional neutronics calculations were performed with the NEM code. 3 an
advanced nodal code based on the nodal expansion method.4 LANL currently is in the process
of incorporating NEM into the TRAC system thermal-hydraulics code. 3 This analysis constitutes
the first application of a transient three-dimensional nodal neutronics code to an event included
in Chapter IS of the Safety Analysis Report (SAR) for the K-Reactor.
The cross sections employed in this analysis were provided by WSRC* and are the same as
those used in the steady-state three-dimensional neutronics calculations that generated input for
WSRC's point-kinetics model.2 These cross sections do not account for thermal-hydraulic
feedback. The reactivity behavior of the core therefore is independent of both the core power
level and the coolant temperature. Consequently, the LANL analysis of this event consists of two
distinct phases: first, a nodal kinetics calculation with no thermal-hydraulic feedback was
performed with the NEM module, and then a TRAC thermal-hydraulic analysis was performed
for the hot channel based upon the time-dependent power distribution predicted by NEM.

DESCRIPTION OF THE LCRC ACCIDENT
The control rods in the K-Reactor are used to maintain core criticality and to produce the
desired power shape. Each control-rod cluster is contained inside an individual septifoil channel
that has a source of cooling water independent of that for the fuel-assembly channels.
Consequently, the coolant flow to a septifoil could be lost without affecting the coolant flow to
fuel assemblies or to other septifoils. In the case of a mis-seated septifoil, a partial loss of
coolant flow occurs. Depending upon the flow reduction and the heating rate of the control rods
inside the mis-seated sepdfoil, those control rods eventually could melt and drop below the
bottom of the core, thereby adding positive reactivity to the core.
The positive reactivity added by the melting of the control rods causes the neutron flux (and
hence the reactor power) to rise very rapidly from its steady-state level. The higher flux level
is detected by an ex-core high-flux monitor, which sends a scram signal to the safety rods. The
power excursion is terminated by the insertion of the safety rods.
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CONSERVATIVE ASPECTS OF THE ANALYSIS
The LANL analysis of the LCRC accident follows the conservative scenario specified in
Chapter IS of the K-Rcactor SAR except in those instances where a three-dimensional kinetics
model allows specific assumptions to be removed. Conservative assumptions about the initial
power distribution, the position and melting of the control rods, detection of the flux increase,
neutronic characteristics, and behavior of the safety rods all have been retained. An acceptance
criterion somewhat more stringent than that used by WSRC has been applied to the coolant
effluent temperature from the highest-power assembly, however.
It is assumed for the purposes of this analysis that the K-reactor power distribution initially
is at those limits of permissible operation that produce the largest reactivity insertion upon the
simultaneous melting of the control rods inside a single septifoil. In particular, it is assumed that
the septifoil in which the melting occurs contains one part-length and two full-length control rods
in order to maximize the reactivity insertion. It also is assumed that the initial power distribution
prior to melting is such that the highest-power fuel assembly is adjacent to the septifoil in which
the melting occurs. It is assumed further that the axial power distribution in the assemblies near
the mis-seated septifoil is such that all of the part-length rod and the central two-thirds of the
full-length rods melt simultaneously and drop instantaneously out of the active core, producing
a step increase in reactivity and thereby a prompt jump in reactor power.
The high-flux monitor is designed to send a scram signal when the flux level reaches 106%
of the initial steady-state power level. To account for uncertainties and to assure a conservative
analysis, it was assumed that the scram signal was not sent until the flux had reached 115% of
that level. In addition, a conservative response time for the detector was assumed.
A number of conservative assumptions have been made about the neutronic characteristics
of the reactor core, as well. Delayed-neutron data7 are consistent with those from ENDF/B-VI,
except that the delayed-neutron fraction has been reduced by 5% to produce a larger power
increase. In addition, it is assumed that all the energy in the reactor is produced promptly (i.e.,
with no decay heat), which overestimates the initial power increase produced by the reactivity
insertion. Finally, the omission of thermal-hydraulic feedback from the cross sections is a
conservative assumption, since the net temperature coefficient of reactivity remains negative
throughout the accident
Three substantially conservative assumptions about the safety rods are incorporated into the
analysis. First, the reactivity worth of the safety rods has been reduced to a value that is two
standard deviations less than the best-estimate value.' Second, a worst-case single failure of the
negative pulse circuit in the scram system is assumed to delay the insertion of the safety rods by
0.3 seconds. Finally, 3 of the 66 safety rods are assumed not to respond to the scram signal, and
another 6 are assumed to insen so slowly that they have no significant reactivity impact on the
course of the transient. The NEM calculations reported herein use the same reactivity worth for
the safety rods as does the WSRC model. However, separate NEM calculations were run for
scenarios where all 66 safety rods insert and where only 57 of them insert. In the latter case, the
failed and slowly-inserting safety rods are assumed to be the nine rods closest to the septifoil
with the melted control rods in order to produce a worst-case result
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LANL has chosen to apply a more conservative acceptance criterion to the limiting condition
of the accident than did WSRC. That limiting condition is the effluent coolant temperature for
the highest-power assembly. Both LANL and WSRC subtract a penalty of two standard
deviations (7.1Q from the best-estimate FI temperature limit to account for possible biases and
uncertainties in its value. In addition, however, LANL requires that temperature to remain below
the flow-instability (FT) temperature limit by three standard deviations in the accuracy of its
thermocouple measurement (3.84C). In contrast, WSRC requires that it remain below the limit
by two standard deviations plus a bias (2.9C).

NEUTRONIC ANALYSIS
The NEM model in hexagonal geometry was derived from the nodal option in an early
version of the DIF3D code9 that did not itself have a transient capability. Several full-core
steady-state calculations were performed with DIF3D and NEM prior to the analysis of the LCRC
accident These steady-state calculations provide assurance that the basic DIF3D neutronic model
has been implemented correctly in NEM. In addition, they demonstrate the level of consistency
between NEM and GRIMHX,10 the three-dimensional core code that WSRC used to generate
neutronics input for the point kinetics analysis.
STEADY-STATE ANALYSIS
The spatial representation for the NEM core model assigns a separate hexagonal column to
each fuci-assemWy or control-assembly cell and then, within the active portion of the K-«?e«ctor
core, divides each column into IS axial nodes. The same spatial representation is employed for
the DIF3D core model. GRIMHX is a coarse-mesh, finite-difference, diffusion-theory code, and
the WSRC analysis used a mesh structure such that each spatial mesh point corresponds to one
node in the NEM representation.
Steady-state NEM and DIF3D calculations were performed for various combinations of
melted or unmelted control rods and inserted or uninserted safety rods. Results from these
calculations, which are summarized in Table 1, provide the reactivity worth of the melted control
rods as well as the worth of the inserted safety rods. In order to account for uncertainties and
to assure a conservative analysis, the cross sections of the septifoil with melted control rods were
adjusted artificially to increase the reactivity worth of the melted control rods. Steady-state
results for cases with this adjustment also are given in Table 1.
The steady-state eigenvalues and hot-assembly power-peaking factors from NEM and DDF3D
are in excellent agreement, as would be expected. Both NEM and DIF3D compute a reactivity
worth of 178 pcm (.00178 Ap) for the melted control rods before the cross-section adjustment
and a worth of 210 pcm afterwards. The steady-state GRIMHX calculations1 with and without
melted control rods produced eigenvalues of 1.0047 and 1.0067, respectively, with corresponding
hot-assembly power-peaking factors of 1.13 and 1.76. Consequently, relative to GRIMHX, NEM
and DIF3D predict eigenvalues that are slightly more than 400 pcm higher, a reactivity worth for
the melted control rods that is slightly lower (178 pcm versus 189 pcm), and power-peaking
factors for the hottest assembly that are approximately 5% higher. It should be noted that these
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differences occur even though exactly the same cross sections were used in the calculations with
all three codes. The principal cause of these differences is believed to be approximations
inherent in coarse-mesh finite-difference diffusion-theory calculations.
TRANSIENT ANALYSIS
As was noted earlier, the NEM cross sections for the septifoil with the melted control rods
were adjusted artificially tc increase the reactivity worth of the melted rods. The resulting cross
sections produce a reactivity worth of 210 pem, which is the same worth assumed by WSRC in
their point-kinetics analysis. The NEM calculation was initialized to a steady-state condition with
unadjusted cross sections prior to melting. The analysis subsequent to control-rod melting
employed the adjusted cross sections.
Two transient NEM calculations were performed, one with 66 safety rods inserting and the
other with only 57 safety rods inserting. These calculations were performed with uniform time
steps of 0.02 seconds, based on a sensitivity study that demonstrated the adequacy of such time
steps.
Since NEM currently does not have the capability to monitor the behavior of ex-core
detectors, the high-flux scram signal and the initial motion of the safety rods were assumed to
occur at the same times as in the WSRC analysis.
The results for the average core power and for the power in the hottest assembly from the
two NEM transient calculations are shown in Figures 1 and 2, respectively. The power initially
rises as a prompt jump and then increases nearly linearly until the safety rods reach the active
core. The second stage of the rise in power actually is exponential, but the period is so long
relative to the length of the accident that the rise appears to be linear. These figures demonstrate
that the time of insertion of the safety rods (which are assumed to reach the top of the active core
1.168 seconds after the control rods melt) is the critical factor in limiting the power rise and
therefore the severity of the transient. The omission of the nine clustered safety rods affects the
magnitude of the power peak only slightly.

THERMAL-HYDRAULIC ANALYSIS
The time-dependent axial power profiles for the hottest assembly from the NEM transient
calculations were used as input to a detailed fuel-assembly model11 for evaluation with the TRAC
code. Each of the coolant channels in the assembly was modeled hydraulically by a pipe
component, and each of the annular elements of the fuel assembly was modeled thermally by a
heat-structure component. Constant-pressure boundary conditions were obtained from an existing
steady-state TRAC solution for the full K-Reactor plant in its current configuration.
The inlet coolant temperature for the K-Reactor exhibits seasonal variations, and the limiting
power level must be adjusted to account for those variations. TRAC cases were analyzed for
inlet temperatures of 40.0C, 26.4C, and 13.3C. Based on the WSRC analysis,1'2 these inlet
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temperatures correspond, respectively, to the maximum, average, and minimum expected seasonal
variations and to power limits of 30.4%, 36.0%, and 41.7% of historical full power.
The safety objective for this particular accident is to prevent FI conditions that can lead to
voiding in the coolant channels of a fuel assembly. WSRC has established the assembly effluent
temperature limit as its criterion for satisfying this objective. An alternative criterion is a Stanton
number based on the Saha-Zuber correlation,12 with some allowance for conservatism. When an
allowance of 30% is applied, a value of 0.00455 is obtained fur the maximum acceptable Stanton
number.
The results from the six TRAC calculations are given in Table 2. The results show
considerable margin to both the FI limit and the Stanton-number limit. They are in marked
contrast to the results obtained by WSRC with their point-kinetics model, which show very little
margin to the FI limit (approximately 0.5C). This difference is made even more striking by the
fact that NEM predicts a power-peaking factor for ±z hottest assembly that is approximately 5%
higher than that used in the WSRC analysis. The cases where only 57 safety rods insert are only
slightly more limiting than the corresponding cases where all 66 safety rods insert.
Additional TRAC calculations were run to determine the limiting steady-state power level for
the LCRC accident for the K-Reactor. The temperature at the core inlet needed to be adjusted
for each transient, since it increases slightly as the reactor power increases. The results, which
are summarized in Table 3, demonstrate that the K-Reactor power level could be increased by
approximately 5% of historical power while preserving a margin of 0.SC to the FI limit.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This conservative analysis of the LCRC accident has shown that sizeable margins to safety
limits exist at all three power levels identified by WSRC. In fact, these results indicate that
acceptable margins both to the FI limit and to the maximum Stanton number are possible at
power levels that are higher than those identified by WSRC by approximately 5% of historical
full power.
These results demonstrate the benefit of applying a spatial kinetics model to the analysis of
transients for the K-Reactor, even when a very conservative scenario is assumed. Based on
comparisons with results from nodal DIF3D calculations, they also demonstrate the accuracy of
the NEM module for K-Reactor calculations.
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Table 1. Results from Steadv-State NEM and DIF3D Calculations
Control
Rods
Melt

Hot Assembly
Power-Peaking
Factor
NEM
DIF3D

Safety
Rods
Inserted

NEM

D1F3D

No
Yes
No
No

0
0
57
66

1.00891
1.01073
0.99209
0.98625

1.00893
1.01075
0.99211
0.98627

1.19
1.84
2.32
1.17

Yes*
Yes*
Yes'

0
57
66

1.01105
0.99770
0.98824

1.01107
0.99770
0.98826

1.98
3.63
1.93

'Cross sections of control cell with melted control rods have been altered for these cases to
increase the reactivity worth of the meltsd control rods

Table 2. Thermal-Hvdraulic Results for the Hottest Assembly in the LCRC Accident
Assembly
Number of
Inlet
Temperature Safety Rods
Insertine
(C)

Core Power
(Percent of
Historical
Full Power)

Effluent
Temperature

Maximum

<a

Assembly
Margin to
FT Limit
(C)

Conservative
Maximum
Stan ton
Number

40.0
40.0

57
66

30.4
30.4

84.2
83.9

8.9
9.2

0.0009545
0.0009477

26.4
26.4

57
66

36.0
36.0

79.0
78.7

8.7
8.9

0.0010339
0.0010285

13.3
13.3

57
66

41.7
41.7

74.8
74.6

7.7
7.9

0.0011225
0.0011173
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Table 3. Power Limits for the LCRC Accident
Assembly

Inlet
Temperature
(C)

Number of
Safety Rods
Inserting

Core Power
(Percent of
Historical
Full Power)

Maximum
Effluent
Temperature
(C)

41.7

57

35.5

93.3

27.7

57

41.1

87.8

57

46.2

14.2

82.4

Assembly
Margin to
FI Limit

Conservative

(O

Number

0.5

0.0012488

0.5

0.0013080

0.5

0.0013580

Figure 1. Normalized Core Power during the LCRC Accident.
Relative
Core Power

0.0

0.2
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Maximum
Stan ton

Figure 2. Normalized Power in the Hottest Assembly during the LCRC Accident.

Relative
Power

O.G

0.2

0.1

O.C

O.I

1.0

1.2
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SINULATINC POSTULAT1D TIANSIINT SCBUKIOS IN T B MAPLB-Z1O UACTOK
I . J . ILLIS
A1CL Kcsearch
Vhiteshell Laboratories
Pinawa, Manitoba, CANADA KOI 1L0
(204) 753-2311
ABST1ACT
The purpose of this paper is to present the methodology used in the two-dimensional
reactor kinetics code TANK (Transient Analysis with Neutron Kinetics) to simulate reactor
behaviour in postulated accidents in the light-water-cooled and -moderated, heavy-waterreflected MAPLE-X10 Reactor. The method of solution of the two-group neutron diffusion
equations and the scheme of modelling the numerous reactivity feedback mechanisms by
incremental cross-section changes are discussed. The results of two sample transient
simulations are presented to illustrate some of the simulation techniques used in TANK.
The postulated scenarios are loss-of-regulation accidents (LORAs) from low power with and
without coolant heat removal and with an initially high concentration of l35Xe.

DfTIOOUCTTON TO TANK
TANK1'2 i s a two-dimensional (2-D) space-time reactor k i n e t i c s computer
code created for simulating r e a c t i v i t y t r a n s i e n t s in the MAPLE1 c l a s s of
research reactors ( e . g . , MAPLE-X10) being developed by AECL Research. In
TANK, reactor neutronics arc solved in tvo neutron-energy groups: fast
neutrons, with k i n e t i c energy ^0.625 eV, and theraal neutrons, v i t h k i n e t i c
energy <0.625 cV.
In TANK, reactors are Modelled on a 2-D hexagonal aesh l a t t i c e and
allowances are aade for e f f e c t s i n the third ( i . e . , a x i a l ) dimension. In
a d d i t i o n to the reactor n e u t r o n i c s , TANK s i a u l a t e s the theraalhydraulics
c o n d i t i o n s i n the reactor core. A heat transfer package used by the AECL
Research thermalhydraulics code CATHENA* i s currently linked to TANK to
provide heat transfer c o e f f i c i e n t s and coolant c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s at each time
s t e p for each f u e l l e d assembly in the reactor l a t t i c e .
TANK can be used to simulate a wide range of postulated transient
s c e n a r i o s , including coolant flow perturbations, symmetric r e a c t i v i t y
i n s e r t i o n s , and a s y a a e t r i c r e a c t i v i t y i n s e r t i o n s ( e . g . , s i n g l e absorber rod
withdrawals), which lead to f l u x - t i l t s i t u a t i o n s . The code has been
v a l i d a t e d 3 for s t e p r e a c t i v i t y - i n s e r t i o n t r a n s i e n t s by benchmarking against
SPERT-1B ( 2 4 / 3 2 ) reactor transient experiments.
R e a c t i v i t y feedback e f f e c t s are modelled in TANK simulations by changes
in the two-group c r o s s s e c t i o n s representing the various hexagonal c e l l s of
the TAWC model. This method i s discussed below.
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DBSCKIPTION OF MAFUt-ZlO
The MAPLE-X1O Reactor is light-water-cooled and -moderated, but heavyvater-reflected. It will operate at a steady-state pover level of 10 HV and
is to be cooled by forced circulation. Figure 1 is a schematic of the
MAPLE-X10 Reactor shoving the major features of the concept.
The core is situated near the bottom of a deep light-water-filled pool.
The MAPLE-X10 Reactor core is fuelled with the metallic dispersion fuel
U3Si-Al. The 19-site HAPLE-X10 initial core consists of ten 36-clcMnt driver
fuel assemblies with aluminum-clad fuel elements; six 18-element fuel
assemblies (control and shutdown rod sites); and three 12-element dummy fuel
assemblies with steel or aluminum elements replacing fuel.
The forced cooling of the reactor core is accomplished by a total flow of
light-water coolant from the pump equal to about 290 kg/s. Of this, 90S
enters an inlet plenum beneath the core and is forced through the core. The
remaining 10X is bypass flov, which mixes with the reactor pool water. During
the standard operation of the reactor, the primary coolant pump draws vater in
through suction line ports located above the core. The vater entering the
suction lines is a mixture of the hot coolant vater that has passed through
the core and pool vater that comes dovn the chimney (the main purpose of the
bypass flow), vhich is open to the pool. Coolant from the core does not go up
through the top of the chimney during normal operation. The reactor coolant
inlet temperature is 35C in the core inlet plenum and increases to about 44C
at the core outlet. A heat exchanger maintains the core inlet coolant
temperature of 35C by removing nominally 10 NV of heat.
TAMX SIMULATION METHODS
Figure 2 depicts the hexagonal lattice map used in TANK to represent the
MAPLE-X10 Reactor. The core sites are closely modelled by hexagons while
other components of the reactor, such as irradiation sites, are approximately
represented by hexagonal cells. The TANK model for MAPLE-X10 has a total of
649 hexagonal cells arranged in 31 rows. The neutronics of the entire reactor
are determined based on the influence of each cell on the overall flux
solutions.
Each of the 649 hexagonal lattice cells is characterized by a set of nine
kinetics parameters obtained using the multigroup transport code VIMS-AECL.*''
The nine kinetics parameters are:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)

average fast neutron velocity, v lf
average thermal neutron velocity, v2,
macroscopic fast neutron absorption cross section, EJ,
macroscopic thermal neutron absorption cross section, ££,
macroscopic fast neutron fission production cross section, VjJj,
macroscopic thermal neutron fission production cross section, v 2 lj,
macroscopic fast-to-thermal neutron removal cross section, IJ,
fast neutron diffusion coefficient, D l f and
thermal neutron diffusion coefficient, D 2 .
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The kinetics parameters are determined for a range of fuel and coolant
conditions for Models describing appropriate lattice cells. From this
information, parameterized equations are developed for the kinetics parameters
as functions of fuel temperature, moderator tempera ure, coolant temperature
and coolant density, void bubble fraction and u s X e concentration. These
equations constitute part of the input data to TANK for the HAPLE-X10 model.
Routines in TANK calculate the temperatures of fuel, cladding, and
coolant on a site-by-site basis. Prior knowledge from calculations with the
three-dimensional neutron diffusion code 3DDT7 for the axial power density and
neutron flux distributions for the fuel assemblies are used in the calcualtion
of the peak fuel centreline and cladding wall temperatures. Importance
weighting functions based on the square of axial distribution of neutron flux
levels are used to determine effective fuel and water temperatures for each
fuel assembly. The temperature component of the macroscopic cross sections is
determined by solving the above-mentioned parameterized equations at the
effective water and fuel temperatures. The temperature of the coolant
entering the core is updated to reflect the coolant circulation time, the heat
exchanger system, and the power histories of the reactor core fuel assemblies.
Axial flux-squared-weighted, cell-average fuel and water temperatures
were used in the calculation of the kinetics parameters. Axial flux-squared
weighting of appropriate cross sections accounts for the effects of control
and shutdown absorber rod positions.
The methods for modelling reactivity feedback effects in TANK simulations
are as follows: The values for neutron cross sections and neutron diffusion
coefficients are calculated at each simulation time step using the
parameterized equations. The ongoing flux solutions from the diffusion
equations then represent the transient neutronic behaviour.
The improved quasistatic approximation method with its flux-factorization
technique* is used in TANK for calculating neutron flux levels. Each neutron
flux level considered is the product of a time-dependent amplitude function
and a position-dependent (but weakly time-dependent) shape function. The flux
factorization approach used in TANK is represented by •(r,t)-*(t,t)N(t) where
• is the space-time neutron flux, • is the primarily space-dependent shape
function and N is the time-dependent amplitude function.
The kinetics calculations in TANK account for delayed neutrons in
addition to the prompt fission neutrons. Six delayed-ncutron precursor groups
are considered in the neutronics solution in TANK. The time-dependent
densities of the delayed-neutron precursor groups have an important role in
the behaviour of the inverse reactor period and hence the transient behaviour
of the reactor. The six delayed-neutron precursor group decay constants and
fractions were determined for the HAPLE-X1O fuel composition and power
distribution using the recent delayed-neutron data of Brady and England.9
The instantaneous inverse reactor period, a(t), is determined from the
following equation:
a(t)

^

^

where p is the reactivity, 0 is the total delayed-neutron precursor fraction,
A is the prompt neutron generation time, N is the relative amplitude (power),
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\ are the delayed-neutron-group decay constants, nt are normalized
concentrations of the delay«d-neutron precursor groups. The variables p, A,
and r\t are integral quantities determined in TANK from appropriate inner
products of the Matrices representing the transient kinetics equations listed
belov. The two-neutron-energy-group reactcr kinetics equations and the
delayed-neutron precursor equations fora the following set of differential
equations for the fast and thermal neutron flux levels:

E

where B* is the axial buckling - its use in these equations simulates axial
neutron leakage. The other variables are as defined earlier. The spatial and
time dependence of the variables +t, +2, and Ct is implied, but not indicated
(for clarity), in the equations. As mentioned above, these equations can be
written in matrix form. The steady-state neutron flux levels are determined
by solving the above equations when the left-hand sides are equal to zero. At
the same time, adjoint neutron flux levels are determined by solving the
adjoint matrix operation. These adjoint flux values are used in the inner
product calculations for the integral quantities.
For the decay-heat contributions to assembly powers, 23 decay-heat groups
based on the 1978 American Nuclear Society (ANS) Standard10 are considered for
each fissionable nuclide. The behaviour and level of decay heat is modelled
in TANK on a site-by-site basis, depending on the power history of each fuel
assembly. The time-dependent decay-heat fraction is determined for each fuel
assembly during the transient simulation.
The build-up and 2-D spatial distribution of the fission-product-poison
*Xe and its effect on macroscopic neutron cross sections are considered for
each fuel assembly. The concentration levels of 135 Xc and 1 3 S I in each fuel
assembly are updated during a transient simulation as the power densities and
flux levels change.
13

SAMPLE TRANSIENT SIMULATIONS USING TANK
In this section, two postulated loss-of-regulation accident scenarios
from lov power levels in the MAPLE-X10 Reactor are analyzed and discussed to
illustrate the methods used in TANK. A number of observations are made about
the behaviour of the MAPLE-X10 Reactor.
The first transient scenario involved a slow loss-of-regulation accident
(LORA) in which the three Hf control absorber rods withdraw at a speed that
initially inserts reactivity at a rate of 0.05 mk/s. This postulated scenario
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is representative of the types of cases involved in the safety assessment for
the MAFLE-X10 Reactor. The reactor pover level was initially 1 kV, and the
water temperature 20C. This scenario also assumed that the level of l3S Xe vas
higher than its 10 HV operation equilibrium value, but that the level of 13S I
was much lower. This corresponds to the situation in which the reactor is
brought back up to power after a poison-out period. At the start of the
transient, the level of X3S Xe was at 150X of its equilibrium 10 MU operation
value. Once the transient begins, the control absorber rods withdraw until
the power level exceeded 12 MW. in this scenario, the control absorber rods
are released when the power level exceeds 12 MV but are assumed to freeze in
place, prevented from falling back into the core. The burnout of excess 135 Xe
continues to add reactivity at a slow rate.
Figure 3 summarizes the results of the transient simulation using TANK.
The simulation was carried out to 800 s. The maximum anticipated operator
intervention delay time used in MAPLE-X10 transient simulations is 900 s. The
reactivity curve peaked at 3.5 mk at about 80 s, at which point the negative
reactivity feedback effects exceeded the reactivity inserted. The power level
at this time was 1.6 MV. Once the power level exceeded 12 MW, the control
absorber rods were assumed frozen in place. The power peaked initially at 16
HV at about 110 s. The small oscillations in power after this point were
caused by the circulation of coolant with a period of nearly 16 s; the small
"steps" seen in the reactivity curve were associated with the ingress of
cooled water (with its positive reactivity effect) into the fuel assemblies.
In Figure 3, the amount of reactivity inserted by the burnout of excess 1JS Xe
is shown. This reactivity addition was dependent on, and approximately
proportional to, the reactor power level. By 800 s, just over 7 mk had been
added in this manner. This excess reactivity was almost completely
compensated by the negative reactivity effect of heated water. However, the
small amount of reactivity that was not overcome caused the reactor power to
rise at a steady gradual rate.
Figure 4 shows plots of several temperatures in the HAPLE-X10 Reactor.
All the temperature plots begin at 20C, the initial reactor temperature. The
peak fuel centreline temperature (at the hottest axial plane) is shown for a
fuel element of an 18-element shutdown fuel assembly (see Figure 1). The fuel
temperature responded quickly to the transient reactor power level. The first
peak in the fuel temperature reached 192C. The subsequent peaks corresponded
to the power peaks (see Figure 3) and the gradual rise in the fuel temperature
was caused by the steady increases in the power level and coolant temperature.
The water entering the pumps was a mixture of coolant that has passed through
the core (902) and bypass flow from the pool (10X). The temperature of the
pump inlet water rose from 20 to 35C in 120 s. In this transient scenario,
once the pump water has reached this temperature, the heat exchanger vas
assumed to start removing heat (to a maximum rate of 10 HV) from the water to
maintain it at 35C. The coolant circulation time delayed the ingress of the
cooled water into the inlet plenum. This effect vas seen in the time-wise
displacement of the inlet plenum coolant temperature curve. The temperature
of the coolant entering the pumps exceeded 72C at 440 s. This is the
temperature for the MAPLE-X10 coolant pumping system at which pump cavitation
would commence degrading the coolant mass flow. This added complication vas
not codelled in the simulations presented in this paper. The average pool
water temperature slowly rose to about 28C from 20C by 800 s through mixing
with the varm bypass flow water.
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Figure 5 summarizes the results of the TANK simulation for the second
transient scenario mentioned above. This case is the same as the one
discussed with Figures 3 and 4 except that no heat vas assumed removed from
the coolant by the heat exchanger. The power peaked (16 XV) at the same time
(110 s) as *n the scenario with the heat exchanger on, but there are no
subsequent sharp power peaks, because the coolant inlet temperature (see
Figure 6) vas increasing smoothly. The coolant temperature rose quickly and
caused (in conjunction vith the increased fuel tenperature) the net reactivity
to drop to -0.8 mk by 180 s. The burnout of excess l35 Xe added reactivity
(3.2 mk by 800 s) at a reduced rate from that seen in Figure 3 because the
power level was lower. The added xenon burnout reactivity still caused the
power level to rise from its dip at 4.3 HV at 270 s to S.7 HV by 800 s.
Figure 6 shows that the fuel centreline temperature rises (as in
Figure 5, for the first scenario) to a peak of 192C at 110 s, but then dropped
as the power level subsided. This temperaturu and the inlet plenum coolant
temperature then increased as the power level rose. The pump inlet w&ter
temperature quickly rose to about 60C as no heat vas removed by the heat
exchanger. The inlet plenum coolant temperature vas again delayed by the
15.5 s coolant circulation time. The coolant inlet plenum temperature
increased to 71C by 800 s and the pump inlet water temperature reached 71.5C
at this time, just belov the onset of pump cavitation. The pool temperature
reached 28.2C by 800 s, slightly cooler than in Figure 4.
Figure 7 provides a comparison of the simulations of the two transient
scenarios. The dashed curves correspond to the second scenario in which no
heat exchanger operation was modelled. The solid curves represent the first
scenario where heat exchanger heat removal up to 10 HV vaa modelled once the
pump inlet water temperature reached 3SC. The power level and net reactivity
curves from the simulation of the first scenario have a lot of structure
because of the reactivity effects of the rapidly changing coolant: temperature
(see Figure 4 ) . The curves for the second scenario are much smoother. The
undershoot/overshoot behaviour of the net reactivity curve is typical of
transients in which coolant temperature and density reactivity effects play a
major role.
SUMUKT
This paper describes the reactor kinetics and combined thernalhydraulics
methods and models used in TANK to simulate transient scenarios. The
differential neutron diffusion equations solved for the two-group neutron flux
levels are presented and the scheme developed for modelling various reactivity
feedback mechanisms in TANK is discussed. Spatial 13S Xe build-up and spatial
decay-heat considerations have recently been added to TANK, allowing for more
realism in transient simulations.
Two postulated loss-of-regulation accident scenarios from low power
levels in the MAPLE-X10 Reactor are analyzed and discussed to illustrate the
capabilities of TANK in simulating transient behaviour in nuclear reactors. A
number of observations are made about the behaviour of the HAPLE-X10 Reactor.
The HAPLE-X10 Reactor has negative reactivity feedback effects associated vith
fuel temperature rise and overall water temperature rise.
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CONCLUSIONS
The methodology employed in TANK permits the detailed simulation of
postulated accident scenarios in the HAPLE-X10 Reactor. Neutronic effects and
thermalhydraulic behaviour are equally important and it is necessary to
consider the coupled effects. Preliminary analyses were completed for sample
transient simulations involving a postulated loss-of-regulation accident in
MAFLE-X10, starting from low pover, but with a relatively high concentration
level of l35 Xe and a low concentration level of l J 5 I . This situation is
qualitatively similar to the start-up of the reactor after a poison-out
period.
If the coolant pumping system is operating, but the heat exchanger is
left idle, the coolant wilt heat up fairly quickly. This would cause the
reactor pover level to drop because of the negative reactivity effect of the
rise in water temperature. The burnout of 'he excess U 5 X e , vith the Hf
control and shutdown absorber rods frozen, adds reactivity to the reactor at a
rate, in the short term, that is roughly proportional to the pover level.
This reactivity is compensated by a general increase in reactor fuel and
coolant temperatures.
The consequences of these postulated accidents are minimal within the
short-term, 800-s duration of the simulations. The scenario in which the heat
exchanger was operating reached a higher pover level and higher temperatures.
The temperature of the coolant entering the pumps exceeded the point at vhich
pump cavitation would commence degrading the coolant mass flow. This added
complication was not modelled in the simulations presented.
Thus, it would be advisable to delay the operation of the heat exchanger
heat removal system until it is apparent that the reactor is behaving
properly. In the unlikely event of a LORA, the freedom for the coolant to
heat up quickly vill act to mitigate the transient excursion.
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FIGURE 1: Schematic of KAPLE-X10 Reactor.
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FIGURE 2: TANK Model of MAPLE-X10 Reactor.
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Irradiation Sim

FIGURE 3: Postulated lots-of-rcgulation accident simulated with TANK.
Transient is initiated from a low power level and a high concentration of
13S
Xe. Heat rcaoval rate was 10 MW once the vater temperature exceeded 3SC.
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FIGURE 4: So«e transient vater and fuel teaperatures calculated
in the TANK simulation.
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FIGURE 5: Postulated loss-of-regulation accident simulated with TANK.
Transient was initiated froa a low power level and a high concentration of
13S
Xe. In this scenario there vas no assumed heat reaoval froa the coolant.
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FIGURE 6: Soae transient vater and fuel temperatures calculated
in the TANK siaulation. There vas no heat reaoval froa the coolant.
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FIGURE 7: Comparison of the transient reactor pover and reactivity,
as simulated with TANK., vith and vithout coolant heat reaoval.
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A Lyapunov Function-Free Method for Stability Domains
of Nonlinear Reactors
Chae Yong Yang and Nam Zin Cho
Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology
Department of Nuclear Engineering
P.O. Box 150 Cheongryang, Seoul, Korea
ABSTRACT
A constructive method for estimating asymptotic stability domains of nonlinear reactor
models is developed. The method is based on expansion of a positive definite function
instead of a Lyapunov {unction and thus it is easy to come up with a starting region. The
method starts with the region given by a specific positive definite function and provides a
sequence of regions that eventually converges to the exact stability domain. From a large
starting region, the entire stability region is estimated effectively after sufficient iterations.
It is particularly useful for reactor systems that are stiff. The method is applied to several
nonlinear reactor models known in the literature and the results are compared.
INTRODUCTION
The stability of nonlinear systems depends on the magnitude of initial perturbations
of the variables from equilibrium, unlike linear systems which do not depend on these
perturbations. The system which is linearly stable may not be globally stable. That is,
if the system is stable but not stable in the large, the system may run away for greater
perturbations than the critical perturbation. Thus, one of our interests is to determine the
largest region of initial perturbations for which the system is stable.
In this study we characterize the stability of nonlinear reactor systems using bifurcation
theory and develop a constructive method to estimate the entire stability domain of the
steady-state operating point. We propose a new method to determine the entire stability
region that is applicable to general nonlinear systems and that is particularly useful for
stiff systems. The new method for estimating the stability regions is based on the stability
definitions of Lyapunov itself. The method requires only a positive definite function instead
of a Lyapunov function to come up with a starting region. Thus, the determination of a
starting region is easy. From the starting region, the entire stability region is estimated
after sufficient iterations by using an expansion scheme.
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STABILITY OF NONLINEAR SYSTEMS
We consider a dynamics syatem governed by the nonlinear differential equation of the
form
n

J = /(*,M),

xeR ,

(l)

where x = x{t) € Rn is a vector valued function of dependent variables and JJ is a parameter
vector that determines the design or operating condition of the system. It is of our interest
to examine dynamics of the nonlinear system around equilibrium solutions.
Consider that the system Eq. (1) has the equilibrium solution x, at the origin 0, of
which stability is to be treated. The definitions of stability are given by Lyapunov as
follows1 (See Fig. 1).
Definition 1
The equilibrium solution x, is stable if there is an r < R such that if
ll*(«o)|| < S(r)
then

for all t > to and any R.
Definition I
The equilibrium solution i , is asymptotically stable if it is stable and x(t) tends to x,
as time increases indefinitely.
We define a scalar energy function V(z) said to be positive definite with the following
properties:
(a) V(z) is continuous together with its first partial derivatives in a certain open region
f) around x,
(b)V(z.)=0
(c) V(z) > 0 in n except z.
If in addition V < 0 in Q, V is called a Lyapunov function.
Theorem 1: Stability theorem (LaSalle and Lefschetz1)
If there exists a Lyapunov function V(z) in some neighborhood Q of z,, then the
equilibrium solution x, is stable.
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Theorem t: Asymptotic stability theorem (LaSalle and Lefachetz1)
If there exists a positive definite V(z) with V < 0 in some neighborhood Q of x,, then
the equilibrium solution x, is asymptotically stable.
A N EXPANSION METHOD FOR FINDING STABILITY DOMAINS
The existence of a Lyapunov function implies stability of the system in a particular
region. The problem is that a particular Lyapunov function is a strong sufficient condition
for stability but that it is not to provide necessary conditions. We do not guarantee that the
entire stability domain u discovered in this manner, which is what one wants in practice. In
other words, there exists no method for finding a suitable Lyapunov function V(z) offering
the entire stability domain.
To find a Lyapunov function giving the entire stability region requires insight and
is artistry. The local Lyapunov function obtained from the Lyapunov equation generally
provides far smaller domain than the entire stability region, because the Lyapunov equation
is obtained for infinitesimal perturbations around an equilibrium solution.
Chiang and Thorp2 proposed a method that can estimate the entire stability regions,
based on expansion of a Lyapunov function. However, some nonlinear systems may require
long computing times to obtain the accurate stability region using this method. In particular, for stiff systems in whiii fast and slowly varying variables coexist some variables
within the stability region consume long times to intersect the given starting boundary.
Furthermore, in higher order systems it is very difficult to determine the level values of
the Lyapunov function, in particular, the critical level value. We provide in the following
a theorem to overcome these problems. First we define $(zo; t) : R —» Rn as a trajectory
defined by z(t), the solution of the system after t from an initial point i(0) = x0, and we
need a definition and a lemma.
Definition 3 3
A point p is said to be in the w-limit set (positive limiting set) of z if corresponding
to each e > 0 and T > 0, there is a t > T with the property that ||$(z; t) - p\\ < c.
One of the fundamental properties of the w-limit set is as follows. If $(z; t) a bounded
for c > 0, then its w-limit set is nonempty.
Lemma 1
For a nonlinear system for which an equilibrium point (x. = 0) is asymptotically stable,
consider the asymptotic stability region S of the equilibrium point and its boundary dS.
Let D be a set consisting of w-limit sets (not including x, itself) of any point in the state
space of Eq. (1). Let Kj be a compact set containing no other equilibrium points and DO
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points in D. Then, (i) there exists inside Ki a set £<» that contains S and that every
trajectory $(x; -t) starting in Soa approaches dS as t increases, and (ii) every trajectory
starting from a subset of Sx that is outside 5 eventually leaves 5 ^ .
Proof. The lemma follows trivially from the definitions of the sets 5, S^,, D, and Kj
(see Fig. 2).
Theorem S
Consider a nonlinear system for which an equilibrium point (x, = 0) is asymptotically
stable and a positive definite function W(x) : Rn —* R for the equilibrium point. Let AT3 be
a compact set containing no other equilibrium points and no points in D as in Lemma 1.
Then, there exists a £ > 0 such that for the connected set SW,{Q • = {x € Rn :W(x) <
£ and x 6 Kj), the ^-expanded region Sw,{£) : = {x € Rn : Wt(x) - W(*{*;*)) < £}
converges to the stability region as t increases.
Proof. From Lemma 1, the boundary dS^, is outside the stability boundary 3 5 of
interest but it is inside Kt- We can choose a positive £ so that 5jyo{{) is in S^, since we
know from Lemma 1 that 5*, is nonempty and W(x) is a positive definite function. Not-;
that the i-expanded region Sw, ( 0 consists of all starting points x of which trajectories at
t, $(x;t), enter in the region Swo{£)- Consider a general case that Swo{£) consists of a
subset of 5 and a set outside S. First, consider all points that are outside 5 and in Swo(£)
(unstable subset in the starting region). From Lemma 1, the trajectories from these starting
points leave 5iv s (() after come finite time and eventually leave 5oo. Furthermore 4(z; —t)
eventually approaches 3 5 as ( increases. Hence, in expanding Wt(x) = W($(x,i)) < (
with t, this subset approaches the stability boundary 3 5 as t increases. Next, consider all
points in S. There exists some finite time f, such that the trajectory starting from this
subset enters in S\yo{$) n 5 at U. In fact, $(x;t) with these starting points approach the
equilibrium point x3 due to the properties of asymptotic stability. Some of the points that
start from 5 may leave Swo{() n 5 for a while but will enter again in 5»v(£) n 5 after
some finite time. Therefore, the t-expauded region Wt(x) = W($(z,t)) < £ eventually
converges to S as t increases. Fig. 2 shows that the expanded regions eventually disappear
at an unstable subset and expand at a stable subset. •
Remark*: A point to note in application of the theorem is how to choose the level value (,
largest as possible, so that 5W0(£) is still within 5 ^ . For many systems, 5a, is a large set
around S. Reactor dynamics systems generally have a trivial solution corresponding to the
zero power state and a nonzero solution corresponding to the operating power state (some
feedback systems can have several nonzero solutions). For most of these reactor systems
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Soo is easily determined. That is, the positive domain of the state space (inside Ki), which
is physically meaningful, usually becomes S^.
We can estimate the entire stability region by a procedure based on Theorem 3. Note
that the starting function W(x) need not be a Lyapunov function in contrast to that of
the method of Chiang and Thorp2. We require a positive definite function as the starting
function. Generally it is very easy to obtain a positive definite function for the system,
because the positive definite function can be found independently of the dynamical system.
The procedure yields a sequence of positive definite functions, which is used to estimate
the interim regions through the following scheme:

Wi(z)=W(9(*;ti))<(.

(2)

Eq. (2) can be rewritten using t,- = t • d as

W(x) < t,

Wi(x) = Wi-1(*(x;d))<Z.

(3)

A suitable numerical scheme is used for following the trajectory $(x;t)- We emphasize
that the interim region after i time steps, Wi{x) < f, is estimated not by solving the
differential equation and finding all trajectories up to t = £,, but by solving the algebraic
equation Wi[x) -• f. A point to note is that we cannot guarantee whether each of the
resulting interim regions is in the entire stability region, hence, we find the stability region
only after sufficient expansions. However, this is not a severe problem because, if we choose
a suitable value of £, the interim regions converge very quickly.
la particular, in dealing with stiff systems, the cause of problem is that the starting
stability region obtained from the usual method is far smaller than the exact stability region
and thus the trajectory starting from the initial points around the boundary of the exact
stability region takes too much time to arrive on the starting stability boundary. In many
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cases, we can choose £ easily. Hence, we can estimate the exact stability region effectively
by using a starting region that is relatively large (choosing large £) based on Theorem 3.
The procedure is as follows:
(1) Find a positive definite function W(x).
(2) Choose a suitable level value £ of the positive definite function W(x).
(3) Construct a new positive definite function by expansion of the present positive
definite function.
(4) Determine the interim region from the new positive definite function using the
£ from Step (2).
(5) Repeat Steps (3) and (4) until the estimated region converges.
In general, it is difficult to find roots of the tth expanded equation W^(x) — £ such as
Eqs. (2) and (3) directly. We can find their roots from a given function W (x) of a known
mathematical form. An efficient implementation of Newton-Raphson method for finding
roots of the ith expanded function is described in Ref. 4.
APPLICATIONS TO REACTOR MODELS
One-Temperature Feedback Model
Consider the effective-lifetime model with a one-region temperature coefficient and a
power-coefficient, aa formulated by Devooght and Smets5.
dn
^

p
= Kn-1T,

(4)

p = p0 - aT - an,
where K is the power coefficient, a is the temperature coefficient, f is the reciprocal time
constant of heat loss, and po is the external reactivity. Steady-state solutions (n,,T,) of this
system are a zero solution (0,0) and a nonzero solution {no,To) = (a]?+~K>
«• f!? ) .
For po > 0, the zero solution corresponds to a zero power state that is unstable for
infinitesimal disturbances (linearly unstable) and the nonzero solution (no,To) corresponds
to an operating power state that may or may not be stable for infinitesimal disturbances
(linearly stable or not, respectively) depending upon the parameter n = Q. It is of our
interest to see how the operating state of the reactor responds to large disturbances.
Choosing the parameters K - 50, j — 1, f = - 1 , and 7 = 10, the steady-state
solution diagram and linear stability of each solution are shown in Fig. 3 as a function of
the parameter fi. Running the BIFOR2 code8, we obtain that /i cr = 40 is a Hopf bifurcation
point and stable limit cycles exist at \i slightly larger than ftcr.
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Let x = n — no and y = T - 7b, then the system Eq. (4) is transformed into the
following form:
dx

—KX

- ay,

Tt = —1

,

{x + no)>

(5)

The zero power state is also transformed into (—no, —To) and the operating power state is
transformed into (0,0).
Devooght and Smets5 used four methods to determine the nonlinear stability region
of the operating power state (0,0): topological method, Lyapunov's second method, Aizermann's method, and Rosen's method. As a result, applications of Lyapunov's second
method yielded the largest domain of stability than other methods. Each of the stability
regions estimated by four methods is still very small compared with the entire stability domain. Hence, we want to find the entire stability region by applying the method described
in this paper.
The Lyapunov function used by Devooght and Smets may be written as

£•

m

The region of nonlinear asymptotic stability is determined by plotting the curve V — Vmtx
that is just tangent to *3r- = 0.
We will find the stability region in the case of n = 6. V max turns out to be 26.05.7
First, let us use Chiang and Thorp's method given in Ref. 2. V a u c is the critical level value
•7 defined in this method. We determine the stability region by starting with the given
Lyapunov function Eq. (6). By repeating the procedure of the expansion scheme of the
Lyapunov function with the critical level value tj = 26.05, we obtain a sequence of stability
regions of the operating point (0,0), as shown in Fig. 4.
The stability region of the operating state is not * closed set but an open set in phase
space. That is, the stability domain expands continually as the number of expansions of
the Lyapunov function increases.
Let us now estimate the stability region by using the new method described in this
paper, that starts from a positive definite function. The sequence of regions expanded
from W(x,y) = V(x,y) in Eq. (6), which is a positive definite function, is sketched in
Fig. 5. We used an arbitrary choice £ = 100. The unstable subset of the starting region
given as Sv(£) disappears after a few expansions because its dynamics evolves very quickly.
With a comparable number of expansions, the stability regions identified by the new method
are much wider than those identified by the method of Chiang and Thorp.
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Xenon-Feedback Model
Chernick, Leliouche, and Wollman* considered the space-independent kinetics equations to investigate dynamics of a reactor with xenon and temperature effects. They showed
the boundednesa of the solution for a reactor with negative prompt flux coefficient, which
is a stable limit cycle around the equilibrium solution. Recently, Riiwan-uddin9 presented
results obtained using the BIFDD code for this simple reactor model of space-independent
xenon oscillations. He showed that, depending on the value of po. subcritical or supercritical Hopf bifurcation occurs and hence there exist unstable or stable limit cycle solutions
at various operating points in 7 - pa parameter space.
The space-independent kinetics equations they used are as follows:
,
dX

(7)

where A' and / are the Xe13i and / I S S concentrations, respectively, 7 is the overall flux
coefficient, and po is the external reactivity at a steady-state point. Steady-state solutions

{4>.,X.Jt) are (0,0,0) and {+o,Xo,Io).
When the parameters are given as or, = 3 x KT^cm', y,- = 6.4 x 10"*, y, = 0,
A, = 2.09 x 10-»/«c, Xi = 2.67 x IQ-'/tee, I = O.Uee, £ , = 0.05cm- 1 , c = 1.5, and
7 — 0.03 x 1 0 ~ u , a bifurcation diagram in 7 — po parameter space is given in Ref. 9. Using
the BIFOR2 code, we find three Hopf bifurcation points, of which one leads to supercritical
bifurcation (stable limit cycle) and the other two lead to subcritical bifurcations (unstable
limit cycles) as the value of po increases. The solution diagram is shown in Fig. 6.
Let x = + - fa, y = X - Xo, and z — I - Io, then the sysUm becomes

^ = (y.S/ - vMx

- (A, + a,^o)y + A,-*,

(8)

dz
-- =
and the corresponding steady-state solutions (x»,y«,-*,) become (—^o>~-^o> ~^o
(0,0,0).
Since the xenon feedback model Eq. (8) is a stiff system, it is very time consuming
to determine the entire stability region by using Chiang and Thorp's method, which is
not practical in current computation. This is overcome by increasing the time step using
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an implicit scheme and by expanding the starting positive definite function using the new
method.
Following the procedure of the new method given in this paper, we can effectively find
the stability boundary of xenon oscillation of the equilibrium point (0,0,0). Choosing a
specific positive definite function W(x,y,x) = 100xJ + 10y* + z 1 and a level value ( =
1 x 101*, we obtain the stability region converged at about 7,000 expansions (using fully
implicit scheme). The stability region cut by the / = 0 plane for po = 5.7 x 10~* is shown
in Fig. 7.
CONCLUSIONS
We have developed a constructive method for estimating asymptotic stability domains
of nonlinear reactor models: a new method that is based on expansion of any positive
definite function instead of a Lyapunov function. This new method allows us to estimate
the exact stability domain more easily even for stiff systems, compared to the existing
methods that require knowledge of the Lyapunov function.
We applied these methods to several reactor models reported in the literature. The
results show that the methods in this paper, in particular, the new expansion method
provides estimates of the exact stability domains much more effectively, while the existing
methods identify only small subsets, if at all, of the entire stability domains.
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Figure 1. Definitions of subility: LaSalle and Lefschetz (1961)

Figure 2. Time trajectories around thtf stability region S
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ABSTRACT
A generalized Runge-Kutla method has been employed in the numerical integration of the stiff space-time diffusion
equations. The method is fourth-order accurate, using an embedded third-order solution to arrive at an estimate of the
truncation error for automatic timestep control. The efficiency of the Runge-Kutta method is enhanced by a block factorization technique that exploits the sparse structure of the matrix system resulting from the space and energy discretized form of the time-dependent neutron diffusion equations. Preliminary numerical evaluation using a onedimensional finite difference code shows the sparse matrix implementation of the generalized Runge-Kutta method to
be highly accurate and efficient when compared to an optimized iterative tbeta method.

INTRODUCTION
Several time differencing methods have been developed for the solution of the space-time diffusion equations. Example* include the theta method1'1, the improved quasi-static method4 , the stiffness confinement method6, and the
exponential transform method7. Recently, an implicit generalized Runge-Kutta (GRK) method developed by Kaps
and Rentrop 8 ' has been applied successfully to the solution of the point kinetics equations10. The Kaps-Renlrop
GRK method has been shown to be more accurate and efficient than other time differencing techniques for point
kinetics transients due to its higher order and syslemttic variable timestep algorithm'1. This paper describes a sparse
matrix implementation of the Kapt-Rentrop GRK method that is suitable for space-lime diffusion applications.

KAPS-RENTROP GENERALIZED RUNGE-KUTTA FORMULAS
We begin with the following initial value problem:

/(*) -/(>(*))
where
jf(jr) at vector of N dependent variables,
/ (x) = vector of / (x) derivatives with respect to x, and
J-(*o) - J o -
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(l)

To advance the system solution from x0 to x 0 + h, the Kapt-Rentrop CRK method8'9 forms the following general
solution:

2
'" l

where
h = step size,
^ » number of stages,
ci = fixed expansion constants, and
ki x vector of expansion coefficients.

The Ac, vectors are found by solving a system of N linear equations for 5 different right band sides8:
1-1

•-1

.

[/-rVf<Jo>> " */(*>+ S^/J
/-I

where
/ s identity matrix,
Y, yi;, a(;. x problem independent fixed constants,
/ ( . . . ) » explicit function evaluation, and
f'(ya)

* N x N /acobi matrix of partial derivatives, —

The Kaps-Rentrop scheme employs a Runge-Kutta-Fehlbeif method12 to obtain an embedded estimate for
y(xo + h). This is accomplished by computing a lower order estimate, f(xo + h), using different expansion constants, c,, for i - 1, . . . 3 , where 1 < s, but (be kt expansion coefficients remain the same. The smallest values allowing an embedded solution are i * 3 and s * 4, resulting in a fourth-order method8.
Expanding Eq. (3) for J * 4 yields the four linear equation systems to be solved for the kt vectors9:

(i)

[/-YVCTO)]*I •

VW

7*1 + 7*2
(4)

+

a

a

«41*1 + 43*J + 4}*3) + 7 * 1

+

7*2 + 7*3 •

Each integration step requires one L-U decomposilion of the matrix [/ - yhf'{y0) ] followed by four back-substitution steps to determine the four k, vectors.
The fixed expansion constants, y, y^, and at/, result from solving the "equations of condition" associated with the
Runge-Kutu method. Kaps and Rentrop provide two sets of constants and their associated regions of stability*. The
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set chosen for this study, denoted as GRK4T, is A (89.3°) -stable for the fourth-order method and has been shown to
perform better than other constant sets ui numerical tests". The constants are listed in Table 1.

AUTOMATIC STEPSIZE CONTROL
The Kaps-Rentrop method exploits the availability of both third- and fourth-order estimates oty(xa
step size automatically8. If we denote:

+ h) to control

(5)

and

then the exact solution, ; „ , „ , can then be expressed as:
(6)

where gilh and gtlk represent higher order teims. Thus, the maximum scaled truncation error for the step is:
(7)

Err » max

where ylcml in an appropriate scaling vector. For a successful integration step, we require the maximum scaled truncation error to be smaller than a specified error tolerance, e:
(8)

Err < i .

In order for the next limestcp, hmtu, to be successful, we also require:

(max\h*ttlttlk,tMI\\

If we assume g,lhj,,,,

(9)

- ttlk, an estimate of A,,,,can be made:
1
h

""l<h[ErT)

(10)

Finally, to reduce the number of stept that are rejected and to prevent a zig-zag behavior in successful step sizes, a
safety factor of 0.9 is included in the determination of A a(I( , and hHttl is bounded:

(11)
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APPLICATION OF THE KAPS-RENTROP METHOD TO THE TIME-DEPENDENT DIFFUSION EQUATIONS
The next two sections describe the implemenlation of the Kaps-Renlrop method for spice-time diffusion theory
applications. The few-group, time-dependent diffusion equations without group skipping are written as:

forg - 1,..., G
<12>

and

for/

- I

L

where the spatial indexing has been suppressed for simplicity. In matrix form, Eqs. (12) become:

where
y -

* 1 ,* 2 ,...,* c ,c 1 ,c 2 c] '

M = total number of nodes,
G x number of flux energy groups,
L - number of delayed neutron precursor groups, and
ffj s coefficient matrix arising from the lime dependent diffusion equations.
Figure 1 presents the generic structure of the [f] matrix for a three-dimensional, two flux energy group and six
delayed neutron precursor group problem. It is important to note that the difference in the matrix structure for one-,
two-, or three-dimensional geometries is manifested in the G three-, five-, or seven-stripe diagonal flux blocks.
The Kaps-Rentrop Jacobi matrix, [/- yA/'(/ 0 )l. retains the structure of the [f] coefficient matrix. Therefore, each
timestep requires one L-U decomposition of a matrix with the structure of Figure I, followed by four back-substitutions to obtain the four k, expansion coefficient vectors. It is obvious that, for a Inrge number of nodes, an L-U
decomposition of the full matrix becomes prohibitive. Iterative solution methods are not thought practical in this situation for two reasons. First, four complete iterative solutions must be performed each timestep to obtain the four Jc,
vectors. Second, the ki vectors can be numerically very close to zero for mild transients and are identically zero for a
null (extended steady state) transient. Iterating on near-zero values leads to slow convergence behavior for sundard
iterative procedures. Therefore, a direct matrix solution procedure tailored to the sparse matrix structure of Figure 1
has been developed and is described next.
SPARSE MATRIX L-U DECOMPOSITION ALGORITHM
The structure of the Jacobi Matrix (Figure 1) lends itself easily to a block factorization L-U decomposition technique.
The sparse structure is ot a doubly-bordered block diagonal form13. This section describes an efficient block factorization technique, referred to in reference 13 as "one-way dissection," that can be used to solve a system having a
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doubly-bordered block diagonal form. This method reduces the solution computational time when complied to i
standard L-U decomposition of the full matrix system. Also, storage reduction techniques that reduce the amount of
required memory have been implemented.
We begjn by breakjngthe Jacobi matrix into blocks denoted by fo.l in Figure 2. Because the structures of the
1
T
>ln<* p*22j matrices are known, they can be stored in vectoi rather than matrix form:
1) The diagonal matrix \A72 (M-LXM-L)

is stored in 1 vector of length M-L.

2) The matrix £l]2~] (M • C x M • L) is stored by row in a vector of length M-G
3) The matrix M2 1 (MLxMG)

is stored by column in a vector of length

Currently, storage of the CijH matrix remains full (MG xM-G),
exploited to reduce storage.

L.

MGL.

although its sparse structure can also be

Given the matrix system with multiple right band sides, (AJ^I " A,, the one-way dissection proceeds as follows:
1) Decompose the system matrix, \ A \ , into blocks as described above. Note that the constant vector and the
unknown vector will each be split into two pieces, bujb2ijcu, and k2i, respectively.
2)Compute:
Note that this operation can be performed efficiently because inverting the C i J matrix is trivial and
the product operations involve only vector multiplication. The \D^A mitrurreains the structure of the
original [A,J block.

3) Perform an L-U decomposition on the ( D U 1 matrix. Currently, an L-U decomposition is perfonned on
the full [b.,1 matrix. For large problems or many neutron energy groups, the sparse structure of this
matrix ntusfalso be exploited with an appropriate decomposition technique.
For each of the four t, vectors and associated constant vectors, fc,, from the Kaps-Rentrop equations (Eq. 5):
(15)

4)Compute^,- - [ M J J ] " * : , .

5)Solve: \p^qu

- bu - \A^71

6) Then *„• - qu and * a -

ft,

for qu by back substitution.

- \A^ ^ k

(16)

(l7)
u

In summary, for each Kaps-Rentrop integration step, steps (1) through Q) must be performed once to arrive at the LU form of the l£>u] matrix. Steps (4) through (6) must then be performed four times to compute the k{ vectors. The
most CPU intektiVE step of the sparse matrix algorithm is the L-U decomposition in step (3).

METHOD EVALUATION USING A ONE-DIMENSIONAL FINITE-DIFFERENCE CODE
The sparse matrix block factorization implementation of the Kaps-Rentrop method (denoted as K-R Sparse) was
evaluated using a one-dimensional finite-difference code. The K-R Spirse algorithm was complied to the Kaps-Rentrop method witb an L-U decomposition performed on the full Kapt-Rentrop Jacobi matrix (hereafter referred to as
K-R Full). The K-R Sparse algorithm was also compared to an optimized Theta method employing a block succes-
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sive over-relaxation (block-SOR) technique14. The Theta method was optimized for the one-dimensional finite-difference code by (1) using an explicit solution method for the (1-D) tridiagonal flux blocks15, (2) computing an
optimum over-relaxation parameter from the spectral radius of the Jacobi iteration matrix, (3) choosing the implicit
method (0 - 1) for both fluxes and precursors and (4) employing a slep-doubling technique fo? error control and
automatic timestep selection .
Several transient comparisons were made for a one-dimensional geometry based on the ANL benchmark problem
BSS-616. The geometry and group constant data are presented in Figure 3 and Table 2, respectively. All transients
were initialed from a lightly convened solution obtained using the finite-difference option of the KAPL Nodal
Expansion Method code, N O D E X . All reported CPU times are for a single processor on a CRAY YMP/8.

Transient 1: Ramp Reactivity Increase
The first transient involved a 1% linear decrease of Region 1 thermal absorption cross section in 1.0 second (ANL
BSS-6-A2)16. Each model consisted of 120 nodes. The initial timestep size was 1.0E-3 seconds and ibe relative truncation error tolerance, e, was chosen to be 1.0E-2 for both the Kaps-Rentrop and Tbeta method to ensure accurate
solutions. Table 3 summarizes the results and Figure 4 is a plot of power versus time. From Table 3, it can be seen that
both the Kaps-Rentrop and Tbeta method are very accurate (error in total power at t»4 seconds is less than 0.4%), but
the K-R Sparse method required fewer timesteps due to its higher order accuracy and required significantly less CPU
time Uian did the Tbeta method. The effects of the block factorization technique and the unproved vector storage can
be seen in the K-R Sparse versus K-R Full results. The two implementations of the Kaps-Rentrop method produce
identical results, but the sparse matrix implementation executes the transient in l/40th of (he CPU time and requires
1/25ih of the storage.
Transient 2: Sinusoidal Reactivity Perturbation
The second transient was a sinusoidal reactivity perturbation due to a sinusoidal variation of Region 1 thermal
absorption cross section by 1% with a period of 1.0 second continuously for four seconds. Node size, error tolerance,
and initial timestep size remained the same as in Transient 1. Table 4 and Figure 5 present Ibe results of this simulation. Both the Kaps-Rentrop and Theta method exhibit similar accuracy, forced by the truncation error tolerance
requirements. The results of this transient highlight the benefit of the fourth-order Runge-Kuna method over the firstorder Theta method. The Kaps-Rentrop method required only 92 timesteps and 8.8 seconds to complete the transient,
whereas the Theta method required 2.7 time* as many steps and over forty times more CPU time.
EXTENSION OF KAPS-RENTROP METHOD TO OTHER PROBLEM SIZES
The results presented in this paper involve a one-dimensional geometry with 120 nodes. A question arises as to how
well the Kaps-Rentrop method performs for larger problems. For the 1-D finite difference cases, a parametric study
was performed comparing CPU time per timeslep versus problem size for the Kaps-Rentrop method and optimized 1D Tbeta method. Because both Kaps-Rentrop methods use a direct L-U decomposition, the CPU time per limestep
scales roughly as tf\ where tf - M (G + £) for K-R Full, and S - Af • G for K-R Sparse. The iterative blockSOR Theta method scales approximately linearly with S, where N - M- (G +1) .Therefore, at some problem size
(roughly 600 nodes for the sinusoid problem), the K-R Sparse algorithm requires more CPU time per timestep than
does the Theta method. However, recall that Kaps-Rentrop look three times fewer steps to complete the transient,
indicating that the K-R Sparse method would still require less total CPU time for a 960 node problem.
For three-dimensional geometries, the Kaps-Rentrop CPU time per timestep curve would remain basically the same
because we are performing an L-U decomposition on Ibe full [ 0 , 1 flux matrix (MGxMG).
TbeTbeU method
will necessarily become more expensive because the flux blocks will lose the desirable tridiagonal structure. Therefore, the CPU time per timestep comparison would favor the Kaps-Rentrop Sparse method for 3-D geometries. For
veryjarge three-dimensional problems, a more efficient L-U decomposition algorithm exploiting the structure of the
foj matrix must be employed.

CONCLUSIONS
This paper has described a variable timeslep Generalized Runge-Kutu method suitable for time-dependent diffusion
theory applications. The basic method, timeslep control, and sparse matrix implementation are derived from sound
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mathematical theory. The method utilizes a direct matrix solution algorithm, therefore its CPU time per timestep
behavior is invariant to (he type of transient and depends only on the problem size. The sparse matrix implementation
of the Kaps-Rentrop GRK method is fourth-order accurate and very efficient for the range of 1-D test problems investigated. The Kaps-Rentrop sparse matrix method took consistently fewer timesteps and less CPU time when compared to an optimized 1-D Tbeta method.
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TABLE 1. GRK4T Expaasioa Coutaatt (rcfcrcacc t)
Y

-0.231

hi

= 0.311254483294

Y32 = 0.852445628482E-2

= 0.282816832044

Y42 =-0.457959483281

Y?1 «-0.270629667752

= -0.111208333333
Q

= 0.462

21

• -0.815668168327E-1
= -0.717088504499
= -0.590906172617E1
= 0.217487371653
'0.0

0.961775150166
0.177617912176E-l
0.486229037990
0.296283590357

TABLE 2. ANL BSS-4 bitta] Two Group COMUMU (rcftrtacc U )
Constant
£i

(cm)

Region 1,3
1.5

D2

(cm)

0.5

S

l-2

v2 r t

Region 2
1.0
0.5

(cm 1 )

0.026

0.02

(cm 1 )

0.18

0.08

(cm 1 )

0.015

0.01

(cm 1 )

0.010

0.005

(cm 1 )

0.2

0.099

Xi

1.0

1.0

x2

0.0

0.0

(cm/s)

1.0E+7

1.0E+7

(cm/s)

3.0E+5

3.0E+5

Removal cross sectioa includes capture, fission, and downscatter.

Delayed Neutron Parameters

P

\ (s1)

1

0.00025

0.0124

Group

2

0.00164

0.0305

3

0.00147

0.1110

4

0.00296

0.3010

5

0.00086

1.1400

6

0.00032

3.0100
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TABLE 3. CoiaparkoB tt Kapt-Rcutrop aadThcfa Mctkod Pcrformaacc: 1-D Ramp Trauicat
Reference1

Method

K-R Sparse

K-R Full

Thett Method

120

120

120

Error Tolerance2

120
...

0.01

0.01

0.01

Number of Nodes
Initial Timeslep Size (s)

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.O01

Tout Number of Timestepj

4000

28

41

Total CPU Time 3 (s)

NA

28
2.7

109.1

81.5

Required Storage (MWords)

NA

0.075

1.86

Relative Power
t x 0.0 s

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

t = O.ls

1.028

1.028

1.028

1.028

t = 0.2s

1.063

1.062

1.062

1.061

t * 0.5 s
t«1.0s
t = 1.5 s
t*2.0s
t * 3.0 s

1.205

1.204

1.204

1.202

1.740

1.738

1.738

1.736

1.959

1.957

1.957

1.956

2.166

2.163

2.163

2.163

2.606

2.602

2.602

2.599

3.108

3.102

3.102

3.096

Region 1

0.4424

0.4425

0.4425

0.4424

Region 2

0.4306

0.4303

0.4303

0.4303

Region 3

0.1272

0.1271

0.1271

0.1272

t » 4.01
Regional Power Fractions at t m 4.0 s

TABLE 4. Comparison of Kap*-R*alr»p aad Tbcla Method ftrfonMBce: 1-D Sinusoid Transient
Reference5

Method

K-R Sparse

Theta Method

120

120

Error Tolerance

120
...

0.01

0.01

0.01

Initial Timestep Size (s)

0.0001

0.001

0.001

0.001

Total Number of Timestsps

40.000

92
8.8

92

252

357.7

373.3

Number of Node?,

3

Total CPU Time (s)

15,910

120

K-R Full

'reference for ramp is RAUMZEIT wilfc a fixed 0.001 second timestep (reference 16)
Relative error tolerance used in automatic limestep control
3
4

single processor on CRAY YMP/8

Theta method not optimized for storage

Reference for sinusoid is Theta method with a fixed 0.0001 second limestep
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FIGURE 1. Geacrk Structure of the Time-Dependent Diffissioa Equation Coefllcieiit Matrix
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FIGURE 4: ANL B S S - 6 - A 2 , RAMP REACTIVITY
120 NODES. 2 FLUX. 6 PRECURSOR GROUPS
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FIGURE 5: ANL BSS-6, SINUSOIDAL REACTIVITY
120 NODES, 2 FLUX. 6 PRECURSOR GROUPS
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THE MODIFIED SOURCE ITERATION METHOD
FOR PEW-GROUP SPACE-TIME DEPENDENT NEUTRON KINETIC EQUATIONS
V.G. Zimin and N,V. Sohukin
Moscow Engineering Physical Institute,
31, Kashirskoe shosse, Moscow, 115409, USSR
ABSTRACT
Time-dependent formulations of the few-group space-dependent
neutron kinetic equations are obtained using fully-implioit
(baokward-difference) approximations to the time derivatives. The
fully-implicit equations can be solved at eaoh time step using
iterative procedures similar to those applied in static
calculations. Usually, it's traditional source iteration method
based on the standard combination of outer and inner iterations.
However, as the results of numerical experiments and the
presented analysis have shown, convergence rate of this algorithm
in the transient calculations is not satisfactory.
Modified
souroe
iteration
method t with
improved
characteristics is presented. Results of the executed analysis
and numerical experiments show, that presented method is 10-30
times faster' than source iteration method. Such essential
increase of the proposed method efficiency is due to faster
converging iteration process and analytical presentation of the
Neumann series sum for the inhomogeneous equation solution.
This method is useful for various techniques of spaoe
approximation and permits to use acceleration techniques proved
for statio calculations.

INTRODUCTION
During the last years substantial efforts have been made in
the development of advanced oomputer codes for the on-line
transient analysis of a nuolear power plant. Some of the reasons
for this growing interest are increased aoouraoy of the
simulation demands and licensing requirements to analyze
off-nominal core conditions. In the most modern oomputer programs
for describing power distribution few-group space-dependent
kinetics models are used. As suoh codes have to operate on the
mini-computer at the reactor site, undsr their development
advanced numerical techniques are employed. For the spatial
approximation of the neutron kinetio equations a large amount of
coarse-mesh and nodal methods are suggested
. As in
multidimensional case, the obtained system of the
ordinary
differential equations have too many variables, for .time
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approximation first order fully implicit schemes are used*"*
Sometimes, for analysis of the subcritioal and delayed critical
transients, also "prompt jump" approximation is applied. Then,
iteration methods are employed for system solution. As a rule, as
outer iterations organization method the
source iteration
method, the same as for a statio problem, is used.
FORMULATION OP PROBLEM
The starting point for both methods is the set of few-group
space-time dependent neutron kinetic equations written in matrix
form as
(1)

- \Ct(t)

(2)

The notation is fairly standard.
Integrating equation (2) on time interval [ t ^ t ^ h delayed
neutron precursors equations are obtained:
i-exp(-VAt)
Ct(t+At)=Cv(t)exp(-\At)H
•
(3vP«(t+At)
(3)
A*i

Substitute (3) to (1) and using fully implicit time-differenoing
scheme, equation (1) is approximated by:

lvXtexp(-\At)Ci(t>+ —

v"» *<t)

(4)

Equation (4) may be written ae follows:
*(t+At) = B <J(t+At) +f

(5)

Suppose, that space and energy approximation of the
equations conducted by suoh a way, that operator B satisfies the
following conditions? B - linear operator; eigenfunctions set of
the B-operator is oomplete; maximum module of the matrix B's
eigenvalue \o is less than 1.
Then iteration prooess:
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4>v**= B

tf+t

(6).

converges to equation (5) solution, and as result, to the
equation (4) solution, i.e.:
lim <t>1 = «(t+At)
(.-•00

with arbitrary initial vector <J>°.
TRADITIONAL SOURCE ITERATION METHOD
By using as outer iteration method of the souroe iteration
method there are

B[

1

I

f =f — v~* + L p f v

-t

+ X. T VC. <t) exp(-X. At)] (8)

J
L At
J I
At
*^t
Evaluate iteration process (6) oonvergenoy rate. To do so,
from both parts of equation (5) subtract both parts of equation
(6). Meaning & = *(t+At)-<t>v, obtain

S1*1 - B &

(9)

Expression (7) corresponds to iteration prooess for homogeneous
equation solution:
H

= B 8.

(10)

Initial value of error 0° can be expanded into a operator B
eigenfunotione <pk:

k»o

then:
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a,

a o <po

<pk =

a, (

k=O

Taking only first term obtain:
lim 5L a (\o)L a o (po - 0 , that is |6 l | « a o \Xo\l
i -KO

Evaluate maximum number of iterations Tt, necessary for required
error e=e"N, suggesting, that a o - 1:

ao)

N

T <e

' V-

\o)

Although, in the case of transient on delayed neutrons,
fully implicit scheme does not impose essential restrictions on
the time step size At on stability and accuracy, iteration
process converges slowly (A-o* 1 ) and for required aoouracy
achievement e~ N the number of iterations required is:
N

11

The large number of iterations in this traditional algorithm
is due to very slow speed of approximation to neutron flux
amplitude, even if the space-energy distribution has been
settled.

MODIFIED METHOD
We propose to modify iteration process, having stayed in the
framework of the source iteration method. Prom both parts of the
equation (6), written for i+1th ptep, both part of equation,
written for preceding step are subtracted. Meaning the difference
between
values of neutron flux on the two next iterations as
A1 = (f)1* - cpl, for Av is obtained expression, similar to
iteration process (7):

A1 = B A 1

(12)

As a result
l i m Av

(13)

V-HJO

Note, that
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(U)
i.e.

A .

(15)

k=o

According to that, it is possible to build iteration process as
follows. Supposing the initial distribution* , <s is calculated:
**- B $°+f,

(16)

from this, A =$ -$ will be found. Further, approximated solution
from equation (15) is constructed, where A is defined from
iteration process (12). Iteration process is carried out up to
required accuracy of the maximum eigenvalue \ Q and eigenfunction
of the matrix B is achieved. Finally, it is possible to obtain
considerably more accurate l approximation to the equation (5)
solution, as compared to 4> .
Really,
CO

00

$ ( t + A t ) = (f)

l

= Cp +
kn

as A" « ( k )k a o <po, then )

A* = ao (ft

Therefore, corrected value of <pL :

where maximum of the eigenvalue A,Q of the operator B is defined
from (13).
Now let's define maximum
number of iterations T H , necessary
for required error e"
"NN achievement for homogeneous equation
solution. Similarly to above expressions, following is obtained:
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T H > - N / l n ( \ A o ) « Tx

(18)

Prom this expression can be concluded, that maximum number
of outer iterations in modified source iteration method at time
step is equal to number of outer iterations during solution this
problem in static formulation.
According to our numerical experience the zero vector is the
most appropriate as initial approximation of <J> for solving next
equation:

1

If neutron flux distrioutionofrom previous time step $(t) is used
as initial approximation <p , it may cause loosing iteration
process convergence.
NUMERICAL RESULTS
Next test calculations are presented to demonstrate the
convergence rate of modified source iteration method for
different transients. The first of problems include spatially
uniform perturbations of a homogeneous reactor. For these
problems exist analytical solution as well. Second and third
calculations involve a localized perturbation of a homogeneous
reactor properties. All calculations were performed with and
without "prompt jump" approximation that define influence this
approximations on methods convergence rate. The numerical model
have the following characteristics:
1. two energy groups
2. one delayed neutron group
3. finite-difference method of space approximation
4. one mesh point per hex in each horizontal plane
5. five axial mesh points
6. fully-implicit scheme of time approximation
7. incomplete Cholesky-oonjugate gradient method for the
iterative solution of systems of linear equations
a. step change in reactivity at time zero
9. convergence criterion of outer iterations 10"
10. time step size of test calculations 50 msec.
The few-group macrosoopio cross sections and delayed neutron data
for these problems are presented in Table .1. Reactor geometry
used in test calculations is shown in Fig.1.
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TEST 1:
The first series of calculations modeled a bare homogeneous
reactor with spatial uniform perturbation in the production cross
section. Spatial flux distribution in this transients is
oonstant. These problem can be solved analytically using point
kinetic equations. Test calculations were executed for 0.5 p and
-0.3 p reactivity perturbation. Number of outer iterations for
source iteration method and proposed method for both tests are
given in Table 2,3.
TEST 2:
For evaluation of the convergence rate of the modified
method in case of change of the flux distribution shape next
calculations were carried out. In initial state of homogeneous
reactor thermal absorption oroBB section in region 3 (see Fig. 1)
was decreased and in region 2 was increased by 3.551. Perturbation
was an axially uniform step change at time zero. Reactivity of
reactor received from static calculation is equal to 0.5 0.
Radial distribution of the power is shown in Pig. 2 at steady
state and at 3 sec. Difference between the transient power
distribution at time 3 sec and asymptotio shape is quite
acceptable (error less than 0.3*). Dependence of the central and
the surrounding channels power versus time is presented in Pig.
3. Number of outer iterations for source iteration method and
proposed method for this test are given in Table 4.
TEST 3:
In order to evaluate convergence rate of iteration process
in dependence from value of the perturbation neutron distribution
shape was performed test analogous to test 2. But in this test
thermal absorption cross sections was changed by 1%, and
production cross section was deoreased so that reactivity of
reaotor was equal to 0.5 p. Radial distribution of the power is
shown in Fig. 2 at steady state and at 3 sec. Difference between
the transient power distribution at time 3 sec and asymptotic
shape is less than 0.6*. Power of central and surrounding
channels versus time is presented in Pig. 4. Number of outer
iterations for source iteration method and proposed method for
this test are given in table 5.

CONCLUSIONS
Results of the executed analysis and numerical experiments
can conclude, that the presented method is 10-30 times faster
than traditional souroe iteration method. High efficiency of the
proposed method is result from the application of faster
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converging iteration process and employment
of analytical
presentation of the Neumann series sum for equation (5) solution.
As results of the test calculations show, traditional source
iteration method is minimally efficient in cases when the changes
of spatial flux distribution are small during time steps. In
these cases, a lot of computational work is spent to many times
calculate almost identical flux distribution. Modified source
iteration algorithm demonstrates in these cases fast convergence
rate. Maximum number of outer iterations in modified method at
time step is equal to number of outer iterations required to
solute this problem in static formulation. It's take place, when
shape of neutron flux distribution changes significantly during
the transient. Even in these hard transients modified source
iteration method is 10 times faster than traditional method.
This method is currently being incorporated in fully
coupled, three-dimensional computer code for the on-line
transient analysis of PBMK. Results of analysis method in the
real transients will be presented in the near future. Finally, we
would like to observe that the modified source iteration method
has also been applied successfully in other computer code for
solving few-group two- and three-dimensional neutron kinetio
problems.
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Table 1 Test Reactor Parameters
Heigt core: 100 cm
Radial mesh interval: 15 cm
Number of axial mesh points: 5
Number of radial mesh points: 61 (one per hex)
Number of precursor groups: 1
Precursor constants:
\ = 0.1 C , (3 = 0.0065 ,
v1

*d

— 1 0

v

' *,d

Number of neutron groups: 2
Group 1

Group 2

X

1.0

0.0

v(om/seo)

1.E+07

2.E+O5

Material properties:
Group 1

Group 2

v2 f (cm"1)

1.24493E-O3

3.72749E-O2

2 R (cm"4)

1.72327E-O2

2.2162OE-O2

D

0.70415

0.36902

(cm)

^"•'(onf4)

1.71254E-O2
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Table 2

Comparison

outer iterations organization methods for

transient with step perturbation
Outer iterations
organization method

Total number
Number outer iterations
of outer iterations
per time step

Source iteration method

32063/55I6I*

534/919

958/245

16/4

Modified method
Table

3 Comparison

outer

iterations organization methods for

transient with step perturbation
Outer iterations
organization method

14606/17969

243/300

895/121

15/2

Modified method
4.Comparison

p=-0.3 (3

Total number
Number outer iterations
of outer iterations
per tine step

Source iteration method
Table

p=0.5 0

outer

iterations organization methods for

test calculation 2.
Outer iterations
organization method

Total number
Number outer iterations
of outer iterations
per time step

Source iteration method
Modified method

32264/55896
3444/3972

Table 5. Comparison outer

538/932
57/66

iterations organisation methods for

test calculation 3.
Outer iterations
organization method

Total number
Number outer iterations
of outer iterations
per time step

Souroe iteration method
Modified method

31772/55112

530/919

4005/4496

67/75

* without/with "prompt jump" approximation
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Figure 3. Power of centre! (9) and surrounding channels (4,6)
versus time in the test calculation 2.
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Figure 4. Power of central (3) and surrounding channels <4,6)
versus ttme In the test calculation 3.
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AN IMPROVED QUASISTATIC OPTION
FOR THE DIF3O NODAL KINETICS CODE

T. A. TaJwo and H. S. KhaMI
Reactor Analysis Division
Argonns National Laboratory
Argonne, MUndt 60438, U.S.A.

ABSTRACT
An improved quasistatic scheme is formulated for solution of the time-dependent OIF3D nodal
equations in hexagonal-z geometry. This scheme has been implemented, along with adiabatic and
point kinetics solution options, in the 0IF30 hexagonal-z nodal kinetics code. The improved quasistatic method is shown to permit significant reduction in computing time, even for transients involving
pronounced changes in flux shape. The achievable computing time reduction, in addition to being
problem dependent, has also been found to be larger when greater accuracy is required in the computed results.

INTRODUCTION
The formulation of an improved quasistatic scheme [1-3] and other space-time factorization
schemes (adiabatic and point kinetics) for solution of the time-dependent DIF30 nodal diffusion
equations in hexagonal-z geometry [4,5] is described. The objective of this formulation is to combine
the computational efficiency and accuracy of the OIF3O nodal spatial differencing method with the
potential efficiency advantage of the quasistatic approach for the analysis of transients in which the
flux shape changes more slowly than its amplitude.
The factorization schemes have been implemented along with the theta-method described in
reference 5 as a set of options in a time-dependent version of the OIF3D nodal code. This code can
be executed either in a "stand-alone" mode with a specified time variation of the input cross sections
or as a space-time neutronics module in a reactor dynamics code. The DIF3D nodal kinetics code
has been successfully implemented, along with a correlation scheme for representing feedback
effects on nodal cross sections, in the SAS-HWR dynamics code [6] being developed at ANL for the
analysis of heavy-water reactor transients, including postulated severe accidents.
In this paper, we first derive the expressions for the kinetics parameters appearing in the (point)
kinetics equations describing the variation of the flux amplitude; no approximations are introduced in
deriving these equations, and their solution would reproduce the "exact" DIF30 nodal space-time
results (e.g. obtained with the theta-method using very fine time steps) provided the actual timedependent flux shape is used to compute the time-dependent kinetics parameters. We then discuss
the approximations to the flux shape that distinguish the different space-time factorization options
and describe the numerical solution techniques used to determine the flux shape in each case and to
compute the flux amplitude. Finally, we compare the efficiency and accuracy of the various 0IF3D
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nodal space-time factorization options and of the theta method for two types of test problems in
hexagonal-z geometry. For a 2-D (planar hexagonal) problem, we compare the OIF3O improved
quasistatic solution to that obtained using the 2-0 finite-difference code FX2-TH [2], which employs a
somewhat different improved quasistatic solution scheme.

MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION
Tlm«-O«p«nd«nt Nodal Equation*
The principal unknowns in the time-dependent 0IF30 nodal equations [5] are the flux moments,
partial currents, and the precursor concentration moments. The time-dependent equations for the
flux moments and the partial currents can be cast into a supermatrix equation of the form

M1

[0] [0] [0] [0] 10]
[0] [v]1 [0] [0] [0] [0]

'•
4.1

w

[0] [0]
[0] [0] [0] d 4,1
[0] [OJ [0] M'1 [0] [0] dt 4,1
•zi
[0] [0] [0] [0] M"1 [0]
JO] [0] [0] [0] [0] [0]J

[FJIO] 10] [0J [0] -[e]
10] [FJ[0] 10] [0] -RJ

4n

[0] [0] [Fj[o]

4,,

[oj - t f j

[0] [0] [0] [FJIOI

-jg

io] [o] [0] [0] [ F J - i g
IB] [BJ [BJ [BJ [BJ -IH]

•.1

(1)

I (0)
Here • is a GxK column vector containing the zeroth-moment (node-average) flux for all groups
g»i ,..~G and all nodes k«i
K . The GxK column vector •_„ contains for all groups and nodes the
first moment of the flux, taken along coordinate direction s (s»x,u,v,z). The vector J M is of length
8xGxK and contains the outgoing partial currents for all node-surfaces (8 in 3-0), alfgroups, and all
nodes; the first 8G elements contain the partial currents for the first node. The vectors (x£,) and
(x,C,,,) are of length GxK; they contain for all nodes the node-average precursor concentration Cf
and the s-direction first-moment precursor concentration C*t, , respectively, each multiplied by the
node volume V* and by x, (a column vector of length G that contains the energy spectrum of neutrons emitted from precursors in family i, i«i
I). The parameter X, is the decay constant for precursor family i, and I is the number of precursor families. The matrix [v]"1 is of size GKxGK and
contains the products of the nodal volumes and the inverse group velocities. The matrices [FJ and
[FJ are defined as

[FJ =
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and

- -PH where the GKxGK block-diagonal matrices p ] , [I 1 ] and [MJ contain the products of the nodal volumes with the removal cross sections, inscattering cross sections, arid production cross sections,
respectively. The elements of the GKxGK block-diagonal matrix [£°], are proportional to the group
diffusion coefficient ari&tiie nodal axial mesh spacing. The matrices [ B ] , [ H ] . [i\. [BJ and ( ( J ,
(s«x,u.v.z) are coupling coefficient matrices: [e] and [£J , (s«x,u.v) are GKxSGK block-diagonal
matrices, [ y is a GKxSGK block-tridiagonai matrix (as a result of the quadratic transverse leakage
approximation in the axial direction), [B] and [BJ are SGKxGK block-diagonal matrices, and [H] is of
size 8GKx8GK. These coupling coefficient matrices depend only on the diffusion coefficients and
nodal dimensions.
Note that Eq. (1) does not contain incoming partial currents as unknowns because they have
been eliminated in favor of outgoing partial currents by the relation expressing the continuity of partial currents at nodal surfaces.
The time-dependent equations for the precursor concentration moments are also cast in supermatrix form as

[MJ[OJ [OJ [0] [OJ

<*£,.>
&£.„,>

COJ [01 [MJ[0] [OJ

ft,,
ft,,

[01 [0] [OJ [MJ [OJ

•v,

[OJ [MJ [0] [OJ [OJ

[0]

- X,

i=1.2

1

(2)

[Oj [OJ [01 [MJ

where the elements of the GKxGK block-diagonal matrix [M,J depend on ft (the rraction of neutrons
appearing as delayed neutrons from the decay of precursor family i), x * (the energy spectrum of
delayed neutrons), the production cross section v££ k , and the nodal volume V .

Derivation of the Kinetics Equations
The supermatrix Eqs. (1) and (2) are the starting point for the derivation of the space-time factorized DIF3D nodal equations. The unknown vector of flux moments and partial currents appearing
in Eq. (1) is expressed as the product of a normalized shape vector S and a global amplitude function T , i.e.,

ft,,
A

Iv,

= ST =

0)

s

_V1

-oul
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The amplitude function is defined as

M

[0] [0] [0] [oi [oj

[OJ [ v ] ' [0] [0] (0] [0]
10] [0] [vj' [0] 10] [0]

(4)

[0] [0] [0] [vf1 [0] 10]
[0] [0] [OJ [0] W'lOJ
IO] [0] [0] [0] [0] [0]

where v ' is the initial state adjoint vector, defined as

and v' T is its transpose. The initial state adjoint vector is computed using the mathematical nodal
adjoint scheme in DIF3D [7],
If Eq. (3) is used to eliminate the vector of fluxes and partial currents, y , from Eq. (4), we obtain
the following normalization constraint on the shape vector

(5)

For convenience, we define two vectors S , and \j£ as follows:
S, = col (So , S,, , S y1 , S v , . S,,) ,
and

These vectors differ from S and V , respectively, only in the absence of the outgoing partial current
~

~

i

components. We also define a btock-diagonal supermatrix [MJ which has the matrix [MpJ + V [ M J
as its diagonal blocks. Premultiplying Eq. (1) by ¥ T and Eq. (2) by yt, dividing the resulting equations by y r i M ) § » • a n d

usin

9 t n e definitions

(6)
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(7)

and

C =

HUiH

.

(10)

we obtain the conventional form of the kinetics equations, i.e.,

•£T =
dt

(p

~ P**T + j\p,
A
£<

(11)

and
±C
dt

= -fiT - ip ,

i=1

I.

(12)

A

The parameters in these equations have the conventional meaning, i.e. A is the prompt neutron lifetime, p,, is the effective delayed neutron fraction for family i, p is the reactivity, and C, is the adjoint
weighted precursor concentration for family i.
The kinetics equations, Eqs. (11) and (12), are common to all the factorization options and are
solved simultanecusly for the time variation of the flux amplitude T once the kinetics parameters
have been determined. We note that no approximations are made in the derivation of these equations from the time-depsndent nodal equsiipns, and that it is the use of approximate shape vectors in
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place of the exact time-dependent shape function that leads to deviations from exact space-time
results (e.g. by utilizing the initial shape throughout a transient as in the conventional point kinetics
model).

Approximation of the Tlmo-DeperKtent Shape Vector
An approximation to the time-dependent shape vector is required to compute the kinetics
parameters in Eqs. (6) to (9), as well as to obtain the time-dependent flux and power distributions
once the amplitude function has been determined by solution of the kinetics equations. The accuracy of the solution depends on the accuracy of the shape vector used to compute the kinetics
parameters, especially the reactivity.
In implementing the improved quasisiatic scheme, we have opted to approximate the flux shape
by solving the time-dependent DIF3D nodal equations [5] using the implicit scheme (8 = 1) with
large time-step sizes. It was shown by Kao and Henry [8] that the use of large time-steps for determining the shape vector provides sufficiently accurate results, even though the associated flux amplitude is quite inaccurate. {We have verified the accuracy of this approximate way of determining the
shape function. Note that the exact shape results when a sufficiently small time-step size is used for
the shape calculation.) The computed shape is normalized by application of the constraint provided
by Eq. (5). This approach for determining the shape differs from that originally used by Ott and
Meneley wherein an equation derived expressly for the shape vector S (as opposed to the equation
for the flux, i.e. the product of the shape and amplitude), is solved withlhe large time-step.
In the adiabatic scheme, the shape is approximated by solving the time-independent OIF3D
nodal equations at various instants during the transient, with the time-dependent nodal parameters
taking on instantaneous values appropriate to the time at which the calculations are performed.
Finally, in the point kinetics scheme, the initial shape vector is used to approximate the timedependent shape for the entire transient duration.

SOLUTION TECHNIQUE
Three types of time intervals are defined in implementing the space-time factorization schemes.
In decreasing order of time-step size, they are the shape step, the reactivity step, and the kinetics
solution step; the smaller intervals are nested within the next larger interval. Another time interval,
called a time domain, is also defined independently to facilitate the integration of the DIF3D nodal
kinetics code in an integrated dynamics code such as SAS-HWR [6]. A time domain corresponds to
the main thermal-hydraulic (T-H) step of the dynamics code, and T-H parameters which are calculated at the end of the main T-H step are used to compute new cross sections for the DIF30 kinetics
calculation. Furthermore, the power densities are editted at the end of a time-domain, which typically
consists of one or more reactivity steps. On the other hand, a shape interval can span more than
one time domain.
The OIF3D nodal kinetics code internally computes the kinetics, reactivity, and shape time-step
sizes based on user-specified criteria. The time-step selection criteria are similar to those used in
the FX2-TH code [2] and thus take advantage of previously developed modeling judgements.
Across each kinetics step within a reactivity interval, the kinetics equations are solved with the modified Kaganove scheme [9,10], using linear or quadratic fits of the kinetics parameters determined at
the beginning and end of each reactivity step. The solution of the kinetics equation progresses until
the end of a reactivity step. The Kaganove scheme employs an automatic time-step halving and
doubling algorithm to compute the time-step size needed to achieve a user-specified precision.
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At the end of each reactivity step within a shape interval, new cross sections are calculated by
linear interpolation of cross ruction data evaluated at bracketing time domain endpoints, and they
are used along with the appropriate shape vector to compute the kinetics parameters p , p",,. and A .
At a reactivity step endpoint within a shape interval (not corresponding to the endpoint of the shape
interval), shape vectors required to compute the power distribution or kinetics parameters are
obtained by linear extrapolation of the two preceding shape vectors. This extrapolation scheme can
lead to inaccurate reactivity values if the rate of shape variation changes significantly prior to a shape
recalculation (i.e. if the specified shape recalculation criteria are inadequate). The extrapolation
scheme can optionally be disabled, in which case the shape step is the same as the reactivity step.
At the end of each reactivity step, the shape vector is normalized and combined with the amplitude
function (at the endpoint) to determine the flux vector and compute the power densities.
The size of a reactivity time-step is determined at the end of the preceding reactivity interval. To
determine this reactivity time-step size, three time-step lengths are computed based on userspecified parameters and certain code constraints, and the minimum of these lengths is selected as
the reactivity time-step size. The three time-step lengths are

1.

An input maximum reactivity step length.

2.

Twice the previous reactivity step length.

3.

The reactivity step size for which the estimated amplitude function change, based on quadratic projection of the amplitude function, equals a user-specified maximum value.

The smallest of these time-step lengths is used as the reactivity step size only if it does not contain
the endpomt of a time domain, the endpoint of a shape calculation, or the problem end-time, rf th»
smallest time-step contains one of these end-times, the time-step size is adjusted so that the
smallest of these times becomes the endpoint of the next reactivity step.
A shape calculation is performed at the end of a shape interval or at the end of an imbedded
reactivity step (within the shape interval) if trie shape recalculation criteria are met at that point. The
fully-implicit option of the theta solution schema [5] is used to compute the new shape vector. Since
a shape interval endpoint also corresponds to the endpoint of the last imbedded reactivity step,
kinetics parameters are obtained at this time point with the new shape vector, and the solution of the
kinetics equations over this last reactivity step is obtained. The normalized shape vector and the
amplitude function (at this endpoint) are then combined and used to obtain the flux and power density distributions. This new flux distribution is used along with tnfornvtion known at the end of the
preceding shape interval to compute the precursor concentration moments.
The length of a shape interval is calculated at the end of the preceding shape interval. In order
to determine the shape interval duration, three time-step lengths are computed based on userspecified parameters arid code constraints, and the minimum of these lengths is selected as the
shape interval. The three time-step lengths are

1.

An input maximum shape step interval.

2.

Tan times the previous shape interval.

3.

The shape step size for which shape change estimated by linear extrapolation equals a
user-specified maximum allowable shape change.
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The smallest of these time-step lengths is used as the next shape interval size only if it does not contain the transient problem end-time. If it does, the time-step size is adjusted so that the problem
end-time becomes the endpoint of the shape interval. A shape calculation is also enabled at the end
of a reactivity step (within the shape interval) if the amplitude change thus far over the shape interval
does not satisfy a user-specified value. The sizes of the very first reactivity step and shape interval
are taken to be the same and are specified by the user as a multiple of the prompt neutron lifetime A.

NUMERICAL TEST RESULTS
Several test problems have been solved to verify the implementation of the various factorization
schemes. Results of these problems confirmed that with very small shape time-step sizes, the
improved quasistatic scheme reproduces the theta method results. As expected, substantial savings
in computational time were achieved with the factorization options for problems involving minor
shape changes.
Results are presented here for two numerical test cases with pronounced space-time effects. In
each case, the initial core state is a hexagonal-z representation of a heavy-water reactor core [5,11].
The first case models the insertion of $2.7 of (static) reactivity over 0.4 s through the reduction of the
thermal capture cross section in the central core patch (central and six surrounding hexagonal cells)
by a factor of 1.96. Table i(a) compares the time evolution of the core power predicted by the
improved quasistatic, adiabatic, and point kinetics schemes to the reference results obtained using
the fully implicit scheme. The point kinetics scheme is seen to be extremely inaccurate for this transient involving a pronounced shape change. The adiabatic scheme is also inaccurate because
asymptotic shapes are used to approximate the lime-dependent shapes (which are not asymptotic in
the time period of interest). For example, the adiabatic scheme predicts that the asymptotic reactivity is prematurely reached at 0.4 s; the reference (dynamic) reactivity is 2 % lever than the asymptotic reactivity at this time point. The asymptotic reactivity is reached by the reference solution only
after 0.5 s has elapsed. On the other hand, the improved quasistatic scheme retains the accuracy of
the reference solution, while requiring a factor of 8 less computing time. It should be noted however
that the computing times given in Table 1 can be reduced at the expense of accuracy for both the
quasistatic method (by relaxing shape recalculation criteria) and the fully implicit method (by
increasing time step sizes). The savings in computing time achievable with the improved quasistatic
scheme has been found to depend on the accuracy relative to the reference theta-method solution,
as shown in Fig.1, which compares the computation time as a function of accuracy for the improved
quasistatic (IQS) and theta schemes. It can be seen that the ratio of the computation time for the
theta scheme to that for the improve quasistatic scheme decreases as the error in core power
increases. This suggests that the theta method becomes more competitive as the accuracy requirem it is relaxed.
Trie second problem simulates a delayed supercritical transient terminated by the insertion of
negative reactivity. This transient was modelled by first linearly reducing the thermal capture cross
section in the central patch by 28 % over the first 1.0 s, followed by an increase to 0.995 of the initial
state value at 2.5 s. A reduction of the neutron yield per fission (v) by 0.8 % was superimposed
from 1.0 s to 3.0 s. The resulting reference reactivities, obtained with a fuHy implicit reference calculation, are presented in Table 1 (b). This Table also compares the core power results provided by the
improved quasistatic, adiabatic, and point kinetics options with the reference results. Again, the
point kinetics scheme is very inaccurate, underpredicting the maximum core power by 40.6 %. The
adiabatic scheme appears to be quite accurate for this problem even though it overpredicts the reactivity and the flux amplitude as a function of time (note that the calculated power additionally depends
on the shape and benefits in this case from the compensation of the shape and amplitude errors).
The improved quasistatic solution is very accurate and requires a factor of 13 less computing time
than the reference solution. If an error of about 1.5 % in the core power is tolerable, the computation
efficiency advantage of the improved quasistatic method is reduced to a factor of about 2.
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As previously discussed, the DIF3D nodal quasistatic scheme obtains the time-dependent flux
shape using the approach of reference 8, i.e. by solving the fully implicit OIF3D nodal equations with
a large time step size. The alternative and more conventional approach is to solve an equation specifically derived for the shape, as is done for example in the 2-D finite-difference code FX2-TH [2].
To evaluate the implication of this difference in shape calculation approach on the required shape
recalculation frequency, comparisons were made between OIF3O and FX2-TH improved quasistatic
solutions for the 2-D (planar hexagonal) HWH problem referred to as test-case 2 in reference 5; in
that problem, a reactivity increase of 75 cents was introduced over 0.2 s by reducing the absorption
cross section in the central part of the core. The FX-2 solution was obtained using 24 triangular
mesh cells per hexagon and employed the code default parameters [2] fo; controlling the duration of
shape and reactivity intervals. The DIF3O improved quasistatic solution was obtained using essentially the same criteria for control of time step sizes. (In reference 5, the accuracy of the DIF3D nodal
spatial differencing scheme was shown to be comparable to the 24 triangular mesh cells per hexagon finite difference scheme.) As shown in Table 2, the two codes yield quasistatic results of comparable accuracy and perform a similar total number of shape calculations, as well as a similar
number of shape calculations during each of three portions of the total problem time. This result indicates that the OIF3D approach for obtaining the time-dependent shape does not adversely affect the
accuracy of the computed results for a given shape recalculation frequency. Thus the substantially
greater efficiency of the OIF3O nodal spatial differencing approach relative to the finite-difference
approach is preserved in the OIF3D nodal quasistatic solution of time-dependent problems.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The formulation of three different space-time factorization options for solution of the timedependent OIF3D nodal diffusion equations in hexagonal-z geometry has been presented. These
options (point kinetics, adiabatic, and improved quasistatic) have been implemented, along with the
existing theta time integration scheme, in the DIF3D nodal kinetics code. The availability of all
options in one code provides substantial flexibility for minimizing the computational cost of analyzing
different types of transients.
The space-time factorization options performed, as expected, substantially better than the theta
method for problems with relatively mild variations in the flux shape. However, even for problems
with pronounced space-time effects, the improved quasistatic method outperformed the fully implicit
method.
The computing efficiency advantage of the improved quasistatic method over the fuHy implicit
method, in addition to being problem dependent, has also been found to depend on the (common)
accuracy requirement imposed on the two solutions, as controlled by the respective time step sizes.
In particular, the efficiency advantage of the improved quasistatic method appears to be greater
when higher accuracy in computed power is required. More definitive conclusions about the comparative performance of the different transient solution options will become available in the context of
analyzing specific transients using the integrated SAS-HWR/DIF3D-nodal dynamics code currently
being developed at ANL.
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Table l(a): Test Case 1 Results
CORE POWER
Time

(s)

Reference
Reactivity*

0.00
0.00000
0.10
0.00908
0.20
0.01177
030
0.01428
0.40
0.01715
0.50
0.01726
No. of slupc cilc*.
No. of lime slept
Computation lime, %*

Improved

Theta*

Quasisuuicb

1.0000
1.82S1
8.9447
60.293
801.63
16669.
11076
3616

1.0000
1.8247
8.941S
60.289
801.87
16651.
303
301
462

Improved
Quasistaiicc

Kinetics

Point

1.0000
1.82S6
8.9558
60.615
810.56
169(1.
7<

1.0000
1.4801
2.3334
3.1238
4.0502
5.02S6
-

85

9

177

23

Adiabaticc
1.0000
1.8793
9.8803
70.024
99939
21918.
78
84
288

Table l(b): Test Case 2 Results
CORE POWER

Tune
(s)
0.00
0.10
0.20
030
1.00
1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00
No. ofslupecak*.
No. of lime step*
Oomputflliofi time i

Reference
Reactivity*
0.00000
0.00034
0.00071
0.00207
0.00557
0.00104
-.00275
-.00608
-.00814

Theia*

Improved
Quasisiatk0

Point Kinetics

AdiabaticG

1.0000
1.0261
1.0782
1.3427
3.1814
1.5448
0.8245
0.5919
0.4926
-

1.0000
1.0261
1.0784
1.3432
3.1831
1.5460
0.8247
0.5921
0.4927
49

1.0000
1.0279
1.0788
1.2851
1.8911
1.2253
0.7527
0.5489
0.4561
-

4549
1734

58

12

133

28

1.0000
1.0253
1.0774
1.3451
3.2612
1.5615
0.8283
0.5957
0.4958
52
61
170

1

Reference solution compuied with fully implicit option employing variable time-step size (coAtslO"3, where o) is the
inverse of the local period and At is (he time-step size).

b

Shape recalculation based on 2.5 % maximum local shape change.

c

Shape recalculation based on 10% maximum shape change.

d

On the ANL Cray X-MP/18 computer.
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Table 2: Comparison of FX2-TH and DIF3D Improved QuasisUtic Solutions
Time
(s)

DIF3D Fully Implicit*

DIF3D-Improved
Quasistaticb

FX2-THb

Core Power

Reactivity

Core Power

Reactivity

Core Power

Reactivity

0.00

1.0000

0.00000

1.0000

0.00000

1.0000

0.00000

0.01

1.0077

0.00019

1.0068

0.00019

1.0071

0.00019

0.05

1.0991

0.00099

1.0979

0.00099

1.0999

0.00099

0.20

2.4213

0.00527

2.4108

0.00527

2.3990

0.00524

0.50

4.9! 10

0.00533

4.9425

0.00533

4.8568

0.00531

1.00

7.4772

0.00534

7.4992

0.00534

7.3520

0.00532

1.50

10.862

0.00535

10.890

0.00535

10.626

0.00533

2.00

15.514

0.00535

15.553

000535

15.099

0.00533

2.50

21.975

0.00536

22.030

0.00536

21.277

0.00534

3.00

30.986

0.00536

31.063

0.00536

29.843

0.00534

A (s) at 0.0 s

1.4865E-04

1.4864E-04

1.4855E-O4

A (s) at 3.0 s

1.4685E-04

1.4685E-04

1.4682E-04

P c at 3.0 s

7.18O4E-O3

7.18O4E-O3

7.1804E-03

No. of Shape Calc. in 0.0 - 0.2 s

10

14

No. of Shape Calc. in 0.2 - 0.5 s

3

4

No. of Shape Calc. in 0.5 - 3.0 s

13

14

Total No. of Shape Calc.

26

32

7.22C

602.84d

CPU(s)

111.06c

* Reference nodal solution computed with time step size At=O.0O25 s
b

Improved quasistatic cases employ the default time step selection criteria in FX2-TH [2].

c

On the ANL Cray X-MP/18 Computer.

a

On the ANL EBM-3084 Computer.
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Fig. 1: Computation Time Versus Maximum Error
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A COUPLED ENERGY-ANGLE FOKKER-PLANCK DECOMPOSITION SCHEME
FOR ION TRANSPORT
L. Wayne Brasure
United States Air Force Academy
Colorado Springs, Colorado
Anil K. Prinja, J. W. VanDenburg
University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico
B. Todd Adams, Jim E. Morel
Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, New Mexico

ABSTRACT
A method for describing highly forward peaked cattering and transport of ions in random
(as opposed to crystalline) solids is presented. It is based on a generalized decomposition
scheme that separates the singular peaked component of the scattering cross-section using
a Fokker-Planck formalism, leaving a relatively smooth Boltzmann collision integral. A
suitably modified energy dependent Legendre expansion scheme is introduced to deal with
the truncated angular domain in the collision integral resulting from the decomposition. A
complete library of multigroup cross-section moments as well as Fokker-Planck coefficients
is developed for use with a specially constructed transport code as well as the MCNP Monte
Carlo code. Outstanding accuracy is achieved for ion implantation profiles and average range
when compared with established results.
INTRODUCTION
In principle the Boltzmann transport equation (BTE) can be used to describe a general class of linear transport processes, that encompasses both isotropic and anisotropic (or
forward-peaked) scattering. For neutral particle transport, such as neutrons and photons, a
number of efficient and practical numerical algorithms have been successfully implemented
for scattering that is at most moderately anisotropic1. For charged particle (ion and electron)
transport, on the other hand, the situation is drastically different in that highly forwardpeaked scattering can dominate, i.e., the corresponding differential scattering cross sections
display a singularity at zero energy transfer. Under theses circumstances the naive use of
traditional solution methods will result in, e.g., an enormous number of Legendre expansion
moments with unacceptably high computational cost.
A quantitative measure of the forward-peaked nature of ion cross sections is provided by
the mean cosine of the scattering angle, defined in the laboratory frame by:
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[E)
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where Es(£ —» E';HQ) is the double differential macroscopic scattering cross section2. In
Figure 1 < ^£, > is plotted as a function of incident ion energy for various ion-target combinations, and is seen to be almost unity for a broad energy range, even at low energies. This
clearly demonstrates the singular nature of ion scattering and the need for a new class of
solution methods.

THE BOLTZMANN FOKKER-PLANCK APPROACH
The standard BTE approach can be extended to accommodate, in a practical manner,
the highly forward-peaked scattering cross section by decomposing the singular kernel into
a so-called smooth Boltzmann and a singular Fokker-Planck component3. This approach
recognizes that extremely forward scattering is associated with very small energy transfers
and hence can be accurately described by a continuous slowing down approximation for the
energy loss and an angular diffusion operator for the small deflections. The "large angle"
scattering is preserved in the Boltzmann (smooth) kernel which is now well-behaved and
hence amenable to a relatively low order Legendre expansion. The resulting Boltzmann
Fokker-Planck equation for the angular flux then reads, in 1-D:
OZ

The decomposition into smooth Boltzmann and singular Fokker-Planck operators is now
evident. The problem reduces to accurately obtaining the coefficients associated with the
Fokker-Planck terms, namely the nuclear stopping power, Sn{E), and the momentum transfer
coefficient, a(E). These are, respectively, defined as:
Sn{E) = r dE'{E - £')£; m * u J o r (£ - E')
Jo
and

(3)

a(E) = J^ diioil - /io)£;"" u '° r (£,/<o).

(4)

Note that, by definition, only the singular part of the cross section is used in Equations 2 and
4 (see below). Note also that the stopping power in Equation 2 is the sum of the restricted
nuclear stopping power given by Equation 3 and the electronic stopping power describing
inelastic energy losses with target electrons. Below we describe a method for obtaining the
Fokker-Planck coefficient in a systematic fashion, that does not suffer from the short-comings
of other methods in the literature.
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COUPLED ENERGY-ANGLE DECOMPOSITION SCHEME
Attempts have previously been made to numerically model ion scattering with the BFP
equation using second order accurate diamond difference techniques for the spatial dependence, multigroup schemes for the energy dependence and truncated Legendre polynomial
expansions for the angular dependence4'5. Only one of these approaches is complete in the
sense that it examines both the angular diffusion and CSDA Fokker-Planck terms5. However,
the technique it employs to determine the smooth cross section moments and momentum
transfer function can exhibit dramatic oscillations about the exact cross section values6.
We have developed a method of systematically and accurately obtaining the smooth Boltzmann cross section moments, the momentum transfer function and the stopping power for ion
scattering applications. This new method extends the Partial Range Fitting (PRF) me;hod
developed by Landesman and Morel6 originally to determine the momentum transfer functions for electron scattering applications. The PRF method has been previously shown to be
very accurate in fitting highly forward-peaked electron scattering cross sections6, however,
in its original form it was used on cross sections dependent only on scattering angle cosine.
We have extended the PRF method to accommodate the full energy and angle dependence
of ion scattering cross sections, as well as arbitrary mass ratios.
The basis of this method is to determine the momentum transfer functions as the difference
of the complete and smooth cross sections, since the singular form of the cross sections can
be expressed as:
^singular I r*

\

V / J? .. ^

cijmooth / r»

\

/c\

where E3{E, po) is the complete cross section. Using this result in Equation 4 and integrating
gives:
a(E) = (£,,o(£) - £.,i(£)) - (SZT^iE)

- ^•.m1oo:h(E)) .

(6)

The smooth cross section moments are determined by fitting over the partial range. However,
since the Legendre polynomials are defined over the full range of (it[— 1,1], we must define
a new set of polynomials orthogonal over the partial range. For ion scattering, this entails
transforming the Legendre polynomials to the partial range defined over (t't[(tmm,(it,]n where
/<min is the minimum scattering angle cosine and fit, is the Fokker-Planck cut-off value.
In cases where the incident ion is of smaller mass than the target ion (mi < mi), then
ftmin = —1, since the incident ion can backscatter. When mi > m.2, /imm > 0 and the
maximum angle of scatter for the incident ion cannot exceed | . Hence the transformation
that maps p to /*' is:
2/x' -

fih -

jimin

fi =

(i)
/*(. -

Umin

and

Further, the set of polynomials orthogonal over the partial range is given by:
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)

The single differential cross section is now fit over the partial range using the expansion:

S.(£, „') = £ 2[ + l E ; / (£)P ( V)
(=0

(10)

Z

where

(ID
The partial range cross section moments are transformed to the full range by the expansion:

Eo(£) = H^T^Kt

t dpPHriPM for j =0,1.

(12)

The tremendous accuracy of this method of fitting ion scattering cross sections is depicted
in Figure 2 for 100 keV incident Gold ions on a Gold target. Both the complete (singular)
cross section and the smooth fit are shown here, as well as the Fokker-Planck cut-off of
iib — 0.9 for various order Legendre expansions. With this choice of /*&, we see that a P-t
fit is sufficient to reproduce the complete cross section exactly up to the cut-off. We also
note that the portion of scattering attributed to the Fokker-Planck component is simply the
area above the smooth curve and below the complete cross section curve in Figure 2. The
amount of scatter treated with the Fokker-Planck component can therefore be decreased by
increasing the Legendre expansion order or by increasing the value of /*(,.
The fitting of the cross section E,(E,fto) lies at the heart of the Coupled Ion-Recoil Cross
Section (CIRXS) method we have developed. CIRXS provides multigroup Fokker-Planck
functions and Boltzmann cross section moments for a BFP version of the Monte Carlo
code MCNP 7 , as well as for a BFP deterministic code developed separately (ONEBFP)8.
The momentum transfer functions are obtained from Equation 4, whereas the restricted
nuclear stopping power and Legendre cross section moments are obtained using the additional
relationship:

E

t c?

c1

\

v1 / c '

.i

\£fip

+t( XP'

\^

11 *t \

As a demonstration of the application of the cross-sections library data for realistic problems, we have computed ion ranges and implantation profiles for 100 keV Au ions incident
on a Au target. The implantation profile is obtained from the number of ions slowing down
into the lowest energy group at each spatial location, and is computed from the multigroup
from of the slowing down density2. The corresponding range is defined as the first normalized spatial moment of this distribution. Results have been obtained from both MCNP and
ONEBFP simulations and compared against predictions from the industry standard code,
TRIM 9 .
In Figure 3 is contrasted the implantation profile obtained using TRIM and MCNP. The
agreement is clearly outstanding across the depth of penetration, with the peak position
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and magnitudes coinciding aJmost perfectly. The corresponding range is 144 angstroms for
TRIM and 112.5 angstroms for MCNP which, given the different methodologies of the two
codes, is quite outstanding.
Comparisons of implantation profiles obtained using TRIM and ONEBFP is displayed
in Figure 4. While the agreement is not as outstanding as with MCN'P, it is nevertheless
very good. The ONEBFP range is 108 angstroms, a less than 5% deviation. ONEBFP
tends to under predict penetration but also displays some straggling at the end of the range.
This is the result of numerical straggling following from discretization of the continuous
slowing down operator describing inelastic electronic energy losses. Such is not the case
with the muitigroup MCNP predictions wherein continuous slowing down is treated exactly
along an ion track. The observed straggling in ONEBFP predictions, while small in the
present application, can become more significant at higher incident energies and lighter
mass ions. However, it should also be noted that the use of a consistent high order accurate
linear continuous discretization in ONEBFP is expected to display superior accuracy to the
diamond difference discretization used in some existing approaches5.
CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we have successfully developed and implemented a generalized Boltzmann
Fokker-Planck decomposition scheme for a class of singular scattering kernels that arise in
ion transport. A complete library of scattering cross-section and Fokker-Planck coefficient
data has been constructed and coupled with the muitigroup MCNP Monte Carlo code as
well as with a specially developed ONEBFP transport code. Outstanding agreement for ion
implantation profiles and the average range of 100 keV Au ions in a Au target was obtained
between the two codes and established results, and suggests the application to a broader
class of problems that include three dimensional geometry.
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Figure 1. Average Cosine of scattering angle for several mass ratios.
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Figure 2.

Complete and smooth cross sections for
100 keV Au on Au.
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Figure 3.

Implantation profile for 100 keV Au ions on Au target:
Comparison of TRIM and MCNP code predictions.
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COMPARISON OF THE SEQUENCE FCPM-ICM-NM
«ITH THE SEQUENCE SPSM-SHM-SHM.
N. I . L a l e t l n , N. V. Sultanov and V. F. Boyarinov
I . V. Kurchatov I n s t i t u t e of Atomic Energy,
Kurchatov S q . , 123182 Moscow, USSR.

ABSTRACT.
A comparison of the two sequence of Methods those arc used on
different stages of neutron-physic calculations is presented. The
first sequence - usual one In last tin* - include aJ the first
collision probability Method CFCPMD on the cell calculation stage;
fcO the Interface current Method CICJO on the asseMbly calculation
stage and c) different nodal Methods CNK> on the reactor core
calculation stage. The second sequence Include for the saMe stages
the surface pseudosource Method CSPSM3 for cell calculations and
the surface harMonic Method - different approxlNations of the
Method for asseMbly calculations and reactor core calculation.
Advantages of the second sequence are analysed. The nuMerical
exaMples are deMonstrated.
INTRODUCTION.
A natural sequence of stages of the stationary
calculations has forMed because each stage requires
approxiMation.

neutron field
an individual

Generally speaking, the necessary answer could be obtained by the
direct solution of the exact transport equation. However, this way
is not satisfactory for the following reason:
a) Such calculation takes too Much computing tlM* and, in our
opinion, is unacceptable not only at present, but also in the
future, despite of
great
successes
achieved
in
coMputer
engineering. It is More useful to direct theme successes towards
extension of calculations for various situations occurring in the
course of core burn up, transients, etc.
to DevelopMent of reasonable approxiMations to the
exact
transport equation turns out to be closely connected with the
qualitative study of the physical processes of interest to us. This
work Must be Made in course ot predlctl'ig the behaviour of
operating reactors and, especially in course of designing the
future ones. But when these approxiMations mr* developed and
studyled, it would be natural to use thea in the algorlthMs of Mass
calculations.
It is useful to present the established sequence of the neutronphysical calculations by the table.
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r ~ A.

r - X. .

res
N ~ 105"6
9
O3 thoorciK of
equivalence

r ~ M

r ~ R

th
N ->• 1 0 2
9
13 FCPM
CSPSK>

N S 4-10
9
113 Interface
current
CSHM-...D

N == 1 -3
9
I I I Nodals
methods
CSHM-...5

There are dimensions of regions for stages at the line.
Here
X. -a mean free path for thermal neutrons, M- a migration lenght, Ra dimension of a cor*. The numbers of energy groups are Indicated at
the second line. The usual sequence of methods and the sequense
under considerationare demonstated at the third line accordingly.
The zeroth stage
allowance
for
resonances
in
the
cross-sections - needs such a detailed energetic consideration that
this makes undesirable the recalculation of the resonace area in
the mass calculations. Fortunately, the same circumstance,
namely
the narrowness of resonances, that forces to make this detailed
division in energy and thereby complicates the problem,
simplifies
the problem, since every scattering almost by all nuclides Cexpect
the heaviest ones and moreover, for the lower resonaces) removes
the neutron from a interval of either resonance. As a result the
calculation of the resonance area can be set up as an individual
stage. More often the approximating quantities Cgroup resonance
integrals dependent
on
the
"dilution"
cross-sections
and
temperatures, and the formulas for calculation of these "dilution"
cross-sections) are evaluated in advance and then with the help of
them several, usually slightly above ten, group cross-sections
for
the resonance nucllde are determined.
THE CELL CALCULATION.
I. The next stage i s required because the spatial distribution of
thermal neutron varies s t r i n g l y at distances of about the mean free
path for neutrons of thermal energies. This results from that in the
p i n - c e l l the thermal neutrons are produced Cmoderated? i n the
moderator zone,
but disappear Care absorbed) in the fuel Cor
absorber) zone. This stage needs the higher approximations of the
transport equation,
because a complicated angular distribution
corresponds to the fast spatial variation of the neutron flux. The
f i r s t c o l l i s i o n probability method CFCPIO i s now used most of a l l In
the stage of pin-cell calculation.This i s a basic method in the
well-known codes, such as

WIMS1, CASHO2, PHOENIX3, APOLLO4,

etc.

The

surface pseudosource method CSPSJ© ~
fills
this place in the
approximation sequence under our consideration. This method i s more
advantageous than the FCPM for the following reasons.
1) The FCPM i s virtually the direct
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numerical

solution

of

the

Peierls equation with the use of the specific
quadrature formula.
As a result this method needs a sufficiently fine
division of
the
space zones, that nakes this method too cumbersome.
It
is
claimed
usually that It i s reasonable to divide the c e l l zones Into subzones
of approximately the near, fre* path in size. However, the situations
when the subzones of about 0.1 A

'

are

required

due

to

vary

strong variation of the neutron flux in the "scattering" zones are
sufficiently frequent. The example of such situation i s
given
in
Tables 1,2.
The SPSM uses the Green functions
in an i n f i n i t e
medium and
therefore there Is no need to divide
the "phlsical" zones
into
subzones. Taking into account that the calculation of
the Green
function
moments takes
in any case no more time than
the
calculation of the f i r s t c o l l i s i o n probabilities for each pair of
subzones, i t i s evident that in achieving the same fixed
accuracy
the SPSM requires a noticealy l e s s volume of calculations

CTable 13

2) The FCPM i s not adapted in principle to calculate the angular
distributions of neutrons, because the neutron flux i s the unknown
quantity in the Peierls equation. But in the improved methods of
constructing
the finite-difference
equations
it
turns
out
noticeably more advantageous to
use the higher angular momenta
together the lowest ones.
The calculation of these quantities i s obvious in the SPSM where
several angular momenta are continious at the zone interfaces.
Results

of

calculations

of

G,G -approximations Cwithout taking
angular moments)

and

by

the

flux

into

account

G., G. -approximations

distribution
of

Cwlth

the
taking

by

second
into

account of the second angular moments) are given in Tables 3,4.
Results of calculations of the onegroup diffusion
coefficient
by
ORAR-CM code for the s o n c e l l s with and without taking into account
second angular moments *rm given in Table 5.
You can acquaint
yourself more detaily with those and another calculations of a c e l l s
by SPSM at articles 5 ' 1 2 ' 1 3 .
33 There is a essential problem in the FCPM. It Is a thansition
from the Pelei Is equation which is conventional for this method and
in which the isotopic scattering is assumed Cusually in the form of
transport approximation) to the system of equations where the first
and higher angular momenta of the scattering kernel arm taken
into
account.
In the SPSM the allowance for scatterig artl sot ropy of any order
almost does not increase the computing time
4) The calculation of the axial diffusion coefficient D. Cin the
case of isotopic scattering
or transport
approximation) is not
difficult
in the FCPM,
because the "directional"
collision
probabilities entering In the expressions for D . are similar to the
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ordinary probabilities, calculated by the s i w way and can be
calculated to a great extent parallelly. The situation is different
for the transversal diffusion coefficient D . Here a great number
of additional integrals describing the correlations
between
collisions Must be calculated besides the "transversal" collision
probabilities. As a
result,
the calculation
becomes too
labour-consuming and, as far as we know, at present there is no
lattice code containing a correct, algorithm for calculating D .
In the surface harmonics method CSHJ© the calculation of the
antisymmetric mlcrostructure needed for 0
does not practically
differ from the calculation of the symmetric
mlcrostructure
performed, as a rule, to determine the basic characteristics of
cell 2 , 2 , etc. The calculation of O carried out by the RADIJC
X
X
. 9
code .
The advantage of the SPSM over the FCPM manifests
more in calculating the group matrix of O
with

itself
still
the non-zero

non-diagonal elements which i s required for the refines methods of
calculation of neutron f i e l d s . Table O represents calculations of
two-group diffusion coefficients for some c e l l s by WIMS-D4 code
C "Ariadne" method i and by RADIK code.
THE ASSEMBLY CALCULATION.
II. The second stage of the neutron field
calculation results
from that the neutron flux smoothened over the c e l l s varies at
distances of about the mean free path of neutrons much weaker than
the flux inside the c e l l s . This promotes the use of the lower
approximations in the angular description of neutron distribution.
Since the cross-sections averaged over different c e l l s differ
from
each, as a rule, much weaker than the cross-sections in different
zones of the same c e l l , for the group presentation of the flux
smoothened over c e l l s It i s possible to choose fewer groups than in
the c e l l .
The distributions of neutrons Inside the assemblies and the
characteristics of these assemblies required for calculation of the
neutron f i e l d in the whole reactor are evaluated in the stage
refered to. The assembly-averaged cross-sections for absorption,
f i s s i o n and lntergroup transitions
appear
mostly
as
such
characteristics.
The
few-group
finite-difference
fine-mesh
equations derived in the
diffusion
approximation
for
the
homogenized
pincells
were
used
earlier
for
calculation
distributions
of
neutrons
inside
the
assemblies.
The
dissatisfaction with the accuracy of this approximation has led to
that equations of the interface current method CICIO i s used here
more and more. The suitable

approximation

of

the

approximation) i s an alternative i n our approach
In comparing the above
noted:

two

approaches
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the

"

SHM CG 3S"1"

-

.

following

should

be

1)
In the ICM the one-sided
currents
Join at
plncell
interfaces while the Joining of
the resulting
currents
and the
levels CJ, 1) takes place in the SHM. The advantage of
the
latter
pair of quantities over the former quantities can be f e l t
taking
into consideration that the problem for
a cell
in an
infinite
homogeneous l a t t i c e i s a "base" problem for the SHM in virtue of
using the pair Cj,13, while in the ICM this i s a problem about a
cell
with black
boundary conditions.
As a
consequence
the
construction of the approximations
in the SHM turns
out more
natural.
2) In the SHM approximation recomended for calculation of
the
intra-assembly distribution
we deal
with the
finite-difference
equation of
the same type as the diffusion
equation of
the
homogenization method C but
ensuring
much higher
accuracy
in
describing the f i e l d
> Clook eq.CD).
This i s
a
well-studied
equation for which many iteration methods were developed and which
i s suitable also for the nonlterative
solution
.
In
particular,
the components of the vector to be calculated in the SHM, unlike
the ICM, are always non-negative.

- £..*._ - 0 ,

C13

»Z
Z

-

M - number of cell sides in the plate;
D - matrix of diffusion coefficients;
i.k - cell number;
H
- lattice pitch.
Equation Cl> take place for square CM"4>, triangular CM"O> and
hexagonal CM-3) lattice.
3} The use of fewer groups than those used at the cell
level
is more reasonable in the SHM as compared with the ICM. as In this
case it is necessary to use the assumption about
the spectrum of
the resulting current
C within a large group > at the cell
boundary. The similar assumption in the ICM must be Made for the
one-side current which is a greater quantity and, therefore. Is in
need of higher punctuality.
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THE REACTOR CORE CALCULATION.
I I I . The d i f f u s i o n a p p r o x i m a t i o n and few g r o u p s , a s a r u l e two
groups, are used usually to calculate
the neutron f i e l d
in
the
whole reactor,
i.e.
to calculate
the
neutron
distribution
smoothened over the assemblies. Various "nodal" methods have been
used recently
instead
of
the
coarse-mash
finite-difference
equations of
the diffusion
type.
Generaly speaking,
the term
"nodal" methods seems very uncertain,
as
rather
different
approaches are associated with i t . In comparing
these
approaches
with the SHM approximations we shall imply the most popular ones.
The basic differences between the SHM and the nodal approaches
are
as follows.
13 It i s assumed in
the nodal
methods that
the
diffusion
equation for a homogenized medium i s valid inside
the
assemblies.
The SHM does
not
need such an assumption.
The intra-assembly
distribution i s assumed co be a sum of t r i a l
functions
calculated
in the assumption ensuring a required accuracy. As a result
there
i s no problem with reconstruction of the f i e l d within the assembly,
whereas in the nodal methods such a reconstruction
represents a
18
separate problem
At the SHM i t

needs to

calculate

correspondence

matrixes

C"x" - type of functional) in the calculation process
c e l l characteristic. Then unknown fewgroup functional

of
?

a

fewgroup
can b#

calculated by formular

X

1

where vector $ - solution of equation CD;
M - number of neighbouring c e l l s .
2) In the nodal
methods the equations
for
different geometries have to be derived by different
SHM there e x i s t s a common procedure of deriving the
a l l geometries.

assemblies of
ways.
In the
equations
for

3> In the nodal methods every group Inside a node Cassembly)
is
characterized
by certain cross-sections,
that
means
the
invariability of the intragroup neutron spectrum in the node.
In
the SHM at the same apparent number of
groups as i f
overlapping
groups are formed inside
the nodes
in describing
the neutron
exchange between the nodes.
For example,
for
the
two-group
equations each group Inside the node has two components whose
weights are not predetermined, but obtained after the solution
of
the entire problem.
As a result, the more high accuracy achieved in describing the
neutron f i e l d inside the node i s coordinated with allowance for the
environment of the node C look Table 7 and a r t i c l e
4) The higher harmonics in the SHM appear by
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>.
a

natural

way.

but unlike the nodal methods wharc the analogous affects ara partly
taken Into account, the number of higher harmonics i s unnecessarily
divisible by the number of node sides. This ensures the More high
f l e x i b i l i t y of the calculation procedure in the SHM.
5) The form of SHM equations i s similar to that of the
coarse-mesh equations of the homogenlzatlon method. This allows the
use of the well-developed procedures to solve such equations. So
the diffusion code JOSHUA (23) was used for the RBMK assemblies
calculation CTable 7) because in this code the
finite-difference
equation of the appeance CD »r* solved.
CONCLUSION.
Present
here
arguments
point
out i n authours
opinion
the
s e q u e n c e of methods SPSM-SHM-SHM i s more p e r s p e c t i v e one than usual
i n l a s t t i m e sequence FCPM-ICM-NM f o r achievment a l a r g e r
accuracy
w i t h f i x e d e x p e n d i t u r e s of computer t i m e .
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Table 1. Two-group c o n s t a n t s for t h e RBMK c e l l
Cons-

Codes,

tants

*a>

WIMS-D4,

KLARA

PIJ

13 subzone

42 subzone

1, 2971

1,3025

J.30O0

0, 004654

0,OO5O57
C8, 83
0,001292

0,001291

0,0007731

C0.13
0,OO7449
CO, 93
0,COO76O1

O,005693

C - 1 , 73
0,OOS831

O, OO6775
_1

approximations

tfmirO

3,2

C2, 43
6,5

CAT•A, . 3
t h min

CO, 23
0,O04708
Cl,23
0,001200
CO, 63
0,OO6872
C1.53
0,OOO7741
CO, 13
0,5737
CO, 83
111
~ 0,1

•3 In brackets the percentage difference between the given
and the G^-approximatlon data i s shown.
**3 The ES-1055 computer time Is given.
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results

Table 2. The dlsadvatage factors in the two-zom cylindrical e v i l s .
Method
approxlnations
FPCM 2 5
SPSM
FPCM 2 5

r%
r_"3,O
Csm>

Number of m a t e r s K i n
the s c a t e r i n g kernal.

O
1,3558
1,3870

0,5

1
1,2680
1,2835

2
1,2794
1,2939

Trasport
approxi mat1on

4

1,2833

1,3115

2, 2813~ 2,028g 2,O62O
2,0
2, 3373***
SPSM
2,1880
2,3438 2,0548 2,1074 2,1O61
*3 5 subzone division with Ar^\..~0,3.
26
**0 20 subzone d i v i s i o n In the WERTER code"" with Ar^X.. <0,1.
tn
Table 3. The flux distribution in the thr«e-zone cylindrical c e l l .

Zone
number

SPSM

Th
*
tot
saO ClSsmi Cl/'saO Cn/ti )of charac-

teristics
1

1,75

0,7

2,0

0,52

1,0678

2

2,0

1,8

2,0

0,0

3,5423

3

4,0

O,O2

2,0

1,0

1,7634 1,0470 1,0662
C-11JO C-1,1 JO CO, OJO
3,8074 3,5833 3,5633
C7, 6JO C1,2X> CO, 6*O
14,1131 14,048 14,004
CO,2JO C-0,2)O CO, ISO

14,077

Tabl* 5. Onegroup diffusion coefficients of c e l l s with and without
talcing into account second angular moments.
Cell

Zone

number

number

Z

Radius
sm

sm*1

sm"1

D
Cwithout)

D
Cwith}

1

1
2

0.68
0.864

0. 6114
2.1318

0.2433
0.0075

0.2040

0.3080

2

1
2

0.38
1.27

0.15604
0.13653

0.O1O62
0.100710p S.7OO6

2.42OO

1

1
2

4.4
14.105

1.117
0.38OO1

0.11
0.00001

0.8327
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0.83273

Table 4. The flux distribution in the cluster cell.
Zone

Material

C*-#

number
IT

2

H

3

6

2

3,1

2. 1

0,2

6,2
7,8

2. 1
2, 0
1, 2
0, 5
1, 2

O.2
1.2

2°

with

8,2
8,0

9,3

-3

-0,6
-0,8
0,3

1,2
0,3
1.1

Twogroup d i f f u s i o n c o e f f i c i e n t s

1.2845

1,340+1, 3*10~?>
1.52C1 ±0,6*10"p
1,340+0,7*10 :>
2, 08O+0, 3*10~25
2, 36O+0, 3*10~23
4, 64C 1+0,2*10~23
5,100+0,2*10 p
5, 600+0,2*10 p
6, 09O +0, 2*10"p
6, 47O ±0.1*10 >

of RBMK

WIMS-D4
C "Ariadne":)

RAOIK

-0. 0287

1 . 1139

0.

0. 86O5

0.

0.8111

cell with fuel
assembly
without HO

1. 2695 - 0 . 0248

1.

-0.1591

O.

cell with
empty channel

1. 3697 -0. 6E-S

1 . 11O1 O.

-0.1470

0. 9596

0.

c e l l with
CR channel

1. 3205 -O. 8E-5

1.

-0.1481

0. 9214

0.

c e l l with SA
with H_O

1.3217 -O. 7E-5

1.

- 0 . 1 8 2 2 O. BO31

0.

0.8237

1.3198 - 0 . 7 E - 5
- 0 . 1 4 9 5 O. 9 5 5 5

1.

o.

0865 O.
O.8201

fuel

*m-c

3

-12
-5
-6

2r
C
C
C
C

cell

G

-22
-12
-13

UO,
4
5
6
7
8

type

,*100X

\

H 0
'JG

Cell

it-«

G

1

Table 6.

>•*

assembly with
H

2°

c e l l with SA
without H£O

-0.1636

0. 9047

* 5 CR - control rod
SA - supplementary absorber
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1628 0.
O.8970

0.8855
2273 0.
0.8707
2027 O.

cells.

Table 7. Reactivity of fuel assemblies of RBMK.
CK

Number of

1

c . l c " '<exp)*1OO

8

3

4

5

6

7

8

S1

10

assembly
Traditional
homogenizet i o n Method
SHM

?

41 8.66 8.71 2.27 8.30

2.38 2 . 0 7 2 . 7 3

-O. 26-O.O2-O. 03 0.1O 0.12-O. 36-O. 31-O. 36 0 . OO-O. 2 3

C O M O O S i tion

of assembl-

23
TBC

H-O
2
lies

8.13 1.58

45
T B C

44
T B C

48

T B C

48

T B C

50

TflC

71

T B C

T B C

88
T B C

18

22

T B C

H^O H-O H_O H_O H_O H a O H^O H_0 OUT
2 - 2 - 8 ^ 2 ^
2
2 - 2
^

301 4DP 40P 4DP 4DP 18DP 12DP 32DP 3O6 3O2
PK WITH WITH WITH WITH WITH WITH WITH PK PK
PK H_O OUT OUT OUT H_O OUT H_O
u r> H n M n
un
275
PK

876 871 272
PK
PK
PK

256 241 203
PK
PK PK

TBC - fuel assembly; DP - an extra absorber;
PK - "void channel" Cwithout fuel rods and coolant3
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NEUTRON DISTRIBUTION MODELLING BASED ON INTEGRO"
PROBABILISTIC APPROACH OF DISCRETE ORDINATES METHOD

V.V.Khromov, E.F.Kryuchkov, G.V.Tikhomirov
Moscow
Engineering
Physics
Institute
Kashirskoe Shosse 3 1 ,Moscow M-409,

U S S R

Abstract
In this paper it is described the universal nodal
method for the neutron distribution calculation in
reactor and shielding problems, based on using of
influence functions and factors of local-integrated
volume and surface neutron sources in phase subregions. This method permits to avoid the limited
capabilities of collision-probability method concerning with the detailed calculation of angular
neutron flux dependence, scattering anisotropy and
empty channels. The proposed method may be considered as modification of S - method with advantage
of ray-effects elimination"
There are presented
the description of method theory and algorithm
following by the examples of method applications
for calculation of neutron distribution in threedimensional model of fusion reactor blanket and in
highly heterogeneous reactor with empty channel.
L_ Influence functions and factors of local-integrated
neutron sources and gTscrete analogues of neutron
distribution equations
Neutron distribution in global system volume V with external
boundary 5 may be described in term of group neutron flux function
<P =<p (x), where x - generalized combination of space-anqular phase
variables (?,!?).
The domain U of group neutron fluxes is subdivided by the non-crossing local phase subregions U m = VmxAfi.
in process of separation the local (heterogeneous, in general case)
volumes V H and angular diapazones Aftk.
Transport and neutron-nuclei interactions are described by the
equation:
^
fl V0 f + I f * f = q f ,
(1)
where

I
q
Equation
external

- total cross-section of neutron-nuclei interaction;
- volume neutron source in energy group g.
(1) must be added by the respective boundary conditions on
boundary S.
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For noting simplification it is supposed that V is regular
polygon with plane boundary sides S* . having outer"normal rt;
the volume sides did not intersect the angular diapazones boundary.
S
The phase subregion
j " ) x ^k with (fl«n* )<0 will be referenced
as U ( ~'

(in opposite case with

(fl«n\)>0 , it will be V1.*! ).

J • •*

J

Neutron flux in volume
formula:

J »K

V may be determined by the quadrature
"

* (?,£!) = fdr > 'G (v) (rV / ,n.g)«q (r^.nJ+T fdS Gtmht*f
1

g

V.
( }

Hy

,fl,-g)«(")I (r* ,n>,
8

"

(2)

(
(x«UJfK
"')

where " / (x)
- intensity of surface neutron sources on SJ(.m)
side of V volute.
Volule Green's function is detenined by the equation:
,3.
and related with the surface function by the reciprocity relationship:

GU)(rt<K*s,3,g) = G (v) (? a *?,-n,g)

.

(4)

Basing on the quadrature formula (2) the transfer to discrete
analoque of neutron transport equation is carried out. The discrete
analoque is the system of equalities which relates the flux functionals:

where brackets mean the integration of included functions on phase
subregions. In result of the substitution (2) in (5) one nay receive
the following system of equalities:
(6)
( }

^

q -kf + J I { J j ' k ) " ri^

where q . =<q > n

}

; factors F and I have the aeaning of the discrete

probabilities (on angular diapazones) of influence of local-integrated volume and , . surface sources on integrated in U . flux and
integrated in U/"'currents of collisionless neutrons. •
These

factors

are determined
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by

the following system of

equalities:
F(m<-j',k.g) =
, ,
(v

m,k

<x*Hn,k,g)>uc)
J'.k

where 0 ( v ) and 0 ( s ) - influence functions of local-integrated neutron
sources on the neutron flux in the phase point x . These functions
are related with Green's functions by the equations:

J n , g )

q (?' JJ) / <q >„

n

,,g

,

y() .

According with definition the function^ tv) in volum| V is satisfied
by the equation (1) with
qg=qg(?,fl) -Stf, VJ 'Sin, Ai5k) / <q >y
provided the homogeneous.boundary
conditions l.for
incoming neutron
ml
s
currents on the surface S\
,
and
function
#
'is satisfied by
the homogeneous equation J (1) with non-homogeneous boundary conditions
>
^
^
^
where

5(y,Ay) equals to unity when yeAy and zero when. . y«SAy. .
Quadrature formula (2) may be written in terms of # l v J and 0 l 5 )
in following fora:

77 ^

• ^ ' ^

3

^ ^

. (9)

It may be considered as formula of neutron flux reconstruction (and
currents of neutrons outcoming from V by the S")
in terms of known
local-integrated volume and surface" sources0 and its influence
functions.
. .
.,
From equations for 0 l ' and p ' the balance relations may be
received which invarianted to distributions of volume and surface
sources:
+ <Z 6iv\
= 1
lk
r.! "
KJ*-J'.k,g) +
Kj«*.k,g)

(10)

m.k

The joint consideration of 2-nd equation of system (6) with equalities (9) and (10) leads to the balance relation for reaction rates
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in phase subregions \Jmk , in energy group g:

The second term of the left part of equation (11) determines the
way of averaging (hoaogenization) of total cross-section within the
heterogeneous volume V > :
.ik
.k
In general case volume neutron'sources i n V depend on neutron
flux. So local-integrated sources q . are presented by the linear
functional^ of neutron flux. For the * condition-critical reactor
the following equation may by written:

where wk=jdIJ ; k e f - effective neutron multiplication factor. Homoge
nized macrlJ-constants for volume V B are determined by the equation:
,k

RIi k

= Id? X (?)£ fdfl'd/
V

« 4ir

a

where U ._ = V x 4ir.
np 4 R
HIsurface sources absent on S**' the following condi
If external
J
tion of continuity may by written:
(-)r(J)
J
-k f

_(*)r(J)
J
"
.(j)k f

'

where m(j) is the numbers of neighbours to volume V with the joint
side S,.
"
TheJsystem of equalities (6),(13),(15) with homogeneous boundary conditions for currents of incoming neutrons is the exact
discrete analogue of neutron transport equation in condition-critiC3.1 T*fi3.ctOP
If the factor F, I of equation (7) are assumed to be apriori
known along with the homogenized parametrs (equations (14)) then
system (6), (13), (15) is closed systea of equations of conditioncritical reactor for local-integrated fluxes and partial neutron
currents.
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The different ways of apriori evaluation of influence factors
and macro-characteristics discover the different approximated algorithms for neutron flux calculation with discrete analogues of
transport equation. One of these will be considered in respective
section of present paper.
Simultaneously the above written equation permits to organize
the closed on phase subregions iterative algorithm for detailed
neutron flux calculation. In this algorithm the equations (6).(13),
(15), factors and macro-characteristics must determine the phase
subregion-integrated neutron fluxes and currents
(global distribution),
formula (9) may reduce the detailed distributions of
volume and surface sources (local distribution).
Basing on these distributions one may correct factors
F , I ana averaged macro-characteristics for the next iterations
of global calculation. Such algorithm has familiar structure with
algorithm of neutron rebalance method applied for the improvement
of iterative processes convergence.
2^_ Approximation of. the plane fluxes in phase subregious.
Suppose that volumes V« are homogeneous and its optical thicknesses S-d (d-diaeeter of the volute) are rather small.
Then
using the equations (6), (11), (13) one usay receivel the,closed
J
algorithm for calculation of functionals • . and
I i
if
the following assumption are made in deterirn'ation of " * factors F, I and in averaging of system macro-characteristics:
4> (r\n)=Const. if (r\fl)€U ,;
* (?,.5>=Const. if (?,,n)€U(~1' .
g
•, K
g
J
J
J ,K
Such approximation may be called by the plane flux approximation.
This approximation differs significantly from the analogous one
of collision probability method by the discrete procedure of angular neutron distribution accounting for the volume
V and its
surface. Presented approximation leads to the following relation:
-»
-»
q (r\fl)=Const, (i^.SUeU^ k
in factors calculation, and so from the reciprocity equation (5)
one may receive:
I(j«*,kBg)«V•; u.« = F(m*-j,k,g)-S«j ii..
,
(16)
_^ _^
J
K

where ^,. * fdQIQ'h* |; and balance relations

(10) transfer into

the equations:
I(j**,k,g) + Z F(m«,k,g) = 1
(17)
I(j«-j',k.g) * Z
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The theoretical estimates show that presented algorithm has
second order of approximation for space-angular functions in phase
subregions with rather smooth solutions.
Determination of the factors-probabilities is key problem of
the method.
In this method it is enough to calculate the factor
K j*-j' . k,g), and using these factors it is possible to determine
all other factors by the formulas (16),(17). However here there
are some difficulties.
The first, if Z =0 then the relations
controlled by the egualities (17) are interrupted. So calculation
of above Mentioned factors for empty channels requires the special
consideration.
The second, calculation of factors Kj«-j',k,g)
determined in general case by the following equation:

i<J-J'.k.g>«-i

R J d ? ; JdSx yk(?B.?;.S

where

requires the numerical integration.
The function X ,k(?s,f^,Q) may be interpreted as distribution
function of neutron trajectories travelling in vacuum in angular
diapazone Afl. from S., side to S, one
(For isotropic flux in
( )U

"

L

Then functional

T

/d? l^'\™ " ? - ? ;i n •« ( i t ? ; »

(20)

where x\Vk - integral of eguation (20) at n=0, will determine:
at n=l the average distance of neutron travelling in vacuum between
S ., and SJ sides in angular diapazone Ml ;
at J
n=2 - average square of this
distance etc.
Let us use the asterisk c»i for the factors F and I at Z=0.
The following equations may by written:

ICJ«.k.g)= yjs 5J
,k
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(21)

The following normalization conditions mist be fulfilled:

Froa these equations one may receive the well known formula for the
mean chord of volume V :
1 = 4 V / S(-)
For the rather small ZlJJ , the explicit I factor dependence
series:
on I may be presented by the
-

+

The explicit factor I dependence on E and <° which permits to evaluate this factor within the more wide diapazone of optical thicknesses is formed with use of different approximated formulas.
3. Realization of method in the computer code.
Results of modelling probTeTs~caTcuT¥txons.
The above described algorithm was realized in the computer
codes for three-dimensional neutron distribution calculations in
(X, Y,Z) - geometry. Code can resolve the following problems:
- the calculational support of the experimental investigations of
the fusion reactor blanket zones
(neutron propagation problem
for finite heterogeneous media with external source);
- the calculation of the heterogeneous cells and reactors
(eigenvalue problem) - code "PRIZKA*.
The peculiarities of the first problem are related with the
need of correct accounting for the elastic and inelastic scattering
anisotropy and with difficulties of neutron field calculations in
empty channels. The results of benchmark.experiments
performed at
"Neutron Generator" laboratory of MEPhI1 were used for verificatio-n of code.
The experimental installation was a graphite assembly consisting of separate blocks. The front wall of this assembly was irradiated by the external source of fusion neutrons (E=14.75 HeV). Source
was installed along with the symmetry axis of the assembly. The measurements of threshold process rates was carried out by the activation detectors positioned along the source axis in channel on the
different distances from the front wall of assembly. In one case the
instrumented channel with detector was filled by the graphite and in
another case - detectors were placed in the empty channel. More detailed description of the experimental installation and method of
investigation may be found in [11.
The mathematical model of the experimental assembly presents
the system of non-crossing calculational cells having the form of
rectangular prisms with different sizes. External source of fusion
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neutrons was assumed to be point and isotropic. To account the peculiarities of the problem the directions sphere was divided on 16 angular diapazones in forward fro* source and on 4 angular diapazones
in backward. In calculations it was used the multi-group cross-sections library VITAMIN-C in AMPX fornat. It is supposed that the energies of external source neutrons belong to the interval froa 14.918
to 14.55 MeV (4-th energy group in VITAMIN-C library).
The result of calculations are presented in Table 1 and Figures 1,2. The reaction thresholds of activation detectors covered the
energy region froa 3 MeV to energy of source.
This energy region is interesting by the fact that here the processes of elastic
and inelastic scattering on carbon nuclei have pronounced anisotropic character. All 4 moments of cross-sections of anisotropic group
transfers of VITAMIN-C library wereM used in calculations.
For testifying of code "PRIZMA it was performed the calculation one of the benchmark problea described in (21. Geometrical parameters of the test problem presented in Fig.3, the macroconstants - in Table 2.
The calculation were performed with recoamended14 space mesh
lxlxl sa for two variants:
variant 1 - rod absents in physical zone 3 (composition 3);
variant 2 - rod presents in physical zone 3 (composition 4)
with saturation on angular mesh.
As standard the results of code KCU (Monte-Carlo method) calculations performed in Kurchatov Atomic Energy Institute were used.
The results of code "PRIZMA" calculations are presented in
Tables 3,4,5. Values L in Tables mean a number of sectors of directions sphere divided by the typical for Sn-method procedure.
Note that for overcoming of disagreement of values calculated
by the two codes in 2-nd energy group it is necessary to perform
additional computations with space mesh more detailed than recoamended. This fact is related with sharp gradients of neutron flux in
calculational cell of reflector.
Conclusion.
In the paper the universal nodal method of neutron distribution calculations for reactor and shielding problems based on
using of influence functions and factors of lccal-integrated volume
and surface neutron sources in phase subregions is presented in
general form. Effectiveness of the simplest method approximation
- plane flux approximation - was illustrated by the examples of
test problems calculations.
The main efforts of the authors now concentrated on development
and realization of algorithm of interrelated local and global neutron flux calculation with correction of influence factors and constants homogenization on different stages of computation.
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Table 1.

Absolute activation rates of threshold-detectors
on 50 ma froa the front wall, 1 0 "
(neutron/nucleus x source neutron)
/ channel
Homogeneous era shite
fcmpt?
Calc.
8%
Exper.
Exper.
Calc.
5%
Reaction
Er HeV
63
0.84(2)** 0.83
1.2
1.10(3)
1.14
3.6
Cu (n.2n)
12.2
2.0 2.01(6) 2.02
1.49
0.5
CuB5(n.2n)
11.0 1.52(4)
56
6.8 0.210(5) 0.194 8.2 0.255(8) 0.244 4.3
Fe (n.D)
27
4.5
4.7
0.156(5) 0.149
3.3
0.181(5) 0.175
Al (n.D)
64
5.6 0.42(1) 0.466 9.9
3.0 0.37(1) 0.393
Zn (n.D)
4.3 0.239(7) 0.245 2.3
4.0 0.235(7) 0.245
Pb20*(n.n')
». - the physical threshold of reaction
- means 0.84 - 0.02
S7.-relative deviation of calculational and experimental values.

Table 2.
Macroconstants of the test problem.
Composition
Core
Reflec
tor

Group

1
2
1

2

X

S

tr
0.223775
1.038640
0.250367

3

8.52709" " 9.09319"
1.58196"1 2.90183"1
4.16392"*
0.0
2
1.644820 2.02999"
0.0
1.28407"2 4.65132"5
0.0
1.20676"2 1.32890"3
0.0
8.52325"2 1.74439"2
0.0
0.217460 0.182224
0.0

1
2
1
4
2
- means 8.52709 x 10"
3

3
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1.0
0.0

—p

2.28253
5.650422

-5
2.40997

—

6.45461

Table 3.

Effective multiplication factor of system.
PR1ZMA

Var.
1
2

MCU

L=8

,=24

L=48

0.975 + 0.002
0.961 + 0.002

1.024
1.009

0.9864
0.9695

0.9758
0.9596

Table 4.
Leakage froa the systea.
Var. Group
1

1

2
2

Zone
Core
Reflector

1
2

0.1272
0.0754
0.1158
0.0648

+
+
+
+

L=8

0.0005
0.0004
0.0006
0.0004

PRIZMA
L=24

0.09373
0.09185

0.11674
0.09314

0.0867
0.0795

0.10675
0.08135

Averaged in physical zones fluxes , 10*
PK1ZMA
Group
Var.
MCU
L=24
L=8
4.778
+
0.008
4.768
l
I.755
1
i .893
4.SOY + 0.00/
4.910
2
1
2
1

3

MCU

2

zl

2

1
2
1
2

1
2
1
2

0.875
0.871
0.598
0.593
0.918
0.887
L. 444
.229
0.96b
0.24'J

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

0.003
0.00
0.00]
0.001
0.003
0.003
0.008
0.007
0.009
O.0U2
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0.871
0.8B7
0.5^4
O.bB7

b.vy4
0.755
1.520
1.257
0.906
0.254

0.872
0.868
0.590
0.587
0.810
0.77b
1.481
1.251
0.907
0.263

L=48

0.1203
0.0928
0.1100
0.0809

Table 5.
L=48
4.751
4.891
0.872
0.868
0.59f
0.593
0.817
0.782
1.470
1.251
0.908
0.266

C/E

(a)

1.1
;
1.0
B
•

l

4
i
<:

>

•
•
:

•

®

©

0.9

: i

0.8
20
30
40
Distance from the front wall,

10
C/E
1.1

<b)
*
a
:

1.0

sm

;
S

I
ct
&
1 .

i1
) \1

J
*

?

D

•

s

a

(i

*

i

i\

0.9
i>

0.8
10

Fig.l

20
30
43
Distance from the front wall,

sm

Calculational and experinental data ratio (C/E)
for the absolute activation rates of threshold
detectors.
(a) - homogeneous graphite assembly
(b) - graphite assembly with empty channel

- Zn 6 *(n,p),
- Cu 65 (n,2n),

• - Pb 204 (n,n'),
• - Al 27 <n,p),
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D - Cu 63 (n,2n),
® - Fe 56 (n,p)

Y SB

25
Boundary conditions:
V - vacuum
R - reflection

Zone 2
15
Zone 1
Zone
3
X si
15

20

25

Z si

25
Zone 2
Zone Zone
3

15
Zone 1

X SB

15
Fig. 2

20

25

Geometry of test problea.

Zone 1 - Core
Zone 2 - Reflector
Zone 3 - Absorbing rod absents (variant 1)
- Absorbing rod presents (variant 2).
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THE CODE GETEBA FOR CELL AND POLYCELL CALCULATIONS.
MODELS AND CAPABILITIES.
Belousov fl.,Bichkov S.,Marchuk Y..Prianichnikov A.
Savander V.,Fyodorov I.
Moscow Physical Engineering Institute, USSR

ABSTRACT
The GETERA code is intended for calculation of neutron
space-energy distribution in nuclear reactor cells and polycells
and various neutron flux functionals by the collision probability
method in multigroup approxiaation. The code uses the 26-group
BMAB nuclear data library for slowing down diapason. In the 0 to
2.15 eV thermalization range the code uses a special 100-group
neutron cross-section library based on the ENDF/B-IV and JENDL-2
evaluated nuclear data files.
GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The GETERA computer code is developed for the nuclear
reactor
cell
and
polycell
calculations
using collision
probability nethod. The neutron flux density distribution in
down-scattering energy range of 10.5 MeV to 2.15 eV is calculated
in a 22-group approximation on the basis of the BNAB neutron
cross section library. The computation of neutron spectrum in the
2.15 to 0 eV themalization energy range is performed through the
Cadillac differential model on the basis of microscopic neutron
cross sections obtained from the ENDF/B-IV data files. The code
permits to calculate the neutron flux
distribution, multiplication factors, void effects, to prepare the multi-group
neutron cross section, and to compute reaction rates and a number
of other functionals in nuclear reactor cells and polycells for
various types of boundary conditions. The present GETERA code
version envisages simulating the following systems:
- the unit cell with arbitrary albedo boundary conditions
and arbitrary axial buckling; it is possible to adjust
multiplication factor of the unit cell through albedo
or buckling changes;
- the unit cell in cell's surroundings; this model can be
used to prepare the neutron cross section for cells
without multiplication surrounded with the fissile
cells; or to evaluate the fissile cell's reactivity
effects
when
the
surplus reactivity
is partly
compensated with cells having additional absorbers or
control rods; or to calculate more precisely some other
functionals of the analyzed cell with respect to its
surroundings;
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- the core fraction with arbitrary cell surroundings;
- the polycell with arbitrary albedo boundary conditions.
The geonetry for both non-fissile cell and its surrounding
can generally be described as cylinder, sphere or slab. The
neutron
currents between cells under consideration are set
according to their reciprocal location.
Another original feature of the GETERA code is its capability to calculate the cells with the HTGR type dispersed fuel.There
are depletion nodules in the GETERA, which pernit to evaluate the
reactivity effects, to prepare snail-group neutron cross section
and to conpute a nunber of other functionals for cells with
different burn-up.
A special data-base nanagenent systen with an advanced user
interface enables to create and develop libraries of input and
output data, and to analyse the data through tables and graphs.
The GETERA code was created as a conbination of independent
nodules exchanging infornation through the connon data field.
It enables to change flexibly the calculation approach and on the
other hand to provide a confortable interface with the custooer's
codes.
The Table 1 presents the calculation results for the known
uraniun-water "benchmark" lattices (NB-l,NB-2,NB-4,NB-5). The
depleted cells were compared with test results obtained at
the 'Japan Atonic Energy Research Institute' (JAERI-M 88-200)
(Table 2). It can be shown that the GETERA nethods and neutron
cross sections correspond on the denands for nultiple calculations of increased safety nuclear reactor core. It is useful for
the reactivity effects calculations, preparation of snail-group
neutron cross sections, for experimental data analysis And for
a nunber of other problens connected with neutron spectrun
calculation of heterogeneous parts of nuclear reactor core. The
existing data discrepancies are within the cross sections errors
for the ENDF/B-IV, ENDF/B-V libraries.
A SAMPLE OF THE GETERA CODE USE.
To evaluate numerically the void effects for RBMK reactor
cells the fuel, moderator and coolant location was simulated
in the following ways:
- as a Wigner-Seitz cell with circular zones (Fig.l);
- as chess polycell (Fig.2); and
- as complex polycell (Fig.3).
The Table 3 presents calculation results of the nultiplication factors and the void effect for each of the three nodels.
The discrepancy in the results between the nodels can be
evaluated as the error acconpanying simulation of a real process.
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Evaluation of void effect in conditionally critical problems
is known to have only restricted application because in real
systems neutron currents compensate for the positive or negative
reactivity. The first evaluation in Table 3 shows that involving
the neutron intercurrents for cells with K inf. other than 1 gives
a neutron spectrum different from that of the conditionally
critical problem. This difference influences essentially void
effect evaluation. Table 4 presents the void effects for unit
cell in cases when surplus reactivity is compensated:
a) by radial leakage;
b) by axial leakage;
c) by neutron intercurrents from cell under consideration
to cell with control rod.
CONCLUSION
The GETERA code is used for computation of cell systems.
Their multiple simulation provides for evaluation of functionals'
errors and increases the reliability of the modeling.
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Table 1 .Integral 1Paraneter Results for NB Lattices.
Lattice Paraneter
NB-1

K inf.
R28
D25
D28

CR
NB-4

K inf.
R28
D25

D28
CR
NB-5

K inf.
R28

D25
D28
CR
NB-2

K inf.

R28
D25
D28

CR

EPRI-CELL
ENDF/B-V

Monte-Carlo
ENDF/B-V

GETERA
ENDF/B-IV

1.1449
1.360
0.0814
0.0705
0.796

1.1471
1.363
0.0803
0.0722
0.798

1.1426
1.383
0.0857
0.0704
0.7961

1.3415
2.632
0.157
0.0612
0.548

1.3424
2.654
0.159
0.0617
0.549

1.3407
2.727
0.1663
0.0609
0.5521

1.1421
8.534
0.550
0.132
1.006

1.1456
8.503
0.548
0.133
1.006

1.1328
9.012
0.570
0.131
1.014

1.1698
2.613
0.152
0.297
2.148

1.1748
2.612
0.151
0.297
2.148

1.1861
2.542
0.154
0.270
2.081

Table 2.K infinity for different void fraction
(JAERI test ,Vn/Vf=1.1,30 GWd/t)

0

45

90

99

PSI(BOXER)
PSI(DAHDB)
STUDSVIK
TUBS(DATUBS4)
TUBSCDATUBS5)
WINFRITH

0.999
1.013
1.013
1.010
1.006
1.005
0.980
1.006
1.008
1.010
1.003
0.998
1.006
1.021
1.002
1.002

0.968
0.980
0.977
0.976
0.969
0.968
0.949
0.978
0.980
0.983
0.977
0.971
0.983
0.992
0.971
0.988

0.980
0.985
0.985
0.990
0.978
0.973
0.972
1.003
0.996
1.002
1.006
1.000
1.008
1.003
0.992
1.025

0.987
0.979
0.978
0.985
0.989
0.991
1.022
0.993
0.993
0.993
1.023
1.003
1.013
1.004
1.003
1.006

GETERA

1.012

0.972

0.994

1.009

\ Void
Progr. \ (X)
ANSTO

HITACHKB4)
HITACHKJ2)

IKE

JAERI(SRAC)
FFK<NEWEST)
IIFK(1985LIB.)
MAPI-CRC
NAIG

PNC
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Table 3. K infinity for different void fraction
(•different nodels)
Type of nodel

K inf.
Void = 0

(%)

K inf
Void = 100 (X)

Cell of
Wigner-Seitz

1.2835

1.3450

6 .15e-2

Chess cell

1.2855

1.3545

6 .•90e-2

Polycell
nodel

1.3023

1.3402

4 .21e-2

Table 4. K infinity for different void fraction
(different types of conpensation)
Type of nodel

K inf.
Void = 0 (X)

K inf.
Void = 100 (X)

A K

Bukling

1.

0.8930

-1.07e-l

Albedo

1.

0.9500

-5.00e-2

1 Cell with
control rod
on 4.9 Cell
with fuel

0.9979

0.9757

-2.22e-2
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Figure 1. Transformation cell of RBMK to Wigner-Seitz cell

1 - fuel
2 - coolant (H20")
3 - noderator (C12)
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Figure 2. Transformation cell of RBMK to chess cell

1 - fuel
2 - coolant (H20>
3 - noderetor (C121
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Figure 3. Transfornation cell of RBMK to corplex polycell

1 - fuel
2 - coolant (H20)
5 - noderator (C12>
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ABSTRACT

Quasi-analytical or semi nunerical method for solving gamma
rays transport equation is described. The technique is based on
some combination of integral transform and the method of
successive collisions. This method makes it possible to derive a
transport equation solution in analytical form with continuous
energy dependence. To compare the solution with other methods and
experimental data, calculations of gamna rays from plane source,
penetrating varying thicknesses of steel, lead and uranium shields
were done. Nuaerical results and experimental data and results
obtained froii the one-diiensional discrete-ordinates transport
code PO3-6.3 were compared. There are clearly discrepancies
between the calculated values and experimental data. The described
method results and the results of calculation by polynomial
expansion are in good agreement at energy range from 0.5 to 10
MeV. This technique may be used to solve gamma ray transport
problem for estimation of value of gamma ray flux.

ALGORITHM
The algorithm for solving gamma rays transport equation,
based on integral transforn and method of successive collisions,
allows to derive a solution of gamma-rays transport equation as a
comparatively simple formula, and the calculations can be done by
simple computer code.
For simplicity we consider this lethod for plane geometry.
The gaMa-rays transport equation for plane geometry can be
written as:

= J dA'J Kz.fl'.AMKU'.A) 5 * 1 * y2~nX " fl'n) dfl' + S<z,u,A), (1)
where
Kz.w, A) - intensity of gamma-rays (angular flux of
energy of gamma quantum); A', A - wave length of gamma quantum
before and after scattering, respectively, in units of Compton
wave of electron; u - cosine of polar angle;
ti (A) - linear
coefficient of absorption (total macroscopic cross section);
S(z,w,A) - distribution of external sources; delta function
describes Compton scattering;
K(A',A) - function,
describing scattering, according to Klein - Nishina formula:
f

~X [ X'* X* 2(A'-A) • (A'-A)2] , As A's A + 2

K(A',A) = i
0 , otherwise .
We define Fourier-transform as:
g(k.w,A)= J I(z.w,A)exp(ikz)dz
-09

and, respectively, inverse integral transform:
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00

Kz,w.A) = -±-

f g(k,w,A)exp(-ikz)dk

Fourier transform of Equation 1 yields:

- ikw] g(k,w,A) =
5(ij - 5 5') •»
f
P
= JfdA'fgtk.w',
AMKfA'.A)
dfl' •Qtk.w.A),
J
2 IT

(2)

where T) = l+A'-A , Q(k,u,A) = J S{z,w,A)exp(ikz)dz.
To simplify Equation 2 we make assumption that gamma-quantum
have near-forward scattering, likewise assumption was made by
Fano1, i.e. w * w', which results in elimination of angular
integration in Equation 2.
-ikul g(k,w,A) = K J g(k,«,A)dA' + Qfk.w.A)

(3)

where K = K(A,A) = const is independent of the wave length,
because the assumption was «ade.
After derivation with respect to A of the last equation we
obtain
dQ(k,w,A)
g(k,w,A) =
d\
M ( A ) - iku
fi(A) - ikw
The solution of this differential equation for monochromatic
source, localized in spatial coordinate z = 0 is
AA

[ K fM(A')-ikw

g(k,w,A) = 7 Q(w)exp r

L

J u(A')-i
o

5(A-An)

2_
(i - ikw
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where nQ is a total absorption coefficient at the incident
wave length AQ.
We have to make linear approximation
of
fi(A) for
integration in exponent can be done analytically. Inverse Fourier
transform of last equation yields solution of Equation 1 for
infinite homogeneous medium, monochromatic, monodirectional
external source, localized in coordinate z = 0, at simplifying
assumption about near-forward scattering and linear approximation
of total macroscopic cross section

K

M

z

Kz.u.A) = —^ exp (
) z .F.Icc^.p] 6(w - 1) +
l
2u 2
(J
*
+ exp (- M z/w) 5(A-AQ) 5<u>-l)/u
(5)
. .
n
where a = 1 + K / M 0 . M O =
. |3=Z-(M(A)- M Q ) . Z>0, U>0;
.F.la.Z.pi is confluent hypergeoaetric function.
The essence of the presented method is to use Equation 5 in
the method of successive collisions instead of the solution for
noncollided component. He substitute function I(z,w,\), given by
Equation 5 to integral in Equation 1, instead of unknown function
Kz.fl'.A'). After this substitution we obtain the differential
equation from integrodifferential Equation 1.
1
Q(z,w,A),
(6)
dz
w
0)
where Q(z,o,A) is a sum of the integral and the source.
The solution of Equation 6, after integration over cosine of
polar angle w, is
Kz.w.A) =
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r

I(z,A) = n K j

K(A'.A)

exp( -

/i(A) z

)dA'

x

z

x J jFjta.2,^] z' exp[( ^' - JI(A')) z'ldz' +
o
^
exp(- \i z) - exp(-jiz/u)
+ 2n K(A Q1 A)
+ exp(-/iZ)6(A-A0). (7)
In this expression

i)0= 1 + A Q - A,

T)'= 1 + A'- A,

C = z(
Integration in Equation 7 must be done numerically.
The first, the second, and the third terms in Equation 7 are
multiple scattering, single scattering,
and
nonscattering
components of gamma rays flux, respectively.
We obtain the solution of Equation 1 in case of plane
geometry and plane isotropic source and solution of gamma rays
transport equation for spherical geometry and point source, too.
The solutions were derived by the method, which is analogous to
that used in the case of plane monodirectional source. The
calculations of penetration of ganaa rays with using the derived
solutions were made and compared with the calculations made by
Goldstein and Wilkins by polynomial expansion method2.
We have made an attempt to apply the described integral
transform method to multilayer mediua plane geometry. The Equation
for this case is:
ai(z.w.A)
u
+ fi(z,A)I(z,u,A) =
dz
= I dA' f Kz.fl'.Vln (z)<r. (A'.A)
J
J
e
k

dQ' + Slz.w.A).
2

(8)

n

where: n e (z) - electron
density, <rk(A',A) - function, which
describes scattering according to Klein-Nishina formula
(differential scattering formula for one electron or microscopic
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cross section for Compton scattering ).
We define optical distance as
z

p = { M(z',A)d2'
0

and denote or(A',A) = <rk(A',A)/(2 n cr(A)); §(p,w,A) =
= S(z,w, A)//i(z,A). After that Equation 8 may be rewritten as
SKp.w.A)
+

w

dp
= JdA' fl(p,Q',\')<r(\',\)6(Ti - Q fl'Jdfl' + sYp.w.A).

(9)

The solution of Equation 9 can be obtained in analytical form by
applying to it integral transform which is analogous to that used
for Equation 1. In this case we have made the same assumptions as
in the case of Equation 1.
c
S,„n www
c(\) rrexp(-ikp)
f <r(A) 1 < r o ( 1 " i k w )
expi
Kp.w.A) = -2
— |
|
dk +
2n L L ( A J J (1-ikw)2
exp(-p/w)
+ s
0

5(x - \ ).

n^X) w

(10)

°

In this expression ^ ( A ) is linear coefficient of absorption
near boundary of seii-infinite aediui; S Q is a magnitude of the
external source; c = <rk(A,A); <r(A) = c/<r(A).
In special case, if u > 0, o-Q< 0, o-(A) > o*(Ao), integration
in Equation 10 can be done analytically.
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a-0

where

Ijt...) is Bessel function.
It is necessary to say,that to derive Equation 10 we assume
the function <r(\) is independent of the spatial variable, i.e.
the cross section <r(\) per electron does not depend on the
material. This assumption can be accepted in some degree for
chemical elements with atomic weight above hundreds and for
energy above MeV. In this energy range total microscopic cross
sections per electron for heavy atoms differ no more than about
105J. Moreover, the assumption about near-forward scattering
results in elimination of backward scattered gamma-quanta.

NUMERICAL RESULTS

The results of the calculations of the penetrations of gamma
rays by derived formulas and the comparisons with the calculations
by other methods are presented. For the purposes of comparison of
the solution with other methods solutions and experimental data,
computations of gamma rays penetration from monochromatic
monodirectional and isotropic sources were done. Equation 7 and
Equation 11 were used for obtaining numerical results for
semi-infinite homogeneous and two-layer shield slabs. The results
were compared with the results obtained by Goldstein and Wilkins2,
the experimental data of Bishop and Banai 3 and the ones from the
one-dimensional discrete-ordinates transport code ROZ-6.3*. The
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values of linear coefficient of absorption, used in calculations
by Equation 7 and Equation 11, were taken from reference 2. The
results of the comparison are shown at Figures 1- 4.
The results of calculations by Equation 7 and the ones by
polynomial expansion from reference 2, presented in Figure 1 - 2 ,
are in satisfactory agreement. It may be explained by using the
same total cross sections and infinite media and source in both
calculations. The main contributions to the discrepancies between
calculated spectra are due to the assumption about near-forward
scattering, that results in omission of backward scattered
gamma-quanta, and linear approximation of total cross section
H(\) in integrand in Equation 4.
Figure 3 shows the calculated spectrum by using Equation 11
(smooth curve) and the experimental data from reference 3
(histogram). The dashed line above and below the histogram
represents standard deviation. For the purposes of comparison all
the spectra have been normalized to the unco Hided flux. There are
clearly discrepancies between the measured and calculated values.
The differences in the lower energy range
result from the
omission of backward scattered flux, positron annihilation and
bremsstrahlung sources in the calculated values. It is also since
calculations by Equation 11 use a source of infinite lateral
dimensions which will give higher values for the uncollided flux
and has some effect on the structure of the scattered spectrum.
Calculated values for energy above 3 MeV can't be considered as
absolutely correct, because conditions of using Equation 11, i. e.
<r < 0 and <r(X) > <r(A0), not provided for lead in this energy
range.
Figure 4 shows comparison of scalar flux spectra from two
layer plane shield, calculated by Equation 11 with that obtained
using ROZ-6.3 code. There are many reasons for the discrepancies
between the derived spectra. As already stated, the Equation 11
apply only to infinite source and shielding slabs, and omit
secondary sources of photons.
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CONCLUSIONS
The presented algorithm makes it possible to derive a
solution of gamma rays transport equation in analytical form with
continuous energy dependence. The solution of the transport
equation is a comparatively simple formula, so the calculations
can be done by a simple computer code. The numerical inverse
Fourier transform in Equation 10 is regarded as a significant
improvement to the accuracy of the calculations.The algorithm can
be used to solve gamma ray transport calculating problems which
concern to reactor shield, blanket of fusion reactor and others,in
case time of calculations and computer memory are limited but
accuracy is not of much importance.
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SPACE-DEPENDENT EFFECTS IN FAST REACTOR DYNAMICS AND THEIR
ANALYSIS USING THREE-DIMENSIONAL KINETICS CODE WIND-3D
Podobed S.S., Shaelev A.N., Shkolnik V.S.
Moscow Engineering Physics Institute
Kashirskoe shosse 31, Moscow, 115409, USSR
ABSTRACT
The computer code intended for fast reactor
3D dynamics analysis is described. The code
is used in routine practice of calculational
support of BN-350 fast breeder reactor operation. It was shown that substantional 3D effects
can be induced by asymmetrical reactivity
perturbations to the system. Soae divergence
factor was introduced to describe the difference
between the point kinetics lodel results and
results obtained in reactor Measurements.
The coaputation procedures currently applied for fast reactor dynamics analysis (including preliminary safety analysis)
are mainly based on the point kinetics model. In these cases the
fast reactor core is assumed to be fairly tight coupled. It is
well known however that there are many situations when spatial
effects aay be of great significance For safety analysis and operation support of fast reactor. The coaputer code WIND-3D was
created for the mathematical simulation of the LMFBR dynamics and
is used in routine practice of calculational support and safety
analysis of the BN-350 prototype fast breeder reactor. It has
a medium size core with the height of approximately 1.06 metres
and the diameter of approximately 1.58 metres and Ihe oxide type
of fuel is used in the core and in the blankets. This reactor is
considered to be tight coupled so the point kinetics model was
widely used to predict its global performance characteristics.
Nevertheless, the operational experience clearly showed that
there were regimes accompanied by neutron field distribution distortion. So it was considered to be interesting to estimate these
effects and their influence on the reactor dynamics.
The dynamical model used in calculations includes the algorithm of space-time dependent neutron flux calculations in 3-D
hexagonal geometry, coupled with algorithm of thermohydraulic
and feedback calculations.
Model takes into account the following requirements:
- transient calculations must consider the real geometrical and
constructive peculiarities of reactor;
- it is necessary to have a possibility to calculate detailed
space-tiae behavior of power and teaperature, to evaluate the
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effects of feedbacks and coolant flow variations in reactor
zones.
The lain principles of dynamical Model are as follows:
- neutron transport equation is solving by one-group diffusion
approximation in 3-D hexagonal geometry along with equations
for delayed neutron precursor groups;
- energetic distribution of neutron flux density is simulated by
the set of space-dependent catalogues of one-group effective
microconstants accounting the nonuniformity of neutron spectra
in reactor zones.
- the prompt jump approximation is used.
Application of the prompt jump approximation leads to the
constraints on the processes that may be considered in the model
frameworks. The main condition is as follows:
K

eff < x * 3
where 6 is effective fraction of delayed neutrons.
One-group diffusion equation is solved by the iterative
synthesis method with neutron flux density expansion in form (1)
using continuous trial functions. Method was specified for nonhomogeneous problem solution.
N a
? ) z (2)
(1)

) =Z

n

V

n

•

{R n <?)>^ =1 and {Zn(z}}JJ=1 - continuous ortonormalized functions
of hexagonal and axial coordinates, a n - factor of normalization.
The procedure of preparation of space-dependent catalogues
of one-group microconstants is based on the solution of multygroup diffusion equations for 2-D (r,z) reactor model by the
iterative synthesis method with discontinuous trial functions
followed by the the averaging of multy-group microconstants
with weight of integral in zones neutron spectra.
For more precision evaluation of the neutron cross-sections near the points of experimental measurements and control
rod assemblies there is a possibility of using the model
based on the local diffusion calculation. This model uses the
iterative finite difference method for multy-group equations
solution with using of non-regular set of the space points.
Accounting of the feedbacks in transient analysis is carrying out by means of preliminarily calculated factors for temperature dependence of microconstants in each reactor zone. Temperature dependence of nuclide concentrations is described by the
thermal expansion coefficients of fuel, coolant and construction
materials.
The calculation of the reactor components temperatures is
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based on the Method considering the dynamics of average (for
axial layers) temperatures for fuel, coolant and cladding in
each assembly. Difference of the fuel thermophysical properties
in reactor zones is taken into account by the effective fuel
time constants. Additionally, the reactor core is divided on regions with coolant flow profiling.
Also, there is a possibility of using alternative subroutines:
TEMP - 3-D channel-by-channel calculation of stationary teaperature distributions in fuel assembly of fast reactor;
TVEL - 2-D non-stationary calculation of temperature distribution for one fuel element in <r,z) geometry.
The control rods movement is simulated by recalculating of
the nuclide concentrations in the proper axial zones with
accounting to the rods velocity.
Described algorithm was realized in dynamics code WIND-3D
which is integrated into the program support system of aultyfunctional reactor operation.
The code uses the data file containing the information
about reactor states in any time period of operation. This fact
allows the flexible organization of calculational process. The
data obtained are accumulated in the above mentioned reactor
states archives and special dynamical archives. The model uses
the cross section data library of ABBN type.
Typical fast reactor calculational model includes 817 fuel
assemblies, 256 spectral zones, 98 axial meshpoints and approximately 80000 of total amount of meshpoints.
The percentage of time used within one time-step is as
follows: neutron parameters calculations ~ 65%; calculations of
temperatures changes - 10%; feedbacks, hydraulics and rods positions changes ~ 18%; storage of obtained information in archives
and intermediate temporary files ~ 7%. This relations can slightly
be changed depending on the problem considered.
The code UIND-3D permits using of delayed neutrons constants
with different degree of detailisation: the same in the whole
core of the reactor; each spectral zone has its own set of parameters; each of the axial zone in each assembly or each mesnpoint
has its own. set of delayed neutrons parameters.
There is a possibility to use recurrent calculatons with reduceu time-steps due to find some local (in time) perculiarities
in reactor dynamics. That are local maxima and minima in power,
temperatures and so on.
The code uses ~ 12.7 tines less CPU resources per time step
in case of a modular type reactor containing 91 assemblies than
in case with 817 assemblies (typical BN-350 calculations).
The main efforts in calculation with code MIND-3D center on
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the problem of BN-350 safety perfonance. One of the problem
considered concerned the accident with the loss of equipment power supply along with failure of reactor shutdown system. In this
case the gradual slow relaxation of main circulation pumps (MCP)
action provides the forced sodium circulation during 70-90 sec.
After puaps stop the decay heat reaoval is possible only by natural circulation (NO regime.
The code WIND3D was used for the calculation of power, fuel
and sodium temperatures behaviour for 15 sec period after the accident initiation. Supposed that the sodium flow decreases h; accordance with the hyperbolic rule b/(t+b), b - time constant
(b=4 sec). Time behaviour of reactor power and sodium temperature
on the exit of assembly with maximum heating up are presented in
Fig.l (curve 1). Sodium temperature in that assembly reaches
the boiling point at 12 sec. Fuel temperature in that assembly
didn't reach the melting point at the moment of sodium boiling
initiation. The results obtained didn't show any substantial
neutron or temperature fields distortion during the process.
The picture is quite different when one asymmetric scram
rod inserts simultaneously with the MCP turning off. In such a
case the time behaviour of sodium temperature considerably changes. This tine dependence has a local maxinum (1 sec) and local
mini mum (5 sec) followed by the monotonous increasing (curve 2).
It is shown that sodium boiling didn't occur before the formation
of NC regime. Non-monotonous sodium temperature behaviour was
explained in terms of uncorrelated relaxation of sodium flow and
reactor power. Moreover, this process is accompanied with spatial
effects. The coordinate of assembly with maximum outlet sodium
temperature in time moment T=0 sec is shifting during the process
as shown by arrow in Fig.l. Curve 3 represents outlet sodium temperature from this new maximum assembly. The curves don't differ
greatly in appearance, but there is obvious delay in their behaviour.
The change in ratio of integral neutron fluxes in the directions of symmetrically placed ionization chambers was approximately 9% to the end of the scram rod movement (that is 0.8 sec).
This ratio was used in the form of following relation

=

[F<?.Z> dS

/

[F<?.Z) dS

S right
S left
and it can be used as a point model and real reactor divergence
parameter in a concrete dynamical process (such as control rod
weighting). The curve representing R is shown on Fig.2.
Axial distortion of the neutron distribution during this
process is shown on Fig.3. The curve represents the ratio of the
energy release in upper and lower parts of the core during the
rod scram. The minimum of the curve corresponds to the
approximately half of the rod inserted into the core.
Figure 4 represents the ratio of the neutron flux on the
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60-th axial meshpoint level (curve 1) and on the 40-th axial
meshpoint level (curve 2) at t = 0 . 4 sec. These ratios were
calculated along the diagonal that runs through the moving rod.
The ratio was taken in the form of:
RIM
.ZI) t=T
a = K n ,zi) t=0
where n is the assembly coordinate along the diagonal; zi is
number of axial meshpoint (in our case zi is 60 and 40 respectively and T=0.4 sec). The axial meshpoint number 1 is situated
at the lower end of assembly.
The curves on Fig.2 and 3 are normalized on 1.0 in time
moment T=0 sec.
Space-time effects in the dynamic behavior of small prototype LMFBR BN-350 were examined in this paper using dynamical
code WIND-3D. It was shown that these substantial 3-D effects
can be induced by asymmetrical reactivity perturbations to the
system. The difference between real dynaiical parameters and
parameters obtained using point kinetics model may be estimated
with the help of some divergence factor, as that described above.
These dynamical peculiarities may be of interest for safety performance of large LMFBRs.
Figure 1. The dependence of reactor power and sodium
temperature on the time
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FEED3ACK COMPONENTS CF A U2OPulQZr-FUELED
COMPARED TO A L'lOZr- FUELED EER-II*
D. Mer.eghstri and D.A. Kucera
Argor.na National Laboratory
Argor.r.e, Illinois 60439

A3STRACT
Calculated feedback ccrr.por.er.ts of the regional contributions of the power
reactivity decrements (?RDs) and of the temperature coefficients of reactivitv
of a U2OPulOZr-fueled and of a UlOZr-fueled Experiaental Breeder Reactor II (EERII) are compared.
The PSJ3 components are also separated into power-to-flow
dependent and solely power dependent parts. The effects of these values upon
quantities useful for indicating the comparative potential inherent safety
characteristics of these EER-II loadings are presented.

INTRODUCTION
Calculatior.al comparisons of detailed reactivity feedback components in
regions of a U20?ulGZr-fueled Experimental Breeder Reactor II (E3X-II) with the
corresponding cocponents of an analogous UlOZr-fueled E3R-II are made. These are
of interest because of the planned conversion of the core to plutonium-containing
fuel.
The linear and Doppler components comprising the power reactivity decrenent
(PRD) and the corresponding temperature coefficients of reactivity are
calculated.
The PUD ac a power is here the negative of the reactivity required
to bring the reactor from zero power hoc-critical to that power.
The ERD
components are also separately delineated into power-to-flow dependent and into
solely power dependent parts. These delineations together with the components
of the temperature coefficients of reactivity are useful for indicating relative
potential inherent safety characteristics,1
For each of the two fuel types three sets of components are calculated.
These cjr,respond at zero power, to: bond-sodiuns gap fully open; bond-sodiua gap
fully closed, the fuel not adhering to the clad, and no sodiua in the fuel
porosity; and bond-sodium gap fully closed, the fuel adhering to the clad such
that the fuel axial expansion is that of the clad, and about one-third of the
fuel porosity contains sodium.

*Vork supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Reactor Systems,
Development and Technology, under contract y-31-109-EN'C-33.
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REACTOR LOADINGS
In chese analyses the descriptions for the reactor are the same except for
the fuel type,the cladding type, and a thicker cladding with a concomitant
smaller radial dimension for the U20Pul0Zr fuel. Rows 1 to 6 of the reactor
description constitute the core, rows 7 to 10 the radial steel reflector, and
rows 11 to about 15 the radial blanket of essentially depleted uranium. The 91
subassembly locations in the cores contain:
61 drivers, 10 half-drivers, 8
operational control rods (7 high worth and 1 standard), 1 non-operational control
rod experiment, and 2 safety rods. Also included in the six-rowed cores are:
1 fuel-type experiment, 3 structural-type experiments, and 5 dummy structural
subassemblies.
The U20Pul0Zr driver fuel has 751 smear density (percentage of inner area
of clad occupied by fresh fuel) and the Pu contains 81X Pu-239, 18X Pu-240, and
IX Pu-241.
The fuel of 343 nun (13.5 in) length is contained in 5.84 mm
(0.230 in) O.D. cladding having radial thickness 0.457 ram (0.018 in). The
cladding of length 749 mm (29.5 in) and the 1.067 mm (0.042 in) diameter wire
wrap are assumed to be made of HT-9, a ferritic steel.
There are 61 fuel
elements per driver subasserably.
There are 31 fuel elements plus 30 steel
elements per half-driver subassembly.
The UlOZr driver fuel has 75X smear density and a uranium enrichment of
67X. The fuel of 343 ram (13.5 in) length is contained in 5.84 mm (0.230 in) O.D.
cladding having instead radial thickness of 0.381 mm (0.015 in). The 749 mm
(29.5 in) long cladding and 1.067 mm (0.042 in) diameter wire wrap are assumed
to be made of D9, an austenitic steel.
For both loadings the 61 elements of the control and safety rods are fueled
by UlOZr with a uranium enrichment of 78X. The clad O.D. is 4.42 mm (0.174 in.),
with radial chickness 0.305 mm (0.012 in). The fuel smear density is 75JC. The
remaining in core and out of core subassemblies are also considered to be
identical in the two loadings.

METHODS
The linear and Doppler components of the PRDs are calculated using the
EBRPOCO program2 together with an addition (RODCO) to the program which estimates
the PRD effects of axial positions of control rods. By repeating the calculation
assuming all thermal conductivities to be infinite, the power-to-flow dependent
components are obtained.
(Setting the thermal conductivities in EBRPOCO to
infinity causes the temperatures of all regions of a subassembly at a given axial
level to have the same temperature above inlet as does the coolant at that axial
level in the subassembly.
Axial heat transfer in EBRPOCO is only by axial
coolant flow.)
The components of the power dependent part are obtained by
subtraction of the calculated power-to-flow components from the corresponding
components of the calculated PRD.
The components of the temperature coefficients of reactivity are calculated
using the TEMCO addition3 to the EBRPOCO code. The grid-plate radial-expansion
component of the temperature coefficient and some aspects of the net rod-bank
suspension components of the temperature coefficient, which are additional
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componencs of inlet temperature coefficients, are calculated separately from the
EBRPOCO and TEMCO programs.
PRD COMPONENTS
For each core, steel radial-reflector, and uraniun radial-blanket
subassembly of a loading, the subassembly area-averaged axial distributions of
che temperatures of sodium coolant, fuel-ar.d blanket-element claddings,
structural rods and steel reflectors, sodium in gaps, and fuel are calculated.
Axially delineated PRD components for every subasseir.bly and control rod location
are calculated and then summed to obtain the regional components resulting from:
coolant density (density reduction of Na due to temperature); coolant displacecenc (displacement of Na coolant by thermal expansion of cladding, structural
rods, subassembly ducts and lower and upper axial reflector regions); steel
density (density reduction of these steel components due to axial expansions with
teaperatures); bond Na (resultant of displacement of bond Na, if present in the
open gaps, by differential thermal expansions of fuel and cladding and of density
reduction of bond Na due to temperature or resultant of displacement of abovefuel bond Na, if present in close-gap situations, by thermal expansion of
cladding and of density reduction of the above-fuel bond Na due to temperature);
fuel and blanket axial expansions (free axial expansions if unrestricted by
cladding or restricted axial expansion of fuel determined by axial expansion of
cladding); Doppler (in fuel and blanket); and the rod-bank suspension (downward
expansion of the control rods relative to core because of their being suspended
froa above).
The reactivity change resulting from a unit change in the core to rod-bank
relative axial displacement, at the assumed rod-bank positions, is also
calculated.
It is subsequently used to obtain the net rod-bank suspension
component of the inlet temperature coefficient by auxiliary calculations.
TEMP-3ATURE COEFFICIENT COMPONENTS
Because calculations of the components of the PRD using EBRPOCO require
corresponding calculated axially-delineaced temperatures of the intra-subasseably
components, the temperatures are available for the calculations of corresponding
temperature coefficients in the TEMCO addition to the program. In this manner
temperature coefficients are calculated using a unified method following the
E3RP0CO calculations of the PRD components. Temperature coefficients calculated
by TEMCO correspond to average temperature coefficients between the coolant inlet
temperature and the applicable positional temperatures at the power and coolant
flow rate of che reactor.
NET ROD-BANK SUSPENSION COMPONENT
The effective rod-bank suspension component is the net reactivity resulting
from the net effects of the axial movements of the control rods (because of their
structural suspensions from above the reactor), the below core steel-containing
regions and the surrounding sodium-containing pool tank (which is also suspended
fron above). This is a component of the coolant inlet temperature coefficient.
In EBR-II a steel vessel encloses the reactor subassemblies through which
the primary coolant flows upward. The enclosed subasserablies rest upon a gridplate region through which flows the inlet coolant pumped from th« sodium pool
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of the large surrounding overhead-suspended sceel tank. The outer side of this
tank is thermally insulated so that the tank wall at equilibrium is essentially
at the temperature of the adjacent pool sodium.
The vertical structural
dimensions involved in these simplified and idealized analyses of the net rodbank suspension components are schematically shown in Fig. 1. The arrows are
directed to indicate directions of structural expansions resulting from
temperature increases of the structures. For a change in coolant temperature due
solely to change in inlet temperature and assuming the idealized equilibrium
conditions that the temperature change occurs everywhere, including the pool
sodiua and the tank wall, the net rod-bank suspension coefficient in this
situation is small because only the protrusion length of the fueled portion of
the control rod is effective, i.e., (lu+lv+lp+1,+1,+1,-1,.) - lp. (At the "11 in"
rod-bank position the values of 1? are about 159 ca (6.25 in) for a high-worth
control rod and 82.6 mm (3.25 in) for a standard control rod.)
The values of the reactivity changes resulting from unit change in the rodbank to core net axial displacement a: this banking (-0.1Ak/k per ceter as
calculated by RODCO) are used together with the effective averaged value of 1?
and the thermal expansion coefficient of the steel to obtain the reactivity
change per degree.
GRID-PLATE COMPONENT
The reactivity change resulting from radial expansion of the grid plate
caused by a uniform change in its temperature is calculated by differences of the
eigenvalues of the reference system and that of a uniform radial expansion of the
system. The expansion of the grid plate causes voids in the system (everywhere
above the grid plate) which are replaced by Na coolant of equivalent volumes.
The grid-plate temperature coefficient component is the reactivity resulting from
a one degree increase (only in its temperature) which causes the subasseablies
Co move radially outward because they set upon the grid-plate as a support. This
component contributes to the coolant inlet temperature coefficient.

CONDUCTIVITIES AND EXPANSIONS
The thermal conductivities of the fuels over the temperature range of
interest for these calculations are quadratic fits (as required by the EBRPOCO
program) of estimates made from available data. For the U20PulOZr case these
data are measured values' for U18.4Pull.5Zr.
For the UlOZr case these are
interpolacions of measured values5 for U5Zr and U20Zr. Comparative values used
herein for fresh fuels are listed in Table 1 at three temperatures. The fresh
U20Pul0Zr conductivity is about 30 percent smaller than the fresh UlOZr
conductivity.
The thermal conductivity of stainless sceel assumed throughout these
calculations is 12.0 BTU-hr'1- ft'1- F'1 (20.8 W-ra"l'Cl) except in the axial regions
of subassemblies having predominantly non-austenitic HT-9 steel. In the latter
axial regions of those subassenblies che conduccivicy is increased co 15.0
BTU-hr*1- ft"1- F"1 (26.0 W - m " l - C l ) . This is an averaged value over che temperature
range of interest deduced from measured* daca. Thus, the 25X increased value is
used only in core and pintop axial-regions of the U20Pul0Zr fueled subassemblies
in these analyses.
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The fuel temperature coefficients of linear expansion assumed in these
calculations are listed in Table 2 for the indicated temperature ranges. These
are piecewise-constant approximate values (as required by the E3RP0C0 program)
deduced from expansion data7 of U15?ulOZr and UlQZr, respectively.
The temperature coefficient of linear expansion of stainless steels assumed
in these calculations is ll.xl0'°F"1(20xl0'6C'1) except in the axial regions of
subassemblies having predominantly non-austenitic HT-9 steel.
In the latter
axial regions of those subassemblies the coefficient is reduced Co 7.7xlO'b
F'1(14.:<10"°C"1) . This value is an estirnaced average, for the rar.ge of interest,
deduced from measured" data. Thus, the reduced value is used cr.ly in core and
pir.cop axial-regions of the U2O?ulOZr fueled subasserr.blies in these analyses.

FEEDBACKS BY COMPONENTS AND REGION
The values are given in units of 10"5 Ak/k and 10'7 .Ik/k per degree C for
the reactivity components and the temperature coefficient components , respectively. The reactivity components are for a power of 62.5 MWt and total ir.crasubassembly (and intrarod) coolant flow of 8380 gprn (0.560 ta:' s'1) corresponding to a
discharge of about 9340 gpm (0.590 m3- s'1) from the primary pumps.
The
operational control rods are assumed az the "11 in" position. For conversions
to ;3,j.-ser.sitive units values of 0.0053 and 0.C070, respectively, can be used
for 2,aIn the cables the values in parentheses apply if a: all powers Che
fuels in core are assumed to have the bond-sodium gaps fully closed (instead of
fully open), however with the fuels not adhering to the clads and with no bondsodium in the fuel porosities. The values in brackets apply if at all powers the
fuels are assumed to be fully adhering Co the clads, such that the axial
expansions of the fuels are those of the clads, and about one-chird of the
resulting fuel porosities contain bond sodium.
PRD COMPONENTS
The regional contributions of che components of che PRDs are shown in Table
3 for the two fuel types designated as Pu and U. Except for core and above core
regions the corresponding components are similar. The core values of fuel axial
expansion components are larger in magnitude for the Pu-case thin the corresponding U-case if che gaps are open or if the gaps are closed with fuels free to
axially expand because of the smaller thermal conductivities for the Pu-case.
If fuels are adhered to the clads this component is smaller in magnitude for the
Pu-case because the temperature coefficient of the KT-9 steel clad is less than
that of the austenitic steel clad of the U-case. The smaller negative values of
the steel density component and the coolant displacement component also result
largely from che same cause.
These latter two components are analogously
affected in Che above core regions also because of che differing sceel
assumptions in the pintop axial-position of the overall above core region. For
both the Pu- and U- cases che fuel axial expansion components are larger in
magnitudes if the fuels are assumed to be expanded to the clads but not adhering
thereto.
This is especially r.oted for the Pu-case.
These are because Che
porosities (due Co burnup expansions) reduce che fuel conductivities and thereby
increase the axial expansions.
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The small negative Doppler values are relatively larger in oagnitude for
all three gap situations of the Pu-case relative to the corresponding U-case
because of the larger U-238 content and larger te=seratures of the fuel.
Suns over all components and regions result in ratios of the Pu-case values
of the total linear (and Doppler) PRD relative to the values of the U-case of
about 1.08, (1.23), and [0.95] for the three respective gap situations.
POWER-TO-FLOW COMPONENTS
The regional contributions of the power-co-flow components of the PRDs are
shovr. in Table 4. The coolant density components, being solely pow»r-co-flow
dependent, are identical to those in Table 3. The rod-bank suspension components
are assumed herein as essentially also power-co-flcv dependent. The values of
other components are smaller in magnitude relative to corresponding quantities
of Table 3 because they represent reactivity losses resulting only from effects
of the component temperature increases from inlet to the coolant temperatures at
the various axial levels of the subassemblies. For the same reason the in core
pover-to-flow values of the Doppler components for the Pu-cases or the U-cases
are not affected by closures of the bond-sodium g£?s; and, the power-to-flow
values of the fuel axial expansion components are also not affected by gap
closures if the fuels, however, are not adhered to the clads.
It is noted that although various components of the Pu-case can noticeably
differ from Che U-case values, Che sums over all components and regions resulc
in ratios of the Pu-case to che U-case of only about 1.00, (1.00), and (0.95],
respectively.
POWER COMPONENTS
The regional contributions of the power components of the PRDs are shown
in Table 5. The power components of fuel axial expansion of core fuel (and
associated bond-sodium component if present) and Dopplar are significantly larger
chan values of corresponding power-co-flow quantities shown in Table k. Values
of coolant displacemenc and sceel densicy quancicies of power components for che
radial steel reflector region are essencially as large as che corresponding
power-to-flow quantities in Table U. (This is because in EBR-II che steel in a
radial reflector subassembly is in the form of a large hexagonal-shaped block,
inserted into che hexagonal-shaped subassembly duct vich che coolanc flowing
axially becween che block and che ducc. This resulcs in sizeable radial edge-copeak temperature differences which enhances the power components.)
Comparisons of che in core power components of che fuel axial expansion
quantities for the Pu-case relative to corresponding U-case, in Table 5, indicace
ratios of abouc 1.5 if Che gaps are assumed fully open. These resulc from che
larger fuel temperature in the Fu-case because of che relatively smaller
conductivity. If the gaps are assumed closed but the fuels not adhering Co che
clads this ratio becomes 2.3. This is larger chan the former ratio because the
increased fuel cemperature for che Pu-case increases the effective temperature
coefficient of chermal expansion of chat fuel more than for the U-case. The
larger cemperature encompasses a larger fraction of che expansion coefficient in
che larger valued transitional region. If the fuels are assumed adhered to che
clads chen che power component, of the fuel axial expansion, of che Pu-case is
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less Chan that of the U-case because of the lesser value of the temperature
coefficient of the KT-9 steel clads relative to the austenicic steel clads.

Although sums of the power components over all regions moderate the effects
of the large differences in the fuel components, significant differences can
rersin. Thus the ratios of the total linear (and Doppler) power components for
the ?u-case relative to the U-case are about 1.3, (1.9), and [0.9], respectively.
T£>'.?iKATURE COEFFICIENT COMPONENTS
The regional contributions of the components of the temperature coefficients of reactivity are shown in Table 6. Examination of thfc in core values £or
the ?u-cases relative co the U-cases show:
less negative coolant density
component due to the relatively smaller worth of sodium; less negative steel
density component due to the presence of the smaller expansion o: the HT-9 steel;
less negative coolant displacement component due to the composite of the smaller
expansion of the HT-9 steel and the lesser worth of the displaced sodiun coolant;
larger negative values of the fuel axial expansion, with fuels not adhering to
the clads, due to the relatively larger fuel temperatures encompassing
temperature ranges having the larger expansion rate with temperature; and more
negative Doppler values due to the fuel composition having a larger U-238 content
and which also then enhances the lower energy spectral shape by the increased
inelastic-scattering. The effective net-rod-bank inlet-temperature coefficients
ara snail; whereas, the grid-plate coefficients are large.
The values of the total inlet-temperature coefficients of the Pu-cases
relative to the U-cases are only 1.03, (1.06), and [0.99] because of conpensaticr.s of increasing and decreasing components.

INTEGRAL COEFFICIENTS AND FEED3ACK RELATIONS
Divisions of the suras of the components from Tables 3, 4, and 5,
respectively, by the power give the integral coefficients of power (A+B), of
power-to-flow (S), and solely of power (A). These together with the sums of the
teaperature coefficient components (C), from Table 6, are shown in Table 7.
These integral coefficients enable cha reactivity change &p due to a power
ir.creaent AP, a power-co-flow increment A(P/Q*), and a change AT^ in inlettenperature to be approximated by Ap a AA?+3A(?/Q*) + CATj where Q* is the
fraction of the reference flow. Listed are also corresponding quantities of
interest in loss-of-flow-without-scram (LOFT'S) and loss-of-heat-sink-withoutscraa (LOHSWS) situations assuming these loadings. For LOFVS the quantity A/B
is significant because the ratio of the final coolant-temperature increment
through the system at equilibrium conditions can for purposes of these
intercomparisons be approximated by: ATj/ATa = l-^A/3 where AT r and AT 0 are the
final and initial coolant-temperature increments across the system. For LOHSWS
the quantity (A+3)/C is significant because the increase in coolant inlettezperature required so that the negative reactivity will compensate for the
otherwise positive reactivity resulting from the return of the PRD due to the
power decrease to zero can be approximated by AT ; - (A+B) P/C. (Non-inclusion
of a subasserably bowing component in B should not significantly affect the LOFW'S
quantities. Non-inclusion of a subasserably-bowing component in 3, however, most
likely would cause the listed inlet coolant temperature increases, AT t , to be too
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large because in EBR-II the bowing component of the PRD is usually posi;:ive.)
The quantity <p0 (see footnote e. of Table 7) is significant because it is an
indicator of the relative peak temperature overshoot in LOFWS situations in that
if <?0 is smaller the relative overshoot is larger and vice-versa.1
Thus, for situations having fuels not adhering to clads the U20Pul0Zr case
has relatively larger AT f /AT 0 (in LOFWS) and ATX (in LOHSUS) values; but, for
this case the relative values of <pa indicate less peak-temperature overshoot in
LOFWS. For situations having fuels adhering to clads, however, the respective
values of these quantities are essentially the same for the two cases.

CONCLUSIONS
Comparison of the feedbacks of the Pu-case relative to those of the Ufueled case result in the followi-g main conclusions.
(Percentage values in
parentheses refer to approximate cc.-sparisons in Btti units for the three assuned
gap-situations.)
The PRD is about 20 percent larger for situations having fuels completely
expanded to clads but not adhering to clads; but, the corresponding PRDs are
within 10 percent for fully open gaps or for fuels adhering to the clads. (+40S,
(+60X), [+25X])
The power-to-flow parts of the PRDs are similar for the corresponding gap
situations. (+30X, (+302), [+30X])
The power parts of the PRDs are 30 percent larger for the fully open gaps,
100 percent larger for Che closed gaps having fuel free, and 10 percent smaller
if the fuels are adhered to the clads. (+70:, (+1502), (+20SJ)
The inlet temperature coefficients of reactivity are similar.
(+401), [+30XJ)

(+35X,

The LOFWS ratios AT f /AT 0 are essentially similar except for the closed-gap
fuel-free situations which indicate about a 20 percent increase.
The LOHSWS values of AT t are similar except for the closed-gap fuel-free
situations which indicate about a 15 percent increase.
The relative values of *>0 indicate less peak-temperature overshoots during
LOFWS.
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Table 1. U20Pul0Zr and UlOZr Thermal Conductivities

Fuel

700 F(371 C) 950 F(5l0 C) 1200 F(649 C)

U20PulOZr

0.0027(16.8)

0.0033(20.6)

0.0037(23.0)

UlOZr

0.0039(24.3)

0.0045(28.0)

0.0052(32.4)

Table 2.

U20Ful0Zr and UlOZr Tamptrature Coefficients
of Linear Expansion

Fuel

Temperature Range
F(C)

U20Pul0Zr

T<1112(600)
1112(600)aTsl224(662)
T>1224(662)

UlOZr

T<1160(627)
1160(627)sTsl250(677)
T>1250(677)
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Coefficient, Units 10"J
1.1(2.0)
4.7(8.5)
1.1(2.0)
1.0(1.8)
6.0(10.8)
1.2(2.2)
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ABSTRACT
A better intrinsic safety of fast reactors relies to some extent on the
reduction of sodium voiding reactivity effects. Firstly, this paper recollects
physical explanations about void reactivity effects and their variations,
according to simple typical design changes, so as to point out the most
promising directions to investigate to ensure the best void reactivity
reductions. But out of equlvalently void reaccivity reducing changes, those
of best economical characteristics must be sorted out ; only fuel cycle costs
will be taken here Into account, the parameter taken as representative of
fuel cycle cost being the core reactivity loss rate, directly correlated with
the fuel elements residence time. Finally, to make this study profitful, the
preceding results will be used to get alternative EFR core designs with low
sodium void worth. Fixed parameters will be here EFR thermal output and, as
far as possible, core radial bulk.

1 - CALCULATION METHODS
All calculations in parts 2 and 3 have been performed using the MECCNG
code designed at CEA to combine CCRR aodules flexibly according to the purpose
of the calculations required (CCRR is the french code system for fast reactors).
MECONG can perform enrichment ratio of mean enrichment searches, evolution
calculations with either time, burn-up, damage dose, or reactivity as end
criteria, or simple diffusion calculations. The geometrical model used is a
R-Z representation ; there can be up to 25 energy groups. MECONG can also
design assemblies (pins and wrappers) according to design basis constraints.
Three core designs have been chosen to obtain and/or check the results
and reasonings quoted in parts 2 and 3 : three volumes (1.5, 6, and 12 m^)
with the same cylindrical shape (H/D - 0.35), with assemblies designed to
withstand 450 W/cm maximum linear power, 150 GWd/t maximum burn-up and
180 dpaNRT maximum damage. In part 3 calculations, enrichments have been
adjusted to provide the same reactivity at beginning of life (BOL). For sodium
void worth (Ap«o) calculations, as this is only a sensitivity study, a 6 group
energetical mesh has been chosen to reduce computation times without spoiling
accuracy too much.
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2 - PHYSICAL EXPLANATIONS OF REACTIVITY VARIATIONS
Calculations using multigroup diffusion perturbation formalism yield the
following splitting of the reactivity variation between two core configurations
(standard and primed notations, bx - x' - x) : A p - L + S + A + P, with :
(leakage term)

' "fj J Z, 0 1 /-' ( * • " * / ) * ,

(spectral or scattering term)

- I\j JfV*r°<b-<bZ_ 02 -i •Vi

(absorption term)

1/^t

(produc.ion term)

the normalization factor being :
N

=

J 2_X,*i 2 - ( v ^ / ) , * /

(normalization on productions)

A word on the signs and magnitudes of these components : L is negative,
as in a critical system the flux shape has its concavity mainly turned down
(its curvature is globally negative) ; the sign and magnitude of S depend on
the shape of the production/disparition cross-section ratio vs energy curve :
S is positive in the case of Pu239 fuels ; A is positive, as I o decreases
when the coolant is removed ; finally, the 6(vl/),are only due to autoprotection
changes and cross-section condensation effects : P would be 0 in infinitely
fine spatial and energetic mesh calculations and, from a physical point of
view, we can neglect this term is qualitative reasoning.
2.1- VARIATIONS ON CORE COMPONENTS
As long as there are no geometry changes, we can interpret the precedent
formulations in this way : in first approximation, the variations in these
components are mainly due to the non-normalized, variable terms which appear
in them. That is, 60, in L, 6Z,,, and (•,"-•;) in S, bZ? in A, and (v£,), in N.
An approximate expression for the diffusion coefficient is D " — « 3(E

>t—-

where £ 0 and X«o are the total non-sodium and sodium-only total cross-sections.
This gives

bD"-^-—^—-.

* Volume fractions (single parametric variations)
. Steel : The prominent variations are here those of 6D in L and of I+,' -<i>) I
in S. If the steel volume fraction (Xg) increases, then I o goes up, and D
goes down : as L is negative this means an increase in Ap Na . As when Xg goes
up, the importance vs energy curve becomes less steep (because of the absorption
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of steel at low energy, where lnporcance increasas with lethargy), S goes
down, which means a decrease in Ap«.. The balance between these two antagonistic
effects depends on the initial core leakage level : in a high leakage core,
the positive effect dominates, while in a low leakage core It can be offset
by the negative one (cf. fig. la)*.
. Sodium : The variations are here mainly due to 60 in L, 6E,-, and | •,'-•) |
in S, and 6£° in A. When the sodium voluae fraction (Xfja) goes up, 6 0 increases
then saturates ; this means a negative effect on Ap N . with saturation for
high Ufj« values. When Xjja goes up, 6£ a and thus A increase ; this means a
positive effect on Ap»o.
Finally, the 61,.,, increase with X(ia, while the 1• ' -4>] | remain quite unchanged
(as the increase in absorption which tends to decrease absorption at low
energy is compensated by the increase In moderation which tends to decrease
importance at high energy). This means again a positive effect on Ap*a. Here
again the net effect depends on the initial core leakage level : in a high
leakage core the initial slope of the Ap*. - /(*«,) curve is negative, then
saturates and may become positive ; in a low leakage core, this slope is
always positive (cf. fig. lb).
. Fuel : We must take here into account the variation of the v£,. When
the fuel volume fraction (Xf) goes up, Zo and vE ( increase : L glv£s a positive
effect on Ap«0. The !•,'-•) I increase (because of the increase of production
cross-sections at high energy and the competition at low energy between the
increase of fissions in Pu and of absorptions in U ) , but vE, goes up even
faster, ind the global effect on S is negative. As the v£, increase, there
is a negative effect of A too. The balance is dominated by the fact that tha
increase in L is due to the multiplication of two increasing factors ; one
expects then L to impose its behaviour, except on very low leakage cores
(cf. fig. lc).
* Mean enrichment
The replacement of U by Pu lessens mure the captures in U than it increases
the Pu cross-sections : l0 goes down and 60 increases. But an antagonistic
and more important effect is the increase of •->£,, and finally L gives a
positive contribution to Ap«.. The I*,'-*; I go down and the vl, go up when the
mean enrichment (E B ) increases : these two variations contribute to a negative
effect on Ap*. by means of R, the second to a negative effect by means of A.
Generally, the negative effect on S end A is predominant, there is an increase
followed by a decrease (when the variations of L saturate) in Ap* a -/(£„),
which comes sooner in a low leakage core than in a high leakage one
(cf. fig. Id).
* Enrichment ratios
. Radial : Ei is the inner zone enrichment, E2 the outer zone one. If
E1/E2 becomes very small, one gets an annular core of great and increasing
enrichment F2:Ap«a will decrease. Thus, for small values of E1/E2, Ap*. goes

Throughout this paper, reactivities will be expressed in pen (1 pern - 10*5
^r). High leakage core means the 1.5 n^ core quoted before, and low leakage
core the 12 m^ one.
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up with E1/E2. If E1/E2 becomes very large, one gets a small core of great
and increasing enrichment Ex, where Apv<1 will decrease. Thus, for large values
of E1/E2. Ap« o decreases when E1/E2 increases.
The position of the maximum depends on the core shape, more precisely on
the ratio between initial leakages in the two zones. One can express (by
using area-co-volume ratios to approximate leakage levels) an approximation
of this ratio in terns of a and H/D, where a is the ratio between external
and internal radii, and H/D the height to diameter ratio of the core. This
shows that when H/D goes up the maximum shifts towards low E1/E2 values,
while when a increases, the maximum shifts towards high E1/E2 values
(cf. fig. le).
. Axial : E]_ is the inner zone enrichment, E2 Che double outer zone one.
The reasoning is the same as above, and leads to the following behaviour :
when H/D or a increase, the maximum shifts towards high values of E4/E2 (the
roles of H and D having been inverted with respect to the above reasoning).
* Plutonium isotopic composition
There are two main points affecting Ap W a when the isotopic composition of
the plutonium changes ; the increase of fertile Pu isotopic proportions is
analogous to an enrichment diminution, but the absorption cross-sections of
these fertile isotopes being greater than those of U238, there will be a more
important positive effect on L, and so a degradation on A p W o values. As for
fissile
isotopes, Pu24l, like 1*235 > n a s a
production-to-disparir.ion
cross-section ratio less increasing at middle and high energies than that of
Pu239, so that S is much lesser in Pu24l fuel than in Pu239 fuel. In short
terms, the more aged the Pu is before core operation or the more spent is
the fuel it originates from, the worse is the Ap« o .
. Other fuel : The purpose is to use dense fuels (nitride, carbide, metal
alloys) in order to achieve greater breeding gains and lesser reactivity
losses during operation. The calculations show that from the Ap V a point of
view the best choice is nitride fuel followed by carbide and then by metallic
fuel. Due to the disparition of the cross-section peak of oxygen and to the
higher density of heavy atoms, the spectrum becomes harder, with, in order
of hardness : nitride, carbide, and octal (lesser slowing down of zirconium) ;
the worsening on ApV!, is in the same order : nitride, carbide, metal. More
details on alternative fuels are given in another paper presented at this
meeting 1 .
. In-core moderator : If there were a fixed (unlike sodium) moderator
present in the core, the voiding effect might be lessened. The introduction
of beryllium oxide in fuel assemblies suits this purpose. The effect on S is
that the high moderation diminishes the importance at high energies and so
flattens the importance curve : S will decrease. As for L, 6£>will decrease
due to the increase of the total sections : the effect on Ap N a will be positive,
with a greater amplitude in M g h leakage cores. Thus the introduction of
in-core moderator will be more efficient in low-leakage cores, which are
precisely those that suffer the greatest Ap«. values.
. Other coolants. A more radical approach of the problem is to change the
coolant ; calculations have been done with lead as coolant. Lead being a
heavy atom has low slowing down and high capture sections with respect to
sodium. This means that 6 0 is greater in the case of lead (this gives a
negative effect on A p C M ( ) . The I*,'-*,' I increase due to the lesser slowing down
at high energies and the greater absorption at low energies (the importance
curve gets steeper) ; but there is an antagonistic effect on S due to the
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lower 6ZS. A goes up with the &£„. The gain on Apc<., goes up with the leakage
level in the core : the substitution will be more efficient in a core having
yet a low Ap CMl due to high leakage (cf. fig. If).
. Effect of burn-up : As the fission products created during reactor
operation are absorbing at low energies, the spectral hardening due to voidage
will be more important, and so Ap*a. The vl, go down during reactor operation.
A goes up ; as bD goes down due to the increase of Xo. the effect on L results
of two antagonistic causes ; the Importance curve gets steeper due to greater
absorptions at low energies : the positive effect on S results from two
coherent causes. One expects Chen a posicive effect on ApNo, mainly of a
spectral nature.
2.2 - GEOMETRY CHANGES
The geometry changes aiming at reducing Ap«. all result in an increase of
the part of leakage in the neutronic balance. This increase can be seen in
the variations of L, but also in those of S (from the Ap No splitting for the
two configurations) ; in fact, as

<P," *

p — ; — , if the leakage (Di B 2 )

goes up, the importance goes down, the most affected groups being those of
high energy where D^ is large : the steepness of the importance curve decreases,
and so does S ; while L increases simply due to the greater flux curvatures
in high leakage systems.
The weight of leakage In the neutronic balance can be approximated, in
its sense of variation, by the ratio of the core external area to the core
volume, for a convex core. For a classical, cylindrical core, here are two
expressions of this ratio (H, D, R, V are respectively the core height,
diameter, radius, volume), which will help the interpretation of some of the
results presented in the second part of the paper.
(Equ. 1)
By giving up the compact cylindrical shape of the core, we can get to the
so-called H or dlabolo cores in which Che external zone is higher than the
inner one, or to heterogeneous cores. However, ic can be shown that axial
heterogeneity (i.e. the Introduction of horizontal non-fissile slabs into
the core), brings no significant amelioration to ApM>. Radial heterogeneity,
Co Che contrary, proves very interesting according to this point of view (see
part 2). To the end, chis logic leads Co modular cores, i.e. several small
cores embedded in a decoupling matrix inside the same vessel ; studies are
underway at CEA to optimize such designs.
Another way is to modify the core surroundings albedo (lightened or absent
blankets). For example, for an EFR-type core, a reduction of about 1 $ in
Ap Na is possible by removing Che axial blankets and by reducing the steel
concentration of outer axial core structures. This does not modify radial
core bulk, but problems of protection of upper core structures arise.
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3 - COMPARED ECONOMICAL WORTH OF SOME DESIGN CHANGES
Three kinds of design changes have been chosen (to be studied on the three
core volumes already mentioned) : core shape (H/D), in-core moderator (BeO),
radial heterogeneity (central fertile slab). The volume fractions, which
depend on design basis constraints, will be fixed during this parametric
studies . The parameter representative for fuel cycle cost will be the reactivity
loss rate (Ap,,,,0), which Is directly linked to the fuel elements residence
time in the core.
Figure 2 gives the variation of Ap»,awlth H/D (fig. 2a), in-core moderator
fraction (fig. 2b) and radial heterogeneity fraction, i.e. in-core fertile
volume/core volume ratio (fig. 2c). This confirms the trends given in part 1 :
. H/D variations. The curve has a maximum for H/D - 1 and a steep slope
for lov H/D values, according to (Equ. 1). The discrepancy for V - 1.5 m 3
is explained mainly by the fact that the mean enrichment being adjusted
to maintain the same initial reactivity, it increases as H/D goes down,
and for such a high leakage core ApWl> increases with ED, and, secondly
by the fact that (Equ. 1) expression assumes that no core dimension gets
too much close to the neutron mean free path in the core. These effects
offset the predicted behaviour,
. in-core moderator fraction. The Ap«a reduction rate is greater in low
leakage cores, as predicted,
. radial heterogeneity. This proves to be a very efficient means to reduce
ApNa. But it calls for design basis changes (increase of pin number per
assembly) to keep linear ratings within their allowed limit.
This shows that it is difficult to bring the sodium void worth of large
cores to very low values. According to this point of view, an intermediate
volume core (such as the 6 m3 one, with • 1600 MUth output) would allow low
Ap No values with moderate design changes from a compact, homogeneous design.
Figure 3 gives Ap,t»,0 vs Ap (D curves relative to these design changes for
the three core volumes : 1.5 m3 (fig. 3a), 6 a 3 (fig. 3b) and 12 m3 (fig. 3c).
According to this point of view only, H/D reduction is the best means to
reduce Ap*,,, followed by radial heterogeneity and then by in-core moderator
Introduction.
Core flattening is very expensive in terns of radial bulk, and presents
acute problems of power distribution control if the core volume is kept
constant (if the core radius is kept constant the same design basis changes
as for radial heterogeneity should apply). Radial heterogeneity can give
birth to thermal stripping problems if the decoupling material is fertile,
so inert material would be preferred, providing a light penalty on Ap,f,,0.
As for moderator introduction, the problems are those of its activation and
its progressive disappearance with burn-up, while Ap No increases with burn-up.

4 - APPLICATION TO LOW VOID DESIGNS FOR EFR
The First Consistent Design (FCD) of EFR (fissile volume 16 m3, fissile
height l.<+ m) presented a too high value of ApMa, of about 2350 pern at BOL
conditions. Investigations aiming to reduce this value led to the Consistent
Design (CD), with a reduced fissile height of 1 m, the number of pins per
assembly being increased from 271 to 331 to keep on meeting the requirement^
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about maximum linear rating, and the greater reactivity loss rate leading to
a 6-batch management instead of a 3-batch one. This allows a substantial
reduction of -ip*,, of roughly 35 %, leading to a BOL value of about 1510 pcm.
A separate way to reduce .ip*,,, starting from FCD. is to introduce a radial
heterogeneity in the core.
The radial heterogeneity fraction retained being of 20 %, three cases have
been taken into account (3D hexagonal calculations) :
. case 1 : a fertile cylindrical slab.
. case 2 : the same fertile cylindrical slab + a fertile horizontal slab
(this in order to reduce clad corrosion),
. case 3 : a steel cylindrical slab (in order to get rid of thermal
stripping problems due to the power level time evolution in a fertile
slab) + a fertile horizontal slab.
The results are summarized in table 1. In the third case the <ip»a reduction
at SOL is of about 45 I.

TABLE 1

FCD
BOL volumic output (W.ca*^)
BOL void worth (pea)
- fissile zone
- fissile zone + radial slab
• fissile zone + radial and
axial slabs

CD

case 1

case 2

case 3

460

510

450

510

510

2350

1510

1350
1370

1000
1060
1240

1030
1100
1330
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ABSTRACT
A primary study has been carried out on the respective nerits of oxide,
nitride, carbide and metallic fuels used in a fast breeder reactor.
Differences concerning burn-up reactivity loss, danage rate, Doppler and
sodiun void reactivities are evaluated and physically explained. The
sensitivity of the different fuels to design parameter variations is also
examined.

INTRODUCTION
LMFBR development remains closely dependent on significant economics and
safety improvements. Pursuing that goal, the CEA core design studies have
been enlarged to nitride fuel (UN, PuN), metallic fuel ([U, Pu] 10 X Zr)
and carbide fuel (UC, PuC) considered for the long term as possible
alternatives to oxide fuel (UO2, PuO2>.
In a preliminary phase, a neutronic comparison between an oxide fuelled
core taken as reference and cores with the three alternative fuels has been
made using a two enrichment zone homogeneous cor* design optimized for
oxide fuel. Two reference cores have been coneidered : a PRISM-type and an
EFR-type. Then, variations of the performances with smear density has been
examined. Results discussed in this paper are related to this work.

CORE DESIGN DESCRIPTION
The main characteristics of the two cores studied are outlined in
table 1 and cores layouts are given in fig. 1.
The three alternative cores are assumed to be identical to the oxide
one, except with regard to smear density and gas plenum, tho»s differences
being justified by the swelling properties specific to each fuel.
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METHODOLOGY

The basic cross section data used for the neutronic calculations were
CARNAVAL IV. Twenty-five group cross section sets were generated for
general use. Code calculations were carried out in RZ geometry using the
CCRR code system and a diffusion theory methodology.
Enrichments of the fresh fuel have been chosen to obtain a zero end-ofequilibriua cycle excess reactivity, the ratio between the two enrichments
being equal to 0.8.
The cycle length was adjusted to achieve a burn-up as close as possible
to 150000 KWd/t for the oxide fuel.
Both Ooppler and sodium void reactivities were obtained by direct
calculation. The Ooppler reactivity was performed between lBO'C and nominal
operating temperatures (843*C for the metallic fuel, 1227'C for the other
fuels) and the sodium void reactivity was performed for a complete voiding
of the fissile plus axial breeder zones.

PRISM CORE PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
Main results can be found in table 2.
The fresh fuel mass inventory makes clear the higher heavy atom content
of alternative fuels (also called dense fuels). The additional mass is
mainly supplied by depleted uranium, leading to a better breeding gain and
accordingly to a smaller reactivity loss. Carbide and nitride have a very
close reactivity loss, metallic fuel a little higher one, though far lower
than oxide's.
The peak discharge burn-up is inexorably lower in the alternative cores,
mainly because of the higher initial heavy atom mass. The carbide fuelled
core is the least indranced, but bum-ups of the three cores are not
radically different.
As for the damage rate, the three fuels have not the same behaviour. The
metal damage rate is higher than oxide's, when nitride's and carbide's are
lower. This disadvantage of metallic fuel could partly compensate the
possibility of having longer cycle length induced by the smaller reactivity
loss.
Doppler reactivity ramains the same for nitride fuel, increases for
carbide fuel and decreases considerably for metallic fuel (factor 2 ) ,
inducing a penalty on metal safety aspect.
The sodium void reactivities increase for the three alternative fuels.
This variation is moderate for the nitride fuel, the reactivity remaining
strongly negative ; it's greater in the carbide fuel, but stay hardly
negative. In the metallic fuel, this increase is enormous, the reactivity
becoming strongly positive.

PHYSICAL ANALYSIS OF THE PHENOMENA

Having seen the compared performances of the different cores, the second
part of this study will consist in trying to understand the phenomena
involved in the variations of the main characteristics of the cores.
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DAMAGE RATE
The damage race is mainly due Co che average flux in che fuel zone and
the one group equivalent cross section of danage O(DPA). The relative
variations of chose parameters with respect to oxide are shown below.

A*

AO(DPA)

METAL/OXIDE

+3.2 Z

+4.5 Z

NITRIDE/OXIDE

-12.6 Z

+6.6 Z

CARBIDE/OXIDE

-«.3 X

+1.4 Z

The variation of the average flux results of a competition between a
spectrum and a mass effect. The more important heavy atom mass in the
alternative fuels tends to diminish the average flux, but the decrease of
the microscopic cross sections, thanks to the hardening of the spectrum in
those fuels, tends to enhance it.
Nitride and carbide spectrums are relatively close to oxide's, thus the
preponderant effect is the heavy atom mass.
In opposition, the metal spectrum is so hard that it does drive the
variation of the average flux.
The variation of the one group equivalent cross section is due to a
spectrum effect. This section is calculated by balancing
the flux
normalized to one by the pseudo cross section of damage (given in table 3),
which decreases with energy. We could then expect the one group equivalent
section to be greater for the metallic fuel ; but not only the hardening of
the spectrum must be taken in consideration, but also it's repartition
group by group. The important groups of energy for the calculation of the
equivalent cross section are the first ten groups, energies from 67 Kev to
14.5 Mev. But the flux of the alternative fuels don't behave the sane way
in those groups.
From the group 4 (2 Mev) to the group 10 (67 Kev), the flux of the metal
fuelled core is much higher than the other's, the flux of the carbide
fuelled core being close to oxide's and the flux of the nitride fuelled
core being intermediate.
In the first three groups (2 Mev to 14.5 Mev), the most important in the
equivalent cross section calculation, the metal flux is the lowest. The
competition between the negative effect of the variation of the flux
(compare to oxide) of these three groups and the positive effect of the
seven others leads to a global positive effect.
In the nitride, the effect of the first three groups is nearly zero,
leading v-ith the positif effect of the seven other groups to a global
positive effect even greater than in the metal core.
The effect of the first three groups for the carbide is hardly negative
and hardly positive for the seven others, leading to a very little positive
effect.
The combination of the two phenomena we have just discussed, average
flux and equivalent cross section of damage, leads to a positive variation
of the damage rate +4.8 Z for the metallic fuelled core and a negative
variation for the two others core -4.1 X nitride, -3.4 X carbide. The
differences discussed above clearly come from of a competition between a
mass effect (average flux) and spectral effects (average flux and cross
section), but they are not significant enough to induce big penalties or
advantages for any of the alternative fuels for this size of core.
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DOPPLER REACTIVITY
Doppler reactivity has been calculated between 180*C and the noainal
fuel temperature : 843*C for the metal (due to its low melting point) and
1227"C for the other fuels. This difference in the fuel nominal temperature
explains partly the very low Doppler reactivity of metallic fuelled core.
To explain the remaining part of the effects we have worked on the Doppler
coefficient K defined as :
K - 6/>/log(T/T0)
Sp - reactivity above described
TO - 453 K (- 180*C)
T - nominal fuel temperature in K
Using a perturbation calculation, it has been possible to divide K in
three components. The results of this calculation are shown below.

Capture + absorption
pen

Production
pea

Leackage
pea

K
pea

Oxide

-768

+157

+5

-606

Metal

-439

+57

+7

-375

Nitride

-762

+132

+5

-625

Carbide

-834

+136

+7

-691

The leackage component can be neglected in any cases.
In the aetal fuelled core, the negative contribution of the "capture
plus absorption" component diminishes strongly due to the decrease of the
U238 effective capture cross section, explaining the very low value of
Doppler reactivity. This is partially compensated by the diminution of the
positive production component, thanks to the decrease of the Pu239
<ffective fission cross section, preventing the Doppler reactivity from
being even lower.
The nitride behaviour is very close to oxide's.
The capture plus absorption component for the carbide fuel increases a
little, leading to a better Doppler reactivity.
These differences are aainly the consequence of a spectral effect
(fig. 2 ) . In the zone of the U238 capture resonances (centred on the group
18 at 1 Kev). the metal core flux is much lower than the others because of
the presence of an heavy element in the fuel matrix, Zr(91,40). This is the
fundamental difference between aetal and the other fuels (composed of light
elements : 0(16,8), N(14,7) and C(12,6). The U238 mass effect, that tends
to increase the Doppler coefficient (aore U238 atoms in alternative fuels),
is entirely doainated by the spectral effect of the aetal, inducing the
very Low reactivity for the aetal core, when it balances this effect in
nitride and carbide cores, leading to reactivities close to oxide's.
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SODIUM VOID
The sodiun void reactivity is the consequence of a competition between
four effects : leackage, spectrum, absorption and fission. The last three
are gathered in a single effect, the so called central component (C.C). The
repartition of the reactivity in leackage and central component (in pen)
for each fuel is shown in the following table and given for the Axial
Breeder (A.B.), the Inner Fuel (I.N.) and the Outer Fuel (O.F.).

A.B

I.F

O.F

SODIUM VOID
REACTIVITY

OXIDE

METAL

NITRIDE

CARBIDE

C.C

+235

+430

+213

+199

Leackage

-379

-602

-345

-357

Total

-144

-172

-132

-158

C.C

+1394

+2546

+1343

+ 1769

Leackage

-1095

-1550

-1055

-1229

Total

+239

+996

+288

+540

C.C

+319

+664

+305

+400

Leackage

-730

-1048

-704

-823

Total

-411

+384

-399

-423

-316

+440

-243

-41

The global reactivity balance is a competition between the positive
effect of the central component and the negative effect of leackage. The
central component is the most important one in the inner zones of the
cores,
the leackage becoming preponderant
in the outer zones. The
contribution of the axial breeder is approximately the same in any case.
The increasing of the sodium void reactivity in the metal fuelled core
is due to a strong increase of the central component only partially
balanced by a smaller increase of leackage.
The phenomena in the carbide and nitride fuelled cores are the same, but
with
smaller
amplitudes,
inducing
smaller
augmentations
of
the
reactivities.
Having settled that the variations of reactivities are mainly driven by
the central component, we try to explain the variations of this component
by an analysis of the neutronic balance characteristics calculated in
infinite medium (without leackage), with and without sodiun (table 4 ) . The
results of this analysis are the followings :
In the oxide fuel, the contribution of the oxygen captures can be
neglected. The hardening of the spectrum during the voiding induces a
diminishing of the production term due to the decrease of the fission cross
section of Fu239, and an even greater diminishing of the absorption term
due to the decrease of the captures of U238, leading to a small increase of
the multiplier coefficient.
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In the metal fuelled core, the hardening of the spectrun is so important
that the decrease of the fissions of Pu239 is balanced by the increase of
the fissions of U238. The decrease of absorptions being the sane than in
oxide, this leads to a positive reactivity effect.
In the nitride fuel, the contribution of the captures of nitrogen 14
can't be neglected (around 10 X of the total captures). This contribution
increases during the voiding, thanks to the spectral hardening which opens
the (n,p) and the (n,a) reactions on N14. This tends to decrease the
diminishing of absorptions and improve the reactivity effect. But the
spectral hardening also leading to a smaller decrease of productions, the
global effect is a little worse than oxide's.
In the carbide fuel, productions diminish less than in oxide because of
the augmentation of U238 fissions. This phenomenon, not being compensated,
induces a far worse effect than oxide's or nitride's, but better than
netal's as carbide's spectral hardening is less important than metal's.

SENSITIVITY TO PARAMETER VARIATIONS

Two parameters will be discussed here : smear density and size of core.
SMEAR DENSITY
The present knowledge on use of alternative fuels in LrtFBR being far
from the one achieved for oxide fuel, uncertainties affecting design
parameters
are
obviously
larger.
Particularly
because
of
swelling
characteristics of each fuel, the smear density capable of achieving high
discharge burn-up could not exactly be the values previously mentioned. So
it was interesting to evaluate alternative core performances considering a
variation of smear density of more or less five percent.
Increasing smear density clearly allows gains on burn-up reactivity
variations, but induces penalties on sodium void reactivities. Those
penalties, compared to the gains, don't justify the increase of the smear
density, especially in the metal core which has already a bad sodium void
effect.
The decrease of smear density induces of course opposite consequences :
gain on sodium void effects and loss on reactivity variations. The low
value of sodium void n nitride fuelled core doesn't justify the decrease
of smear density, the value chosen appearing to be the appropriate one. To
have larger margin for carbide and above all to improve safety aspect for
metal, a small diminishing of smear density will contribue to decrease
sodium void reactivity without too much loss in performances, which will
remain far better than oxide's.
The nitride, which already has good performances, could then be really
advantaged compared to the other fuels.
CORE SIZE
To study core size variation, the same calculation as previously
described are done on a large size core, EFR type. Results are gathered In
table 5.
The reactivity loss is enormously improved (greater heavy atom mass),
especially for metal core in which the goal of a zero reactivity loss is
near from being achieved.
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Doppler reactivities Improve too, the relative differences between fuels
remaining unchanged. This variations of Doppler reactivities are due to an
increase of the disparition component thanks to the enormous augmentation
of U238 mass, the other components remaining the same as they were in PRISM
core.
The variations of damage rates are more pronounced than they were in
PRISM : better improvement in nitride and carbide cores, greater penalties
in metal core. Those differences came from the augmentation of the mass and
the spectral softening. The differences weren't significant in a PRISM size
core, they can'c be neglected any more in an EFR size one. The damage rate
in the metallic fuelled core is 15 Z higher than in oxide and this could
balance the improvement of the burn-up reactivity loss. Nitride and carbide
cores, with a variation of -10 Z, could then have better performances than
metallic one.
The sodium void reactivity becomes positive for all the fuels. It
results of a diminishing of the leackage component due to the augmentation
of core size, and of an increase of the central component induced by the
augmentation of the U238 mass ; then the spectral hardening in the voiding
induces more fissions of U238 than it does in a smaller core. The
augmentation of the central component is more important in the metal
fuelled core, inducing a bigger penalty for this fuel.

CONCLUSIONS

This study identifies the main characteristics of alternative fuels and
the main physical phenomena explaining these characteristics, i.e. the
heavy atom mass and the spectrum. Nitride and carbide appear to be close
from each other, the only neutronic aspect not being sufficient to choose
among them. The metal seems to have big safety penalties, but can't be
definitely cancelled without further investigations.
The next step of the study, which is underway, is to compare the
behaviour of these fuels in the main transients, in order to quantify the
safety level of the two sizes of core considered when they are using one or
the other of these fuels. Finally, geometrical and conceptual improvements
will be examined in order to achieve an optimization of the cores fuelled
with the fuels that will successfully pass this safety study.
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Table 1. Core characteristics

PRISM type

EFR type

Fissile volume (a )

1.27

11.51

Fissile height (cm)

101

100

Thermal power (HUth)

425

3600

Nuaber of fuel jubasseablles

76

376

Nuaber of fuel enrichment zone

2

2

138.2

188.0

7.16

8.13

6

6

Subasseably pitch

(••)

Pin outer dianeter (oa)
Nuaber of refuelling batches

Figure 1. Core lavouta

EFR core

PRISM core
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Tabl« 2. PRISH core Derformances
OXIDE

METAL

NITRIDE

CARBIDE

0.83

0.70

0.80

0.80

23.94

19.76

20.94

20.50

Initial Pu loading (Kg)

939

956

1053

991

Initial U+Pu loading (Kg)

3783

4705

5045

4834

Cycle length (EFPD)

141

141

141

141

2683

1945

1963

1792

-11

-38

+79

-78

19.06

14.03

13.33

13.24

431

425

447

445

Average discharge BU (MWd/t)

78510

63774

63132

66096

Peak discharge BU (HWd/t)

147978

118840

122032

128069

Peak damage rate (DPA NRT, Fe)

145

152

139

140

Sodium void reactivity at BOEC (pem)

-316

440

-243

-41

Doppler reactivity at BOEC (pen)

-725

-339

-748

-827

Smear density (Z)
Average enrichment (X vol.)

Reactivity at BOEC (pen)*
Reactivity at EOC (pern)*
Burn up reactivity loss (pcm/EFPD)
Peak linear rating at BOEC (tf/cn)

Table 3. Pseudo cross sections of
Group
Energy (KeV)

1

3

4

14.5E3 3.68E3 2.23E3 1.35E3

5

6

7

8

9

821

498

302

183

111

1751

1289

879.8

511.2

378.7

295

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

Energy (KeV)

67.4

40.9

24.8

15

9.12

5.53

3.36

2.04

1.23

Sections

74.3

84.2

27.9

29.5

32.2

16.3

5.6

3.7

3

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

0.748

0.454

0.275

0.101

0.0226

0.00306

Th

0.4

0.1

0.2

0.5

1.6

4.9

Sections
Group

Group
Energy (KeV)
Sections

* BOEC - Beginning Of Equilibrium Cycle
* EOC - End Of Cycle
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221.8 150.1 120.6

Table 4. Neutronlc balance without leackaee

OXIDE

METAL

With Na

Without Na

With Na

Without Na

R

0.381

0.447 (+17 X)

0.478

0.623 (+30 X)

2c(P)

0.014

0.015

0.040

0.033

2c

2.503

2.181 (-13 Z)

2.330

1.919 (-18 Z)

2c(P)/2c (Z)

0.6

0.7

1.7

1.7

2f

2.583

2.515 (-3 Z)

2.5?4

2.528 (- 0)

»/2f

7.611

7.427 (-2 X)

7.466

7.471 (- 0)

2a

5.C88

4.698 (-8 Z)

4.864

4.447 (-9 Z)

K* - w2f/2a

1.496

1.581 (+6 X)

1.535

1.680 (+9 Z)

+3594

Ap (pen)

+5623

NITRIDE

'»

CARBIDE

With Na

Without Na

With Na

Without Na

R

0.427

0.504 (+18 Z)

0.390

0.466 (+19 Z)

2c (P)

0.276

0.298

0.00

0.00

2c

3.132

2.821 (-10 Z)

2.901

2c(P)/2c (Z)

8.8

10.6

0.0

0.0

2f

2.953

2.910 (-1 X)

2.790

2.729 (-2 Z)

K2f

8.701

8.594 (-1 X)

8.215

8.053 (-2 Z)

2a

6.087

5.729 (-6 Z)

5.693

5.239 (-8 Z)

K* - v2f/2a.

1.430

1.500 (+5 Z)

1.443

1.537 (+7 Z)

Ap (pem)

+3263

Avec :
R

2.510 (-13

Z)

+4238

- spectral characteristic parameter (R increi ,e — >
spectrum
hardens)
- section macroscopic of capture of 0 in oxide, Zr in metal, N in
2c (P)
nitride, C in carbide
2c
- section macroscopic of capture
- section macroscopic of fission
2f
- section macroscopic of production
m2f
- section macroscopic of absorption
2a
K* - v2f/2a - multiplier coefficient
Ap
- sodium void reactivity without leakage
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Table 5. EFR core otrfonnnrn

OXIDE

METAL

NITRIDE

CARBIDE

0.83

0.70

0.80

0.80

Average enrichment (Z vol.)

17.08

13.82

15.20

14.90

Initial Pu loading (Kg)

6573

6534

7472

7044

Initial U+Pu loading (Kg)

36996

45905

49338

47266

Cycle length (EFPD)

200

200

200

200

Reactivity at BOEC (pea)

1818

304

771

549

Reactivity at EOC (pen)

83

13

1

28

Burn up reactivity loss (pca/EFPD)

8.67

1.45

3.85

2.60

Peak linear rating at BOEC (tf/ca)

419

414

431

432

98458

80518

79166

83152

150059

125294

122305

128623

171

197

154

153

Sodium void reactivity at BOEC (pea)

1331

3383

1326

1750

Doppler reactivity at BOEC (pea)

-1254

-608

-1197

-1334

Smear density (X)

Average discharge BU (MWd/t)
Peak discharge BU (MWd/t)
Peak daaage rate (DPA NRT, Fe)

Figure 2. Spectra In PRISM core
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COMPARATIVE NEUTRONIC ANALYSIS OF PB- VERSUS NA-COOLED LMR CORES
J. R. Liaw, E. K. Fujita, and D. C. Wade
Reactor Analysis Division
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 South Cass Avenue
Argonne, Illinois 60439 USA

ABSTRACT
A comparative neutronic study has been conducted on several LMR cores using both leadmagnesium eutectic alloy(97.7% Pb - 23% Mg) and sodium as coolant. In order to nave a consistent
comparison for these two coolants on a common basis, i.e. interchangeable designs, this study used
exactly the same reactor core layout, assembly design parameters, and compositions for structure
material. Only driver fuel enrichments were adjusted respectively for these two coolants in order to
meet the same set of requirements for specified burnup cycles. Equilibrium cycle performance and
coolant void worth were calculated for five different lattice designs, first for sodium coolant and then
for Pb-Mg coolant. Our results indicated a better neutron economy is achieved in cores using Pb-Mg
as coolant which generally have higher breeding performanct, smaller burnup reactivity swing, and
lower fissile enrichment. On the otherhand, linear heat rate goes up, power peaking worsens, and
peak fast fluence increases in Pb-Mg cooled cores. Some of these problems may be mitigated if the
design constraint of interchangeability were relaxed. Special emphasis has been put on the void
worth comparison between Na and Pb-Mg coolant. Quite large negative void worths were obtained
for several cases using Pb-Mg as coolant where the Na coolant would have otherwise yielded positive values. The differences in void worths were explained from basic physical principles involved in
voiding these two coolants. The large negative void worth with Pb-Mg coolant is mainly caused by
the enhanced leakage component rather than the direct spectral hardening effects of heavy coolants.

I. INTRODUCTION
In the early days of fast reactor development, various kind of liquid metals have been considered as coolant.' Liquid sodium (or NaK eutectic) has been chosen as the preferred coolant for fast
reactors worldwide mainly because of its low neutron capture cross section, low melting point, high
thermal conductivity, low pumping power requirements, compatibility with fuel and structure
materials, and ready availability at low cost. Unfortunately, sodium is extremely chemically active,
it burns readily in the air and reacts with water violently. Furthermore, voiding the sodium from a
large Pu-fueled fast reactors usually adds positive reactivity promptly that must be adequately compensated or controlled to prevent possible core daaiages. Consequently, it remains as a prime design
goal to reduce the sodium void reactivity to as low as possible level that is still compatible with other
performance requirements.
Feasibility studies of non-positive void worth in sodium-cooled fast reactors have been reported
by Alekseev et. al.. 2 In their studies, the sodium void worth was reduced in a reactor by increasing
the contribution from the leakage component. They found that non-positive sodium void worths can
be achieved in their proposed new generation of high safety LMR cores which use intra-subassembly
oxide-metal fuel heterogeneity and ductless lattice designs. 3 Enhanced leakage effect that leads to
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negative void worth was obtained mainly by reducing both core height and axial blanket or reflector
thickness. A very extensive evaluation of LMR design options for reducing sodium void worth was
also conducted recently by Hill and Khalil.4 In that study, a self-consistent evaluation on a common
design basis has been made so that void worth reduction achieveable by various design options were
considered at the same time with other associated core physics tradeoffs. Their results indicated that
a tightly coupled, radially heterogeneous configuration can be designed to yield an acceptably low
void worth with some compromise in breeding gain and fissile loading requirement. However, the
sodium void worth, though being reduced substantially in many ways, generally remains finite and
positive. Design options seemed exhausted in order to reduce the sodium void worth any further
without deviating too far from the conventional large sodium-cooled Pu-fueled fast reactor design
concepts.
The positive reactivity worth of voiding sodium is caused mainly by eliminating its moderating
power thus hardens the spectrum. This effect might be alleviated with the use of heavy coolants
which will not slow down neutrons during collisions as much as light coolants. Therefore voiding the
heavy coolants will not harden the spectrum as much as if sodium is voided. Calculations made in
1960 by Yifta and Okrent5 indicated that negative void worths were obtained for Pb-Bi eutectic
(44.5% Pb - 55.5% Bi) cooled large reactors which the conventional sodium coolant would normally
produce highly positive values. Recently a renewed interest has also been expressed by the Russian
designers z * to replace sodium by lead as coolant which they hope might reduce the void worth to
nearly zero or even negative values. Furthermore, lead is chemically benign with air and water, thus
avoiding sodium fire and explosion concerns in the conventional LMR designs. Lead is also much
heavier than sodium so that its inertia might enable a better natural circulation when pumps are
tripped.
In recent years, the emphasis on the design of LMRs has been placed upon its inherent safety
rather than maximizing its breeding performance. Hence stringent thermal-hydraulic requirements
for a tight lattice and compact core in conventional LMR designs can be relaxed. It is appropriate to
re-evaluate the non-conventional concept of using heavy metals such as lead or its eutectic as coolant
in LMR designs. This paper summarizes a comparative neutronic study conducted on typical LMR
designs using both lead-magnesium eutectic (97.7% Pb - 2.3% Mg) and sodium as coolant In order
to have an objective comparison between these two coolants, this study used exactly the same reactor
core geometries, assembly design parameters, and compositions for structure material. Only coolant
sodium is replaced by Pb-Mg eutectic composition and the fissile enrichment of the drivers is
adjusted for each design accordingly. Special emphasis has been put on void worth comparison
between Pb-Mg ar ' Na coolant. Other performance parameters will also be analyzed in order to see
the associated core physics performance differences between these two coolants.

II. PROPERTIES OF PB-MG AS REACTOR COOLANT
The small amount of Mg in the Pb-Mg eutectic lowers the melting point of the alloy to ~ 25OC
(482F) from that of pure lead at ~ 327C (621F). Its contribution to the neutronic performance is relatively insignificant. Therefore we will focus our attentions on the comparisons between Pb and Na,
without paying much attention to Mg even though it is included in all of our calculations.
The density of Pb is - 13 times that of Na and the atomic weight of Pb is - 9 times that of Na.
For a fixed geometry (or volume), the lead coolant will have - 40 % more atoms per c m 3 than that
for sodium coolant. Furthermore, the melting point of Pb is 62IF and the boiling point is - 3159F,
both are much higher than that for Na, giving it a substantially larger working fluid range (melting to
boiling) than does sodium. According to a thermal-hydraulic comparison analysis for Pb and Na coolant, 7 it is found that he Pb-cooled reactor will have much higher ( ~ 17 times) pumping power
requirements, higher natural circulation velocity at higher clad temperature, more severe fluid
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hammer effects due to sudden velocity changes, and harder to design a guard healing system 10
the coolant temperature above the melting point in order to prevent local freezing.
Since Pb atom is heavy, the energy loss of a neutron colliding with Pb nucleus will be very
small. The maximum fractional energy loss pt:r collision for neutrons with Pb is - 2% whereas that
for Na is ~ 16%. Therefore, for a fixed fuel and structure composition, a reactor with Pb coolant will
have a harder neutron spectrum than that with Na coolant Consequently its fertile fission bonus will
be higher, thus its breeding performance will be enhanced. In this study we fixed the lattice geometry and structure compositions, but the fissile enrichment is adjusted for each coolant So the benefit
of harder neutron spectrum using Pb as coolant is realized by reducing the fissile enrichment.
Consequently a core using Pb coolant does not necessarily have a significantly harder spectrum than
that using Na coolant as we shall see later.
In the energy range between 50 keV and 1 MeV where most of the neutrons will have in a typical LMR design, the capture cross section of Pb is - 10 'z to 10 3 bams, which is - 5 to 10 times
larger than that for Na. The transport cross section in that same energy range for Pb is ~ 5 to 10
barns, which is ~ 2 to 3 times that for Na. Consequently, the substitution of Na by Pb will increase
the coolant capture reaction rate slightly (due to a small value of ac of Pb) and reduce the leakage
rate more significantly (smaller diffusion coefficient due to larger value of ar of Pb). Both the spectral and the leakage effects contribute to a better neutron economy for the Pb-cooled LMRs.
However, neutron leakage rate is greatly enhanced by a larger &D and a larger flux gradient V$ when
Pb coolant is voided. More discussions on the effects of Pb-coolant voiding will be given in later
sections.

III. DESCRIPTIONS OF LMR CORES AND CALCULATIONS
In this study, the LMR reference design is a 900 MWt, tightly coupled, radially heterogeneous
core which has been analyzed in reference 4. The core layout is shown in Fig. 1. This design has an
equivalent core diameter of ~ 90 in. for the 199 subassemblies inside the radial blankets and the steel
shields interface. The active driver fuel height is 38 in. with no axial blanket extension. Both
internal and radial blankets have active fuel height of 38 ia as well.
A systematic variations from the reference case were made on the assembly mechanical designs
to investigate their effects on neutronic performance parameters. A total of five different cases as
shown in Table 1 were studied. Three driver pin sizes (0.25,0.285, and 0.32 in.) and three pitch to
diameter (P/D) ratios (1.18,1.36, and 1.54) were chosen. Such changes redistribute the core volume
between the existing three materials: fuel, structure, and coolant. In each design, the structural
material is HT-9 steel. The duct wall thickness is fixed at 0.14 in. and the clading thickness is set to
0.077 x driver pin diameter to conserve the hoop stress. The blanket pin diameter is proportional to
the driver pin diameter. The interassembly gap sizes were determined by standard assembly design
calculations. For smaller P/D bundles, the pressure drop is larger thus a larger interassembly gap is
needed to accommodate the larger duct dilation. As P/D increases, the fuel volume fraction is
reduced and the coolant volume fraction increases while the structure volume fraction remains nearly
constant. The core size changes from ~ 90 in. (case #2) to - 129 in. (case #5) as the lattice pitch
changes. Case #2 is the reference LMR design which has a small pitch-to-diameter ratio and a large
pressure drop (57 psi) due to tight lattice design. When the P/D increases, the coolant volume fractions increases significantly (from less than 30% in case #2 to more than 45% in case #5). Therefore
we anticipate a larger impact will result when increased amount of coolant is voided. Sodium bond
was assumed for all cases. Only the flowing sodium and the interassembly gap sodium were
replaced by Pb-Mg in this comparative study.
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Equilibrium cycle performance and coolant void worth calculations were performed for each
case, first for sodium coolant and then for the Pb-Mg coolant The refueling cycle length is 365 days
and the capacity factor is 80%. Fissile enrichments and fuel residence times were adjusted in each
case so that the discharge bumup would be roughly the same. The equilibrium cycle performance
parameters were calculated by REBUS-3 code * using the nodal option in hex-z 3-D geometry with a
9-group ENDF/B-V neutron cross section set. Coolant void worths were calculated for the
End-of-Equilibrium-Cycle (EOEC) core compositions with a 21-group ENDF/B-V neutron cross
section set. Real fluxes were calculated for the flooded states and adjoint fluxes were calculated for
the voided states. Exact perturbation theory was assumed and the edits of coolant void reactivity
worths were given by regions as well as by reaction types or components.

IV. EQUILIBRIUM CYCLE PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
Table 1 shows the key performance parameters for the LMR cores for the five cases with both
Na and Pb-Mg as coolant side by side for easy comparison. The impacts and interpretations of the
lattice design variations on performance parameters have been addressed in detail in reference 4 for
sodium coolant and therefore would not be repeated here. Only the differences in performance
parameters between the Na coolant and the Pb-Mg coolant will be highlighted and analyzed in the
following paragraphs.
For the reasons mentioned in Section II, a lead cooled core will have better neutron economy
for breeding, thus leads to a smaller burnup reactivity swing and a lower fissile loading requirement.
This can easily be seen in comparing the results between Na and Pb-Mg coolants in the reference
design (case #2) for the following items: (i) the breeding ratio with Na is LOSS versus 1.138 with
Pb-Mg; (ii) the bumup swing with Na is 0.599% versus -0.285% 8k/kk' with Pb-Mg; (iii) the fissile
loading with Na is 367.1 versus 329.1 kg/y with Pb-Mg; and (v) the neutron leakage out of the
driver, internal and radial blankets is 23.8% with Na versus 20.3% with Pb-Mg.
Since our design approach is based on a fixed lattice geometry and searching for the fuel enrichment to sustain a bumup cycle, a core with better neutron economy will have lower fissile enrichment. Consequently, a higher flux level will be required in order to produce the same power output.
In general the flux levels in lead cooled core are roughly 20-30% higher than that cooled by sodium.
This higher flux level in lead cooled core shifts power to the blanket regions, causes higher power
peaking and larger flux gradients in outer core regions, and enhances the leakage component of coolant void reactivity worths. However, optimizing the core layouts for the Pb-Mg coolant would
alleviate the power peaking problem.
The variation of fissile enrichments versus P/D (cases #2, #3, #4) for a fixed pin diameter of
0.285 in. using Na or Pb-Mg as coolant are shown in Fig. 2. A difference of ~ 2 to 3 % in fissile
enrichments is found between Na and Pb-Mg coolant. As P/D increases for a fixed pin diameter, the
coolant volume fractions increase at the expense of fuel volume fractions. This leads to a higher fissile enrichments for the drivers. The two curves in Fig. 2 are very similar indicating that the variations in P/D for both coolants will have similar impacts on core performance parameters.
For a fixed pitch to diameter ratio (P/D = 1.54), the variation of fissile enrichments versus pin
diameter from 0.25,0.285, to 0.32 in. (cases #1, #4, #5) can be found in Table 1. Such a variation
reduces coolant fraction and increases fuel fraction, just the opposite to the previous variation. The
neutron economy improves in these cases as pin diameter increases and the breeding performance
gets better. This leads to lower annual fissile makeups and smaller bumup reactivity swings as pin
diameter increases. Of course the initial fissile requirement will increase as the pin diameter
increases in these cases. The advantage of Pb-Mg over Na as coolant in neutron economy is still
clearly being maintained.
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V. COOLANT VOID WORTH COMPARISON
Coolant void worths were calculated for the EOEC core compositions and the results are summarized in Table 1 for the five cases with both Na and Pb-Mg as coolant As expected the coolant
void worth does become smaller when Na is substituted by Pb-Mg in all cases. In several cases
where coolant volume fraction is large (cases #1. #4, and #5 with P/D = 1.54), the void wonhs turn
into negative values as postulated for Pb-Mg coolant. The trends of coolant void reactivity worths
versus lattice design parameter changes will be discussed in this section. The differences in void
worth resulting from differences in the nuclear properties of the coolants will be discussed in the
next section.
For a fixed pin diameter of .285 in., the impact of varying P/D from 1.18, 1.36 to 1.54 (cases #2.
#3, and #4) on the void worth can be seen in Fig. 3. As the P/D ratio increases, larger amount of
coolant will be voided and one may anticipate a larger impact on the reactivity worths. For Na coolant, the void worths exhibit some non-linear behavior arid its explanation has been given in reference 4. However, the void worths for Pb-Mg coolant show a steady decline trend as the P/D
increases. The margin in void worth between Na and Pb-Mg coolant widens from - 10 to - 30 ( x
10 "3 Sk/kkl as P/D increases from 1.18 to 1.54. As shown in Table 1, most of the difference is contributed by the drivers and the radial blankets with small contribution by the inner blankets.
For a fixed P/D ratio, the impact of varying pin diameter from 0.25,0.285, to 0.32 in. (cases #1,
#4, and #5) on the void worth can be seen in Fig. 4. As the pin diameter increases, the assembly size
and core size increase proportionally. But the fuel and coolant volume fractions remain relatively
invariant. The increase in core size will affect the spectral and capture components of the void worth
more significantly than the leakage component which comes predominantly from the peripheral
regions of the reactor. As can be seen in Table 1, the Pb-Mg coolant void worths are negative for all
three cases where otherwise the Na void worths are highly positive. The increasing trends of void
worths for Na and Pb-Mg as coolant are similar, with a fixed margin of ~ 30 x 10 '3 Skjkk' being
maintained for all three cases. Again, most of the difference comes from the radial blankets, some
from the drivers, and very small difference is from the internal blankets. The trends of void worths
in Figs. 3 and 4 due to varying lattice parameters are fairly similar for both the Na coolant and the
Pb-Mg coolant. The interpretation of these trends for Na coolant in reference 4 is generally applicable to (he Pb-Mg coolant Therefore we will focus our attention in next section mainly on the differences (margins) in void reactivity worths between Na and Pb-Mg as coolant for the reference
LMR design (case #2).

VI. PHYSICAL INTERPRETATIONS OF VOID WORTH DIFFERENCES
In order to fully understand these trends observed in Figs. 3 and 4, especially what causes the
large margins between Na and Pb-Mg coolants, one needs to look into the basic physical reasons
involved in coolant void reactivity worth. According to Hummel and Okrent,9 there are three major
components that make up the bulk of coolant void reactivity worth. They are the capture, spectral,
and leakage component Relatively smaller contributions from fission reactions and the fission
source (nu-fission) terms are also found when coolant is voided. They can be neglected in most cases
in this study (see Table 2). Reactivity contributions from each of these three major components may
be positive or negative with varying magnitudes depending on which regions are voided. The intricate interplay of these components from various regions of the reactor determines the total void reactivity worth.
In the next few paragraphs, we will use the same notations for void worth formula as those
found in reference 9 without further clarifications. However, it is important to note here that the perturbation denominator N defined as following:
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remains relatively invariant for this comparative study. It is a normalization constant depending
mainly on the reactor power. Therefore for a fixed reactor power at 900 MWt. its value changes
very little (< 5 %) between cases in this study. Thus we can assume the perturbation denominator N
to be a constant in the following discussions so that it does not complicate the analysis unnecessarily.
VI. 1 Spectral Component
The increase of r\ (ratio of neutron production to absorption) with neutron energy enables the
production of excess neutrons for breeding in a fast reactor. However, this increase of T) with energy
leads to an increase in the excess neutrons produced when the coolant is voided and the spectrum
hardens, thus adding a positive reactivity to the reactor. This effect can be quantified as the spectral
component of void reactivity worth as following:

where S£, is the change in the total scattering cross section caused by voiding the coolant, 4>* is the
perturbed adjoint flux, N is the perturbation denominator, and j and k are energy group indices. The
spectral component can become increasingly dominant if the core volume V is allowed to increase,
thus leading to a positive coolant void worth in large conventional LMRs.
When Na coolant is substituted by the Pb-Mg coolant, major impacts on the spectral component
are (he following: (i) increased flux level fy which is needed to maintain the same total reactor
power output due to the reduced fissile enrichment; and (ii) increased magnitude of perturbation 51,
due to more Pb-Mg atoms are removed and larger scattering cross section of Pb than Na. Both of
these factors make the spectral component of void worth of Pb-Mg coolant larger than that of Na
coolant in the interior regions of the reactor where spectral component is most important. As can be
seen from Table 2, the spectral component from Pb coolant is roughly 30% higher than that from the
Na coolant in the interior regions such as inner core and internal blankets. Whereas in the peripheral
regions of the reactor such as gas plena, radial blankets and radial shields, ihe Na coolant has higher
spectral component than the Pb coolant.
Comparison of the neutron spectra for the inner core region, either flooded or voided, revealed
that both Na and Pb-Mg coolants have quite similar neutron energy characteristics. The hardening of
the spectrum due to voiding was observed for both coolants. As P/D increases for a fixed pin diameter, the hardening of neutron spectrum is more enhanced which should also make the capture and
spectral components of void worth more positive. But the increase in leakage component (negative)
in the peripheral regions is even larger, thus make it overshadow the spectral contribution 2nd ' f;nce
dominating the total coolant void worth as we shall see in the next section.
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VI.2 Leakage Component
The leakage component of coolant void worth can be expressed as follows:
'

(3)

which accounts for the fact that loss of coolant allows more neutrons to escape the core leading to a
reactivity loss. This component may dominate for small and leaky LMRs leading to a negative void
worth.
The difference in the leakage component when Na is substituted by Pb-Mg is caused by the following: (i) increased magnitude of perturbation on the diffusion coefficient of a region 5D;; and (ii)
increased spatial gradient of the flux fy and/or adjoint <t>" due to higher flux levels that are needed in
Pb-Mg cooled cores to maintain same power level with lower fissile enrichments. These fluxes must
vanish at the extrapolation distances for a fixed core boundary for both coolants respectively. It is
important to note that the leakage component is dependent on the spatial flux shape, i.e., the gradient.
Thus, the effect comes predominantly from the core boundaries where the gradient is usually the
largest. The bulk of the difference in total coolant void reactivity worths between Na and Pb-Mg
coolant is caused by the leakage components near the core boundaries, i.e., outer core and radial
blanket regions.
The leakage component for Pb coolant is roughly a factor of 2 to 3 of that for Na coolant in
almost every region of the core, even the central regions where the flux gradients are very small.
This difference is mainly caused by the perturbation in diffusion coefficient between these two coolants. The perturbation 5D, can be calculated as follows:
(4)
3LI
tr o-

where 1^ is the transport cross section of the perturbed (or voided) state. The macroscopic transport
cross section £„ consists of three components:

where the first term represents coolant, the second term represents structure, and the third term represents fuel. Most of the contribution to £„ comes from the structure (- 65 %), followed by that from
fuel (- 20 %). and then by coolant (- 15 %). Since the bulk (- 85 %) of I, r will not be affected when
Na is substituted by Pb-Mg in this study, the denominator in Equation 4 remains roughly constant for
both coolants. Therefore the perturbation in diffusion coefficient is mainly determined by SLr.
To a good approximation, we can express the perturbation on the transport cross section as

where the first term accounts for the change in coolant number density, the second and third term
account for the transport cross section changes in structure and fuel due to spectral hardening of
voiding the coolant. Due to larger number of Pb-Mg atoms are removed and the transport cross section of Pb is larger than that for Na by a factor of two or more, the first term for Pb coolant is therefore larger than that for Na coolant in proportion. The differences in the second and third term
between Pb and Na coolant are relatively smaller when compared to the first term. Thus the pcrturba-
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tion in 5 l r due to coolant voiding on the leakage components is a multiplier to the flux gradients V$
and V4> in equation 3. This fact can be seen from the data shown in Table 2 where the leakage components from almost all regions of the reactor are a factor of two or more for Pb coolant than that for
Na coolant, even in the core central regions where the flux gradients are small.
VI.3 Capture Component
The capture component of coolant void reactivity worth is calculated from the expression:

which is the reactivity gain caused by the elimination of coolant capture as well as the reduction of
capture by other materials due to the hardening of the neutron spectrum when coolant is voided.
The difference in the capture component when Na is substituted by Pb-Mg are the following:
(i) increased magnitude of perturbation in SE.; due to more Pb-Mg atoms are removed and higher
capture cross section for Pb-Mg coolant than Na coolant, a factor of 3 larger (more negative) can be
seen in Table 2 for Pb coolant in most regions; and (ii) increased flux level ^ in the driver regions
needed to maintain the same total reactor power output due to reduced fissile enrichment. Both of
these factors make the capture component larger for the Pb coolant than the Na coolant. Compared
to the spectral and leakage components, the capture component contributes rather small amount of
reactivity to the total coolant void worth in all cases in this study.

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS
Based on the analysis performed and the results obtained in this study, we concluded the following:
1. Major differences in basic nuclear data between Pb and Na are the following: (i) the transport
cross section for Pb is - 2 to 3 times that for Na; (ii) the capture cross section of Pb is ~ 5 to 10 times
that for Na, but the magnitude is relatively small; and (iii) for a fixed lattice design, there are 40%
mote Pb atoms than Na atoms. These differences manifest themselves in equilibrium cycle performance parameters as well as coolant void worths rather directly.
2. Equilibrium cycle analysis indicated that the Pb-Mg cooled LMR cores in general have better
neutron economy over the Na cooled cores. Higher breeding ratios, lower bumup reactivity swings,
and lower fissile loadings are obtained for the Pb-Mg cooled cores. However, power peaking, linear
heat rates, discharge bumups, and fast fluences suffered degradation in the Pb-Mg cases. (The
power peaking and linear heat rating can be improved if the design constraint of interchangeability
were relaxed.) Such results are the consequences of higher flux levels in Pb-Mg cooled cores that
are required to maintain the same power output with reduced fissile enrichment for a fixed core
geometry. Spectral effects from substituting Na by Pb-Mg do not have dramatic and direct impacts
on neutronics as one have anticipated intuitively.
3. Coolant void worths are reduced substantially in the Pb-Mg cases over the Na cases.
Negative values were achieved in three cases where the coolant fractions are large (P/D = 1 54) with
Pb-Mg coolant where otherwise Na coolant would have yield large posiuve void worths. The trends
of void worths versus lattice design parameters are fairly similar between Pb-Mg and Na coolant. A
favorable margin of void worth is maintained for Pb-Mg over Na as coolant in all cases.
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4. The bulk (> 80%) of differences in coolant void worths between Pb-Mg and Na coolant is
caused by the leakage component from outer regions of the reactor. There are two main reasons for
the enhanced leakage effect in Pb-Mg coolant: (i) the magnitude of perturbation in diffusion coefficient due to voiding Pb-Mg is - twice as large as that for Na coolant and (ii) the flux gradients are
larger for Pb-Mg coolant due to higher flux levels needed to maintain the same power density with
lower enrichment fuel in drivers.
5. The lattice design and core configuration are based on the LMR design which was optimized
for the Na coolant. Therefore the neutronic performance of these cases may be improved for the
Pb-Mg coolant if we re-optimize the LMR design.
6. Some other heavy liquid metal coolants which have similar neutronic properties as the Pb-Mg
eutectic but lower melting points may worth our consideration in future studies. One is lead-bismuth
(44.5% Pb - 55.5% Bi) which has a melting point of 257F (125C) and the boiling point of 3O38F
(1670Q. The other one is the lead-bismuth-tin ternary alloy (50% Bi - 31.2% Pb -18.8% Sn) which
has a melting point of only ~ 94C (20IF).
7. Although Pb-Mg cooled LMRs have improved coolant void reactivity worths over the
sodium cooled LMRs, several thermal-hydraulic design issues need to be addressed. Some of the
key concerns are: (i) pumping power requirement; (ii) higher natural circulation velocity at higher
clad temperature; (iii) more severe fluid hammer effect; and (iv) guard heating system to prevent
local freezing. Finally, the chemical compatibility of Pb-based coolants were not addressed at all in
this neutronics scoping study.
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TABLE 1. PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS FOR LMR CORES
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APPENDIX

BELGIAN EXPERIENCE WITH START-UP WITHOUT
SECONDARY NEUTRON SOURCES

N. A. Hollasky
AI8-VINC0TTE Nuclear
Brussels, Belgium

ABSTRACT

A belgian Utility observed a contamination of the primary system of its
plant in Antimony 124 and concluded that one or more secondary source rods
were damaged.
The presence of secondary source assemblies in the cores of the power plants
was questioned and start-ups without sources envisaged.
Information allowing to estimate the feasibility of such start-ups was
collected, many measurements were performed in several plants and it was
concluded that start-ups without secondary neutron sources present advantages.
Neverthless, some rules and recommendations were expressed.

INTRODUCTION
Since there is low neutron activity during loading, refueling, shutdown
and approach to criticality, neutron sources are placed in the reactor to
provide a positive neutron count on the source range detectors.
The function of the secondary sources is limited to those time intervals when
the reactor is in a subcritical state i.e. when the neutron flux is within the
source range.
This corresponds to refueling conditions (k<.95), to cold and hot shutdown
(k<.99) and to approach to criticality (k<1.0).
Reactivity monitoring during these reactor states is accomplished through
monitoring of the multiplication of neutrons from the secondary sources (and
from the spent elements if present in the core) using the source range
detectors (counting rate <10^ c/sec).
This allows detection of changes in the core multiplication factor due to
addition of fuel assemblies while loading the core but also detection of
changes in control rod positions or in boron concentration (for instance ;
uncontrolled dilution).
The secondary neutron sources also contributes to keep under control the
approach to criticality since the counting rate of the source range detectors
is in direct ratio to the subcritical multiplication.

Al

During cycle 12 of Tihange 1, the Utility observed a contamination of the
primary system in Antimony 124 and concluded that one or more secondary source
rods were damaged.
The presence of secondary source assemblies in the core was questioned and
start-up without sources envisaged for the ulterior cycles.
In this point of view, information allowing to estimate the feasibility of
such a start-up, i.e. with only the spontaneous fissions and the reactions
( }f , n) from the irradiated fuel as neutron source in the core, was collected.
Many measurements were performed and a "point" model was developed by
Tractebel to solve the kinetic equations with source.
Several reactivity transients were simulated, initiated from subcritical
conditions in order to evaluate the time required by the operator to detect
them.
Some time later, other Utilities, on account of the potential problems which
could occur in case of damaged source rod, also envisaged to operate without
secondary sources.
The purpose of this paper is to summarize the Belgian experience in that field
and to draw the rules and recommendations which were derived from it.

LEGAL ASPECTS
The minimal requirements with regard to the source range detectors for an
initial loading are specified by the NRC in the Regulatory Guide 1.68 Rev. 2 :
- the net counting rate must be above 0.5 c/sec
- the ratio signal/noise must be above 2.
According to Hestinghouse and Siemens recommendations, the plants which work
without secondary sources have introduced the following criteria in their
technical specifications :
- the net counting rate must be above 2 c/sec
- the ratio signal/noise must be above 2
when they are three or more fuel assemblies in the core.

DESCRIPTION OF THE SECONDARY NEUTRON SOURCE ASSEMBLIES (fig. 1)
A secondary source assembly contains a symmetrical grouping of four
secondary source rods.
Locations not filled with a source rod (16 in Tihange 1 and 20 in the other
plants) contain a thimble plug.
The secondary source rod is in stainless steel about half-filled with stacked
Sb-Be pellets.
The stable material (Sb) is activated by neutron bombardment during reactor
operation.
The activation results in the subsequent release of neutrons through the
reactions
c.124
Sb

Y . T 124
—«.—> Te
+ e
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This becomes the source of neutrons during periods of low neutron flux.
The period of the Sb 124 is aaout 60 days.
After a stay of one year in a reactor operating at nominal power, one gram of
mixed Sb-Be emits 10? neutrons/sec.
Neutron source assemblies are employed at diametrically opposite sides of
the core.
The assemblies are inserted into the rod cluster control guide thimbles in
fuel assemblies at selected unrodded locations.
The rods in the secondary source assembly are permanently fastened at the top
end to a spider assembly which is similar to that of a control rod assembly.
This allows permutation between assemblies during refueling to be performed in
the reactor cavity using the same handling machine as for control rod
permutation.

TIHANCE 1 EXPERIENCE
Tihange 1 operates with extended cycles and has adopted a reload strategy
type "third of core - fresh assemblies in periphery".
Two secondary source assemblies emit about J.4 10^
neutrons/sec at the
moment of stop for unloading (2.4 10^
neutrons/sec after a stop period of
JO days).
The amplitude of the neutron source in the irradiated fuel, which is mainly
due to the spontaneous fissions of the Cm242,
has been evaluated by means of
the code ORIGEN 2 and reaches about 10 X of this value.
It is strongly dependent on the loading pattern and thus varies from one cycle
to the other.
In this evaluation, the initial enrichment, the burn up and the stay in pool
time of each fuel assembly have been taken into account; by conservatism, the
reactions ( jf' ,n) have been neglected.
The number of neutrons emitted by an assembly is proportional to the power J.5
of its burn up.
In February 1989, at the end of cycle 12, when opening the vessel for
reloading,
there were
three secondary source assemblies in the core
(respectively located in HIJ, F07 and HOJ) and the fuel assemblies situated
nearest the source range detectors had burn up rates varying between 8, 700 and
10,000 MWd/T for the first row (lines 1 end 15) and between 10,000 and 40,000
MHd/T for the second one (lines 2 and 14) (See figure 2).
During the reloading operations, the secondary sources were withdrawn and the
counting rates summarized in table 1 have been observed.
These results, together, with others coming from foreign plants,
the following conclusions :

lead to

The withdrawal of a secondary source located "in the front" of a
source-range detector only affects the count rate of this detector.
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The withdrawal of a secondary source located in the center of the core
does not affect the count rate of any detector.
The moving, core loaded, of a secondary source from position C01 to
position H03 (or from 315 to H1J) reduces the count rate of the nearest
source range detector by a factor 10 to 15.
The signal of a source range detector for a fully loaded core is 2 to 10
times higher than for an isolated, irradiated assembly, located in the
periphery of the core, near a detector (Siemens result).

REACTIVITY TRANSIENTS SIMULATION
A "point" model, solving the kinetic equations with sources, shows that
when a transient is initiated from subcritical stable conditions, the kinetic
behaviour of the core is only dependent on the variation law of the reactivity
with time.
In particular, the source level does not Influence the core power variation.
Tractebel has simulated reactivity ramps of .25 to 10 pcm/sec in order to
evaluate the time the operators in the control room would dispose of to act if
such a transient would occur during reloading operations without secondary
sources in the core.
The table hereafter shows the values of the different parameters when
criticality is reached.
(The initial subcriticality of the core was - 5000 pern and the initial neutron
flux (f>o was normalized to 1).

Reactivity ramp
(pcm/sec)

10
5
2.5
1
.5
.25

Time
(sec)

500

1,000
2,000
5,000
10,000
20,000

Flux

Flux

variation

(dec/min)
34.15
44.22
57.69
84.89
116.45
154.39

1,27
0.84
0.55
0.31
0.21
0.15

If we consider, for instance, a reactivity ramp of 0. 5 pcm/sec (which
corresponds to an uncontrolled boron dilution zith maximum dilution flow), the
detection in the control room will become possible when the flux level will
have been multiplied by a factor 10 i.e. 150 minutes after the beginning of
the transient.
The variation of the flux will at that moment be 0.025 decade/minute and the
reactor trip will occur more than 20 minutes later.
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DOEL 4 MEASUREMENTS
At the end of cyle 5, the Utility of Doel 4 envisaged in his turn to
withdraw the secondary neutron sources from the core.
Doel 4, as opposed to Tihange 1, has chosen to operate with annual cycles and
has adopted a reload strategy type "quarter of core - low leakage (irradiated
assemblies in periphery)".
The presence of irradiated fuel assemblies in the periphery of the core, and
in particular in front of the source r&nge detectors, has the following
advantages :
they are nearer the source range detectors than the source assembly (H3
and H13) what increases the counting rate by a factor 10 to 15
there is no control rod between the fuel assembly and the detector what
increases the counting rate by a factor 2
(This is not the case for the source assembly : there is a control rod in
H2 and in H14).
A secondary source at the moment of shutdown for refueling produces
1010 neutrons/sec.
An irradiated assembly of 27,000 MWd/T at the same moment provides
10s neutrons/sec i.e. 100 times less.
Although the secondary source is 100 times more efficient, the above-mentioned
compensating effects should reduce this ratio by 5.
Table 2 summarizes the measurements performed in Doel 4.
As we can see from these measurements, when the secondary sources are
withdrawn, the neutrons counted by the detectors come almost solely from the
two assemblies strongly irradiated located near the detectors and not from the
rest of the core assemblies.
Therefore, by complete unloading the counting rate will respect the criterion
if we take the precaution for always keeping sufficiently irradiated (25,000
MWd/T) assemblies in positions C15, H15 or 315 and Cl, HI or 31.
The same conclusions can be drawn from the measurements performed in Doel
1 at end of cycle 16 and in Doel 2 at end of cycle 15 (see table 3 and
figure 3).

DOEL 3 RESULTS ( Begin of cycle 9)
The situation in Doel 3 is quite different from the one of Doel 4.
Doel 3 also operates with annual cycles and a reload strategy type "quarter of
core -low leakage" but the irradiated assemblies situated nearest the source
range detectors at begin of cycle 9 came from cycle 4 and had therefore stead
in desactivation pool during about four years before being reloaded.
The neutrons still emitted by such assemblies in absence of secondary source
only result from the decrease of Cm 244 (Cm 242 has a half life period of
162.B days and has consequently almost completely disappeared after four
years) and represent 34 % of the total Initial emission rate (due to Cm 242
and Cm 244)
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If Me take the resuJ'.s of Doel 4 as a basis, we may expect these assemblies to
provide at least 2.4 c/sec. and therefore the criteria (see LEGAL ASPECTS) to
be satisfied.
Several measurements for different configurations were performed in Doel 3
before the start-up of cycle 9 (see table 4); the observed effects can be
summarized as follow:
Fuel element

Effect
( c/sec)
ttith secondary
source

Fresh
One cycle irradiated
Three cycles irradiated
Three cycles irradiated - four
years in desactivation pool

Hithout secondary
source

65 (c-d)
50 (b-c)
58 (d-e)

6 (1-m)
6 (k-1)
34 (i-j)

31 (a-b)

8 (j-k)
9 (f-g)

As foreseeable, when a secondary source is present, the neutrons emitted
by a fresh or by a "young" element mainly result from the fissions of the
U-235.
For a three cycle irradiated element, about one half of the emmitted neutrons
are coming from the fissions of the U-235 and the other half from the decrease
of the Cm.
After a stay of four years in a desactivation pool, this last quantity is
reduced to about 30 % of its value, while the first one decreases of about a
factor 2.

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The start-up without secondary neutron sources presents many advantages: it
increases the core design flexibility improving fuel utilization, reduces
probability of fuel assembly damage and of primary system contamination and
shortens time requirements for refueling.
Our experience allows us to systematically adhere to this practice; nevertheless,
we express some recommendations, principally for the plants which operats with
extended cycles and a reload strategy type "third of core - fresh assemblies in
periphery".
Indeed, with this type of strategy, it is in most cases not possible to assign
peripherical locations to irradiated assemblies.
Consequently, we recommend:
- to load temporarily irradiated fuel assemblies (about 30,000 MWd/T) in the
front of the source range detectors (lines 1 and 15) and to replace them by
fresh ones when the refueling operations are terminated.
- to respect as well as possible the minimum boron concentration required for
refueling operations (400 ppm boron more reduces the counting rate by a
factor 2)
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- if the counting rate criterion is not satisfied, to sheathe momentarily the
detector with a moderator (increases the counting rate by a factor 1.5 or 2)
- by low values, to integrate the counting rates over 10 minutes
- to withdraw the control rods (except group D) before beginning the dilution
process
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Tsble 2. Counting rate of tho source range do tec tors in Pool 4
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